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educational, legal, and technology issues. He was appointed to the American 
Association for Paralegal Education Board of Directors in October 2005; 
there, he served as the founding chair of the Technology Task Force, where 
he initiated the Train the Trainer program and the Cyber Idol competition. 

ALICE HART HUGHES, JD, is a practicing attorney and experienced liti; 
gator. She is a former Adjunct Professor of Paralegal Studies at Bucks County 
Community College, where she taught Civil Litigation, Legal Research 
and Writing, Accounting for Paralegals, Introduction to Paralegal Studies, 
Negligence, and Family Law. She is the author of Real Estate Law Fundamentals 
and participated in the production and script writing for the Video Law 
Office Experience. Mrs. Hughes holds a degree in real estate and finance from 
Temple University and graduated from Temple University School of Law. 
She has practiced civil litigation extensively, working in midsized, multi;office 
law firms. Her practice is limited to estate planning, administration, and litiga; 
tion. In 2010, she was appointed to the Pennsylvania Board of Dentistry and 
lectures on ethical issues in the medical subspecialty of podiatry . 



WHAT'S NEW IN THE FOURTH EDITION 

• The Virtual Law Office Experience is now an integrated part of the 
textbook. The end--of--chapter assignments use online video resources to 
provide a realistic workplace experience where assignments are presented 
in the form of e--mail directions from the ''supervising attorney'' to the 
paralegal. Students are assigned to watch a scenario as an observer and 
complete a task that they would be asked to do in practice. 
Cases include simulations of: 
A minor traffic accident 
A major school bus injury case based on an N TSB case report 
A product liability case 
Personal injury of a minor injured on a school bus 

• Federal Rules of Civil and Criminal Procedure have been updated. 

• Electronic discovery rules and decisions have been updated. 

• Chapter Introduction Videos by the authors appear online, providing an 
overview of the chapter topic. 

• Information on paralegal regulation has been updated. 

• Exhibit and forms have been updated to reflect current practice. 

• The Technology Resources Website has been updated with the most 
recent trial version offers from legal software vendors. 

Few students taking a civil litigation class have ever had any actual contact with 
the courts or been involved in a lawsuit. As a result, most of their information 
and beliefs about courts and trials come from television dramas, where every-
thing resolves itself in 30 to 60 minutes. In the real world, the process is slower 
and more complex; in addition, litigation can be a bit of a mystery because 
most of what happens goes on behind closed doors. We have tried, in both the 
text and the supplements, to open the doors of the law office and courthouse 
to present the process and the procedures of the real world of law. 

One way we hope to reveal the mysteries of litigation is through the extensive 
use of videos. The text is now supported by two types of videos built into the 
text as end of chapter assignments. Video Case Studies show students what 
it is like to work in a practice. They follow the progress of a civil case from 
the factual setting that gives rise to the lawsuit to the preliminary interviews 
and investigations. The videos continue through the pretrial phases and con-
elude with the trial and appeal. These scenarios form a basis for discussion 
and help create an appreciation for the interconnection between professional 
ethics and actual practice and procedures. New to this edition is the Virtual 
Law Office Experience that provides a realistic paralegal intern simula-
tion. A variety of cases are presented from the plaintiff view and from the 
defense view from initial intake to arbitration and trial preparation. Students 
are asked to complete tasks similar to those they will be given in an actual 
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practice. Completing these tasks results in the creation of a valuable port-
folio of work that can assist students in securing employment. Students can 
view the cases and assignments atwww.pearson.com/goldman--civil--litigation. 

In addition to presenting every stage of the litigation process on video, we 
have included a complete set of pleadings for a comprehensive case involv-
ing a school bus accident. This case is based on a real--life accident reported 
by the National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB). These pleading sam-
ples may be used to prepare one of the additional case studies provided in 
Appendix 2 or 3; in this way, students can gain practice and simulate the 
handling of a real case. All of the cases are based on actual incidents that may 
be further researched, if desired, using the Internet. 

Successful civil litigation practice requires a skill set that includes both knowl-
edge of legal concepts and the practical applications of that knowledge. You 
might think this statement applies only to litigation attorneys, but it also per-
tains to the lawyers, litigation support paralegals, and information technolo-
gists who form the heart of the civil litigation team. Litigation practice today 
calls on all of the knowledge and skills learned in formal courses of study and 
on the intangibles learned from life as well. Ethics, soft skills, technology, 
elements of substantive law, procedural rules, research, and writing skills are 
all part of the package of skills needed by the members of the litigation team. 

Civil litigation today is more complex than ever before. The pressures to be 
more efficient, more productive, and more cost effective require the legal team 
to make extensive use of technology when organizing and managing cases as 
well as when presenting evidence at trial. No contemporary civil litigation text 
can be complete without an explanation of the impact and use of technology. 
Trial versions of some of the most widely used software in the legal field is 
available for download from the Technology Resources Website at www. 
pearsonhighered.com/techresources. The selected software includes examples 
of each type of application program found in actual practice: office manage-
ment, case management, electronic discovery, and trial presentation software. 

This book can be used either as a reference or as a refresher course in the ba-
sics and the advanced knowledge needed to be successful in civil litigation. It 
has been written as a teaching text and as a practice reference manual, with a 
complete set of case documentation that may be used as a template in future 
assignments or real--life cases. As Albert Einstein said, ''I don't need to know 
everything; I just need to know where to find it when I need it.'' 

We hope that you enjoy using this textbook and the supporting videos and case 
material, and we encourage you to contact us with any concerns or suggestions. 

Thomas F. Goldman, JD 
Alice Hart Hughes, JD 



KEY THEMES EXPLORED THROUGHOUT THIS TEXT 

UNDERSTANDING THE LITIGATION PROCESS 

Litigation is a process, not a single event. Each action taken is the result of some decision made by the client 
or the legal team. Each decision impacts the future direction of the case, which is a process with rules dic-
tated by the courts. To demonstrate the process, a complete set of documents in this text follows cases from 
interview and investigation through trial and posttrial activity. 

DEVELOPING CRITICAL THINKING AND PROCEDURAL SKILLS 

End--of--chapter material focuses on developing critical thinking and hands--on skills. It includes exercises 
and assignments broken down into three sections: 

Concept Review and Reinforcement 

Key Terms 
Chapter Summary 
Review Questions and Exercises 

Building Your Paralegal Skills 

Internet and Technology Exercises 
Civil Litigation Video Case Studies 
Comprehensive Case Study 

Building Your Professional Portfolio 

The Virtual Law Office Experience 

UNDERSTANDING HOW TO HANDLE ETHICAL SITUATIONS IN CIVIL 
LITIGATION 

The text and resources are designed to build a strong foundational understanding of the ethical principles 
that apply to the members of the legal team in actual practice. Resources include references to national and 
individual state's codes of legal ethics and professional responsibility, Ethical Perspectives boxes integrated 
throughout the textbook, and 16 ethics--related video case study segments. 

ORGANIZATION OF THE BOOK 

The book is divided into six units: 

• Introduction to Civil Litigation 
• Planning the Litigation 
• Documents in Civil Litigation 
• Formal Discovery Methods 
• Trial of the Case 
• Posttrial Issues 
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CHAPTER PEDAGOGY AND FEATURES 

OPENING SCENARIOS: THE CIVIL LITIGATION TEAM AT WORK 
Each chapter opens with a scenario designed to focus the reader on the relationship of the chapter's content 
to civil litigation practice. These scenarios offer insight into the operation of a civil litigation law firm and 
describe situations that a professional might encounter on the job. The scenarios revolve around activities 
in a fictional multi--location law office that is handling a major tort action through to the trial presentation. 

ADVICE FROM THE FIELD ARTICLES 
AND INTERVIEWS 

These features present professional advice straight from the experts and 
cover such topics as interviewing skills, developing your portfolio, profes-
sional development, handling clients, and more. 

ETHICAL PERSPECTIVES 
This feature raises students' awareness of ethical issues encountered by 
the legal team and directs students to resources that will help them resolve 
those issues. 

PRACTICE TIPS 
The goal of this feature is to provide practical tips for the litigation team based on the authors' experience. 
Typical advice can incorporate the simple (always check the local rules), the practical (call the courthouse to deter .... 
mine the electronic features available in the courtroom), and the obtuse (make sure the file formats are supported by 
the program you select). 

SKILL-BUILDING EXERCISES USING CASE RESOURCE MATERIALS 
End--of--chapter practice materials, continuing case studies, and a comprehensive case study reflect the actual 
activities of professionals working in the civil litigation area. Samples are placed throughout the chapters for 
reference and guidance in preparing the assignments. 

VIDEO CASE STUDIES AND VIRTUAL LAW OFFICE 
EXPERIENCE 

Civil Litigation: Process and Procedures is supported by a wealth of video simula-
tions that provide students with a window into the real world of litigation prac-
tice and build the practical skills necessary to succeed in today's workplace. 

JJl/ /)/J .. 

BUILDING YOUR PROFESSIONAL PORTFOLIO 
One of the key outcomes of this course is the building of a professional portfolio of litigation documents that 
can be shown to prospective employers and will function as on--the--job reference material in the future. At the 
end of Chapter 1, you will find suggestions for organizing your portfolio. Then, as you move through the course, 
you will find specific assignments that require the production of documents to be included in the portfolio . 
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NEW! VIRTUAL LAW OFFICE EXPERIENCE 

The Virtual Law Office Exper ience series has been integrated through the text to offer a simulated law of .. 
flee internsh ip. It is a multimedia program designed to allow stude nts to apply their knowledge and skills in 
a workplace context. Throughout the course, students watch realistic video scenarios, work w ith case files 
and docu ments, and use the technology tools they will find in the law office to do the work a paralegal will 
be asked to do in practice. Throughout the course. students build a portfolio of work that demonstrates 
that they have the training and exper ience e mployers are seeking. 

One of the advantages of the V irtual Law Office Experience is that the student has the ability to work 
on a case from beginning to end and develop a portfolio of related documents, including case setup, d iscov .. 
ery, pleading and posttrial documentation, while using the online demonstration versions of actual law of .. 
fice software. These portfolios may be valuable to srudents interviewing for positions in law offices as a way 
of demonstrating their s kills and abilities. 

• S tudents engage in a workplace experience 
throughout the course as a law office intern 

• S tudents see behind closed doors in practice 
and in t he courts 

• S tudents build a comprehensive portfolio of 
\.Vorkplace products to show potential en1ployers 
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Within the Virtual Law Office Experience program students can access a wealth of resources to complete 
assignments at any time including: 

• Ask the La\\' L ibrarian Instruc.tional Videos to answer student's research and writing questions. 
• Ask Technical Support for technology and legal software support. 
• Forn1s File contains examples of commonly used legal documents for the major legal specialties. 
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THE CIVIL LITIGATION VIDEO CASE STUDY SERIES 

The video case studies incorporated into this text illustrate each 
step of the litigation process and demonstrate a wide variety of 
practice and procedural scenarios. Students can v iew the cases and 
assignments atwww.pearson.com/goldman--civil--litigation. 

A complete, 20--minute videotaped deposition of an expert 
witness and an accompanying written transcript (in both .TXT 
and .DOC formats) are provided for use in creating a deposition 
summary; they could also be used in conjunction with trial or 
deposition programs such as Lexis Nexis Sanction or Lexis Nexis 
Case Map DocPreviewer. 

Video Case Study List 

1. Video Conferencing: Strategy Discussions 
2. Confidentiality Issue: Family Exemption 
3. UPL Issue: Interviewing a Client 
4. Confidentiality Issue: Public Information 
5. UPL Issue: When Friends Ask Friends for Legal Advice 
6. Parent and Child Consult the Legal Team 
7. Solicitation in the ER: Ethical Duties of the Profession 
8. Fees and Billing Issue: Contemporaneous Time Keeping 
9. Fees and Billing Issue: Using Time Effectively 

10. Administrative Agency H earing 
11. Arbitration before Three, Member Panel 
12. Settlement Conference with Judge 
13. Preparing for Arbitration 
14. Altercation on the School Bus 
15. School Principal Reacts 
16. Zealous Representation Issue: H andling Evidence 
17. Zealous Representation Issue: When You Are Asked to Lie 
18. UPL Issue: Working with a Witness 
19. Zealous Representation Issue: Signing Documents 
20. Zealous Representation Issue: Candor to the Court 
21 . Scheduling Conference with Judge: D iscovery Issue 

Resolution 
22. Court H earing to Decide Who Represents a Minor: The 

Court's Duty to Protect the Child 
23. Truck Driver's Deposition 
24. Confidentiality Issue: Need,to,Know Circle 

xx 

25. Attorney Meet and Confer: Electronic Discovery Issues 
26. Confidentiality Issue: Disclosure of Damaging Information 
2 7. UPL Issue: Improper Supervision 
28. UPL Issue: Working with Experts-Deposition of a 

Medical Expert, Dr. Galo 
29. Remote Videoconference: Taking Fact Witness Video 

Deposition 
30. Real,Time Reporting Witness Testimony: Deposing a 

Minor 
3 1. Video Deposition of a Treating Doctor: Deposition of 

Treating Doctor, Dr. Lee 
32. Mechanic's Deposition 
33. Final Pretrial Conference: Resolving Evidentiary Issues 
34. Preparing for Trial: Preparing for Deposition and Trial 
35. Fact or Expert: Resolving Objection in Videotaped 

Deposition Discussions 
36. Jury Selection: Potential Juror Challenged for Cause 
3 7. A Salesman's Courtroom Testimony 
38. Trial: Direct and Cross,Examination of a Witness 
39. Preliminary Jury Instructions before Trial 
40. Closing Argument: A Lawyer's Last Chance 
41. Judge Charges the Jury 
42. Expert Witness Video Deposition 
43. Three,Judge Appellate Panel 
44. A Corporate Officer Seeks Legal Advice 



CASE RESOURCES AVAJLABLE IN TEXT AND ONLINE 

A variety of case materials and docu ments are available for use as exam ples and for completing assignments 
throughout the course. 

CHAPTER OPENING SCENARIO CASE STUDY 

The chapter opening scenario case study sets the stage for the chapter topic. The scenarios revolve around 
activities in a fictional multi,location law office that is handling a major civil action through to the trial 
presentation. At the end of each chapter, an assignment revisits the scenario and poses questions involving 
procedural issues. 

• COMPREHENSIVE CASE STUDY: NTSB SCHOOL BUS ACCIDENT, 
MOUNTAINBURG, ARKANSAS 

A sample case, based on a real-life accident as reported b)' the National Transportation Safecy Board 
(NT SB). provides an overview of the litigation process from beginning to end, including a complete set 
of documents and pleadings. A brief S)'nopsis of this case is presented in Appendix 2. and the full NTSB 
report (com p lete with related exh ibits and photographs) is provided online. 

A full set of all pleadings and related documents for cases discussed in the text is also provided online; 
these documents can be used as examples and ten1plates in the completion of assignments in the text. The 
school bus accident case is presented as a con1prehensive demonstration casei however, the pleadings and 
documents are meant to be used as examples and templates for completing assignments in the text that 
involve other cases assigned by the instructor. 

At the end of each chapter is an assignment that involves analyzing a case and preparing the necessary 
documents for the attorney's review. The assignment is a task comparable to what an attorney might ask a 
paralegal to do. The resulting documents contribute to the student's professional portfolio as specific work 
samples. 

The video case studies t hat are built into this textbook illustrate many of the steps in t his sample case 
and the situations related to the s horter cases described below. The videos deal with scenarios arising from 
client interviews through to investigation, trial, and appeal. 

• ADDITIONAL, SHORT CASE STUDIES FOR USE IN ASSIGNMENTS 

Additio nal. shorter case studies, including a simple property da mage case, a personal injury case, and a civil 
assault case, are provided in Appendix J. These case stud ies may be used for the completion of assignments 
within the text to provide students with hands-0n experience preparing pleadings and working with case 
documents. Documents for these cases are provided online and include: 

Simple Motor Vehicle Propert)' Dan1age Claim Case 

• Police incident report 
• Estimate of repairs from Pope's Garage 
• Notes of client interview 
• Notes of witness interview 
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Personal Injury Claim (Injured Student) Medical Treatment Case 

• School incident report 
• Emergency room report 
• Treating surgeon (Dr. Lee) report 
• Dr. Lee's medical bill 
• Medical records 
• HIPAA release form signed by parent 

Civil Assault on a School Bus Case 

• School incident report 
• Psychologist for attacker report (antisocial with psychotic tendency) 
• Report of school nurse on search of student for knife 
• HIPAA release form 
• Notice to opposing counsel requesting medical records 
• Medical records of victim, Davis Hilary 

ADDITIONAL COMPREHENSIVE CASE STUDIES 

We have provided two additional school bus accident cases and a major plane crash case. These case studies 
can be used in place of the Mountainburg case study to complete assignments in the Comprehensive Case 
Study section at the end of each chapter. Each of the complex cases is based on an NTSB report of an actual 
event and allows students to further develop their research skills as they find information on the cases 
through Internet searches. These full NTSB reports are provided online: 

• School Bus-Truck Case, Albany, New York 
• School Bus-Truck Case, Arlington, Virginia 
• Airplane Crash, Buffalo, New York 
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LEGAL SOFTWARE RESOURCES 

Students can download the latest (time,limited) versions of the 
most popular legal software from the Technology Resources 
Website at www.pearsonhighered.com/techresources. This 
website also contains links to software tutorials, video over, 
views, teaching notes, and a variety of other useful resources, 
including forms for faculty to request lab copies of software 
from vendors. 

OFFICE MANAGEMENT AND 
ACCOUNTING SOFTWARE 
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Most law firms, from the sole practitioner to large, multi,office practices, use office management and ac, 
counting software extensively. This software is useful for keeping accurate calendars of appointments, 
schedules, and deadlines; for tracking time and billing information, client funds, and costs; and for preparing 
accurate billing records. One of the most popular and best,supported programs is CLIO. 

CASE ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE 

Case management software can be used to organize the cast of characters in a case, the documents, the rel, 
evant timetables, the relevant issues, legal authority, and other desired information. Top programs useful 
here are LexisNexis CaseMap and LexisNexis TimeMap. 

PRESENTATION AND TRIAL GRAPHICS SOFTWARE 

Graphic creation programs, such as SmartDraw, can be used to create stand,alone presentations. They can 
also be used to create graphics for presentations created with other programs such as Microsoft PowerPoint. 
The obvious advantage of this type of software is that it gives the legal team the ability to create its own 
graphics, thus eliminating the need to hire graphic artists and outside consultants. 

THE ELECTRONIC COURTHOUSE 

Litigation support software, such as Lexis Nexis Sanction, is used for in,court displays of docun1entary evi, 
dence, graphic presentations, and simulations of accident cases. Relevant portions of illustrations and docu, 
ments can be displayed as a witness testifies, thus eliminating the need to distribute paper copies in court . 
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INSTRUCTOR RESOURCES 

INSTRUCTOR'S MANUAL WITH TEST BANK 

Includes content outlines for classroom discussion, teaching suggestions, and answers to selected end--of ... 
chapter questions from the text. This also contains a Word document version of the test bank. 

TEST GEN 

This computerized test generation system gives you maximum flexibility in creating and administering tests 
on paper, electronically, or online. It provides state--of--the--art features for viewing and editing test bank 
questions, dragging a selected question into a test you are creating, and printing sleek, formatted tests in a 
variety of layouts. Select test items from test banks included with TestGen for quick test creation, or write 
your own questions from scratch. TestGen' s random generator provides the option to display different text 
or calculated number values each time questions are used. 

POWERPOINT LECTURE PRESENTATIONS 

Our presentations are clear and straightforward. Photos, illustrations, charts, and tables from the book are 
included in the presentations when applicable. 

To access supplementary materials online, instructors need to request an instructor access code. Go to 
www.pearsonhighered.com/irc, where you can register for an instructor access code. Within 48 hours after 
registering, you will receive a confirming email, including an instructor access code. Once you have received 
your code, go to the site and log on for full instructions on downloading the materials you wish to use. 

AL TERNA TE VERSIONS: EBOOKS 

This text is also available in multiple eBook formats. These are an exciting new choice for students looking 
to save money. As an alternative to purchasing the printed textbook, students can purchase an electronic 
version of the same content. With an e Textbook, students can search the text, make notes online, print out 
reading assignments that incorporate lecture notes, and bookmark important passages for later review. For 
more information, visit your favorite online eBook reseller or visit www .mypearsonstore.com . 
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES 

After studying this chapter, you should be able to: 

1. Describe the role of the paralegal in civil 
litigation. 

2. List and describe the necessary ski I ls for a 
I itigation paralegal. 

3. List and describe the tasks performed by the 
civi I I itigation paralegal. 



CHAPTER 
• 
1n 

OPENING SCENARIO 

A growing litigation practice, new staff members, and an ever--changing use of technology are causing 
some concerns for attorney Roy Saunders as he tries to set a correct path for a small, two--office law firm. 
With the offices at some distance apart, he uses technology in the form of videoconferencing to improve 
communication between the offices, the legal staffs, and his partners. He has committed the firm to the use 
of paralegals as members of the legal team. Unlike larger firms who have lawyers that are in the office to 
handle routine issues and lawyers specializing in litigation who spend most of their time in court, the small-
firm partners must do everything, frequently finding themselves out of the office in court and depending 
on support staff for many office--based tasks and client interactions. With the eventual growth of the 
firm predicted, it is important to identify the organizational structure of the firm, define the roles of each 
partner and employee, and define the tasks to be assigned and who has the authority to act on each task. 

OPENING SCENARIO LEARNING OBJECTIVE 

Define the role of the paralegal in a litigation practice. 

VIDEO INTRODUCTION 

The Paralegal In Civil Litigation 

After watching the video at www.pearson.com/goldman--civil--litigation, answer the 
following questions: 
1. How is civil litigation a process? 
2. What roles does the paralegal perform in civil litigation? 
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4 CHAPTER 1 

civil I itigation 
Resolution of legal disputes between 
parties seeking a remedy for a civil 
wrong or to enforce a contract. 

criminal l itigation 
Government enforcement of laws or 
prosecution for breach of a law. 

LEARNING OBJECTIVE 1 
Describe the role of the 
paralegal in civi I I itigation. 

legal team 
The collective group of people work
ing on a case or matter under the su
pervision of an attorney. 

paralegal 
A person qualified by education, 
training, or work experience who is 
employed or retained by a lawyer, 
law office, corporation, governmental 
agency, or other entity and who per
forms specifically delegated, substan
tive legal work for which a lawyer is 
responsible; equivalent term is legal 
assistant. 

legal support staff 
Members of the law office who pro
vide support functions to the legal 
team; includes law librarians, legal 
secretaries, receptionists, information 
technologists, bookkeepers, and mai 1-
room personnel. 

inside corporate counsel 
Lawyer employed by a corporation to 
provide legal advice and counsel on 
corporate matters. 

INTRODUCTION TO CIVIL LITIGATION 

Civil litigation involves legal disputes between parties seeking a remedy for a civil 
wrong or to enforce a contract. Civil litigation differs from criminal litigation, 
where the government enforces a law or brings a prosecution for the breach of 
a law. Generally, the filing of a legal dispute with a court happens after the par-
ties to the dispute have determined that they cannot resolve their differences 
amicably or through the use of alternative dispute resolution methods. In the 
United States, cases can be filed in federal court or state court. Within the state 
or federal court system, there may be multiple courts with the power to hear 
the same cause of action. The choice of a specific court may be made based on 
geographical convenience or trial strategy. One of the first steps in the civil litiga-
tion process is the analysis of which courts the case could be filed in. 

THE ROLE OF THE PARALEGAL IN CIVIL LITIGATION 

Civil litigation is a process that requires the assembly of information and evi-
dence, analysis of facts and law, preparation of material for trial presentation and 
posttrial appeals, and execution of judgments. One well--schooled, experienced 
lawyer could do it all, but more typically, these tasks are completed through a 
team effort. The legal team may include paralegals, litigation support staff, in-
vestigators, information technologists, and other legal support staff in varying 
roles. Law firms have structures that define everyone's function in the litigation 
process. In some law firms, that structure is formalized in a written office manual 
with detailed job descriptions. Other law firms are less structured, with more 
flexibility and loosely defined roles that frequently overlap. The members of the 
legal team in all working environments are ultimately accountable to the clients 
who hire and depend on them for competent legal representation. Each member 
of the team shares the total responsibility, perf arming other assigned functions 
and helping others on the team when the need arises. Successful legal teams 
allow for flexibility that will result in success in the litigation process. Some of 
the functions are defined by the permissible role the person can play in the court-
room. For example, only lawyers admitted to practice before a particular court 
may appear on behalf of clients. Paralegals and litigation support staff typically 
may sit at counsel table to assist the attorney, but some local rules may restrict 
even that activity, relegating the role to an associate attorney. 

Managing Client Relationships 

Clients involved in civil litigation may be individuals, small-- or medium-
sized businesses, or large corporate clients. The typical client contact with 
individuals and smaller businesses is directly with the individuals concerned. 
Working with corporate clients may be indirect the client contact is the 
inside corporate counsel for the corporation. Inside corporate counsel gen-
erally selects the outside law firms and monitors the handling of civil litiga-
tion. Maintaining positive client relationships is a critical area of the practice 
of law. Clients want to be kept informed and have their inquiries answered 
promptly. In the inside counsel- outside law firm relationship, communi-
cation may occur via electronic sharing of information. With every client, 
minimizing the costs of litigation is important. It may be more important 
with inside counsel because of the need to budget the expenditures for senior 
management and justify the costs of every piece of litigation. 
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It is important that the legal team, and particularly the paralegal (who may 
be the person having the most direct and frequent contact with the client), un ... 
derstand the client's views and values. Corporate or business clients frequently 
refer to these views and values as the corporate culture. In some cases, clients are 
more concerned with the principles involved in the litigation than they are with 
the costs. In others, cost..-consciousness dictates a very lean budget for litigation 
and a desire to do a cost- benefit analysis of the litigation decisions. In all cases, 
the paralegal becomes the eyes of the attorney and must keep counsel informed 
of the cost incurred in effect, monitoring the litigation budget. Because it is 
often the paralegal on the legal team who hires the outside vendors or sees the 
time records, the paralegal is often in the best position to monitor the budgets. 

Members of the Legal Team 

The lawyers, paralegals, litigation support staff, investigators, information 
technologists, and other support staff handling a case are frequently referred 
to collectively as the legal team. Lawyers are law school graduates who have 
passed the bar examination and hold a license to practice law. Lawyers have 
met the minimum qualifications established by the individual jurisdictions 
or courts for obtaining a license to practice and represent clients. Because the 
standards for admission to the bar are unique to each state, a lawyer's license 
to practice the profession is generally limited geographically to a particular 
state. Within the law firm, lawyers may also have a title that refers to their 
status within the firm, such as managing partner, partner, or associate. Law 
firms are organized in many different ways. Some are organized formally , with 
management committees; others are organized informally, with one partner 
making the management decisions. Exhibit 1.1 shows organizational charts 

Exhibit 1.1 Organizational charts for typical midsized and small 
law firms 

TYPICAL MIDSIZE FIRM TYPICAL SMALL FIRM 

lawyers 
Law school graduates who have 
passed the bar examination, hold a li
cense to practice law, and have met 
the minimum qualifications estab
lished by the ind ividual jurisdictions 
or courts for obtaining a license to 
practice and represent cl ients. 
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partners 
Lawyers who have an ownership 
interest in a law firm and a stake in the 
firm's profits. 

associates 
Non-owner lawyers, usually salaried 
employees of the law firm. 

managing partner 
Partner responsible for managing the 
business operations of a firm, such as 
taking care of the facilities, manage
ment, human resources superv1s1on, 
and public relations. 

supervising attorney 
Member of the legal team to whom all 
others on the team report and who has 
the ultimate responsibility for the ac
tions of the legal team. 

WEB RESOURCES 

...... - · Contrast and compare 
" -• the ethical rules in you r 

jurisdiction with the American 
Bar Association Model Rules of 
Professional Responsibi I ity. See 
the ABA website. 

for typical small and midsize law firms. Partners are the lawyers who have an 
ownership interest and a stake in the profits of the law firm. Associates are 
non--owner lawyers, usually salaried employees of the law firm. The managing 
partner is the partner responsible for managing the business operations of 
the firm, such as taking care of the facilities, management, human resources 
supervision, and public relations. 

Paralegals are generally not required to be licensed, except in a limited 
number of states. Ethical rules require paralegals to work under the super-
vision and control of a supervising attorney. Paralegals may report to and 
be supervised by one or more attorneys in a firm. The paralegal may have a 
permanent assignment to an attorney who always acts as the supervising at-
torney, or the paralegal may ''float,'' working for different attorneys based on 
staffing needs, expertise, or availability to assist in a particular case. 

The legal support staff consists of the other members of the law office 
who provide support functions to the legal team; these include litigation sup-
port staff, law librarians, legal secretaries, receptionists, information technol-
ogists, bookkeepers, and mailroom personnel. 

Corporate Paralegals in Litigation 

Most large corporations, and many smaller companies, have in--house coun-
sel. In some companies, in--house counsel directs the activities of a large staff 
of attorneys, paralegals, and other legal support staff. Depending on the na-
ture of the business and the needs of the corporation, in--house counsel staff 
may litigate cases or refer them to outside counsel and supervise the activities 
of the outside legal team where claims arise or rights need to be enforced. In-
house paralegals may have a supervisory role in the litigation process, with 
duties such as ensuring deadlines are met, reviewing documents prepared by 
outside counsel, and monitoring the budgets for the litigation. When outside 
counsel is retained, the paralegals' primary role is the maintenance of the 
relationship among outside counsel, in--house counsel, and corporate officers 
and employees whose testimony may be required. When in--house counsel 
litigates cases, paralegals perform the same functions as those working in pri-
vate legal practices. 

Litigation Support Manager 

One of the emerging opportunities for experienced paralegals is as the man-
ager of litigation support coordinating and facilitating the technology needs 
of the legal team. Contemporary litigation requires the use of technology for 
obtaining, organizing, and presenting evidence. All paralegals will have some 
level of responsibility with regard to technology. In large law firms, the litiga ... 
tion support manager may serve to coordinate the technology for the entire 
firm. The lawyers on the team frequently delegate the technologic concerns 
to the litigation support manager so that the lawyers can concentrate on strat-
egy, analysis, and preparation for trial. The paralegal must work with the 
technology support personnel and in--house or outside consultants. Paralegals 
have to explain the needs of the legal side while understanding the possibili-
ties and limitations of the technical side. In this role, they must frequently 
educate the IT staff (who lack legal training) on the ethical obligations of the 
legal profession. 
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SKILLS OF THE PARALEGAL 

The civil litigation paralegal may be called upon to per form any n umber of 
different tasks, including conducting legal research, typing a pleading or a 
court brief, scanning documents for e lectro nic storage , making copies for 
litigation purposes, interviewing witnesses, and operating audiovisual equi p, 
ment. Litigation can frequently be a fas t-paced p rocess with sudden dead lines 
and demands imposed by changing t r ial schedu les, availability of witnesses, 
and changing trial strategy. C ivil litigatio n can be excit ing and sti mulating; it 
can a lso test the stamina of the legal team . Everyone must be willing to p itch 
in to meet deadlines and must be read y to appear in court fully p repared after 
late nights spent research ing and preparing for every alternative the other side 
may present. Obvio usly, the pa ralegal must have a basic knowledge of the 
law an d of how th e courts function. Depend ing upon t he area of practice, ad, 
ditional knowledge may be required in areas of legal specialties such as intel
lectua l proper ty. n1edkal ma lpractice, o r estate law; knowledge of speda lized 
court rules of practice such as those of bankruptcy . tax, o r court of claims 
might also be necessary. 

That does not mean that para legals must know everyth ing. However, they 
do need to know how to research new areas of the law, locate court rules, and 
find o ther informatio n efficient ly and effect i,·ely. 

The skills needed by a paralegal a re varied and depend , in some cases, 
on the size of th e law firm and the natu re of the legal specialty in which one 
works. All paralegals need certain basic skills and attri butes, including re
sourcefulness, commitment, analytical skills, interpersona l s kills . and com, 
m un ication skills. T his is especially t rue for the civi l litigation paralegal. 
Litigation attorneys come to depend on th eir civil l itigation paralegals jn the 
same way a s urgeon depends on a scrub nurse in the operating room. While 
the lawyer is t hin king through the strategy and prepar ing mentally, the para .. 
legal is making sure everything comes together . Para legals n1anage the sch ed, 
uling; a rrange the p resence of cl ients, wimesses, exhibits, and audiovisual 
equ ipment; and complete last .. minute research. 

Soft Skills 

Soft s kills are sometimes called people skills or human relat ions skills-the 
ability to work successfully with others and handle oneself appropriately 
in the working en vironment. Paralegals must be able to work ,vith people 
from all walks of life, economic bac kgrounds, and cultures. Paralegals should 
be sens itive to their fellow tean1 members and be o rgan ized , prom pt, and 
courteous. T hose q ualit ies are no t o nly reserved for dea lings with the legal 
team; the)' should also be exhibited when pa ralegals deal with clients and 
other people with whom they come in contact dur ing thei r workday. For 
litigation paralegals, courthouse personnel play a crucial role an d can make 
professio nal life easier or harder . Treating everyone in the courthouse cour .. 
teously, even when t hey are not being helpful, will pay off in t he lo ng run for 
the legal team. You never know who is behind you or listening to you . Good 
behavio r and courtesy may not always be reciprocated, but everyone in the 
courthouse: hears about bad behavior and discourtesy. A lways t ry to create 
fr iendl)' r elat ionsh ips. 

LEARNING OBJECTIVE 2 
List and describe the 
necessary skills for a 
litigation paralega l. 

PRACTICE TIP 
Continuing education 
courses offer the lawyer 
and the para legal an op· 
portunity to learn about 
new areas of law or update 
their knowledge of specialty 
areas. Many courses offer 
discounts ior paralegals and 
special rates for lawyer
paralegal teams who attend 
together. 

soll skills 
Ability lo work successfully wilh oth· 
ers and handle oneself appropria1ely 
i.n the working em,ironmenL 

human relations ~kill!. 
Soft skills; ability to work successfully 
with olhers and handle oneself appro· 
priately in the worting environment. 
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resourcefulness 
Abi I ity to meet and handle a situation 
and find solutions to problems. 

commitm ent 
Finishing what one starts out to do. 

p rofessio nal ism 
Conduct in accordance w ith the expec
tations of a profession. 

analyt ical ski l ls 
Abi I ity to follow a step-by-step process 
to solve a problem. 

Resourcefulness 

Resourcefulness is the ability to meet and handle a situation and find solutions 
to problems. It is one of the most valuable skills anyone can have and one that 
is not easily taught. A resourceful person in the office is sometimes referred to 
as the ''can--do'' person on the team. This is the person who usually finds some 
creative way to accomplish what everyone else has given up on. Certainly, cre-
ativity is involved resourceful people often solve problems by thinking out-
side the box and not limiting the solution to tried--and--true methods. 

When everyone else says, ''I can't find this witness," the resourceful person 
tries a new approach and finds the witness. The resourceful person uses mul-
tiple search engines and visits various social media sites to find information. 

In the legal workplace, the person who gets noticed is the one who finds a 
way to get the job done in time for the hearing, meeting, or arbitration. This 
is the person who is willing to use unconventional methods to get the job 
finished, the person who creates a workaround when the power goes out or 
the computer system crashes just before a deadline. Lawyers want resource-
ful people on their team and reward such people to keep them on the team. 

Commitment 

Commitment means finishing what one starts out to do. It is likely that you 
remember the story of the tortoise and the hare (rabbit), in which the tortoise 
wins the race by being ''slow and steady." The tortoise wins in part because 
of commitment putting everything into the race and not stopping until the 
job is done. Many people start jobs and don't finish them. Others start what 
seems to be an insurmountable task and to their amazement, and maybe 
ours finish, and finish well. Taking on an assignment in a law office requires 
commitment. Team members are expected to finish the task, whether it is 
researching a case, writing a brief, filing a pleading, or organizing a file. 

As a professional, you are expected to finish the tasks within the assigned 
time frame. There is no excuse for not doing some tasks, such as filing a 
complaint with the court before the statute of limitations expires, or getting a 
brief to the court before the court--imposed deadline. Even a simple thing like 
getting to court on time requires commitment. 

Not everyone has the necessary commitment or wants to take on the 
responsibility of meeting goals and deadlines. You have to decide whether 
you are willing to make the commitment. Others will be depending on you, 
and if you do not want to commit, admit it to yourself and then choose some 
other activity or profession. Choosing a profession, whether it is the legal 
profession, the paralegal profession, the medical profession, or the account-
ing profession, requires a commitment to serve others. As a professional, 
you are making a commitment to your clients that you will provide your best 
professional advice, skill, and effort. They depend on this professionalism 
and the necessary commitment. 

Analytical Skills 

Analytical skills allow one to follow a step--by--step process to solve a problem. 
You might find a missing witness by looking in online directories or determin-
ing that the person is part of a group, such as a professional society or an organi-
zation that publishes a membership directory. Solving these types of problems 
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requires analytical s kills to figure out, for instance, what made a bottle exp lode, 
injuring a client. Determining the actual cause requires a step--by .. step analysis 
of the potential reasons and the narrowing down of possible causes. 

O ne of the basic s kills that law students and pa ralegal students are taught 
is legal analysis. the ability to identify the facts and legal issues and contrast 
and compare them to the law and to other cases. T his is a s kill that develops 
with time. As you learn about var ious areas of law, you will learn the indi.
vidual elements of eac h. [n contracts law. for example. you wj)I learn what 
conduct is a val id acceptance of a contract offer ; in tort law, you will learn 
what constitutes reasonable conduct under the circumstances. 

Interpersonal Skills 

Interpersonal skills. the ability to work with people. are vital to paralegal sue, 
cess, as well as to success in o ther endeavors. T o categorize people. coworkers, 
colleagues, and em ployers might be unfair, but we all do it. \Ve think- and 
sometimes say- things like. HHe's a pleasure to work with'' o r "She has clients 
eating out of her hand. 0 Conversely, we might say things like, HShe's the most 
negative person I know" or " He's only o ut for himself." These comments reflect 
the other person's interpersonal skills (or lack thereof), the ability to work with 
and communicate with others. The true s kill is the ability to n1aintain a positive 
attitude while working with different personalities to achieve the desired results. 

Creatrng an Impression 

U nless you are intentio nally t rying to c reate a d ifferent impression, try to: 

• have a posit ive anitudei 
• be diplomatic; 
• be flexible; 
• establish good rapport with o thersi 
• be a tean1 playeri 
• be resourcefu li 
• be adaptable; and 
• be thorough. 

How we relate to o thers can make our job easier or harder . These ' 1others" 
include not just coworkers on the legal team, but also clients, witnesses, and 
opposing parties. O bviously, everyone in the firm o r on the team n1ust have a 
level of trust and confidence in their teammates. People who have a good work, 
ing relationship accom plish more and enjoy their work. By contrJ.St, conflict 
and tensio n make th e job harder and can cause people to take shortcuts and 
avoid contact, which can result in poor performance and potential malpractice. 

Not everyone has the personality to deal with every type of situation and 
every type of person- for exam ple, not everyone can deal effectively with 
cl ients. But e\·eryone o n the legal team has to develop people skills and rec
ognize when they may want to have someone else handle certa in aspects of 
a case o r client. The skill is in recogn izing when and how the legal team can 
affect re lationships and results. Some migh t call this .'iensitivity-to other peo, 
pie's needs. desires, wants, likes, and dislikes. 

In the American cult ure, for example, people tend to be sensitive to 
odors- breath, body, environmental. \Xie do not want to offend. Our use of 
language is an other area of sensitivity. We try to avoid using words that we 

interpcrsooal skills 
Ability to work well with all t)'pes o f 
people . 
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communication skills 
Ability to express ideas effectively in 
both spoken and written word. 

believe might offend another person in a specific circumstance, such as tell, 
ing off,color jokes in a religious setting or in front of a member of the clergy. 

The starting point in working with attorneys, paralegals, support staff, 
clients, opposing counsel, court personnel, and others is to be sensitive to 
issues such as these. What offends you probably offends others. Being sen, 
sitive to how others react to your words, conduct, and actions can provide 
good clues as to what is acceptable and what is not. 

In the past, how we related to others and how others perceived us were 
measured by direct, face,to,face contact, telephone contact, and written 
communications. Today, we have to add to those forms of communication 
the way we write and use electronic communications: e,mail, text messages, 
etc. These technological advances make our communications more immedi, 
ate. Too many happy faces and frowning faces, such as :) or : ( in an e,1nail, 
however, could be interpreted as overfamiliarity. The use of ALL CAPITAL 
LETTERS n1ight be interpreted as shouting at the reader. Poor spelling and 
bad grammar in e,mails are likely to be seen as less than professional or 
the result of pure sloppiness or carelessness. In the past, letters were die, 
tated, typed, proofread, and then signed, resulting in four opportunities 
to review before sending the letter. Today, we dash off an e,mail without 
much thought-and sometimes the e,mail reflects just that. How our cli, 
ents view our capabilities and skills now 1night be measured by that quick 
e,mail response. 

Communication Skills 

Communication means expressing ideas effectively. The practice of law re, 
quires good communication skills, both oral and written. The lawyer and the 
paralegal who work together must be able to com111unicate assignments and 
information with clarity and, frequently, brevity. Over time, communication 
will improve as each person comes to understand what the other is really ask, 
. . 
1ng or saying. 

Communication is made complex by subtleties, nuances, and expressions 
that may require interpretation or explanation. For example, older attorneys 
who are accustomed to using traditional methods of research may ask the new 
paralegal (who has a solid understanding of computer research methods but 
little traditional book experience) to "check the pocket parts." This means 
checking for the latest update or change to a statute in the booklet issued reg, 
ularly to update a print volume; these booklets are inserted in a "pocket" in 
the back inside cover of the book. Asking a paralegal to "Shepardize" a case 
to find other references to where the case is mentioned may have no meaning 
to a paralegal who has learned only the Westlaw system (in which the method 
for checking other cases is called KeyCiting) or the Loislaw system (which 
refers to this task as GlobalCiting). 

Communication can be a major problem in the fast,paced office the liti, 
gation attorney might send a text message from court in the middle of trial to 
the support paralegal at the office, informing the paralegal that the other side 
has brought up an unexpected case in argument to the court. We rarely have 
the luxury of time to develop a common written and oral language base for 
communication among the paralegal, clients, opposing attorneys, and court 
personnel. Letters, pleadings, contracts, and other written documents must 
be clear and accurate. In many situations, there is only one document, and it 
must carefully communicate the idea, request, or demand. 
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Professional ism 

Paralegals are professionals; they are expected to approach their jobs in a 
professional way and conduct themselves in a professional manner. Paralegals 
represent their law firms to the public. Professional appearance and attire are 
important in creating a level of comfort and confidence in others. Casual 
Fridays are common in today's workplace. Keep in mind that how you look, 
even on casual Friday, is important to you and your career. 

COMMUNICATION SKILLS 
Do you 

• read with comprehension? 
• I isten effectively and accurately? 
• interpret nonverbal communication? 
• write in c lear, concise, and grammatically correct English? 
• speak in clear, concise, and grammatically correct Engl ish? 
• use language to persuade? 
• tailor the nature of the communication to maximize understanding in the 

intended audience, taking into account people with different levels of edu
cation and different cu ltural backgrounds? 

Source: American Association for Paralegal Education. 

TASKS OF THE CIVIL LITIGATION PARALEGAL 

The civil litigation paralegal may be called on to perform many tasks
interviewing clients and witnesses, investigating facts, organizing and manag-
ing case files, conducting factual and legal research, drafting pleadings and 
memos of law, scheduling and assisting in depositions, and even operating 
the trial presentation software in court. In addition to these tasks related to 
client representation, the paralegal should expect to be responsible for cer-
tain administrative tasks such as checking for conflicts of interest and main-
taining time records for billing purposes. 

Interviewing Clients and Witnesses 

The litigation paralegal is often the point of contact between the law firm 
and others, including clients, witnesses, opposing counsel, and the court. 
Paralegals with strong interpersonal and communication skills will be well 
suited to interview clients and witnesses and maintain personal contact dur-
ing the case. During this important phase of civil litigation, the paralegal must 
encourage open communication to obtain information easily. 

Investigating Facts 

Another key component of the process of civil litigation is investigating the 

LEARNING OBJECTIVE 3 
List and describe the tasks 
performed by the civi I 
I itigation paralegal. 

facts that have been described by the client. If at all possible, the legal team facts 
will attempt to verify through independent means the story the client has Actual or alleged events and occurrences. 

shared. It is human nature for people to relay events in such a way as to present 
themselves in the best possible light. It is not lying; it's perception and human 
nature. The resourceful civil litigation paralegal will know what records and 
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refe rence manual 
A handbook of information updated 
and maintained by the paralegal. 

information can be easily obtained and how to do so. Investigation of facts 
includes obtaining and reviewing records. 

Conducting Discovery 

Paralegals play an important role in the discovery process. Discovery is a 
step in the litigation process in which the parties share information relevant 
to their dispute. Successful discovery requires a familiarity with the rules of 
court and, increasingly, the rules relating to the discovery of electronically 
stored information (ESI) and files. The methods used to locate, preserve, and 
produce these electronically stored documents require a new set of skills and 
knowledge of specialty terminology. 

Obtaining Records 
In many litigation cases, paralegals will be asked to obtain copies of docu, 
ments. Those documents relate in some way to the case on which the paralegal 
is working, and they will enable the legal team to better evaluate the strengths 
and weaknesses of the client's case. However , in this era of identity theft, pri, 
vacy laws, and regulations, record keepers are understandably reluctant to 
freely provide copies of documents. The resourceful paralegal will know the 
procedures required to obtain these records. In fact, many paralegals have their 
own reference manual of information listing the procedures, agencies, web ad, 
dresses, contact people, fees (if any), and forms necessary to obtain documents. 
Electronically stored document recovery may also require technical knowledge 
of accessing and opening documents stored in variollS electronic formats (such 
as PDF format) or those that have been compressed to save space and must be 
uncompressed using a specialty software program to unzip the files. 

Reviewing Records 
Analytical skills developed by paralegals are essential to records review. When 
the paralegal reviews records, they should look for consistencies and inconsis, 
tencies with the client's story and that of other witnesses, noting these in the 
report to the supervising attorney. Medical records are particularly troubling 
for paralegals because they may contain many unfamiliar medical terms and 
symbols. Access to a good medical dictionary or website will help the paralegal 
to L1nderstand the nature of injuries and the cause of those injuries. Increased 
litigation involving technology, such as faulty computer modules in cars causing 
sudden acceleration, requires an understanding of the technical terminology. 
References such as medical dictionaries can be helpful in personal injury cases. 

Paralegals need to be inquisitive and creative when reviewing records. 
Understanding tern1inology is not the sole object of a records review. 
Knowing what information is significant to the legal team (and potentially 
admissible as evidence) and finding facts in the records that support or con, 
tradict the client's case are examples of the art of being a paralegal. 

Drafting Pleadings and Other Documents 

Paralegals with good written communication skills can expect to be asked to 
draft pleadings and documents. The paralegal must be sure that the supervising 
attorney is actually supervising this task and ultimately signing the pleadings that 
are filed. Any document that affects a person's legal rights must be approved 
and signed by a person licensed to practice law in the particular jurisdiction 
or coL1rt, such as that required under federal rule 11, shown in Exhibit 1.2. 
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Exhibit 1.2 Federal Rules of Civil Procedure Rule 11 

Signing Pleadings, Motions, and Other Papers; Representations to the Court; Sanctions 

(a) Signature. 

Every pleading, written motion, and other paper must be signed by at least one attorney of record in the 
attorney's name-or by a party personally if the party is unrepresented. The paper must state the signer's 
address, e-mail address, and telephone number. Unless a rule or statute specifically states otherwise, a 
pleading need not be verified or accompanied by an affidavit. The court must strike an unsigned paper 
unless the omission is promptly corrected after being called to the attorney's or party's attention. 

(b) Representations to the Court. 

By presenting to the court a pleading, written motion, or other paper-whether by signing, filing, submitting, 
or later advocating it-an attorney or unrepresented party certifies that to the best of the person's knowledge, 
information, and belief, formed after an inquiry reasonable under the circumstances: 

(1) it is not being presented for any improper purpose, such as to harass, cause unnecessary delay, or 
needlessly increase the cost of litigation; 

(2) the claims, defenses, and other legal contentions are warranted by existing law or by a nonfrivolous 
argument for extending, modifying, or reversing existing law or for establishing new law; 

(3) the factual contentions have evidentiary support or, if specifically so identified, will likely have evidentiary 
support after a reasonable opportunity for further investigation or discovery; and 

(4) the denials of factual contentions are warranted on the evidence or, if specifically so identified, 
arereasonably based on belief or a lack of information. 

Source: Federal Rules of Civil Procedure Rule 11 

A paralegal m ay assist by preparing d rafts of these docum en ts, but the supervis, 
ing attorney m ust review, revise, correct, and sign them . T o do oth erwise m ay 
subject the paralegal to unauth orized practice of law charges. 

Assisting at Trial 
At trial, paralegals provide a wide variety o f services to th e attorney, such as 
ascertaining which electr onic equipment is available in th e courtroom (and 
which m ust b e supplied by the legal team), en suring th at witnesses arrive at 
the appointed time, presen t ing exhibits, and keeping n otes of wh at occurs 
daily d u ring th e trial. 

Administrative Tasks 
Par alegals, as well as other m em bers of the legal team , h ave certain ad m inis, 
trative tasks th ey must perfo rm. T wo importan t tasks are conflicts ch ecking 
and time keeping. 

Conflicts Checking 

Attorneys an d m em bers of th e legal team h ave an ethical obligation to avoid 
situation s wh erein th eir interests o r loyalties m ay be o r m ay app ear to be 
d ivided . A lawyer cannot represent both the defendan t and th e p laintiff in 
a lawsuit. This ru le applies to the firm, th e lawyer , and the p ar alegal. Fo r 
the par alegal, it m ay m ean n ot wor king o n a case with p arties who h ad been 
clien ts of the par alegal ' s former firm. C h ecking fo r th e existen ce o f conflicts 
of interest m ay fall o n th e p ar alegal. In m ost firms, conflict s ch ecks are 

conflict of interest 
Situations where the interests or loyal
ties of the lawyer and c lient may be or 
may appear to be adverse or divided. 
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time keeping 
Maintaining records of the time spent 
in performing tasks on a case or mat
ter; may include the recording of costs 
or expenditures related to the perfor
mance of the tasks. 

conducted with the aid of a database of the names of current and former 
clients and the types of cases handled. Based on the name of the new poten-
tial client, names of potential defendants, and the nature of the dispute, the 
firm's database will be checked for conflicts. Case management software can 
be employed for this function. 

Time Keeping 

Time keeping is the lifeblood of the law firm. From time records, clients 
are billed for time and services provided to handle their claims. Lawyers 
and paralegals alike record their time for billing purposes. Time keeping 
becomes a written record of the activities performed on behalf of a cli-
ent. The bills produced represent a form of communication with the client 
that advises the client regularly of what work has been performed, when, 
and by whom. Typos and inaccuracies in billing can create client relation 
nightmares. 

Not all time recorded, however, represents billable time. Ethical rules 
and court decisions prohibit billing clients for administrative activities, like 
typing, photocopying, and reviewing billing statements. Time spent drafting 
documents, interviewing witnesses, and investigating facts would be billable. 
While the paralegal will be required to account for all the hours in a day, not 
all the hours recorded will be billable. Time records are increasingly handled 
by software programs. 

Organizing and Managing Case Files 

The civil litigation paralegal will have primary responsibility for organizing 
and managing case files. The law firm and the supervising attorney may have 
a system in place for this task. The paralegal will be the person the supervis-
ing attorney asks for a document, the name and phone number of the op-
posing counsel, or a copy of the complaint. Crucial to case management is 
recording deadlines, such as the statute of limitations for filing a complaint, 
the due date of a pleading or motion, and the conference date with the as-
signed judge. Some law firms do this manually using a file card system; oth-
ers use case management software that can automatically calculate deadlines 
based on the local rules of court. 

The skill of organizing includes the abilities to: 

• categorize; 
• prioritize; 
• coordinate; and 
• utilize time efficiently. 

Productivity and Cost-Effectiveness 

The pressure is on everyone to become more productive in a working envi-
ronment. The increased cost of litigation imposes additional demands upon 
the litigation team to accomplish the desired representation of clients in the 
most cost--effective manner. One of the methods for increasing productivity 
is the use of computers to eliminate some manual and repetitive functions. 
With increased scrutiny by clients and by the courts, accurate and detailed 
reporting adds to the burden of the litigation team. 

For the litigation office representing corporate clients, an additional burden 
is imposed: the corporate in--house counsel demands the most cost--effective 
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representation while expecting continual feedback and progress updates on 
the case and on the expenses incurred in the handling of the litigation. Many 
corporate clients utilize electronic communications for the interchange of in~ 
formation in the form of status reports, invoices, and documentation. 

CONCEPT REVIEW AND REINFORCEMENT 

civil litigation 4 

criminal litigation 4 

legal team 4 

paralegal 4 

legal support staff 4 

inside corporate counsel 4 

lawyers 5 

partners 6 

associates 6 

managing partner 6 

supervising attorney 6 

soft skills 7 

human relations skills 7 

resourcefulness 8 

commitment 8 

professionalism 8 

analytical skills 8 

interpersonal skills 9 

co1nmunication skills 10 

facts 11 

reference manual 12 

conflict of interest 13 

time keeping 14 

ETHI CS AND PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIBILITY 

Introduction to Civil 
Litigation 

The Role of the 
Paralegal in Civil 
Litigation 

Skills of the Paralegal 

Tasks of the Civil 
Litigation Paralegal 

Civil litigation involves real disputes between parties seeking a remedy for 
a civil wrong or to enforce a contract. 

Civil litigation is a process that requires the assembly of information 
and evidence, analysis of facts and law, preparation of material for trial 
presentation and posttrial appeals, and execution of judgments. 

Maintaining positive client relationships is a critical area of the practice 
of law. 

The paralegal is a member of a legal team. Lawyers supervise the team, 
which may be made up of law firm partners, associates, and legal support 
staff. 

Corporate paralegals typically serve in a supervisory role, coordinating 
between in~house counsel and litigation counsel. 

The increased use of technology has led to the paralegal serving as a 
litigation support manager, or coordinating and facilitating the technology 
needs of the legal team. 

Skills needed by a paralegal are varied and depend on the nature of the 
legal specialty. Skills com111on to all paralegals include resourcefulness, 
commitment, analytical skills, interpersonal skills, communication skills, 
professionalism, human relations skills, and soft skills. 

Civil litigation paralegals may be called upon to perform many tasks, 
including interviewing clients and witnesses, investigating facts, organizing 
and managing case files, drafting p leadings and other documents, and 
assisting at trial. Administrative tasks including conflict checking, time 
keeping, and organizing and managing case files. 
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REVIEW QUESTIONS AND EXERCISES 

1. Describe the functions of the members of the 
legal team. 

2. Why do lawyers in civil litigation rely upon the 
members of a legal team? 

3. What are the skills required of the civil litiga-
tion paralegal? 

4. What are the tasks the civil litigation paralegal 
can expect to perform? 

BUILDING YOUR PARALEGAL SKILLS 

INTERNET AND TECHNOLOGY EXERCISES 

1. Use the Internet to find local area help--wanted 
postings for civil litigation paralegals. Explore 
opportunities from different areas of the coun-
try. What are the similarities and the differ-
ences in the qualifications, titles, and salaries? 

2. Prepare a list of the websites used to locate 
help--wanted postings in question 1. Add these 
to the list of favorites or bookmarks in your 
Internet browser for future use. 

5. Explain the relationship between the skills of 
the paralegal and the tasks assigned. 

6. Does having family members working in sepa-
rate offices of the same firm create any issues 
of client confidentiality? 

3. Use the Internet to find information on the use 
and cost of videoconferencing in your area. 

a. What is the cost of in--office equipment to 
conduct videoconferencing? 

b. What facilities that provide videoconfer-
encing by the hour or by the day are clos-
est to your area? What do they charge? 

c. Add the information obtained to the 
Contacts and Resources section of your 
professional portfolio. 

CHAPTER OPENING SCENARIO CASE STUDY 

1. Keep a log of the time you spend in this course 
in tenths of an hour. You may do this using a 
manual system, such a notebook, or an electronic 
system, such as CLIO. 

Minutes 

6 
12 
18 
24 
30 
36 
42 
48 
54 

Tenths 

1/ 10 
2/10 
3/10 
4/10 
5/10 
6/10 
7/10 
8/10 
9/10 

Record the actual time spent (you can round to 
1/ 10 of an hour) for: 

a. Class attendance (show as ''Conference 
with supervising attorney'') 

b. Travel to and from class (show as ''Travel'') 
c. Time reading and researching material 

(show as ''Research'') 
d. Time preparing assignments (show as 

''Drafting documents'') 
e. Time spent preparing for tests (show as 

''Preparation'') 
f. Time taking tests (show as ''Trial'') 
g. Other miscellaneous items (show as 

''Miscellaneous'') 
2. A demo version of CLIO may be downloaded from 

the Technology Resources Website for this course 
at www.pearsonhighered.com/techresources. 

Set up CLIO to track the time spent in the 
course. U se your course's name as the Matter, 
and your instructor's name as the Client. 



CIVIL LITIGATION TEAM AT WORK 
Complete instructions for building your pro-
fessional portfolio are immediately following 
Chapter 1. See page 18. 

Policy Manual 

1. Create a first draft of the table of contents for an 
operations manual for a small law firm including: 

THE PARALEGAL IN CIVIL LITIGATION 

JJ{) fJJI 
.. 

d. Job descriptions for each member of the 
legal team including: 

i. Legal secretary 
ii. Paralegal manager 

iii. Civil litigation paralegal 
iv. Litigation support paralegal 

Contacts and Resources 

17 

a. Copies of all required local, state, and fed-
eral employee tax and employment forms. 

b. Telephone protocol or scripts such as answer-
ing the phone and referring potential clients. 

Contact information for your state and federal 
courthouses: 

c. Software that should be installed on firm 
computers. 

VIRTUAL LAW OFFICE EXPERIENCE 

VIRTUAL LAW OFFICE ASSIGNMENTS 

1. Mailing address 
2. Court clerk's office phone and fax numbers 
3. Web and e--mail addresses 

Complete the Virtual Law Office assignment as assigned by your instructor. These assignments are de-
signed to develop your workplace skills. Completing the assignment will result in your producing realistic 
documents for inclusion in your professional portfolio: 

View the videos at www.pearson.com/goldman--civil--litigation 

VIDEO: WELCOME TO THE FIRM 
The supervising attorney discusses working in the law firm. 

VIDEO: CONFLICTS OF INTEREST 
Author explains the issue of conflicts of interest in working on both sides of a case. 
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OPENING SCENARIO 

The paralegal staff met to discuss ways of saving time and providing consistent 
coverage and quality legal work product. Two of the more experienced para, 
legals had brought to the meeting large, tabbed binders that they carefully 
guarded. When they displayed the contents of the binders, the interns and 
new paralegals were amazed to see a carefully compiled collection of every 
type of legal document, and information on almost every procedure in and 
out of the office. 

The office manager asked if anyone thought there were confidentiality 
issues in creating and keeping personal copies of legal documents and refer, 
ence manual materials and sharing the contents among the members of the 
law office. 

PORTFOLIO EXERCISES: LEGAL TEAM AT WORK 

A professional portfolio is a collection of documents that demonstrate the 
mastery of a subject or a professional skill. The professional portfolio of doc, 
uments may be used to show a prospective employer in the hiring process that 
you are the best,prepared candidate for the position. The same docu ments 
may also be included in your law office reference manual. As a student, your 
comprehensive professional portfolio should include sample documents 
from each of the legal courses or subjects studied. Initially, it may be more 
convenient to save the documents electronically on your personal computer, 
on a removable memory device, or in a cloud,based service like Dropbox. It 
is important to make backup copies on a regular basis on a separate memory 
device in case of loss or malfunction of a computer. Paper copies should be 
prepared for Lise in an interview. The presentation of printed docu1nents is a 
good opportunity to demonstrate your attention to detail and organizational 
skills. It is suggested that a quality binder with carefully prepared dividers be 
used. A suggested list of dividers and subdividers is shown below. 

1. CIVIL LITIGATION 
1. CLIENT FILES 
2. COMMUNICATIONS 
3.DOCU MENTS ANDFORMS 
4. MEMORANDA OF LAW 
5. MISCELLANEOUS 
6. PLEADINGS 
7. FEE AGREEMENTS 
8. COVER LETTERS 

2. CONTRACT LAW 
3. CRIMINAL LAW 
4. FAMILY LAW 
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5. LEGAL RESEARCH AND W RITING 
6. PARALEGAL PROFESSIONAL 
7. REAL ESTATE LAW 
8. TECHNOLOGY IN LAW OFFICE 
9. TORT LAW 

10. W ILLS, TRUSTS, & ESTATES 
11. YOUR TIME RECORDS 

REFERENCE MANUAL: CIVIL LITIGATION 
TEAM AT WORK 

Over time, experienced me1nbers of the litigation team accumulate reference 
information: policy issues such as password policies; forms such as checklists 
for filing pleadings; procedural issues such as statute of limitation informa, 
tion; and contacts such as the phone numbers of the technology support per, 
son in the local courthouse. Many also add samples of pleadings and letters 
that can be used as references in the future. 

The Building Your Reference Manual Exercises at the end of each 
chapter are designed to help you create your own personal law office and 
litigation practice reference manual. The main headings POLICY, FORMS, 
PROCEDURES, and CONT ACTS AND RESOURCES are starting points. 
You may wish to further subdivide these by area of law or alphabetically 
to make finding a desired item easier. There are many different formats for 
the contents themselves. Policy statements may be in the form of formal or 
informal memos, and they may follow a specified format used by an organiza, 
tion. They may represent policy of the law firm, the courthouse, or an orga, 
nization from which information is frequently requested. Forms may follow 
court requirements, or they may be checklists of your own design. Contacts 
and resources may use the format of address books, computerized contact 
forms, or preprinted forms. Samples of possible formats are shown below. 
Additional templates of memos and contacts may be downloaded from the 
samples provided in computerized office suites such as Microsoft Office or 
Corel WordPerfect. 

Initially, set up a binder with a tab for each general category: 

• POLICY, 
• FORMS, 
• PROCEDURES, and 
• CONT ACTS AND RESOURCES. 

You may also want to set up an electronic file folder on your computer 
or a removable storage device entitled Reference Manual, with subfolders for 
the tab categories. For example: 

Law Office Reference Manual 

• Policy 
• Forms 
• Procedures 
• Contacts and Resources 

Most chapters suggest items to add to your manual. Add additional items 
that you may want to have for future reference. 
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Creating the Reference Manual 

Information included in the manual will come from a variety of sources, such 
as the Internet, library reference materials, and textbooks. One of the most 
widely used sources of information today is the Internet. In some cases, the 
same website may be a source of information on a number of topics; for exam-
ple, the American Bar Association website, www.americanbar.org, contains a 
copy of the Model Rules of Professional Responsibility and links to individ-
ual state's legal resources. The website of the Cornell U niversity Law School, 
www.LII.edu, has online copies of cases, rules, and legal reference material. 

An invaluable part of any portfolio is a current list of websites that pro-
vide necessary information. Be sure to add these Internet addresses (URLs) to 
your list of favorites or bookmarks on your computer and to keep a current 
list with you when your personal computer is not available. When you copy 
material from the Internet, always include the source in the same document 
and in your portfolio. This way, you can refer back to it when you want to 
update or confirm the information, such as when your colleague or a judge 
asks, ''Where did you get that information?'' 

Your learning objective in doing the portfolio and reference manual ex-
ercises in each chapter is to gain real--world experience finding information 
frequently needed in the law office. With practice, the ability to locate de-
sired information and complete assigned tasks becomes easier, helping you 
become the ''go--to person'' that everyone relies on to answer legal questions. 

When completing the assignments, use the text as your guide and starting 
point, but do not limit yourself to a single source. Think outside the box. 

Policy 
A policy is a set of guidelines; they may be voluntary or mandatory, formal 
or informal, such as everyone being asked to cover their coffee cups when 
walking in the halls, or, no one may bring any food or drinks into the court .... 
room. Exhibit lA.1 is an example of an office policy. 

Forms 

Forms may include helpful checklists for completing tasks or for obtaining 
information, such as a new client interview form or a checklist to obtain doc-
uments needed to open a new case. They also may include a mandated form 
to file documents, such as a new case coversheet required to file a complaint 
in federal or state court. Exhibit lA.2 is the Civil Cover Sheet form required 
by the Southern District of New York. 

Procedures 

Procedures are the required methods of completing tasks. Procedures include 
the required time frames for taking action, such as the procedural time limits 
within which to file an appeal, as well as the required documentation required 
to file an appeal. Exhibit lA.3 is an example of a file closing procedure checklist. 

Contacts and Resources 

Contacts and resources include everyone you will or may need to contact dur-
ing any phase of the processing of a case, such as obtaining a client, setting up 
the case, investigating the facts , and trying the case in court. See Exhibits lA.5 
and lA.6. 
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EXAMPLES OF A POLICY, FORM, PROCEDURE, 
AND CONTACT RECORD 

Policy 

Exhibit 1A.1 Policy Implementation Guidance 

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 

Implementation Guidance 
for 

Executh•e Office of the President, Office of Science and Technology Policy 
Feilert,I Policy 011 Research llfisco,u/11ct 

I. Background nnd Introduction 

On October 14, 1999, the Executive Office of the President's Office of Science and 
Technology Policy (OSTP) published a request for comme111s on a proposed government-wide 
"Federal Policy on Research l\1isconduct" to be adopted and implemented by all agencies which 
conduct or suppon research.' After cousideratio11 of all public comments, the polic1 was 
revised and a final policy was printed in the Federal Register on December 6, 2000. The final 
OSTP policy directs the U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT) and other Federal agencies 
to implement tbe policy oot later lhao December 200 I. 

·n ,e OSTP policy consists of a definition of research misconduct and eslllblishes basic 
guidelines for responding lo allegations of researcb misconduct, iucluding procedural 
sa feguards. This policy is imended 10: establish a uuifonn definition of research misconduct 
across the Federal agencies; install a consistent policy for responding LO allegations of research 
miscooduct; and pem1it allegatioos of research misconduct to be processed promptly, 
confidential ly and fairly. Prompt, confidential responses to allegations help to minimize any 
harm 10 u,e public that could result if research misconduct is found and allows those who are 
iucorrectly accused to clear their names wilhout going through a long process. 

11,is document provides to all DOT organizations u1a1 conduct or fwid research guidance for 
resolviug allegations of research miscouduct. The guidance gives a framework for DOT 

$ollf'Ct): Implementation Guidance tor Exocutlve Office of the Pre:s.ident Otflce of Science and T&chno5ogy Policy, F&d<val 
Policy on Research Misconduct U.S. Department of Transportation. 
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Forms 

Exhibit 1A.2 

JS44C/SDNY 
REV. 06/01/17 

CIVIL COVER SHEET 

The JS-44 civil cover sheet and the information containe<:t herein neither replace nor supplement the filing and service of pleadings or 
other papers as required by law, except as provide<! by local rules of court. This form, approved by the Judicial Conference of the 
Unite<:t States in September 1974, is required for use of the Cler1< of Court for the purpose of initiating the civil docket sheet. 

PLAINTIFFS DEFENDANTS 

ATTORNEYS (FIRM NAME, ADDRESS, AND TELEPHONE NUMBER ATTORNEYS (IF KNOWN) 

CAUSE OF ACTION (CITE THE U.S. CIVIL STATUTE UNDER WHICH YOU ARE FILING AND WRITE A BRIEF STATEMENT OF CAUS!;) 
(DO NOT CITE JURISDICTIONAL STATUTES UNLESS DIVERSITY) 

Judge Previously Assigned 
Has this action, case. or proceeding, or one essentially the same been previously filed in SONY at any time? No 0 Yes O 

If yes , was this case Vol. D lnvol. D Dismissed. No D Yes D If yes, give date __________ & Case No. ________ _ 

Is THIS AN INTERNATIONAL ARBITRATION CASE? No D Yes D 
(PLACE AN [x] IN ONE BOX ONLY) 

CONTRACT 

l J 1 to 
C J 120 
C J 130 
l J 140 

C J 150 

l J 1s1 
C J 152 

( J 153 

( J 160 

I J 190 

( J 195 

INSURANCE 
l\'1ARINE 
l\11LLER ACT 
NEGOTIABLE 
INSTRUMENT 
RECOVE.RY OF 
OVERPAYMENT & 
ENFORCEMENT 
OF JUDGrtilENT 
l\1EDICARE ACT 
RECOVERY OF 
DEFAULTED 
STUDEN'I LOANS 
(EXCl VETERANS) 
RECOVERY OF 
OVERPAYMENT 
OF VETERAN'S 
BENEFITS 
STOCKHOLDERS 
SUITS 
OTHER 
CONTRACT 
CONTRACT 
PRODUCT 
LIABILITY 

( J 196 FRANCHISE 

REAL PROPERTY 

( I 210 LAND 
CONDEJv1NA TION 

( )220 FORECLOSURE 
( J 230 RENT LEASE & 

EJECTltilENT 
( ) 240 TORTS TO LAND 
( ) 245 TORT PRODUCT 

LIABILITY 
( ) 290 ALL OTHER 

REAL PROPERTY 

TORTS 

PERSONAL INJURY 

[ J 310 AIRPLJ\NE 
[ J 315 AIRPLANE PRODUCT 

LIABILITY 
[ J 320 ASSAULT, LIBEL & 

SLANDER 
[ J 330 FEDERAL 

El\1PLOYERS' 
LIABILITY 

[ J 340 MARINE 
[ J 345 MARINE f>RODUCT 

LIABILITY 
[ ) 350 MOTOR VEHICLE 
[ J 355 l\10TOR VEHICLE 

PRODUCT LIABILITY 
[ J 360 OTHER PERSONAL 

INJURY 
[ J 362 PERSONAL INJURY -

f1.4ED MALPRACTICE 

A CTIONS UNDER STATUTES 

CIVIL RIGHTS 

[ } 440 OTHER CML RIGHTS 
(Noo·Prisoner) 

( J 44 1 VOTING 
( ) 442 EMPLOYMENT 
( J 443 HOUSING/ 

ACCOfl11fl•10DATIONS 
[ ) 445 AMERICANS WITH 

DISABILITIES· 
Eli,l1PLOYP,1ENT 

[ J 446 AMERICANS WIT H 
DISABILITIES -OTHER 

[ J 448 EDUCATION 

Check if demanded in complaint 

D CHECK IF THIS IS A CLASS ACTION 
UNDER F.R.C.P. 23 

NATURE OF SUIT 

PERSONAL INJURY FORFEITURE/PENAL TY 
[ J 367 HEAL THCAREJ 
PHARMACEUTICAL PERSONAL [ J 625 DRUG RELATED 
INJURY/PRODUCT LIABILITY SEIZURE OF PROPERTY 
[ ) 365 PERSONAL INJURY 21 USC 881 

PRODUCT LIABILITY 
[ ) 368 ASBESTOS PERSONAL [ J 690 OTHCR 

INJURY PRODUCT 
LIABILITY PROPERTY RIGHTS 

[ ) 820 COPYRIGHTS 
[ ) 830 PATENT 

ACTIONS UNDER STATUTES 

BANKRUPTCY 

[ J 422 APPEAL 
28 USC 158 

[ J 423 WITHORA\IVAL 
28 USC 157 

PERSONAL PROPERTY 

[ ) 370 OTHER FRAUD 
( J 371 TRUTH IN LENDING 

[ J 835 PATENT-ABBREVIATED NEVI/ DRUG APPLICATION 

[ ) 840 TRADEt.ilARK 

[ ) 380 OTHER PERSONAL 
PROPERTY DAl'vlAGE 

[ ) 385 PROPERTY DMIAGE 
PRODUCT LIABILITY 

PRISONER PETmONS 
I ] 463 ALIEN DETAINEE 
[ ) 510 t.ilOTIONS TO 

VACATE SENTENCE 
2s use 225s 

[ ) 530 HABEAS CORPUS 
[ ) 535 DEATH PENALTY 
[ J 540 t,•IANDAr...tus & OTHER 

PRISONER CIVIL RIGHTS 

[ J 550 CIVIL RIGHTS 
[ J 555 PRISON CONDITION 
[ J 560 CIVIL DETAINEE 

LABOR 

[ ) 710 FAIR LABOR 
STANDARDS ACT 

[ J 720 LABORlrvtGl'vtT 
RELATIONS 

[ J 740 RAILWAY LABOR ACT 

[ J 751 FAMILY t.i1EDICAL 
LEAVE ACT (Ff1.1LA) 

[ J 790 OTHER LABOR 
LITIGATION 

SOCIAL SECURITY 

( J 861 HIA (1395ff) 
( ] 862 BLACK LUNG (923) 
( J 863 DIWCIDPNW (405(g)} 
[ J 864 SSID TITLE XVI 
[ J 865 RSI (405(g)) 

FEDERAL TAX SUITS 

[ J 870 TAXES (U.S Plainbff Of' 

Defendant) 
[ J 871 IRS· THIRD PARTY 

26 USC 7609 [ J 791 El'vlPL RET INC 
SECURITY ACT (ERISA) 

IMMIGRATION 

[ J 462 NATURALIZATION 
APPLICATION 

[ J 465 OTHER IMl\i11GRATION 
ACTIONS 

CONDITIONS OF CONFINElvl ENT 

OTHER STATUTES 

[ J 375 FALSE CLAll\~S 

[ J 376 QUI TM1 

I J400STATE 
REAPP0RTl0Nrt.•ENT 

[ J 410 ANTITRUST 
[ ) 430 BANKS & BANKING 
[ J 450 cor...tMERCE 
[ ) 460 DEPORTATION 
[ ) 470 RACKETEER INFLU

ENCED & CORRUPT 
ORGANIZATION ACT 
(RICO} 

( J 480 CONSUMER CREDIT 
[ J 490 CABLE/SATELLITE TV 

[ ) 850 SECURITIES.I 
COMlvlODITIESI 
EXCHANGE 

[ J 890 OTHER STATUTORY 
ACTIONS 

[ ) 891 AGRICULTURAL ACTS 

[ J 893 ENVIRONtvlENTAL 
rv!ATTERS 

[ ) 895 FREEDOM OF 
INFORfutATION ACT 

[ J 896 ARBITRATION 

( ) 899 ADl~IINISTRATIVE 
PROCEDURE ACT/REVIEW OR 
APPEAL OF AGENCY DECISION 

[ ) 950 CONSTITUTIONALITY OF 
STATE STATUTES 

DO YOU CLA.JM THIS CASE IS RELATED TO A CIVIL CASE NOW PENDING IN S .D.N.Y. 
AS DEFINED BY LOCAL RULE FOR DIVISION OF BUSINESS 13? 

IF SO, STATE: 

DEMAND $ _____ OTHER _____ JUDGE ___________ DOCKET NUMBER ________ _ 

Check Y£S only if demanded in complaint 
JURY DEMAND: 0 YES DJo NOTE: You must also submit at the time of filing the Statement of Relatedness form (Form IH-32). 

Source URL: http://www.nysd.uscourts.gov/file/forms/civil-cover-sheet 
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Exhibit 1A.3 U.S. Attorney's Office Procedure 

~ l n1tcd Sr.ire, I )ep.1rrn1cnr nf_lu,ncc < >ff,ce, or" rhe l n1red "t.1t<·, ,\ttorne~-,; 

OFFICES§TIIE ---- search 

UNITED STATES ATTORNEYS SEARCH 

HOME INDEX SEARCH U.S. AllORNEYS 

"' U.S. Attorne,·s' 1\1anual 
• 

• Title 1: Organization and Functions 

• Title 2: Appeals 

• Title 3: EOUSA 

• Title 4: Civil 

• Title 5: E.'\1RD 

• Title 6: Tax 

• Title 7: • .\ntitrust 

• Title 8: Civil Rights 

• Title 9: Criminal 

• Organization .. .\nd Functions 
llanual 

• Appeals Resource ~lanual 

• EOUS..o\ Resource ?,f anual 

• C~il Resource ~Ianual 

"' ENRD Resource Manual 

U.S. Attorneys • Resouroes >) l".S. Attorneys ~Ia.nual • ENRD Resource )ianual 

6 . Procedures In Filing Complaints In Condemnation 

After all the documents listed in the ENRD Resource itanual at 5 are prepared, the U.S. Attorney should: 

A. File the complaint (see~ Resource :'.\Ianual at 24 or 25) and the declaration of taking, if one has 
been furnished; 

B. In cases ,,·here a declaration of taking is filed. deposit the check for the estimatedjust compensation 
in the registt;· of the court. and ha,·e the clerk exec.ute the clerk's receipt in duplicate; 

C. \\'hen requested1 file a motion for order for delivery of possession (see ENRD Resource )tanual at 
35) and present an order for deli,·ery of possession (see EXRD Resource l1anual at 44) to the court 
as soon as possible (depending upon local practice and the circumstances of a gi,·en case, a hearing 
on such a motion, after notice and senice, may be required, especially ,,·here the condemned tract is 
not vacant land); 

D. Deli,-er to the cler-k, or hand to the United States 11arshal (depending on local practice), a notice of 
condemnation, see El\"'RD Resouroe ?.Ianual at 27, or for each defendant unless he/ she bas executed 
a \\'an-er of senice, see ENRD 11anual at 52 ('I\\"O copies of each such notice ,,-ill be required; one 
copy for senice on the defendant and one copy ,,·bicb the United States )1arshal ,,in make his/her 
return.); 

E. Record in the local land records the lis pendens , a copy of the declaration of taking or a copy of the 
judgment on declaration of taking. as pro,ided in US . .UI s-.15 . .524; 

Source: © United States Department of Justice 
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Procedures 

Exhibit 1A.4 

CHIEF JUDGE LORETTA A. f>RESKA 

RUBY J. KRAJlCK, CLERK OF COURT 

,\bout the Court i\ttomcy Cases ECF Fees Form!i Judges JUI'} Dul') Local Rules l\'IUUJ1ili7Jltion Pnn I Trial Suppoll 

Welcome to the Southern District of :Sew York 

Forms Index 

Forms Required 
to Start an 
Action 

Misc. Pleadings 
and :Motions 

Transcripts 

Judgments 

Appeals 

Criminal Justice 
Ace (CJA) 

Pro Se 

Attorney 
Services 

ECF Registration 
Only 

Interpreters' 
Forms 

Law Student 
Intern 
Appearance 

All official Court forms must be used without modification 

Forms Required to Start an Action 

Civil Cover Sheet 
C,oo, 11 ~ F.e'<ls 'O CcYro''lte l"tHir.e Ip; t ~1 fOI' fi ) 
JS 44CSDNV (Re'1. OS/10) 

Summons rn a Clvfl Case 
C.C,,•a:.,. f*3 toe_ -=t• 0/Y.,.. (pml ou1 fc,f. g). 
AO 440 (Rev. 12109) 

Fee Schedule 

Waiver of Service of Summons 
Cc,: ta. ! F e!cts .o 0....l ll)!el:e or ~ (Pl"n~ uul fo, ;:ig) 
AO 399 (Rev 01 /09) 

Notice of Lawsuit and Request for Waiver of Service of Summons 
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Contacts and Resources 

Exhibit 1A.5 
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Dearj 
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:reet Address l 
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Cell Phone ( ) - I 
Fax Number ( ) - I 
Referred By 

Pease enter a brief desc'l)-.:ion of the case (no more than 100 words) 

fJote 
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES 

After studying this chapter, you should be able to: 

1. Analyze situations to determine if they involve 
the unauthorized practice of law. 

2. Describe the ethical obligation owed by 
managing and supervising attorneys of 
appropriate hiring, delegating, and supervising 
members of the legal team. 

3. Understand the concept of conflict of interest 
for the legal profession. 

4. Explain what is considered confidential under 
the ethical guidelines. 

5. Explain the rationale for the obi igations of 
candor and fairness in I itigation. 
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OPENING SCENARIO 

Ethan Benjamin and his associate Cary Eden were having coffee in the courthouse coffee shop during 
a break in a trial. At a nearby table, two paralegals from another firm were talking about a case that 
one of them was working on. The case had been the subject of an in--depth article in the morning 
newspaper; the article mentioned previously unreleased documents and facts. Ethan wondered aloud 
whether the reporting of the facts and evidence about a case in a newspaper removed the attorney or 
paralegal restriction on discussing details about a case. Cary reminded him about the ethical obligation of 
confidentiality under the lawyer's rules of ethics in their state and its application to members of the legal 
team. They agreed it was a topic that should be discussed at their firm's weekly meeting. They also agreed 
that this was something that should be a written policy guideline in the office and employee manual. Cary 
wondered to herself if she could still tell her friend (who was the opposing counsel in that case) what she 
had overheard; the information might help him win the case. 

OPEN ING SCENARIO LEARNING OBJECTIVE 

Understand the duty of confidentiality. 

VIDEO INTRODUCTION 

Ethics And Professional Responsibility 

After watching the video at www.pearson.com/goldman--civil--litigation, answer the 
following questions: 
1. What is required for a lawyer to appear in court? 
2. What is the practice of law? 
3. Who is ultimately responsible for breaches of ethical behavior? 

27 
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WEB RESORCES 

- · Contrast and compare 
" __,.,, the Rules Governing the 

Missouri Bar and the Judiciary 
Rules of Professional Conduct 
at the Missouri State Courts 
website with the American Bar 
Association Model Ru les of 
Professional Responsibi I ity at the 
ABA website and the ethical rules 
in your jurisdiction. 

ethics 
Minimally acceptable standards of 
conduct in a profession. 

Model Ru les of Profess io nal 
Conduct 
The American Bar Association set 
of proposed ethical standards for the 
legal profession. 

WEB RESORCES 

Contrast and compare 
the Arkansas Rules 

of Professional Conduct at the 
Arkansas Judiciary website with 
the American Bar Association 
Model Rules of Professional 
Responsibility at the ABA web
site and the ethical ru les in your 
jurisdiction. 

WEB RESORCES 

Information on state 
adoption of the model 

rules can be found at the ABA 
website. 

WEB RESORCES 

The ABA Model Rules 
of Professional Conduct 

can be found at the ABA website. 

WEB RESORCES 

Contrast and compare 
the Oregon Rules of 

Professional Conduct at the 
O regon State Bar website with 
the American Bar Association 
Model Rules of Professional 
Responsibility at the ABA web
site and the ethical rules in your 
jurisdiction. 

INTRODUCTION TO ETHICS AND PROFESSIONAL 
RESPONSI Bl LITY 

Professions such as law and medicine are regulated (by licensing or other 
means) for the protection of the public. The legal profession generally re-
quires the passing of a written examination before admission to practice in 
the courts of a particular state. Unlike universal licensing of lawyers, the li-
censing of the paralegal profession is limited to a few states. 

Every profession develops a set of guidelines for those in the profession 
to follow. These may be codes of conduct or ethical guidelines. National 
paralegal associations such as NALA (the National Association of Legal 
Assistants) and NFPA (the National Federation of Paralegal Associations) 
have ethics guidelines for members. These organizations require members to 
conduct themselves in accordance with these guidelines, observance of which 
is a condition of continued membership in the organization. 

Ethics codes or rules typically set forth the minimum in ethical behavior
the very least each professional should do. In the field of law, these rules are 
referred to as ''the rules of ethics'' or ''the rules of professional responsibil-
ity. '' Each state controls the right to practice law, and each state has adopted 
its own ''rules of ethics." According to the American Bar Association, as of 
2017, California was the only state not to have professional conduct rules 
that follow the format of the ABA Model Rules of Professional Conduct for 
lawyers. This wide--scale adoption provides a high degree of consistency in 
the ethical guidelines for the legal profession across the country. 

The Supreme Court or legislature of each state has a committee or board 
that is authorized to enforce state rules of professional responsibility or eth-
ics. States typically use a disciplinary board, which may be part of the state 
Supreme Court or part of a statewide bar association, to receive and investi-
gate complaints against lawyers. 

Among the ethical obligations of the attorney and the legal team acting as 
agent of the attorney are: 

Rule 1.1, Competency, 
Rule 1.6, Confidentiality of Information, 
Rule 1. 7, Conflicts of Interest: Current Clients, 
Rule 3.3, Candor Toward the Tribunal, 
Rule 3.4, Fairness to Opposing Party and Counsel, and 
Rules 5.1 and 5.3, Duty to Supervise. 

As more members are added to the legal team who do not fit within the 
traditional roles of lawyer, paralegal, legal assistant, clerk, or legal secretary, 
the concern broadens as to how the rules of confidentiality and privilege will be 
applied and enforced. The courts have recognized that the lawyer must engage 
others to help in the representation of clients, and numerous cases have ex-
plored the use of legal support staff like paralegals and investigators. The use of 
technology or computer consultants, however, may not be as clear. Certainly, 
computer consultants are essential where large volumes of e--discovery 
are involved. Most computer consultants, however, are not adequately edu-
cated in the ethical rules of the legal profession. Levels of technical ability 
and competency are important in choosing and using computer consultants 
and support staff. Also important are the confidentiality issues in adding 
computer and technology staff to the legal team; they are nonlegal person-
nel who may have access to files that contain privileged or confidential client 
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information and tr ial strategy. T echnology staff must understand the ethical 
obligations and t he confidential nature of the files on which they are working. 

PRACTICE TIP 
Current ethical requirements for competency require a knowledge of technology 
and its use in the practice of law. The duty of supervision will logically require su
pervisors to understand the technology being applied by consultants and others. 

REGULATI ON O F THE PRACTICE O F LAW 

Just as the practice of medicine and other professions is regulated, the practice 
of law is regulated by state government through legislation , regulation, and 
court rules in an attempt to protect the public from incompetent and un .. 
scrupulous practitioners. As a method of regulating and monitoring those 
who offer services to t he public, certain occupations and professions such as 
law require one to obtain a license. Obta ining a license may be as simple as 
completing a form and providing proof that the required education and/or 
experience requirements have been satisfied. The profession of la,v, in most 
cases, requires taking a q ualifying examinat io n after proving that the required 
ed ucational background has been obtained. T his has not always been the case. 
In some states, reciprocal admissio n, that is, admission in another jurisdic .. 
tion for a required period of time, granted adm ission to the sec.a nd jur isdic .. 
tion without the examination requirement. T oday's rules generally require 
even seasoned attorneys who seek admission to states s uch as California and 
Florida to take the examination for that state as a condition for admission. 

The Paralegal and Licensing 

There are, with a few exceptions, no state licensing requirements for 
paralegals. Some states, s uch as California) Maine, and North Carolina, have 
enacted legislation establishing lkens ure to perform certain functions fre .. 
quently performed by paralegals. Generally. these enactn1ents seek to regu, 
late the unsupervised performance of certain tasks by freelance or indepen .. 
dent paralegals, such as document.-completion services. 

There is a fine Hne between lawful acti vity and unlawful practice of law. 
Recommend ing o r selecting a form that may impact a person's legal rights 
is likely to be treated as practicing law and would t herefore subject the unli, 
censed person to a charge of the unautho rized practice of law. The d ilemma 
for the paralegal is to know when advising or helping someone fill in blank 
forms constitutes the U nauthorized Practice of Law (UPL). 

A t best, the.se laws carve out a small part of the practice of law that can be 
perfonn ed by nonlawyers for o thers without risking the performance of acts that 
constitute the unlawful practice of law. But none allow anyone other than a la,v .. 
yer properly admitted to practice in the jurisdiction to give legal advice or opin .. 
ions. Even the selection of the correct form is considered a lawyer 's function. 

Although each state is free to define the practice of law differently. the stat, 
utes have cenain elements in common. T ypical of the var ious states' definitions 
of the practice of law is that of Rule 31, Rules of ,he Supreme Court of Arizona. 

A. " Pract ice of law" means providing legal advice or services to o r for another by: 
J. preparing any docu1nem in any medium ittrended to affect or secure legal 

rights for a specific person or entity; 
2. preparing or expressiog JegaJ opil)ions: 

LEARNING OBJECTIVE 1 
Analyze situations to 
determine if they involve 
the unauthorized practice 
of law. 

WEB RESORCES 

Cor1tt.1s1 and com--
pare chc Rhode Island 

Rules of Professional Conduct 
ar the Rhode Island Judiciary 
website with the American Bar 
Association Model Rules oi 
Professional Rcsponsibil i1y al the 
ABA website and the ethical rules 
in yoor jurisdiction. 

i't WEB RESORCES 
1;1q Contrast aod com
- pare 1he \.Visconsin 

Rules of Professional Conduct 
for Attorneys at the \i\liscoosin 
Slate Legislature websilc with 
the Amctican Bar Association 
Model Rules of Proicssional 
Responsibility at the ABA web
si1e and 1he ethical rules in your 
jurisdiction. 

unauthorized practice of 
law (UPL) 
Civing legal advice$ if legal rights may 
be affected, by anyone not licensed fo 
pradice law. 

Jii'\ WEB RESORCES 

~ • Contrast and compare 
1he Arizona Ethics 

Rules al the State Bar of Arizona 
website with 1he Amcricar1 Bar 
Association ivk>del Rules of 
Professional Responsibili1y at the 
ABA website and the ethical rules 
in your jurisdiction. 
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SCOPE OF PRACTICE 
Washington State 

Legal Technicians are 
allowed to: 

• explain facts and 
relevancy, 

• inform the client 
of procedures and 
"anticipated course of the 
legal proceeding," 

• provide the client with 
self-help materials 
approved by the Board or 
prepared by a Washington 
state lawyer, 

• review and explain the 
other side's documents 
and exhibits, 

• select and complete forms 
approved by various 
groups, 

• perform legal research 
and write legal letters 
and documents, but 
only if reviewed by a 
Washington lawyer, 

• advise the client about 
other needed documents, 

• assist the client in 
obtaining needed 
documents. 

Source: Quote by Robert 
Mongue. Used by permission of 
Robert Mongue. 

3. representing another in a judicial, quasi;judicial, or administrative proceed; 
ing, or other formal dispute resolution process such as arbitration and 
mediation; 

4. preparing any document through any medium for filing in any court, ad; 
ministrative agency or tribunal for a specific person or entity; or 

5. negotiating legal rights or respon sibilities for a specific person or entity .... 

State Regulation 

Individual states have used several techniques to set standards and regulate the 
profession. Some states control the profession by enacting a statute that defines 
who may identify themselves as a ''paralegal.'' California's statute Cal. BPC 
§6450 defines a paralegal as someone qualified by education, training, or work 
experience who performs substantial legal work under the supervision and di-
rection of an active member of the state bar. The code also defines a paralegal's 
duties, states minimum educational standards and continuing legal education 
requirements, and sets fines and jail time for anyone who violates the law. 

In June 2012, the Supreme Court of Washington State authorized the 
issuance of a Limited License Legal Technician, which grants qualified parale-
gals a license to engage in certain defined legal functions. 

While paralegals are not required to obtain the Limited License, only 
qualified paralegals may apply for it. 

In November 2015 a Utah Supreme Court Task Force to Examine Limited 
Legal Licensing recommended: 

(1) The supreme court should: Exercise its constitutional authority to 
govern the practice of law to create a subset of discrete legal services that 
can be provided by a licensed paralegal practitioner in three practice areas: 
temporary separation under Section 30--3--4.5, divorce, paternity, cohabitant 
abuse and civil stalking, custody and support, and name change; eviction; 
and debt collection. 

The state bar associations of some states have recognized the paralegal 
professional. A state bar association is not a governmental body; rather, bar 
associations are statewide professional organizations formed by attorneys to 
advance their profession. 

Eleven states have voluntary certification programs, including Ohio, 
Delaware, Indiana, Kentucky, Louisiana, Minnesota, Mississippi, New Jersey, 
North Carolina, Pennsylvania and Texas. 

Florida Registered Paralegal. A Florida Registered Paralegal is a person with 
education, training, or work experience who works under the direction and 
supervision of a member of The Florida Bar; who performs specifically dele-
gated, substantive legal work for which a member of The Florida Bar is respon-
sible; and who has met the requirements of registration as set forth in Chapter 
20 of the Rules Regulating The Florida Bar. A Florida Registered Paralegal is 
not a member of The Florida Bar and may not give legal advice or practice 
law. Florida Registered Paralegal and FRP are trademarks of The Florida Bar. 
(Source: ''Florida Registered Paralegal program,'' http://www.floridabar.org, 
Used by permission from Florida Registered Paralegal.) 

Ohio State Bar Association Certified Paralegal. The Ohio State Bar Associa-
tion offers a voluntary credentialing program for paralegals. An individual 
meeting the OSBA definition of ''paralegal'' who has satisfied the eligibility re-
quirements and passed a written examination will be designated as an ''OSBA 
Certified Paralegal.' ' This credential, along with a logo provided for the purpose, 
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ma)' be used by the paralegal to the extent permitted by the S upreme Court of 
Ohio's Rules for the Government of the Bar and Rules of Professional Conduct. 
OSBA Paralegal Certification provides a valuable credential for paralegals in 
Ohio through the use of objective standards that measure the training, knowl
edge, experience, and skill of paralegals. [t requires a commitment to excellence 
and will assist law)'ers and law firms in identifying highly qualified paralegal pro
fessionals. (Source: http://www.ohiobar.org/pub/?articleid_785.) 

\Xlhether a statutory definition o r a certification recognized by the bar 
association, the goal is delivery of quality legal services at affordable prices 
with a reasonable standard of living for members of the legal profession and 
the paralegal profession. The traditional role of the atto rney in advising and 
representing cl ients is limited to those who are admitted co practice as lawyers 
under the applicable state law. Some exempt ions do exist that allow nonlaw .. 
yers to perform certain services under state law, s uch as document prepara, 
tion under California law. 

Federal Practice 

Under federal regulations. nonlawyers may represent parties before the U.S. 
Social Security Administration , the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, and 
other government agencies. A conflict may arise between the federal law and 
the state law that limits the representation. Fo r example, Florida sought un, 
successfully to enjoin a practitioner authorized to practice before the Patent 
Office, alleging U PL (S/>erry ~. Florida, 373 U.S. 379 ( 1963)). 

Under federal regulation, a paralegal can , without supervision, repre, 
sent individuals before the Social Security Administration and can appear 
before Administrative Law Judges on behalf of clients. Paralegals may ap, 
pear as representatives of claimants for disability claims; N{edicare parts A, 
B1 and C: and cases of overpayment and underpayment. As representative of 
a clain1ant, the paralegal in p ractice before the Social Security Administratio n 
may obtain information, submit evidence, and m ake statements and argu.
ments. T he difference between the paralegal and the attorney is on ly in the 
matter of direct versus indirect payment for services. The Social Security 
Administratio n pays the attorney d irectly. whereas the paralegal must bill 
the cl ient for services rendered. \Vithin the Social Security Administration, 
paralegals are employed as decision writers and case technic ians. 

Penalties for the Unauthorized Practice of Law 
States such as Pennsylvania have specifically addressed the issue of unauthor.
ized practice o f law by paralegals and legal assistants. The Pennsylvania s tat.
Ute on the unauthorized practice of law makes it a n1isdemeanor for "any 
person, including. but not li mited to, a paralegal o r legal assistant who within 
this Commonwealth, shall practice law ... " 42 Pa. C.S.A. § 2524. 

The Pennsylvania statute seems to address concerns that the general public 
will misinterpret the title of paralegal or legal assistant as denoting a person 
admitted to practice law in the Commonwealth. A n unresolved issue in 
Pennsylvan ia, and in other states, is to define what specific conduct the courts 
will hold to be the practice of law. Because the interpretation will vary from 
state to state, the paralegal must be aware of the local requirements and Ii m i.
rations that define the unauthorized practice of law within that jurisdiction. 

(n those states that have enacted legis lation regulating para legal activity, 
some guidance is offered by the defined activity t hat is permitted. For ex
ample. California has included within its Business and Professional Code the 

, Ii\ WEB RESORCES 

~" The complete version of 
the Formal Opinion is 

al the New York City Bar website. 

i'i WEB RESORCES 
a,• Contras, aod com. 
• pare Ruic 1.6(c)(4) 

of the Pennsylvania Rules al 
the Disciplina,y Board of the 
Supreme Coun of Pennsylvania 
website with 1he American Bar 
Association tv1odcl Rules of 
Pmfcssional Rcsponsibili1y at the 
ABA website and the ethical rules 
in your jurisdiction. 

WEB RESORCES 

Read the en1ire ar4 

licle at the Disciplinary 
Board of the Supreme Court of 
Peonsylvania website. 
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licensing of persons as ''Unlawful Detainer Assistant'' and ''Legal Document 
Assistant'' and defining the activity permitted. 

Chapter 5.5. Legal Document Assistants and Unlawful Detainer Assistants 
Article 1. General Provisions 
6400(a) ''Unlawful detainer assistant'' means any individual who for com-
pensation renders assistance or advice in the prosecution or defense of an 
unlawful detainer claim or action, including any bankruptcy petition that 
may affect the unlawful detainer claim or action. Cal. BPC §6400(a). 

Avoiding UPL: Holding Oneself Out 

With so much uncertainty about what constitutes the unauthorized practice 
of law, the question every paralegal must ask is ''How do I avoid UPL?'' Some 
general guidelines should be followed. A common thread in the guidelines of 
how to avoid committing UPL is the prohibition of holding oneself out as a 
lawyer when one has not been admitted to practice law. The Florida statute 
was amended recently to read: 

Any person not licensed or otherwise authorized to practice law in this state 
who practices law in this state or holds himself or herself out to the public as 
qualified to practice law in this state, or who willfully pretends to be, or will-
fully takes or uses any name, title, addition, or description implying that he 
or she is qualified, or recognized by law as qualified, to practice law in this 
state, commits a felony of the third degree ... 

§454.23 Fla. Stat. 

California, in the Business and Professional Code mentioned above, rein-
forces the concept of not misleading the public into thinking one is a lawyer 
when he/she provides limited service, by requiring the following statement to 
be made to prospective clients: 

( 4) The statement: ''I am not an attorney'' and, if the person offering legal 
document assistant or unlawful detainer assistant services is a partnership or 
a corporation, or uses a fictitious business name, ''(name) is not a law firm. 
I/we cannot represent you in court, advise you about your legal rights or the 
law, or select legal forms for you.'' 

For the paralegal, the first rule is to inform the parties with whom they 
are dealing that they (paralegals) are not lawyers. Paralegals must not hold 
themselves out as being anything more than paralegals. Parties with whom 
the paralegal has contact must be aware of the limited role the paralegal plays 
on the legal team. Other lawyers, members of the legal team, and the court-
house staff are put on notice by being informed of the person's status as a 
paralegal. This may be by oral comment, written statement (such as a letter 
signed using the title ''paralegal''), or presentment with a business card clearly 
showing the title of ''paralegal.'' 

Advising clients, witnesses, and other members of the general public of 
the paralegal's role is not as easy. Those who are not properly educated about 
the role of the paralegal may believe that a paralegal is someone with advanced 
training and knowledge who can perform some of the functions typically 
performed by lawyers, including giving legal advice and opinions. The safest 
course is to be certain the other party is not misled about the role of the para-
legal. Use of the statement from the California Business and Professional Code 
above is a start: ''I am not an attorney." ... ''I ... cannot represent you in court, 
advise you about your legal rights or the law, or select legal forms for you." 
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Even this statement may not always be effective. Some members of the 
community may come from backgrounds where the distinctions among vari-
ous members of the legal team are not clear for example, those who come 
from countries where the legal systems are different or where different terms 
are used for those who perform legal functions such as notaries. 

For non--native speakers of English, inaccurate translation also may play 
a role in the misunderstanding. To some clients, the paralegal is the ''face'' 
or main contact with the law firm. The paralegal may be the first point of 
contact and the one through whom all documents and information are com-
municated by the lawyers in the firm. 

Paralegals must make it clear that they are paralegals and not lawyers. 
In a first meeting with anyone client, witness, opposing counsel, or court 
personnel the wisest course of action is to advise that person of your posi-
tion as a paralegal. A short statement like ''I am Ms. Attorney's paralegal'' may 
be sufficient to put the other party on notice. Business cards and letterhead, 
where permitted, should clearly state the title of ''paralegal.'' Correspondence 
always should include the title as part of the signature block. 

Never allow the other party to think you are anything other than what 
you are a professional who is a paralegal. For those who are not familiar 
with the role of the paralegal, you may have to clarify what a paralegal can 
and cannot do in your jurisdiction. 

Avoiding UPL: Giving Advice 

Every UPL statute or rule prohibits anyone other than a lawyer properly ad-
mitted to practice in the state or jurisdiction from preparing or expressing legal 
opinions. Clearly, then, a paralegal cannot give a legal opinion or give legal 
advice. It sounds simple, but the reality is that paralegals must constantly be 
on guard to avoid giving legal advice or rendering a legal opinion. Clients and 
those seeking ''a little free advice'' may not want to respect the limitations of 
the paralegal's role in the legal system. Certain conduct required or requested 
by an attorney or client should, at the very least, cause the paralegal to pause. A 
client's request to prepare a power of attorney ''without bothering the lawyer'' 
or to ''go with me to the support conference'' should raise a caution flag in 
the paralegal's mind. Even in a social setting, you may have to repeat the state-
ment, ''I am not an attorney." ... ''I/we cannot represent you in court, advise 
you about your legal rights or the law, or select legal forms for you." 

When is giving advice an unauthorized practice of law? If legal rights may 
be affected, it probably is legal advice. The question of what advice is legal ad-
vice is not always easy to answer. Consider the seemingly innocent question, 
''How should I sign my name?'' In most circumstances, the answer might be: 
''Just sign it the way you normally sign your name." But when a person is 
signing a document in a representative capacity for example, as the officer 
of a corporation or on behalf of another person under a power of attorney
telling the client to ''just sign your name'' might be giving legal advice because 
the client's legal rights could be affected if he or she does not indicate the 
representative capacity. 

Avoiding UPL: Filling Out Forms 

Filling out forms for clients also can be a source of trouble. In some 
jurisdictions, paralegals are permitted to assist clients in preparing certain doc-
uments. Other courts, however, view this assistance as rendering legal advice. 
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As a general matter, other courts have held that the sale of self--help legal kits 
or printed legal forms does not constitute the unauthorized practice of law 
as long as the seller provides the buyer no advice regarding which forms to 
use or how the forms should be filled out. 

Fifteenth ]ild. Dis. v. Glasgow, M1996--00020--COA--R3--CV 
(Tenn.App. 12--10--1999)(FN4) 

The Florida court addressed this issue in an unlawful practice of law case, 
holding that ... 

a nonlawyer who has direct contact with individuals in the nature of consulta-
tion, explanation, recommendations, advice, and assistance in the provision, 
selection, and completion of legal forms engages in the unlicensed practice of 
law; ... [W]hile a nonlawyer may sell certain legal forms and type up instru-
ments completed by clients, a nonlawyer ''must not engage in personal legal 
assistance in conjunction with her business activities, including the correction 
of errors and omissions ... '' 

The Florida Bar, petitioner, versus We The People Forms and Service Center of 
Sarasota, Inc., et al., No. SC02-1675 

Avoiding UPL: Representing Clients 

The question of whether someone may represent a client before a judicial or 
quasi--judicial board, such as an administrative agency, is a difficult one to 
answer. The difficulty is in knowing what the individual courts allow or will 
permit in individual circumstances. Some jurisdictions and administrative 
agencies do permit those who are not licensed or admitted to practice to appear 
in court or before administrative law judges or referees on behalf of clients. 
(Typically, these are law students acting under the guidance and supervision 
of an attorney under limited circumstances, but they may include paralegals.) 
Depending upon the jurisdiction, nature of the action, and level of the court, 
the paralegal might be permitted to appear with or on behalf of a client for 
example, before a Social Security Administration Administrative Law Judge. 

Who may represent clients is not a simple question for lawyers or 
paralegals. Representation of parties has traditionally been the role of lawyers. 
But even lawyers are not always permitted to represent parties. Appropriate 
admission to practice in the jurisdiction is typically a requirement. A lawyer 
admitted to practice in one state may not necessarily be admitted to represent 
the same client in another state. Lawyers admitted to practice in one jurisdic-
tion, however, may ask the court of another jurisdiction for permission to 
appear in order to try a specific case. This is a courtesy generally granted for 
a single case, and in these situations, the trial attorney usually retains local 
counsel who will appear as well to advise on local rules and procedures. But 
the issue of out--of--state counsel is not without other complications. 

The complexity of the issue is raised in a portion of a report on the 
Unauthorized Practice of Law prepared by the Nevada Assistant Bar Counsel: 

The Bar has received complaints of out--of--state counsel participating in the 
pre[--]litigation mediation procedures. Writing notification letters, engaging 
in discovery, and appearing at pre--litigation mediations in a representative 
capacity is generally the practice of law. In Nevada there is no mechanism to 
obtain authority from the Supreme Court to appear in pre--litigation cases. 
Therefore, engaging in legal activities involving Nevada disputes and Nevada 
parties requires a licensed Nevada attorney ... 

(Unauthorized Practice of Law, David A. Clark, Assistant Bar Counsel, 
September 20, 2001) 
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If the representation of clients is not clear for members of the bar, it 
certainly is not clear for members of the paralegal profession. Generally, 
however, only duly admitted lawyers in the jurisdiction may represent par-
ties. But this rule has been modified to allow law students in some states 
to represent parties in certain situations, generally under appropriate 

• • superv1s1on. 
In some states, a nonlawyer employee may represent a business in some 

proceedings before administrative agencies or before the minor judiciary, 
such as small claims courts. There is no uniformity of rules that dictates 
when nonlawyers may represent parties or before which agencies or courts 
nonlawyers may appear. Any appearance before a court must therefore be 
approached carefully. 

Even the presentation of a request for continuance of a case may be 
considered by some courts to be the practice of law. Appearance on be-
half of clients before federal and state administrative agencies is no less 
lacking in uniformity than appearances before courts, but it frequently is 
easier to determine the ability to appear as a paralegal representing a client. 
Some federal agencies specifically permit nonlawyers to appear. Most no-
table is the Social Security Administration, which allows representation by 
nonlawyers with few differences from representation by lawyers. The U.S. 
Patent Office also specifically permits nonlawyer practice. Some states, by 
specific legislation or administrative rule, also permit representation by 
nonlawyers. 

Avoiding UPL: Guidelines 

The National Association of Legal Assistants, Inc. Model Standards and 
Guidelines for the Utilization of Legal Assistants provide guidelines on con-
duct that may prevent UPL. 

Guideline 1 
Paralegals should: 

Disclose their status as legal assistants at the outset of any professional re-
lationship with a client, other attorneys, a court or administrative agency 
or personnel thereof, or members of the general public .... 

Guideline 2 
Paralegals should not: 

Establish attorney-client relationships; set legal fees; give legal opinions 
or advice; or represent a client before a court, unless authorized to do 
so by said court; nor engage in, encourage, or contribute to any act that 
could constitute the unauthorized practice of law. 

Guideline 3 
Paralegals may perform services for an attorney in the representation of 
a client, provided: 

• The services performed by the legal assistant do not require the ex-
ercise of independent professional legal judgment; 

• The attorney maintains a direct relationship with the client and 
maintains control of all client matters; 

• The attorney supervises the legal assistant; 
• The attorney remains professionally responsible for all work on 

behalf of the client, including any actions taken or not taken by the 
legal assistant in connection therewith; and 

• The services performed supplement, merge with, and become the 
attorney's work product. 
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LEARNING OBJECTIVE 2 
Describe the ethical 
obi igation owed by 
managing and supervising 
attorneys of appropriate 
hiring, delegating, and 
supervising members of the 
legal team. 

supervising attorney 
The member of the legal team to 
whom all others on the team report 
and who has the ultimate responsibil
ity for the actions of the legal team. 

agent 
A person authorized to act on behalf 
of another. 

principal 
One who authorizes another to act on 
his or her behalf. 

fiduciary relationship 
A relationship where one is under a 
duty to act for the benefit of another 
under the scope of the relationship. 

WEB RESORCES 

The entire set of 
Michigan's proposed 

standards for imposing lawyer 
sanctions is at the Michigan One 
Court of Justice website. 

ETHICAL OBLIGATIONS 

Ethical behavior is expected and required of every member of the legal team: 
attorneys, paralegals, litigation support staff, information technologists, and 
outside consultants. 

What is sometimes not clear in the minds of nonlawyer members of the 
legal team is what ethical obligations they have and how the ethics rules are to 
be followed and enforced. 

Duty to Supervise 
The supervising attorney is ultimately responsible for the ethical conduct of 
everyone on the legal team. Under Rules 5.1 and 5.3, the supervising attor-
ney is the one in charge of a case and those working on the case. The duty of 
supervision is required of partners and lawyers with managerial authority in 
the firm to ensure that other lawyers' conduct conforms to the ethical code. 
Direct supervising attorneys with authority over nonlawyers have an ethical 
obligation to ensure that those persons' conduct is compatible with the obli-
gations of the lawyer. What happens in the handling and processing of a case 
by the legal team is ultimately the responsibility of the supervising attorney. 
Any ethical breaches or lapses are ultimately the responsibility of the attor-
ney under the ethical guidelines and under common law principles of agency 
law. Each person working for or supervised by the attorney is in fact the 
agent of the attorney. Under fundamentals of agency law, the agents (includ-
ing paralegals, legal assistants, clerks and legal secretaries, and the principal
the attorney) have a fiduciary relationship to each other. The agent must obey 
the reasonable instructions of the principal, and the principal is presumed to 
know everything the agent learns in the ordinary course of working for the at-
torney on the case. The principal is responsible for the acts of the agent when 
the agent is acting within the scope of the agent's employment. The attorney 
is the one to whom the client looks for professional advice and a successful 
outcome of the case. The attorney will suffer any sanctions that result from 
members of the legal team failing to follow and enforce the ethical rules. 

Ethical obligations of lawyers are enforced by the court in the jurisdiction 
where the attorney practices or where the case is being tried. The supervising 
attorney of every legal team must follow the ethics rules and ensure that the 
members of the legal team follow the same rules. The obligation to ensure 
ethical conduct is that of the supervising attorney under the ethical obliga-
tion to supervise all who work on the case for the attorney (under Rules 5.1 
and 5.3). 

These rules are as much a part of the administration of justice as the rules 
of civil or criminal procedure and the rules of evidence. The bigger issues are: 
who has the responsibility to instruct the nonlawyer members of the legal 
or trial team, and who is responsible for ensuring their compliance? While 
it is ultimately the responsibility of the lawyer to supervise the nonlawyers' 
support staff (such as secretaries, investigators, litigation support staff, and 
technical consultants), in many cases, this obligation falls to the paralegal or 
litigation manager on the legal team. Each person working for or supervised 
by the attorney is, in fact, the agent of the attorney. The attorney is ultimately 
responsible for the ethical conduct of the agent--paralegal, and therefore, the 
paralegal owes a duty to the supervising attorney similar to that of the tra-
ditional agent- servant relationship found in agency law that of a fiduciary 
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obligation. Among the fiduciary obligations of an agent are the duty to exer-
cise reasonable care, skill, and diligence. 

The agent also owes a duty of loyalty to the principal. This includes the 
obligation to act for the employer's benefit rather than for the agent's own 
benefit or the benefit of another whose interest may be adverse to that of the 
employer. 

Ethical Guidelines and Rules 

Lawyers generally need to follow only one set of ethics guidelines. Although 
it may be a set enacted by the state legislature, it usually is one adopted by the 
Supreme Court of the state in which they practice. 

Unlike the ABA for lawyers, no single source of ethical rules is set out 
for the legal assistant. Absent a single unified body of ethical rules, legal as-
sistants must follow state statutes and conduct themselves in conformity with 
the rules of professional conduct applicable to attorneys and with the ethics 
opinions of their professional associations. 

The two major legal assistant organizations that provide an ethical code 
for their members are the National Federation of Paralegal Associations 
(NFP A) and the National Association of Legal Assistants (NALA). 

Although legal assistants are not governed directly by the American Bar 
Association ethical rules, there is an intertwined relationship among the law-
yer, the client, and the paralegal. What the paralegal does or does not do can 
have a real impact on the lawyer's duty and obligation to the client. Under 
the Model Rules, the lawyer ultimately is responsible for the actions of the 
legal assistant. 

Conflict of Interest 

A conflict of interest exists if the representation of one client will be adverse 
to the interest of another client. Conflict of interest may best be explained by 
the adage that no one can serve two masters. If the master is entitled to com-
plete loyalty, any conflict in loyalties presents a conflict of interest in which 
neither master can be certain of the loyalty of his or her servant. It's easy to 
see the conflict that would arise in a lawyer going to court to represent both 
the plaintiff and the defendant. 

Less obvious are situations in which the attorney represents two par-
ties with a common interest, such as a husband and wife purchasing a new 
home. In most cases, the interests would be the same, and no conflict would 
exist. When these clients are seeking counseling for marital problems, how-
ever, the conflict becomes more obvious as one of them seeks a greater share 
of the common property (or other rights), and the lawyer is called upon to 
give legal advice as to the individual rights of one of the parties. Finally, 
lawyers clearly cannot represent both husband and wife in court in a marital 
dissolution trial. 

The American Bar Association Model Rules of Professional Conduct 
provide a guideline in Rule 1. 7, Conflict of Interest: Current Clients, which 
provides in part that a lawyer shall not represent a client if the representation 
of that client will be directly adverse to another client, unless the lawyer rea-
sonably believes the representation will not adversely affect the relationship 
with the other client; and each client consents and confirms in writing after 
consultation. The essence of the rule is that of loyalty to the client. The 1981 

LEARNING OBJECTIVE 3 
Understand the concept of 
conflict of interest for the 
legal profession. 

conflict of interest 
Situations where the interests or loyal
ties of the lawyer and client may be or 
may appear to be adverse or divided. 

WEB RESORCES 

Ethical Perspective 

Review the most current 
version and comments to Rule 
1 .7 on Conflict of Interest of the 
American Bar Association Model 
Rules of Professional Conduct 
at the American Bar Association 
website. 
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ethical wall 
An environment in which an attorney 
or a paralegal is isolated from a par
ticular case or c lient to avoid a conflict 
of interest or to protect a client's confi
dences and secrets. 

version of the American Bar Association Model Code of Professional 
Responsibility provides in Canon 5: 

A lawyer should exercise independent professional judgment on behalf of a 
client. 

The ethical considerations comment to Canon 5 states: 

EC-1 The professional judgment of a lawyer should be exercised, within the 
bounds of the law, solely for the benefit of his client and free of compromis-
ing influences and loyalties. Neither his personal interests, the interests of 
other clients, nor the desires of third persons should be permitted to dilute 
his loyalty to his client. 

Clearly, a lawyer should not accept the employment if the lawyer's per-
sonal interests or desires will (or if there is a reasonable probability that they 
will) adversely affect the advice to be given or services to be rendered to the 
prospective client. The information that may be considered to create a con-
flict of interest is not limited solely to that of the attorney representing a 
client. It also includes the information held by another member of the legal 
team, including the legal assistant. 

The National Federation of Paralegal Associations Model Code of Ethics 
provides in Canon 1.6: 

A paralegal shall avoid conflicts of interest and shall disclose any possible con-
flict to the employer or client, as well as to their prospective employers or clients. 

The ultimate obligation to determine the conflict of interest of the para-
legal or legal assistant rests with the supervising attorney. Standard proce-
dure in law firms is to check for conflicts of interest within the law firm 
before accepting a new client or undertaking a new matter for an existing 
client. Just as other attorneys are asked to review lists of new clients and 
new matters, so must paralegals check to be certain they do not have a con-
flict of interest. 

Conflicts of interest may arise for paralegals when they change from one 
employer to another. If the previous employer represented a client or han-
dled certain matters for a client during the period in which the paralegal was 
employed, a conflict of interest may exist. A more difficult concern for the 
paralegal is the conflict of interest that can arise from a law firm's representa-
tion of the paralegal' s family members and personal friends. Paralegals fre-
quently refer family and friends to the attorney or the law firm where they 
work. The mere relationship or friendship itself might not create conflict, 
but in some cases could give rise to a claim of undue influence wherein the 
paralegal may stand to benefit from the action of the law firm. Examples are 
the drafting of wills and trusts in which the paralegal may be named as a ben-
eficiary or instances in which the paralegal may be named as the executor of 
an estate or as a trustee receiving compensation. 

Ethical Wall 
Law firms use the term ''ethical wall'' also called a Chinese wall (after the 
Great Wall of China) to describe an environment in which an attorney or a 
paralegal is isolated from a particular case or client to avoid a conflict of inter-
est or to protect a client's confidences and secrets. By creating this boundary 
or wall, any potential communications, whether written or oral, are prevented 
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between members of the legal team handling a particular matter or client and 
the person with whom there may be a conflict of interest. 

In an age of consolidation of law firms in many areas, the number of indi-
vidual employers has diminished while the number of clients has increased. As 
a result, professionals today may find themselves in firms that were on the op-
posite side of cases in the past. Creating an ethical wall permits the professional 
to accept employment with the other firm. It also permits greater mobility by 
professionals, as they can go to a new firm in which there may be a conflict. 

Freelance or Independent Paralegal 

Freelance or independent paralegals who work for more than one firm or 
attorney face the potential problem of conflict of interest. Special caution 
has to be taken to avoid accepting employment in cases where conflicts may 
exist. Freelance and independent paralegals are keenly aware of this and gen-
erally take precautions to prevent conflicts. 

The law firms and attorneys for whom freelance paralegals work usually 
are also aware of the potential for conflicts. For example, a paralegal's accep-
tance of employment at the retail store the firm is suing presents a conflict 
of interest. Knowledge of the strategy of the case would be of interest to the 
retail store employer. But divulging the information would breach the con-
fidence of the law firm and the confidence of the law firm's client. Failing to 
disclose information to the retail store that directly affects its business would 
breach the duty of loyalty to that employer. 

CONFIDENTIALITY 

For the attorney, the ABA Model Rules provide in Rule 1.6, Confidentiality 
of Information, that a lawyer shall not reveal information relating to rep-
resentation of a client unless the client consents after consultation, except 
for disclosures that are impliedly authorized. Confidential information is de-
fined in the ABA Model Rules as ''all information, regardless of the source, 
gained in the representation of the client." Even information that may be 
published in the newspaper is confidential for the lawyer and paralegal work-
ing for the client and may not be discussed with others. The newspaper ar-
ticle may or may not be accurate, and any discussion with others could result 
in discussion of items not in the newspaper story; therefore, the lawyer or 
paralegal cannot confirm or deny anything. 

The duty of confidentiality is just that for the legal team: a duty. It is a duty 
imposed on the attorney and each member of the legal team working under the 
supervision of the attorney. It enables clients to obtain legal advice by allowing 
them to freely and openly give the members of the legal team all the relevant 
facts without fear of disclosure of these facts ( except in limited situations, such 
as to prevent commission of a crime or to defend against a client's suit). 

Candor and Fairness in Litigation 

Litigation is the practice of advocacy, advocating a legal position to the court 
or trying to persuade a trier of fact to accept the facts as presented. It is the 
duty of the advocate to avoid any conduct that undermines the integrity of the 
process. The duty to the client to persuasively present the case is a qualified 

WEB RESORCES 

Ethical Perspective 

Review the most cur
rent version and comments to 
Rule 1.6 on Confidentia li ty of 
Information of the American 
Bar Association Model Ru les 
of Professional Conduct at 
the American Bar Association 
website. 

LEARNING OBJECTIVE 4 
Explain what is considered 
confidentia l under the 
ethical gu idelines. 

confidential ity 
Ethical obligation to keep client in
formation confidential (not disclose) 
founded on the belief that clients 
should be able to tell their attorneys 
everything about their case so the at
torney can give proper legal advice to 
the client. 

LEARNING OBJECTIVE 5 
Explain the reasons for the 
obi igations of candor and 
fairness in litigation. 

trier of facts 
The trier of facts decides what facts are 
to be accepted and used in making the 
decision. It is usually a jury, but may 
be a judge who hears a case without 
a jury and decides what the facts are 
and applies the law. 
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candor 
Ethical obligation to not mislead the 
court or opposing counsel with false 
statements of law or of facts that the 
lawyer knows to be false. 

WEB RESORCES 

Contrast and compare 
the Colorado Supreme 

Court Rules of Professional 
Conduct at the Colorado Bar 
Association website with the 
American Bar Association 
Model Rules of Professional 
Responsibility at the ABA web
site and the ethical rules in your 
jurisdiction. 

duty, qualified by the ethical obligation of candor to not mislead the court 
or opposing counsel with false statements of law or of facts that the lawyer 
knows to be false. Without mutual respect, honesty, and fairness, the system 
cannot function properly. It is a simple ethical duty to competently research 
and present the current case and statutory law, even when the most current 
version is not favorable to the position taken. In the technology age, this duty 
requires making a complete search for ALL the law, both statutory enact-
ments and case law, and not just the part that is favorable to the client's posi-
tion. In an age of vast numbers of electronic cases, it is easy to lose track of 
a few laws or enactments or not run the search as professionally as possible. 
Not making the proper inquiry of the client's staff to find all of the law may 
lead to sanctions and even disbarment. 

Fairness to Opposing Party and Counsel 

Fairness in the practice of law has been an issue probably as long as there 
has been an adversarial justice system. A number of states have established 
professionalism commissions and committees. Attorneys are advocates for 
their clients, and they occasionally forget that the purpose of the legal system 
is justice for all. The ethical rule of fairness to opposing counsel and parties 
is an attempt to set the guidelines to ensure that justice is done even if one's 
client loses the case. Each side is expected to use its best skills and knowledge 

ETHICAL Perspectives 

COLORADO RULES OF PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT RULE 3.3. 
CANDOR TOWARD THE TRIBUNAL 

a. A lawyer shall not knowingly: 
1. make a false statement of material fact or law to a tribunal or fai I to 

correct a false statement of material fact or law previously made to the 
tribunal by the lawyer; 

2. fail to disclose to the tribunal legal authority in the controlling jurisdic
tion known to the lawyer to be directly adverse to the position of the 
client and not disclosed by opposing counsel; or 

3. offer evidence that the lawyer knows to be false. If a lawyer, the lawyer's 
client, or witness cal led by the lawyer has offered material evidence and 
the lawyer comes to know of its fal sity, the lawyer shal I take reasonable 
remedial measures, including, if necessary, disclosure to the tribunal. A 
lawyer may refuse to offer evidence, other than the testimony of a defen
dant in a criminal matter that the lawyer reasonably believes is fal se. 

b. A lawyer who represents a client in an adjudicative proceeding and who 
knows that a person intends to engage, is engaging or has engaged in crim
inal or fraudulent conduct related to the proceeding sh al I take reasonable 
remedial measures, including, if necessary, disclosure to the tribunal. 

c. The duties stated in paragraphs (a) and (b) continue to the conclusion of the 
proceeding, and apply even if compliance requires disclosure of informa
tion otherwise protected by Rule 1 .6. 

d. In an ex parte proceeding, a lawyer shall inform the tribunal of all material 
facts known to the lawyer that will enable the tribunal to make an informed 
decision, whether or not the facts are adverse. 
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and to present fairly its position in the form of evidence for the trier of fact 
to determine where the truth lies. Destroying, falsifying, or tampering with 
evidence destroys the fabric of the system. If people lose confidence in the 
system because of these unfair tactics, the system breaks down. Just consider 
the criminal cases where the prosecutor does not turn over, as required, 
exculpatory evidence that might indicate that the defendant is innocent. 

The obligation of the supervising attorney to the court and to the other 
side may not only extend to the legal team but also may ensure that the cli-
ent and the client's staff fully comply with the rules of court. Sanctions for 
failure to properly supervise can come from two sources: the court hearing 
the under 1 ying action ( as in the Qualcomm Attorney- Client case below) and 
the attorney disciplinary agency. The court typically punishes this sort of 
misbehavior with monetary sanctions, the purpose of which is to compen-
sate the other side for the time and effort they have expended or will expend 
because of the discovery abuse. The attorney disciplinary agency's punish-
ment can include, in extreme cases, disbarment or suspension from practice 
before the court for a period of time, or in less extreme cases, public or 
private censure. In addition, under some circumstances, ''unfair'' litigation 
tactics may result in a suit for malpractice filed by the client against the at-
torney and the law firm. 

As noted in the opinion of the magistrate judge in the Qualcomm v. 
Broadcom case: 

... Producing 1.2 million pages of marginally relevant documents while 
hiding 46,000 critically important ones does not constitute good faith 
and does not satisfy either the client's or attorney's discovery obligations. 
Similarly, agreeing to produce certain categories of documents and then not 
producing all of the documents that fit within such a category is unaccept; 
able. Qualcomm's conduct warrants sanctions .... C. Sanctions 

The Court's review of Qualcomm's declarations, the attorneys' 
declarations, and Judge Brewster's orders leads this Court to the inevitable 
conclusion that Qualcomm intentionally withheld tens of thousands of de; 
cisive documents from its opponent in an effort to win this case and gain a 
strategic business advantage over Broadcom. 

Qualcomm could not have achieved this goal without some type of 
assistance or deliberate ignorance from its retained attorneys. Accordingly, 
the Court concludes it must sanction both Qualcomm and some of its re; 
tained attorneys .... 

QUALCOMM INCORPORATED, v. BROADCOM CORPORATION, 
and RELATED COUNTERCLAIMS. Case No. 05cvl958;B (BLM) 

Duty to Report Unethical Conduct 

Lawyers have an ethical duty under Rule 8.3 of the Model Rules of 
Professional Responsibility to report other lawyers' violations of the ethics 
rules to the appropriate professional authority in the state. Lawyers must 
have firsthand knowledge of the violation of the rules of ethics that raises a 
substantial question as to another lawyer's honesty, trustworthiness, or fit-
ness as a lawyer. This does not mean that a lawyer may make a report of 
ethics violations to gain a competitive advantage in a civil case. A groundless 
accusation of unethical conduct to gain an advantage in a civil case would 
itself be unethical. 

In practice, it may be a close call. A lawyer may have a duty to report an 
adversary who files a motion known to contain false factual allegations. 

exculpato ry evidence 
Evidence that tends to prove the inno
cence of the accused or prove the facts 
of the defendant's case. 

WEB RESORCES 

Review the current 
language of the Federal 

Rules of Civil Procedure Rule 
26 (one source of the ru le is 
the website of the Corne I I Law 
School Legal Information Institute 
and the related Federal Rules of 
Criminal Procedure Rule 16 at the 
same website). 
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ETHICS AND PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIBILITY 

Introduction to Ethics 
and Professional 
Responsibility 

Regulation of the 
Practice of Law 

The Paralegal and 
Licensing 

State Regulations 

Federal Practice 

Penalties for 
Unauthorized Practice 

Avoiding UPL 

Ethical Obligations 

Duty to Supervise 

Ethical Guidelines 
and Rules 

Ethics is the set of minimally acceptable standards of conduct in a 
profession. Ethical guidelines are enforced by the court in the jurisdic-
tion where the attorney practices or where the case is being tried. The 
supervising attorney of every legal team must follow the ethics rules 
and ensure that the members of the legal team follow the same rules 
as the supervising lawyer. 

The practice of law is regulated to protect the public from incompetent 
and unscrupulous practitioners. 

With a few exceptions, there is no state licensing of paralegals. 

Some states, such as California, have regulations defining who may identify 
themselves as a ''paralegal." A recent development is the Limited License 
Legal Technician. In other states, such as Florida and Ohio, the state bar 
association has adopted rules defining who may use the title ''paralegal.'' 

Under federal regulations, nonlawyers may in some areas, such as Social 
Security and patent law, represent individuals and appear before agencies. 

Most states provide criminal penalties for the unauthorized practice of law. 

A common thread of UPL is not holding oneself out as a lawyer or 
giving advice when legal rights may be affected. This includes prohibi-
tions against filling out legal forms and representing clients in court. 

Every member of the legal or trial team has an obligation to act ethically. 

All lawyers and partners in law firms are required to supervise everyone 
over whom they have supervisory authority. All ethical breaches by mem-
bers of the legal team are ultimately those of the supervising attorney. 

For lawyers in most states, the ethical guidelines are based on the 
American Bar Association's Rules of Professional Conduct, which 
provide a fairly uniform set of rules across the country. 

There are no mandatory rules for paralegals except as an obligation 
of membership in national paralegal organizations. 

(continued) 
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Conflict of Interest A lawyer should not accept an engagement (representation) if the 
lawyer's personal interests or desires will ( or if there is a reasonable 
probability that they will) adversely affect the advice to be given or 
services to be rendered to the prospective client. 

Ethical Wall An ethical wall is an environment where a person is isolated from access 
to information about a client or case. 

Freelance or A freelance or independent paralegal may work for more than one firm 
Independent Paralegal or attorney, thereby creating the potential for a conflict of interest. 

Confidentiality Every member of the legal team must understand the ethical obligations 
of the legal profession to protect the communications received from 
clients. 

Candor and Fairness A lawyer has an ethical duty (candor) to not mislead the court even 
in Litigation when the most current version of the law is not favorable to the client's 

legal position. All members of the legal team are required to make 
accurate inquiry and present the most current information. 

Fairness to Opposing Lawyers are expected to use their best skills when presenting a case but 
Party and Counsel should avoid destroying or tampering with evidence or ignoring rules of 

court. 

Duty to Report Unethical Lawyers have an ethical duty to report other lawyers when they have 
Conduct firsthand knowledge of the violation of ethics rules. 

REVIEW QUESTIONS AND EXERCISES 

1. What is ethics? 
2. What is the purpose of the confidentiality rule 

in the legal setting? 
3. Can the confidentiality between attorney and 

client be lost? 
4. What ethical guidelines, if any, does your state 

follow? 
5. What is the ethical obligation of a paralegal to 

the firm's client? 
6. What is the ethical obligation of a paralegal to 

the court? 
7. What is the ethical obligation of a litigation 

support staff member to the client? To the 
court? Of a litigation support person from an 
outside firm or consultant? Explain. 

8. Why is conflict of interest an issue for the legal 
team? 

9. What are the ethical issues for a law firm using 
outside computer or technology consultants? 

10. Do the ethical rules of fairness prevent lawyers 
from aggressively advocating a client's position? 

11. Why would a partner in a law firm be required 
to supervise the other lawyers in the firm? 

12. How can members of the legal team dem-
onstrate that they have been adequately 
supervised? 

13. Prepare a brief note to a supervising attorney on 
why a failure to properly supervise could result 
in a problem for the attorney and the firm. 

14. Prepare a memo to the supervising attorney, 
who has just been admitted to practice in your 
jurisdiction. Write about the jurisdiction's con-
tinuing legal education requirements, including 
any ethical education elements. 
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BUILDING YOUR PARALEGAL SKILLS 

INTERNET AND TECHNOLOGY EXERCISES 

1. Find a copy of the most current version of the 
Model Rules of Professional Conduct pub-
lished by the American Bar Association. 

2. Use the Internet to locate the most current ver-
sion of the ethical rules used in your jurisdiction. 
Save the website address for future reference. 

CIVIL LITIGATION VIDEO CASE STUDIES 

Opening Scenario Video Case Study: 
Confidentiality Issue: Public Information 

The law firm has a case that 
has received coverage by the 
local press. Two paralegals 
from the same firm are on a 
coffee break at a public cof ... 
fee shop. One of the parale-

gals is working on the case; the other is not assigned 
to the case but has some interest in it. 

After watching the video at www.pearson.com/ 
goldman-civil-litigation, answer the following 

• questions. 

1. Does the legal team working on a case have a 
duty to remain silent, even when information 
about the case has been made public? 

2. If incorrect information about a case has been 
made public, can the members of the legal team 
correct any misinformation? 

3. Find ethics opinions or sources of information 
on ethics in your jurisdiction. 

4. Use the Internet to locate your state's statute 
on the unauthorized practice of law. How is 
UPL treated in your state? 

3. Can confidential information about cases be 
shared among members of the same law firm? 

4. What is the difference between confidentiality 
and attorney- client privilege? 

Confidentiality Issue: Family Exemption 

While having coffee with 
her mother, a paralegal dis-
cusses a case on which she 
is working. 

After viewing the video at www.pearson.com/ 
goldman-civil-litigation, answer the following 

• question. 

1. Is there an exemption that permits a member 
of the legal team to discuss cases with family 
members? 

CHAPTER OPENING SCENARIO CASE STUDY 

Continue to maintain a time log of your activity in 
the course. 

BUILDING YOUR PROFESSIONAL PORTFOLIO AND REFERENCE MANUAL 
/J/1 /}JI •• 

CIVIL LITIGATION TEAM AT WORK 
See page 18 for instructions on Building Your 
Professional Portfolio and Reference Manual. 

Policy 

1. Prepare a script to use when a client, friend, or 
family member asks for legal advice. 

2. Prepare a script to introduce yourself and 
define for the client or witness your role and 
limitations as a paralegal. 

3. Compile supervising attorney contact informa-
tion and notes on when he or she is available. 



4. Compile procedures for determining who is the 
supervising attorney and when the supervising 
attorney is to be contacted. 

5. Prepare a sample firm policy on discussion 
of cases among the litigation team, and oth-
ers in the law firm not working on a particu-
lar case. 

6. Prepare a sample firm policy for ethics training 
for the various members of the litigation 
team. 

7. Prepare guidelines to ensure all staff members 
are properly supervised. 

8. Describe procedures to protect confidential 
information and litigation work product. 

VIRTUAL LAW OFFICE EXPERIENCE 

ALTERCATION ON THE SCHOOL BUS 

ETHICS AND PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIBILITY 45 

Procedures 

Obtain your local jurisdiction's continuing legal 
education requirements for: 

1. Attorneys 
2. Paralegals 

Contacts and Resources 

For your state and local bar association, obtain 
1. Mailing addresses 
2. Phone and fax numbers 
3. Web and e--mail addresses 
4. Web address of your jurisdiction's version of 

the Model Rules of Professional Conduct 
5. Web address of ethics opinions for your 

jurisdiction 

VIDEO: PARENT AND CHILD CONSULT THE LEGAL TEAM 

A student accused of injuring a school bus driver and assaulting another student 
on the school bus is meeting with his parent and the lawyer supplied by their home-
owner's insurance company. During the meeting, while the son is being interviewed 
by a paralegal in another room, the parent confides confidential information to the 
lawyer. The son also makes confidential statements to the paralegal. 

After watching the video at www.pearson.com/goldman-civil-litigation, answer the following questions. 

To: Paralegal Intern 
From: John Morris, Esquire 
Case Name: School Bus Altercation Case 

Re: Initial client's interview 

1. To whom does the attorney- client privilege belong? 
2. Does a minor have an attorney- client privilege that requires withholding confidential information 

from his parent? 
3. If the insurance company is paying for the defense, is it entitled to know the information the minor 

considers privileged? 



LEARNING OBJECTIVES 

After studying this chapter, you should be able to: 

1. Explain the use of technology in civil litigation 
and case management. 

2. Describe the function and elements of 
electronic database software. 

3. Explain how case management software 
systems can enable the legal team to work on 
cases more efficiently. 

4. Explain the reasons for the use of software for 
managing I itigation cases. 

5. Explain the role of office management software 
in the operation of the law office. 
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OPENING SCENARIO 

With two separate and growing offices, it was clear that a practices and procedures manual dealing with 
technology issues in civil litigation was essential. The two offices had to work together on many of the 
cases because each office, alone, lacked the resources to hire additional staff or attorneys. Managing the 
staff and office administration for both locations from the suburban office was a concern for the office 
manager/paralegal. She began to realize that everyone was depending on her to coordinate the activities and 
operations. When she returned to the office after attending an advanced paralegal education seminar, she 
understood what the speaker meant when he referred to people in her position as the critical ''paralegal 
portal'' in the firm. Her job was to maintain relationships with clients by keeping them informed; facilitate 
communication among the lawyers, opposing counsel, staff, and clients; and ensure that the litigation team 
collaborated in an efficient, effective manner. 

Organizing information on cases and litigation was critical. With the remote operations, each member 
of the litigation team had to have a secure method to access critical confidential information at any time 
from either office or even from the court or at home. Ethical issues of conflict of interest were also 
becoming a concern as new clients came in, the practice grew, and new consultants and legal staff from 
other law firms were hired to work on the cases. It was obvious that she could no longer rely on a paper 
system; going paperless in the offices and using software to manage the information and cases were now 
necessary, if for no other reason than the time and billing functions were now more essential to the firm's 
cash flow needs. Bills had to be accurately prepared and sent out on a regular basis. 

OPENING SCENARIO LEARNING OBJECTIVE 

Describe the use of technology in managing a legal practice efficiently and effectively. 

VIDEO INTRODUCTION 

Litigation management and technology 

After watching the video at www.pearson.com 
/goldman--civil--litigation, answer the following questions: 
1. How has technology changed the way cases are presented? 
2. Why does a paralegal need to understand technology? 

47 
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LEARNING OBJECTIVE 1 
Explain the use of 
technology in civi I I itigation 
and case management. 

INTRODUCTION TO LITIGATION MANAGEMENT 
AND TECHNOLOGY 

Before the introduction of computers, litigation was defined by the ability 
to present cases using verbal communication skills, which were occasion-
ally supported by hard--copy exhibit displays. As the world has changed and 
technology has become an integral part of daily life, those who litigate cases 
must also integrate computer technology into the handling and presenta-
tion of cases. Judges and juries have come to expect more than just classic 
legal oratory; they expect to see cases presented using computer monitors 
and video displays not unlike what they see on television. The underly-
ing sources of evidence have shifted from a paper trail of letters and docu-
ments to an electronic trail of e--mails, electronically stored information, and 
lnternet--available media. The tools and the skills necessary to be a success-
ful litigator or litigation paralegal have changed. With the increased use of 
electronic devices for everything from communications to data storage and 
transmission, the volume of information has also increased exponentially. 
Paralegals are today charged with finding, protecting, storing, retrieving, and 
producing evidence and information with a few clicks of a computer key-
board and mouse. Whereas in the past, everything about a case could be 
found in the case file boxes in the office of the supervising attorney or his 
paralegal, today the case file information may be stored on a laptop, a file 
server in the office, or using the '' cloud'' in a remote data center. Success in 
the field of litigation requires an understanding of the tools and the process 
of using technology. 

Older medical records and business records are still in paper form or 
are in photographic forms like microfilm and microfiche and have not been 
converted to electronic storage. However, these older storage methods are 
gradually being phased out in most cases in favor of electronic storage. 

Until recently, uncertain that the ''new'' technology worked, many 
businesses and law offices kept both paper and electronic versions. The 
paper copy was the final version and the electronic file was a copy for use 
as a template or for making changes to the ''final'' paper document. Until 
recently, paper copies were the dominant items requested in discovery. 
Responses to interrogatories frequently came with paper records attached 
and only rarely with any electronic response. Many cases today still re-
quire access to paper records. For example, a medical malpractice action 
filed today may have its origins ten to eighteen years ago, when the plaintiff 
was a child and the statute of limitation extended until the minor reached 
the age of majority. At that time, hospitals and doctors kept records in 
paper form or converted them to a paper substitute, such as microfilm 
or microfiche. Other examples are product--defect or liability cases such 
as the tobacco industry litigation, which started before records were rou-
tinel y kept electronically. 

TECHNOLOGY IN CIVIL LITIGATION 

The increased use of technology and computers in the law office, the court 
system, and the courtroom has changed the way many traditional law office 
functions and procedures are performed. Computers and the Internet are 
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increasingly used, not just for traditional document preparation, but also for 
maintaining client databases, keeping office and client accounting records, 
communicating, legal and factual researching, filing documents with the 
court, sharing files with other counsel, producing documents in discovery, 
and presenting during trial. 

Computers are being used with greater frequency to share informa-
tion in digital format by the use of the Internet among remote offices, 
courthouses, government agencies, and clients. The trend is toward elimi-
nating paper in the law office through the use of computer technology and 
software. 

Online Data Storage and Collaboration 

Members of the civil litigation team frequently find themselves working 
from locations outside the traditional office. In some cases, the legal team 
is composed of members who work from home, are located in different of-
fices of the firm, or are members of different law firms located in different 
parts of the country or the world. Each member of the team, whether in the 
office, in depositions, or in court, may need access to the case data or elec-
tronic files. One solution is to have all of the files stored electronically in an 
electronic repository on a secure, protected file server to which everyone 
authorized has access over the Internet. The use of a secure repository that 
is accessible over the Internet by authorized users is sometimes referred to 
as cloud computing. 

Members of the team may use the Internet to work collaboratively in 
real time, using online collaboration systems that allow each person to see 
the documents and, in some cases, each other, and to make on--screen notes 
and comments. A number of companies provide services and software for 
converting case documents to electronic format and storing them on a se-
cure server. Collaboration software is provided for the individual members 
of the legal or litigation team. The litigation team must address technol-
ogy and its impact on how documents are created, stored, and destroyed 
by clients. As a result of the rules on electronic discovery that were first 
introduced in 2006 with subsequent amendments by the federal courts, the 
team must also address the impact that actual or potential litigation has on 
the rules for document retention and preservation in order to avoid claims 
of spoliation of evidence. State courts are also looking at these issues, and 
many have implemented or are implementing their own rules, frequently 
fashioned after the federal rules. 

Among the important rules and case law decisions are those directing 
counsel to ensure, by putting a litigation hold on potential evidence, that 
clients do not destroy electronically stored documents. Courts are now im-
posing the obligation on the litigation team to ensure that clients preserve 
evidence. 

With the potentially massive delivery of documents in electronic form 
comes the concern that in delivering vast amounts of electronic documents, 
some confidential or attorney- client privileged material may inadvertently 
be produced to opposing counsel. These documents may be accidentally de-
livered to the opposing side even after review for privileged or confidential 
material. Because reviews are frequently performed by paralegals, it is im-
portant for them to know the rules of evidence and ethical responsibilities 

electronic repository 
A secure, protected file server to 
which everyone authorized has access 
over the Internet. 

cloud computing 
The access over the Internet of a se
cure repository by authorized users. 

on I ine collaboration 
Members of the team working col
laboratively using online software 
that allows each person to see the 
documents, and in some cases, each 
other, and make on-screen notes and 
comments. 

spoliation of evidence 
Destruction of records that may be 
relevant to ongoing or anticipated 
I itigation, government investigation, 
or audit. Courts differ in their interpre
tation of the level of intent required 
before sanctions may be warranted. 

I itigation hold 
A process whereby a company or in
dividual determines an unresolved 
dispute may result in litigation and, 
as a result, documents should not be 
destroyed or altered. 
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VIDEO ADVICE FROM THE FIELD ________ _ 

INTERVIEW: ROLE OF PARALEGAL IN LITIGATION 

LEARNING OBJECTIVE 2 
Describe the function and 
elements of electronic 
database software. 

Charlotte Harris, Manager, 
Litigation Support, Hess 
Corporation. 

A discussion of the role 
of I itigation support person
nel in the litigation process. 

After watching the video at www.pearson.com/ 
goldman-civil-litigation, answer the following questions. 

1. Why is it frequently necessary to have a third party at 
the meet and confer between the trial attorneys? 

2. What is the role of the forensic expert in a trial? 
3. What is the role of litigation support in educating others? 

surrounding the issue of confidentiality and attorney- client privilege and the 
steps to take to retrieve the information and documents. 

No longer can the legal team ignore the role of technology in use by cli-
ents or in litigation, whether the legal team is a sole practitioner with just a 
legal secretary or a mega--member international law firm with in--house techni-
cal support. Everyone on the legal team must understand the role of the vari-
ous technologies in counseling and representing clients. 

ELECTRONIC DAT ABASE BASICS 

Databases are programs used to store information. After word process-
ing programs, database programs are the most frequently used type of 
computer program. The advantage of a database program is its ability to 
search for individual or groups of words or numbers, to sort the results 
in some meaningful way such as by date, and then to show the results 
on a computer screen or in a hard--copy printout. For example, demo-
graphic data collected may be sorted by zip code, which by itself is not 
a very meaningful result. But adding to this result a search by zip code 
and income, sex, and number of children provides a good picture of the 
demographics of an area, such as the surveys conducted by the Census 
Bureau every ten years. 

Electronic discovery software permits documents to be entered into a 
database and stored by key terms, phrases, or other criteria that then can 
be sorted to find patterns and connections. With a few keystrokes, lists of 
documents can be prepared for manual review, like an Internet search that 
produces a list of locations to check for desired content or products. 

In addition to the obvious use of avoiding accepting representation of 
a client with a potential conflict of interest, the information in a database 
of contacts and clients may be used in firm public relations and marketing 
activities. Many firms use the information to send holiday, birthday, and 
anniversary greetings and to collect information on updates of specific 
changes in the law for which a client has previously consulted the firm. 

Data Repositories 

A database program is a repository of information of all types that can be 
sorted and presented in a desired, meaningful manner. The word ''database'' 
is just computer talk for a collection of information. For example, a Contact 
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Database in a case management program is nothing more than a collection 
of information about people: their names, phone numbers, addresses, and 
maybe birthdays or other related information. 

Besides basic contact information, other information can be collected 
such as occupation, children's names and dates of birth, or any other co1nbi, 
nation of information. In pre,computer days, databases were represented by 
a box or boxes of 3 X 5 cards with the information about clients or important 
dates. These were the heart of the conflict of interest or deadline databases. 
The date or calendar database was checked daily and a list made up for mem, 
bers of the legal team of such things as deadlines, statutes of limitations, 
and appointments. Conflicts of interest were checked in the same way, via a 
search of the cards maintained alphabetically in the boxes. In some offices, 
a card was prepared for all opposing parties. Each of these "decks of cards" 
was a database. 

The electronic database is nothing more than a version of the cards in 
the boxes-except that more information can be automatically checked more 
quickly and more accurately. This means no more misfiled cards out of al, 
phabetical order. A database is essentially an electronic card with information 
that can be searched using a set of things to look for and presented in a pre, 
defined manner or report. When information about a person is needed, the 
report showing the infor1nation is compiled by asking the database program 
to look up the person's information and show it on the computer screen, or 
in a printed format called a report. Any combination of information, or que, 
ries, can be requested for a report about a single person or a list of all people 
or contacts with the same information such as zip code; or a more detailed 
report can be prepared combining specific items, such as zip code and male 
or female, with a birthday before or after a certain date. Exhibit 3.1 shows 
an intake template and a contact form for the input of information into a 
contacts management database for one record. One of the advantages of the 
modern database is its ability to search across a number of different sets of 

Exhibit 3.1 An intake template and a contact form 
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Exhibit 3.2 Parts of the database: table, field, cell, and record 

" 

This entire group of records represents the 
SalesDeptContactl nfo table 

1..::1 f ile gdit ~iew Insert FQrrnat Records Iools ~lndow .t!e p Type a question for help • _ & X 

!~ · 0!1 
Contact ID First Name 

t lsusan 
Last Name I CompanyName I Street Address ! City ! State ] Business Phone : 

2 Thomas 
3 Douglas 
4 Amir 
5 Franklin 
6 Ronald 
7 Barbara 

* AutoNumber 

r
Scantosi eWidgetPlus 363 Rogue Street 
Mazeman BooksRUs 2165 Piscotti Ave 
Seaver Printing Solutions 7700 First Ave 
Ram iv T echStands 1436 Riverfront Place 
Scott WorksSuite 8789 Ploughman Drive 
Komeika Creekside Financio ~ ~64 Pond Hill Road ·...----""" 
~ itc=h=el:;:::I ====='Market Tenders 9823 Bridge Street 

St. Louis MO 
Sorinafield IL 
Topeka KS 
St Louis MO 
Tulsa 
Toledo 
LaPorte 

OK 
OH 
IN 

(612) 444-1236 
1888) 234-6983 
(888) 988-2678 
(877) 867-7656 
(800) 864-2390 
(.343) 333-3333 
(888) 238-2123 

The category First Name 
is a field 

A cell is the box containing 
the information All the information for Douglas 

Seaver represents one record 

Source: Screenshot "Electronic Databases Use Standard Terminology to Describe Parts of the Database: Table, Field, 
Cell, and Record." Used by permission of Microsoft Corporation. 

information and sort the data according to a predefined set of criteria. Some 
have likened the World Wide Web to a big database that can be searched 
using a search engine. The database is the place where information is stored 
until a request is made for a report showing some or all of the information in 
a certain format or appearance. 

Navigating Electronic Databases 

Electronic databases use standard terminology to describe parts of the data-
base: table, field , cell, and record, as shown in Exhibit 3.2. 

Databases are collections of tables. Tables contain fields of informa-
tion ( data); a field is one type of information, such as last name. A record 
is all the information about one item or person; for example, Exhibit 3.3 
shows a record of information for one person. Think of the database as 
being a file cabinet; a table being a file drawer for a specific set of in-
formation like business contacts; the record being the individual file for 
each contact; and the field being individual pieces of information about 
the person. 

Microsoft Access is a database widely used because of its inclusion 
with the Microsoft Office Suite or some versions of Office 365. The 
Microsoft Access layout shown in Exhibit 3.4 is one way of presenting 
the basic elements of a database the fields, records, and cells. The same 
elements may appear in a different layout, such as the Contact Details in 
Exhibit 3 .3. 

Tables 

Databases can and frequently do contain two or more tables. For example, a 
database used in a legal office may have one table for employees of the firm, 
another for clients of the firm, a third for opposing attorneys, and a fourth 
for the opposing parties in cases the firm has handled. 
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Exhibit 3.3 Contact details 

~ Contact Details 

Fir~t Nan1e 

La~t Na,ne 

Company 

Job Title 

Phon@ Numb@rs 

Business Phone 

Home Phone 

Mobile Phooe 

Fax Number 

Addr@ss 

Street 

City 

State/Province 

Zip/Postal Code 

Country/Region 

Steven 

Rich 

Michigan Poverty Law Progre,m EJ 
Technology Staff Attorney E] 

555) 123-0000 

(555) 321-9876 

(SSS) 654-5678 

SSS) 999·1234 

:j Ciiek lO ~Aap 

611 School Road 

Suite 4A 

Ann Arbor 

Mi 

48104-3000 

United States of America 

+I · tmages 
Notes 

Category 

E-mail 

Web Page 

Business 

snr@umich.gov 

Source: Screenshot "A Record is All the Information About One Item or Person." Used by permission of 
Microsoft Corporation. 

Reports 

Reports present the data from the database in an organized presentation. A 
report may present just the information from one table , such as employee 
birthdays. Frequently, a report shows the outcome of searching multiple ta-
bles and displays the relationships among the information and data from the 
different tables , such as a report of the employees that have ever worked for 
an opposing counsel in a case against a client. 

Exhibit 3.4 Record for business contact 
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Source: Screenshot "Microsoft Access Layout." Used by permission of Microsoft Corporation. 
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database 
A collection of similar records. 

Database Terminology Summary 

Databases are collections of tables. 
Tables contain records. 
A record is all the information about one item or person; for example, 
records contain fields of information (data). 
Fields contain cells. 
A field is one type of information. 
A cell is the box containing the individual field information, like a last name. 

Database Example 
One of the most significant legal cases in modern history was the Enron case, in 
which many individuals and institutions lost millions of dollars. The underlying 
case was built from an analysis of e--mails and other documents created and 
stored electronically at Enron. Databases were an important tool in accessing 
the information contained within the more than one million e--mails and docu-
ments in the investigation by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, or 
FERC, an independent agency that regulates the interstate transmission of nat-
ural gas, oil, and electricity. FERC made available the electronically stored in-
formation (ESI) by use of the Internet and the third--party electronic document 
review software called iCONECT nXT, as shown in Exhibit 3.6. This is a good 
example of the use of the Internet and cloud computing, where information 
is made available for all those needing access over the Internet via a remote, 
hosted, secure electronic case review tool, as illustrated in Exhibit 3.5. 

Exhibits 3.6 and 3. 7 of iCONECT nXT show an example of access to a 
database, in Exhibit 3. 7, the case material in the investigation of Enron, with 
the results showing one of 1,368, 77 5 e--mails of the e--mail database using the 
following database fields: 

SDOC NO 
FROM 
TO 
DATE 
TIME 
ORIGIN 
FOLDER 
ATTACHMENT 

Exhibit 3.5 Secure remote access 
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Exhibit 3.6 FERC investigation material on a cloud-based system 
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Source: iCONECT Development, LLC. All rights reserved. 

Exhibit 3.7 E-mails sorted by selected database fields 
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The National Archives provides access to multiple online databases as shown 
in Exhibit 3 .8. 

Database Issues in Litigation 
The litigation team is the interface between the client, the opposing side, and 
the court. Discovery requests are filtered through counsel. It is the trial coun-
sel' s duty to obtain accurate responses to legitimate discovery requests for 
electronic discovery. Trial counsel and the litigation team must know enough 
about the client's system for creating and storing and ultimately deleting elec-
tronically stored information to avoid claims of dilatory conduct and a lack 
ofcandortothecourt. 

Searches Constructing the Query 
Anyone who has ever conducted a search on the Internet using a single word 
or even a combination of a few words knows that such a search may not 
produce the desired results. Searching legal databases is also frequently frus-
trating if the exact, proper term is not entered as used in those databases. 
Searching electronically stored information when there are no universal, 
common terms or phrases such as the West Keywords can be difficult. For 
this reason, a number of new search methods have been developed and con-
tinue to be developed and refined to overcome the limitation of the tradi-
tional Boolean search using words and connectors like AND, OR, and NOT. 
Some database software search engines can isolate and identify previously 
unknown patterns or trends in large amounts of data. Conceptual searching, 
a type of search that looks for meaning, not specific letters in words, looks 
for information that is conceptually similar to the words in the search query. 
For example, a conceptual search for the phrase ''breakfast foods'' returns 
items of foods eaten for breakfast. One-- or two--word conceptual queries 
rarely return good results, whereas more detailed queries, such as ''what is 
eaten at a Sunday Mother's Day brunch," would result in additional, related 
items like ''champagne," the mixed drinks served, and, potentially, all the 
other items served at a large buffet. 

The Reality of Using Databases 
The reality is that legal team members, lawyers, paralegals, and legal assistants 
rarely create their own databases. In some cases, a simple database of a single 
table might be used to sort or organize some information, such as the client 
list or conflict list. 

So why do we need to learn about databases? While members of the legal 
team may not actually create their own databases, they do use them all the 
time. Virtually every law office's specialty application program for managing 
the office, cases, or documents in litigation is a database. Software vendors 
have created applications for the legal community. They have custom-
designed the Form Views for input of information and the query forms for 
generating the desired reports, and set up the search and presentation al-
gorithms (formulas for searching). When special applications are required, 
many of the software vendors will create custom tables and report genera-
tors, such as those for a particular area of practice, like estates. 
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Exhibit 3.8 National Archives Website 
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Research News 

Hoover Film Footage Likely First White House Color 
Home Movies - March 23, 2017 

National Archives Digital Records Help Irish Author 
Write History Books - March 16, 2017 

Inclement Weather Alert: In the event of inclement 
weather, check our operating status, Face book, and 
Twitter · March 14, 2017 

Research Events 

Family Activities- Articles of Confederation - March 27, 
2017, 10:00 am EDT 

Family Activities- Articles of Confederation • March 28, 
2017, 10:00 am EDT 
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2017, 10:00 am EDT 
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LEARNING OBJECTIVE 3 
Explain how case 

management software 

systems can enable the 

legal team to work on cases 

more efficiently. 

tangib le evidence 
Physical objects. 

tr ial notebook 
Summary of the case, usually con
tained in a tabbed, three-ring binder 
with sections such as pleadings, 
motions, law, pretrial memo, and 
witnesses. 

Knowing what a database is and the associated terminology makes work-
ing with the software developer, in--house IT professional, or outside con-
sultant easier and more effective in obtaining what is needed, wanted, and 
possible. Knowing how a database works and is organized makes the software 
applications that are based on database designs easier to use and work with. 
As electronic discovery becomes a more significant part of litigation, data-
base programs will play an increasing role in the discovery process. In--house 
and electronic discovery vendor programs use databases to perform the func-
tions of search, analysis, and reporting. Members of the litigation team must 
have a solid understanding of database operations and terminology to be able 
to communicate with the technical and litigation support members of the 
litigation team as well as to avoid claims by the court of lack of competency 
in the e--discovery process. 

ORGANIZING AND MANAGING CASE FILES 

Effectively managing a case may involve reviewing, sorting, and marking 
for identification hundreds or even thousands of documents, photographs, 
and other graphics. Careful tracking and handling of evidence should start 
at the beginning of the case. Good case management requires a thought-
ful process for storing, handling, examining, evaluating, and indexing 
every page. In the computer age, case management includes making deci-
sions about the appropriateness and potential use of electronic display 
technologies (as well as traditional paper exhibit presentations) in court. 
Tangible evidence physical items such as defective products in a strict 
liability action or an automobile in a motor vehicle accident may have to 
be obtained and preserved for examination by expert witnesses or for use 
at trial. 

There are almost as many different approaches to setting up case files and 
managing cases as there are legal teams. One of the traditional approaches 
includes the case notebook, or case trial notebook. Summary information 
about the case is maintained in a notebook with tabs for each major activity, 
party, expert, or element of proof needed, as shown in Exhibit 3.9. 

With the use of a trial notebook comes the responsibility to maintain 
the case file and file boxes or file cabinets in which the hard copies of docu-
ments, exhibits, and physical evidence are maintained. If only one trial or 
case notebook is kept for the team, someone on the litigation team must take 
responsibility to be certain that there is no duplication of effort and that the 
most current information is entered. When multiple copies are used, each 

Exhibit 3.9 Tabs for the case notebook and the trial notebook 
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AND JUDGEMENT CURING TRIAL 
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Exhibit 3.10 Case organization flowchart using LexisNexis® CaseMap™ 
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trial notebook must be updated regularly, again to be sure that there is no 
duplication of effort and that current activity information is made available 
to all members of the legal team. 

Even in less complex litigation, the amount of paper that must be moni, 
tored and carried to court can be overwhelming. It is not unusual to see 
lawyers and their litigation support team using hand trucks to move file 
boxes to depositions or to court for trial. While there is a certain comfort 
in having the original paper copy, this is not always practical or realistic in 
contemporary cases; much of the documentation is in the form of electroni, 
cally stored records for which there may not be an ''original'' hard copy. 
Even in simple traffic accident cases, much of the documentation is stored 
on a computer in electronic format, such as the accident report prepared 
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LEARNING OBJECTIVE 4 
Explain the reasons for 
the use of software for 

managing I itigation cases. 

paperless office 
Office where documents are created, 
stored, received, and sent electronically. 

e-repository (on l ine document 
repository) 
An electronic data storage facility ac
cessed using the Internet. 

by the investigating officers that is submitted electronically online to the 
police department and the state. Obtaining a hard copy of the report re-
quires a computer and printer. In court, the report may be better displayed 
to everyone with a computer presentation. 

When there are hundreds or thousands of such documents, having a 
system for electronically storing, locating, and retrieving them becomes es-
sential. For the litigation paralegal, the ability to quickly find the documents 
and then project them on the trial attorney's computer or the court computer 
screen in trial is a timesaver and stress reliever. No more scrambling through 
boxes of paper to find the specific item that is suddenly required as a result of 
unexpected testimony of a witness. 

Every case starts with basic information in the form of interview 
notes and research by attorneys, paralegals, and investigators. Documents 
that may be used as evidence are gathered in paper or electronic form. 
Members of the legal team must analyze the facts and the documents to 
decide on the most appropriate course of action. Ultimately, pleadings 
and exhibits are prepared for use at trial. The question is how to organize 
everything in a meaningful way that allows access to those who need to 
know when and where they need it. In the boxed paper file case, there is 
always the concern that someone has removed something without leaving 
a form or note to indicate that it has been taken out of the file. Exhibit 3.10 
shows the flow of information in a typical case, using CaseMap as a case 
management tool. 

CASE AND PRACTICE MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE 

Rarely do members of a legal team work on only one case. In some instances, 
different members of different teams may work on cases together. For 
example, a litigation support paralegal may work for different attorneys han-
dling different cases in different areas of the law. The legal team may work 
on a number of cases at the same time, and each case may be in a different 
stage of preparation for trial. With the team approach to handling cases, 
each member of the team must be able to access case information and know 
what the other members of the team have done and what still needs to be 
done. In the traditional paper file case management approach, the physical 
file is the repository of everything from interview notes to pleadings and 
exhibits. As the team works on the case, members must locate the physi-
cal file and remove the needed folder. In the paperless office, everything, 
in theory, is available on the computer screen. Documents are stored elec-
tronically: pleadings and notes are saved as word processor files, and tran-
scripts of depositions and court hearings might be scanned for electronic 
storage. For the case with voluminous paperwork and many days' or weeks' 
worth of deposition transcripts, the only way to access relevant documents 
or appropriate deposition notes quickly and efficiently is by use of com-
puter software. The creation of documents in electronic format and the scan-
ning of existing paper documents into electronic format allow the storage of 
shared documents from any data storage device. In some cases, the files are 
stored on remote file servers of outside consultants and vendors, sometimes 
called e-repositories or online document repositories, with remote access 
permitted only by authorization. 
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A number of software programs can be used to manage the law office 
and the cases within the office. These are generally called case management 
or practice management systems. Practice management programs have 
evolved out of the early programs that tracked time spent on cases, some-
times with a calendar component that could be used to track deadlines such 
as the statute of limitations for a case. Modern programs may include prac-
tice management functions such as time keeping, cost tracking, calendaring, 
conflict checking, scheduling, and contact management. Others allow for 
management of individual cases, including tracking of documents, parties, 
issues, and events. 

There is a close relationship between office management and case 
management functions. Some of the functions overlap; for example, contact 
management (maintaining information for contacting clients, parties, and 
others, like mail and e--mail addresses and home, work, and cell telephone 
numbers) is a part of office management and of case management. Many of 
the specific specialty applications of software programs used to perform these 
functions duplicate the automation of these functions. 

Case management programs typically store and index for quick access 
contact information, such as names and information on clients, parties, wit-
nesses, opposing counsel, experts, judges, and anyone else associated with 
the case in any manner. They also provide links, in the form of a path, to the 
location where the document is stored. For example, 

Server or Computer Drive \Folder \subfolder \file name . file format 
C: \clients \Leonard \police report . pdf. 

Case Map 
CaseMap™ from LexisNexis® is a case management and analysis software 
tool that acts as a central repository for critical case knowledge. As facts are 
gathered, parties identified, and documents and research assembled, they 
may be entered into the program, allowing for easy organization and explora-
tion of the facts, the cast of characters, and the issues by any member of the 
legal team. It also allows for creating specialty reports and documents includ-
ing trial notebook information. 

Cases (or matters, as they are sometimes called) are issues that a client has 
presented to a legal team to handle and resolve. Cases are sometimes referred 
to in the office as the '' client file'' or the '' client file on the [ name of topic] 
matter." A case file in a simple case like the ''Gordon Power of Attorney file'' 
or the ''Leonard Will file'' may consist of only a few pages of information 
obtained from the client, a copy of an old document, and the final document 
prepared for the client's signature. In a more complex case like a tort claim 
involving a building under construction, or an employment discrimination 
class action, the case file may consist of thousands of documents with hun-
dreds of people involved as parties (plaintiffs and defendants), witnesses, and 
experts and a dozen or more members of the legal team who will work on 
the case and need access to the information. 

It is possible to handle a complex case without computers. For hun-
dreds of years, lawyers have handled cases, pushed papers around, moved 
file boxes, and spent hours reviewing documents, creating indexes and cata-
logues, and writing notes to others working on the case. 

case management system 
Software for organizing the parts of a 
case in a central repository that can be 
shared by all members of the legal team. 

pract ice management system 
Programs for managing the daily op
erations and functions of an office. 

WEB RESOURCES 

Find more information 
on central hosting serv

ers at the IQwestlT website. 

cases 
Issues that a client has presented to a 
legal team to handle and resolve. 
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Manual case m an agem en t for th e legal t eam m ay include th e creation an d 
use of a case noteb o o k and a trial n o tebook . These ar e t abbed b inders w ith a 
t ab fo r each m ajo r elem ent of the case. In som e cases, an entire b inder m ay be 
devoted to on e topic, like witn esses o r d ocuments. 

The following is a representative listing of tabs and a sample o f th e form 
that migh t be used. 

• Things to Do 

Date Due What Responsible Party 

6-30-2018 Obtain accident report J L Investigator 

7-15-2018 Interview investigating 
police officer 

• Parties/Witnesses 

Name Address Home Phone Work Phone Comments 

Nancy Smith 333 Main St 1 23-456-7890 987 -654-321 0 Passenger in 
other car 

K. Lombardo 222 South St 555-111-2222 555-333-4444 School bus 
driver letting 
off passengers 
facing accident 
scene 

• Documents 

Document 
Bates# Name Date Comments Author 

P001-P003 Police accident 5-15-2016 Shows cita- Officer Hannah 
report tions issued to 

Def. 

P002 Repair record 4-20-2016 Shows brake Newtown 
problem in Def. auto repair 
car mechanic Ed 

• Research/ Authorities 

Name Jurisdiction Type Citation Description 

Bell v. Farmers Cal. Super. Ct Case law 234 Cal. 456 Compensation 
Insurance • issue 
Exchange 

Driving too fast Cal Statute 43 Ca. Code Defines 
for conditions standards for ... 

A m or e complet e list of tabs for th e case n otebook and th e t rial noteb ook 
is shown in Exhib it 3.9. Each o f the pages in the case o r trial notebook can 
be cr eated u sing a word processing program and th e table feature, w ith h ead -
ings ad ded as sh own in p revio us sam p les. They could also be cr eated using a 
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spreadsheet or database program, depending on the need to sort information 
or extract information using database queries. 

The manual method will work in smaller cases. In the days before 
computers, that was the only method available. Preprinted forms were used 
before forms were created with the word processing table feature. Database 
applications were accomplished by entering the information, such as wit-
ness contacts, on individual cards. In cases involving multiple members of 
the litigation team, constant questions heard in the offices were, ''Who has 
the case file?'' or ''Who took home the evidence binder?'' Similar pleas were 
heard regarding the location of a missing portion of a file needed by an-
other member of the team to enter data, review information, or prepare 
documents. 

However, the advent of the computer has been both a blessing and a 
curse. It has been, for some, a curse because it is so easy to create elec-
tronic documents that may be relevant to a case. Consider the number of 
e--mails generated each day in large organizations; these may need to be 
reviewed to find relevant documents to prove a large multinational finan-
cial institution created a hostile working environment or sexually harassed 
employees. The blessing is that computers can also be used to search for 
relevant terms in a document and can automatically eliminate duplicates of 
the same e--mail. 

Case management software can be used to organize the cast of characters 
in a case the documents, the relevant timetable, issues, legal authority, and 
other desired information. Good case management software organizes the 
data and provides it to everyone working on the case. Individuals are then 
able to input information on the portions for which they are responsible, and 
everyone has computer access to the information through a local network, a 
wide area network, or cloud computing. 

The typical file or case starts with an interview with the client. In the 
pre--computer days, in offices that had formalized their ''paper system," 
this consisted of a client accident interview form, as shown in Exhibit 3 .11, 
completed by the person who conducted the initial interview. The system 
may have also included the use of forms for gathering and organizing in-
formation from fact witnesses (Exhibit 3.12) and experts (Exhibit 3.13), 
and a summary system for recording and easy retrieval of key inf orma-
tion on the outside of the file folder or on a paper data sheet on the 
inside cover. 

The forms you see in Exhibit 3 .14 and others like them are still used in 
many offices not as a repository of the information, but as the input docu-
ments for the computerized system used for case management. More impa-
tient users can even bypass the paper input forms and enter the information 
directly using a smartphone, laptop, or tablet PC or by keyboarding directly 
into a workstation. Some case management programs have provisions for 
scanning in data directly from forms and templates. Exhibit 3.14 is a sample 
of the AbacusLaw form that is designed for importing information directly 
into the program database. 

As the different members of the legal team lawyers, paralegals, investi-
gators, and secretaries obtain information, they can enter it into the 
case management software and update the case file as new information 
becomes available. 
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Exhibit 3.11 Paper-based interview form Accident fact sheet 

INVESTIGATION CHECKLIST 

Client name 

Phone Chm) (wk) (cel l) 

Current address 

Prior address(es) 

Date of birth Place of birth 

Social Security No. 

VEHICLE CLIENT OPERATING/PASSENGER 

Owner and type of motor vehicle 

Insurance Co. Policy number 

Insurance company contact Phone 

Date of incident T ime of day Weather conditions 

Location of incident 

City, State County Municipality 

Opposing party 

A d dress 

Phone Chm) (wk) (cell) 

Owner and type o f motor vehicle 

Insurance Co. Policy number 

FACT WITNESSES 

Nam e Address 

Name Address 

Name Address 

Name of ambulance 

Name of hospital 

Police report issued Copy ordered 

Photographs of scene taken 

Name of treating physicians 

EXPERT WITNESSES 

Name Address 

Name Address 

Summary of cause of action 

Attach detailed accident/incident description, accident reports, and d iagrams. 

A typical case file con tains docum entation of the: 
• interview o f th e clien t; 
• interviews of fact and exper t witnesses; 
• investigation reports; 
• exp er t repor ts; 
• research m em o ran da; 
• docum en ts; 
• eviden ce; 
• p leadings; an d 
• trial preparation m aterial. 
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Exhibit 3.12 Paper-based interview form-Witness information 

Witness Information 

CLIENT PERSONAL DATA 
Client Name I Case No. I File No. 

Address City, State, Zip Phone 

CASE DATA 
File Label I Case issue I Date 

Responsible Attorney(s) 

WITNESS DATA 
Witness Name 

~iiases, if any I US Citizen 
O Yes O No 

Current Address City. State, Zip Phone 

Past Address(es) 

Date & Place of Birth Sex Race Age Current Marital Status 

O Single O Divorced 

O Married O Widowed Name of Spouse Number/ Former Marriages Number /Children 
O Separated 

Name of Children (natural & adopted) Age Name 

Current Employer 

Address City, State. Zip Phone 

Job Title Supervisor From To 

Previous Employer 

Address City, State, Zip Phone 

Job Title Supervisor From To 

Education/Name of School City/State From To 

High School 

Colle e 

Technical/Other 

Witness for Type of Witness Have you ever been a party or witness in a court suit? 
O Plaintiff O Defendant O Expert O Character O Eye Witness O No O Yes 

If yes, where & when 

OTHER PERTINENT DATA 

C' ......... oir;..,:;'1. C) IQA OVrl'\,l,I ........ ........ u ,- n .. = ........... ! .. ' . C' • 

Using Case Management Systems 

Efficient use of a case management system gives all authorized members of 
the legal team access to all of the case information, day or night. Effective 
case management, therefore, requires some central repository of the infor, 
mation gathered by each of the team members, as well as the ability of each 
to access the case information input b y others. The Internet, networking, 

Age 

Degree 
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Exhibit 3.13 Expert witness interview form 

EXPERT WITNESS CHECKLIST 

BACKGROUND 

Full name 

Business address 

Business telephone number 

Business email address 

Locations of prior offices 

Home address 

Home telephone number 

EDUCATION 

Schools attended 

Degrees or honors awarded 

Continuing education courses 

WORK HISTORY 

Place of employment 

Job description 

Reasons for leaving 

Specific area of expertise 

Published articles and books 

Professional affiliations 

Professional magazines subscribed to 

Licenses and jurisdictions 

Litigations or disciplinary action 

PRIOR LEGAL EXPERIENCE 

Ratio of plaintiff/defense cases 

Prior clients including date (plaintiff or defendant) 

Types of investigations with dates 

Deposition testimony given with dates 

Court testimony with dates 

Legal references 

AVAILABILITY 

Vacation plans and dates 

Date of birth 

Business fax number 

Business website 

Dates of attendance 

Dates of employment 

Potential meeting dates 

and cloud computing permit members of the legal team to access the reposi-
tory from remote locations across town, across the country, and sometimes 
across the world. 

A high level of collaboration among members of the legal team is becom-
ing common practice, even in smaller law offices. In part, it is a result of in-
creased complexity of cases, shortened time to prepare for trial (under court 
rules and procedures for getting the backload of cases reduced), and increased 
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Exhibit 3.14 Abacuslaw intake form 
Intake Form: Pl Case lnlake Form 

Please enter nfomlitlon ibout the OH, 

Pliintif v. Oefendint [ Sten v a,ru; j Chedc f'Of dupllcates ~=========.=~~~~~~~~~ --____ __, 
Courtj ~ :=:=========---~~~---

Court Case NurrCJer 

Opened j 03/04/10 ,~ 

Attorney j AM 1~ 
Userl [ j :==========~~~~--
User 2 

Please enter the dent's contiet riformaoon be;ow 

List l1it'Tle j Sten l I Chedc for dupkates :==================::==::,-~~-' 
Fnt n;1me [ El5al>eth :================:::;-~ 

Dear [ n.~eth 

Addressee j a beth Stm 

StJeet Addfess t I 1c O ~ o.. [),,., 

Street AddreS!. 2 

Street Address 3 

l&J40 ZC> l I ,.. 
Otv j G .. oroe Schwl j St.te ~ 

EmaJ iddress 

I 
I 

:==============,~~~~~~~--' 
v,cx1c Phone C ) • 

=======: 
Home Phone ( ) • 

:========: 
Cel Phone ( ) -

Fax Nun'tler 

select the WHO code fot calendared Events. 

IWPOOSbr& Attorney .... [AM ____ ___,! " 

List name 

Ff'5t naffl'l 

Addressee 

Addless 1 

Address 2 

Adckess J 

Please enter the other drwer's contact nfof'IT'atJon belo\Y, 

IEJ ZC> I I ::::======----. 0tvj j SbteO 

-
Chedc for dupbtes 

Source: Abacus Law Intake form from Abacus Data Systems, Inc. Used by permission. 

? ) • 

' ... 

-

-

speed of justice. In many smaller, specialized practices, the resources or the 
expertise may not be available to handle the occasional large or complex case. 
For example, a small firm of tax attorneys (with expertise in tax evasion issues 
but not much trial experience) may collaborate with a small trial or litigation 
boutique firm; each firm supplies the expertise in one area and shares all the 
case files and information to better serve the client. One of the tools in col-
laborative situations is the individual assessment of the importance of items 
in the case, as shown in Exhibit 3 .15. 

Litigation can be very expensive. Part of the cost is related to the time the 
litigation team must spend processing, organizing, and sharing information 
and documents. Where the organization can be handled by a team mem-
ber whose time is billed at a lower rate, the client saves money, and the su-
pervising attorneys and paralegals can work more productively . Clients and 
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Exhibit 3.15 LexisNexis CaseMap Case Evaluation Screen 
t-- -..t n; - L<>,1•N."1i(~IEf·~r c 

· ,llle .l;a• Ill"'~ i,.,..- S,,a:,:,: ~;rt;; J.,co, b<l~ 
----~---~ 

' IJC'II "r<:o:>"11 • .£/ 't}· • 0 l)ctl'fr. jW,:,,i.. 

c , ....... :,,.) % , . 'oat@ & Tim@ 

11/25,'02 

12/??/2002 

U " " 8:l r :,eir:t· ~:. l."11~ I rJq:piJ 

~=====================-"'--=.;.-----------------~I 
!Faci T!XI w: Sourcf!(I) .... 

•. \ft/iUi.im .l~og meets PJ:liliP Hawkins while touring C.0.o'.l!~rs~. 0e&)osnk>n of. .William. 
Chemical I.abs plant in l.ang, 25-14· 

V'lillia.m Lang il~1es Pbilip..H~wkio.s to visit Am~r .6iot~ h Jnl~Ne'cVNo,es 
lndlJlilne~ faciliti L· ·, 'l!lno,nmp~r,,-,.. IJ<"' 

2JIR,ccon1.<, 

,.-at@rtal + StaluJl + Unk!d ISIU!$ .... EV3lll3UOt > 

Yes Fle!sputed b}'l 
No Prospective WJO!Jgfill T emvn11tioJ1 

_so ~• u,_,.,1, (oz) 
f2. ~~n.;:)l 
{; Oowrart, f.G'.• 
1; '!I ~;, (J.'ll 

- Al--1 S-h.,-,,,-..,-----t L 01n7/2003 Willli1m LQng offe 
at An~.lar..B.i~.lech A: I · I v B: I · I 

Undisputed Rel~li~tioJl + 

.... 
b CL,;..,.. C111 ... IUJI.» 

"1#. Ou, Pi""l•wet 

PJloo O 1J 1312003 

r..ion 12J0112003 

Philip Hawkins j 
Sale-s f4an.ager. 
Philip Ha111k1n~ Pf 
Sales. 

B .. ? + I o:a' 

Fri 01/09l2004 to Wed PhUJR Ha\Yl<ios ne 
l. 01 /21/2004 Agreement ,vith 

( ·1 ., 
' 

u ... , ... .>e 

• 02/??/2004 Vl/illiam Lang tells '. " 
, 

oJn?/2004 

r Voled 05.'t 112005 
• 

06/77/2005 

O?n?/200!5 

t.1on 07 /0412005 

'Tue 07/1212005 

Sat 07130/2005 

Tue 08/0212005 11'1 

C Tue 08102/2005 #2 

Thu 08/11/2005 

. '" 

mind regarding th 

S11s..an Sh~ri<:lao A 
complains about 

P.hi.lJP. H~wt<;.tl> 
William Lang. Is 

Vl/illlam Lang 1113 

Susan Sheridan i 

Philip Ha1111clns all 
Lio® CoJIVJJi to . 
Ans lac .Bio.te.ch.Jn 
Sales have drop 

PhiUr> HB\yi<W d 

I I I 

? , . 
I / I I 

+ I 'I I 

Tcta: ? ? ? ? 

I '/ ! 

I ·, f I 

? ? , 

/ ' / 

·, ' 

? ? ? > 

'------------""fmiil~1ns;-z.r.r..-------' 

Philip Hil\Vkm and 1MlJi;im La r!O meet. 777? Unstlre 

Philip Hawkins alleges that William La11g lells him 'The old Complaint, p. 8; Yes 
wood mu~t be trlmmed back hard." .Qe£!¢.SJllQrJ .ot..P.hJIIP.. 
Philip Ha\vtlns transrt!rted 10 Ansr.ar f!iotech 1ne1us1rte!i Oe~osllloo or Philip Y~l 
office In Fresno. HawkiCIS. p.43, 118 • 

Undisputed 

Undlspuled R etallat.on 

Undisputed IIV,oogful T ~cmn.ation 

Disputed by: Wrongful T ermn.ation 
Opposition 
Disputed by: 
Opposrtion 

Undisputed W.r1?1J9-f.lll. I ~i:mifl.i!P.~ll .De.~~-~ .. 
Termination 

Dispu1ed by: H.nvttlns Specific 
Us 

Undisputed Pattern & Practice 

Disputed by: Deserved Termlna~on 
Opposition 
Undisputed De.JMtio.n. D.~.t\'ed Ienr.tio.a~~!'I 

Undisputed DerPQfiori 

Undisputed H~~~ SP!:!Crli<: 

Disputed by: Ha11Rins Specific, Demotion 
Us 
Undl$pUted Transrer, Oe$etved Tetmlnatloo 

= .. 

• 

" 

• 

Source: One of the Tools in Collaborative Situations is the Individual Assessment of the Importance of Items in the Case. Used by 
permission of LexisNexis. 

the courts prefer (or even require) members of the legal team, such as stu-
dent law clerks and paralegals, to do work that does not require the skills of 
the higher--billing--rate attorney, as demonstrated in the Berman v. Schweiker 
case below. 

In some courts, submitting a fee for work done by an attorney that could 
have been done more cost--effectively by a paralegal will result in the court 
denying or reducing that fee. 

Sharing the responsibility of processing the information about a case re-
quires collaboration. Each member of the team must have the ability to input 
and use information for the tasks assigned to them. For example, investiga-
tors input information on witness identifications and dates of importance, 
paralegals input information about parties and documentation, and lawyers 
evaluate the facts. To do their part, all must have the ability to share the 
information. Exhibit 3 .16 shows a Case Map facts display ready for entry of 
a new item. In pre--computer days, this task was accomplished by taking the 
file folder (an expandable folder), or a part of the file, from the file cabinet 
and working on it with an appropriate (paper) notice placed in the file or file 
cabinet to indicate who had the file. 

The trial team frequently has to find a document or information on a 
specific issue from among potentially thousands of pages of documents. 
Exhibit 3.17 shows a list of the documents in a case in CaseMap. With a 
computer and the proper specialty software program, it is possible to locate 
the document quickly. 
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IN THE WORDS OF THE COURT ... 
Fee Calculation 

Berman v. Schweikeft 

531 F. Supp. 1149 at 1155 (N.D.111. 1982), aff'd, 

713 F.2d 1290 (7th Cir. 1983). 

" ... The application states that counsel 's firm actually paid the second-year law 
student who worked on this case $14.00 per hour for his services. We believe 
these payments constitute reasonable expenses of counsel. Moreover, denying 
compensation for a student law clerk would be counter-productive. As plaintiff's 
counsel points out, law firms frequently employ student law clerks to perform tasks 
under attorney supervision as one way of controlling the spiraling costs of litiga
tion. Excluding compensation for fees incurred by employing student law clerks 
will force attorneys to handle the entire case themselves, achieving the same 
results but at a much higher cost." 

Exhibit 3.16 CaseMap facts display screen 
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Exhibit 3.17 CaseMap document listing 
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Source: CaseMap Document Listing. Used by permission of LexisNexis. 

LEARNING OBJECTIVE 5 
Explain the role of office 
management software in the 

operation of the law office. 

time keeping 
Recording of all time spent performing 
activities during the workday. 

calendar maintenance 
Adding to the calendar critical dead
lines, appointments, and reminders for 
each member of the legal team. 

Most state disciplinary 
boards require that a 
separate account be 
maintained to hold client 
funds. Client funds are 
forbidden from being 
placed in the attorney 
business operating 
account. 

OFFICE MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE 

There are certain administrative activities that are common to most, if not 
all, law offices. These are the functions that are necessary for the successful 
management of the business operation of the office. Time keeping, calendar 
maintenance, and accounting are all critical administrative activities in a law 
office. Without adequate time keeping, fees may be lost for hours worked 
and not billed. Missing a calendar date may result in missing a critical ap-
pointment, trial date, or worse, a statute of limitations. Tracking the expenses 
of any business is important. In a law office it is even more important because 
it may include the fiduciary responsibility of handling client funds in escrow 
accounts and accounting to the courts as well as to clients. In civil litigation 
cases, costs expended must be carefully tracked for recovery from any court 
verdict, settlement or from the client. In some cases, like class actions, fees 
for time properly documented by the legal team may be recovered in addition 
to the award to the injured parties. 

The sole practitioner with only a secretary or paralegal and few clients 
can keep track of most important office information with a multiyear calen-
dar and a checkbook. Appointments, deadlines, and statute of limitations 
dates can be entered and the calendar consulted on a daily basis. Any dis-
bursements can be recorded in a checkbook; client funds can be deposited 
and disbursed using a separate checkbook. 

When the number of clients increases and additional personnel are 
added, it becomes increasingly difficult to record and extract information. 
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With busy schedules and the attorney spending more and more time out 
of the office, the communication of critical information may be delayed or 
lost. The manual paper system requires someone to physically look at ''the 
book'' which is inconvenient to do if the offices are separated on different 
floors, and impossible if any of the legal team is out of the office in another 
town or courthouse. Electronic office management systems allow access from 
anywhere over a computer network or with an appropriate Internet connec-
tion. Important deadlines can be automatically sent to the responsible party 
by the software program without dependency on a staff person who might be 
out for the day. 

In some states, each county court may have a different set of deadlines 
that must be tracked to avoid missing court dates. With rules--based software, 
these dates can be calculated automatically. 

Office Management Program Functions 

Most of the office functions can be divided into the following categories: 

Calendar keeping personal appointments, case deadlines, statutes of 
limitations, and important reminder dates. 
Contacts keeping a current list of names, addresses, phone numbers, 
e--mail addresses, and other information for clients, opposing counsel, 
vendors, networking contacts, and other people and firms. 
Files Keeping track of individual case files, projects, client matters, and 
related documents. 
Accounting Keeping track of time and billing information, client 
and firm funds, and escrow accounts; preparing bills, reports, and tax 
returns. 

Office management software programs use a database or sets of databases 
to record information. These databases can then be searched for specific 
items; the information is assembled and reported as a response to a query, 
such as, ''What are the appointments for today?'' As previously described, a 
database is a collection of similar records such as your address book, which 
has a name, address, city, and phone number for each person in it. As an 
example, the AbacusLaw software program uses four main databases to store 
the information, as explained in its literature: 

Names are the contents of your address book. This includes every 
person with whom your firm has contact: clients, prospects, vendors, 
defendants, judges, attorneys, expert witnesses, friends, relatives, and 
anyone you might want on your mailing list. Abacus gives you fast and 
easy access to information on anyone in your Names database. Notes for 
names are kept in a linked database so you can keep essentially unlimited 
notes about your contacts. 

Events are any appointments, tasks, reminders, or things to do that are 
scheduled for specific dates. Events can be entered into Abacus by many 
different methods. The Events window is the primary data window, while 
the Daily Organizer and various calendar windows give you different views 
of your events. 

Matters are any matter, case, file, or project that you need to track. Once 
entered, matters can be attached to any number of names. Notes for 

events 
Any appointments, tasks, reminders, 
or things to do that are scheduled for 
specific dates. 

matters 
Any item, case, file, or project that 
needs to be tracked. 
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documents 
Word processing fi les, scanned im
ages, pleadings, correspondence, or 
webpages. 

matters are kept in a linked database so you can keep essentially unlimited 
notes about your files. 

Documents in Abacus are any previously saved word processing files, 
scanned images, pleadings, correspondence, or webpages. They can be files 
on disk or just printed documents stored in a box. Abacus keeps a list of 
these documents in a database so you can find or edit them right from the 
client's Name or Matter window. 

These databases can be searched individually, such as the Names data-
base for a list of clients presented alphabetically, or across all databases; 
for example, a list of all documents for a client can be sorted by individual 
matters being handled by the firm for the client and list important dates 
and deadlines. 

Calendar Maintenance Programs 

The law office calendar is a source of information about: 

appointments with clients; 
litigation deadlines; 
filing deadlines; 
court appearance dates; 
statute of limitations dates; and 
routine reminders. 

The more traditional approach to calendar issues was to maintain a mas-
ter office calendar in paper form. In multiple--attorney offices, some of these 
calendars had multiple columns for the different attorneys. Frequently, a 
task of the office assistant was to print out or photocopy the calendar on 
some regular basis, such as weekly, for each person in the office. Diary re-
minders, including the statute of limitations dates, were recorded on cards 
or multicarbon sets filed in a file box by date ( usually a fixed period of time 
before the deadline to allow action on the file). The daily activities of the 
legal assistant or paralegal included pulling out the deadlines and reporting 
them to the responsible attorney, frequently with a reminder attached to the 
outside of the file. 

The more contemporary approach to calendar matters is the use of a cal-
endar database program. Calendar software is, at its basic level, a database of 

IN THE WORDS OF THE COURT ... 
Fee Calculation 

Jean v. Nelson, 863 F. 2d 759 (11th Cir. 1988) 

The 11th Circuit Court of Appeals has stated: "We have held that paralegal time is 
recoverable as part of a prevailing party's award for attorney's fees and expenses, 
[but] only to the extent that the paralegal performs work traditionally done by an 
attorney." 

Quoting from Allen v. United States Steel Corp., 665 F.2d 689, 697 (5th 
Cir. 1982): "To hold otherwise would be counterproductive because excluding 
reimbursement for such work might encourage attorneys to handle entire cases 
themselves, thereby achieving the same results at a higher overall cost." 
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dates and related information. Preset reporting criteria allow for presentation 
of the data in a number of ways: 

Office: daily, weekly, monthly, or annual calendars; 
Individual: daily, weekly, monthly, or annual calendars; and 
Reports: important dates like statute of limitations or reminders of 
deadlines 

Calendar Program Overview 

As with all technology, calendar programs are constantly being improved. A 
calendar system may consist of a paper calendar, an electronic calendar (such 
as Outlook), or a complex, rules--based calendaring program that automati-
cally calculates deadlines based on the court rules of the selected jurisdiction, 
type of case, and event selected. 

Using an automated rules--based system is highly recommended, especially 
due to the fact that calendar--related errors are the leading cause of malprac-
tice claims. Both LawToolBox and AbacusLaw provide rules--based calendar-
ing software with built--in court rules databases. Ideally, you want a system 
that is current, meaning the rules are updated with changes, and a system that 
takes into account holidays for the particular jurisdiction. Exhibit 3.18 shows 
AbacusLaw' s rules--based calendar calculation. 

Exhibit 3.18 Abacus Law ru I es-based calendaring 
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Time-Keeping Software 

Time keeping is one of the principal administrative functions in a law office. 
Time keeping includes the recording of all time spent performing activities 
during the workday. In some offices, only time spent doing work that may 
be billed to a client is recorded. In others, both billable and nonbillable time, 
such as pro bono work or client development, is also recorded. Keeping 
track of billable time becomes a critical function to ensure that the law firm 
will be properly compensated for its advice and efforts on behalf of clients. 
Time keeping is not limited to just the attorneys but usually includes parale-
gals and, in some cases, secretaries, information technologists, and file clerks. 
Fortunately, the task has been automated by the use of software, such as 
Tabs3 by STI (Software Technology Inc.), which accurately captures, stores, 
and processes this information and automatically prepares billing and time-
keeping records; see the Tabs3 input screens in Exhibit 3.19. 

ETHICAL Perspectives 

PROOF OF SUPERVlSlON 

Accurate, contemporaneously recorded time records for the paralegal and for 
the attorney may be used to show the supervising attorney's level of supervi
sion of the paralegal. 

Exhibit 3.19 Tabs3 from STI time entry screens 
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LITIGATION MANAGEMENT AND TECHNOLOGY 

Introduction to 
Litigation Management 
and Technology 

Technology in Civil 
Litigation 

Online Data Storage 
and Collaboration 

Databases in Litigation 

Electronic Database 
Basics 

Data Repositories 

Litigation is no longer defined by skilled oratory. Judges and jurors expect 
to see cases presented using video displays like they see on television. 

Office management and case management functions overlap. 
Early versions of some software programs were individual 

applications, like calendar creation and maintenance programs. 
There is a trend toward integrating all of the desired functions 

of office and case management and organization into a single master 
program. 

Computers and the Internet are used for preparing documents, main-
taining client databases, keeping office and client accounting records, 
communicating, legal and factual researching, filing documents with the 
court, sharing files with other counsel, and producing documents for 
discovery and trial presentations. 

Use of an electronic repository to store all information online allows 
multiple users in remote multiple locations to work on the same case file. 

Databases are used in the litigation process to store, sort, and analyze 
information. 

Databases are programs used to store information. Stored information 
may then be sorted by key terms, phrases, or other criteria. Among 
the frequent uses of databases are sorting through lists of names and 
performing a conflict of interest check. 

A data program is a repository of information of all types that can 
be sorted and presented in a desired, meaningful manner. Although 
a database is nothing more than an electronic version of cards and a 
card file, a database can be searched more effectively and efficiently 
than a paper--based system. 
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Navigating Electronic 
Databases 

Database Issues in 
Litigation 

Searches Constructing 
the Query 

The Reality of Using 
Databases 

Organizing and 
Managing Case Files 

Case and Practice 
Management Software 

Using Case Management 
Systems 

Office Management 
Software 

Office Management 
Program Functions 

Electronic databases use standard terminology to describe parts of a 
database: 

table, which contains fields of information 
field, which is one type of information 
record, all the information about one item 
cell, which is the location of the field with one type of information 
reports, which present the data from the database in an organized way. 

The litigation team, the interface between the client and the opposing 
party and the court, has the obligation to locate and produce the 
required or requested information from the client's databases. 

The traditional method of searching databases is using the Boolean 
search method, which uses connectors such as AND, OR, and NOT. 

It is rare that the legal team creates its own database. Virtually every law 
office's specialty applications program for managing the office, managing 
cases, or managing presentations in litigation is a database, and the litiga-
tion team must understand the terminology to be able to communicate 
with those creating, maintaining, or working on the databases. 

Technology has facilitated the change from multiple boxes of paper to be 
culled through to the efficient use of software programs to store, retrieve, 
review, edit, share, and collaborate on the case file documents. 

Efficient use of a case management system provides all authorized mem-
bers of the legal team with access to all of the case information, day or 
night. 

Computer systems today even permit members of the legal team to 
access the same information from remote locations. 

One of the tools in collaborative situations is the individual 
assessment of the importance of items in the case. 

Clients and the courts prefer or even require members of the legal 
team, such as student law clerks and paralegals, to do work that does not 
require the skills of the higher--billing--rate attorney. 

A fee submitted for court approval for work done by an attor-
ney that could have been done by a paralegal will be denied or the fee 
reduced. 

Each member of the team must have the ability to input and use 
information for the tasks assigned to him or her. 

Complex litigation may involve millions of documents and hundreds of 
witnesses. 

The use of computers for e--mail and document storage by businesses 
and government has caused a massive increase in the number of docu-
ments that may have to be reviewed, tracked, and made available. 

Case management systems permit collaboration among the members 
of the legal team. 

Office management software programs use a database or sets of 
databases to record information about common office functions like 
calendar, contacts, files, and accounting. 

These functions include calendars, contact lists, file management, and 
accounting. 
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Calendar Maintenance 
Programs 

These programs track important deadlines, hearing dates, and 
appointments. 

Time-Keeping Software This software tracks and records time that may be billable to clients 
and documents the actions taken in a particular case. 

REVIEW QUESTIONS AND EXERCISES 

1. What are the tasks involved in managing a liti-
gation case? 

2. How is the trial notebook used in managing a 
case? 

3. What are some of the issues for the litigation 
team in using a trial notebook? 

4. How does the paperless office make it easier for 
members of the legal team to handle litigation? 

5. What is the relationship between office manage-
ment software and case management software? 

6. How were documents in complex litigation pro-
cessed before the use of computers in litigation? 

7. What are some of the parts of a case file? 
8. What is the relationship of law office adminis-

trative functions to civil litigation cases? 
9. Why must the litigation team carefully track 

expenses and time spent on cases? 
10. What are the main categories of functions for 

office management programs? 
11. Why is the maintenance of calendaring dates 

critical to the litigation function? 

BUILDING YOUR PARALEGAL SKILLS 

INTERNET AND TECHNOLOGY EXERCISES 

1. Use a search engine to locate information on 
'' case management software.'' 

2. Prepare a list of the case management soft ... 
ware programs that provide online tutorials for 
learning how to use the programs. 

3. Visit the websites for the case management 
programs listed in this chapter. Determine the 
minimum operating requirements for a com-
puter to run the software properly. 

4. Locate information on companies that provide 
online document repository services. 

5. Use LexisNexis CaseMap to set up a new file 
for the case in Appendix 1. List the legal team 
from the opening chapter scenarios and create a 
'' cast'' of characters. 

12. How can the use of time records prove proper 
supervision of paralegals? 

13. What are the organizational functions of a 
good case management program? 

14. How does any case management system aid in 
the collaboration among the members of the 
legal team? 

15. Explain the use of software for managing 
cases. 

16. What are the steps that may be taken in orga-
nizing a new case file? 

1 7. What are some of the advantages in using a 
case management software program? 

18. What is the function of a database? 
19. Identify the parts of a database record. 
20. Give examples of the search terms that might 

be used to search e--mails. 
21. Do members of the litigation team have to 

know how to create a database? Explain. 
22. Why is it important for the litigation team to 

understand the terminology used in databases? 

6. After setting up the file using CaseMap, use 
LexisNexis TimeMap to create a timeline from 
the facts in the case study in Appendix 1. 

7. Locate tutorial information on the Internet or 
in your office suite of programs on creating 
and using a database. 

8. Use the instructions included in Microsoft 
Office Access or WordPerfect Office Quattro 
Pro to create a database of names, addresses, 
and phone numbers. Create separate fields for 
last, first, and middle names; number, street, 
city, state, and zip code; area code and phone 
number for your family, your classmates, or 
your study group. Sort the individual records 
by fields. 
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CIVIL LITIGATION VIDEO CASE STUDIES 

Videoconferencing: Strategy Discussions 

The members of the liti-
gation team are located in 
separate offices. To discuss 
the handling of a new case, 
they are meeting using vid-
eoconf erence technology. 

After viewing the video at www.pearson.com/ 
goldman-civil-litigation, answer the following 

• questions. 

1. What precautions should the team take in using 
videoconferencing? 

2. Would an audio--only conference work as well? 
3. Should there be a record kept of the discus-

sion? If so, by whom and in what form? 
4. Does videoconferencing replace the need for 

face--to--face meetings? 
5. Is this an appropriate tool for use with clients? 
6. What are the advantages for the law firm and 

the client in using videoconferencing to hold 
meetings when people are located in remote 
locations? 

7. What are the disadvantages for the law firm and 
the client in using videoconferencing to hold 
meetings when people are located in remote 
locations? Who has the ultimate responsibility 
to ensure technology is used ethically? 

8. How important is it for the staff to know to 
whom they report? 

Fees and Billing Issue: Contemporaneous Time 
Keeping 

To prepare billable time, a 
paralegal attempts to recon-
struct the time he spent d ur-
ing the day. 

After watching the video at www.pearson.com/ 
goldman-civil-litigation, answer the following 

• questions . 

1. How can inaccurate time keeping be avoided? 
2. Why are accurate time records important to 

the law firm? 
3. What ethical issues arise when a member of the 

legal team fails to report time accurately? 
4. What legal issues arise when a member of the 

legal team fails to report time accurately? 

Fees and Billing Issue: Using Time Effectively 

A paralegal spends a signifi ... 
cant number of hours work-
ing on a project that might 
not be billable and might be 
completed more effectively. 

After watching the video at www.pearson.com/ 
goldman-civil-litigation, answer the following 

• questions. 

1. Who decides what does and does not get billed? 
2. What is the paralegal's role in client billing? 

CHAPTER OPENING SCENARIO CASE STUDY 

Use the Opening Scenario for this chapter to an-
swer the following questions. 

1. Prepare an outline of the issues in handling 
a case with so many plaintiffs and potential 
witnesses. 

2. Prepare a memo explaining how a case manage-
ment program might be used to organize the 
case. 

3. What are the items that will need to be tracked 
using the case management program? 

4. Answer this question raised by one of the attor-
neys: ''Can't we make our own database or spread-
sheet to track the information and save money?'' 

5. How can using a program like CaseMap help in 
preparing for trial and during trial? Explain in a 
memo for the attorneys' review. 
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CIVIL LITIGATION TEAM AT WORK 
Forms See page 18 for instructions on Building Your 

Professional Portfolio and Reference Manual. 1. Compile a set of tab titles for a trial notebook. 

Policy Manual 

Write a job description for: 

1. Litigation support manager 
2. Law office information technologist 

VIRTUAL LAW OFFICE EXPERIENCE 

SCHOOL BUS-TRUCK ACCIDENT 

2. Create a checklist for setting up a new case file. 

Contacts and Resources 

Complete a list, with contact information, of com-
panies that provide online document repository 
services for law firms in your jurisdiction. 

VIDEO: INTERVIEW OF MOTHER AND FATHER OF CHILD INJURED IN 
SCHOOL BUS ACCIDENT 

The parents of a child injured in the collision of a school bus and a dump truck are 
coming in to discuss their remedies. 

After watching the video at www.pearson.com/goldman-civil-litigation, answer the following: 

To: Paralegal Intern 
From: Roy Saunders, Esquire 

Case Name: Albert and Karen Jones School Bus--Truck Accident Case 

Re: Initial client's interview 

1. Prepare a summary of the interview for the case file. 
2. Enter the client information in the office management system we use for time and billing. 
3. Enter the information in the case management system. 
4. Create a litigation timeline, assuming the suit is filed both in federal court and in our local court. 
5. Check the local court rules for limits on contingent fees in cases involving minors. 
6. Prepare a fee agreement and cover letter for my review. 
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES 

After studying this chapter, you should be able to: 

1. Identify and describe the sources of American 
law. 

2. Understand the need to prove the elements 
of a cause of action and remedies available. 

3. Describe the elements necessary to establish 
jurisdiction and venue for a particular court. 

4. Describe the courts in the federal and state 
court systems. 

-

5. Describe the advantages of settling a lawsuit 
before trial. 

6. Create the documents for making a demand for 
settlement. 

7. Prepare the documents for settl ing and 
terminating a lawsuit. 

8. Describe the methods of alternative dispute 
resolution. 



The Court System, 
Settlement, 

and Alternative 
Dispute 

Resolution 
OPENING SCENARIO 

Roy Saunders. Esq., and his paralegal were discussing the new school bus versus dutnp truck collision 
case they had recently taken on with the partners and litigation staff on a con ference call linking the two 
offices. The firm agreed to represent all the passengers and the families of t he children injured in the 
accident. As part of the initial interview, they had obtained the initia l state police investigation report with 
the names and addresses of all parties involved 1 as well as those of the potential defendants. It was clear 
to M r. Saunders t hat there was a potential question of diversity of citizenship, and the damages \Vere far 
in excess of the requiren1ent under the federal rules for jurisdiction. The pa rtners had to decide which of 
the potential courts was most desirable for bringing this action. One of the partners expressed concern as 
to ,vhether the clients would be best served by filing suit in o ne of the state courts o r in the federal court. 
The case strategy consumed much of the schedu led t ime for the conference. One of the most experienced 
personal inju ry paralegals asked if the young firm had the resources and ability to try a case of this 
magnitude aga inst the combined resources of the insurance companies for the true.king company, school 
bus compan y. and school d istrict. O ne of the partners rhetorically asked if they should try to quickly settle 
or maybe seek arbitration. 

OPENING SCENARIO LEARNING OBJECTIVE 

Explain the ethical obligations a law fi rm has in determining case strategy. 

VIDEO INTRODUCTION 

The court system, settlement, and alternative dispute resolution 

After watching the video at www.pearson.com./gold man.-c.ivil .. Jit igation, answer the 
following questions: 
1 . \Vhat are the requirements to use the federal cou rts for a civil case? 
2. Why does a court need jurisdiction/ 

81 
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diversity of citizenship 
Lawsuit permitted in the federal court 
where the plaintiffs are from states dif
ferent from those of the defendants 
and the amount in controversy ex
ceeds $75,000. 

LEARNING OBJECTIVE 1 
Identify and describe the 
sources of American law. 

constitution 
Document that establishes the con
ception, character, and organization 
of a government; the fundamental and 
organic law. 

INTRODUCTION TO THE COURT SYSTEM, 
SETTLEMENT, AND ALTERNATIVE DISPUTE 
RESOLUTION 

Courts are the ultimate place for the resolution of civil disputes, a neutral 
venue in which justice can be served. The federal and state courts are created 
and given their respective authority by the United States Constitution and the 
constitutions of the fifty state governments. Federal courts are given the power 
under the U.S. Constitution to hear and decide cases involving federal ques-
tions and matters involving diversity of citizenship cases involving citizens 
from different states. In cases of diversity, both the state and the federal courts 
may have the power to hear the same dispute involving the same parties and 
subject matter. Although multiple courts may have the authority to hear a case, 
the choice of court for a particular case may be based on a strategic decision 
that one court is more convenient or more likely to be friendly in the particular 
subject matter or toward the parties. These are tactical decisions made by the 
legal team. Some courts have a reputation of being friendly to plaintiffs, where 
juries make generous awards after liability is found. Others may be more lib-
eral or more conservative in matters of allowing expert testimony. 

Only a small percentage of cases opened by law firms each year actually 
go to trial. Many are settled by informal negotiations between the attorneys 
for the parties or with an insurance company representative. Some cases are 
settled after submission of documentation to the other side that supports the 
client's claims. Others are resolved by alternative dispute resolution (ADR), 
including arbitration and mediation. 

However, each case must be treated as if it were ultimately going to trial. 
Good case analysis and preparation may lead to pretrial settlement. With a 
proper evaluation and complete understanding of the strengths and weak-
nesses of the case, the legal team will be in a better position to advise the 
client of the economics of continuing toward trial, making an attempt at set-
tlement, or using AD R. Proper preparation of the case includes evaluating 
the case realistically, making reasonable settlement demands, and responding 
to potential settlement offers. 

SOURCES OF AMERICAN LAW 

American law has four primary sources: 

1. constitutions; 
2. statutes; 
3. administrative rules and regulations; and 
4. case law. 

The federal (national) or the state governments can create law in each of the 
four ways. People within each jurisdiction are required to obey all constitu-
tionally created and permitted federal and state laws. 

Constitutions 
A constitution is a document that establishes the conception, character, 
and organization of a government. The American federal government and 
each of the fifty state governments have a constitution that creates a form 
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of governance, defines its power, and defines the rights of it.s citizens. The 
Constitution of the Un ited S tates serves that pu rpose for the federal gov .. 
ernment. Ratified in 1789, the U .S. Constitution created a unique form of 
government in which power is shared a mo ng three co,equal branches
executive , judicial , and legislative-and with the individual states. Along 
with the Constit utio n, those branches a re the sources of our law. The U .S . 
Cons titutio n leaves to the individua l states all the powers not g ranted spe .. 
cifically to the three b ranc hes of federal government. It is the limited powers 
set forth in the Constitution against which all activities o f government a re 
measured as permitted by the Constitution. The Con stitution also guaran, 
tees certain basic rights to the ind ividual. such as freedom of speech, re li, 
gio n. a nd assembly. 

Statutes 
The legislative branch of the state and federal governments creates law by en.-. 
acting statutes. Statutes include p rovisio ns to define and regulate the conduct 
of citizens, businesses, and professions. 

Adn1rnistrative Regulations and Adjudications 

Administrative agencies enforce statutes. Both federal and state governments 
create administrative agencies by implementing statutes. Administrative agen.
cies operate unde r the executive branch of t he state and federal governn1ents, 
ad ministering the laws by creating and enforcing regulations to carry out the 
statutes. Administrative agencies create law in two ways. First, agencies issue 
rules and regulations that define rights and procedures in the areas that the 
agencies administer. For example. the Internal Revenue Service, an adminis.
rrative agency under the governance of the Department of Treasury, issues 
rules and regulatio ns that define what items are included as gross income for 
calculating income rax. 

The second way administrative agencies create law is by conducting 
hearings to determine the rights and obligations of the parties subject to the 
agency's regulatio ns. When a person seeks benefits under the Social Security 
law , the Social Security Administratio n conducts its own fact finding and 
hearing to render a decision to grant or deny benefits 

Son1e agencies operate solely o n the federal level, such as the Inte rna l 
Revenu e Service and tJ1e Socia l Security Ad ministrat ion . Others oper.
ate sole ly o n the state level, suc h as the \Vorkers Compensation Board. 
Still others sha re concurrent authority, such as the Environmental 
Pro tec tion Agency (federa l) and the Department o f Environmental 
Resou rces (state). 

Case Law 

The jud icia l branch of the government is the sou rce of case law. Case law 
is a written decision by a court that resolves a particular legal dispute be.
fore t he court. Disputes that cann ot be resolved a micably by the parties 
involved are p resented to the cou rts for adjudicatio n. Under ou r court sys.
tem t written decisio ns serve as precedent to resolve s imilar disputes in the 
futu re. Courts review prior case decisions with facts s in1ilar to those in the 
current dispute. The system of using p rio r case law decisions for making 

executive branch 
O ne of the three ce>equal brancfles of 
go\•ernment; represented by the presi· 
denl and adminislrative agencies. 

Judicial branch 
O ne of !he three ce>equal brancfles of 
governme nt; represented by the coul1 
system. 

lcg1sfa1ivc branch 
O ne of !he three c<>eqwl branches of 
go\•ernment; represented by Congress, 
the House of Representatives, and the 
Senate. 

sta1utcs 
Enactments b)' the legislafrve branch 
that include provisions to define and 
regulate the conduct oi its citizens; 
may also regulate the opera lfon of a 
business or profession. 

PRACTICE TIP 
Some federal and state 
administra tive agencies, 
such as the Soc ial Security 
Administration, permit para· 
legals to represent clients 
in administrative hearings 
without the supervision of 
an attorney. 

case law 
law created by \VTitten decisions ls· 
sued b)• the judicial branch; decisions 
resolve the dispute before the coul1 
and ser\!e as precedent or gujdanc:e ior 
similar future disputes. 
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~l.Jlf• dtXi!>I'> 

legaJ principle 1ha1 prior case law 
should apply unless there is a substan 4 

tial change in society necessilating a 
change in lhe law. 

negligence 
Cause of action in which the plaintiff 
claims that anothe.r person's failure 
to act as a reasonable person would 
have aded under the same or s.imi 4 

lar circumstances caused injury for 
which 1he plaintjff should be awarded 
damages. 

current decisions is called stare decisis. Stare decis.is allows for p redictabil .. 
ity and flexibility in our judicial system because court s c hange pr ior case 
law decisions only when a s ignificant societal change occurs that requires 
a reconsideration co meet c.ontempora ry needs. By reviewing prior case de .. 
dsions w ith facts s imilar to those in the client's s ituation, the legal team 
can help the client plan how to p roceed and pred ict how a dispute will be 
resolved. \Vhere, however, the legal team can demonstrate to the court t hat 
the old decision is out of step with the demands of society, the court may 
change the law. 

con1r.1d • CAUSE OF ACTION AND REMEDIES 
Agreement entered by hvo parti~ ior 
valid consideration. 

LEARNING OBJECTIVE 2 
Understand the need to 
prove the elements of 

Not all wrongs committed result in civil litigation. Some wrongs a re 
identified by the govern ment as crimes that subject the w rongdoer to a fine 
and/or itnprisonment. Other wrongs may be civil wrongs. A w rong that is 
legally recognized as a basis for compensating one for the harms suffered is 

a cause of action and 
remedies available. 

VIDEO ADVICE FROM THE FIELD ________ _ 

Interviews with trial cour1 Judge Chad F. Kenney, Court of Common Pleas of Delaware County, Pennsylvania 

A. Meet the Courthouse T earn: 

The members o( the cour1· 
house team and their roles 
are described. Judge Kenney 
explains the role of the Judge, 
the roles of the plaintiff and 
defense and the expected de· 
corum expected in a trial. 

After watching the video al www.pearson.com/ 
goldman-civil-litigation, anSWN the following 
questions. 

1. ~Vhat are duties and role of the different members of 
the courtroom team? 

2. What are the limitations on the role of the paralegal 
in court? 

3. ~Vhat is expected by the court of the lawyers in a 
trial? 

B. Difference Between Civil and Criminal Cases: 

Judge Chad F. Kenney explains the differences be· 
tween civil and criminal trials and the duties of the 
court in protecting the par1ies and the duties of the 
lawyers in each type of case. 

After watching the video at www.pearson.com/ 
goldman-civil-liligation, answer the following 
questions. 

, :'I!,.- u 11 , 11 ' .,: . 1L.I, • 
'". . i i 

~ .. .;.-"I ... . . 

C. Demeanor in Court: 

1. ~Vhat is the burden of 
proof in a criminal case? 

2. What is the burden of 
proof in a civil case? 

3. ~Vhy is there a difference 
in the burden of proof? 

Judge Chad F. Kenney explains what is expected of 
people appearing in court. 

After watching the video al www.pearson.com/ 
goldman-civil-litigation, answer the following 
questions. 

1. What attire is expected and why? 
2. Why is a paralegal not normally allowed to approach 

the bench? 
3. Why is a lawyer not normally allowed to approach a 

witness in court? 
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ADVICE FROM THE FIELD~~~~~~~~~~~ 

ADAPTABILITY OF THE LAW 

Judge Jerome Frank addressed the value of the adaptability 
of law (Law and the Modern Mind, 1930): 

were made. How much less is such a frozen 
legal system possible in modern times? 

The law always has been, is now, and wi 11 

ever continue to be, largely vague and vari
able. And how could this be otherwise? The 
law deals with human relations in their most 
comp I icated aspects. The whole confused, 
shifting helter-skelter of li fe parades before 
it-more confused than ever, in our kaleido-

The constant development of unprecedented 
problems requires a legal system capable of 
fluidity and pl iancy. Our society would be straight
jacketed were not the courts, with the able as
sistance of the lawyers, constantly overhauling the 
law and adapting it to the realities of ever-changing 
social, industrial, and political conditions; 

. 
scop1c age. 

Men have never been able to construct a 
comprehensive, eternalized set of rules antici
pating al I possible legal disputes and formu lat-

although changes cannot be made lightly, yet rules 
of law must be more or less impermanent, experi
mental, and therefore not nicely calculable. 

i ng in advance the rules which would apply to 
them. Situations are bound to occur which were 
never contemplated when the original rules 

Much of the uncertainty of law is not an un
fortunate accident; it is of immense social value. 

Source: Adaptability of the Law by Jerome Frank, Law and the Modern 
Mind, Transaction Publishers, 1930. 

called a cause of action. Legal recognition of a wrong can come from any 
of the four sources of law. In civil litigation, there are two main causes of 
action, torts and contracts, and within each are distinct causes of action, 
for example: 

Torts 
Product liability 
Negligence 
Discrimination 

Contracts 
Improper performance 
Failure to deliver 

Each cause of action is made up of elements that define that cause of ac-
tion. To succeed in a civil lawsuit, the plaintiff must prove each element of 
the cause of action by preponderance of the evidence. For example, for the 
tort of negligence, the four elements are: 

1. Duty of care the defendant owed the plaintiff a duty of reasonable 
care to not be the cause of a risk of harm. For example, we all have the 
duty to operate our automobiles safely by observing traffic control de-
vices and speed limits. 

2. Breach of the duty of care the defendant failed to observe the duty to 
use reasonable care as required of him. Running a stop sign is a breach 
of the duty of care. 

3. Causation the defendant's failure to observe the duty of care was 
the cause of an injury to the plaintiff. The defendant ran the stop sign, 
which resulted in his collision with the plaintiff's motorcycle. 

cause of action 
A wrong that is legally recognized as 
a basis for compensating one for the 
harms suffered. 

torts 
Civi I wrongs that are not breaches of 
contract for which the court can fash
ion a remedy. 

elements 
Components of a legal claim that must 
be established by the burden of proof. 

p laintiff 
Party who files a lawsuit seeking re lief 
for a harm suffered. 

preponderance of evidence 
Burden of proof in most civi l litigation 
cases; the amount of proof that tips the 
scales of justice ever so slightly in one 
direction or the other. 

d uty of care 
Duty of individuals to use reasonable 
care to avoid causing harm. 

defendant 
Party who is sued in a lawsuit. 
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general damage..:; 
Damages related to the IOJUry sus-
tained that cannot be ca!OJlated with 
a ny particular formula or accuraq•. 

special damages 
Damages that can be calculated with 
some level of accuracy. 

monetary remedies 
Form of damages thal assigns a finan· 
cial value to !he ha.nn suffered by a 
plaintiff. 

equitable rem<'.'-dy 
Remedy used where no amount of 
monetary damages can make 1he in· 
jured party whole. 

LEARNING OBJECTIVE 3 
Describe the elements 
necessary to establish 
iurisdiction and venue for 
a particular court. 

junsdict1on 
Authority oi a court to hear djsputes 
and impose resolution oi the dispute 
upon the litigants. 

Manding 
Right 10 bring a lawsuit only w here the 
plaintiff has a stake or interesl in the 
outcome of the case. 

4. Damages- the injury resulted in compensable damages. The collf .. 
s io n with the mo torcycle to taled the motorcycle, but fortunately, the 
plaintiff suffered no physical injury. Damages may be recovered for the 
motorcycle but not for physical injury to the plaintiff. 

If any o ne of these elements is missing, the plaintiffs cause of action 
will fail. 

C ivil litigation is pursued when an individual believes they have been 
wronged , can establish all the elements of the cause of action, and, under the 
law. are entitled to some type of remedy to correct that wrong. There are n.vo 
forms of remed ies : monetary an d equitable. Monetary ren1edies assign a fi .. 
nancial value to the harm suffered by the p laintiff. In som e cases, no amount 
of monetary damages will make the injured party whole. In those instances, 
an equitable remedy will be fashioned by the court to return the parties to 
the s tate they were in before the harm occurred. Specifically, the court may 
o rder someone to do or stop doing some particular act. 

JURISDICTION 

O nce it is determined t hat there is a cause of action, the legal team will have 
to prepare and file a lawsuit. There are a number of choices and important 
requirements to consider before filing. Courts will not entertain a case unless 
certain preliminary requirements are met. Collectively, these requirements 
may be referred to as jurisdktion. The requirements define who initiates an 
action. what types of disputes may be brought before the court, and what 
authority the court has to resolve disputes. 

Standing 

Standing is the term used to describe the plaintiffs right to bring a lawsuit. 
A plaintiff has standing to bring a lawsu it only when he o r she has a stake 
o r interest in the outcome of the case. Fo r exam ple. Sharo n's friend Nancy 
is injured when she slips and falls in a grocery store. Nancy refuses to sue. 
S haro n, however, cannot sue the grocery store o n Nancy's behalf because 
Sharon doe.s not have an interest in the result of the case. 

Case or Controversy 

The matter presented by the plaintiff must represent an actual dispute or 
controversy. Our cou rts do not issue advisory opinions o r decisions based 
on hypothetical situations and will dismiss claims that are frivolous o r lack 
foundation in a recognized legal principle. A court ,viii only cons ider a real 
d ispute that is brought by someone who has suffered a real harm. 

Authority of the Court 

In addition to the requirements of standing and real controversy, the court 
must have authority to hear and reso lve the dispute p resented. The court 
must also have the power to en force its de.cision on the parties to the litiga.
tion. This authority of the court is called jurisdiction: subject matter jurisdic.
tion and personal jurisdiction. 
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Subject n1atter jurisdiction is the authority of a court to hear and decide 
a particular type of dispute. There are two types of subject matter jurisdiction 
a court may have: limited jurisdiction and general jurisdiction. If a court does 
not have subject matter jurisdiction, it cannot hear that particu lar type of case. 

Limited jurisdiction trial courts are authorized to hear -certain types of 
disputes. Their jurisdiction may be limited as to the amount in controversy, 
such as small claims court, which hears disputes where the da mages a re less 
than a specific amount, like $2,000, $5 .000. or $12,000. Ju risdiction may be 
based on su mmary criminal offenses, such as traffic court hearing motor 
vehicle vio lations. Other examples of li mited jurisdiction courts include 
bankruptcy courts, landlord-tenant courts, juvenile courts, and justice of the 
peace courts. 

General jurisdiction courts have the power to hear all types of matters. 
So long as a dispute does not fa.II within the limited jurisdiction of a pa rticular 
court, it is subject to the court's general jurisd iction. These are typically the 
trial courts that hear criminal and civil cases. Some states divide their general 
jurisdiction trial cou rts into specialized courts or divisions for efficiency. 
Some of these specialty courts are criminal division, domestic relations divi, 
sion, and complex litigation. such as asbestos case.s. 

Personal jurisdiction, a lso known as in personam jurisdiction, requires 
the court to have authority over the persons as well as the subject matter of 
the lawsuit. Courts, to be effective, must have the power to enforce their or, 
ders and compel parties to obey them. Personal ju risdiction gives the court 
that power over the person appearing before it. Courts will not hear cases nor 
make decisions if they do not have the power to enforce their decisions. 

IN THE WORDS OF THE COURT ... 
Case or Controversy 

Lujan v. Defenders of Wildlife, 504 U.S. 555, 580 .• 581 (1992) 112 S.Ct. 2130 

Lujan, Secretary of the Interior v. Defenders of Wildlife et al. 

Certiorari to the United States Court of Appeals for the Eighth Circuit 

No. 90· 1424 

Argued December 3, 1991 

Decided June 12, 1992 

.. . The Court's holding that there is an outer limit to the power of Congress to con· 
ier rights of a(1ion is a direct and necessary consequence of the case and contro, 
ve<Sy limitations found in Article Ill. I agree that ii would exceed those limitations 
if, at the behesl of Congress and in the absence of any showing of concrete injury, 
we were to entertajn citizen suits to vindicate the public's nonconcrete interest in 
lhe proper administration elf lhe laws. While it does not matter how many persons 
have been injured by the challenged action, lhe party bringing suit must show that 
the action injures him in a concrete and personal way. 

This requirement is nOI just an empty formality. It p<eserves the vitality of 
the adversarial process by assuring both that 1he parties before the court have an 
actual, as opposed to professed, stake in the outcome, and thal the legal ques· 
tions p<esented .. . will be resolved, not in the rarified atmosphere of a debating 
society, bul in a concrete factual context conducive to a realistic appreciation of 
the consequences of judicial action . .. 

subject matter jurisdic1ion 
AU'lhorily of a court to hear and decide 
a parlicular type Qf dispute. 

limited jurisdiction 
Courts authorized to hear cer1ain 
types of disputes such as df\'orce or 
bankruptcy. 

general jutisd1ction 
Power of 1he court lo hear all t)'pes of 
matters so long as the dispute does 001 

fall within the limited jurisdiction of 
a particular court; it is subject 10 the 
coun's general jurisdiction. 

personal JUdsdic1ion 
(ii, personiJm) 
Authority of a court O\'ef persons as 
well as the subject matter of a lawsuit. 
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in rem jurisdictio,, 
Jurisdid ioo 10 hear a case because of 
jurisdid ion over the property of the 
lawsuit 

long am, statutes 
Method of obtaining personal juris-
didion over a nonresidenl defendant 
based on a statute that extends a 
state's jurisdiction. 

minirn um conlac,s 
Method of obtaining personal Juns-
diction twer a nonresidenl defendant 
based on rhe defendant having con· 
1ac1S within a state's jurisdiction. 

In rem jurisdiction gives the cou rt autho rity to hear and decide disputes 
over property located within the court's jurisdictional boundar ies without 
necessarily having jurisdiction over the parties. The court may hear a ny dis .. 
pute concerning property, such as t itle to real estate o r ownership of personal 
p roperty such as a paint ing, located within the geographic jurisd iction of t he 
court. 

Obtaining Personal Jurisdiction 

Plaintiffs agree to be bound by the power of the court when they file suit. 
S imply by filing the comp laint. the p laintiff consents to the personal jurisdic
tion of the court. 

The court must also have jurisd iction over the defendant to t he lawsuit. 
Defendants who reside or do business within the court's geographical area 
are s ubject to the personal jurisdiction of the cou rt. Defendants may also be 
subject to the personal jurisdiction of the court where they are served with 
court papers while found within the geographic jurisdiction of the court. 

Nonresident defendants may a lso be subject to a court's jur isdiction 
by virtue of a state's long arm statute. Long a rm statutes a re lav,ts enacted 
by a s tate's legislative bod y to extend ju risdictio n over part ies w ho reside 
in other states b ut have utilized some state service or facility chat subjects 
the part ies to t he jurisdiction of that state. For exam ple, the d river from 
Georgia who cau ses an automobile accident wh ile traveling in Texas will be 
subject to T exas personal jur isdiction via a long arm statute. ~4ost states 
have a statute that provides that d rivers must agree to submit to the s tate's 
jurisdiction to resolve any disputes t hat ar ise out of a t raffic accident o n 
state h ighways. 

Finally, the cou rt may obtain jur isdiction over a defendant based on t he 
concept of 1u i11in1un1 contacts with the state. Here, a defenda nt has esrab .. 
lished contact with a state to the extent that it is not u nreasonable to expect 
that che defendant might use that state's court or be required to defend a 
lawsuit in that jurisdiction-for exam ple, a company that has no physical 
p lace of business in a state but solicits customers from within the state by use 
of the Internet and pr int advertisemenc. This com pany would have s ufficient 
contacts with the state that it could reasonably bring a lawsuit within the state 
to enforce a contract for sale of its good s. Likewise. th is compan y s hould 
expect to defend its activit ies within the state. 

Today, with the advent of the Internet and the ability of persons and 
businesses to reach millions of people in other states electronicall y, ap .. 
p lying the minimum-contacts standard can be difficult. In one case, Zippo 
Manufactur ing Company (Zippo) sued Zippo Dot Com Inc. (Dot C'..om) in 
federal d istrict cour t in Pennsylvania. Zippo manu factures its weJ J .. known l ine 
o f Zippo tobacco lighters in Bradford. Pennsylvania, and sells them world, 
wide. Dot Com, a California corpo ration with its principal place of business 
and servers located in Sunnyva le, California, operates an Internet website 
that t ransmits information and sexually explicit mater ial to its subscribers. 
Of Dot Com's 140,000 paying su bscribers worldwide, 3,000 are located in 
Pennsylvania. Zippo sued Dot Com in federa l district cour t in Pennsylvan ia 
for trademark infringement. Dot Con1 a lleged that it was not su bject to per .. 
sonal jur isd iction in Pennsylvania. The d istr ict court applied the Internacional 
Shoe •'minim um .. contacts" s tandard and held that Dot Com was subject to 
personal jur isdiction under the Pennsylvan ia lo ng ann statute and ordered 
Dot Com to defend itself there. 
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Venue 

Jurisdiction refers to the power of the court to hear a case. In many instances, 
there will be more than one court with jurisdiction. Venue refers to which 
court will be selected for purposes of filing a lawsuit. The venue decision 
can be based on a number of factors. One factor is the geographical area 
that is the most convenient location in which to try the case. In most states, 
all of the county or parish trial courts have the same authority to hear the 
same types of cases. But it would not be convenient to try a case in northern 
California when the parties, witnesses, and counsel are all in San Diego, in 
southern California. 

Other factors that may play a part in deciding venue, or in which court 
to file the lawsuit, include the following: (1) the speed with which matters 
reach trial; (2) the reputation of the judges; (3) historically high jury awards 
for damages; (4) the size and makeup of the jury pool; and (5) the attorney's 
familiarity with the court and judges. Convenience and these factors will be 
taken into account by the legal team when determining where to file the plain, 
tiff's complaint. The process of selection is called f arum shopping and results 
in filing the lawsuit in the court that will be most convenient and result in the 
most favorable treatment of the plaintiff. 

There are times when a case may be tried in a court that is not the most 
convenient venue. The jurisdiction where the complaint has been filed may 
be inappropriate because pretrial publicity makes it impossible to find a fair 
and impartial jury. In these circumstances, the defendant may file a request 
for change of venue. 

Removal and Remand 

In those cases where the federal and state courts both have subject matter 
and personal jurisdiction, there is concurrent jurisdiction. A lawsuit that 
includes state and federal claims or a diversity lawsuit might have con, 
current jurisdiction. The plaintiff has the opportunity to select where to 
file and may rightfully choose state court. Because of the existence of the 
federal jurisdiction, the defendant may petition for removal of the mat, 
ter from state to federal court. So long as the issues that gave rise to the 
federal jurisdiction remain disputed and unresolved, the federal court will 
have jurisdiction to resolve both the state and federal claims. In the event 
the basis for the federal jurisdiction is dispensed with (by dismissal or 
summary judgment), the federal court has no authority to retain jurisdic, 
tion over the remaining claims based on state law. The federal court must 
release its jurisdiction over the state claims and remand the matter back 
to state court. 

ORGANIZATION OF THE COURT SYSTEM 

The federal and state courts have a similar system of trial and appellate 
courts. Exhibit 4.1 shows the typical state court system; Exhibit 4.2 shows 
the federal court system. Trial courts hear evidence and make findings of 
fact. Appeals courts do not take testimony or make findings of fact; instead, 
they review the lower court's application of the procedural and substantive 
law. Procedural law is the body of law that governs how a case is filed and 
tried. It includes the rules of court, like the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, 

venue 
Process of determining in which court 
to file a lawsuit when more than one 
court has subject matter and personal 
jurisdiction . 

concurrent jurisdiction 
Cases where the federal and state 
courts both have subject matter and 
personal jurisdiction. 

removal 
Right of the defendant, in cases of con
current jurisdiction, to have jurisdic
tion moved from state to federal court. 

LEARNING OBJECTIVE 4 
Describe the courts in the 

federal and state court 

systems. 

procedural laws 
Laws that relate to how a trial is con
ducted and are usually based upon 
rules of court and rules of evidence. 
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Exhibit 4.1 Typical state court system 
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and the rules of evidence, like the Federal Rules of Evidence. Substantive law 
concerns the application of statutes and case law that determine the rights 
and obligations of the plaintiff and defendant. 

Trial Courts 

In trial courts, evidence and testimony are presented to a finder of facts; the 
fact finder is frequently a jury. A trial in such a court is called a jury trial. 
When the judge sits and hears a case without a jury, the judge is the fact 
finder; such a trial is called a bench or waiver trial. 

Trial courts are referred to as courts of record because the testimony and 
evidence presented are recorded and preserved. 

Trial courts can have limited or general jurisdiction. In the federal court 
system, there are some specialized courts with limited subject matter jurisdic-
tion, such as the bankruptcy court and the tax court. The trial courts in the 
federal court system are the federal district courts. Federal district courts are 
also courts of limited jurisdiction authorized to hear two types of disputes: 
(1) federal question and (2) diversity. 

Federal Question Jurisdiction 

The federal district courts are authorized by Congress to hear disputes that 
arise under the Constitution, laws, and treaties of the United States. An ac-
tion to recover damages related to injuries sustained in an automobile ac-
cident does not arise under the Constitution, laws, or treaties of the United 
States. Recovery is based on a state cause of action in tort. On the other 
hand, a dispute about the payment of federal income taxes arises under the 
laws of the United States. 

Diversity Jurisdiction 

Diversity jurisdiction was devised by the Founding Fathers to address con-
cerns about fairness to residents of one state called upon to defend a lawsuit 
in another state. By giving the federal trial courts jurisdiction over these mat-
ters, the Founders hoped to achieve fairness in the federal and state judicial 
systems. 

Today, diversity serves the same purpose. For diversity jurisdiction to 
exist, the plaintiff and the defendants must be citizens of different states and 
the amount in controversy must exceed $75,000. The federal court must use 
the appropriate state's law in deciding the case. 

State trial courts include all those state courts that hear testimony, receive 
evidence, and render decisions. These include general jurisdiction courts 
(civil and criminal with specific divisions) and limited jurisdiction courts (the 
motor vehicle and small claims courts previously discussed). 

Intermediate Appellate Courts 

When a litigant is dissatisfied with the outcome of a trial, they may file an ap-
peal to have the trial reviewed by an appellate court. This review is usually to 
an intermediate appellate court. Where there is an intermediate--level appel-
late court, the litigant is said to have the right to appeal. In the federal court 
system, the circuit court of appeals is the intermediate appellate court. There 
are eleven federal circuits or geographic regions in the U.S.; for example, the 
7th Circuit Court of Appeals hears appeals from the federal district courts 
located in Wisconsin, Illinois, and Indiana. Exhibit 4.3 shows the various 

substantive law 
Law that relates to the law of a case, 
such as the law of negligence or 
contract. 

courts of record 
Courts in which the testimony and 
evidence presented are recorded and 
preserved. 
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Exhibit 4.3 Federal circuit courts of appeals 
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federal circuit courts of appeals. There are two specialized circuit courts: the 
Federal Circuit, which has limited subject matter jurisdiction over certain 
government suits, such as patent and trademark cases, and the D.C. Circuit, 
which is given the responsibility of directly rev iewing the decisions and rule 
making of many federal independent agencies of the U nited States govern-
ment and is based in the nation's capital. 

Most states also have an intermediate appellate court, which hears ap-
peals from the state trial courts. A few states do not, and in those states, the 
appeal is heard by the highest court of the state. 

Appellate courts rev iew the record from the trial court to determine if 
the trial judge made an error in applying the procedural or substantive law. 
Errors in procedural law relate to how the trial was conducted and are usu-
ally based upon rules of court and rules of evidence. A typical error is the 
admission of hearsay testimony that does not fall within the listed exceptions 
to hearsay under the rules of evidence. Errors in substantive law relate to the 
law of the case, such as the law of negligence or contract. A typical substan-
tive error would be if the judge gave the jury the wrong instructions. 

Appeals courts do not hear any additional testimony but rely upon the 
written record from the trial court, the legal briefs filed by the parties, and 
the oral arguments made by counsel before a panel of appeals court judges. 
Appellate courts may agree with the trial court and affirm the decision of the 
trial court, or they may disagree and reverse the decision made at the trial or 
remand the case, sending the case back to the trial court to take further testi-
mon y and either make new findings of fact or make new applications of law. 

Highest Appellate Court or the Supreme Court 

In both the federal and the state court systems, there is an ultimate court of 
appeals; in the federal system , it is the Supreme Court of the U nited States. 
In many states, it is also referred to as the Supreme Court; in some states, it 
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is referred to as the Superior Court. The function of these courts is generally 
to act as a court of last resort, hearing appeals from the intermediate appellate 
court; reviewing the decisions made; ensuring that laws passed by the legisla-
tive branch and the actions of the executive branch of government comply 
with the provisions of the Constitution; and ensuring that the Constitutional 
rights of the parties have been properly observed. Cases from a state's highest 
appellate court may be appealed to the United States Supreme Court when 
there is a question involving the application of one of the rights afforded 
under the United States Constitution. 

Appeals to the Supreme Court of the United States are rare and subject 
to the willingness of the Court to review the case. Those seeking United 
States Supreme Court review must file a petition for writ of certiorari. This 
petition seeks the Supreme Court's permission to file an appeal. When cer-
tiorari is granted, the appeal may be filed with the Supreme Court. When 
certiorari is denied, the appeal is denied, and the decision of the circuit court 
stands. Certiorari is rarely granted, usually only in cases involving impor-
tant Constitutional issues or issues that are unresolved among the thirteen 
circuit courts. Just as in the court of appeals, the Supreme Court does not 
hear evidence but instead reviews the record of the trial proceeding, reviews 
briefs, and listens to oral arguments of counsel. Oral argument is conducted 
before the entire court of nine justices. The Court will affirm, reverse, or 
remand a case. 

SETTLEMENTS 

Settlements eliminate the expense and uncertainty of trial. The expense of 
preparing for and attending trial includes more than just the direct costs of 
preparing witnesses and exhibits. There are also indirect costs, such as the 
time spent in the courtroom, the anxiety of placing one's fate in the hands of 
strangers, and the emotional strain of reliving the details of a traumatic event. 
These costs can be quantified and compared with the likely monetary result 
of trial. With this information, the client is able to make a cost- benefit analy-
sis to decide if a potential settlement is acceptable. 

No matter how thoroughly a legal team prepares for trial, there is always 
the potential for surprise. In litigation, the unexpected can and does happen. 
Witnesses fail to appear, evidence gets lost, and judges make unfavorable 
evidentiary rulings that admit harmful (or bar the introduction of helpful) 
evidence at trial. Juries are always an unknown factor. How individual ju-
rors will view the evidence or the credibility of parties or witnesses can never 
be known with certainty beforehand. A formal or informal settlement elimi-
nates the uncertainty of a jury verdict or judge's decision in a non--jury case. 
What constitutes an acceptable settlement offer is ultimately the decision of 
the client. The lawyer can provide direction and recommendations, but it 
is the client who ultimately must accept the offer to settle the case. Keeping 
clients fully informed about their case is important when it is time to discuss 
settlement options. 

Cases that have been valued by the legal team at higher amounts may be 
settled for much less if the defendant has limited assets or minimal available 
insurance coverage to pay a judgment. People with limited personal assets 
tend to purchase limited amounts of insurance because they have less to pro-
tect in the event of a claim against them. For example, many people purchase 
the minimum amount of automobile liability coverage required by state law 

LEARNING OBJECTIVE 5 
Describe the advantages of 
settling a lawsuit before trial. 
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to lawfully operate a motor vehicle. People with limited savings who rent 
their residence have little to lose they see no value in paying for more cover-
age than necessary. 

Lawyers representing plaintiffs injured in accidents by defendants with 
limited financial resources and minimum insurance coverage must some-
times advise clients that although they have a good case, their recovery will be 
limited and will be less than the true value of the case because there is limited 
insurance coverage and few, if any, other assets from which to pay a judg-
ment that might be obtained at trial. 

Clients who themselves have limited resources may need funds to com-
pensate them for the time lost from work or for other financial obligations. 
These clients cannot afford to wait months or years for the case to go to trial 
even if the potential verdict is greater than that offered to settle the case im-
mediatel y. For some, the idea of settling the case by accepting a lesser amount 
now is more attractive than risking it all on the chance a jury might award a 
higher amount. This is particularly true when there are unsettled issues of 
law involved and the potential for a protracted trial followed by posttrial mo-
tions and an appeal. 

Settlements are favored by judges. Judges pride themselves on being able 
to quickly dispose of cases so that there is no backlog of cases showing on 

docket their docket, their personal list of pending cases. Trying cases does not clear 
A particular judge's list of cases pending. the docket as quickly as settling cases; judges are motivated to use their ne--

reserve 
An amount an insurance company 
sets aside for damages in a claim or 
lawsuit. 

gotiating skills to arrive at a successful settlement. Clients should be advised 
of the role of the judge in trying to settle the case during the pretrial con-
ferences, when the judge and lawyers meet to discuss issues involved in the 
pending trial. Because it is always the client's decision to accept or reject the 
settlement offers, many judges require each attorney to have the clients avail-
able by phone or in person in the courthouse during these meetings in order 
to facilitate settlement discussions. It is not unheard of for some judges to 
actually discuss the settlement issue with the client in front of counsel. The 
paralegal may frequently be called upon to sit with the client during these 
times to ensure client availability and, where appropriate, to relay informa-
tion between counsel and the client. 

When to Settle 

Defendants, especially corporate defendants and insurance carriers that in-
sure defendants, generally want a quick settlement. For them, it is an eco-
nomic decision. They would rather pay the plaintiff a little more to settle 
the case than pay a greater sum in legal fees to defense counsel. Individual 
defendants and plaintiffs should prepare a cost- benefit analysis in the same 
manner that insurance companies and corporate parties do. For the corpo-
rate defendant and insurance carrier, it is a matter of the total dollars re-
quired. Rarely does it matter to them if more goes to the plaintiff or to the 
defense counsel; they just want to settle within the amount they set aside 
for the case. This amount is called the reserve an amount the corporation 
must show as a contingent or potential liability on their corporate financial 
statements. If a company can settle the case for less than the amount of the 
reserve, they have reduced their liability and can return any excess saved to 
the general corporate fund effectively, they have profited. Many companies 
make a concerted effort to clear these reserves (pay the claims) near the end 
of the corporation's fiscal year. 
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Negotiations during the early stages of the processing of the case may 
not result in a settlement, but there is nothing lost in trying. Important in-
formation about the opposing party's strategy and witnesses can be gained 
during the negotiations. How the opposing party intends to present the case 
is sometimes disclosed during settlement discussions as a way of showing 
the strength of the party's case. That information is invaluable when prepar-
ing for trial or later settlement discussion, possibly with the help of the trial 
judge. Paying attention to how the other side views the evidence of the case 
may help in preparing trial strategy. 

Negotiation of a Settlement 

There is no one way to conduct settlement negotiations. Each lawyer develops 
a personal style. Some take the approach of presenting their cases with ''shock 
and awe.'' They utilize loud, blustering threats and intimidation, attempting to 
show their personal ability to try the case with much bravado. Others follow 
a more traditional approach, demonstrating quiet confidence and carefully ex-
plaining the strengths of their case. There is no way to predict how a particular 
lawyer might conduct settlement discussions. In part, the strategy depends not 
just on the strength of the case, in law and fact, but also the experience and 
reputation of the opposing counsel. Trial lawyers inevitably gain reputations., 
and having a good, solid reputation for being well prepared and skillful can 
help to dictate the opposing counsel's actions in settlement negotiations. If 
the opposing counsel has a reputation for never bluffing and always being well 
prepared, a less--skilled attorney or one with a weak case may want to settle to 
avoid the inherent risks of trial or resolution through ADR. 

SETTLEMENT DOCUMENTS 

Settlement Letters 

In many cases, an informal settlement demand is made in a letter prepared 
by the plaintiff's lawyer. Exhibit 4.4 is a sample settlement demand letter 
in an accident case. It clearly and concisely sets out the facts and the law, 
which places liability on the defendant. It also includes a calculation of spe-
cial damages. 

Settlement Brochures 

The settlement brochure contains the same information as the demand letter 
but is presented as a more formal statement of the plaintiff's case. It starts 
with an introduction that describes the basic facts of the case. As with all 
written documents, the introduction sets the tone for the remainder of the 
brochure. In cases involving serious injuries and damages for large sums of 
money, the settlement brochure may be prepared professionally by a media 
consultant. The usual order of presentation is: 

1. description of the basic facts, 
2. damages, and 
3. demand. 

The facts may be a chronology of an accident or the commercial transac-
tion or other foundation establishing the liability. With liability clearly laid 

LEARNING OBJECTIVE 6 
Create the documents 
for making a demand for 
settlement. 
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Exhibit 4.4 Sample settlement demand letter for an accident case 

Owen Mason 

Ariel Marshall 

Ethan Benjamin 

Cary Eden 

July 28, 2015 

Mary Smith 

Claims Adjuster 

Any Insurance Company 

lvytown, PA 00000 

Re: Our client: Samuel James 

Your Insured: Suzanne Lincoln 

Your claim No. ZZZ1234 

Dear Ms. Smith: 

MASON, MARSHALL AND BENJAMIN 
ATTORNEYS AT LAW 

In regard to your above captioned claim, enclosed please find the following: 

1. Police Accident Report 

2. Report of Speedy Emergency Rescue Ambulance 

3. Records of Mercy Hospital Emergency Department 

4. Records of Mercy Hospital 

5. Records of Full Range Physical Therapy 

6. Report of Treating Physician Dr. Miller 

7. Record of Ace Trucking Company 

8. Schedule of Damages 

This letter is issued solely for the purposes of facilitating settlement negotiations. Nothing conta.ined herein is admissible in court for any purpose. 

Nothing contained herein is an admission of liability on the part of the plaintiff. 

The report of the investigating police officer, who is also a certified accident reconstructionist, leaves no doubt that your client was responsible 

for the accident. Not only is fault determined based upon the finding of the report but your insured also received traffic citations for exceeding the 

speed limit by more than 25 miles, failure to stop at a traffic control device, and careless driving. A review of the court records reveals that your 

insured has pleaded guilty to all of these charges. Under the laws of our state, once a driver pleads guilty to a moving violation that resulted in a 

traffic accident, the driver's liability for the accident and damages arising therefrom is conclusively established. Liability being established, the 

issue remains for us to determine the appropriate level of damages to compensate our client. 

A review of the medical records and schedule of damages reveals the nature and extent of our client's injuries, the lengthy hospital stay 

following surgery, the grueling physical therapy program, and the permanent nature of the injuries sustained. Our client was ejected from his seat 

simultaneously with the car overturning, which resulted in the car landing on its side on top of our client's legs. Our client remained conscious 

throughout the extrication process suffering great pain, shock, and horror at the sight of his legs being pinned under the car. 

The six-week hospital stay was necessitated by four surgeries to repair severed nerves, veins, and arteries as well as stabilization of broken bones. 

Following this lengthy hospitalization our client participated in physical therapy to regain the use of his legs. Although he has regained the ability to 

walk, one leg is now shorter than the other, resulting in a limp that requires him to use a cane. Additionally, our client has limited sensation in his lower 

extremities and is at risk for infection because of peripheral vascular disease related to damaged veins and arteries. 

These permanent physical limitations have impacted on our client's ability to work as a truck driver. He is unable to support his family in the 

manner they are accustomed financially. He is also unable to perform the duties he customarily provided around the house such as repairs, 

maintenance, and home improvement projects. 

In light of your insured's liability, the nature, extent, and permanency of the injuries, the pain and suffering experienced and the loss of life's 

pleasures, we assert a demand of $1,500,000 is appropriate to compensate our client. 

Very truly yours, 

Mason, Marshall & Benjamin 

by ______ _ 
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out, it is then a matter of presenting the damages and the reasons for the 
amount demanded. Inclusion of the components, described below, in a set-
tlement brochure affects its impact and credibility. 

Photographs 

The right photograph can convey the seriousness of an accident or of an in-
jury sustained that words cannot convey. Selected photographs that would 
be used as evidence in trial should be included in the settlement brochure. 
Photographs may show an accident scene, the damaged motor vehicles, and 
the plaintiff's physical condition before and after an accident and during 
medical treatment. Such photographs should be integrated into the settle-
ment brochure along with the plaintiff's medical records. High--definition 
copies should be made so that the defendant's lawyer can readily see what 
a trier of fact would see injury caused by the conduct of the defendant. 
Adding captions or short explanations about each photograph can direct the 
viewer's attention to the desired focus of the items. For ease of identification, 
each photograph should be given an exhibit number so that references to 
each photograph can be made throughout the settlement brochure. 

Bills and Reports 

A summary of the bills and expenses should be placed at the beginning of the 
section containing the medical bills, expenses, and related reports. Medical 
bills and reports, employment documentation, or other pertinent records are 
included to support the demand and also to demonstrate the evidence that 
may be introduced at trial. As with the photographs, each item should be 
marked with an appropriate exhibit number. 

Day in the Life 

To better visualize how a plaintiff's life has changed as a result of the acci-
dent, a ''day--in--the--life'' video may be prepared and sent with the settlement 
brochure. Whether illustrated by a video or with still photographs, a day in 
the plaintiff's life is an important part of any settlement brochure. The docu-
ments and the video should show all of the dramatic changes in the plaintiff's 
life as a result of the injuries he or she sustained. Those changes, and the fact 
that the medical records indicate that the plaintiff will live that way without 
any realistic expectation of recovery, can be important arguments in favor of 
a sizeable settlement demand. 

Evaluation of the Plaintiff/s Case 

The monetary demand for settlement is a combination of the special and 
general damages computed by the legal team as part of the case valuation. 
Damages are designed to compensate the plaintiff for bodily injuries, the re-
sulting pain and suffering, and the loss of life's pleasures. 

Frequently, plaintiff's lawyers set forth a summary of the plaintiff's dam-
ages; these are then mathematically totaled to determine the settlement de-
mand. Those itemized damages should include all of the previously discussed 
items of damage. This list must contain both the bills paid on behalf of the 
plaintiff and those damages that are not documented by an invoice and may in-
elude the actuarially determined future costs of treatment and loss of income. 

The chart in Exhibit 4.5 shows the future damages a child will suffer as a 
result of a brain injury sustained at the age of four years. It is noteworthy that 
no dollar amounts are listed; instead, a compelling description of the physical, 
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Exhibit 4.5 Damage analysis of brain injury in child 

AGE 

4-5 yrs. 

6-13 yrs. 

13-18 
yrs. 

18-25 
yrs. 

26-55 
yrs. 

55-71 
yrs. 

DEGREE OF IMPACT 

Catastrophic (90°/o) 

Mild to moderate 
(24-45°/o) 

Moderate (50°/o) 

Moderate to Severe 
(33-67°/o) 

Moderate {40o/o) 

Moderate to Severe 
(33-70°/o) 

DESCRIPTION 

Hospitalization; major operation; unable to attend school; 
inability and difficulty in caring for self; practical activities and 
social life completely disrupted; anxiety, fear, and concern 
over physical condition. 

Some interference with academic performance and school 
activities, increasing awareness of limitations; increased 
anxiety due to inappropriate behaviors. 

Increasing interference with academic performance and school 
activities as academic demands increase; increasing awareness 
by self and others of inappropriate behaviors; increased 
frustration due to inability to meet expectations and goals. 

Substantial reduction of potential enjoyment in engaging in 
preferred occupation; frustration from inability to effectively 
manage college-level academic work; reduced opportunity for 
marriage partners due to organic personality disorder; some 
limitation in social activities. Possible depression as a result of 
inability to meet life goals. 

The quality of Brittany's life will depend upon the degree to 
which she will be able to meet normal life goals of marriage, 
family {children), and occupational/vocational enjoyment. 
Possibility of continued bouts of depression, which may be 
severe at times if unable to meet her life goals. 

As Brittany grows older she will be more prone to physical 
trauma from medical complications, particularly from early 
degenerative joint disease/arthritis in left hip. Risk of early 
development of dementia due to closed head injury, which 
may require placement in institution. 

Source: Courtesy Charles G. Monnett Ill & Associates, www.Carolinalaw.com 

mental, and psychological limitations is given. This approach focuses on the 
totality of the injury instead of on the individual special damages. 

Final Caution 

A final caution on the creation of a settlement brochure: There is a care-
ful balance between making a persuasive case and giving away trial strategy 
and attorney work product material prepared for litigation. Disclosing 
too much about the plaintiff's case will enable the defense legal team to 
rebut any creative or imaginative legal arguments the plaintiff's legal team 
has developed. The rules of discovery will ultimately require the disclo-
sure of documents, photographs, and witnesses' statements. However, the 
legal team's legal research and trial strategy are not discoverable under the 
work product doctrine. Be wary of disclosing too much in a settlement 
brochure or letter, but be comprehensive and convincing. 

Ethical Considerations 

There are several important ethical considerations that should guide parale-
gals during the settlement process. Paralegals may not make settlement offers 
or demands or agree to a settlement on behalf of a client. Paralegals also 
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cannot advise clients on the acceptability of a settlement offer or demand. 
Such activities would constitute the unauthorized practice of law. Settlement 
discussions and the advisability of accepting settlement are the lawyer's 
responsibility. Paralegals are frequently asked to play an active role in settle-
ment negotiations by their supervising lawyer. Paralegals should seek autho-
rization for all negotiation activities, being especially careful about releasing 
confidential information about the case during any discussions. The ethical 
obligation of confidentiality applies to paralegals, and all confidential infor-
mation must be protected. 

Clients should be kept informed of all developments, including settle-
ment offers and demands. Paralegals commonly interact with clients, and 
clients rely on paralegals for such information; but paralegals may communi-
cate only information that is authorized by the supervising attorney. 

DOCUMENTS FOR SETTLING AND TERMINATING 
A LAWSUIT 

As noted previously, in civil litigation, a settlement agreement is a contract 
between the parties to resolve or end a lawsuit. Both the plaintiff and the de-
fendant give consideration to make the contract valid. The plaintiff gives up 
the right to sue the defendant in exchange for the payment of a sum of money 
paid by the defendant. 

Each party's reason for settling may be different, and it is unlikely one 
knows what brought the other to the settlement table. Because you can never 
predict if a case will settle or if it will proceed to trial, information about a 
legal team's settlement strategy must be kept confidential. While the terms of 
a possible settlement will be fully discussed, the reasons or motives for settle-
ments are not. 

Either side may start the settlement discussions. The plaintiff may de-
mand a specific sum to settle the case, or the defendant may offer an amount 
to settle. Settlement demands and settlement offers are usually far apart, 
and the negotiation process is an attempt to bring the parties' figures closer 
together. In those rare instances where the demand and the offer are close, 
settlement occurs quickly. Exceptionally high demands or unreasonably low 
offers rarely result in further negotiations. The offer or demand must be 
within the range of possibility if the legal teams are serious about a potential 
for settlement. Whatever the amount offered or demanded, the legal team 
must be able to verbally justify it as reasonable. 

It is no secret that the first demand made by the plaintiff's lawyer is 
usually much greater than the amount of authority granted by the plain-
tiff as acceptable for settlement. Clients are always happy when the legal 
team announces that the settlement amount is greater than what the client 
expected. Clients will always be happy with the legal team's efforts if it 
recovers more money than authorized. The same can be said of offers. If 
the defense's legal team can settle a case for less than its settlement author-
ity, then the legal team is successful in saving the client money. During the 
negotiations, efforts are made to reduce the plaintiff's demand and raise the 
defendant's offer. 

The speed of settlement negotiations will be governed by the ability of the 
legal team to respond quickly to offers or demands from the opposing party. 
If the legal teams are prepared and have thoroughly evaluated their client's 

LEARNING OBJECTIVE 7 
Prepare the documents for 
settling and terminating a 
lawsuit. 

settlement demand 
Amount demanded by plaintiff to set
tle a case. 

settlement offer 
Amount offered by defendant to settle 
a case. 
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release 
Written document in which plaintiff 
releases claims against defendant. 

mutual re lease 
Written document in which both 
plaintiff and defendant agree to re
lease one another from claims. 

case, then settlement negotiations should quickly determine if the case can be 
settled. Sometimes settlement negotiations are delayed because of the neces-
sity of communicating with the client. All settlement offers or demands must 
be communicated to the client, even when the legal team knows the amount 
is outside the client's authorization. In all cases, the client is entitled to con-
sider the offer or demand. 

Sometimes a demand and an offer do not involve a monetary settlement. 
In those cases, the dispute is over the right to do or not do something or over 
ownership of property where the remedy sought is a specific performance·
an equitable remedy as opposed to a monetary remedy. 

Minors' Settlements 

If a lawsuit has not been filed and the settlement is reached prior to any litiga-
tion, the parties to the settlement usually do not have to concern themselves 
with any judicial involvement. However, there is an exception to this general 
rule: when one of the parties is a minor, or under a mental disability, the court 
must approve the settlement. The rules of many courts mandate that judges 
approve the settlement of a minor's claims for the settlement to be effective. 
Exhibit 4.6 is a sample Petition for Minors Compromise for California and 
Exhibit 4. 7 is one from Pennsylvania. 

Approval of such settlements can be obtained by filing a petition in 
which the details of the liability and damages are reviewed. Legal fees and 
costs to be paid from the minor's recovery are also subject to the scru-
tiny of the court. Some courts limit the amount to a percentage that is less 
than what would be charged an adult plaintiff. Understandably, judges seek 
to give the minor the greatest possible recovery. Many jurisdictions have 
specific rules governing the investment of minors' funds. Speculative in-
vestments are discouraged in favor of safe investments in insured accounts 
to protect the principal sum and generate income until the minor reaches 
adulthood. Some jurisdictions also require court approval for settlements 
involving claims by the estate of decedents and other similar plaintiffs. Part 
of the evaluation of a client's case should include a thorough knowledge of 
the rules and practices applicable to the settlement of cases in your local 
court. Do not fail to overlook the possibility that any settlement may first 
need the court's approval. 

Settlement Documents 

Settlement agreements, like many contracts, must be reduced to writing. 
The skillful preparation of accurate and appropriate settlement documents 
will prevent problems and guarantee conclusion of the client's claim as 
agreed. 

The release is the document, signed by the plaintiff, in which the plaintiff 
states that the defendant is released from all possible claims arising out of a 
certain contract, accident, or other occurrence in exchange for the payment 
of a sum of money. Exhibit 4.8 is a release prepared for the plaintiff. 

Sometimes the release is drafted as a mutual release, with both the 
plaintiff and defendant agreeing to release each other from any and all 
claims arising from the transaction or occurrence that gave rise to the 
dispute. Mutual releases are preferable because they conclude all disputes 
between the two parties. Without a mutual release, defendants can pursue 
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Exhibit 4.6 Petition for Minor's Compromise California 

MC-351 

TELEPHONE NO 

E-P,~IL AOORESS (Op!'.mi 9,: 

To keep other people from 
seeing what you entered on 
your tonn, please press the 

Clear Dlis Fonn button at the 
end of the fonn when finished. 

ATTORNEY FOR (Name): 

SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF 
S I REET ADDRESS 

JMIUNG ADDRESS 

Ct""Y ANO ZIP COOE 

BAANCM NA\fE 

CASE NAME: 

ORDER APPROVING: 
[=:J COMPROMISE OF DISPUTED CLAIM 
CJ COMPROMISE OF PENDING ACTION 
O DISPOSITION OF PROCEEDS OF JUDGMENT 

D Minor c::J Person With a Disability 

CI\SE NUWER: 

H~G CATE.. IF ANY DEPT: 

1. Petitioner (name): has petitioned for court approval of a 
proposed compromise of a disputed daim of a mjnor or a pending action involving a min.or or a person with a disability or a 
proposed disposition of the proceeds of a judgment for a minor or a person v,ith a disability. 

2. Hearing 
a. D No hearing \Vas held. The petition is an expedited petition under rule 7 .950.5 of the California Rules of Court. 

b. CJ Date: Time: Dept: 
c. Judicial officer: 

3. Relationship to claimant 
Petitioner has the follov,ing relationship or relationships to claimant (check all applicable boxes): 
a. D Parent 
b. c:J Guardian ad litem 
c. D Guardian 
d. c:J Conservator 
e. D Claimant. an adult person with a disability. is the petitioner. 
f. D Other (specify): 

4. Claimant (name): 
a. [:] is a minor. 
b. c:J is a "person \Vith a disability" \Vithin the meaning of Probate Code section 3603 \Vho is: 

(1) D An adult Claimant's date of birth is (specify): 

(a) D Without a conservator. Claimant has capacity to consent to this order, vlithin the meaning of 
Probate Code section 812, and has consented to this order. 

(b) CJ A conservatee; a person for \vhom a conservator may be appointed; or without capacity to 
consent to this order. vlithin the meaning of Probate Code section 812. 

(2) D A minor described in Probate Code section 3603(b)(3). 

5. Defendant 
The claim or action to be compromised is asserted, or the judgment is entered, against (name of settling or judgment defendant or 
defendants (the "payerj): 

Fonn AdoC)rod klr ,.~#YU• 
Judo~ Colld or c ,tom-., 

._,c-3S 1 (Rw Janua,y 1, 2010J 

Page 1 or, 

ORDER APPROVING COMPROMISE OF DISPUTED CLAIM OR PENDING c;:~~~!:~~c?!7; 
ACTION OR DISPOSITION OF PROCEEDS OF JUDGMENT FOR c.,1.Ru1Moteo..wt.~31384, 79S3 

MINOR OR PERSON WITH A DISABILITY www.ccvrr.n.10.ugov 

(Miscellaneous) 

Source: Judicial Branch of California. 
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Exhibit 4.7 Simple Form Petition for Minor's Compromise from Pennsylvania 
'l-14-10 

FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA 
COURT OF COMMON PLEAS OF PHILADELPHIA COUNTY 

Trial Di,rision - Civil 1 

PLAINTIFF 

v. 

DEFENDANT 

• TERM, 20 • 

• 
• 

• 
• 
. 
• 

• NO: • 

PETITION FOR LEA VE TO SETTLE OR 
COMPROMISE MINOR'S ACTION2 

To The Honorable, the Juclges of'the Said Court: 

The Petition of , a 1ninor, by his Guardia11 (see Pa. R.C.P. No. ----------
2028), by his attorney, , Esquire respectfully requests: 

l)Petitioneris(seePa.R.C.P.No.2026): __________________ ~ 

2) Tl1e minor was born on __________ , and his/her social security nun1ber is 
• 

3) The 1ninor resides with _______________ at the following address: 
• 

4) A guardian (was) (was not) appointed for the minor as follows: 
• 

A copy of the Order is attached. 

5) The minor's pare11ts are _______________________ _ 
who 1·eside at the following address: 

6) The defendant is ___________ who resides or whose p1·incipaJ place of 
Dttsiness at all relevant times was 

7) On at tl1e following location ____________ , 
~he minor sustained the following injtrries (set forth in detail): 

I In the event the Petition is fi led i 11 the Orphans' Court Division) the caption 1nust comply with Pa.O.C. 3 .2. 
'In the event the Petition involves an Incapacitated Person, appropriate changes are to be rnade. See Pa .. R.C.P. No. 
2051, et sea. and Pl1ila, Civ. R. 2064. 

Source: Philadelphia Courts. 

• 

• 
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Exhibit 4.8 Release 

RELEASE 

I, ________ for myself, my heirs, executors, successors and assigns, for and in consideration of the 
sum of dollars ($ ) paid to me by _______ _ 
________ do hereby remise, waive and release any and all claims related to property damages or 
personal injury arising from an automobile accident which occurred on April 15, 2017 at the intersection 
of First and Maple Streets in the City of Millstown, State of Idaho. 

In Witness whereof I have set my and and seal this ___ day of ___ , 20 __ . 

Signature 

counterclaims against plaintiffs if there is a settlement prior to the filing 
of any lawsuits. A mutual release precludes any future litigation by either 
side of the dispute. Exhibit 4.9 is a mutual release for the plaintiff and the 
defendant. 

The supervising attorney must review and approve the release before it is 
sent to opposing counsel for review or for the client's signature. Normally, 
it is the defendant's legal team that prepares the release and other settlement 
documents and submits them to plaintiff's counsel for signature. Local prac-
tice may vary, and paralegals should become familiar with the custom in the 
jurisdictions where they are working. 

Confidentiality and Settlements 

Because most settlements actually occur out of court, the terms of the set-
tlement do not pass through the court. The release is not filed with most 
courts, and settlements are frequently confidential. Some releases even 
condition the settlement on the parties keeping the terms of the settlement 
confidential. The parties are specifically forbidden in those cases from 
speaking with the media or anyone else about the outcome of the case. 
But not all confidentiality agreements are enforceable. Where the agree-
ment fails to state a penalty, there is no sanction for not keeping the terms 
confidential. 

_ C_h_e_c_k_l _i s_t_ '--::::....__ ___________ ~DRAFTING RELEASE 

• Correctly identify the parties. 

• Correctly identify the transaction, accident, or occurrence from which the dispute arose. 

• If a lawsuit has been started, include the identification of the suit by court and docket number. 

• Correctly identify the settlement terms and payout method. 

• If a lawsuit has been filed, include provisions for withdrawing or dismissing the case. 

• Be certain the appropriate release language is present. 

• Include a confidentiality clause to protect the client's privacy. 

• Include signature lines. 
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Exhibit 4.9 Settlement Agreement with Mutual Release 

SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT AND MUTUAL RELEASE 

This Settlement Agreement an<I Mutual Release (" Agreemenf1 is entered into this ~--·day of---~ 20 __ ~ by and 
between ("passenge('), and ("driver") 

WlTNESSETH: 

WHEREAS, the Passenger was a passenger in an automobile owned and operated by Driver on July 15, 2017; 

WHEREAS, Driver and Passenger were arguing over control over the stereo MP3 player in the car; 

WHEREAS, Driver then lost cootrol of the vehicle and struci< a tree resulting in injury to Passenger (' Accident'); 

WHEREAS, Driver and Passenger seek to resolve any disputes between them arising out of the Accident 

NOW1 THEREFORE, in consideration of Ule premises set forth above, which are fully incorporated herein by reference 
thereto, and in consideration of the mutual promises and agreements contained herein, the sufficiency of which is hereby 
acknowledged, the parties do hereby agree as follows: 

AGREEMENT 
1. Incorporation by Reference. The above premises and recitals are expressty incorporated into the parties' Agreement herein 

by thjs reference. 

2. Driver's Obligations. Driver agrees to pay to Passenger the sum of SS0,000.00. 

3. Passenger's Obligations. Passenger agrees to waive any further right to rec(Y!lery as a result of the Accident. 

4. General Retease. Driver and Passenger for themselves and each of their spouses, heirs, executors, administrators, 
successors and assigns hereby irrevocably and unconditionally release, acquit and forever discharge the other, their heirs, 
executors, administrators, successors and assigns to the fullest extent permitted by law, from any charges, complaints, 
claims, liabilities, grievances, obligations, promises, agreernents1 contracts, covenants.. duties, controversies, damages, 
actions, suits, proceedings, rights, demands, costs, losses and expenses (Including attorneys' fees and costs actually 
inc.urred) of any nature whatsoever, known or unknown, suspected or unsuspected, in law or in equity, whether statutory or 
common law, whether federal, state, local or otherwise, which the parties now have, own, hold or claim to have from the date 
of this Ageement to the end of time and arising out of the Accident. 

5. Parties Fully Advised. The parties acknowledge that they have read and, having had an opportunity to seek the advice of 
counsel, understand the provisions of th.is Agreement and represent that their execution of this Agreement constitutes their 
knowing and voluntary act made without coercion or intimidatjon. The parties further acknowtedge that this Agreement is 
bindjng upon them, their heirs, executors, administrators, successors and assigns. 

6. lntefpretation. This Agreffl1ef1t has been prepared alter negotiation between the parties, with each contributing equally to 
Its content and the final written expression thereof. II any ambigLity is contained herein then in resolving such ambiguity no 
weight shall be ljven in favor of or against any party solely on account of Its dratting this Agreement. This Agreement shall be 
interpreted and governed in all respects by the laws of the State of Illinois. 

7. Execution. Each signatory hereto further personally and separately represents and warrants that she/he is duly authorized to 
enter into this Agreement and bind the party on whose behalf she/he is acting. 

8. Integration/ Amendment. This two (2) page Agreement. with all signature lines appearing on the second (2nd) page, 
incorporates all prior discussions and negotiations among the parties, and constitutes the full and entire agreement between 
and among the parties with respect to the subiect matter hereof. No amendment hereto shall be effective unless it is in 
writing and signed by all of the parties. 

9. Headings. The headings used herein are for ease of reference only and have no legal purpose or effect. 

10. Counterparts/Facsinile. This Agreement may be executed in one or more counterparts and by facsimile, each of which shall be 
deemed an original, but all of which together shall constitute one and the same instrument 

IN WITNESS HEREOF, the parties have caused this Agreement to be duly executed and delivered under seal, dated as of the 
day and year first written above: 

(Print Name: _______ ____, 

(Print Name: _______ ____, 
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Termination of Lawsuits 
W h en settlem ent occurs after the lawsuit is filed, the agreem ent of the p arties 
settling the action must be p repared and executed, along w ith the appr opriate 
docum entation to h ave the case mar ked as settled in the court r ecords. In fed , 
er al co urt, an action m ay be terminated by notice of dismissal, stipulation, 
o r a consent judgment. 

A n otice of dismissal migh t be used wh en n o answer to t he complaint 
was filed, and only th e p laintiff sign s th e n otice of d ismissal. By contrast, a 
stipulation of dismissal is sign ed by all par ties to the lawsuit. Exhib it 4 .10 is a 
stipulatio n of d ismissal. The advan tage of this m ethod o f terminatio n is th at 
the details o f th e settlem en t agreem ent o f th e p arties are n ot m ade public; 
only the informatio n contained in the o riginal pleadings and the fact th at the 
action h as been d ismissed are part of th e p ub lic record. 

W ith th e entry o f a consen t judgment, th e defen dant agrees to a judgm en t 
being entered on th e court docket for a par ticular sum. The con sen t judgm en t 
might be used when the agreed sum is expected to be paid out over an ex, 
t end ed period of t ime. The judgm ent becom es a matter of p ublic record. If the 
defendan t fails to m ake paym en t , the plaintiff h as the ability to execute on the 
judgm ent. The p laintiff h as a prio rity claim over other claims entered against 
the defendant after th e judgm en t. Exhib it 4 .11 is a con sen t judgm ent. 

Exhibit 4.10 Notice of Stipulation of Dismissal 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
NORTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 

B.K., a minor by her 
Parents and Guardians, 
Janice Knowles and 
Seven Knowles, Plantiff 

v 

Ronald Clemmons, 
Lower Council School District, 
Bud Smith, and 
Ace Trucking Company, Defendants 

No.: _____ _ 
STIPULATION OF 
DISMISSAL 
CIVIL ACTION-NEGLIENCE 

Jury Trial Demanded 

Attorney ID No. 124987 

STIPULATION OF VOLUNTARY DISMISSAL PURSUANT TO F.R.C.P. 41(a}(1)(A){ii) 

IT IS HEREBY STIPULATED AND AGREED by and between the parties and/or their respective counsel{s) 

that the above-captioned action is voluntarily dismissed, without prejudice against the defendant(s) Bud 

Smith pursuant to the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure 41 (a)(1 ){A)(ii). and without costs to the parties and 

that an order consistent with this stipulation be entered without further notice. 

SO ORDERED 

Roy Saunders, Esquire 
Attorney for Plaintiff 

John Morris, Esquire 
Attorney for Defendant Smith 

-----------------------------~' Judge, 
United States District Court for the Northern District of New York this __ day of __ , 20 . 
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Exhibit 4.11 Consent Judgment 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
NORTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 

B.K., a minor by her 
Parents and Guardians, 
Janice Knowles and 
Seven Knowles, Plantiff 

v 
Ronald Clemmons, 
Lower Council School Distric~ 
Bud Smith, and 

No.: ______ _ 

JUDGMENT 
CIVIL ACTION-NEGLIENCE 

Jury Trial Demanded 

Ace Trucking Company, Defendants Attomey ID No. 124987 

On this day of 20~ a is stipulated and agreed between counsel forPl.mtiff and counsel tor 
Defendant Ace Trucking that this action be dismissed, wilh/without prejudice regarding al claims and counterclaims 
of the parties and without costs to the parties and that judgment be entered in the amount of$ in 

favor of the plaintiff and against the defendant Ace Trucking and an order consistent with the stipulation be entered 
without further notice. 

SO ORDERED 

Roy Saunders, Esquire 
Attorney for Plaintiff 

John Morris, Esquire 
Attorney for Defendant Ace Trucking 

-----------------------------~Judge, United States 
District Court for the Northern District of New Yonc this __ day of __ ~ 20 __ • 

LEARNING OBJECTIVE 8 
Describe the methods 
of alternative dispute 
resolution. 

alternative d ispu1c reso1uuon 
(ADR) 
Resolution of disputes withoo1 utiliz4 

ing lhe court system; may include. 
arbitralion, mediation. 

State court systems have different procedures for officially termi nating 
a lawsuit. A ll cou rts requ ire litigants to n otify the cou rt of a settlement. 
The form that a local court uses is specified in the local court's rules of civil 
p rocedure. Most law offices have a template form available in their word 
p rocessing files; the form may a lso be available from the court's online ser.
vices. All lawsuits chat are settled must be terminated by filing the necessary 
docu n1ents so that the information is entered on the official court docket. 

• ALTERNATIVE DISPUTE RESOLUTION 

Alternative dis pute resolution, com monly referred to as ADR, p lays an 
important ro le in the A me rican legal system. AD R is an alternative to 
resolution of d isputes using the tradit ional court system. In many juris .. 
d iction s, alternative d ispute resolution has becon1e part of the judicial 
syste m. In an effort to clear backed .. up court dockets, local rules may 
require a ll matters \Vith damages less th an $50,000 to part icipate in court.
sponsored a rbitration o r med iation before a trial can be he ld. \X/here the re 
is no court rule requiring ADR. parties may find that a contract provision 
requ ires it o r they may volu nta rily submit to ADR. [n any event, cases a re 
heard and decisions o r recommendations a re made by ind ividuals who 
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are selected by the parties, or in some judicial ADR systems, appointed 
by the court. These individuals may or may not be lawyers. The judge or 
jury is replaced by independent individuals outside of the courtroom who 
resolve the dispute. 

Lawyers and clients frequently choose ADR because it is less costly than 
a trial, and the dispute is resolved more quickly. For parties who do not 
want the information or dispute made public, as it would become with the 
filing a lawsuit and the accompanying open court proceedings, ADR pro-
vides confidentiality. 

Unlike traditional trials, ADR generally does not have formal discovery, 
nor are the rules of evidence strictly applied. Depending on the facts of the 
case, less formal procedures may be an advantage or a detriment. Arbitrators 
and mediators in ADR are less likely to be swayed by the emotion or sympa-
thy that a jury might have for a party. In addition, without the authority of 
a judge to impose procedural law (or in extreme cases, to compel attendance 
with subpoenas and hold attorneys and parties in contempt), ADR must 
be a mutually desirable method with which both sides feel comfortable. 
Strategically, some attorneys may feel that a particular opposing counsel ex-
hibits poor conduct without the power of a judge to control their courtroom 
behavior and tactics. 

Frequently with ADR, parties may stipulate to the use of reports and 
evidence without the need to bring in custodians of the records or experts. 
For example, both sides may agree to the admission of all the medical re-
cords in a motor vehicle accident case without bringing in or deposing the 
treating doctors. 

One final consideration on the use of ADR is the limited right of appeal. 
By agreement of the parties, the decision may be binding, with no right of ap-
peal of an adverse decision. Most courts limit appeals from ADR decisions 
to those cases where the decision maker(s) had a conflict of interest not pre-
viously disclosed, were corrupt, or were guilty of misconduct. In some cases, 
parties in their original contractual dealing have agreed to arbitration, such 
as when opening a stock brokerage account or signing a real estate agreement 
of sale. Where there is no requirement to use ADR, the ultimate decision 
to use ADR to resolve the dispute is a strategic one that the legal team must 
make after full and complete disclosure of the advantages and disadvantages 
to the client. 

Types of ADR 
There are a number of alternative dispute resolution options, as discussed in 
the Advice from the Field reading. Judge Bendix prepared the article when 
she was Editor--in--Chief of the Los Angeles County Bar Association's ADR 
Section Newsletter. 

Private ADR 

Even with the advent of court--annexed ADR programs, most ADR is done 
privately. Many contracts for consumer goods, real estate sales, cell phone 
service, or cruise line tickets have a clause that requires disputes to be resolved 
through arbitration, frequently binding arbitration. Many business transac-
tions include similar provisions. These provisions define the selected method 
of ADR, typically arbitration in accordance with the Federal Arbitration Act 
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ADVICE FROM THE FIELD __________ _ 

BY HELEN I. BENDIX- JUDGE, LOS ANGELES 
Former Editor-in-Chief of the Los Angeles County Bar Association'sAOR Section Newsletter 

Overview 

With the increase in litigation costs and court congestion, 
individuals and business entities are turning to alterna .. 
tive dispute resolution or" ADRN to resolve their disputes. 
While ADR denotes a variety of techniques to resolve dis· 
putes outside the courtroom, the following proceedings 
typically come within the rubric of •AoR•: negotiation, 
mediation, neutral fact finding, early neutral evaluation, 
mini-trials, summary jury trials, arbitration and private 
judging. Although each of these AOR methods has its own 
characteristics, they generally enable the parties to: 

1. Resolve their dispute in a confidential setting; 
2. Establish deadlines and procedural rules governing 

the proceedings; 
3. Select the p<esiding official or "neutral· 
4. Contain litigation costs; and 
5. Maintain on-going business and personal relationships. 

ADR may not be appropriate in all settings, for ex· 
ample, where: 

1. The parties want a jury trial; 
2. The dispute turns on witness credibility; 
3. Public resolution of a novel legal issue (e.g. legal 

precedent) is needed to discourage similar claims; 
4. One wants to preserve iull rights of appeal; or 
5. The possibility of settlement is so slim that ADR may 

only achieve educating the other side about the 
weaknesses of one's case. 

ADR Methods 

NEGOTIATIONS 

In the context of ADR, the term •negotiations• refers to ne
gotiations to settle pending disputes. Negotiations are the 
most common form of AOR, and are, by definition, vol· 
untary and non-binding. Negotiations are generally con· 
duc1ed by the parties and sometimes their attorneys as well. 
While negotiations generally do not involve intervention oi 
third-party presiding oft1cials, independent third-parties can 
aid settlement negotiations by helping participants focus 
not on the assignment of fault, but instead on what caused 
the dispute and how it can be remedied. 

MEDIATION 

Mediation is a non-binding structured process in which 
the mediator helps the participants reach a negotiated 

settlement of their differences. The mediator .. . does not 
have the power to render a decision ... . [Tlhe mediator 
acts as a facil itator in helping the participants themselves 
arrive at a solution. 

Although mediation is generally voluntary, it may 
be required in certain substantive cases. For example ... 
where the amount in controversy does not exceed 
$50,000 .. . . 

Mediation allows the parties to preserve their busi· 
ness relationship and provides the parties a neutral, 
non-adversarial forum for evaluating the strengths and 
weaknesses of their respective positions. Medialions 
are confidential and can afford a more creati\re resolu· 
tion of problems because the parties control the process. 
Sometimes mediation is combined with other ADR tech· 
niques. For example, the parties can agree to •med-arb." 
Med·arb typically involves an agreement first to medi· 
ale a dispute and then to arbitrate the dispute before the 
same neutral who served as the mediator if the mediation 
is unsuccessful. 

Mediation, however, may not be advantageous where 
the parties are of substantially unequal bargaining strength 
because the stronger party may force a compromise on 
the weaker party. Where there is no genuine possibility of 
settlemenl~ mediation may just educate one's Nadversary" 
without resolving the dispute .. . . 

NEUTRAL FACT FINDING 

Where a dispute involves an issue requiring expertise, 
and that issue is a stumbling block lo settlement, the 
parties may agree on a neutral third-party to decide 
that issue. The parties may make the neulral's decision 
binding or not. . . . 

EARLY NEUTRAL EVALUATION 

Early neutral evaluation is an ADR technique devel· 
oped by the courts- notably the United States District 
Courts for the Southern and Northern Districts of 
California- to assist parties in settling their cases early 
on in the litigation. Generally, these programs require 
the parties to appear before an expert voluntary aUOr· 
ney selected by the court, and to provide written state
ments setting forth a description oi the dispute and the 
legal and iactual issues whose early resolution would 
reduce the scope of the suit or contribute to settlement 
negotiations . ... 
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MINI-TRIALS 

To some extent, the term "mini-trial" is a misnomer be
cause mini -trials are not trials. More accurately, they are a 
form of non-binding settlement proceeding developed to 
resolve disputes between business entities. In a mini-trial, 
each side presents its case to a panel comprising the par
ties' decision-makers with settlement authority. The goal 
of the mini-trial is to settle the dispute through negotiation 
by the parties' decision-makers. The parties may appoint 
a neutral with expertise in the substantive law at issue to 
advise the decision-makers. General ly, the parties also 
stipu late to staying pending litigation until the mini-trial 
is concluded. 

The mini-trial is confidential and typically is sched
uled after an opportunity for I imited discovery. The pro
ceedings consist of each side's presentation of a summary 
of evidence and testimony that they would produce at trial 
and argument of counsel. 

At a minimum, mini-trials narrow issues, and if settle
ment is reached, they also reduce I itigation costs .. . . 

SUMMARY JURY TRIAL 

A summary jury trial is an ADR technique under court aus
pices aimed at promoting settlement. It has been called 
the jury equivalent of a mini -trial in that it involves the 
presentation, before a six or eight-member mock jury, of 
counsel's opening and closing statements, as well as a 
narrative of each side's evidence. Typically, there is no 
live testimony. After brief instruction from the presiding 
judge or magistrate, the jury returns an advisory verdict. 
Thereafter, the presiding judge or magistrate wil l meet 
with the parties and their counsel to attempt to forge a 
settlement .... 

ARBITRATION 

Arbitration is perhaps the most wel I-known ADR tech
nique and generally denotes submission of a dispute to 
a third-party for binding or non-binding resolution after 
a hearing in which each side presents evidence and ar
gument of counsel. In this way, arbitration differs from 
mediation and other structured settlement techniques, 
which are far less adversarial . Arbitration can be vol 
untary or mandatory as, for example, in a fee dispute 
between an attorney and his client where the cl ient re
quests arbitration. 

In voluntary arbitration such as where the parties 
contractually agree to arbitrate disputes arising under 

a contract, the parties are able to define the procedures 
that will govern the arbitral proceedings, including what, 
if any, discovery wil l be allowed or whether traditional 
evidentiary rules will apply to the arbitral proceedings. If 
the parties fail to define the procedures governing the arbi
tration, the procedures set forth in any applicable arbitra
tion statute govern. Typically, an arbitrator is not bound to 
fol low substantive law, but may also employ concepts of 
equity and justice, business practice and whatever techni
cal expertise he or she brings to the process. If confirmed 
by the court, an arbitration award is enforceable like any 
court judgment, but unlike a judgment rendered by a 
court, appeal from an arbitral award is general ly not avail
able for errors of law. 

Arbitration can have distinct advantages. It allows the 
parties to select the decision-maker(s) as well as the pro
cedural rules governing resolution of thei r dispute. Unli ke 
many other ADR techniques, credibil ity of witnesses can 
be adjudicated .. . . In addition, arbitrations are typically 
confidential. 

Arbitration may also have disadvantages. Some argue 
that arbitrators tend to "split the baby" in trying to give 
something to all parties. Discovery is generally limited, 
which may disadvantage a party needing compulsory pro
cess to obtain information to support his case. Arbitration 
wi ll not be desirable if one wants a jury trial. Finally, as 
noted above, arbitral awards are usually not appealable 
except for fraud, corruption and defects aimed at the pro
cess that rendered the award as opposed to the substance 
of the award. 

PRIVATE JUDGING 

Broadly described, private judging refers to adj udica
tion of al I or part of a case by a judge selected by, and 
paid by, the part ies. The parties may also define the pro
cedures governing the proceedings before the private 
judge, and control the time and place of the proceed
ings. In contrast to any other presiding official in an ADR 
proceeding, a temporary judge has fu 11 judicial power, 
including the contempt power. If the parties so desire, 
the temporary judge may also pres ide over a jury trial. 
In further contrast to other ADR techniques, a judgment 
rendered by a temporary judge enjoys the same right 
of appeal as afforded to judgments rendered by sitting 
judges . . . . 

Advice From The Field by Helen I Bendix. Used by permission of 
Honorable Helen I Bendix, State of California, Los Angeles County 
Superior Courthouse. 
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Exhibit 4.12 The American Arbitration Association Website 

SIGN IN I REGISTER 
• 

m AMERICAN ARBITRATION ASSOCIATION• -.... -
About • Careers • News • Events • Contact Us Search 

Rules & Fonns Areas of 
Expertise 

Services Arbrtrators & 
Mediators 

Education & 
Resources 

® ' 

An Alternative to 
Fully-Administered Arbitration 

North Carolina 
Disaster Mediation 
Program- CUck Here 

B2B Cyber Breaches: 
How an Arbitration 
Clause Can Help 
C(jd( ,.,.. ,or mOtll rlo. I Id I IOn. 

ClauseBu,lder Tool 
Fo lov, a s·mpla, Hll-gu·d~ 
proc~~ fw cnating culitom 
ADRclauses 

Education Services Panelist eCenter f..iediation org NY Insurance Programs 

C'2017 American Arbitration Assoaation Contact Us I Privacy Pofic-y I Tenns of Use I Secure case Adffillrstration 

Reprinted with permission from the American Arbitration Association. All Rights Reserved. 

INTCRNATIONAL CENTRt; 
~ DISPUTE RE~ 

or the rules of the American Arbitration Association (AAA) (Exhibit 4.12). 
The AAA is a private, nonprofit organization providing lists of potential ar ... 
bitrators for the parties to select from and a set of rules for conducting the 
private arbitration. 

The acceptance and growth of ADR is directly the result of the 
Federal Arbitration Act, which provides that arbitration agreements in com ... 
mercial contracts are valid, irrevocable, and enforceable unless some legal 
or equitable grounds (fraud, duress) exist to invalidate them. Roughly half 
the states have adopted a Uniform Arbitration Act, similar to the Federal 
Arbitration Act. The Act describes the procedures that must be followed for 
arbitration to be initiated, how the panel of arbitrators is to be selected, and 
the procedures for conducting arbitration hearings. 

In those instances where there is no mandatory, court ... annexed AD R 
or a contract provision requiring ADR, the parties to the dispute may opt 
for ADR. By agreement, the parties may submit their dispute to ADR. 
The request for arbitration or mediation will include the relief sought (see 
Exhibits 4.13 and 4.14) . 
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Exhibit 4.13 Request for Arbitration through the AAA 

• 

m AMERICAN ARBITRATION ASSOCIATION@ SUBMISSION TO DISPUTE RESOLUTION -.... -
Please visit our website at www.adr.org if you woufd like to file this case online. AAA Customer Service can be reached at 800-778-7879. 

The named parties hereby submit the following dispute for resolution, under the rules of the American Arbitration Association. 

To be completed and signed by all parties (attach additional sheets if necessary). 

Rules Selected: rl Commercial n Construct ion I Employment n Other: (please specify) 

Procedure Selected: D Binding Arbitration =1 Mediat ion D Other: (please specify) 

Nature of Dispute: 

Dollar Amount of Claim: $ Other Relief Sought: 

D Attorneys Fees D Interest D Arbitration Costs 

D Punitive/Exemplary D Other 

Please Describe Appropriate Qualifications for A rbitrator{s) to be appointed to hear this Dispute: 

Amount Enclosed: $ In accordance with Fee Schedule: I I Flexible Fee Schedule I ] Standard Fee Schedu le 

Hearing Locale Requested: Estimated Time Needed for Hearings Overall: 

hours or days 

We agree that, if arbitration is selected, v1Je vvill abide by and perform any award rendered hereunder and that a judgment may be entered on the award. 

Name of Party: Name of Party: 

Address: Address: 

City: State: Zip Code: City: State: Zip Code: 

" -
Phone No.: Fax No.: Phone No.: Fax No.: 

Email Address: Email Address: 

Signature (required): Signature (required): 

Date: Date: 

Name of Representative: Name of Representative: 

Name of Firm (if applicable): Name of Firm {i f applicable): 

Address (to be used in connection v11ith this case): Address (to be used in connection vvith this case): 

City: State: Zip Code: City: State: Zip Code: 

Phone No.: Fax No.: Phone No.: Fax No.: 

Email Address: Email Address: 

To begin proceedings, p lease send a copy of Lhis Demand and the Arbitration Agreement, along \•,•ith the fil ing fee as provided ror in the Rules, to: 
American Arbitration Association, Case Fil ing Services, 1101 laurel Oak Road, Suite 100, Voorhees, NJ 08043. Send the original Demand to the Respondent. 

Reprinted with permission from the American Arbitration Association. All Rights Reserved . 
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Exhibit 4.14 Request for Mediation through the AAA 

• 

m AMERICAN ARBITRATION ASSO CIATION® REQUEST FOR MEDIATION 
-•. - -. Required items are indicated ~vith a n asterisk l*I 

NOTE; Only use this form to fHe a mediation if there is a contract that provides for mediation by the AAA. If there is no contract providing for me
diation or if the rr1eriiation cla11sc docs not speci fy the AAA, please file using the Submission to Mediation form. Please send a copy of the contract 's 
mediation clause along 1;vith this form at the t ime of fi ling. 

The informc1tion you provide is solely for the purpose of manc1ging your mediation. If you c1re using Acrobc1t Reader 8.0 or higher, you should be c1ble to 
save the form once completed. After completing the fom1 please save i t to the hard drive on your computer before navigating away from the form . If 
you navigate avvay from the torm before saving i t your data will be lost . Once you have completed and saved the torm, send it simultaneously to us and 
the opposing party/part ies. 

You may file this form via email at casefiling@adr.org, via fax at 1-877-304-8457, or via U.S. mail at American Arbitration Association, Case Filing Services, 
1101 I aurel Oak Road, Suite 100, Voorhees, NJ 00043. 

Ir you have any questions please email us at mediationservices@adr.org. 

* Name of Requesting Party: Name of Representative (if applicable): 
(Company, Organi7ation, or Person's Name if an individu<'JI.) Select "YES" if Self-Represented: Yes 

* Email Address: Name of Firm (if applicab le): 

* Confirm Em<lil Address: Email Address: 

* Address: Confirm Email Address: 

Address: 

* City: * State: * Zip Code: 

* Telephone: Fax: City: State: Zip Code: 

Telephone: Fax: 

* Name of Person Submitting this Request: 

* Please indicate the category that best describes the nature of your displ.lt:e: D Commercial D Construction ::J Employment 

D Other (specify): 

* Does this matter involve more than t'Wo parties? D Yes D No 
(If "Yes", please attach an addit;onal page fisting the names and contact information of any parties beyond two.) 

* Requested Mediation Locale (city & stale): 

* Have parties mutually agreed to a medic1tor? 0 Yes O No If "Yes" enter nc1me of mediator: 

* Summary of Dispute: 

Claim or Rel ief Sought: (arnount, if any) 

* Please indicate your preference for ~r.,rhen you would like the actt.Jal mediation conference to be conducted: 

D Within 7 business days D Within two weeks C Within 30 days D Later than 30 days O Specific Date(s) 

Page 1 of 2 

Reprinted with permission from the American Arbitration Association. All Rights Reserved . 
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CONCEPT REVIEW AND REINFORCEMENT 
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THE COURT SYSTEM, SETILEMENT, AND ALTERNATIVE DISPUTE RESOLUTION 

Introduction to the Court 
System, Settlement, 
and Alternative Dispute 
Resolution 

Sources of An1erican Law 

Cause of Action and 
Ren1edies 

Courts are the ultin1ate place for the resolution of civil disputes in a 
neutral location. 

There are four primary sources of American law: constitutions. stat, 
utes, admin istrative rules and regulations, and case law. 

A cause of actio n is a w rong that is legally recognized as a basis for 
compensating a person for harm caused by another. 

The t\VO main areas of the civil causes of action are torts and contracts. 

(cont inued) 
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Jurisdiction 

Organization of the Court 
System 

Introduction to Settle
ments and Alternative 
Dispute Resolution 

Settlements 

Settlement Documents 

Documents for Settling 
and Terminating a 
Lawsuit 

Jurisdiction is the power of the court to hear a case when a person 
has standing to bring a lawsuit in an actual dispute or controversy for 
which the specific court has subject matter jurisdiction to hear and 
decide the particular type of dispute. 

Some courts have limited jurisdiction; they are authorized to hear 
only certain types of disputes. Other courts have general jurisdiction, 
which gives them the power to hear all types of matters. 

Before a court will act, it must have personal jurisdiction
authority over the person as well as subject matter jurisdiction. 

Long arm statutes give the courts power over parties who reside 
in other states but had utilized some state service or facility, which 
subjects them to the jurisdiction of that court. 

Venue refers to the choice of court (of all of the courts that have 
jurisdiction over the persons involved and the subject matter) that is 
the most convenient for the witnesses or parties involved. 

State and federal court systems have trial courts, where evidence and 
testimony are presented to a finder of fact; intermediate appellate 
courts that review the procedural and substantive issues raised in the 
trial court; and an ultimate court of appeals, which in the federal sys-
tern is the Supreme Court of the United States. 

Most cases are settled in informal negotiation or through the use of 
alternative dispute resolution (ADR). 

Settlements eliminate the expense, both monetary and psychological, 
and the uncertainty of trial. Judges favor settlements before trial and 
frequently help to negotiate a settlement between the parties. 

A settlement may occur at any time prior to or after the initiation 
of the lawsuit. 

There is no single method of negotiation used; therefore, every 
case must be properly prepared for trial if a settlement cannot be 
reached. 

Settlement letters are informal demands to settle a case. 
Settlement brochures are more formal presentations detailing the 

facts of the case, the injuries sustained, the damages, and a demand for 
settlement. 

Settlement brochures will frequently contain photographs, day-
in--the--life representations (either in still photographs or in video) of 
how the injury has affected the plaintiff, and an evaluation of the case, 
which is the basis for the demand to settle. 

Only the attorney may make a recommendation to the client with 
regard to settlement. Paralegals must have specific authorization for 
any actions they take during the negotiation process. 

A settlement is a contract between the parties to resolve or end the 
lawsuit. 

Plaintiffs frequently demand an amount substantially higher than 
they will be willing to accept in settlement, and defendants' offers are 
substantially lower than they are willing to pay to settle the case. Some 
of the negotiation involves agreeing to a number somewhere between 
the original offer and the original demand. 
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Occasionally the settlen1ent may be nonn1onetary and involve per, 
forming (or refraining from performing) some act. 

Settlements involving minors and o ther incapacitated persons may 
need to be approved by the court even when settled through adult court 
methods. 

Releases are documents used to settle cases where one o r both par .. 
ties agree to release the o ther from any and all claims arising from the 
transaction o r occurrence. They may be individual or mutual releases. 

Cases settled prior to suit frequently include a confidentiality 
clause in which the parties agree to keep the terms of the dispute and 
settlement confidential. 

\Xlhere a case has been settled after the institut ion of suit , it must 
be marked in the court records as settled. [n the federal courts. this is 
done by fi ling a no tice of dismissal o r a stipulation signed by all the 
parties or by the entry of a consent judgment. A notice of dismissal 
may be used where no answer has been fi led to the complaint and only 
the plaintiff need s ign. A stipulation of d ism issal may be used where 
the parties desire the details not be made public. A consent judgment 
may be entered upon agreen1ent of the defendant, giving the plaintiff a 
p rio r ity standing against o thers to maintain judgments against the same 
defendant. 

Alternative dispute resolution (ADR) is a method of resolving disputes 
without using the traditional court system. Cases are heard by indepen.-. 
dent, neutral par ties. 

A rbitration involves the use of a neutral third party o r parties who 
hear the case and make a decision, called an award. 

Mediation is a form of negotiation where the parties to the dispute 
use a neutral third party to assist them in reaching a settlement. 

A mini.-.rr ial is a volunta r y, private proceeding where an abridged 
version of the case is presented to representatives of the part ies who 
have authority to settle the case. 

Neutral fact finding involves a t hird party hired to investigate tech.-. 
n ical facts and repor t their findings. 

In some jurisd ictions the cou rts impose ADR in the form of 
arbitration, which is usually mandatory, although the parties h ave the 
right to appeal. 

l\1ost AOR is done privately. The largest private ADR o rganization 
is the American A rbitration Association. 

The Federal A rbitration Act provides that arbitration agreements 
in commerdaJ contracts are valid, irrevocable, and enforceable, except 
under very limited circumstances. Many states have adopted the U nifom1 
A rbitration Act, which is s imilar to the Federal Arbitration Act at the 
state level. 

- -------------------
I. \Vhat is the source of authority for the federal 

and state courts! 
2. \Vhat is diversity of c itizenship! 

3. If both a federal cou rt and a state court have 
the power to hear a particular case, why would 
one be selected over the o ther! 
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4. What are the sources of American law? 
5. What are statutes? 
6. What is the rule of administrative agencies? 
7. How do administrative agencies create law? 
8. What is meant by case law? 
9. What is the concept of stare decisis? 

10. What is meant by the term cause of action? 
11. What is meant by standing to sue? 
12. Why do the courts insist that there be ''case or 

controversy'' before hearing any case? 
13. What is meant by subject matter jurisdiction? 
14. What is the difference between limited jurisdic-

tion and general jurisdiction? 
15. How can a court obtain personal jurisdiction 

over a person? 
16. What is the difference between jurisdiction 

and venue? 
17. What is the function of a trial court? 
18. What is the function of an intermediate appel--

late court? 
19. What is a writ of certiorari? 
20. How are most cases resolved? Explain. 
21. What is the obligation of the legal team in 

preparing a case that the team expects will be 
settled? 

22. What is the advantage of a settlement? 
23. Why would a client want to settle a case that 

she believes has greater value than that offered 
in settlement? 

24. What are some of the surprises that can occur 
during a trial? 

25. Who has the ultimate decision--making power 
with regard to a settlement? 

BUILDING YOUR PARALEGAL SKILLS 

INTERNET AND TECHNOLOGY EXERCISES 

1. Supplement your list of favorites or book-
marks with the web addresses for the courts in 
your state. 

2. Locate the rules for electronic filing and find 
any online forms, if any, for the courts in your 
state. Bookmark or save the locations in your 
web favorites. 

3. Locate the state and federal courts in your local 
jurisdiction. Prepare a checklist of resources 

26. Why might a plaintiff settle a case for less than 
the desired amount? 

2 7. Does the defendant's having insurance always 
ensure a proper recovery? 

28. Why do judges favor settlements? 
29. What is the advantage of negotiating a case 

settlement? 
30. What is the standard method for negotiating 

any settlement? 
31. How is the preliminary value of the case 

determined? 
32. Why does the issue of liability determine the 

plaintiff's recovery? 
33. What is the difference between a settlement 

letter and a settlement brochure? 
34. What is the purpose of a day--in--the--life 

video? 
35. What authority does a paralegal have in settling 

a case? 
36. How may the parties keep the terms of a settle-

ment confidential? 
3 7. What is the advantage of using the mutual 

release over any simple release form? 
38. What are the methods that may be used for ter-

minating a lawsuit on the court docket? 
39. What is the advantage to the plaintiff in obtain-

ing a consent judgment? 
40. What is the advantage of alternative dispute 

resolution? 
41. How does arbitration differ from mediation? 

What is the impact of the Federal Arbitration 
Act or the Uniform Arbitration Act on an arbi-
tration agreement in a contract? 

for accessing forms, rules, judges' personal 
information and chamber rules, and state and 
local ethics rules and opinions. 

4. Use the Internet to obtain the forms needed 
to request arbitration or mediation with the 
AAA. 

5. Use the Internet to determine the local or state 
rules on AD R in your jurisdiction. 
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CHAPTER OPENING SCENARIO CASE STUDY 

Use the Opening Scenario for this chapter to an-
swer the following questions. 

1. What are the potential courts in which the case 
might be filed? Explain the basis for jurisdic-
tion and venue in each. 

2. What factors should be considered in determin-
ing which court should be selected for filing suit? 

COMPREHENSIVE CASE STUDY 

SCHOOL BUS-TRUCK ACCIDENT CASE 

Review the assigned case study in Appendix 2. 

3. Are there any ethical issues in deciding whether 
to try or settle cases? 

4. Why are the rules of evidence more informal in 
an arbitration than in a trial? 

5. What are the advantages and disadvantages in 
stipulating to the admission of exhibits 

Identify areas of law that might impact this case, includ-
ing statutes, administrative regulations, and issues for 
further case law research. 

Procedures 

1. Local court voluntary and mandatory arbitra-
tion procedures 

2. American Arbitration Association rules and 
procedures 

Contacts and Resources 

1. American Arbitration Association 
a. Mailing address 
b. Phone and fax numbers 
c. Web address and e--mail address 

2. Local private arbitration or mediation services 
in your jurisdiction 
a. Mailing address 
b. Phone and fax numbers 
c. Web address and e--mail address 

CIVIL LITIGATION TEAM AT WORK 
See page 18 for instructions on Building Your 
Professional Portfolio and Reference Manual. 

• 
fJ/} JJJ/ 

Forms 

The forms for filing a case online for the courts in 
your state 

Procedures 

The rules for electronic filing for the courts in your state 

Contacts and Resources 

For each court in your jurisdiction, from lowest-
level minor judiciary to the highest appeals courts: 

1. Prepare a list of contact information including: 
a. Web address, 
b. Physical locations, 
c. Telephone number, and 
d. Hours of operation. 

2. Prepare a list of the courts in your jurisdiction 
from the lowest to the highest, identifying the 
jurisdictional requirements of each and the 
venue, if applicable. 

3. For each court, prepare a list of contact informa-
tion including web address, physical locations, 
telephone number, and hours of operation. 
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VIRTUAL LAW OFFICE EXPERIENCE 

SCHOOL BUS-TRUCK ACCIDENT 
To: Paralegal Intern 
From: Roy Saunders 
Case Name: School Bus-Truck Accident Case 

Re: Jurisdiction and evidence of criminal finding on civil case 

The criminal aspects of the school bus truck accident case have been resolved, with both drivers found 
guilty of minor traffic offenses and the truck driver of negligent homicide. 

We need now to determine in which court we will file suit. 

1. Can we file in federal court, our state trial court, or in the adjoining state? 
a. What are the requirements for each court to have jurisdiction and venue? 
b. Do any of these jurisdictions allow the conviction on the traffic violations as proof of negligence? 
c. Assume the following: the accident happened in Arkansas, the truck driver is from Missouri, the 

bus driver is from Arkansas, and the trucking company and the manufacturer of the brake pads are 
from our state. 

2. Prepare a file memo identifying all the potential jurisdictions for this case, and the reasons supporting 
each jurisdiction. 

3. Prepare an office memo on the admissibility of a criminal conviction as proof of negligence in a civil case. 

ALTERCATION ON THE SCHOOL BUS-Plaintiff 

VIDEO: PREPARING FOR ARBITRATION 

The plaintiff's lawyer meets with his paralegal to get ready for presentation of the 
civil case before a three--attorney court--appointed arbitration panel. 

After viewing the video at www.pearson.com/goldman-civil-litigation, answer the following. 

Prepare a Stipulation to admit a list of exhibits for the opposing attorney's signature 

VIDEO: ALTERCATION ON THE SCHOOL BUS VIDEO 

Videotape from the school bus on--board camera 

After viewing the video at www.pearson.com/goldman-civil-litigation, answer the following. 

To: Paralegal Intern 
From: Roy Saunders 
Case Name: Davis Hillary v. Bobby ]ones School Bus--Assault Case 

1. Review the school bus video. 

2. Prepare a short memorandum of law on the admissibility of the school bus videotape. 

3. Prepare a proposed stipulation to admit the video and still photos. 
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ALTERCATION ON THE SCHOOL BUS-Defense 

VIDEO: PREPARING FOR ARBITRATION 
A witness for a student assaulted on a school bus appears as a witness in a civil ac-
tion before a board of arbitrators. 

After viewing the video at www.pearson.com/goldman-civil-litigation, answer the following. 

To: Paralegal Intern 
From: John Morris 
Case Name: Davis Hillary v. Bobby ]ones School Bus--Assault Case 

Re: Arbitration Appeal 

We were not successful in the arbitration case defending Bobby Jones. I need to consider filing an appeal 
and improving my presentation. 

1. What authentication will be necessary to use the school bus video at trial? 

2. Give me your honest opinion on the way I handled the cross examination and how you think I should 
adjust it, if at all, if we go to trial before a judge and jury. 
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES 

After studying this chapter, you should be able to: 

1. Describe the litigation strategies and options 
for recovering damages. 

2. Describe the elements that must be proven in 
tort litigation and potential defenses. 

,w-

3. Describe the elements necessary to prove a 
breach of contract claim and potential defenses. 

4. Describe the purpose and proof necessary to 
recover monetary damages or equitable relief. 
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OPENING SCENARIO 

Roy Saunders, Esquire, was delayed in court. Rather than reschedule a meeting with a new client, he asked 
his paralegal to meet with the client and obtain the necessary information to set up the new matter in the 
office case management system, complete the conflict of interest check, and draft a fee agreement for his 
review. The client, a retired police officer, told the paralegal that after he had retired from the police force, 
he took a job as a school bus driver to keep active and to supplement his pension. He explained that he 
was injured during his regular afternoon run taking students home when he was struck by a student as 
he separated two students who were fighting on the bus. He added that he had become aware of the fight 
when a third student shouted that one of the students had a knife. He quickly stopped the bus and went 
toward the back of the bus, where he pulled one student, whom he identified as Bobby, off the other 
student and forcibly situated Bobby in a seat across the aisle. As the driver was trying to restrain Bobby 
during the scuffle, the driver was hit in the face. He wants to know his options and how to recover for his 
injuries and loss of time from work. 

OPENING SCENARIO LEARNING OBJECTIVE 

Describe the options and strategies in pursuing civil litigation remedies for clients. 

VIDEO INTRODUCTION 

Settlement and Alternative Dispute Resolution Overview 

After watching the video at www.pearson.com/goldman--civil--litigation, answer 
the following questions: 
1. What are the alternatives for case resolution other than going to court? 
2. What are the advantages of alternative dispute resolution? 

121 
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LEARNING OBJECTIVE 1 
Describe the I itigation 
strategies and options for 
recovering damages. 

cause of action 
A fact or set of facts, sometimes re
ferred to as the elements of the cause 
of action, that is the basis for a lawsuit 
and an award of a judicially enforce
able remedy. 

specif ic performance 
Something that the court orders some
one to do or not to do. 

INTRODUCTION TO CAUSES OF ACTIONS 
AND LITIGATION STRATEGIES 

Civil litigation is the last resort for individuals seeking a remedy for injuries 
to themselves and their property. Remedies may be sought for physical and 
emotional injuries, breach of contract, or other damage to property interests. 
In some cases, there may be multiple causes of action and alternative remedies 
arising from the same set of facts. State or federal law determines what causes 
of action and remedies are available. Injuries may be caused by the conduct 
of another person or as a result of conduct of others involving a defective 
product. The conduct may be intentional or negligent. Causes of action may 
also be available under theories of strict liability or product defect against the 
manufacturer or seller of the original product that caused the injury or loss. 
Additional remedies may be available under applicable state law such as the 
Uniform Commercial Code. The issue for the legal team is to determine all of 
the potential causes of actions and remedies available for their client to maxi; 
mize the likelihood of obtaining the best remedy for the injury or loss suffered. 

Interviewing clients and investigating potential claims require an under; 
standing of the options for recovery or compensation available and the ele; 
ments that must be proven to win a case in court. 

LITIGATION STRATEGY AND OPTIONS 

A cause of action is a fact or set of facts (also referred to as elements) that 
is the basis for a lawsuit and an award of a judicially enforceable remedy. 
The most commonly desired remedy is monetary damages, that is, compen; 
sation in dollars for physical and emotional injuries suffered as a result of 
the wrongful actions of another. For some clients, however, money is not 
the desired re1nedy; instead, they want to compel or prevent some form of 
action or conduct by another. For example, they want specific performance 
to enforce a promise in a contract, such as a person's agreement not to com; 
pete when that person leaves the company, or the delivery of a unique item 
such as a work of art or a family heirloom. 

Selecting the specific cause of action depends on a careful consideration of: 

• The source of law of the cause of action: state or federal law or both; 
• The facts of the cause of action that must be proven; 
• The evidence available to prove each fact; and 
• The procedure that must be followed. 

Whether based on state or federal statutory or common law (case law), each 
cause of action is defined by certain facts or elements. Successful litigation 
requires the legal team to be able to prove each of the elements. Use of a chart 
like the one depicted in Exhibit 5.1 can assist the legal team in determining the 
potential causes of action and the necessary elements for each. For example, a 
common law cause of action in contract and/or tort may exist under state law 
for injuries received from the use of a defective product sold by a manufac; 
turer or retailer. There may also be a set of remedies available under the version 
of the U niform Commercial Code adopted by an individual state that allows 
guests and members of a household to also obtain recovery. Further, there n1ay 
be a federal statute or regulatory scheme that dictates minimum industry stan; 
<lards, such as the automobile standards requiring airbags. 
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Exhibit 5.1 Causes of action and affected parties checklist 

POTENTIAL CAUSES OF ACTION 

Tort of Negligence 
Elements: 

• Duty 
• Breach 
• Causation 
• Damages 

Tortof~~~~~~~~-
Elements: 

• Duty 
• Breach 
• Causation 

Breach of Contract 
Elements: 

• Valid contract existed 
• Agreement 
• Offer & Acceptance 
• Meeting of the minds 
• Consideration 
• Legality 
• Capacity 

• Breach of the terms 
without excuse 

• Damages 

UCC Article 2 Sales 
Breach of Express Warranty 

UCC Article 2 Sales 
Breach of Implied Warranty 

UCC Article 2 Sales 
Breach of Implied Warranty of 
Fitness for a Particular Purpose 

Strict Liability 

Product Liability 

POTENTIAL PLAINTIFFS 

Plaintiff 
Spouse 
Children 
Family or household 
Guests 
Invitee 

Plaintiff 
Spouse 
Children 
Family or household 
Guests 
Invitee 

Plaintiff 
Spouse 
Children 
Family or household 
Guests 
Invitee 

Plaintiff 
Spouse 
Children 
Family or household 
Guests 
Invitee 

Plaintiff 
Spouse 
Children 
Family or household 
Guests 
Invitee 

Plaintiff 
Spouse 
Children 
Family or household 
Guests 
Invitee 

Plaintiff 
Spouse 
Children 
Family or household 
Guests 
Invitee 

Plaintiff 
Spouse 
Children 
Family or household 
Guests 
Invitee 

POTENTIAL DEFENDANTS 
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tort 
A civi I wrong. 

contract 
An agreement between two or more 
competent parties supported by con
sideration for a lawfu l purpose. 

Uniform Commercial Code 
(UCC) 
A recommendation of law covering 
the sale and lease of goods, negotiable 
instruments, and secured transaction; 
was written by a group of legal scholars 
as part of the American Law Institute 
and the National Conference of 
Commissioners on Uniform State Laws. 

p reponderance of the evidence 
The burden of proof in most civi I I iti
gation cases; the amount of proof that 
tips the scales of justice ever so slightly 
in one direction or the other. 

Multiple causes of action may arise out of the same set of facts, including: 

tort-negligence, 
contract-breach of contract, and 
Uniform Commercial Code (UCC)-breach of warranty. 

Courts require more than the simple assertion that someone was injured 
from the action or inaction of another. Each element or fact of the cause 
of action must be established by a preponderance of the evidence, that 
is, sufficient relevant evidence to tip the scales of justice ever so slightly 
in one direction or another. Relevant evidence may come in the form of 
written documents, photographs, witness testimony, or the defective prod; 
uct itself. The availability of documentary evidence, the defective product, 
or an independent witness may dictate the cause of action selected. Lack 
of sufficient relevant evidence may limit the ability to prove the case to a 
judge or jury. On the other hand, overwhelming volumes of evidence sl1ch 
as e;mails and other correspondence may clearly prove the facts alleged in 
the cause of action and the damages that resulted. 

Exhibit 5.2 Tort evidence checklist 

TORT 

TYPE: Negligence 

relevant eviden ce 
Evidence that tends to prove the exis
tence of facts important to the resolu
tion of the case. 

PRACTICE TIP 
Set up a check! ist, such as 
that shown in Exhibit 5.2, of 
all potential remedies, each 
item of evidence available 
to prove each required ele
ment of proof, and which 
witness can be used to 
introduce the evidence. 

ELEMENTS FACTS PROOF-EVIDENCE 

DUTY 
BREACH 
CAUSATION 
DAMAGE 

Procedural requirements may in some cases limit the available causes of 
action and potential remedies. For example, state law may place caps or limits 
on monetary damages for certain types of injuries, such as those due to medi; 
cal malpractice. Or, a statute of limitations period may require lawsuits to be 
brought within very short periods of time, such as those imposed in certain 
states for injuries claimed in recreational activities (one year instead of two 
years). 

IN THE WORDS OF THE COURT ... 
The Vermont Statutes Online 

Title 12: Court Procedure 
Chapter 23: LIMITATION OF TIME FOR COMMENCEMENT OF ACTIONS 

12 V.S.A. § 513. Skiing, injuries sustained while participating in sport of 

An action to recover for injuries sustained while participating in the sport of skiing 
shall be commenced within one year after the cause of action accrues, and not 
after. 

Source: http://www.leg.state.vt.us/statutes/ful I section .cfm?Title= 12 &Chapter=023 &Section=OOS 13 
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Individual statutes of limitations may, in some cases, limit the available 
causes of action and potential remedies. For example, a client injured by a 
defective product waits three years before seeking the advice of a law firm. A 
cause of action in tort for negligence in most states typically has a two,year 
statute of limitations. However, state law may provide a four,year statute of 
limitation for claims under the Uniform Commercial Code, or a four, or 
six,year statute of limitations for breach of contract. It is important to note 
that while a cause of action may still exist and litigation may still be pursued 
under one of the alternative causes of action, the remedies available under 
those actions may be limited or significantly different. Thus the legal team 
must always consider other options such as the available causes of actions 
and statutes of limitations in other state or federal courts having jurisdiction 
over the subject matter and the parties. 

PRACTICE TIP 
As soon as a potential client contacts the firm, the legal team must determine 
the potential statute of limitation deadline in order to avoid a potential claim for 
malpractice for failure to act within the time limits. The statute of limitation on a 
desired cause of action may expire the same day the client calls for an appoint
ment. A potential client may think he or she is represented after the initial phone 
contact to make an appointment and hold the law firm liable for missing the 
limitation deadline. Initia l screening contacts have been held to create an 
attorney- client relationship. 

The court where the lawsuit is filed must have jurisdiction over the sub, 
ject 1natter and over the parties. In some cases, such as those involving par, 
ties residing in different states, both the state and the federal courts will have 
jurisdiction. In those cases, the selection of a particular court can be based 
upon a number of factors: (1) the preference of the attorney, who may be 
more comfortable trying the case in a particular court; (2) the attorney's be, 
lief that one court or another, based on prior experience or reputation, is 
friendlier to the plaintiff or the defendant; (3) the speed with which cases 
come to trial; (4) the reputation for high or low jury awards; (5) the conve, 
nience for the witnesses who may be called to testify. 

Initial investigation of the facts of a case includes determining what state 
or federal courts have jurisdiction. For exan1ple, jurisdiction may be appro, 
priate in Maryland, Alabama, or California state or federal courts concerning 
a motor vehicle accident that occurs on an interstate highway in Maryland 
involving a driver from Pennsylvania and a professional truck driver from 
Alabama operating a tractor,trailer truck owned by a company in California. 
Jurisdiction may be appropriate where the case occurred or where one of the 
defendants resides. 

TORTS 

Torts are those civil wrongs that are not breaches of contract for which the 
court can fashion a remedy. Most tort claims involve some level of conduct 
that fails to meet the norms of society but do not rise to the level of a criminal 
act. These acts are referred to as negligent conduct. Negligence is a cause of 
action in which the plaintiff claims that another person's fai lure to act as a 
reasonable person would have acted under the same or similar circumstances 
caused injury for which the plaintiff should be awarded damages. 

statute of I imi tations 
A procedural time limit for filing suit 
or taking action. 

jurisdiction 
Jud icial authority to hear a case. 

WEB RESOURCES 

Where the plaintiff has 
filed in state court, the 

defendant may be able to remove 
the case to federal court where 
there is diversity of jurisdiction or 
a federal question involved. 
28 USC 1441 

LEARNING OBJECTIVE 2 
Describe the elements 
that must be proven in tort 
litigation and potential 
defenses. 

negl igence 
Failure to exercise a reasonable duty 
of care under the circumstances. 
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duty of care 
Requirement that everyone conform 
to a recognized minimum standard of 
care. The minimum standard of care 
will depend on the circumstances. 

breach of the duty of care 
Failure to use reasonable care to avoid 
causing harm to another. 

causation 
The Ii nk between the injury suffered by 
the plaintiff and the action or inaction 
of the defendant, includes causation 
in fact (actual cause) and proximate 
cause (legal cause). 

damages 
A calculation, usually financial, of 
harm suffered. 

reasonable person standard 
The hypothetical legal standard de
scribing how a reasonable person acts 
and does things sensibly and without 
serious delay and taking ordinary but 
not excessive care. 

inte ntional torts 
Wrongs against individuals or against 
another person's property in which an 
individual acts intentionally. 

battery 
The unauthorized or offensive touch
ing or contact with another person. 

assaul t 
The immediate threat of offensive or 
harmful contact or any other action 
that causes a person to have a rea
sonable apprehension of immediate 
harm; actual physical contact is not 
necessary. 

The four elements of a cause of action in negligence are: 

1. Duty of care-the defendant owed the plaintiff a duty of reasonable 
care to not be the cause of a risk of harn1. For example, the duty to 
operate automobiles safely by observing traffic control devices and speed 
limits is a duty of reasonable care. 

2. Bre ac h of the duty of care the defendant failed to observe the duty 
to use reasonable care as required. For example, running a stop sign is a 
breach of the duty of care. 

3. Causation-the defendant's failure to observe the duty of care was 
the cause of an injury to the plaintiff. The defendant ran the stop sign, 
which resulted in his collision with the plaintiff's motorcycle. 

4. Damages-the injury resulted in compensable damages. The collision 
with the motorcycle totaled the motorcycle, but fortunately, the plaintiff 
suffered no physical injury. Damages may be recovered for the motor, 
cycle but not for physical injury to the plaintiff. 

All four of these elements must exist in order for the plaintiff to have a 
valid cause of action for negligence. If any one of these elements is missing, 
the plaintiff's cause of action will fai l. 

The duty of care requires that everyone conform to a recognized minimum 
standard of care. The minimum standard of care depends on the circumstances. 
Breach of the duty of care is based upon the individual circumstances using 
a reasonable person standard. The reasonable person standard asks: What 
would a reasonable person under the same set of circumstances do? An auto, 
mobile driver is held to the standard of care of other automobile drivers. If the 
harm is foreseeable, failure to do what is required to avoid the harm may be 
negligence. In addition, professionals are held to the standard of other profes, 
sionals; for example, a surgeon is held to the standard of care of other surgeons. 

Intentional Torts Against Persons 
Intentional torts include wrongs against individuals or against another per, 
son's property. Intentional torts against persons occur when one person acts 
intentionally and, as a result, another person is injured. It is not required 
that the individual intended the harm that resulted, only that the individual 
intended the action. For example, carelessly throwing a rock that hits a car 
driving below on a high,speed roadway is an intentional tort. The person did 
not intend to hit a particular car, but did intentionally throw the rock. 

Two intentional torts against persons are battery and assault. Battery is the 
unauthorized or offensive touching or contact with another person. There must 
be some physical or actual contact between the parties. For example, a nursing 
home administering a pneumonia vaccination to a patient who has not agreed to 
have the vaccination or who lacks the ability to consent to that vaccination has 
committed battery. The intention to vaccinate the patient is a good intention. 
But because it is an unauthorized touching of the patient, it is battery. 

Assault is the immediate threat of offensive or harmful contact or any 
other action that causes a reasonable person to have a reasonable apprehen, 
sion of immediate harm. For assault, actual physical contact is not necessary. 
For exa111ple, a tall, muscular person stands within a few feet of a smaller , frail 
person and makes a threat by verbal or physical actions. The smaller person 
reasonably believes the threat will result in being physically harmed. This is 
assault. If actual physical violence in the form of a punch or touching occurs, 
a separate tort claim may be made for the tort of battery. In addition, there 
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may be criminal conduct separate from the civil wrong. Typically in criminal 
law, an assault is an attempted battery, the battery being the completed act of 
wrongful or physical touching of another. 

Intentional Torts Against Property 

The n1ost common intentional tort against property is trespass to land. Trespass 
to land is the intentional and unlawful violation of an owner's right to exclusive 
possession of land. There does not have to be interference with the owner's 
right of enjoyment or use of their land; it is enough that the tortfeasor unlaw, 
fully enters onto the other person's land without permission. It may also occur 
when a person who otherwise had permission to be on the land refused to leave 
after being asked to do so. 

Defenses to Tort Actions 
A d efense is a legal reason why the person should not be held legally respon, 
sible and serves to bar the plaintiff's claim. Even if everything the plaintiff 
alleges is true, the plaintiff is not entitled to recovery because of some legal 
principle. The most common affirmative defenses in a tort action are the ex, 
piration of the statute of limitations, the assumption of risk, and, depending 
on individual state law, contributory negligence. 

The statute of limitations is a time frame within which a plaintiff must file a 
complaint, or the right to recovery is barred. For example, the statute of limita, 
tions for most negligence actions is two years under common law. Failure to 
bring the action within two years of the occurrence will bar the right to recov, 
ery. There are some exceptions; where the negligence or injury could not be 
reasonably discovered within two years, the statute is extended. For example, 
in the class action lawsuit against the manufacturers of asbestos, many of those 
seeking recovery were diagnosed with mesothelioma, a rare form of lung can, 
cer directly related to asbestos exposure, exposure that may have occurred as 
long as 70 years ago, during World War II. But recovery is permissible when a 
suit is instituted within two years of when the disease was discovered. 

The assumption of risk doctrine states that the plaintiff knew the risks in, 
volved with a particular activity and voluntarily proceeded with that activity. 
The fan at the baseball game cannot sue for being struck by a foul ball because 
foul balls entering the stands are common at a baseball game. The plaintiff 
thus assumed the risk of being struck by a foul ball when they purchased a 
ticket and attended the game. Exceptions may include someone completely 
unfamiliar with the game, such as a visitor from a country in which baseball 
is not played. 

C ontributory and comparative n egligen ce doctrines are closely related, 
and most jurisdictions have adopted one or the other. These doctrines state 
that where the plaintiff's actions were also negligent and contributed to the 
occurrence that resulted in injuries, the plaintiff's recovery may be denied 
or limited. Suppose someone fell on the stairs and was injured, but because 
he had two armfuls of groceries, he was not holding onto the banister. This 
individual, by carrying too many bags of groceries and not holding onto the 
banister, contributed to his own injury. In a contributory negligence juris, 
diction, there is no recovery where the plaintiff contributed to his injuries. 
Because this result is harsh, in those states that use contributory negligence, 
they also recognize the last clear chance doctrine. Under this doctrine, if the 
plaintiff's own actions contributed to injury, he may still be able to recover. 

trespass to land 
The intentional and unlawful violation 
of the owner' s right to exclusive pos
session of land. 

defense 
A legal reason why the person should 
not be held responsible and the claim 
should be denied. 

assumpt ion of risk 
Plaintiff knew the risks involved with a 
particular activity and voluntari ly pro
ceeded with that activity . 

contributory negl igence 
An affirmative defense that bars any 
recovery if the plaintiff was in any way 
at fault. 

comparative negligence 
Damages apportioned according to 
fau It. 
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I iab i I ity 
Legal responsibi I ity for another's 
damages. 

products liability 
A cause of action against the designer, 
manufacturer, or seller of a product. 
The injured person must establish that 
there was a breach in the standard of 
care in the manufacturing, inspection, 
packaging, and/or instructions and 
warnings for the product's use. 

strict liabi li ty 
Liability without fault. 

If the defendant had the last opportunity to prevent the harm and failed to do 
so, the plaintiff can still recover. In the stairwell case, whether the landlord 
had properly maintained the staircase could represent the last clear chance 
and permit the plaintiff to recover. 

Because of the harsh results under contributory negligence, many states 
have opted instead for comparative negligence. Under comparative negli, 
gence, the jury will be asked to assign percentages of liability to the plaintiff 
and to the defendant and to determine damages without regard to fault. In 
the stairwell fall , the jury may find the plaintiff 15 percent negligent and the 
defendant 85 percent negligent. If the jury awards plaintiff damages of 
$ 100,000, the plaintiff will recover $85,000, the 85 percent amount of liability 
assigned to the defendant. 

Products Liability and Strict Liability 

Products liability and strict liability are specially recognized causes of actions 
against manufacturers and sellers of goods. In products liability cases, some, 
one who is injured by an unsafe product may have a cause of action against 
the designer, manufacturer, or seller of the product. The injured person must 
establish that there was a breach in the standard of care in the manufactur; 
ing, inspection, packaging, and/or instructions and warnings for the product 
use. Establishing the breach of the standard of care can be difficult for an 
individual plaintiff. Thus, the concept of strict product liability has evolved. 
Under strict liability theory, a cause of action may also exist for anyone else 
harmed by the defect, such as family members or guests. The plaintiff is thus 
not required to prove a breach of duty of care because the proof is solely 
within the possession of the defendant, or the defect that caused injury is 
unreasonably dangerous to the user of the product. 

Cases of defectively manufactured products may require proof of the 
internal operations of a factory, something that the average p laintiff can; 
not obtain through traditional discovery. Employees and owners may be 
reluctant to admit anything or allow access. Strict product liability laws 
are thus a solution to the burden of proof problem. These laws take the 
position that, but for some wrongdoing or negligence, the product would 
not have been defective and caused injury. However, one social theory 
states that even the best manufacturing practices will result in some de, 
fects that will cause injury. Society should therefore spread the cost of the 
injury to one person over the rest of the purchasing and using public, as 
insurance does. 

Restatement of Torts, Second, provides a recommended definition for 
strict liability that has been adopted by most states either through legislative 
enactment or through judicial decisions. 

Restatement§ 402A provides: 

1. One who sells any product in a defective condition unreasonably 
dangerous to the user or consumer or to his property is subject to 
liability for physical harm thereby caused to the ultimate user or con; 
sumer, or to his property, if 
a. the seller is engaged in the business of selling such a product, and 
b. it is expected to and does reach the user or consumer without sub; 

stantial change in the condition in which it is sold. 
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2. The rule stated in Subsection (1) applies although 
a. the seller has exercised all possible care in the preparation and sale 

of his product, and 
b. the user or consumer has not bought the product from or entered 

into any contractt1al relation with the seller. 

Source: Copyright (c) 1965 by the American Law Institute. Reprodl1ced with 
permission. All Rights Reserved 

Defenses to Product Liability 

Just as there are defenses to tort actions, there are defenses to strict and 
product liability actions, including the running or tolling of the statute of 
limitations and assumption of the risk. Further, where the product has been 
misused, or used in a way that was not foreseeable by the manufacturer, there 
will be no liability-for example, a pressure cooker that explodes when used 
as a bomb. If the plaintiff misuses the product in an abnormal way such as 
the pressure cooker bomb, and it is not reasonable for the manufacturer to 
foresee that misuse, there is no liability. However, once the misuse beco111es 
known, the manufacturer must make efforts, such as including warning la, 
bels and instructions for proper use, to protect itself from future liability. 
Some products, such as guns and knives, are commonly known to be clan, 
gerous, and there is no liability assigned to the manufacturer. Finally, where 
the product has been altered after it left the hands of the manufacturer, the 
supervening event may cut off the manufacturer's liability. 

CONTRACTS 

A common area of dispute that results in civil litigation involves a breach of 
contract. The two main sources for contract lavv in the United States are the 
common law and the Uniform Commercial Code. The common law is the 
result of court decisions, primarily decisions in the individual states. Because 
of the variations among the 50 states' interpretations of contract terms and 
provisions, an attempt to apply a nationally accepted, uniform set of laws 
resulted in the adoption of the Uniform Commercial Code by most states. 
Article 2, which governs sales, was the original article describing a uniform 
set of rules for the creation and enforcement of contracts for the sale of 
goods. The subsequent adoption of Article 2A extended the provisions to 
leases of goods, such as a lease of automobiles. 

Common law contract principles still apply in those cases not covered 
under the provisions of the Uniform Commercial Code for the sales or leases 
of goods. Therefore, state law and federal contract law where applicable must 
be consulted. 

Elements of Common Law Contracts 

A contract is an agreement that is enforceable by a court of law or equity. A 
valid contract contains: 

a. A greement between the parties. An agreement requires an offer by one 
party that is accepted by the other party. The Restatement (Second) Of 
Contracts defines an offer as "the manifestation of willingness to enter 
into a bargain, so made as to justify another person in understanding 
that his ascent to that bargain is invited and will conclude it." 

LEARNING OBJECTIVE J 
Describe the elements 

necessary to prove a breach 

of contract claim and 

potential defenses. 

common law 
The law found in court decisions in 
the individual states. 

agreement 
The manifestation by two or more per
sons of the substance of a contract. 
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consideration 
Something of legal value 
exchange for a promise. 

contractual capacity 
In contract law, the legal 
enter into a contract. 

capacity 

. . 
given ,n 

ability to 

In contract law, the legal ability to 
enter into a contract. 

lawfu I objective 
Subject of a contract that a court will 
enforce. 

b. Consideration for the promises made by the parties. Consideration 
is the giving of something of legal value in exchange for a promise. 
Consideration can, but is not required to be, financial. A promise to do 
or refrain from doing something the individual has a right to do or not 
do is consideration. A promise to do something that the person must do 
anyway is not consideration. 

c. Contractual capacity of the parties. The parties to the contract must 
have contractual capacity. This means that they must be of lawful age 
within the jurisdiction to enter into a contract and not be under any 
disability by virtue of mental impairment. Contracts by intoxicated 
persons, for example, may be voided if the intoxication prevented the 
person from understanding the nature of the transaction. On the other 
hand, persons who have been declared mentally incompetent by a court 
may not enter into any contracts, and any attempt to enter into a con-
tract is considered void. 

d. Lawful objective. Courts will not enforce contracts to perform illegal 
acts 

A contract cause of action requires: 

• A valid contract, 
• A situation in which one of the parties failed to meet his/her obligation 

under the terms of the valid contract and there is no excuse, and 
• The other party suffered damages. 

Exhibit 5 .3 is a good starting point in a contracts case. 

Exhibit 5.3 Contracts Check I ist 

ELEMENT 

AGREEMENT 

CONSIDERATION 

COMPETENT PARTIES 

LAWFUL PURPOSE 

STATUTE OF FRAUDS 

DETAILS PROOF-EVIDENCE 

Offer 
Acceptance 

Form 

Age 
Disability 

Subject Matter 

Writing 
Signed by 
Plaintiff 
Defendant 

Defense to Contracts 

If there is no relevant evidence supporting any of the elements of a contract, there 
is no contract, only an agreement, and there can be no recovery for a breach of 
contract. The statute of limitations will bar actions not brought in a timely man-
ner. In contracts, there is generally a longer statute of limitations period than in 
torts. It is critical for the legal team to know their state's rules because contracts 
for different types of matters may have different time limitations. 
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Statute of Frauds 

Every state has a statute of frauds that requires certain types of contracts 
to be in writing in order to be enforced by their courts. These generally are 
contracts of such importance that relying on one person's word or memory 
is not sufficient. Typically, the following contracts must be in writing to be 
enforceable in a court of law: 

• Contracts involving interests in real estate, such as a lease or a sales 
agreement 

• Contracts that cannot be completed in one year, such as a multiyear em-
ployment contract 

• Contracts to pay the debts of another, such as parents agreeing to pay 
student loans 

• Contracts of a value beyond a certain amount 

Under the Uniform Commercial Code, where written contracts are required, 
they are enforceable against the party who signed the contract. For example, 
the buyer need not sign the contract to enforce the terms against a seller, if 
the seller has signed the contract. The seller, though, has no right of enforce-
ment against a buyer who did not sign. 

If a landlord seeks to enforce a rent provision for which there is no writ-
ten contract, a court will not enforce it. There may be a valid agreement, but 
the courts will not enforce the rights of the parties because of the concern 
of potential fraud due to the lack of a written document to support the exis-
tence of the contract. 

Fraud and misrepresentation are also defenses to a breach of contract 
claim. When one of the parties to a contract has made a false representation 
of a material fact with the intention of deceiving the other, innocent party, 
and the innocent party justifiably relied on the representation in entering the 
contract, fraud and misrepresentation have occurred. There can be no recov-
ery against the innocent party. 

The Uniform Commercial Code 

The Uniform Commercial Code (UCC) is a statute covering the sale and 
lease of goods, negotiable instruments, and secured transactions that was 
written by a group of legal scholars from the American Law Institute and 
the National Conference of Commissioners on U niform State Laws. The 
law was a recommendation to state legislators, who could adopt it in its 
original form or amend it through their legislatures during the adoption 
process. The U CC was presented to the legislatures of the states as a re-
placement for the common law of the 50 states that impacted the sale and 
lease of goods. Modern commercial transactions typically involve cross-
state border transactions between individual citizens and commercial en-
terprises. Prior to the almost universal adoption of the UCC, each state 
sought to protect the interests of its citizens, frequently to the detriment 
of the interests of businesses in other states. Farm states, for example, 
sought to protect agricultural goods sellers, while manufacturing--centered 
states, such as those in the northern United States, favored buyers of their 
raw materials. As commerce among the states grew during the Industrial 
Revolution and expanded after the Second World War, it was clear that 
states had to have a common set of laws to resolve disputes and avoid litiga-
tion from the increased commercial activity. 

statute of f rauds 
A law that requires certain types of 
contracts to be in writing to be en
forced by courts. 

WEB RESOURCES 

1 
-. • American Law Institute 

' __.,... information can be 
found at the ALI website, 
www.ali.org, and information 
on the National Conference 
of Commissioners on Uniform 
State Laws can be found at 
the NCCUSL website, 
www.nccusl .org. 
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PRACTICE TIP 

In any transaction in which 
goods are involved, includ
ing injury caused by a 
defective item, always 
check the definitions and 
obligations as specified in 
the UCC as well as in state 
common law of torts, in
cluding applicable warranty 
provisions and statute of 
Ii m itations. 

me rchants 
Under the UCC, those who deal in 
goods of the kind involved in the 
transaction (UCC 2-104(1 )). 

Recognizing the significant need for guidance for sellers and buyers and a 
standard set of rules for the courts to apply when all else failed, the framers 
of the UCC sought to create a level commercial playing field for business. To 
minimize states' objections to the uniform set of laws, the UCC was limited 
to coverage of issues that involve primarily interstate transactions. For ex-
ample, Article 2 deals only with the sale of goods and Article 2A deals only 
with the lease of goods. 

Article 2--102 provides '' ... this Article applies to transaction in goods," 
which are defined in Article 2--105 as '' ... all things which are movable at the 
time of identification to the contract for sale ... [,]'' and to satisfy the farm 
states includes '' ... unborn young of animals and growing crops .... " 

Articles 2 and 2A of the U CC provide a number of remedies designed 
to reflect the potential issues that might arise during the process of a trans-
action for the sale or lease of goods. Unlike the rigid rules of the common 
law of contracts, the UCC is more flexible. For example, in the rules of 
formation and execution of a transaction, the UCC provisions eliminate 
some of the technical elements used to avoid formation or execution, such 
as strict offer and acceptance rules under the common law. The obligation 
of the parties is spelled out in Article 2 as '' ... seller is to transfer and de-
liver and ... buyer [is] to accept and pay in accordance with the contract." 
As a general guide to using and determining rights and obligations, the UCC 
provides a set of definitions to be used within the application of the 
UCC, eliminating the reliance on state common law definitions when 
the UCC applies to a transaction. 

The UCC also recognizes the reality of commercial transactions, where 
things sometimes go wrong, such as when perishable goods are destroyed 
due to unexpected excessive heat or a breakdown in a refrigeration unit on 
a delivery truck. In these cases, the seller is given the right to replace the 
nonconforming goods or, in the words of the UCC, to ''cure the defect." 

Formation of Contracts Under the UCC 

The UCC deviates from the rigidity of the common law of contracts by pro-
viding a flexible system for contract creation. For example, unless otherwise 
unambiguously indicated, acceptance in any manner and by any medium 
reasonable to the circumstance is permissible under UCC 2--206. Whereas 
the common law of contracts declares an offer rejected if even the slightest 
change is made in the acceptance, the U CC recognizes negotiations as part of 
the contract process under U CC 2 ... 207. Each change proposed becomes part 
of the agreement under the UCC unless specifically rejected. All of the back-
and--forth changes and proposals become the agreement when the last change 
is proposed and not rejected. Even the existence of an open term does not 
invalidate the contract, as it would under the common law. 

Article 2--204(3) states: ''Even though one or more terms are left open[,] a 
contract for sale does not fail for indefiniteness if the parties have intended 
to make a contract and there is a reasonably certain basis for giving an ap--

. d '' propr1ate reme y ... 

Custom and Usage 

The UCC makes a distinction between merchants, those who deal in goods 
of a particular kind (UCC 2--104(1)) contracted for, and laypeople, who may 
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not understand the customs and ways of doing business in a particular field, 
such as quality grades like prime, commercial, and cutter in the meat busi-
ness. The first step in a case involving goods, as defined in the UCC, is to 
determine the status of the buyer and the seller whether either or both are 
merchants as defined in the UCC. 

Warranties 

Buyers of goods expect certain minimum promises from the seller; under the 
UCC, these are called warranties. First, under UCC 2--312, is the Warranty 
of Title, where the seller guarantees that he/she has the right and the author-
ity to sell the particular goods. Buyers want to buy goods, not engage in law-
suits to determine who owns the goods. 

Expressed warranties are included without the need for the use of 
formal words like ''warranty'' or ''guarantee'' and are based on the sell-
er' s expressed affirmations, promises, stated description, and samples 
shown to the buyer (UCC 2--213). If the seller is a merchant as defined in 
the UCC, the sale includes, unless specifically excluded or modified 
properly, the implied warranty of merchantability (UCC 2--314) that 
the goods will be fit for the ordinary purpose for which such goods are 
used. The warranty of fitness for a particular purpose (U CC 2--315) arises 
when the seller knows the particular purpose for which the goods are 
required and selects the goods for the buyer. A layperson is not held to 
the same standard as a merchant who regularly deals in good of a particu-
lar kind. 

PRACTICE TIP 

The warranty of fitness for a particular purpose is a warranty based on the ski 11 of 
the seller to select appropriate goods for the need as defined by the lay buyer. It 
does not apply when the buyer makes the selection without input from the seller 
or when the buyer is also a merchant. 

Selecting Appropriate Causes of Action 

The UCC may provide remedies other than the common law remedies of 
breach of contract and tort. Different statutes of limitations may apply to 
each potential cause of action. Use of an alternative remedy may be necessary 
when the statute of limitation for filing a civil action has expired, such as a 
two--year statute of limitation for a tort claim for injury. The UCC may allow 
a claim for the injuries under a breach of warranty with a longer, four--year 
statute of limitations. 

PRACTICE TIP 

The UCC proposal provided to the state legislatures contained alternative 
clauses that could be selected by the state in enacting its version of the code, 
specifically 2-318, which has three alternative selections of application of war
ranties to third parties such as family members, guests in a home, or anyone 
else Ii kely to be affected. Check your state's adoption to clarify the coverage 
avai I able before fi Ii ng suit. 

warranties 
Under the UCC, minimum promises 
from the seller. 

expressed warranties 
Under the UCC, warranties included 
without the need for the use of formal 
words like "warranty" or "guarantee" 
that are based on the seller's expressed 
affirmations, promises, stated descrip
tion, and samples shown to the buyer. 

implied warranty of 
me rchantab i I ity 
A warranty that the goods will be fit 
for the ordinary purpose for which 
such goods are used. 

warranty of f itness for a 
particu lar purpose 
A warranty on the skill of the seller 
to select appropriate goods when the 
seller knows the particular purpose 
for which the goods are required and 
makes the selection for the buyer. 
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LEARNING OBJECTIVE 4 
Describe the purpose and 
proof necessary to recover 
monetary damages or 
equitable relief. 

monetary damages 
A financial value assigned to the harm 
suffered by the p I ai ntiff. 

compensatory damages 
A monetary value for the actual loss 
suffered by the plaintiff. 

special damages 
Damages that can be calculated with 
some level of accuracy. 

general damages 
Damages related to the injury sus
tained that are not calculated using 
any particular formula or accuracy. 

consequential damages 
Foreseeable damages that arise from 
circumstances outside the contract. 

liquidated damages 
Damages to which parties to a con
tract agree in advance should be paid 
if the contract is breached. 

punitive damages 
Damages that are designed to punish 
the defendant for behavior that shocks 
the conscience of the finder of fact. 

statutory damages 
Damages provided by statute as distin
guished from those provided by com
mon law. 

equitable remedies 
A court order to do (specific perfor
mance) or not do (injunction) some
thing when monetary damages cannot 
make the injured party whole. 

DAMAGES 

Civil litigation is pursued when an individual believes they have been wronged 
and, under the law, are entitled to some type of remedy to correct that wrong. 
There are two forms of remedies: monetary damages and equitable remedies. 

Monetary Damages 

Monetary damages assign a financial value to the harm suffered by the plain-
tiff. Monetary damages can take a number of forms, depending on whether 
the recovery is based on a tort or a breach of contract. 

The first is compensatory damages, which seek to calculate a monetary 
value for the actual loss suffered by the plaintiff. In tort, there are two types 
of compensatory damages: special damages and general damages. Special 
damages are those that can be calculated with some level of accuracy. For 
example, knowing how much a plaintiff earns per week, we can calculate the 
wages lost as a result of not working for a week following an injury in an auto 
accident. We can also calculate his or her medical bills. General damages are 
related to the injury sustained but are not calculated with any particular for-
mula or accuracy. The award for pain and suffering or loss of life's pleasures 
is an example of general damages. 

In contract cases, the plaintiff will be compensated through 
consequential damages or liquidated damages. Consequential damages are 
foreseeable damages that arise from circumstances outside the contract, such as 
obtaining replacement goods or services and loss of profits caused by the delay 
in receiving the goods when promised. Liquidated damages are provided for in 
the contract. In anticipation of a potential breach of contract, the parties agree 
that damages will be limited to some amount. 

Monetary damages also include punitive damages, which are designed to 
punish the defendant for behavior that shocks the conscience of the finder 
of fact. Consider a corporation's decision to forego installing a 25--cent safety 
device that could have prevented hundreds of fatal accidents. That decision 
might shock the conscience of the finder of fact to the extent that the corpo-
ration, in addition to having to pay compensatory damages, also has to pay a 
punitive damage amount. 

Finally, monetary damages also include statutory damages that are 
defined or ordered under the scheme of a particular statute. In employment 
discrimination cases, for example, the judge must, under the terms of the 
statute, order the employer found in violation of the statute to pay a specified 
amount of the damages and attorney's fees and costs. 

Both tort and contract cases may give rise to punitive and statutory 
damages. 

Equitable Remedies 

In some cases, the amount of monetary damages cannot make the injured 
party whole for example, a breach of contract for the sale of a unique, 
irreplaceable item, such as a famous painting like the Mona Lisa, or a dis-
pute between neighbors (an intentional tort trespass to land) where a fence 
was placed three feet beyond the property line. The property owner is not 
adequately compensated by a monetary award of the value of a strip of land 
three feet wide. The equitable remedy is to order the neighbor to remove the 
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fence or relocate it to the actual boundary line. This remedy is called specific 
performance the court orders someone to do something. Another form of 
equitable relief is an injunction the court orders someone to stop doing 
something. 

Calculating Damages 

The paralegal may assist with identifying and itemizing all of the damages suf-
fered by the plaintiff. Calculating damages should begin early in the represen-
tation of the client. Armed with an early and accurate calculation of damages, 
the legal team can assess the costs and benefits of settling a case or proceeding 
to trial. 

First, a listing of special damages, which are readily calculable and in-
elude lost wages, medical bills, and the cost of hiring a cleaning service 
to perform the plaintiff's regular household duties, will be completed. To 
that is added an estimate of general damages, those damages that do not 
need to be specifically claimed or proven. These are the damages the law 
presumes follow from the type of injury sustained, such as those for pain 
and suffering. Although general damages are not calculated by reference 
to some formula, many jurisdictions customarily use an unwritten rule of 
thumb (for example, three times the special damages). The amount of gen-
eral damages may be speculative. Reference to reports of case awards pub-
lished in local legal newspapers or in specialty damage reporters should 
be consulted for those unique cases where the local rule of thumb is not 
appropriate. The total of the special and estimated general damages is the 
preliminary value of the case. 

The preliminary value of the case may then be adjusted after carefully 
reviewing the strengths and weaknesses of the evidence in the case. Defense 
counsel will certainly claim that any personal injury was preexisting, or 
one with which the plaintiff was born. The jury may view the lack of sub-
stantial physical damage to the vehicle in which the plaintiff was riding as 
an indication there was not as much harm caused as claimed. Each of these 
issues is likely to be a point of discussion between the attorneys in settle-
ment negotiations. Causation--of--injury issues may warrant a review of pre-
accident medical records by a medical expert who is familiar with litigation 
and is available to testify that any preexisting injury was aggravated in the 
current case. 

Most plaintiffs seek compensation tied to the loss suffered. The simplest 
cases are those where recovery is sought for something lost or damaged that 
has an easily determined value, such as the price of a new or used automo-
bile. The more difficult cases are those seeking recovery for speculative inju-
ries, such as pain and suffering. In all cases, the fact finder must determine 
the equivalent monetary value for the loss. Occasionally, the plaintiff may 
also seek, through punitive or exemplary damages, to punish or deter the de-
fendant from repeating the same conduct or actions. Punitive damages were 
sought in the following case. 

Proving Damages 

It is necessary to convince the fact finder of the extent and monetary loss 
suffered by the plaintiff. This may be the most difficult part of the case. 
However, one way to portray how someone's life has changed is to pres-
ent a ''Day in the Life'' video, which documents the permanently injured 

injunction 
The court ordering someone to stop 
doing something. 

"Day in the Life" video 
A video that documents the perma
nently injured individual's efforts to do 
everyday things. 
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IN THE WORDS OF THE COURT ... 
BMW of North America, Inc v Gore 517 US 559 (1996) 

Justice Stevens delivered the opinion of the Court. 

In January 1990, Dr. Ira Gore, Jr. (respondent), purchased a black BMW sports 
sedan for $40,750.88 from an authorized BMW dealer in Birmingham, Alabama. 
After driving the car for approximately nine months, and without noticing any 
flaws in its appearance, Dr. Gore took the car to "Slick Finish," an independent 
detailer, to make it look "'snazzier than it normally would appear."' 646 So. 
2d 619, 621 (Ala. 1994). Mr. Slick, the proprietor, detected evidence that the 
car had been repainted. [n.1] Convinced that he had been cheated, Dr. Gore 
brought suit against petitioner BMW of North America (BMW), the American dis
tributor of BMW automobiles. [n.2] Dr. Gore alleged, inter alia, that the failure 
to disclose that the car had been repainted constituted suppression of a material 
fact. [n.3 ] The complaint prayed for $500,000 in compensatory and punitive 
damages, and costs .... 

The ju ry returned a verd ict finding BMW liable fo r compensatory 
damages of $4,000. In addition, the jury assessed $4 million in punitive 
damages, based on a determination that the nondisclosure policy constituted 
"gross, oppressive or malicious" fraud. [n.6] See Ala. Code §§6-11 -20, 6-11 -
21 (1993) .... 

Perhaps the most important indicium of the reasonableness of a punitive 
damages award is the degree of reprehensibility of the defendant's conduct. 
As the Court stated nearly 150 years ago, exemplary damages imposed on a 
defendant should reflect "the enormity of his offense." Day v. Woodworth, 13 
How. 363, 371 (1852) .. .. 

The second and perhaps most commonly cited indicium of an unreasonable 
or excessive punitive damages award is its ratio to the actual harm inflicted on 
the plaintiff. See TXO, 509 U. S., at 459; Haslip, 499 U. S., at 23. The principle 
that exemplary damages must bear a "reasonable relationship" to compensatory 
damages has a long pedigree .... 

The sanction imposed in this case cannot be justified on the ground that 
it was necessary to deter future misconduct without considering whether less 
drastic remedies could be expected to achieve that goal. The fact that a mul
timillion dol lar penalty prompted a change in policy sheds no light on the 
question [of] whether a lesser deterrent would have adequately protected 
the interests of Alabama consumers. In the absence of a history of noncompli 
ance with known statutory requirements, there is no basis for assuming that a 
more modest sanction would not have been sufficient to motivate fu ll compli 
ance with the disclosure requirement imposed by the Alabama Supreme Court 
in this case . ... 

The fact that BMW is a large corporation rather than an impecunious indi
vidual does not diminish its entitlement to fair notice of the demands that the 
several States impose on the conduct of its business. Indeed, its status as an 
active participant in the national economy implicates the federal interest in pre
venting individual States from imposing undue burdens on interstate commerce. 
While each State has ample power to protect its own consumers, none may use 
the punitive damages deterrent as a means of imposing its regulatory policies on 
the enti re Nation .... 

. . . we are fully convinced that the grossly excessive award imposed in this 
case transcends the constitutional I imit .... 
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individual 's efforts to do everyday things like getti ng d ressed, making a 
pot of coffee, o r fo lding lau nd ry. Prov ing the extent of pain and suffering 
d raws upon the en1otions of the fact finder . In t hese d iffic ult casest it is nee .. 
essary co be able to "place" t he fact finder ln a s imilar s it uation a nd have 
h im o r her imagine what would be acceptable when one is involuntar ily 
forced into t hat situation . For exam ple, among the horrendous losses in 
the Boston Ntaratho n bom bing was the loss of a rms and legs. \v'hat is the 
mo netary va lue that adequatel}r com pensates a hea lthy, athlet ic, 20 .. year, 
o ld ind ividua l for t he loss of both legs/ 

In tort action there are r ights of recovery granted to the spouse and family 
members of the in jured party. Family men1bers such as spouses and children 
depend ing on the person for emo tio nal and financial support suffer com pen .. 
sable losses. A spouse may suffer fron1 loss of consortium, the affection and 
com pan ions hip of their spouse. A dependent child o r elderly parent may suf, 
fer the loss of fin ancia l resources for s upport, including housing, health care. 
and education. 

Less speculative than loss of consorti um and pain and s uffering are 
losses a busi ness suffers from ph ysical damages. It is easier to calcu late 
the cost of replacing windows, doors, and fu rniture. It may be n1ore d if .. 
ficu lt , however, to calcu late lost bu siness from when s treets were closed , 
p reventing c usto mers from ente ring the s to re. In th at case, histor ical sales 
information such as business records and receipts may be used to s how 
average daily business. 
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Introduction to Causes 
of Action and Litigation 
Strategies 

Litigation Strategy and 
Options 

Jurisdiction in Civil 
Litigation 

Torts 

Intentional Torts Against 
Persons 

Intentional Torts Against 
Property 

Unintentional Torts.
Negligence 

Defenses to Tort Actions 

Products Liability and 
Strict Liability 

Def ens es to Product 
Liability 

Contracts 

In some cases there are multiple causes of action arising from the same 
set of circumstances and alternative remedies that may be available. 
Interviewing clients and investigating potential claims requires an under-
standing of the options for recovery, the compensation available, and the 
necessary elements that must be proven. 

The choice of the specific cause of action depends upon consideration of: 
The source of law of the cause of action; 
The elements of the cause of action that must be proven; 
The evidence available to prove each fact; and 
The procedures that must be followed. 

Jurisdiction may exist in multiple federal or state courts. Suits may be 
instituted in those courts in whose territorial jurisdiction the cause of 
action arose or in which the courts have jurisdiction over the defendant 
or in federal court where there is a diversity of citizenship or involving a 
federal question. 

Torts are civil wrongs that are not breaches of contract for which the 
court can fashion a remedy. Most tort claims involve some level of con-
duct that fails to meet the norms of society but does not rise to the level 
of a criminal act. Negligence is a tort cause of action that requires proof 
of four elements: 

1. Duty of care 
2. Breach of the duty of care 
3. Causation 
4. Damages 

Intentional torts against individuals occur when a person acts intention-
ally and the action results in harm to another. It is not required that the 
harm be intentional but the action must be intentional. Two common 
intentional torts are battery and assault. 

The most common intentional tort against property is that of trespass 
to land. 

The tort of negligence is a result of a person not acting as a reasonable 
person would act under the same or similar circumstances, causing 
another person injury. 

Defenses are legal reasons why a person should not be held responsible 
and the claim denied, and include the statute of limitations, assumption 
of the risk, contributory negligence, and comparative negligence. 

Products liability and strict liability provisions of state laws do not 
require plaintiffs to prove a breach of duty. 

Parties will not be held liable where the product was used in a way that 
was not foreseeable or the product was altered after leaving the posses-
sion of the manufacturer. 

Contract actions may be governed by the common law of contracts in a 
particular state, and may include statutory enactments including the 
Uniform Commercial Code. 
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Elements of Con1n1on Law Under the common law, the elements of a contract a re; 
Contracts Agreements between the par t ies 

Consideration for the promises made by the parties 
Contractual capacity 
Lawful purpose 

Defense to Contracts The statute of frauds is a requirement under state law that contracts be 
in writing to be enforceable in the courts. 

Under the Unifonn Commercial Code., contracts a re enforceable 
against the party who has s igned th e contract even when the oth er pa rty 
has not signed the contract. Fraud and misrepresentation are also de .. 
fenses to contract actions. 

TI1e Uniforn1 Comn1ercial The UCC is more flexible t han the common law with regard to the 
Code formation and execution of tran saction s and facili tating the del ivery 

of goods that conform to the agre·ement of the parties as a primary 
remedy. 

Forn1ation of Contracts The UCC deviates from th e rigid ity of the common law of contracts, 
U nde.r the UCC providing a flexible system that allows for modification of offers and 

incorporation of proposed changes in the final agreement unless rejected 
by the o ther party. 

U nless specifically and properly disclaimed. each sale of goods 
incl udes express warranties based upon the affirmations or promises 
made by the seller a nd implied warranties that the goods will be su it.-
able for the intended purpose and properly packaged. and where the 
buyer relies upon the superio r s kill of the seller in selecting appro.-
p riate good s for a partic ular pu rpose, a warranty of fitness for that 
particular purpose. 

Damages Monetary damages assign a financial value to the harm suffered by the 
plaintiff. 

They may be special damages o r general damages. The court may also 
award pun itive damages when appropriate to punish the defendant for 
behavior that shocks the conscience of the court. The court may award 
statuto ry damages where required under a particular statuto ry scheme. 

Dan1ages Special damages are those damages that can be easily calculated; they 
include expenses for out,of .. pocket costs associated with the injury and 
lost wages. 

General damages are losses, noneconomic in nature, that the law 
presumes follow from the type of injuries sustai ned and a re not subject 
to easy calculation . 

Liability is the legal responsib ility for the plaintiff's damages. With-
out proof of liability, there can be no recovery of damages. 

Equitable. Remedies \v'hen monetary damages are not a sufficient re medy, t he court may 
order. by way of a n inj unction , spec ific performance, which compels 
someon e to perform a specific act or to refrain from performing a 
specific act. 

Calculatin g Damages Calculating damages s hould begin early in the representation of the cli-
ent so that the legal team can assess the costs and benefits of settling a 
case o r proceeding to trial. 
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REVIEW QUESTIONS AND EXERCISES 

1. How is a cause of action the basis for litigation? 
Explain. 

2. What are the factors that will determine the 
selected cause of action in a particular case? 

3. What are some of the forms of evidence that 
may be used to prove a cause of action? 

4. What is the level of evidence necessary to win 
a civil case? 

5. How can the statute of limitations determine 
the specific cause of action selected in a par-
ticular case? 

6. What dangers does the statute of limitations 
impose upon the attorney in dealing with a new 
client or new matter? 

7. What are the requirements for a court to have 
jurisdiction over a case? How might different 
courts each have jurisdiction? 

8. What are some of the considerations in select-
ing the court in which to institute litigation? 

9. What options does the defendant have in the 
selection of the court to hear a case? 

10. What are the elements necessary to prove a 
cause of action in negligence? 

11. Is the duty of care the same for all persons? 
Explain and give an example. 

12. What is the difference between compensatory 
damages and punitive damages? 

13. What is meant by intentional torts? Give an 
example. 

14. What are some defenses to tort actions? 
15. What is meant by assumption of the risk? Give 

an example of an assumption of the risk. 
16. What is the difference between comparative 

and contributory negligence? 
17. What is meant by products liability? 

BUILDING YOUR PARALEGAL SKILLS 

INTERNET AND TECHNOLOGY EXERCISES 

LOCATE THE ONLINE STATE VERSION 
1. Locate your state version of the U CC. 
2. Use the Internet to find your state statutes of 

limitation for sports injuries. 
3. Find a web resource location for the U.S.C. 

18. How does strict liability differ from ordinary 
liability in torts? 

19. What are some defenses that a defendant may 
use in a products liability case? 

20. What are the elements that must be proven in a 
breach of contract case? 

21. What are the main sources of contract law in 
United States? 

22. How is the statute of frauds a defense to a con-
tract case? 

23. When will the court award an equitable rem-
edy? Give an example. 

24. How is the preliminary value of a case 
determined? 

25. What are the remedies provided for under the 
Uniform Commercial Code? 

26. How does the formation of a contract differ 
under the Uniform Commercial Code than 
under common law? 

2 7. What are warranties under the Uniform 
Commercial Code? 

28. Why is the warranty of fitness for a particular 
purpose not a warranty on the quality of the 
goods? 

29. What is the difference between special damages 
and general damages? 

30. What is the difference between compensatory 
damages and punitive damages? 

31. What are special damages? Give an example. 
32. What are general damages? How are they 

computed? 
33. What are some of the damages that a plaintiff 

might be seeking in a contract dispute? 

4. Use the Internet to find a copy of the case of 
BMW of North America, Inc, v. Gore 517US559 
(1996). 
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CHAPTER OPENING SCENARIO CASE STUDY 

ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCY HEARING 
A school bus driver injured in a work;related inci; 
dent seeks advice from an attorney. 

After viewing the video at 
www.pearson.com/goldman 
-civil-litigation, answer the 
following questions. 

1. Are there alternatives to traditional litigation in 
seeking recovery for a client's injuries? 

2. In your jurisdiction, is workers' compensation 
the exclusive remedy, or may action be brought in 
contract or tort for injur ies suffered on the job? 

3. May a paralegal represent a client before an 
administrative agency in your jurisdiction? 

BUILDING YOUR PROFESSIONAL PORTFOLIO AND REFERENCE MANUAL JJI/ /}// 

1. Prepare a memorandum that answers the qu es; 
tion: May a paralegal represent a client in work; 
ers' compensation administrative hearings in 
your jurisdiction? 

VIRTUAL LAW OFFICE EXPERIENCE 

SCHOOL BUS-TRUCK ACCIDENT 

2. Prepare a standard paragraph that might be 
included in a letter to a client on the difference 
between confidential information and privi; 
leged information. 

VIDEO: BRAKE MANUFACTURING COMPANY PRESIDENT SEEKS LEGAL 

COUNSEL 

The new president of an o ld corporate client, seeks advice on a potential lawsuit 

After viewing the video at www.pearson.com/goldman-civil-litigation, answer the following questions. 

To: Paralegal Intern 
From: Tamara Collins 
Case Name: Acme Brake Company-Defective Brake Parts 
Re: Brake manufactur ing company 

T he new president of an old client of the firm is coming in to discuss a potential lawsuit. T his would be a 
good opportunity to update the client file and enter the client in our time;billing system. Please attend the 
meeting, take notes, and record the necessary information for this client: 

1. Enter into the time and billing system the information obtained in the client interview, and 
2. Set u p a new client matter for the Defective Brake Parts case. 
3 . Prepare a file memorandum of the meeting 

To: Paralegal Intern 
From: Tamara Collins 
Case Name: Acme Brake Company-Defective Brake Parts Case 
Re: Amer ican Arbitration Association- Arbitration 

1. Please prepare an office memo detailing the procedure we need to fol low in an Amer ican Arbitration 
Association (AAA) arbitration. 

2. Obtain the necessary documents to proceed with the case using the AAA procedures. 
3 . Prepare an office mem o listing any other methods of alter native dispute resolution we might volun; 

tarily use or be required to use by the cour ts in our jurisdiction (particular ly those that m ust be used 
before requesting a trial) , and the procedure to be fol lowed. 



LEARNING OBJECTIVES 

After studying this chapter, you should be able to: 

1. Define evidence and explain why some 
evidence is not used in trial. 

2. Use the Federal Rules of Evidence to find 
relevant rules of evidence. 

3. Describe and distinguish admissible from 
inadmissible evidence. 

4. Distinguish among the types of tangible 
evidence. 

5. Describe witness testimony and how credibility 
of a witness is challenged. 

6. Identify types of hearsay evidence and the 
important exceptions to the hearsay rule. 



CHAPTER 
• 

VI ence 

OPENING SCENARIO 

The law firm of Mason, Marshall, and Benjamin, with co,counsel Roy Saunders, divided up the work 
on the personal injury case so that both offices could be as efficient as possible. Ethan Benjamin and his 
associate, Cary, were heading up the legal team concerned with proving the defendants were negligent. 
Owen Mason and Ariel Marshall took on the task of proving the extent of the injuries and the issue 
of damages. The initial problem was proving the cause of action and avoiding a motion for summary 
judgment. If the case had sufficient proof of negligent conduct, then showing the extent of the injuries and 
getting as much sympathy from the jury as possible was the path to achieving a major monetary verdict. 
Emily, the paralegal in the suburban office, expressed some concerns about the graphic nature of the 
photographs, rhetorically asking if they might bias the jury and make jurors less sympathetic. She had 
shared with her sister Caitlin, the paralegal working on the negligence side of the case, the evidence her 
team had and was thinking of using. It was the disagreement on the impact of the photos that raised the 
question of admissibility. The lawyers had to decide on a strategy. 

OPENING SCENARIO LEARNING OBJECTIVE 

Explain the issues in allowing or not allowing photographs to be used at trial. 

VIDEO INTRODUCTION 

Evidence Overview 

After watching the video at www.pearson.com/goldman,civil,litigation, answer the 
following questions: 
1. What is evidence? 
2. When will evidence not be admissible? 
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LEARNING OBJECTIVE 1 
Define evidence and 
explain why some evidence 
is not used in trial. 

evidence 
Testimony, documents, and tangible 
items that tend to prove or disprove a 
fact. 

admissib le evidence 
Evidence that is relevant to the case 
and from a reliable source. 

relevant 
In I itigation, a fact that, if changed, 
would change the outcome of the 
case. 

fact 
Event or occurrence. 

INTRODUCTION TO EVIDENCE 

The attorney must weigh the value of the evidence and decide what evidence 
best presents the client's legal position. Trial strategy requires attorneys to 
plan the presentations of their cases. Included in the trial strategy is an evalu, 
ation of the available evidence. Does a particL1lar piece of evidence support 
or hurt the client's case? What does the attorney really want a jury or judge 
to hear? What effect might a particular piece of evidence have on the jury's 
deliberations? In gathering information and preparing the case, the legal team 
must keep in mind the ultimate goal-the impact of the courtroo1n presenta, 
tions on the decision by the trier of fact. 

EVIDENCE 

Evidence includes testimony, documents, and tangible things that tend 
to prove or disprove a fact. To begin, evidence is either direct or circum, 
stantial. Direct evidence proves the existence of a fact or event. Examples 
include the surveillance video that shows the driver running a red light and 
the resulting crash, testimony from the scrub nurse who saw the doctor cut 
the artery in the patient's leg, or the original contract with a forged signa, 
ture. Direct evidence is best but rarely available. Instead, most cases are es, 
tablished by circumstantial evidence. Circumstantial evidence is a group of 
facts that, when considered as a whole, tend to prove a fact or event. Rather 
than the testimony of the scrub nurse, the circumstantial evidence might be: 
(1) the patient's testimony of his condition before and after surgery; (2) the 
examination and testing performed by another doctor, who says the patient's 
condition is a result of artery damage; and (3) the report fron1 the correc, 
tive surgery that states the condition of the artery could have only been the 
result of it being cut. The inference is that the patient had a problem as result 
of the first surgery. Using circun1stantial evidence takes longer to reach the 
conclusion, but the result is similar in that there is negligence on the part of 
the first surgeon. 

What is actually presented at the trial of a case is frequently different 
from what an attorney could present. Not all evidence is usable in a trial
to be usable, the evidence must be admissible. Admissible evidence must be 
relevant to the case for the court to allow it to be presented. Just as there 
are rules of court governing the procedures that must be followed in civil 
actions, there are also rules of evidence. The federal court evidence rules are 
found in the Federal Rules of Evidence. 

Fact 

A fact is an event or occurrence. "The plaintiff was driving a motor vehicle" 
is a fact, as is the time of day when the accident occurred and that the plaintiff 
was a passenger in a motor vehicle. 

Early in the investigation of a client's case, the legal team should identify 
all of the facts that will be needed to prove the case. To do that, the team will 
need to research the law and determine the elements of the client's cause of 
action. In a lawsuit based on negligence, it is necessary for the plaintiff to 
shovv that the defendant owed the plaintiff a duty of care. That duty of care 
may be based on case law or found in a statute. Consider a tavern owner 
being sued for damages resulting from the acts of an intoxicated patron. Most 



states have a law, commonly referred to as a dram shop statute, that requires 
those who serve liquor to stop serving visibly intoxicated patrons a duty 
imposed by the law. Proof of the breach of this duty is found in the existence 
of facts showing the patron was visibly intoxicated, the tavern owner knew 
or should have known of the intoxication, and the tavern owner nonetheless 
served the patron. 

INTRODUCTION TO THE RULES OF EVIDENCE 

The purposes of the rules of evidence are to promote fairness in the court-
room, eliminate unnecessary expense and delay, and ensure that proceedings 
are justly decided (Fed. R. Evid. 102). The Federal Rules of Evidence were 
enacted in 1975. These rules, and the amendments enacted since, apply to 
proceedings in all federal courts. Prior to the enactment of the Federal Rules 
of Evidence, in federal court cases evidentiary principles had to be extracted 
from federal court decisions. These evidence principles were not available in 
an organized rule format, and legal research of court decisions had to be done 
in order to determine the latest evidentiary rulings of the federal courts. 

PRACTICE TIP 
Keep a current edition of the Federal Rules of Evidence (Fed. R. Evid.) and your 
jurisdiction's rules of evidence readily available. In al I phases of case preparation 
and trial, paralegals will increase their value to the legal team if they are familiar 
with the rules that govern evidence in both the federal and state jurisdictions. 
Time can be saved if potentially objectionable evidence is identified early in the 
investigation. 

Each of the rules of evidence is identified by a number, starting with number 
101. They are identified as the Federal Rules of Evidence, and cited as Fed. R. 
Evid., for example Fed. R. Evid. 504. 

States have also enacted rules of evidence that are applicable to proceed-
ings in courts within their jurisdiction. Generally, the rules of evidence do 
not apply to administrative agency proceedings. Nevertheless, lawyers fre-
quently refer to the applicable state rules of evidence and argue that these 
rules should serve as a guide on evidence issues in proceedings before admin-
istrative law judges. 

ADMISSIBILITY OF EVIDENCE RELEVANT, 
RELIABLE, AND REAL 

All evidence, regardless of the form, must satisfy certain requirements to be 
admissible at trial. To be admissible, the evidence must be relevant, reliable, 
and real. 

Relevant Evidence 

Relevant evidence tends to prove the existence of facts that are important to 
the resolution of a case (Fed. R. Evid. 401 and 402). In a civil action, the color 
of an automobile involved in a traffic accident, and whether its headlights 
were on, are two facts. On a clear, sunny day, those facts would be irrelevant 
to the outcome of the lawsuit. However, if the accident occurred at night, 
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LEARNING OBJECTIVE 2 
Use the Federal Rules of 

Evidence to find relevant 

rules of evidence. 

Federal Rules of Evidence 
Enacted in 1975, rules that apply to 
proceedings in all federal courts to de
termine what evidence will be admis
sible in court. 

LEARNING OBJECTIVE 3 
Describe and distinguish 

admissible from 

inadmissible evidence. 

relevant evidence 
Evidence that tends to prove the exis
tence of facts important to the resolu
tion of a case. 
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reliab le evidence 
Evidence that is trustworthy; for ex
ample, testimony from a witness who 
observed an accident is reliable. 

physical evidence 
Any tangible physical evidence; usu
ally an item directly related to the 
litigation. 

real evidence 
Testimony that is based on real facts, 
not some irnaginary or hypothetical 
situation. 

those facts could be relevant. Relevant facts are those that, if changed, would 
change the outcome of the lawsuit. For example, a traffic light is reported as 
green for southbound traffic. That fact is relevant because traffic controls 
for cross traffic (westbound) would show a red light. If this fact were not 
true, it would change the outco1ne. If both parties had a green light, neither 
may be negligent. Other relevant evidence that is contradictory may also be 
presented, such as that the traffic light was malfunctioning and as a result, 
the traffic light was green for both intersecting streets. It is for the trier of 
fact-judge or jury-to decide which piece of relevant evidence to believe. 
The legal team must be prepared to present relevant evidence, hoping that it 
will be convincing. 

Reliable Evidence 

Evidence in all forms must also be reliable. Reliable evidence is that which 
is trustworthy. For witness testimony to be reliable, it must be based on 
personal observations (Fed. R . Evid. 602). With regard to docun1ents or 
photographs, they are reliable when someone testifies about the authentic, 
ity of the record (Fed. R. Evid. 90 l(a)). It is possible to question the weight 
that the trier of fact should give to any evidence, even if it is admitted into 
evidence. Reliable evidence is not binding evidence. However, it can serve as 
a basis for the ultimate decision in any civil case. Court decisions should not 
be based on information that does not form a solid foundation for the court's 
resolution of a case. 

As explained in Fed. R. Evid. 403 and its comments, some items, such as 
photographs, may be excluded because of their prejudicial nature or likeli, 
hood of creating confusion. 

FRE 403 

The court n1ay exclude relevant evidence if its probative value is substan, 
tially outweighed by a danger of one or more of the following: unfair preju, 
dice, confL1sing the issues, misleading the jury, undue delay, wasting time, or 
needlessly presenting cumulative evidence .... 

Notes of Advisory Committee on Proposed Rules 

The case law recognizes that certain circumstances call for the exclusion of 
evidence which is of L1nquestioned relevance. These circumstances entail 
risks which range all the way from inducing decision on a purely emotional 
basis, at one extreme, to nothing more harmful than merely wasting time, 
at the other extreme. Situations in this area call for balancing the probative 
value of and need for the evidence against the harm likely to result from its 
admission .... 

Exclusion for risk of unfair prejudice, confusion of issL1es, mislead, 
ing the jury, or waste of time, all find ample Sllpport in the authorities. 
"Unfair prejudice" within its context means an L1ndue tendency to sug, 
gest decision on an improper basis, commonly, though not necessarily, an 
emotional one. 

Real Evidence 

Finally, evidence must be real. The testimony must be based on real facts, 
not some imaginary or hypothetical situation. For physical evidence, 
real evidence is an object that is pertinent to the issL1es in the lawsuit. 



Probative Value 

Even evidence that meets the three tests-relevant, reliable, and real-may 
still be inadmissible. The final test is whether the probative value of the 
evidence is outweighed by the prejudice. If the evidence is relevant, reliable, 
and real-but may mislead or confuse the jury, create some emotional reac, 
tion, or result in unfair prejudice-then the evidence 111ay be inadmissible 
(Fed. R. Evid. 403). 

The judge, acting as the arbiter of procedural law, might say the item's 
value as evidence, which tends to prove a central issue in the case, is out, 
weighed by any damage it may cause. It is almost as if the evidence is weighed 
on an imaginary scale, with the probative value of the evidence on one side 
and the prejudice on the other. Whichever side is weightier determines if 
the evidence will be admitted. A typical example is a color photograph of a 
bloody accident scene. The graphic details of how the plaintiff was thrown 
from the car and her leg severed at the knee are one thing to hear and yet 
another to see in a color photo. Viewing the picture may result in too much 
sympathy for the plaintiff, and the picture may be ruled inadmissible evi, 
dence by the judge. 

Judicial Notice 

Certain facts may be admitted as evidence without being formally subjected 
to the tests of admissibility. The doctrine of judicial notic e allows the court 
to establish or accept as true a particular fact, usually a commonly known 
fact. Because the fact is one that is commonly known or can be easily verified, 
it speeds the judicial process along to take notice of the fact rather than have a 
witness testify. Under Fed. R. Evid. 201, the fact must be one that is not sub, 
ject to dispute; it must be generally known or capable of accurate confirma, 
tion from a source that is virtually unquestionable. That Barack Obama is the 
first African American elected President of the United States is a commonly 
known fact. By contrast, that February 15, 1962, was a Thursday may not be 
generally known but can be easily determined by referring to a calendar. Both 
would be appropriate facts for the court to take judicial notice of rather than 
requiring a witness to testify. Either party to the litigation may ask the court 
to take judicial notice of a particular fact, or the court may do so on its own. 

Inadmissible Evidence 

Certain types of evidence are not admissible at trial because the underlying 
facts have a high probability of creating a negative inference in the mind of 
the jury. Some of the inadmissible evidence is about conduct that we, as a 
society, wish to encourage. If the jury were informed about it, jurors might 
misinterpret it as an admission of wrongdoing, leading the jury to make an 
award or finding that is not based on the facts. In these special circumstances, 
the prejudice created outweighs the probative value and the evidence is not 
admissible. 

Subsequent Remedial Measures 

It is common sense to encourage others to make repairs rather than neglect 
their property. If someone fell and was injured on the sidewalk in front 
of someone's property, the building owner might repair the cause of the 
injury-whether it was a crack in the sidewalk, raised tree roots, or a patch 
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probat ive value 
The tendency of the evidence to 
demonstrate a fact important to the 
resolution of a case outweighs any 
prejudice it might create. 

prejudice 
In evidence, the probative value must 
outweigh prejudice that might mislead 
or confuse the jury, creating an emo
tional reaction. 

judicial notice 
A court's acceptance of a fact without 
requiring the party's proof. 

inadn1issible evidence 
Evidence that either the rules or the 
court determines is not admissible at 
tri a I. 
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LEARNING OBJECTIVE 4 
Distinguish among the 
types of tangible evidence. 

of ice in order to prevent future incidents. However, the evidence of the 
repair is not admissible and may not be revealed to the jury. If it were re-
vealed, the jury might be inclined to think that making the repair represents 
admission of fault. If the sidewalk had been previously corrected, the plain-
tiff would not have been injured, and the jury would hold the landowner 
liable based on the evidence of the repair. This assignment of liability for 
making repairs might discourage landowners from correcting and repair-
ing their properties. Thus, the court has determined that the prejudice to 
those who make repairs outweighs the probative value of the repair (Fed. 
R. Evid. 407). 

Offers of Compromise or Settlement 

Parties to a lawsuit make offers to settle the case for a number of reasons. 
Economics is one reason the cost of a trial versus the cost of a settle-
ment. Where there are multiple defendants, one defendant may wish to 
conclude his involvement with the litigation by settling with the plain-
tiff. However, offers of settlement or settlement of one or more claims 
is not admissible at trial. The jury might be inclined to think the party 
would not have made the offer to settle if he or she was not guilty. Rather 
than considering the facts of the case, the jury would likely be prejudiced 
by the existence of settlement discussions. Most cases that are filed are 
settled before trial. From a judicial efficiency standpoint, litigants should 
be encouraged to settle and not try cases. If defendants thought the settle-
ment discussion would be revealed to the jury, defendants might be less 
inclined to participate in settlement discussions and in resolving cases by 
settlements (Fed. R. Evid. 408). 

Payment of Medical Expenses 

As with settlement discussions, evidence of the voluntary payment of the 
injured party's medical expenses is not admissible at trial. Again, because of 
the more than likely prejudicial inference the jury would draw from the evi-
dence, it is inadmissible (Fed. R. Evid. 409). 

Existence of Liability Insurance 

The existence of liability insurance to pay the claims from an accident or 
other incident creates the impression that the defendant will not be person-
ally harmed by an award to the plaintiff. In some circles, this is referred to 
as the ''deep pocket'' theory that is, where there is a large corporation or 
insurance company involved, the jury may feel that the money would not 
be coming from the defendant's pocket. It is just some big company that 
can afford it, so why not give the plaintiff something? This preconceived 
notion can make the weighing of the actual facts and the assessment of true 
wrong secondary to giving the plaintiff some award (Fed. R. Evid. 411). 

TYPES OF TANGIBLE EVIDENCE 

Evidence can take several forms. The most common type of evidence is the 
testimony of witnesses. However, physical objects, diagrams, and business 
records can also be evidence. All of the various types of evidence tell a piece 
of the plaintiff's or defendant's story, somewhat like the pieces of a jigsaw 
puzzle. When all the pieces fit together, they make a complete picture. 



Tangible Evidence 

T angible evide nce refers to physical items that may be presented at trial 
for the jury to consider. Tangible evidence includes documents and busi, 
ness records, demonstrative evidence, and physical items that are part of 
the litigation. 

Documentary Evidence 

Documentary evidence can be writings, recordings, and photographs, as 
well as X,ray films, electronic recordings, or any other data compilation. 
Although 111ost lawyers and courts think about documents as being on paper, 
documents can take many forms, including those that are stored electroni, 
cally (Fed. R. Evid. 1001). 

Regardless of the method used to create or store them, documents are 
commonly the source of information that is relevant to the issues before 
the cour t. Medical records are usually introduced into evidence in per, 
sonal injury cases because they contain pertinent information about the 
injuries and treatment of the plaintiff. In lawsuits involving the sale of 
real estate, the deed and agreement of sale are relevant documents for the 
court's review. 

Documents need to be authenticated by a witness as being true and cor, 
rect and that they were kept in the usual course of business (Fed. R. Evid. 
901). Records librarians or custodians are the witnesses who examine docu, 
ments in front of the jury and confirm they are the true and correct docu, 
ments and that they were maintained in the ordinary course of business of a 
business, hospital, or office. 

The Best Evidence Rule represents the court's preference for origi, 
nal writings, recordings, and photographs (Fed. R. Evid. 1002). Whenever 
possible, the original of all evidence should be obtained and preserved for 
use at time of trial. The original is the best evidence possible. H owever, 
the rules of evidence allow the court to admit a copy of a document to the 
same extent as the original. If a genuine question is raised as to the authen, 
ticity of the document copy, then the court may insist on the original (Fed. 
R. Evid. 1003). 

There are also so111e circumstances in which the original is not required 
and other evidence of the contents is admissible. Unless the original is inten, 
tionally lost or destroyed in bad faith, a party may offer a copy as admissible 
evidence. Testimony is still necessary to establish what the original document 
said and whether the record being offered into evidence accurately reflects 
the contents of the missing original. 

Self-authenticating documents eliminate the requirement of ex, 
trinsic evidence of authenticity as a condition to admissibility (Fed. 
R. Evid. 902). Those documents that are self,authenticating include 
domestic public documents. Records that are on fi le with any domestic 
government are admissible evidence if they bear the seal of the office and a 
signature attesting to their authenticity. Similarly, foreign public documents 
can be self,authenticating as long as they have been identified as genuine by 
an appropriate official of the government. 

Certified copies of official business records are also self,authenticating as 
long as the business record is of a regularly conducted activity and was made 
at or near the time of the recorded occurrence. 
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tangible evidence 
Physical items that may be presented 
at trial for the jury to consider. 

documentary evidence 
Writings, recordings, and photographs; 
includes X-ray films, electronic record
ings, or any other data compilation. 

best evidence rule 
Court preference for original writings, 
recordings, and photographs. 

self-authenticating d ocu ments 
Because of the nature of the document 
or the circumstances under which it 
is created or stored, an original is not 
required. 

domestic publ ic documents 
Type of self-authenticating document; 
these records are on file with any do-
1nestic government office and are ad
missible evidence if they bear the seal 
of the office and a signature attesting 
to their authenticity. 
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demonstrative evidence 
Tangible item such as a photograph or 
map that depicts, displays, or demon
strates a fact. 

PRACTICE TIP 
Documents should be ana
lyzed as they are collected to 
determine whether they are 
originals or copies. An effort 
should be made to obtain the 
originals and determine what 
certif ications will be required 
for their introduction into 
evidence. Lack of proper au
thentication or certification 
may prevent the "smoking 
gun" from being admitted 
into evidence at trial. 

Demonstrative Evidence 

Demonstrative evidence is a tangible item that depicts, displays, or demon, 
strates a fact. A photograph is an example of demonstrative evidence. A med, 
ical model of the spinal column that shows a herniated disc is demonstrative 
evidence. A magnetic board that depicts an accident site and has magnetized 
cars for a witness to use to demonstrate the movement of the automobiles 
before, at, and after impact is demonstrative evidence. 

Demonstrative evidence, like documentary evidence, must be authenti, 
cated. The witness must be able to testify that the photo, model, or other 
item is a fair and accurate representation of the thing it depicts. Typically, 
the witness called to testify using the demonstrative evidence will authenti, 
cate the evidence. For example, before evidence such as a photo is shown to 
the jury, the witness must identify it as a fair and accurate depiction of the 
item described; or, the witness must testify that the magnetic board is an ac, 
curate depiction of the intersection, with lane indicators and traffic control 
devices. 

Physical Evidence 

Physical evidence generally refers to physical items that are the subject mat, 
ter of the lawsuit. It could be the brake pads and rotors that failed, causing 
the car accident; the remains of an electric appliance that caused a house fire; 
or a toy on which a small child choked. These types of physical evidence 
must be preserved for potential testing by expert witnesses and for presenta, 
tion at trial. 

The two main concerns related to physical evidence are: 

1. preserving the iten1 in its original state after the incident, and 
2. creating records establishing that the item, when presented at trial, is in 

the same condition it was in at the time of the accident. 

Much has been written about the failure of the plaintiff and/or defen, 
dant to preserve critical evidence directly related to the litigation. Failure to 
preserve the evidence, or spoliation, can result in a jury charge-jurors may 
infer from the destruction of the evidence that it would have had a negative 
effect on the party's case. 

In determining the proper penalty for spoliation of evidence, courts are 
most likely to consider: 

1. the degree of fault of the party who altered or destroyed the evidence; 
2. the degree of prejudice suffered by the opposing party; and 
3. the availability of a lesser sanction that will protect the opposing par, 

ty's rights and deter future similar conduct (Schroeder v. Department of 
Transportation, 710 A2d 23 (1998)). 

Related to spoliation is record keeping that establishes that the item has 
been preserved in its original state and was not subject to tampering. All 
potential tangible evidence, including original documents, that comes into 
the possession of the legal team must be properly identified and cataloged for 
future reference. 

The storage of physical evidence in the law firm is crucial to maintaining 
the integrity of the evidence. If the object or document is not kept securely, 



its value as evidence can be seriously compromised. Brake pads and other 
vehicle parts that are casually left lying around the office may not be in their 
original condition when needed for inspection or at trial. The law office 
should maintain a secure evidence locker with access limited to the members 
of the legal team who must have access. A log should also be maintained so 
the chain of custody can be established to show the identity of everyone who 
accessed the evidence and to show that the evidence was not altered since its 
arrival at the law firm. 

Documents present less of a problem than objects because documents 
can readily be copied. Identifying marks should not be added to an origi, 
nal document. The original document should be kept in a secure location 
such as a locked file drawer. In order to maintain the integrity of the original 
docu1nent, only one 1nember of the team should have access to that drawer. 
Again, such a filing system establishes the chain of custody of each document 
from the time it arrived in the law office until it is used as evidence. Such a 
system eliminates any possible questions at trial. 

TESTIMONY OF WITNESSES 

Testimony evidence is given by witnesses, who usually appear live in the 
courtroom to testify. Parties to the lawsuit and other individuals can appear 
as lay or expert witnesses, but only if they have been called to testify by one 
of the parties. When people are called as witnesses, they are sworn to "tell the 
truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth." That oath may be taken 
with a hand placed on a holy book, such as the Bible or Koran. Witnesses 
who do not want to swear can affirm to tell the truth. All witnesses must 
affirmatively state that they will tell the truth before they will be allowed to 
testify. The purpose of the oath or affirmation is to awaken the conscience 
of witnesses to the serious nature of the event they are about to participate 
in and to in1press on their minds the duty to be truthful (Fed. R . Evid. 603). 

Giving Testimony 

Although many witnesses would prefer to spontaneously tell their story, 
witnesses are generally not allowed to testify by way of a monologue. 
Testimony is directed by the trial attorneys, who examine the witnesses 
by asking questions. Procedurally, the party with the burden of proof calls 
its witnesses first. Questioning the witness to prove one's case is called di, 
rect examination. By calling a witness, the attorney is in effect vouching for 
the credibility of the witness. Exceptions occur when a reluctant witness is 
called who demonstrates some hostility to the case presented. In these cases, 
the attorney advises the court that the witness is a hostile witness. The law, 
yer is not vouching for the hostile witness, but is using the witness to pres, 
ent testimony that only that witness can offer, even if done so reluctantly. 
The lawyer may ask the hostile witness leading questions, a tactic normally 
reserved for use in cross,examination of the other party's witnesses, instead 
of the normal open,ended questions asked on direct examination of one's 
own friendly witnesses. The opposing party will ask questions to test or 
challenge the witness; this is called cross,examination. Witnesses will then be 
asked additional questions by the party that called them in order to clarify 
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chain of custody 
Written record showing the identity 
of everyone accessing evidence and 
showing that the evidence was not 
altered while in possession of the law 
firm. 

LEARNING OBJECTIVE 5 
Describe w itness testimony 
and how credibi li ty of a 
witness is challenged. 

testimony evidence 
Evidence given by witnesses who 
usually appear live in the courtroom 
to testify. 

hosti le witness 
A witness who does not cooperate 
with the party who cal led him to tes
tify; a reluctant witness who demon
strates some hosti l ity to the case pre
sented or toward the party who called 
him to testify. 
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lay witness 
Person who has personal knowledge 
about the matter before the court. 

fact witness 
A witness who testifies about facts 
based upon his observation or has 
personal knowledge about the matter 
before the court. 

the answers given on cross--examination; this is called redirect examination. 
The opposing party may, by recross examination, challenge any new points 
brought out on redirect examination. 

Form of Questions 

On direct and redirect, witnesses are questioned using open--ended questions 
that call for a short narrative response. These types of questions allow the 
witness to tell the story of the case. On cross and recross examination, ques-
tions will be leading questions, which, by their nature, suggest an answer·
usually yes or no. On direct, the question might be, ''Where were you headed 
on the morning of August 21 ?'' On cross, the same question might be, ''You 
were rushing because you were late for work on the morning of August 21?'' 

Lay Witnesses 

A lay witness or fact witness is a person who has personal knowledge about 
the matter before the court. Such witnesses are commonly called eyewitnesses 
because they observed something pertinent to the case. However , witnesses' 
other senses could also be the source of evidence they heard, touched, or 
smelled something relevant to the dispute. 

PRACTICE TIP 
Paralegals are frequently cal led on to interview clients and witnesses and prepare 
them for deposition and trial. Paralegals should ask the witness practice questions 
in preparation for deposition or trial to give the witness confidence in his abi I ity 
to answer questions. Witnesses should be instructed to answer only the question 
asked and to wait for the question to be completely asked before beginning their 
answer. Witnesses will sometimes have annoying habits or mannerisms, which 
should be pointed out to them in a respectful way to help them avoid embarrass
ment before a judge or jury. Explaining the courtroom procedures is another way 
to put the witness at ease. 

There is no special training or qualification to be a lay witness. Anyone, 
anywhere, can become a lay witness if he or she was present at the time some-
thing pertinent to the case occurred. Being a lay witness does not limit the wit-
ness to testifying only about facts; lay witnesses may give opinion testimony 
if the opinion is based on the witness's personal knowledge and observations. 
The opinion of a lay witness is permitted where it is based upon firsthand 
knowledge, is helpful to jurors in understanding the testimony, and is not 
based upon some scientific or specialized knowledge. For example, if the lay 
witness is familiar with the handwriting of another person, such as a parent or 
spouse, then the lay witness is allowed to offer an opinion about the authen-
ticity of a signature. Lay witnesses can also testify about the speed of a motor 
vehicle if they saw the vehicle and are familiar with the speeds of automobiles. 
Note that lay witnesses cannot offer opinions except in those unique situa-
tions in which their opinion testimony is based on their personal perception, 
and not on technical or specialized knowledge (Fed. R. Evid. 701). 

Sometimes the issue of using lay versus expert witnesses depends on 
whether the issue before the court truly requires an expert opinion because it 
is outside the realm of common knowledge. 

There are some basic criteria to keep in mind when interviewing potential 
lay witnesses. First, lay witnesses must have personal knowledge of an event 



in question. Do the witnesses have firsthand knowledge, or are they repeating 
what they were told happened by someone else? 

Second, lay witnesses must be physically and mentally capable of under, 
standing the duty to tell the truth. The oath taken by all witnesses requires 
each witness to acknowledge that he pledges to completely tell the truth dur, 
ing his subsequent testimony. That oath is meaningful only if the vvitness is 
physically and mentally able to understand its requirements. 

Third, witnesses must have the ability to recollect and communicate. 
Even if a witness has firsthand knowledge, she must be physically and men, 
tally able to testify. Occasionally a witness can no longer communicate what 
she observed. Unless some alternative method of communication is avail, 
able, she will not be able to testify in court. 
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Checklist ~=~--------------- QUALIFYING A FACT WITNESS 

1. Personal knowledge 
2. Competency of witness 

a. Physical and mental capacity to understand oath 
b. Capacity to recollect and communicate 

Expert Witnesses 
There is frequently a need to use expert witnesses to offer evidence needed 
to prove a case. Expert witnesses are a special type of witness used to explain 
to the fact finder an area that is outside the scope of the average individual's 
training or learning experiences (Fed. R . Evid. 702). For example, most peo, 
p le are not knowledgeable about high,voltage electrical transmission on the 
power lines that run along highways or near homes and businesses. An expert 
who does not have personal knowledge of the event giving rise to the litiga, 
tion may be called to explain this type of technical information to the jury 
so they can better understand the facts. Expert witnesses are those who have 
special knowledge, training, or experience that qualifies them to offer expert 
opinions pertinent to the issues in the case on trial. The offered opinion must 
assist the judge or jury in reaching the u ltimate decision in the case. The opin, 
ion cannot answer the ultimate question of fact in the case. For example, in a 
negligence lawsuit, an expert cannot offer the opinion that "the defendant was 
negligent." However, an expert witness who is an accident reconstructionist 
can offer an opinion about the speed the defendant's vehicle was traveling 
immediately prior to the impact-based on the skid marks, point of impact, 
and location where the vehicles came to rest. It is then for the judge or jury to 
decide if the defendant was driving at a speed that, under the circumstances, 
constituted negligent operation of the motor vehicle. 

In order for witnesses to be qualified as experts, they must have some 
special knowledge, training, or experience, which is frequently based on aca, 
demic and professional credentials-degrees earned, positions held, and trea, 
tises written. H owever, an expert' s qualification can also be in the form of 
on,the,job training. Opinions relevant to the trial of a case may involve car 
repairs or home construction. Experts in those fields will have on,the,job 
experience, rather than formal schooling, that qualifies them as experts. T o 
offer an expert opinion, the witness must be qualified in that field. Unless the 

expert w itness 
Person qualified by education, train
ing, or experience to render an opin
ion based on a set of facts that are 
outside the scope of knowledge of the 
fact finder. 
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prerecorded testimony 
Testimony that is recorded in advance 
of trial that may be used at trial in the 
event the witness is unavailable to 
testify. 

credibi l ity 
Truthfulness and believability of the 
testimony given. 

prior inconsistent statement 
Prior statement given by a witness that 
is inconsistent with the testimony the 
witness gives at trial. 

lawyers stipl1late in advance that a person is an expert, he must be qualified 
and accepted by the court as being an expert before offering his opinion. This 
is done by a series of questions asked by the side offering the expert. These 
questions bring out the qualifications and experience that the court accepts 
as sufficient background, training, and skill to allow the person to give an 
expert opinion. Without qualifications, a witness would be considered a lay 
witness, and lay witnesses cannot offer expert opinions. 

Prerecorded Testimony 

There will be sitl1ations when a witness is unavailable to appear in the court, 
room during trial. It may be a medical expert whose schedule will not permit 
time away from the hospital or medical practice, or an elderly or disabled 
person who cannot physically appear. In those situations, rules of the court 
may allow prerec orded testimony to be used at trial. The Federal Rules of 
Civil Procedure permit deposition testimony to be used in the courtroom 
in lieu of live testimony if the witness is dead or unable to attend the trial 
because of age, illness, infirmity, or imprisonment. State courts have similar 
rules, which seek to promote the interest of justice. The Federal Rules of 
Civil Procedure also allow the deposition to be recorded by sound, sound, 
and,visual, and stenographic means. If the legal team anticipates a potential 
problem with getting a witness to the courtroom for trial, the applicable rules 
of court should be reviewed to determine the best available method to pres, 
ent the testimony of an absent witness. Court reporting services that offer 
video deposition services can usually provide the necessary technical assis, 
tance and advice on local rules (Fed. R. Civ. P. 32). 

Challenging the Credibility of Witnesses 

One of the goals of cross,examination of a witness is to raise doubts as to 
the accuracy, credibility, or truthfulness of the testimony given in direct ex, 
amination. Showing a history of dishonesty, or prior conduct or statements 
inconsistent with the testin1ony, may cause the jury to have doubts about the 
testimony given under direct examination (Fed. R. Evid. 607). 

Out-of-Court Statements 

During the questioning at trial, witnesses sometimes make statements that 
are inconsistent with their prior statements. Before a friendly witness or cli, 
ent testifies at a hearing or at a deposition, there should be a meeting during 
which the anticipated testimony is reviewed. That discussion should include 
a review of all of the witness's prior statements. In a motor vehicle accident 
case, for example, there may be prior statements recorded on a police accident 
report or in a signed statement given to an investigator, or perhaps oral com, 
ments were overheard and reported by another witness at the accident scene. 
Whether or not they were recorded, such prior inc onsistent statements 
can be used by the other side of the case for the purpose of attacking the 
credibility of the witness when the prior statements are inconsistent with the 
testimony given in court (Fed. R. Evid. 613). 

When weighing the evidence, the judge and jury consider the credibility 
of the witness. Credibility of the witness can be based on whether the witness 
has told the same version of the observed events. Prior inconsistent state, 
ments undermine the credibility of the witness and the value that a judge or 
jury might attach to the testimony. 



Attacking the Credibility of a W itness 

Criminal History. The credibility of a witness can be attacked by use of 
the witness's criminal history (Fed. R. Evid. 609). Evidence that a witness had 
been convicted of a crime involving dishonesty or 111aking false state111ents 
can be used to cast doubt on the credibility of the witness in the present civil 
action. However, the Federal Rules of Evidence impose a ten;year limit. If the 
conviction is more than ten years old, evidence of the crime is not admissible. 
The rules do provide that a ten;year;old conviction is admissible as long as the 
proponent of the evidence gives the adverse party notice of her intention to 
t1se such evidence so that a fair opportunity exists to prepare to contest this 
evidence. 

Religious Beliefs. Religious beliefs can never be used to impeach the cred; 
ibility of a witness in a civil action nor used to enhance the believability of 
testimony (Fed. R . Evid. 610). No attempt should be made to influence the 
judge and jury to give greater value to the testimony of a witness with pro; 
found religious beliefs. 

Character and Habit. As a general rule, the character of a party or 
witness is not admissible at trial to show that he acted in a particular way. 
For example, Mary may not be called to testify that D ave is a safe driver in 
order to prove that he was not negligent in an automobile accident 
(Fed. R. Evid. 404). H owever, Mary can testify about Dave's habits with 
regard to driving. Perhaps Mary carpools to work with several people 
and Dave is the driver. After riding for years with Dave, Mary is aware of 
h is driving habits, including the fact that he comes to a full, three;second 
stop at all stop signs. The testimony of Dave's habit has the same effect as 
character evidence, but it is more reliable because it is based on Mary's per; 
sonal observation (Fed. R. Evid. 406). 

Character evidence will be admissible when it relates to the witness's reputation 
for truthfulness (Fed. R. Evid. 608). This narrow exception to the general rule 
is li1nited to those circumstances where the credibility of a witness has been at; 
tacked. The character evidence must refer to the witness's reputation for tr uth; 
fulness. The character witnesses should be people from the witness's community 

IN THE WORDS OF THE COURT I I I 

Hearsay 
Crawford v. Washington 541 U.S. 36 (2004). 

Where nontestimonial hearsay is at issue, it is wholly consistent with the 
Framers' design to afford the States flexibility in their development of hearsay 
law-as does Roberts, and as would an approach that exempted such statements 
from Confrontation Clause scrutiny altogether. Where testimonial evidence is at 
issue, however, the Sixth Amendment demands what the common law required: 
unavailabil ity and a prior opportunity for cross-examination. We leave for 
another day any effort to spell out a comprehensive definition of "testimonial." 

Whatever else the term covers, it applies at a minimum to prior testimony 
at a preliminary hearing, before a grand jury, or at a former trial; and to police 
interrogations. These are the modern practices with closest kinship to the abuses 
at which the Confrontation Clause was directed. 
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LEARNING OBJECTIVE 6 
Identify types of hearsay 
evidence and the important 
exceptions to the hearsay 
rule. 

hearsay 
Out-of-court statement made by some
one (declarant) other than the witness 
testifying; the statement of the declarant 
is offered for the truth of its contents. 

non-hearsay 
Items that are not hearsay because the 
declarant, while presently not testify
ing, is available to be cross-examined 
about the statement. 

admiss ion of a party oppone nt 
A form of non-hearsay; an admission 
of fact made by one of the parties to 
the lawsuit. 

who know his reputation for telling the truth. Specific instances of the conduct 
of the witness are not admissible as evidence; rather, the character witnesses' 
testimony should be limited to describing the reputation of the witness. 

THE HEARSAY RULE 

Hearsay is an out--of--court statement made by someone (declarant) other 
than the witness testifying, and that statement of the declarant is offered for 
the truth of its contents (Fed. R. Evid. 801). The statement can be oral, non-
verbal, or written. 

Example: Mary said to me that John was taken by the ambulance to Jefferson 
Hospital. 

In this example, the out--of--court statement is about John being taken to 
the hospital; Mary is the declarant, or the person whose statement is being 
presented at trial for its truth. 

The general rule is that hearsay is not admissible evidence because it is 
not reliable (Fed. R. Evid. 802). Hearsay is not reliable because it is the state-
ment of another who is not available for testing through cross--examination. 
Written documents are also considered hearsay, as the author typically is not 
available to testify about the statements made in his writing. The hearsay rule 
is a rule of evidence in every court. In some courts, the rule has been codi-
fied, as with the Federal Rules of Evidence; in others, the rules are founded 
on a series of legal opinions or precedent. 

For the legal team, hearsay is sometimes like a puzzle or a game. When 
interviewing witnesses and clients, it is important to listen for the ''she said/ 
he told me'' statements. The first reaction should be, ''That is a hearsay state-
ment that we won't be able to use at trial." Then comes the puzzle is there 
some rule or exception that will permit the hearsay statement? In the ex-
ample above, perhaps Mary should be interviewed and consideration given 
to whether she should be available to testify at trial. Perhaps the statement 
is not hearsay because it won't be offered for the truth that John went to 
the hospital, but rather to show the reason the witness went to the hospital 
immediately. 

Statements That Are Not Hearsay 

Two types of statements are deemed by the Federal Rules as non-hearsay. 
The first is a prior inconsistent statement. This is a prior statement of a wit-
ness that is inconsistent with the testimony that he is now giving at trial. The 
prior statement must have been a recorded statement made under oath (Fed. 
R. Evid. 801(d)(l)). It is these inconsistencies that opposing counsel will look 
for to undermine the credibility of the witness who is testifying. The second 
is an admission of a party opponent. This is an out--of--court statement made 
by one of the parties of the litigation wherein she admits liability (Fed. R. 
Evid. 801(d)(2)). Because the person is a party to the lawsuit, she is in court 
and available for cross--examination. The statement is subject to the testing 
inherent to our adver sarial system. 

In both these instances of non--hearsay, the witness who is testifying is 
being tested or cross--examined about a statement he/she previously made. 
Therefore, in both cases, the testimony about the prior statement is not 
hearsay. 



Exceptions to the Hearsay Rule 
As with most legal principles, there are exception s to the hearsay rule. Hearsay 
evidence is not admissible unless the legal team can fin d at least one exception 
to the rule that is applicable to the hearsay statement. Hearsay exceptions 
acknowledge that there are certain times people say things when they are not 
likely to lie or fabricate information. These statements made by a declaran t 
are reliable because of the circumstances under which they were made. 

The federal rules list twenty--seven exceptions to the basic hearsay rule 
that prohib its a statement's introduction into evidence. Exhibit 6.1 contains 
the list of exceptions. 

If the hearsay falls within one of those exceptions, the hearsay evidence is 
admissible. The job of the legal team is to fit the hearsay statement into one of 
these exceptions so that the testimony may be admitted at trial. The following 
d iscussion describes the exceptions encountered most frequently at trial. 

Exhibit 6.1 Exceptions to the Hearsay Rule Under the Federal Rules 
of Evidence 

1. Present-sense impression 

2. Excited utterance 

3. Then-existing mental, emotional, or physical condition 

4. Statements for purpose of medical diagnosis 

5. Recorded recollection 

6. Records of regularly conducted activity 

7. Absence of entry in records kept in accordance with provision of paragraph 8 

8. Public records and reports 

9. Records of vital statistics 

10. Absence of public record or entry 

11. Records of religious organizations 

12. Marriage, baptismal, and similar certificates 

13. Family records 

14. Records of documents affecting an interest in property 

15. Statements in documents affecting an interest in property 

16. Statements in ancient documents 

17. Market reports, commercial publications 

18. Learned treatises 

19. Reputation concerning personal or family history 

20. Reputation concerning boundaries or general history 

21. Reputation as to character 

22. Judgment of previous conviction 

23. Judgment as to personal, family or general history, or boundaries 

24. Former testimony 

25. Statement under belief of impending death 

26. Statement against interest 

27. Statement of personal or family history 
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hearsay exceptio ns 
Hearsay statements that are admissible 
because they are made under circum
stances in which they are likely to 
be true. 
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present-sense impression 
Hearsay exception in which a state
ment made describes an event that the 
declarant was then perceiving. 

excited utterance 
Hearsay exception in which the state
ment by a declarant about a start! ing 
event is admissible. 

recorded recollection 
Hearsay exception that allows a per
sonal, contemporaneously made state
ment in order to refresh a witness's 
recollection about what happened on 
a particular day. 

Present-Sense Impression 

An exception to the hearsay rule has been carved out for present
sense impressions. An example of a present--sense impression is a statement 
made describing an event as the declarant perceived it. The witness, who 
heard the statement, would then testify to what the declarant said, provided 
of course that the court would be satisfied that the statement was indeed a 
present--sense impression. Even if the declarant is available, the witness could 
relate to the judge and jury what was said. 

The usual justification for allowing such hearsay evidence is that a present-
sense impression is reliable because the declarant had no opportunity to 
shade or fabricate a story about the events as they happened. Consequently, 
it is generally thought that present--sense impressions are reliable evidence 
and are not subject to the usual weaknesses of hearsay evidence (Fed. R. Evid. 
803(1)). 

Excited Utterances 

An excited utterance is a statement by a declarant about a startling event. 
In order to satisfy the hearsay exception, the declarant must have made 
the statement during the stress of the excitement caused by the startling 
event or condition. Startling or shocking events commonly cause people 
to blurt out a statement about what they saw. That testimony can be pre-
sented for the purpose of proving the truth of anything said by the declar-
ant. Of course, the judge must be satisfied that the statement is indeed an 
excited utterance. The circumstances precipitating the excited utterance 
thus need to be explained to the court by the proponent of the evidence 
(Fed. R. Evid. 803(2)). 

Then-Existing Mental/ Emotional/ or Physical Condition 

These are statements by the declarant concerning his mental, emotional, or 
physical condition at the time those conditions were experienced. These are 
not what the declarant later remembers about the event. Statements that one 
was in excruciating pain or frightened at the time he was thrown from the 
motorcycle struck by the car would be examples (Fed. R. Evid. 803(3)). 

Statements for Purposes of Medical Treatment 

Any information supplied by a patient for the purposes of receiving medi-
cal treatment and describing medical history is admissible. Past or present 
symptoms, pain, or medical problems are examples of medical information 
patients commonly supply to medical personnel. That information is fre-
quently used to treat and diagnose medical conditions. 

In civil actions where bodily injuries are alleged, pertinent medical infor-
mation can be admitted into evidence. Even if the patient who supplied the 
information is available to be a witness, the medical witness can testify about 
such statements, which are usually recorded in the patient's medical records 
(Fed. R. Evid. 803(4)). 

Recorded Recollection 

Witnesses are permitted to consult writings to refresh their recollections. It 
is common for people to refer to personal, contemporaneous records to re-
fresh their recollections about what happened on a particular day. The courts 
recognize this common human practice and allow witnesses to refresh their 
memories using recorded recollection. 



As a hearsay exception, a recorded memorandum concerning a matter 
about which a witness once had knowledge may be read into the record. 
However, there are some conditions that must first be met. The matter must 
have been fresh in the witness's memory at the time it was recorded, and the 
record must reflect that memory accurately. Consequently, even if the wit-
ness does not presently remember, the recorded memorandum can be used 
as evidence as a hearsay exception (Fed. R . Evid. 803(5)). 

Records of Regularly Conducted Activity 

Any record kept in the regular course of business falls within this hearsay ex-
ception. Business records made contemporaneously with the recorded events 
are considered reliable and worthy of being admitted as evidence. Ledgers or 
logbooks are commonly used by businesses to document their daily activi-
ties. Many of these records are presently kept electronically. Nevertheless, in 
order for the court to admit the records as evidence (as an exception to the 
hearsay rule), a records custodian needs to testify to the fact that the records 
were indeed kept in the ordinary course of business. With such supporting 
testimony, all information in the records constitutes proof of the proposition 
before the court (Fed. R. Evid. 803(6)). 

Public Records 

A similar exception to the hearsay rule is made for records kept b y public 
officials or government agencies. Records of vital statistics such as birth, 
death, and marriage are admissible if the records are kept in a public of-
fice. Any reports of matters related to the activities of a public office 
or records maintained pursuant to law are admissible as evidence. Deed 
records filed in county courthouses can also be evidence in spite of the 
hearsay rule prohibition. Such records are kept in the usual course of a 
government agency's business and therefore are considered trustworthy 
(Fed. R. Evid. 803(8)). 

Family and Ancient Records 

Family records, genealogies, family photographs, and the like can be 
evidence of facts concerning family history. Occasionally, a person's lineage 
is at issue, and the only source of such information may be an old family 
record. A statement in such a document may be relevant to an issue before 
the court. In addition, if a document can be authenticated as an ancient doc-
ument, it can then be admitted to prove a statement in the document (Fed. 
R. Evid. 803(13)). 

Exceptions to Hearsay-Declarant Unavailable 

Sometimes the declarant will not be available to testify, and the only way 
for the jury to learn the declarant's testimony is through hearsay evidence. 
A witness may assert one of the privileges and therefore refuse to testify. 
An individual may be out of the country, perhaps as a member of the 
armed forces overseas on active duty. The person may have developed an 
illness that prevents him from communicating, such as a stroke that affects 
speech or Alzheimer's disease, which affects memory. Finally, the witness 
may have passed away. Despite the unavailability of the witness, the testi-
mony may be crucial to the case. In the event someone is unavailable, there 
are special exceptions that allow hearsay statements of that individual to be 
used at trial. 
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dying declaration 
Hearsay exception for a deathbed 
statement. 

statement against interest 
Hearsay exception that recognizes 
that human nature dictates that people 
do not make statements that are harm
fu I to themselves or against their own 
best interests. 

residual exception 
Allows hearsay where the hearsay 
statement being offered is a material 
fact of the case and there is no better 
evidence or testimony available to es
tablish the fact. 

Former Testimony. Prior recorded testimony of the now unavailable wit, 
ness made under oath at another hearing or proceeding, including a depo, 
sition, may be admitted at trial. It is not required that it be from the same 
proceeding or even a proceeding related to the one now before the court. 
However, to fit into the exception, the testimony now being offered must 
have been subject to cross,examination (Fed. R. Evid. 804(b)(l)). 

Dying Declaration. A deathbed statement, or dying declaration, made by 
an individual is believed to be reliable. Due to the psychological and physical 
stresses of the situation, it is unlikely that in one's final moments, a person 
would lie or fabricate anything said (Fed. R. Evid. 804(b)(2)). 

Statement Against Interest. Human nature decrees that persons do not 
make statements that are harmful to themselves or against their own best in, 
terests. Thus, statements against interest are reliable and admissible evidence 
as an exception to the hearsay rule (Fed. R. Evid. 804(b)(3)). 

Statements of Personal or Family History. Statements one makes con, 
cerning family history, such as birth, adoption, marriage, and death, are 
considered reliable. These statements made by a closely related family 
member or someone with personal and intimate knowledge of the family 
history are admissible even if the declarant is not available to testify (Fed. 
R. Evid. 804(b)(4)). 

Residual Exception 

There is one final exception to the hearsay rule. When all else fails, this is the 
wild card for the legal team. That is, if the legal team cannot find any other ex, 
ception that will allow the hearsay to be admitted, this exception can be used. 
Called the residual exception, this exception allows hearsay where the hear, 
say statement being offered is a material fact of the case and there is no better 
evidence or testimony available to establish that fact. Permitting the hearsay 
statement must best serve the interest of justice without unduly prejudicing 
the opposing party. This catch,all exception is available at the judge's discre, 
tion and will be granted where the probative value outweighs the possible 
unreliability of the hearsay statement. 

Raising Objections 

There is one cardinal rule of evidence to remember if a timely objection 
is not raised on the record of the proceeding, the erroneous admission of 
evidence cannot be the basis of a later motion (Fed. R. Evid. 103(a)). The 
underlying basis of this rule is that lawyers must preserve their objec, 
tions to the introduction of evidence at the time the evidence is offered. 
An orderly trial requires that evidence issues be argued and decided in a 
timely manner, not after the witness has left the courtroom or after the 
trial is over. Fairness requires that lawyers raise timely objections so that 
judges can promptly decide what evidence will or will not be heard or 
seen by the jury. 
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Trial strategy requires planning the presentation of the case, including 
evaluating admissible evidence and deciding which particular pieces will 
have the most positive impact on the jury. 

Evidence includes testimony, documents, and tangible things that tend 
to prove or disprove a fact. Only admissible evidence may be offered in 
a trial. 

What constitutes evidence in federal cases is determined under the 
Federal Rules of Evidence. 

To be admissible, evidence must be: relevant (tending to prove the 
existence of facts that are important to the resolution of a case); 
reliable (trustworthy); and real (not based on imaginary or hypothetical 
situations). 

To be admissible, evidence must also have probative value that out-
weighs any prejudicial value the evidence may have, such as pictures that 
are particularly bloody or gory. 

Some evidence is not admissible because it will likely prejudice 
the decision of the jury in situations in which the social benefit 
accomplished by the action outweighs the value, such as making repairs, 
paying medical expenses, and having liability insurance. 
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Types of Tangible Evi
dence 

Testimony of Witnesses 

The Hearsay Rule 

Raising Objections 

Tangible evidence refers to the physical items that may be presented at 
trial, including writings, recordings, photographs, X--rays, and other 
electronic recordings or compilations. 

Generally, to be offered, documentary evidence must be the original 
writing, recording, or photograph under the best evidence rule. Where 
the original documents are not available, copies may be used under 
appropriate authentication, such as use of documents that are self ... 
authenticating like public documents or certified copies of official 
business records. Physical evidence is those tangible items that give rise 
to the cause of action. Precautions to preserve the chain of custody and 
prevent spoliation are required. 

Witness testimony is given in an organized manner, with first the party 
calling the witness asking questions on direct examination and then the 
opposing party cross--examining the witness in an attempt to raise ques-
tions about the credibility of the witness. Redirect examination follows 
the cross--examination to allow the party calling the witness to rehabili-
tate the witness, who is subject to recross examination from the oppos-
ing party if any new areas of testimony are offered. 

Lay witnesses present testimony about personal knowledge and are 
sometimes called eyewitnesses because they may have observed some-
thing related to the case. Anyone who has in some way observed, heard, 
or otherwise sensed some fact relevant to the case may be called as a lay 
witness. 

Expert witnesses are used to guide the finders of fact in areas that are 
beyond the usual expertise or knowledge of the finders of fact (judge or 
jury). 

Each witness who testifies will have the truthfulness and reliability 
of his/her testimony challenged on cross--examination. Challenges to 
credibility include use of prior contradictory statements, convictions 
of crimes related to truthfulness (such as perjury or embezzlement), and 
the truthfulness of prior testimony. 

Hearsay is an out--of--court statement offered for the truth of a statement 
in court that was made by someone not in court. Hearsay is generally 
not admissible because it is not reliable; in addition, the party who 
made the statement is not available to be examined or cross--examined. 
However, some hearsay is admissible where the utterance or statement 
was made under specific circumstances in which people tend to tell the 
truth. Examples include an excited utterance made after a startling event 
or statements made to a doctor or other medical provider for treatment. 
Documents that are created in the regular course of business by public 
officials or government agencies and documents in the form of family 
or ancient records are admissible. 

Unless objections are made in trial (contemporaneously with the offer 
of evidence), the objection to the introduction is waived and may not 
be raised in the future. 



REVIEW QUESTIONS AND EXERCISES 

1. What is the difference between evidence and 
admissible evidence? Explain and give examples 
of each. 

2. What is considered a fact for the purposes of 
evidence at a trial? Give an example. 

3. Why is knowledge of the elements of a claim 
important in determining the evidence neces, 
sary for presentation and trial? 

4. Prior to the enactment of the Federal Rules 
of Evidence, how were evidentiary principles 
determined? 

5. What are the three Rs of admissible evidence? 
6. How do the Federal Rules of Evidence define 

relevant evidence? 
7. What makes a witness's testimony reliable? 
8. What is physical evidence? 
9. What is meant by the term probative value of 

evidence? 
10. Why is some evidence not admissible? 
11. Why is evidence of subsequent repairs not 

admissible in a negligence action? 
12. Why might payment of an injured person's 

medical bills not be admissible in a case? 
13. What is the danger in allowing a jury to know 

that there is insurance coverage available for the 
defendant? 

14. Why are witnesses asked to take an oath or 
make an affirmation before testifying? 

15. What is the difference between a lay witness 
and an expert witness? 

BUILDING YOUR PARALEGAL SKILLS 

INTERNET AND TECHNOLOGY EXERCISES 

1. On the Internet, locate a copy of the Federal 
Rules of Evidence and the rules of evidence for 
your jurisdiction. Bookmark the web addresses 
for future reference and use. 

2. Prepare a timeline of the assigned case in 
Appendix 1. 
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16. When should an expert witness be used? 
17. When may a lay witness or a fact witness give 

an opinion? 
18. When is prerecorded testimony desirable in 

civil litigation? 
19. How can out,of,court statements be used by 

the litigation team? 
20. What is the purpose of attacking the credibility 

of a witness? 
21. Give examples of docun1entary evidence. 

Explain any authentication required for admis, 
sion as evidence. 

22. What are the circumstances under which evi, 
dence of character is admissible? 

23. What is the purpose of the best evidence rule? 
24. Under what circumstances may copies of origi, 

nal documents be entered into evidence? 
25. Explain and give examples of self,authenticating 

documents. 
26. What are the evidentiary issues in spoliation of 

physical evidence? 
2 7. Why is knowledge of the chain of custody 

important with regard to the use of physical 
evidence in trial? 

28. What is the hearsay rule? 
29. Why are some exceptions to the hearsay rule 

allowed? Explain and give examples. 
30. What is the effect of not objecting to the intro, 

duction of evidence at the time it is offered? 

3. Locate any newspaper articles about the 
accident. 

4. Using the Internet, locate any relevant infor~ 
mation about the defendants in the case in 
Appendix 1. 
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CIVIL LITIGATION VIDEO CASE STUDIES 

ALTERCATION ON A SCHOOL BUS 

A student is attacked by an-
other student on a school 
bus. 

After viewing the video at www.pearson.com/ 
goldman-civil-litigation, answer the following 

• questions. 

1. Can the school bus video be used as evidence 
in arbitration or at trial? 

2. What evidence would be needed to prove a 
case of civil assault and failure of the school to 
protect the student? 

SCHOOL PRINCIPAL REACTS 

The school principal reacts 
to the assault on the school 
bus. 

After viewing the video at www.pearson.com/ 
goldman-civil-litigation, answer the following 

• questions . 

1. Are there records that should be requested for 
use in arbitration or at trial? 

2. What records (besides the school records) 
might be available that might be of use in arbi-
tration or at trial? 

CHAPTER OPENING SCENARIO CASE STUDY 

Use the Opening Scenario for this chapter to com-
plete the following tasks: 

1. Prepare an electronic discovery plan for use in 
the school bus case with the potential claims 
for liability that includes a product defect or 
negligent truck maintenance. 

COMPREHENSIVE CASE STUDY 

2. Prepare a discovery plan for use in a complex 
litigation case like the airplane crash. 

SCHOOL BUS- TRUCK ACCIDENT CASE 
Review the assigned case study in Appendix 2: 

1. Prepare a set of interrogatories for use in this 
case. 

See page 18 for instructions on Building Your 
Professional Portfolio. 

Forms 

1. Web address for the Federal Rules of Evidence 
2. Web address for the rules of evidence for your 

jurisdiction 

Procedures 

Your local rules for issuing a subpoena to a witness, 
how service of the subpoena should be made, and 

2. Prepare a Fed. R. Civ. Pro. 30 deposition notice 
for use in this case. 

L.--..... ,.-~--
JJI} fJJI 

whether a witness fee must be included at the time 
the subpoena is served. If so, how is the fee calcu-
lated? 

Contacts and Resources 

Locate the professional organizations in your area 
that could assist you in finding experts in the field 
of stress disorder. 
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VIRTUAL LAW OFFICE EXPERIENCE 

SCHOOL BUS-TRUCK ACCIDENT 

VIDEO: ATTORNEY MEET AND CONFER: ELECTRONIC DISCOVERY ISSUES 

Two attorneys meet to discuss the management of the case, the exchange of infor-
mation under mandatory disclosure rules, discovery, and deadlines. 

After viewing the video at www.pearson.com/goldman-civil-litigation, answer the following. 

To: Paralegal Intern 
From: Roy Saunders 
Case Name: School Bus Truck Accident Case 

Re: Attorney meet and confer 

Please attend this meet and confer and take notes to prepare a file summary memo. Include in the memo a 
list of any follow--up items from that meeting. 



LEARNING OBJECTIVES 

After studying this chapter, you should be able to: 

1. Explain the importance of the initial contact 
with clients and witnesses. 

2. Explain the considerations and steps in preparing 
for an interview of any client or witness. 

3. Describe the skills needed to successfully 
conduct a client or witness interview. 

/ 

4. Explain how expert witnesses are used in 
I itigation. 

5. Explain the steps in conducting an investigation 
of a claim. 



• n erv1ews an 
CHAPTER 

OPENING SCENARIO 

The firm's paralegals, Caitlin and Emily, raised concerns about interviewing the injured children and the 
parents of the deceased children who had been in the bus. They wanted to be certain that each client was 
properly interviewed and all the necessary investigations were concluded before filing suit. The nature of 
the claims and potential damages led the partners in the firm to decide that the federal court offered the 
best place to try the case. Mr. Mason, the partner most familiar with the federal courts, was concerned 
about the time limitations for additional investigation after th e suit was filed and the defendants were 
served. Staff resources were not unlimited, as they were in some of the bigger firms, and it was certain that 
a large litigation firm with virtually unli111ited resources would be representing the individual and corporate 
defendants. To the extent possible, everything had to be completed before commencing suit. 

OPENING SCENARIO LEARNING OBJECTIVE 

Describe the types of questions that should be asked to be certain all information has been obtained and 
including information which may impeach a witness. 

VIDEO INTRODUCTION 

Interviews and Investigation In Civil Litigation 

After watching the video at www.pearson.com/goldman,civil,litigation, answer the 
following questions: 
1. What constitutes an interview for a member of the legal team? 
2. What is an implied attorney-client relationship and why is that a problem? 

167 
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LEARNING OBJECTIVE 1 
Explain the importance 
of the initial contact with 
clients and witnesses. 

INTRODUCTION TO INTERVIEWS 
AND INVESTIGATIONS 

Any contact that a paralegal has with a client, prospective client, or witness 
constitutes an interview. It may involve limited contact, such as a screening 
interview or an initial contact with a client or prospective client; or it may be 
an in--depth, initial fact--gathering interview. The paralegal is usually the firm's 
first point of contact with the new client or witness. The impression the para-
legal makes is the impression the firm makes. As someone once said, we have 
only one opportunity to make a good first impression. 

It is important to note that depending on the experience of the paralegal 
and the size and culture of the law firm, paralegals may conduct interviews on 
their own, without the supervising attorney being present. This practice has 
the potential to irritate the client or witness, who might be inclined to think, 
''I'm not important enough for the attorney to meet with me.'' On the other 
hand, many attorneys want the first opportunity to view and assess the client 
or witness and the story being told. In those instances, the paralegal will be 
present to take notes and assist in the interview process. 

INITIAL CONTACTS 

Paralegals frequently conduct the initial investigation of a client's case and 
make the initial contact with potential witnesses. This may be a telephone 
call to set up a meeting or a telephone interview. The initial meeting with 
potential witnesses may be in the office or at the witness's home or place of 
business. The initial contact with a potential witness, as with a potential cli-
ent, may set the tone for the interview and can influence the willingness of the 
person to cooperate. 

It is never too soon to start preparing for trial. Trial preparation starts 
with the first client contact and gathering the first document. Good prepara-
tion for trial includes an assessment of how well clients and witnesses will 
react in depositions or in court under the pressure of cross--examination and 
how they will be perceived by opposing counsel, the judge, or the jury. Will 
they come across as being truthful and likeable? Or will they appear sneaky, 
unpleasant, and deceptive? Observational notes may be of great importance 
when the legal team must decide whether to settle or try the case. 

A practical consideration in deciding whether to try a case before a jury is 
how the parties will appear to the jury. If the client appears to be sympathetic 
and deserving and the opposing party unsympathetic but having adequate 
financial resources, a jury may try to reward the client with a finding unsup-
ported by the facts or evidence. 

The Screening Interview 

Many clients come to a law firm or lawyer from a referral, such as a current or 
former client. This source of clients acts as a potential screening mechanism. 
The referring source tells the new client about the nature of the practice, the 
attorney who will handle the referred client's case, and the perceived reputa-
tion or ability of the lawyer or law firm. Other potential clients find the law 
firm's name on a website listing of attorneys, or from another legal referral 
source such as a Bar Association listing. Finally, some people simply appear 
at the office door and ask for an appointment or for basic information about 
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IN THE WORDS OF THE COURT ... 
Implied Attorney-Client Relationship 

Pro Hand Services Trust v. Monthei, 49 P.3d 56, 59 (Mont. 2002). 
11 

• • • An implied attorney- client relationship may result when a prospective client 
divulges confidential information during a consul tation with an attorney for the 
purpose of retaining the attorney, even if actual employment does not result. . . . " 

the firm's ability or interest in taking a case. In smaller law offices, a paralegal 
often takes these calls, doubling as receptionist/phone operator. 

The initial contact, or screening interview, is fil led with potential land~ 
mines. If the paralegal solicits too much information or the prospective client 
volunteers too much information, an implied attorney-client relationship 
may be created. An implied attorney-client relationship has been found to 
exist, even if no fee is paid, if the party believes he or she is divulging con~ 
fidential information for the purpose of obtaining legal advice. If too little 
information is obtained, the attorney will not have enough information to de, 
cide if he or she wants to talk to the potential client. Therefore, the paralegal 
or receptionist has to decide how much information to take and how much 
information to give. 

Once the decision is made to represent a client, the legal team must im, 
mediately start to gather all of the relevant information about the client's 
case. The initial investigation may reveal infor1nation indicating that the cli~ 
ent does not have a valid cause of action or that the applicable statute of limi, 
tations has expired, barring the use of the courts for maintaining the cause of 
action. For example, what appears at first to be a case of medical malpractice 
may, after the records are analyzed by a medical expert who indicates the 
treatment received was within appropriate medical practice and procedure, 
turn out not to be such a case. In those jurisdictions requiring a certification 
by a medical expert, the inability to obtain such a certification would act as a 
bar to the institution of a suit. This determination is one that must be made 
by the supervising attorney. 

Good practice requires that the client be appropriately notified in writing 
of the decision of the law firm to accept or decline the representation. If the 
representation is accepted, a fee agreement should accompany the cover let~ 
ter. Exhibit 7. la is a sample hourly fee engagement letter, and Exhibit 7. lb is 
a contingent fee engagement letter. If representation is declined, the paralegal 
may draft a letter summarizing the facts as related by the client and the facts 
as determined by the firm, including the reason for the non,representation. A 
recommendation to clients concerning the next step in their cause of action 
should be made as soon as possible. Quick action is particularly necessary 
if your client is a defendant who is mandated by the court's rules to file a 
timely, responsive pleading to the complaint served on the client. 

Letters of Engagement and Termination of Engagement 

One of the leading causes of lawyer malpractice is missing deadlines (like the 
statute of limitations deadlines in civil litigation), which then bars court ac~ 
tions. Many other causes of friction between lawyers and their clients are 

screening interview 
Limited first contact with a prospective 
client. 

implied attorney-client 
relationship 
Relationship that may result when a 
prospective client divulges confiden
tial information during a consultation 
with an attorney for the purpose of 
retain ing the attorney, even if actual 
employment does not result. 

WEB RESOURCES 

Sample engagement, 
non-engagement, and 

termination letters are available at 
the ABA website. 
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Exhibit 7.1 a Sample Hourly Fee Engagement Letter 

January 29, 2017 

Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Daniels 

12 Route 189 

Your town, State 

RE: Employment of Mason, Marshall and Benjamin by Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Daniels 

Dear Mr. and Mrs. Daniels: 

Thank you for selecting Mason, Marshall and Benjamin to represent you with respect to the breach of contract 
action against Honey Bee Pollintors, Ltd. This letter will confirm our recent discussion regarding the scope and 
terms of this engagement. 

Our firm has agreed to represent you in this lawsuit. I personally will supervise the case. However, it is anticipated 
that other lawyers and legal assistants in the firm also will work on the case. 

We will attempt to obtain compliance with the provisions of the contract to have fruit trees on your property 
pollinated as agreed or, in the alternative, to seek damages for breach of the contract. 

You have agreed to pay for our services based on the time we spend working on the case. My current hourly rate is 
$250 per hour. The rates of our associates currently range between $125 and $225 per hour. Paralegals, who will 
be utilized where appropriate to avoid unnecessary attorney fees, currently are charged at $75 per hour. These 
rates are subject to change once a year, usually in December. Generally, you will be billed for all time spent on your 
matter, including telephone calls. 

As discussed, our current estimate for this engagement is $5,000, not including any out-of-pocket expenses for 
experts, court reporter fees, or court fees. This estimate is imprecise as my knowledge of the facts at this time is 
limited. We will advise you if fees will be significantly higher than this estimate. At such time, you may decide to 
restrict the scope of our efforts or we may make other adjustments. This estimate does not include cost items. 

You have paid us the sum of $3,000 as an advance against fees and costs, which we have deposited to our trust 
account. After your receipt of monthly statements, we will pay the amount of the statement from the trust account. 
If any portion of the advance is unexpended at the conclusion of the case, it will be refunded to you. If the advance 
is expended, you have agreed to pay subsequent monthly statements on receipt. An interest charge of one and 
one-half percent per month is charged on statement balances not paid within 30 days of billing. 

You will appreciate we can make no guarantee of a successful conclusion in any case. However, the attorneys of 
this firm will make their best efforts on your behalf. 

My objectives are to provide you with excellent legal services and to protect your interests in the event of my 
unexpected death, disability, impairment, or incapacity. To accomplish this, I have arranged with another lawyer 
to assist with closing my practice in the event of my death, disability, impairment, or incapacity. In such event, my 
office staff or the assisting lawyer will contact you and provide you with information about how to proceed. 

If this letter fairly states our agreement, please so indicate by signing and returning the enclosed copy in the 
enclosed business reply envelope. If you have any questions or concerns, please call me to discuss them. We 
greatly appreciate the opportunity to represent you on this case and look forward to working with you. 

Sincerely, 

Owen Mason, Esq. 

Mason, Marshall and Benjamin 
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Exhibit 7.1 b Sample Contingent Fee Engagement Letter 

RE: Employment of Mason, Marshall and Benjamin by Jonathan Leonard 

Dear Mr. Leonard: 

Thank you for selecting our firm to represent you with respect to the personal injury action against Acme 
Trucking Company. This letter will confirm our recent discussion regarding the scope and terms of this 
engagement. 

Our firm has agreed to represent you in this lawsuit. I personally will supervise the case. However, it is 
anticipated that other lawyers and legal assistants in the firm also will work on the case. 

We will represent you in the investigation, preparation and civil trial of your claim against Acme Truck
ing in the U.S. District Court or Local Trial Court to the rendering of a verdict. Our engagement at this 
time does not cover any appellate activity or post trial work on your behalf. 

We will be compensated on a contingent fee basis. We will receive for our services 25°/o of any recovery 
plus all out of pocket costs for service and filing fees, expert witness fees, court reporter fees, and charges 
for investigation, travel and accommodation, telephone long distance, photocopies. These out of pocket 
costs will be billed to you on a monthly basis itemizing the monies we have advanced on your behalf. 

As discussed, our current estimate cost for out of pocket expenses for this engagement is $5,000. This 
estimate is imprecise as my knowledge of the facts at this time is limited. 

You have paid us the sum of $1,000.00 as an advance against costs, which we have deposited to our trust 
account. After your receipt of monthly statements, we will pay the amount of the statement from the trust 
account. If any portion of the advance is unexpended at the conclusion of the case, it will be refunded to 
you. If the advance is expended, you have agreed to pay subsequent monthly statements on receipt. 

You will appreciate we can make no guarantee of a successful conclusion in any case. However, the 
attorneys of this firm will use their best efforts on your behalf. 

You understand that we represent other plaintiffs involved in the same case and where possible will 
prorate costs. You have agreed that our firm representing the other plaintiffs is acceptable to you. 

If this letter fairly states our agreement, will you please so indicate by signing and returning the enclosed 
copy in the enclosed business reply envelope. If you have any questions or concerns, please call me to 
discuss them. We greatly appreciate the opportunity to represent you on this case and look forward to 
working with you. 

Sincerely, 

Owen Mason 

Mason, Marshall and Benjamin 

related to fees and costs. In many states, a written fee agreement is required; 
this must be signed by the lawyer and the client. Also called an engagement 
letter, this agreement is addressed to the client and sets out the specific duties 
the law firm agrees to undertake for the client in other words, what the firm 
will or will not do for the client. It may also spell out the specific obligations 
the firm will undertake, the basis of the fee (contingent fee, hourly fee, flat 
fee, or a combination), and the terms of payment. In litigation cases, the en-
gagement letter may include clarification on payment for costs and expenses 
related to investigation and deposition costs. 

Non-Engagement 

A non--engagement letter may be more important than the engagement 
letter; it tells the person the would--be client that the firm will not 
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Exhibit 7.2 Non-Engagement Letter 

Dear Mr. Wilkins: 

Thank you for consulting our firm about your case against the Acme Trucking Company. After reviewing the facts 
we regret that we cannot represent you in this matter. 

I strongly recommend that you contact another lawyer immediately. Failure to act immediately may result in the 
barring your ability to file suit. If you do not have another lawyer in mind, I suggest you call the Bar Association 
Referral service at 218-555-1000. 

Thank you for contacting me. I hope to be of service to you in the future. 

Very truly yours, 

Ethan Benjamin 

Mason, Marshall and Benjamin 

LEARNING OBJECTIVE 2 
Explain the considerations 

and steps in preparing for 

an interv iew of any c lient 

o r w itness. 

PRACTICE TIP 

Investigation check I ists, 
such as Exhibit 7.3, are 
starting points in gather-
ing information. Be alert 
to addit ional information 
that may be avai I able based 
on the responses of c lients 
and w itnesses. Update and 
modify the checkl ist to keep 
it dynam ic. 

Do not al low yourself 
to become so preoccupied 
with filling in the blanks that 
you miss important c lues to 
additional information. 

represent h im or her. This is important when a statute of limit ations dead .. 
lin e is approach ing and the engagement is declined. The potential client 
m ust be clearly advised that t h e firm is not representing h im or her and 
th at h e or she should seek coun sel immediately. If a person believes that 
he or she is represented and th e lawyer does n ot clearly express that t h e 
firm is not takin g the representation, an implied attorney- clien t relation .. 
ship may arise. 

A sample non .. engagement letter is sh own in Exhibit 7.2. 

PREPARING FOR THE INTERVIEW 

T he first step in preparing for an interview or conducting an investigation is 
to understand the outcome desired. One of the desired outcomes in an initial 
interview with a new client is to instill in the client confidence in the firm and 
its personnel. The fundamental desired outcome of any in terview is to obtain 
all of the relevant facts for th e case. Exhibit 7 .3 is a sample client interview 
checklist. Understanding the goals of the interview or investigation, the back .. 
ground or cultural issues of the individual, and the nature of the situation 
will help in structuring a successful interview. Occasionally, an in terview has 
to be conducted without time for preparation, such as when the paralegal is 
asked to fill in for someone else at th e last moment. 

Physical surroun dings, clothing, and appearance are important in prepar .. 
ing fo r interviews and investigations. They merit your attention. 

Investigation Checklists 

T he investigation checklist sh ould not be viewed as a static document. T he 
checklist sh ould start with a listing of all of th e parties involved wh o should 
be interviewed, including initial fact witn esses (Exhibit 7 .4). As additional 
parties and witnesses are interviewed, more people may need to be added to 
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Exhibit 7.3 Sample Client Interview Checklist 

CLIENT INTERVIEW CHECKLIST 

CLIENT PERSONAL INFORMATION 

Name 

Address 

City 

Phone (hm) 

How long at this address 

Date of birth 

Social Security No. 

Prior address 

City 

Dates at this address 

Employer: 

Job description 

Marital status 

Spouse's name 

Child's name 

Child's name 

Child's name 

CASE INFORMATION 

Case referred by 

Case type: 

Opposing party(ies) 

Opposing party 

Address 

Opposing attorney 

Address 

Date of incident 

Summary of facts 

D Appeal 
D Municipal 

State 

(wk) 

Place of birth 

State 

Maiden name 

D Business 
D Real Estate 

D Corporate 
D Tax 

Statute of limitation date 

Zip 

( cell) 

Zip 

Date of birth 

Date of birth 

Date of birth 

Date of birth 

D Estate 
D Trust 

the list. Exhibit 7 .5 is a witness information form. Investigation of locations 
and physical evidence may result in the need to examine additional locations 
and evidence. Initial interviews also may result in the need to add one or 
more expert witnesses to the investigation checklist. 

A checklist can be a valuable tool in ensuring that all the information re-
quired for a case or other legal matter is obtained during the initial interview. The 

D Litigation 
D Other 

fact witness 
A witness who testifies about facts 
based upon his observation or per
sonal knowledge about the matter be
fore the court. 
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Exhibit 7.4 Investigation Checklist for Auto Accident 

INVESTIGATION CHECKLIST 

Client name 

Phone (hm) (wk) 

Current address 

Prior address(es) 

Date of birth Place of birth 

Social Security No. 

VEHICLE CLIENT OPERATING/PASSENGER 

Owner and type of motor vehicle 

Insurance Co. 

Insurance company contact 

Date of incident 

Location of incident 

City, State 

Opposing party 

Address 

Phone (hm) 

Owner and type of motor vehicle 

Insurance Co. 

FACT WITNESSES 

Name 

Name 

Name 

Name of ambulance 

Name of hospital 

Police report issued 

Photographs of scene taken 

Name of treating physicians 

EXPERT WITNESSES 

Name 

Name 

Summary of cause of action 

Policy number 

Time of day 

County 

(wk) 

Policy number 

Address 

Address 

Address 

Copy ordered 

Address 

Address 

(cell) 

Phone 

Weather conditions 

Municipality 

(cell) 

Attach detailed accident/incident description, accident reports and diagrams. 

same checklist offers a good foundation for developing a more detailed interview 
plan when there is time for preparation. A caution: Never let the checklist pre.
vent you from listening and responding to the information a client or witness is 
sharing. Being too concerned about filling in the blanks on the checklist can leave 
the client or witness feeling as though you have no interest in his or her story. 
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Exhibit 7.5 Witness Information Form 

Witness lnfonnation 

CLIENT PERSONAL DATA 

Client Name I Case No. l File No. 

Address City, State. Zip Phone 

CASE DATA 

Flle Label I Case Issue I Date 

Respooslble Attorne)'1s) 

WITNESS DATA 

Wimess Name 

Aliases, if any l US Citizen 
O Yes O No 

Current Address City, Slate, Zip Phone 

Past Address(es) 

Date & Plae6 of Birth Sex Race Age Current Marital Status 

O Single O Oivoroed 
O Married O Widowed Name of Spouse Number/Former Marriages Number /Children 
O Separated 

Name of Children (natural & adopted) Age Name 

current Employer 

Address City. Stat&, Zip Phone 

Job Title Supervisor From To 

Previous Employer 

Address City, SUtte, ZJp Phone 

Job Title Supervisor From To 

Edvcation/ Name of School City/State From To 

Higti SCllool 

Coll 

Technlcal/Ottier 

Witness for Type of Witness Have you ever been a party or witness In a court suit? 
D PlaintJII O Defendant O Expert O Character O Eye Witness O No O Yes 

If yes, where & when 

OTHER PERTINENT DATA 

Physical Surroundings 
The physical surroundings of the interview location can set the tone for the 
interview. Depending upon the purpose of the interview and the person being 
interviewed, the p aralegal may wish to create either a formal or an informal 
environment. You probably can remember a situation in which someone 

Age 

Degree 
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interviewed you from across a desk. Did the formality make you feel sub, 
servient to the intervievver? Contrast that situation with an informal setting 
with a low coffee table and living,room,style chairs. This setting gives the 
meeting a more personal tone. Beware of interviewing a client or witness in a 
cluttered office, which can give the impression that the paralegal is too busy 
or too disorganized. 

Putting a client at ease may be easier in an informal setting, whereas deal, 
ing with opposing counsel might be better handled in a formal, "across,the, 
desk" setting. In most cases, the paralegal will want to convey the impression 
of being a competent professional, although in some situations, it might be 
beneficial to convey a more casual and less professional image. Some wit, 
nesses are more cooperative and helpful when they feel as if they are in charge 
and are helping the paralegal. 

Dress and Appearance 
Remember the old saying, "First impressions count"? The impression a para, 
legal makes when walking into a room for the initial interview may set the 
tone for the entire relationship with the client or witness and can either en, 
hance or destroy one's credibility. Clothing, posture, and manner of greeting 
create the first impression. 

C lothing sends a nonverbal message about the person and the firm or 
business. In the practice of law, or in a corporate law department, the unex, 
pected can become the norm. Many attorneys, male and female alike, keep a 
"going,to,court suit" in the office just in case they need to have a more pro, 
fessional appearance at a moment's notice. When a new client comes in, the 
attorneys can change clothes quickly; the receptionist or secretary can buy 
them time to change into the "power" outfit. 

A client may be offended by a paralegal's "casual Friday" appearance, be, 
lieving that the paralegal is not taking his case seriously. The working parale, 
gal, however, usually doesn't have time to change when the unexpected arises, 
and is often the one who has to "buy time" for the attorney. Therefore, para, 
legals always must be prepared to make a good impression and tailor their 
appearance appropriately as the situation warrants. When the paralegal con, 
ducts field interviews, however, a casual appearance may put the potential 
witness at ease. 

Communication Skills in a Multicultural Society* 
Those with whom paralegals communicate can be addressed in many ways. 
Clients, witnesses, and others with whom the paralegal comes into contact 
should never be stereotyped. At the same time, paralegals should be aware of 
the gender, religious, and ethnic sensitivities of people. Paralegals' skills as in, 
terviewers depend on their abilities to appreciate the differences in how and 
why individuals act and react differently. They must not assume that every, 
one in a certain category believes and acts the same. They must be sensitive to 
issues that may cause a person not to communicate, which might have been 
anticipated from first impressions of them. We will point out some general 
differences in the way men and women communicate and give some cultural 
background considerations. 

[ 1] *This section on con1munication skills is adapted from Crosstalk: Communicating in a M ulticul cural 
Workplace, by Sherron Kenton and Deborah Valentine, 1997. Reprinted ,vith permission of the authors. 
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Gender Differences 

A man is more likely to: 

• have been socialized to perform more aggressively and boast of his 
successes; 

• have learned from childhood games that winning is desirable; 
• be motivated by competition; 
• view conflict as impersonal, a necessary part of working relationships; 
• be impressed by power, ability, and achievement; 
• hear only the literal words and miss the underlying emotion; 
• not express his true feelings through facial expressions; and 
• have a more direct communication style. 

A woman is more likely to: 

• have been socialized to work cooperatively and to be modest about her 
success; 

• have learned from childhood games to compromise and collaborate and 
to be motivated by affiliation; 

• compete primarily with herself with her own expectations of what she 
should be able to accomplish; 

• take conflict personally; 
• be impressed by personal disclosure and professional courage; 
• have the ability to focus on several projects at the same time; 
• be proficient at decoding nonverbal meanings and likely to display her 

feelings through facial expression and body language; and 
• have an indirect style, except with other women of equal rank. 

There may also be gender differences in the receiver's attitudes about the 
paralegal: 

• Paralegal man to man: Male receiver may afford the male paralegal 
instant credibility based on their same gender. 

• Paralegal woman to woman: Female receiver may expect the female 
paralegal to be friendly, nurturing, and concerned and may afford the 
paralegal instant credibility based on same--gender assumptions. 

• Paralegal man to woman: Female receiver may expect that the male 
paralegal will not really listen to her based on the different gender. 

• Paralegal woman to man: Male receiver may expect the female paralegal 
to be friendly and nurturing, even passive--dependent. Any aggressive 
behavior or deviation from his expectation could cause him discomfort 
and confusion or produce negative responses. He may simply disregard 
the fem ale paralegal. 

Cultural Sensitivity 

The culturally sensitive person is aware of how other people's religious and 
ethnic backgrounds and their belief systems influence their behavior. As the 
cultural makeup of the United States has become more diverse, the need for 
cultural sensitivity in the legal and paralegal professions has grown. Just as 
men and women are said to be different in some ways, so are Europeans, 
Asians, Latinos, and Africans who have not fully assimilated into the culture 
of the country. 

Interviewing a Latino male, for example, may require a different approach 
than when interviewing an Asian female. Even subtleties of eye contact can 

cultural sensitivity 
Awareness of and sensitivity to the rea
sons for differences in the way people 
behave based on religious and ethnic 
backgrounds and belief systems. 
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affect an interview. Whereas Americans view eye contact as a sign of sincer-
ity, some Asian cultures view this as aggressive. In developing their commu-
nication skills, paralegals must become sensitive to how they are perceived 
and learn to fashion their approach to maximize accuracy of communication. 

The effectiveness of paralegals also is influenced by how well they ''read'' 
the cultural backgrounds of those with whom they interact. Cultural norms in-
valve the manner of speaking, dressing, and acting and can differ for men and 
women in a particular culture. Cultural differences can affect the interpretation 
of words and body language: What is heard may not be what was intended, 
and what one person perceives may n ot be what another person perceives. We 
will briefly highlight some general characteristics of four cultural groups. 

European Background. Generally, the countries of Western Europe, 
including Scandinavia, comprise the group of those with a European back-
ground. This group is extraordinarily large and complex, which limits 
attempts to make cultural generalities. In terms of gender differences, men 
and women with roots in the European culture may have different initial re-
actions and attitudes to the paralegal. Male and female listeners alike tend to 
perceive men as having more credibility than women of equal rank, experi-
ence, and training. Men tend to be more credible to other men, and women 
may be more credible to other women. 

Now consider the cultural implications of graphic pictures of physical 
injuries from car crashes. These photos are acceptable in the U nited States, 
but Germans tend to dislike the sight of blood and the British are likely to be 
off ended by violence. 

According to Kenton and Valentine, if the paralegal appears to be 
European--American, receivers of communication may be concerned that the 
paralegal will: 

• reject their opinions; 
• take advantage of them or hold them back; 
• consider them different in a negative way; or 
• deny them equal opportunities. 

Latino Background. Collectively, Latin America encompasses fifty--one 
countries generally considered to be those south of the U.S. border: Mexico 
and the countries of Central America, South America, and the Caribbean 
islands. With so vast an area, many differences can be expected from country 
to country and even from city to city. The languages spoken within Latin 
American countries, too, are not the same. Portuguese is spoken in Brazil , 
and the Spanish that is spoken in South America differs from the Spanish 
spoken in Puerto Rico. The Latino--American population has moved closer 
to becoming the largest minority group in the United States. According to 
Kenton and Valentine, individuals with roots in the Latino culture tend to: 

• value family and loyalty to family; 
• honor nationalism; 
• exhibit a strong sense of honor; 
• have a fatalistic view of the world; and 
• express passion in speech, manner, and deed. 

Asian Background. 
among them China, 

More than thirty countries can be considered Asian, 
Malaysia, Japan, the Philippines, India, and Korea. 
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ETHICAL Perspectives 

NATIONAL FEDERATION OF PARALEGAL ASSOCIATIONS, INC, 
MODEL CODE OF ETHICS AND PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIBILITY 
AND GUIDELINES FOR ENFORCEMENT 

1.7 A Paralegal's Title Shall Be Fully Disclosed. 

Ethical Considerations 

Ec-1.7 

(a) A paralegal's title shall clearly indicate the individual's status and shall 
be disclosed in all business and professional communications to avoid 
misunderstandings and misconceptions about the paralegal 's role and 
responsibi I ities 

Source: Used by Permission from NFPA. 

They, too, demonstrate vast differences from culture to culture. Some 
generalizations may be made, however. 

• Asian cultures generally consider being direct and to the point rude, and 
relationships are considered top priority. 

• The Japanese, for example, tend to prefer an indirect style of communica
tion. In communicating with people who have an Asian background, then, 
it might be best to begin with pleasantries about the weather or sports, or 
inquire about the well-being of the individual and his or her family. 

Roots in the African Culture. African Americans represent the largest ethnic 
group in the United States. A distinction should be made between African 
Americans of recent immigration, with strong cultural ties to the African cul
ture, and African Americans with extensive family ties and cultural roots within 
the United States. According to Kenton and Valentine, some of the African 
core beliefs and cultural values that may influence attitudes and behavior are: 

• a holistic worldview; 
• emotion and expressiveness; and 
• a keen sense of justice or fairness. 

CONDUCTING THE INTERVIEW 

In the first meeting, the paralegal must make clear that he or she is not an 
attorney and that only an attorney can give legal advice. During the first few 
minutes of the interview, paralegals must build a relationship with their in
terviewees, explaining the reason for the interview and eliminating any bar
riers that might prevent them from obtaining the necessary information. 
Sometimes interviewees seem to be fully cooperative when, in fact, they are 
not cooperating. The subject matter may be embarrassing, or interviewees 
may have a fear of authority figures or might be uncomfortable using certain 
terms necessary to describe the situation. 

Effective interviewers learn the verbal and nonverbal cues that will help 
them understand the reasons for interviewees' reluctance to answer questions. 

LEARNING OBJECTIVE J 
Describe the skills needed 

to successfully conduct a 

client or witness interview. 
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hosti le witness 
A witness who does not cooperate 
with the party who called him to tes
tify; a reluctant witness who demon
strates some hosti I ity to the case pre
sented or toward the party who cal led 
him to testify. 

In some situations, the solution is first to ask easy questions, such as the 
person's name and address. Once interviewees start speaking, they have less 
trouble answering well--thought--out questions that build logically on the pre-
vious information. 

This is not always the case, though. In times of great stress, clients have 
been known to read the name from a nameplate in the office and state it as 
their own name! The interviewer must be careful to avoid embarrassing the 
interviewee and have questions prepared that can be answered easily, such as, 
''My records show that you live at 123 South Main Street. Is that correct?'' or 
''How do you spell your name?," thereby helping the person gain composure. 

Listening Skills 
A good interviewer must master the skill of listening. Most of us hear the 
words being said but may not be listening to what is being said. Instead of 
concentrating on what is being said, listeners may be more concerned with the 
next question they want to ask, emotionally influenced by the speaker's mes-
sage, or distracted by the speaker's behavior. The professional interviewer 
must listen to what is really being said in a nonjudgmental, impartial manner. 

Interviewing clients and witnesses requires listening to what is being said 
in the context of the speaker's cultural makeup. It also requires an under-
standing of the type of witness friendly, hostile, or expert and the wit-
nesses' bias toward the client or the type of case for which they are being 
interviewed. Fact witnesses may not want to get involved, or they may be 
hostile witnesses, saying either what they think you want to hear or what will 
move their own agenda along. Fact witnesses in criminal matters involving 
members of different races or religions may not be as concerned for the truth 
as they are for someone ''paying'' for committing the crime. Bias and cultural 
identity may thus influence what is said. 

The paralegal must focus on what is said, not on how it is said. Some 
people are not articulate, and the facts may be lost if a paralegal doesn't listen 
carefully. Others may try to shock or put off the paralegal by using buzzwords 
designed to get a reaction. In sports, this is referred to as ''trash talk'' saying 
things to get the listener to react emotionally and lose concentration. 

Good listeners disregard distractions. They do not allow themselves to 
lose focus because of environmental distractions, such as noise or activity in 
the area of the interview, or a speaker's annoying physical habits, such as tap-
ping fingers or legs, or speech impediments, such as stuttering. Think about 
how hard it is to concentrate on what is being said in a large classroom. Good 
listeners focus on the message and block out distractions. 

In addition, good interviewers do not make assumptions about the facts 
of the case. They listen with an open mind. Making assumptions about peo-
ple or facts can lead to attempts to make the facts fit the interviewer's pre-
conceived notions. Sometimes the facts are not what they first seem to be. 
Look at the number of people released from jail after DNA evidence proved 
they did not do the crime everyone assumed they had committed. In some 
instances, fact witnesses may have been interviewed and may have given a 
version of the incident that, after DNA testing, is proven incorrect, and the 
person turns out to be innocent. 

A good listener must also be a good observer. Good listeners are able 
to detect when the person they are speaking with is having difficulty under-
standing the question. It may be an elderly client who has hearing loss, or a 
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Checklist ~ LI STENING SKILLS 

• Empathize with the person. Try to put yourself in his or her place to help you see the point. 

• Don't interrupt. Allow time for the person to say what they are trying to say. 

• Leave your emotions behind and control your anger. Emotions will prevent you from listening well. 

• Get rid of distractions. 

• Don't argue mentally. 

• Don't antagonize the speaker. This could cause someone to conceal important ideas, emotions, and attitudes. 

• Avoid jumping to conclusions. This can get you into trouble. For example, don't assume that the speaker is using the words 
in the same way that you are interpreting them. If you are unsure, ask for clarification. 

Source: Reprinted with permission from the Student Counseling Service at Texas A&M University. 

client for whom English is a second language, or a client who is functionally 
illiterate. Not recognizing these signs will hinder the paralegal's goal of ob, 
taining accurate, complete information. The clients who claim to have forgot, 
ten their glasses and ask you to read the information to them or tell you they 
trust that whatever you've done is correct may actually be unable to read the 
documents. Functional illiteracy might be related to the fact that English is 
not a client's first language. 

Leading Questions 

Leading questions are questions that suggest the desired answer. In conduct, 
ing a cross,exan1ination, lawyers in trial frequently use leading questions to 
force the witness to answer in a desired manner. An obvious example is "Have 
you stopped kicking your dog?'' On direct examination, an attorney might 
ask a more direct and neutral question: "Have you ever kicked your dog?" 

Leading questions do not lead to open;ended answers but are intended to 
elicit a desired answer: "You ran the red light, didn't you?" 

Open-Ended Questions 

Open-ended questions are designed to give interviewees an opportunity to 
tell their stories without being limited to yes,or,no answers. Open,ended 
questions create a narrative opportunity for the witness; for example, "Tell 
me about your life" or "Tell me about your life since the accident." 

In fact,gathering interviews, the witness should have the opportunity to 
give open,ended, narrative answers. By asking a question to solicit an answer 
that you desire, you may cut off the possibility of discovering information 
that is essential to your case. For example, you may want to know whether 
your client was at the scene of an accident, and therefore you ask the witness, 
"Did you see my client at the scene of the accident?" The answer to this qt1es, 
tion may be "yes" or "no." A better question would be, "Who was present 
at the scene of the accident?" This kind of question may lead to information 
regarding additional witnesses you may want to interview. 

Similarly, the question, "How fast were the cars going prior to the im, 
pact?" is much better than "Were the cars speeding before the impact?" In 
this context, the term "speeding" may be interpreted as exceeding the speed 
limit instead of going too fast for the conditions. 

lead ing quest ions 
Questions that suggest the answer 
calls for a "yes" or "no" response. 

open-ended questions 
Questions that usually do not have 
a "yes" or "no" answer but cal I for a 
short narrative response. 

narrative opportun ity 
Question that encourages an answer 
requiring a fu ll explanation. 
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privileged communication 
Communication to be kept confi
dential based on a relationship with 
another party, such as attorney and 
client. 

moral obligation 
An obligation based on one's own 

. 
conscience. 

With the witness's statements from the interview in hand at the time of 
trial, the trial attorney might appropriately ask a leading question such as, 
''My client wasn't present at the scene of the accident, was she?'' or, ''Isn't it 
true that the defendant was speeding before the impact?'' With the attorney's 
knowledge of the prior statement, there should be no surprise in the answer 
at trial. If there is, the prior statement can be used to impeach the credibility 
of the witness, if desired, as part of the trial strategy. 

At times, the interviewer may want to guide clients or witnesses by ask-
ing questions that give them a perspective of time or place, such as, ''What 
did you observe at noon on Saturday?'' or ''Tell me what happened on 
September 11, 2001. '' Or, ''What you were doing on the day of the bombing 
at the Boston Marathon in 2013?'' The tragedy of those days will haunt the 
memories of Americans and most of the rest of the world, so little stimulus 
will be needed to elicit where they were and what they observed. This is true 
of most traumatic events in people's lives the loss of a loved one, the birth 
of a child, or a serious accident in which they were injured. Other days and 
periods of time tend to blur and have to be brought to the consciousness of 
the witness by making statements such as, ''Let's think back to August 19, 
2017'' and asking, ''What happened to you that day?'' 

Privileged Communication 

Certain forms of communication are considered privileged and are not usable 
at trial unless the privilege is waived. Forms of privileged communication are: 

1. attorney- client communications; 
2. doctor- patient communications; 
3. priest- penitent communications; and 
4. spousal communications during marriage. 

Each of these privileges can be waived, but the waiver must come from 
the client, the patient, the penitent, or the spouse making the statement with 
the belief that it is privileged. Changes in some of the rules of ethics, and 
by statute, may permit certain, otherwise privileged communications to be 
revealed to prevent harm or injury to another. The spouse, the priest, or the 
doctor may have a moral issue in revealing what was communicated. 

When the paralegal is acting on behalf of the attorney, communications 
between a client and the paralegal have the same privilege as those between the 
client and the attorney. Information gathered from the client as part of rep-
resentation of the client and necessary for rendering competent legal advice 
is privileged. The paralegal, therefore, is in the same position as the attorney, 
the doctor, the priest, or the spouse to whom the confidential information has 
been communicated. Each must carefully guard the confidential information 
and not inadvertently or intentionally reveal the information. In some cases, 
such as when another person's life may be in danger, these people may be 
compelled by a court to testify even when they believe it is a violation of their 
moral duty to another person from whom they have received information. 

Moral versus Ethical Obligations 

At times in the investigation of a case, it is necessary to consider the differ-
ence between a moral obligation and an ethical obligation. A moral obligation 
is based on one's own conscience or a person's perceived rules of correct 
conduct, generally in the person's own community. Some communities, for 
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ETHICAL Perspectives 

THE DELAWARE LAWYERS' RULES OF PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT 
RULE 1.6 CONFIDENTIALITY OF INFORMATION 

(a) A lawyer shall not reveal information relating to the representation of a 
client unless the client gives informed consent, the disclosure is impliedly 
authorized in order to carry out the representation, or the disclosure is 
permitted by paragraph (b) .... 

instance, may consider it to be morally improper to ask someone to give 
information about another person. An ethical obligation for members of the 
legal team, including those acting on behalf of a supervising attorney, is the 
ethical responsibility of the legal profession under the ABA Model Rules of 
Professional Conduct, including thoroughness in representing a client. 

Is it ethically improper to ask someone to tell the truth surrounding the 
facts of a case if those facts may lead to a neighbor, relative, or friend being 
subjected to liability for his or her actions? The primary ethical obligation for 
the paralegal and the legal team is the duty to the client. Some members of the 
legal team, for example, may be distressed if they were told to ask a mother 
to testify against her child in a case involving negligence and personal injury. 
This is a moral issue for the mother the results may cause her child finan, 
cial hardship or ruin. Ethics, however, may require this unpleasant course of 
conduct from the paralegal. 

EXPERT WITNESSES 

Expert witnesses are individuals whose backgrounds, educations, and experi, 
ences are such that courts recognize them as qualified to give opinions based 
on a set of facts. The expert witness may be a doctor certified by a board of 
medical experts or a scientist or engineer specializing in an area of science 
such as flammability of fabrics. The reports of these experts may be based 
on the facts of a potential case and may determine whether there is sufficient 
evidence to believe that a wrong has occurred or malpractice has been com, 
mitted. Without this report, the lawyers may be obligated to advise clients 
that they have no actionable cause of action. 

There is no clear rule on whether information revealed to an expert in 
the preparation of a case is protected as part of the attorney- client privilege 
in the same manner as that revealed to a member of the trial team, including 
other attorneys, paralegals, and secretarial staff working on the case with the 
primary trial attorney. Almost certainly, anything revealed to an expert who 
is listed as an expert witness on the list of witnesses to be called at trial is 
discoverable. 

Some law firms retain an expert to advise them but do not use that expert 
to testify. The advice and information provided by these experts to help in 
the preparation for trial may come under the privilege. Although the privi, 
lege is the client's, the paralegal and others on the legal team must be careful 
not to divulge privileged or confidential material without authorization. 

The expert retained for background trial advice must have as much 
confidence in the legal team as the legal team has in the expert's advice and 
integrity. Some experts fear that the legal team will give them only selected 

WEB RESOURCES 
l Contrast and compare 

The Delaware Lawyers' 
Rules of Professional Conduct at 
the Delaware State Courts web
site, http://courts.delaware.gov/ 
Rules/?DLRPCwithComments_ 
Oct2007.pdf, with the American 
Bar Association Model Rules of 
Professional Responsibility at 
the ABA website, http://www. 
abanet.org/cpr/mrpc/mrpc_toc. 
html, and the ethical rules in your 
jurisdiction. 

ethical obligation 
A minimum standard of conduct, usu
ally within one's profession. 

LEARNING OBJECTIVE 4 
Explain how expert 
witnesses are used in 

litigation. 

expert w itness 
Person qualified by education, train
ing, or experience to render an opin
ion based on a set of facts that are 
outside the scope of knowledge of the 
fact finder. 
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information. With the limited information provided, they might give an ex-
pert opinion that is not what they would have given if they h ad received the 
complete set of facts. 

Exhibit 7 .6 indicates factors to be considered in arranging for an expert 
witness. 

PRACTICE TIP 

TIMING OF EXPERT DEPOSITION 
FEDERAL RULES OF CIVIL PROCEDURE 26 FRCP 26(8) (4) 

(4) Trial Preparation: Experts 
(A) Deposition of an Expert Who May Testify. A party may depose any person 

who has been identified as an expert whose opinions may be presented at 
trial. If Rule 26(a)(2)(B) requires a report from the expert, the deposition may be 
conducted only after the report is provided. 

Ch e Ck I i St~::::::.....__ ________ DEPOSING EXPERT WITNESSES 

Ask an expert witness these ten questions at deposition, even if you don't have time to ask anything else: 

• What opinions have you formed in this matter? 

• What did you do to reach those opinions? 

• How did you do that? 

• Why did you do that? 

• What resul ts did you get? 

• How did the results affect your opinion? 

• Are there reliable authorities in this field? 

• What assumptions did you make in your work? 

• What tasks didn't you do? 

• Is this your current and accurate resume? 

Source: Reprinted with permission from Expert Rules: 100 (and More) Point You Need to know About Your Expert Witnesses, 3d Ed. by David M. Malone and 
Paul J. Swire. Copyright owned by the National Insti tute for Trial Advocacy. A full copy of this publication may be purchased at http://www.lexisnexis.com. 

LEARNING OBJECTIVE 5 
Explain the steps in 

conducting an investigation 

of a claim. 

Restatement of the Law Thi rd, 
Torts: Product Liabi li ty 
A legal treatise with suggested rules of 
laws relating to torts. 

INVESTIGATING CLAIMS 

The legal team must gather all of the relevant information about a cause of ac-
tion before making a recommendation to a client to file a lawsuit or respond 
to a claim of wrongdoing. In most cases, the paralegal h as some indication of 
the area of law or the nature of the claim before the first interview with the 
client is conducted. The paralegal may have gotten this idea from a telephone 
interview (when the client called for an appointment) or from the referral 
from the supervising attorney to the paralegal to conduct the interview and 
investigation. If paralegals sp ecialize in certain areas of law, they are likely to 
understand the underlying elements of the claims or rights the client wishes 
to assert. Those in general practice and those entering a new area have to un-
derstand the rules of law as they apply to that issue. 

For example, in a product liability case, understanding the 
common law of negligence is not enough. One also must under-
stand the law of strict liability for product defect cases as found in the 
Restatement of the Law Third, Torts: Product Liability. Whereas negligence 
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Exhibit 7.6 Expert Witness Checklist 

EXPERT WITNESS CHECKLIST 

BACKGROUND 

Full name 

Business address 

Business telephone number 

Business email address 

Locations of prior offices 

Home address 

Home telephone number 

EDUCATION 

Schools attended 

Degrees or honors awarded 

Continuing education courses 

WORK HISTORY 

Place of employment 

Job description 

Reasons for leaving 

Specific area of expertise 

Published articles and books 

Professional affi liations 

Professional magazines subscribed to 

Licenses and jurisdictions 

Litigations or disciplinary action 

PRIOR LEGAL EXPERIENCE 

Ratio of plaintiff/defense cases 

Prior clients including date (plaintiff or defendant) 

Types of investigations with dates 

Deposition testimony given with dates 

Court testimony with dates 

Legal references 

AVAILABILITY 

Vacation plans and dates 

Date of birth 

Business fax number 

Business website 

Dates of attendance 

Dates of employment 

Potential meeting dates 

requires a breach of duty, strict liability is without fault in cases in which the 
doctrine applies. An interview conducted considering negligence as the only 
basis for legal action could improperly result in the client's being advised that 
he or she does not have a claim when, under the no,fault, strict liability con, 
cept for defective products, an action might exist. 

The first step is to determine the elements that underlie the cause of ac, 
tion and that arise from the client's claim. With an understanding of the legal 
basis of the claim and the applicable law, an investigative plan can be prepared 
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to obtain the necessary witness statements, locate physical evidence, and ob-
tain photographs, reports, and other evidence for use in preparation for and 
at trial. Where a claim of negligence is to be made, photographic evidence 
may be essential in demonstrating the nature of the hazard. 

For example, when a client was injured as result of a fall in a store, pho-
tographs showing the hazardous condition should be obtained as quickly as 
possible. In the case of strict liability involving a product defect that caused in-
jury or loss, preservation of the defective product or photographic documen-
tation of the defect is essential as a matter of proof. Knowing what elements of 
the cause of action must be proven dictates what evidence must be located in 
the form of witnesses, photographs, and physical evidence. Knowing the ele-
ments of the cause of action will ensure that the proper questions are asked in 
the interview, which then will dictate the necessary investigation steps. 

One of the most useful tools in the gathering of information about a case 
is a digital camera or a smartphone with a good camera feature. Digital pho-
tographs are easily shared on computer networks or by Internet transfer to 
other members of the legal team, clients, and possible witnesses. Cameras 
also are useful to take pictures of potential witnesses so other members of the 
legal team may recognize them later at the time of depositions and trial. If the 
photographs are going to be used at trial, keep in mind that the photographer 
may be called to authenticate them. 

A Defense Perspective 

Most people quite naturally think of a lawsuit from the plaintiff's perspective 
and in terms of the violation of rights and resulting injury. In a perfect world, 
only legitimate actions would be filed, and the law would provide a perfect 
remedy for all wrongs. But not every plaintiff is in the right, and some have 
been known to file frivolous or even fraudulent lawsuits. 

The balance in the American legal system is achieved by a vigorous de-
fense on behalf of the defendant. A plaintiff may claim, for example, that 
she slipped and was injured as a result of the negligence of a store owner. 
The defendant store owner might be innocent of any wrongdoing or breach 
of any duty. Remember that for every plaintiff, there is a defendant, and for 
each party, there is a law firm, an attorney, and a paralegal. Anticipating the 
potential defenses will help the legal team evaluate the client's case. 

Obtaining Official Reports 

Most incidents giving rise to litigation have associated official reports. In the 
negligence action, it may be a police accident or incident report, emergency 
medical services report, fire department call report, or incident reports of 
safety violations by federal, state, or local authorities. These reports are filed 
in a central repository as public records. A useful starting point, then, is to 
obtain any official reports associated with the case. These reports frequently 
indicate time, place, and the names of fact witnesses. In some cases, detailed 
diagrams or photographs may accompany the reports. Exhibit 7. 7 is an ex-
ample of a police accident report form. 

Fact Analysis 

Analyzing the facts starts with interviewing the clients to obtain their rec-
ollections of the time, place, circumstances, and other people involved as 
participants or witnesses. A complete analysis usually requires further field 
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investigation of the location, the object involved (such as an automobile) , 
and interviews of the parties and witnesses. Keep in mind that one person's 
perception may not be reality. A client's recollection and description of the 
physical surroundings may n ot be confirmed when the investigator visits the 
location. What one person describes as a narrow, congested walkway may 
actually be a standard--width, open sidewalk. 

The ultimate trier of fact will be a jury, a panel of arbitrators, or a judge 
acting as the trier of fact. Therefore, analysis of the facts must be sufficient 

Exhibit 7.7 Sample Police Accident Report Form 

Ji-f\\ COMMONWEAL TH OF PENNSYLVANIA 

~-JI 
POLICE ACCIDENT REPORT 

( XX.) REFER TO O<IE.'RLA Y SHEETS REPORTA81E D NOf · REPORTABlE D flEN,DOT USE<,«.. Y 
. - -··· ·~f.r 

' ,-¥ ·~· ... N ·~ POI.IQ: lNFORUA'TJON ~ '.J., ACCID'3iT ,,.tOC4TIPN .. .. . ,. -, 

1. INCICENT 20. COUNTY COOE 
MJMBER 

2.AGBCY 21 . MUNICIPALITY cooe 
NAAE 

3. STATIOW 4. PATROL PRINCIPAL ROADWAYINFORMAOON PRECINCT ZONE 
5. INVESTIGATOR BADGE 22. ROUTE NO. OR 

NUMBER STREET NAME 
6. APPROVED BY BADGE . 23. SPEED 24.JJYPE 25..., :ess 

NC.AeER LIMJT HIGHWAY CONTROL 
7. ~--~STiGATION 8. ARRIVAL INTERSECT/NG ROAD: DATE TIME 

ACCIDEH1" INFORMATION '· . '• ' 26. ROVT'E NO. OR 
. ,. ~l ~-- r• STREET NAME 

9 . ACCIOENT 10. DAY OF WEEK 27. SPE.EO 28. )TYPE 
1~)ACCESS 

DATE LIMIT - HIGHWAY ' CCNTAOl 
11. TIME OF 12. ~MBER IF NOT AT INTERSECTION: DAY a= Ll',lllS 
13. • KILLED 4.I INJURED 15. PRIV. PROP. 

D JO. CROSS STREET OR 
ACCO€NT y N SEGMENT MARKER 

16. DIC VEHICl.E HAVE TO BE REMOVED 17. VEHICLE DAMA.GE 31 . DIRECTION 32. DISTANCE 

D FROA SITE N s E w FROM SITE FT. Ml. FROM THE SCENE? O·NONE UNIT 1 
UNIT 1 UNIT2 1 • LIGHT 33. DISTANCE WAS D D 2- MOa:RATE D 

MEASURED ESTMATEO 

D NO YD ND y 3-SEVERE UNIT2 @CONSTRUCTION 

D 
@TRAFFIC PRNC1PAL INTERSECTING 

18. HAZARDOUS 19. PENNOOT 
ZONE CONTROL D D YD ND vO No· DEVlCE 

MATERIALS PROPERTY 
' - • ·' --

UNIT# 1 .. 'c:,.n <C • UNIT# 2 . . -;. u t.; 
. . . 

38. LEGALLY Y NII 37. REG. 138. STATE 36. LEGALLY y N 37. REG, . STATE 
PARKED? 00 Pl.ATE PARKED? 00 PLATE 

39. PA TJTL.E OR 39. PA TITtE OR 
OVT-OF·STATE VN OlJT .QF-STATE VIN 
40.0WN:.R 40.0WNER 

41. Ot4/NER 41. OWNER 
AOORESS AOORESS 

42. CfTY, STATE 42. CITY.STATE 
&ZIPCOOE & ZlPCOOE 

'3. YEAR 44. MAKE 43. VEAR 44. MAKE 

45. >.«XJEl • (NOT 4S.IN;. D ND uNKD 
45. MOOEL • (NOT 48. IN;. D ND UNKD BOOY TYPE} BODYTYPEl 

~BOOY ~ -JiPECIAl •9.JIEHICLE (5}BOOY . ~PECIAL 49. HICLE 
TYPE - USAGE - OWNERSHIP TYPE - USAGE ONNERSHIP 

50)1NfflAL IMPACT 51 .JIEHICLE 52JTP.A\1El.. ~INITIAL IMPACT 51 .J,I EH ICl.E 52.)TP.AVS. 
'-' POINT STATUS . - SPEED POINT STATUS SPEED 

~VEHIClE ~
1
1VER 55. DRIVER ~HICLE ~~IVER 55.J) _. _ R 

G l~NT rr C.Qt _,,, ... •• GRADIENT p 

56. DRIVER . STATE 56. DRIVER 57. STATE 
NUMBER NUMBER 

58. OOl'v'E R 58. DRIVER 
NALE NALE 

59. DRIVER 59. DRIVER 
AOORESS ADORE SS 

60. CITY, ST ATE 60. CITY. STATE 
&ZIPCOOE &ZLPCOOE 

61 . SEX 62. DATE OF 63. PHONE s1. sex 62. OATEOF 63. PHONE 

r!' ' AIRTH , 
&4. cc:..M. VEH. RIVER 66. DRIVER 64. ea.N. VEH. 165. DRJVER j · OOIVER 

YD ND LASS ss• V O N O Ct.ASS ss, 
~ . CARRIER trl.CARRER 

68.CAAAER 68.CARRER 
AOORESS AOORESS 

69. CfTY. STATE 69. CITY. ST ATE 
&ZlPCOOE &ZIPCOOE 

70. USOOT • ICC I PUC• 10. USOOT • ICC • PUC• 
- -

~H. 73..,CARGO 74.GVWR (n.)VEH. ,!3)CARGO 74. GVWR 
CONFIG. • YTYPE - CONFIG. •YTYPE 

75. NO.OF Q!J.HAZ AROOUS n. RELEASE OF HAZ MAT 75. NO. OF {76.;--'-A..! AROOUS n . RELEASE a= HAZ MAT 
I 

v ON OuNJ<O D N OUN<O AXLES MATERIALS AXLES - MATERIALS y 

AA-45 (1192) . CENTER FOR HIGHWAY SAFt: 1 Y 

( continued) 
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Exhibit 7.7 (continued) 

arbitration 

78. RESPONONG EMS AGENCY INCIDENT#: 
79. MEOfCAL FACLJTY ACCIDENT DATE: 
vv,rEOPLE INFORMATION 
-:.. 8 C 0 E F G NA.'IAE ADORE SS H I J K L M 

. . . . 

D ~TI£RD 

88. DtAGRAM • • • • - . . . . 
81,) llltJMINA TION . . • • 0 • • . . . . . . - • . • • 

@~SURFACED 
• • . • . . . • 
• • • • • . . . . • . • • • • • • . • • . . . . • 

84. PENNSYl VANIA SCHiOCll DISTRJCT 
. . • • • . . . . . 

(lF APPLICABLE) • . • • • . . - -•••••••••••••••r••••••••••••••••••.···••••••••••••••··.••••••••••••••••••,•••••••••• • •••• • •• \ • ••••• • 
• • • • • • • • • . . 

' • . • • • • • • . 
• 

· 85. DESCRIPTION OF D.4.\'AGEO PROPERTY . . • • • . . • • • 
• • • • . 
• . • . . 
• • • • . . . . . . . . • • • • • • • • . . • . 

0¥.f,ER 
.... • ... • • •• • • • • • r • • • • .. ' • • • • • • • .. • • • • ,.. • • .. • • • • • • • • • • .. • •• ·• • .... ' • •• • • • • •••••• • • • •• • • •• • •• • •• • • •• ; .... .. . 

• • . . . 
• . • • • • • • • • • • . . . 

ACORESS • • . • • • • • • . . • . • . 
• • • • • • • • . . . . . • . . . . • • • • • . . . . . . 

PHONE 
............ ..... . . .. .... . . . .............................................. ... .. ............... ;,., .... 

• • • . . 
• • • • • • • • • • . . . . 

87. NARRATIVE· IDENTIFY PREQPITAl1NQ EVEHTS, CAUSATION FACTORS, SEOUiHCE OF EVEHTS, WmtESS STATEMENTS, AND PROVIDE ADDITIONAL 
DETAILS. LIKE INSURA~ INFORMATION AND LOCATION OF TOWED VEHILCES. IF KNOWN. 

INSURANCE COMPANY INSURANCE COMPANY 
NFORMATJON INFORJAATION 

UNIT POLICY UNIT POLICY 
1 NO 2 NO 

NAME ADDRESS PHONE 
88. 

WINT ESSES NAME ADDRESS PHONE 

~~~- 89. VIOLATIONS lft()ICATEO ,. 
. ·.~ 

!90. SECTION NUMBERS (Q4L Y IF CHARGED) TC NTC 

UNTT1 D D ' 

UNIT2 0 D 
. <; ,. ;. 91 . }"ROBA8l E ~2.JIYPE 93. SUL TS '•~t;' 91 . yROBABLE 92.JJYPE 93. ESULTS 'j;ffe: :;~ ONOTEST . ,, ,.:,;; ONOTEST 94. INVESTIGATICW USf TEST ·;..j;._ USE TEST "'.. ··» 

o. __ o/o 8 REFUSE 0 REFUSE COMPLETE 7 
UNIT 1 lN( UNIT2 0. % ~I( YES ONO D D --
M_.5 (11'92) PAGE; CENTER FOR HIGHWAY SAFETY 

- a ' 

to justify the position taken and the presentation made in pursuing a client's 
claim or the legal team's defense in arbitration or in trial. 

Form of ADR in which the parties 
choose an impartial third party to hear 
and decide a dispute. Locations 

Careful analysis of a claim includes verification of the physical aspects of the 
actual location where the cause of action occurred. Ask any group of people 
to describe a location, and you' re likely to get as many different descriptions 
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as there are people in the group. How the person viewed the location from 
the south, north, east, or west may influence his or her description. Or, a 
driver's view from behind the wheel of a large tractor--trailer might be differ-
ent from the view from behind the wheel of a small sports car. 

Investigation of a case should involve a trip to the location where the in-
cident occurred. The trier of fact relies upon the plaintiff's and defendant's 
counsels to describe in their presentations the characteristics of the physical 
location. He or she looks at the location from an impartial, neutral point of 
view, usually without prior familiarity with the location. The diagrams usually 
presented at trial are those of an aerial view, with its sterile, one--dimensional 
perspective. Photographs from the points of view of all the participants can 
make the difference in understanding the duties and responsibilities of the 
litigants. Unlike diagrams of the location, these photographs more typically 
will be from the point of view of the plaintiff, defendant, or witness at ground 
level, from behind the wheel of a vehicle, or looking out of a building window. 

Satellite photos are available of locations around the world. Google 
Earth™ offers web access to images that may be modified to add desired 
descriptions such as street names and points of interest, including lodgings, 
restaurants, schools, churches, and many other places, with the click of the 
computer mouse. Images taken before a loss, such as Super Storms Harvey and 
Irma in 201 7, combined with images taken after the devastation may be helpful 
in submitting claims for damages. 

Tangible Evidence 

Tangible evidence consists of the physical objects that may have caused an 
injury. These may include items as small as a giveaway toy from a fast--food res-
taurant swallowed by a toddler, to a bottle that exploded, to a large automobile 
whose brakes failed or whose seatbelts snapped. In some cases, the tangible evi-
dence is essential to proving negligence or an element of strict liability in tort. 

Much has been written about the effects of p laintiffs' and defendants' 
failures to preserve critical evidence of this type. Failure to preserve evidence 
has resulted in loss of cases by both plaintiffs and defendants. 

It is important to understand the local rules with regard to the loss or 
destruction of evidence, or spoliation of evidence, and its effect on a cause of 
action. In determining the proper penalty for spoliation of evidence, courts 
are most likely to consider: 

1. the degree of fault of the party who altered or destroyed the evidence; 
2. the degree of prejudice suffered by the opposing party; and 
3. the availability of a lesser sanction that will protect the opposing par-

ty' s rights and deter future similar conduct (Schroeder v. Department of 
Transportation, 710 A2d 23 (1998). 

Timelines 

Causes of action should be viewed from the events leading up to the incident 
to the events and occurrences following the incident. (See Exhibit 7 .8 for a 
comparison of conflicting accounts.) Few things in life that give rise to a po-
tential claim occur in a vacuum. Usually, some facts lead up to the incident 
and others follow the incident. The question may be ''Given the time in which 
the parties allege this happened, could this really have happened?'' For exam-
ple, could the parties have driven the 30 miles in 20 minutes through crowded 
rush--hour traffic on city streets? In a food--poisoning case, could ingestion of 

tangible evidence 
Physical evidence that one can see 
and inspect may be presented at trial 
for the jury to consider. 

spoliation of evidence 
Destruction of records that may be 
relevant to ongoing or anticipated 
I itigation, government investigation, or 
audit. Courts differ in their interpreta
tions of the level of intent required be
fore sanctions may be warranted. 
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Exhibit 7.8 Conflicting Accounts Comparison Timeline 

Comparison of Conflicting Accounts 

Hawkins offers po9tlon to 
Ren,etz. 

Feb 12. 2005 4:?? p.m. 

Remett leaves Hawkins 
voice 111ail accep1ino 
posi1ion. 

Hawkir•s writes co,nplaint 
letter to wa1s11. 

Feb 28, 2005 

Hawki1,s writes cornplaint 
letter to Burke. 

Mar 14, 2005 to Mar 30, 2005 

Re,netz works at ABI. 

' 

February 20, 2CIOI March t, 200I March 10, 200I March 20, 2008 

Feb 11, 2005 4:'?? p.m . 

Ren,etz calls Hawkins 
and con1plainsabout lack 
of offer. 

Feb 26. 2005 

Hawkins writes complaint 
letter to Major. 

Feb 24, 2005 1: :ll p. m. 

Hawkins I eaves voice 
anall ro, Ren.etz 

Source: Reproduced with permission from Lexis Nexis. 

Mar 24, 2005 

Hawkins calls Remetz 
and a,rses at 1,1111. 

Re1netz works iJt ABI. 

the food at noon have caused the reaction claimed by 1:00 p.m.? The claimant 
might have been negligent, or the first perceived wrongdoer perhaps was not 
the correct person, as most food--poisoning cases require 6 to 12 hours from 
ingestion of the tainted food until onset of symptoms of the illness. 

The starting point is the time of the alleged injury . Also important from 
a fault standpoint or a defense standpoint is what happened that led up to the 
incident. From the damages standpoint, what happened after the incident, 
including treatment and subsequent changes in the person's life or lifestyle, is 
important to know. 

Freedom of Information Act 

Freedom of Information Act 
(FO IA) 

The Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) is a federal statute designed to make 
accessible to the public the information possessed by the federal government and 
its agencies. The federal government is a good source of information. Many of 
the documents required to be filed are available through the government, and 
are frequently online, such as corporate filings with the Securities and Exchange 
Commission. Other information may be available by request, under the provi-
sions of the FOIA, 5 U .S.C. § 552. However , note that some limitations apply to 
what information is available. The general exceptions, as found in the statute, are: 

A law that gives the pub I ic access to 
most documents in the possession of 
federa l administrative agencies. 

1. classified documents concerning national defense and foreign policy; 
2. internal personnel rules and practices; 
3. exemptions under other laws that require information to be withheld, 

such as patent applications and income tax returns; 
4. confidential business information and trade secrets; 
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5. intra--agency and inter--agency internal communications not available by 
law to a party in litigation; 

6. protection of privacy of personnel and medical files and private lives of 
individuals; 

7. law enforcement investigatory files; 
8. examination, operation, or condition reports of agencies responsible for 

the regulation and supervision of financial institutions; and 
9. geological and geophysical information and data including maps con-

cerning wells. 

Many federal agencies do not require a formal FOIA request. Some fed-
eral agencies, such as the National Transportation Safety Board, make infor-
mation available online (Exhibit 7 .9) or by online request after registration 

Exhibit 7.9 NTSB Freedom of Information Act Website 

Home > ABOllf > FOIA > Electronlc R~lld,ng Room 

About Foia 

FOIA Requests 

• Electronic Reading Room 

Exemptions & Filing A FOIA 
Appeal 

FOIA Plans and Reports 

FOIA Fee Schedule 

Accident Dockets 

Pubffc Access Link (PAL) 
Maintenance 

Electronic Reading Room 

Publically Released Records 

}. NTSB Presentation to WMATA Board of Directors (Aug 9 2010) 

Oodcet stems relate<! to the TWA 800 ,nvestlgation 

Items Released Under FOIA 

NTS81dentification:LAX08PA259 
August 5, 2008 
Weaverville, CA 

FOIAID File Set 
L.AX08PA259 ),. Administrative lnvesugatlon Report 

NTS8 ldenlillcat.ion: OFW08MA076 
March 4, 2008 
Oklahoma City, OK 

FOIAID File Type 
CO-ROM of Video dip or Security Camera You may obtain a copy of 
tile CD-ROM by contacting: National Transp0f1ation Safety Board 
Freedom of Information Act Office (CI0-40) 

DFW08MA076490 L'Entant Plaza, SW 
Washington, DC 20594 
Email Request 
Telephone: (202} 314-6540 

NTSB Identification: NYC99MA178 
July 16, 1999 
Vineyard Haven, Massachusetts 

FOIAJD Flle Set 

F~e set (.z,p) 

F~e set (.Zlp) 

#FOl99MA178 

#F0199MA178X 

#F0199MA 178XX Fie set (.Zip) 

NTSB Identification: OCAOOMA005 
October 25, 1999 

Table of Contents 
).. TaDle of Contents 

;.. Table of Contents 

;.. Table of Contents 

Aberdeen, South Dakota 
FOIAID 

#FOIOOMAOOS 

File Set 
File set (.zip) 

Table of Contents 
>-- Table or Contents 

NTSB Non-docket documents for September 11, 
2001: 

• ).. American Airtines Flight n FDR Report 

• ).. United Airlines Flight 93 FOR RePOrl 

• }- ATC Report American Airlines Flight 11 

• )- ATC Report American Airlines Flight 77 

• ).. ATC Report Unlted AlrWnes Flight 175 

• ).. ATC Report United Aulines Flight 93 

• ).. Flight Path SltJdy Amertcan Airlines FUght 11 

Source: National Transportation Safety Board Website. 

O SHAR[ I] 'I el ] 

NTSB FOIA Contacts 

Chief FOIA Officer: Angel Santa 

Director. Office of the Chief 

Information Officer 

The Chief FOIA Officer is a senior 

official wflo oveJsees the NTSB"s 

FOIA program. 

FOIA Public Liaison: Melba o. Moye 

Chief, Records Management Division, 

!202} 314-6540 

The FOIA Public Liaison serves as 

the supelVisory official lo wflom a 
FOIA r9<1Uester can ratse concerns 

about lhe seivioe the FOIA reQuester 

has received from the FOIA 

ReQuester SelVioe Center, follo,Ying 

an Initial response rrom tile Service 

Center staff. 

FOIA Requester Service Center for 

the NTSB: (202) 314-6540 or {800} 

877-6799 The FOIA Requester 

Service Center speclallSts assist FOIA 

requesters seeking information 

concerning their FOIA requests or the 

agency's FOIA response. 
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to verify that the information is not publicly available. (Exhibit 7 .10). Other 
agencies, such as the Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC), cur-
rently require a written request (Exhibit 7 .11). The CPSC site also is help-
ful in finding information about defective products that may be a cause of 
a client's injuries. Limitations are placed on the information that an agency 
may disclose under applicable federal law. For example, limitations placed on 
Consumer Product Safety Commission information are shown in Exhibit 7 .12 
and those for National Transportation Safety Board information are shown in 
Exhibit 7 .13. 

Locating Witnesses 

Most witnesses can be located with the aid of directories. The Internet has 
also become a valuable tool for locating witnesses. 

Exhibit 7.10 NTSB FOIA request form 

~ > A.BOUT > FOIA > FOIA R~uest~ 

About Foia 

• FOIA Requests 

Electronic Reading Room 

Exemptions & Rling A FOIA 
APpeal 

FOIA Plans and Reports 

FOIA Fee Selledule 

Accident Dockets 

Public Access Link (PAL) 
Maintenance 

FOIA Requests 

FOIA requests must be in writing, and may be 
submitted in one of three ways: 

1. via form at submit an on line Request, 

2. via fax to (240) 752-6257, or 

3. via postal man to: 

National Transportation Safety Board 

Attention: FOIA Requester SeMce Center, CI0.40 

490 L'Enfant Plaza, S.W. 

Washl09ton, DC 20594,2000 

Before making a FOIA request, however, each requester should search the NTSB 

v,ebsite to verify lhat lhe information they seek is not publicty available. In sobmitting 

a FOIA request. requesters should reasonably desCflbe the records soughl 5 U.S.C. § 

552(a)(3)(A). Courts have stated that a request reasonably describes records sought if 

the agency is able to determine precisely \•Iha! records are being requested Congress 

has issued guidance on this requiremenl 

The law requires that each request must reasonabty describe the records being 

soughl This means that a request must be specific enough to permit a professional 

employee of the agency wtio Is familiar with the subject matter to locate the record In a 

reasonable period of time. ReQ\Jesters shoold make reqoests as specific as possible. 

If a partJcular document ,s required, i1 should be identified precisely, preferably by date 

and tiUe. Hov,ever, a request does not al'\',ays have lo be that specific. A requester 

vmo cannot identify a specific record should dearly explain his or her needs. H.R 

Rep. No. 109-226 at 8 (2005). 

When Should I Expect to Receive Feedback on 
My FOIA Request? 

Upon receipt. the FOIA Officer will direct the request to the appropriate NTSB FOIA 

Representative The FOIA representative \•fill respond lo the request no later than 20 

v1or1<days after rece1pt, as required by the FOIA statute. When II ls necessary to 

fo1Ward a request lo another lnstanatJon sudl as a field office for response, the bme 

limit begins upon receipt by the field office A lime extension, not to exceed an 

additional 10 ,vort<days, may be takefl in certain circumstances. However, lhe 

requester must be notifie(l in \'lrltlng lhat an extension Is l>elng taken, the reason{s) for 

Source: National Transportation Safety Board Website. 

lo SHARE I] ._ s _ 

NTSB FOIA Contacts 

Chief FOIA Officer. Angel Santa 

Director, Office of the Chief 

Information Offioe:r 

The Chief FOIA Officer is a senior 

official who oversees the NTSB's 

FOIA program. 

FOIA Public Liaison: Melba 0. Moye 

Chief, Records Management Division, 

(202) 314-6540 

The FOIA Public Liaison serves as 
the supervisory official to vthom a 

FOJA requester can raise concerns 

about the service the FOIA requester 

has received from the FOIA 

Requester Service Center, follO\•ling 

an initial response from the Service 

Center staff. 

FOIA Requester SelVice Center for 

u,e NTSB: {202) 314-6540 or {800) 

sn-6799 The FOIA Requester 

Service Center specialists assist FOIA 

requesters seeking infom,ation 

ooncem1n9 u,elr FOIA requests or the 

agency's FOIA response. 
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Exhibit 7.11 U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission FOIA Request Information 

-~ ~:ii.~~; PRODUCT SAf[lY COMMISSKlN 

,..()~ ~.Ul~ WEr, ftf,;,;,lf..t.TO~. ~~1.-,u f,~.Js!.;,i, l,e.v'....RO'.At tcUJT(t•::;( 
rrmr.1.rr., , , .. ,,- i :":.l,\TV;rr.!; NIH.l'"J'.(.T\s:tHr.. 

~IAAC~ 

t.4ake a FOIA Request 

Drll3DD O 

fi.11) : ~•lrilf"U iC\fl~Ab, ".u (i'I H1 SU OU7 "'"r' • J t:4'.IC"/.b.l ~ \It',., b,8'-,~ .... ~ ifdio:~ 1,.q:tuc-,u,«t .;,,.J •,c,,-.ul,1Jtt v>Ji~ i,"" ,..,,., " ra 
,,cue v,,n• t --.<mt11: htOIA M•~1.-s .... u C•r:w .. a t (IIA~\ilk.U.-, ..._.....__ y_,CM .._,..,,mt, :: " .. a., t.rf.,.wh~Uilll«a 

w,. .,,~• l'r• lfffl !l:..n~ HAINll(CH.ll•.--:! ....-...... ' "' t\•y,,., ~ ..-,.. ... IW#\...t~ • ••,,, ct.,"' •tt• ~, rn"'"dlh1 '"'J'«M&.t.ci""~ 

Ques1ions on submirt·ng a FOIA request should be directed io: 

FO ti ~·n "'""'' Wu,t 
US (.ctwn:f °"«\.( I $J'c:tl Cn·~ ~·~ 
~ : .i ..,._, ttwii,. .. , Jtun-lll 

&a...:ii, M.J :u.u 
T~ Jl'I '1"- ittl"I J#',f#J• ))1 ",,)i01l1' 

(',, :u,,d .CC(J. f:\Ut. l..U.Mt... 

Cft4'tl t N oWJ. flH4n@).'JW'.I ty;. TH "nf 9\S fRf 
1,u ~ k.'wl•~"..,1" T• )t 1 ,uc.111 

Source: U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission website. 

Exhibit 7.12 Consumer Product Safety Commission FOIA Limits 

Available Information 

The following types of lnfom,atlon are typically available from the CPSC, from the source.s noted. 

Restricted Information 

The CPSC generally does not disdose to the public the follov.•ing types of information 

• Oowments prohibiled from disclosure by the Consumer Product Safety Act (CPSA} (15 US C §§ 2055 (a) and (b)). which prohibits the release of: trad~ secrets and confidential 
commercial 01 r1nandal inJormalion, and informalion lhal identirtes manufacturers of consumer products., u,1less the CPSC has taken reasonable steps to assure it is accurate, its release 

would be rarr under the ciloumstances. and its release is reasonably related to effectuating the purposes of the acts lhe Commission administers 

• Information that identifies Injured persons and the persons who lleated them, without their cons~t. 

• Certain inter-agency and intra-agency memoranda containing opinions and recommendations prepared lo assist in decision-amg. 

• Personnel, medical and similar files. the disclosure or which would be a clearly unwarranted Invasion of personal privacy 

• Investigatory reoords complied for law enforeemant purposes rthen disclosure could reasonably be expected to Interfere with enforcement prooedures or would dlsdo.se techniques, 
guidelines and procedures for law enforcement investigations or proseculions - for example records from CPSC"s compliance and enforcement files pertaining to active investigations 

CPSC FOIA Regulations 

~ described ill thi$ Guide. many .igency rewrds are available without .i Freedom of Information Aci (FOIA) request Cert.iin reQ)rds, however, can only be obt.iined by filing a FOIA requel>t 
with the CPSC Office of the Se.ereta.ry. The CPSC's FOIA regulations are published at 16 C.F.R, Patt 1015, and are reprinted as Appendix B to thi$ Guide. lnformallon disdosure at CPSC is 
also subject to the requirements of section 6(b) of the CPSA, 15 U.S.C. § 2055(b). and the Commission's section 6(b) regulations. published at 16 C.F.R. Part 1101. reprinted as Appendix C to 
this guide. 

Source: U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission website. 

Directories 

Investigators regularly use online search tools such as phone number look--up 
services that list phone numbers by address and people by phone number 
instead of by name. Therefore, an address may be checked for a correspond-
ing phone number for example, you can look up the phone number at 123 
Main Street, or use the phone numbers listed to determine the physical loca-
tion or billing address associated with a phone number. 

Online directories are not limited to just the United States; typically they are 
available for most parts of the world in one form or another. Companies and busi-
nesses also can be located by use of online commercial or industrial directories and 
trade association website listings of members, both domestic and international. 

These listings may be limited to membership but can be useful in cases 
where the name and the association are known but the geographic location 
is unknown. 

Search engines can also help locate individuals, businesses, and organiza ... 
tions on the Internet. Communications companies and other private firms offer 
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a number of online white pages for individuals and yellow pages for businesses. 
Many organizations and publishers of professional directories offer their direc-
tories online. These companies may change or cancel their web--based products 
and others may be added, so the list of websites has to be kept up to date. 

Common Sense Analysis 
The results of an investigation should also be analyzed using common sense. 
Jurors will be told to apply their collective common sense to the evidence 
during their deliberations. The legal team should do the same. 

The events that gave rise to the client's claim did not occur in a vacuum. 
The paralegal should evaluate the chronology of events to see if it withstands 
common sense analysis. For example, is it possible for the plaintiff to have 

Exhibit 7.13 National Transportation Safety Board Exemptions 

Home > ABOUT> FOIA > Ellemptions & Filing A FOIA Appei!I 

About Foia 

FOIA Requests 

Electronic Reading Room 

• Exemptions & Filing A FOIA 
Appeal 

FOIA Plans and Reports 

FOIA Fee Schedute 

Accident Dockets 

Public Access Link (PAL) 
Maintenance 

Exemptions & Filing A FOIA Appeal 

FOIA Exemptions 
Tile National Transp0rtatlon safety Board embraces administration potk:y and applies 

a presumption of openness in responding lo FOIA requests. The NTSB has also taken 

steps over the past t\•10 years to make discretionar1 releases of record as evidenced 

by the number of dockets posted to tne public wet>s,te. 

However, certain records retained by the NTSB may fall under exemptions of the 

FOIA. The NTSB \ViD deny reQuests, either in \Vhole or in part, if the request seeks 

information that falls within one of the exemptions of lhe FOIA. The NTSB may deny a 

request based on the follo\Ying exemptions: 

• Exemption 3 : Information that another statute prohibits release. This includes, 
but is not limited to, the follo•Nlng information: 

o Cockpit Voice Recorder (CVR) tapes. TiUe 49 u .s .c . § 1114(c) prohibits 
the release of any CVR lape. However, I.tie NTSB may release a CVR 
transcript (edJled or unedited), in accordance with 49 U.S.C. § 1114(c) 
(1); 

o Voluntarill{ provided safety-related information. Title 49 U.S.C. § 
1114{b)(3) prohibits the release of such information if it is not related to 
the exercise of the NTSB's accident or incident investigation authority 
and if t:he NTSB finds that the dlsclosure would inhibit the voluntary 
provision of that tifpe of Information; 

o Records or information relating to the NTSB1s participation in foreign 
aircraft accident investigations. 49 U.S.C. § 1114(f) prohibits the 
release of this information before the country conducting the 
investlgallon releases Its report or 2 years following Ille accident, 
Whichever occurs first: 

o Passenger lists, In accordance with 49 u_s.c_ § 1136(d); and 

o Other information that is prohibited from release by another statute. For 
example, the Procurement lnte9rlty Act prohibits the NTSB from 
releasing certain information regarding bids on government contracts. 

• Exemption 4 : Information or trade secrets that private corporations or other 
entities have submitted to the NTSB In the course of an investigation. 

• Exemption 5: Information that reflects the NTSB's internal deliberations, 
speculations, or ideas_ This includes drafts of reports and certain analyses. 

• Exemption 6 : Personal Information, where a privacy interest outweighs the 
public interest in disclosure. This includes graphic photographs of victims' 
i,njuries. autopsy reports, medical records, or other information from 
participants in an Investigation, such as contact Information. 

• Exemption 7 : Information from an investiOation that is ongoing. 

Source: National Transportation Safety Board Website. 

[Q SHARE IJ "B _] 

NTSB FOIA Contacts 

Chief FOIA Officer: Angel Santa 

Director, Office of the Chief 

Information Officer 

The Chief FOIA Officer is a senior 

official vmo oversees the NTSB's 

FOIA program. 

FOIA Public Liaison: Melt>-a D. tl'loye 

Chief, Records ~tanagement Division, 

(202) 314-6540 

The FOIA Public: Liaison serves as 

the supervisory oft'lcial to vmom a 

FOIA requester can raise concerns 

about the service the FOIA requester 

has received from the FOIA 

Requester Servke Center, following 

an initial response from the Service 

Center staff. 

FOIA Requester Service Center ror 

lhe NTSB: (202) 31 4-6540 or {800) 

sn-6799 The FOIA Requester 

Service Center specialists assist FOIA 

requesters seeking information 

concerning their FOIA requests or the 

agency's FOIA response. 
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traveled across town at rush hour in just ten minutes? Does it really make 
sense that the plaintiff's inability to work was the result of a minor automo-
bile accident that caused no damage to either vehicle? 

There can always be unforeseen explanations for what at first appears 
to be unusual or impossible. The paralegal should identify such inconsisten-
cies in the early stages of the investigation and do the additional research or 
investigation needed to resolve such discrepancies. Successfully investigating 
and analyzing the client's case will make the paralegal's job rewarding and the 
legal team's job easier. 

~ ( h e Ck l~i~S~t~===----------~ INVESTIGATION INFORMATION SOURCES 

Information Source Web Address Physical Location Comments 

Police Records Local WWW. 

Police Records State WWW. 

Birth Records WWW. 

Death Records WWW. 

Driver's Licenses WWW. 

Vehicle Registration WWW. 

Corporate Records WWW. 

Real Estate Recorder WWW. 

Real Estate Tax WWW. 

Real Estate Land Mapping WWW. 

Register of Wills WWW. 

Trial Court WWW. 

Federal District Court Clerk's Office WWW. Room Federal Court House 

Federal Bankruptcy Court WWW. 

Occupational License WWW. 

Weather Reports WWW. 

Complete this list by adding the local or regional office web addresses, mailing addresses, and room numbers for 
personal visits; add comments and note any appl icable contact people, costs, or hours of operation. 
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CONCEPT REVIEW AND REINFORCEMENT 

screening interview 169 

implied attorney- client 
relationship 169 

fact witness 172 

cultural sensitivity 177 

hostile witness 180 

leading questions 181 

open--ended questions 181 

narrative opportunity 181 

privileged communication 
182 

moral obligation 182 

ethical obligation 183 

expert witness 183 

Restatement of the Law Third, 
Torts: Product Liability 184 

arbitration 188 

tangible evidence 189 

spoliation of evidence 189 

Freedom of Information Act 
(FOIA) 190 

INTERVIEWS AND INVESTIGATION IN CIVIL LITIGATION 

Introduction to 
Interviews and 
Investigations 

Preparing for the 
Interview 

Conducting the 
Interview 

Expert Witnesses 

Trial preparation starts with the first client contact and the gathering of 
the first document. The initial contact with a client or potential witness 
may set the tone for the interview and willingness of the person to 
cooperate. 

Investigation checklists should not be viewed as static documents. 
Physical surroundings in the interview location can set the tone for the 
interview. 

Dress and appearance, including clothing, posture, and manner of 
greeting, create the first impression. 

Communication skills in a multicultural society require that 
interviewers develop an ability to appreciate differences in how and why 
individuals act and react differently. 

The paralegal must, in the first meeting, make it clear that he or she is 
a paralegal and not an attorney, and that only an attorney can give legal 
advice. 

Listening skills include the ability to listen to what is being said and 
not just the words being used. Good listening skills include the ability 
to disregard distractions and not make assumptions about the facts of 
the case. 

Leading questions are those that suggest the desired answer. 
Open--ended questions are designed to give interviewees an opportu-

nity to tell their stories without the limitation of a yes--or--no answer. 
Moral obligations are based on one's own conscience or perceived 

rules of correct conduct. Ethical obligations for the paralegal are based 
upon the Model Rules of Professional Conduct. 

Experts are individuals whose backgrounds, educations, and experiences 
are such that the court recognizes them as qualified to give an opinion 
based on a set of facts. 

Some law firms retain an expert to advise them but do not use that 
expert to testify. 
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Investigating Claims The legal team must gather all of the relevant information about a cause of 
action before making a recommendation to a client about whether to file 
a lawsuit or respond to a claim of wrongdoing. Considering the defense's 
perspective allows the legal team to anticipate the potential def ens es. 

Official reports associated with all litigation must be obtained and ana-
lyzed. This analysis includes verification of the physical aspects of the case. 

Tangible evidence consists of physical objects that may have caused the 
injury. Loss or destruction of physical evidence may lead to a claim of spo-
liation of evidence and an adverse inference or sanctions from the court. 

Timelines can be used to view the physical events leading up to and 
following from the incident and offer a graphic representation. 

The Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) is a federal statute de-
signed to make accessible to the public information possessed by the 
federal government and its agencies. 

Individual agencies may not make available certain types of 
information. 

Witnesses may be located from official reports, directories, and the 
Internet. 

REVIEW QUESTIONS AND EXERCISES 
---

1. What is a screening interview? How is it differ-
ent from any other interview? 

2. Describe how to prepare for an interview. 
3. Why are the physical surroundings and appear-

ance of the interviewer important? 
4. Explain the impact our multicultural society 

has on the interview process. 
5. Why is paying attention to nonverbal cues as 

important as listening to the words spoken? 
6. Define leading and open--ended questions. When 

are they best used? 
7. Explain the difference between moral and ethi-

cal obligations of the paralegal. 
8. What communications are privileged? 
9. How are experts used by the legal team? Are 

all communications with an expert protected 

BUILDING YOUR PARALEGAL SKILLS 

INTERNET AND TECHNOLOGY EXERCISES 

1. Find an aerial photograph that depicts your 
county courthouse. 

2. Use three search engines to search for your 
name and record or print the results. If you 
were a witness to an accident, would the search 
engines help a legal team find you? 

by the doctrine of privilege or work product? 
Why or why not? 

10. What is the purpose of investigating the cli-
ent' s claim? 

11. Why should the legal team consider the defense 
perspective when conducting its investigation? 

12. Define tangible evidence. What penalties might 
be imposed on a party that destroys tangible 
evidence? 

13. How is the preparation of a timeline helpful in 
investigation of claims? 

14. What is FOIA? How does FOIA help the legal 
team investigate a client's claims? 

15. Describe how the use of the Internet and com-
puter technology can assist in the investigation 
and organization of the client's claim. 

3. Locate a witness with expertise in the use of 
Botox for medically necessary treatment rather 
than as a cosmetic procedure. 

4. Enter data into a case management software 
program. 

5. Create a database using Microsoft Access with 
information from the Appendix 1 case. 
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CIVIL LITIGATION VIDEO CASE STUDIES 

Zealous Representation: When 
You Are Asked to Lie 

The supervising attorney 
asks the paralegal to lie to 
obtain information needed 
• 1n a case. 

After viewing the video at www.pearson.com/ 
goldman-civil-litigation answer the following questions. 

1. Is misrepresenting yourself to obtain needed 
information in a case ethical? 

2. May information obtained by misrepresenta-
tion be used as part of the case? 

CHAPTER OPENING SCENARIO CASE STUDY 

Use the Opening Scenario for this chapter to an-
swer the following questions. 

1. Prepare an investigation plan for the opening 
scene scenario or the assigned case study. Start 
by preparing a timeline. 

2. Design an investigation checklist. 

COMPREHENSIVE CASE STUDY 

SCHOOL BUS-TRUCK ACCIDENT CASE 
Review the assigned case study in Appendix 2. 

1. Enter the assigned case study data into a case 
management software program. 

2. Prepare a list of questions to ask the parents of 
the children killed in the accident. What special 
methods or techniques should be considered? 
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CIVIL LITIGATION TEAM AT WORK 
See page 18 for instructions on Building Your Profes-
sional Portfolio. 

Forms 

1. Interview and investigation forms for: 
a. Client 
b. Fact witness 
c. Expert witness 
d. Accident investigation 

Contacts and Resources 

2. Document requests 
a. Police report in your jurisdiction 
b. State police reports 
c. Medical records under local rules of court 
d. Newspaper articles and photographs 

3. Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) requests 
a. National Transportation Safety Board 

(NTSB) reports 
b. Consumer Product Safety Commission 

reports 

Complete the investigation information sources checklist from this chapter. 

Information Web Physical 
Source Address Location Comments 

1. Design a client information sheet that will focus 
the paralegal on the information that must be 
obtained from the client. 

2. Prepare a list of ten open--ended questions to 
obtain the information needed to complete the 
client information sheet you have designed. 

VIRTUAL LAW OFFICE EXPERIENCE 

MOTOR VEHICLE ACCIDENT-PLAINTIFF 

VIDEO: WILKINSON VERSUS SMITH MOTOR VEHICLE ACCIDENT CASE: 

CLIENT INTERVIEW FROM PLAINTIFF'S VIEW 

The plaintiff lawyer interviews the plaintiff about his accident case. 

After viewing the video at www.pearson.com/goldman-civil-litigation answer the following. 

To: Paralegal Intern 
From: Roy Saunders 
Case Name: Wilkinson v. Smith Motor Vehicle Accident Case 

Re: Interview with Plaintiff Client 

1. Prepare a summary of the interview for the case file. 
2. Enter the client information in the office management system we use for time and billing. 
3. Enter the information in the case management system. 
4. Determine what additional information we need for the file. 
5. Determine what additional investigations we need to perform, such as additional questions for the cli-

ent, other independent sources of information, police reports, hospital reports, doctors' reports, repair 
bills, and witness interviews. 
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To: Paralegal Intern 

From: Paralegal Dante 
Case Name: Wilkenson versus Smith Motor Vehicle Accident Case 

Re: Fact Witness Interview 

As part of my investigation into the automobile accident, I will be going to the scene to locate and interview 
any eyewitnesses. I would like you to come along and observe. When we get back to the office, you should 
prepare a summary of what we learn from these fact witnesses. 

VIDEO: UPL ISSUE: WORKING WITH A WITNESS 

A paralegal, while investigating an accident, asks a witness to come to the office to 
give a statement and then offers to compensate the witness for his time. 

After viewing the video at www.pearson.com/goldman-civil-litigation answer the following. 

To: Paralegal Intern 
From: Roy Saunders 
Case Name: Wilkenson v. Smith Motor Vehicle Accident Case 
Re: Witness testimony 

I understand you accompanied Dante, our investigator/paralegal, to see the site of the accident and talk with 
a witness and sat in on the meeting with the potential witness. Based on that interview I have some concerns. 

Please prepare a memo for me answering the following concerns; 

1. Under what circumstances may a witness be paid a fee for testifying? 
2. What are the ethical issues of paying a fact witness a fee? 
3. What should be our office policy on identifying oneself as an investigator? 
4. Does the amount of the fee have any impact on the truth of the statements made by the witness? 

MOTOR VEHICLE ACCIDENT-DEFENSE 

VIDEO: WILKENSON VERSUS SMITH MOTOR VEHICLE ACCIDENT 

CASE - DEFENSE'S PERSPECTIVE 

Mrs. Smith, the driver of the car that hit Wilkenson, consults with an attorney 
regarding the accident. 

After viewing the video at www.pearson.com/goldman-civil-litigation answer the following. 

To: Paralegal In3tern 
From: John Morris 
Case Name: Wilkenson versus Smith Motor Vehicle Accident Case (defense view) 

Re: Interview with Defendant Client 

1. Prepare a summary of the interview for the case file. 
2. Enter the client information in the office management system we use for time and billing (AbacusLaw). 
3. Enter the information in the case management system (CaseMap). 
4. Determine what additional information we need for the file. 

Determine the additional investigation we need, such as additional questions for the client, other independent 
sources of information, police reports, hospital reports, doctors' reports, repair bills, and witness interviews. 
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES 

After studying this chapter, you should be able to: 

1. Select the appropriate court rules for preparing 
pleadings in civil litigation. 

2. Describe the impact of the statute of Ii m itations 
on the commencement of a lawsuit. 

3. Draft a complaint and a summons. 

4. Determine the rules for fi Ii ng and serving the 
initial pleadings. 

5. Create a timeline for litigation. 

6. Determine when amended or supplementary 
pleadings may be required. 
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OPENING SCENARIO 

The legal team had broken down the work on the case into two parts: the downtown office handled 
the liability issues and the suburban office handled the damage issues. The paralegals gathered all the 
information and were asked to prepare a draft of the complaint. Over dinner, they discovered they were 
doing some of the same work. They needed a single complaint for filing in federal court. To save time, they 
asked to work out of the same office while preparing the complaint and related documents. The partners 
thought it was time for the entire team to get together and review the case. While each was handling a 
specific portion of the case, they would all be bound by the same pleadings and, ultimately, preparation for 
one trial. 

OPENING SCENARIO LEARNING OBJECTIVE 

Draft a complaint. 

VIDEO INTRODUCTION 

Pleadings, Complaints, Summons, and Service Overview 

After watching the video at www.pearson.com/goldman--civil--litigation, answer the 
following questions: 
1. What are the pleadings in a civil case? 
2. Are the rules for p leading the same in the federal and state courts in your 

jurisdiction? 

203 
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pleadings 
Documents filed to commence and 
respond to a lawsuit 

WEB RESOURCES 

Using one of the follow
ing state trial court web

sites, determine whether there is 
a requirement for page size, mar
gins, and font type. A lso find you r 
state court's website. 

New York Courts http ://www. 
courts.state. ny .us/courts/trial
courts.shtml 

Pennsylvania Courts http://www. 
courts .state. pa.us/defau It. htm 

Illinois Courts http ://www.state. 
i I .us/court/SupremeCourt/Ru les/ 
Art_l 1/defau It.asp 

Texas Courts http ://www.courts. 
state. tx. us/ 

California Courts http://www. 
courtinfo.ca.gov/courts/trial/ 

LEARNING OBJECTIVE 1 
Select the appropriate 

court rules for preparing 

pleadings in civil litigation . 

Rul es o f Civi l Procedure 
A set of rules and procedures in each 
court that must be followed in all 
I itigation. 

Federal Rules o f C ivil Procedure 
Rules and procedures that control 
all litigation filed in the federal court 
system. 

PRACTICE TIP 
The December 2007 
and 2009 Amendments 
to the Federal Rules of 
Civil Procedure have 
been approved, and 
some sections have been 
renumbered. Be sure you 
have the latest version. 

INTRODUCTION TO PLEADINGS 

Pleadings are the documents filed with a court to commence or respond to 
a lawsuit. In the initial pre--filing phase, it is important to be familiar with the 
applicable rules of the court in which the action is to be filed and tried. The 
form of the pleadings and the procedures for filing and serving the plead-
ings are dictated by the court rules for the court in which the action will be 
filed. The rules vary between federal and state courts. Within the same court 
system, there may also be local practice rules that amend or supplement the 
standard rules. 

The initial pleading is designed to give the party being sued notice of the 
filing of the lawsuit. The initial responsive pleading answers the claims made 
by the plaintiff or adds other parties that the responding party believes are 
responsible for the plaintiff's losses. 

Pleadings define the case by establishing, in the complaint, the alleged 
wrong and the claims for relief, and in the answer filed by the defendant, the 
defenses to the plaintiff's claims. 

RULES OF COURT 

Rules of Civil Procedure establish the procedures that must be followed in 
all civil actions. There are federal rules that govern civil proceedings in the 
federal court system and state rules for the state courts. These rules have 
been written to provide a level playing field so that civil litigation is con-
ducted fairly and produces a just result. The use of standard rules permits ev-
eryone to know the required procedures for instituting and processing a case 
from beginning to end. In the American system, it also means that there is a 
body of case law available that demonstrates how the courts have interpreted 
the procedural rules and how they are likely to rule on the procedural aspects 
of current cases. 

The Federal Rules of Civil Procedure (Fed. R. Civ. P.) provide the 
basic set of rules for civil litigation in federal court. State courts have their 
own set of rules of civil procedure. Exhibit 8.1 shows a sample of a set of 
state court procedural rules. The basic federal and/or state rules are fre-
quently modified by the addition of local rules that must also be followed. 
For example, some local courts have specific rules on electronic filing of 
pleadings. Exhibit 8.2 shows an example of local rules defining how doc-
uments should be signed for filing in the Federal District Court for the 
District of Utah. Some of the local rules are as basic as requiring a specific 
location and method of stapling documents, the allowable paper size, and 
the requirements for using or not using backers on documents filed with the 
court. Rules that may seem unimportant (''What difference does it make if 
the document is stapled on the top or the side?'') are important to the court, 
and failure to follow them will, at the very least, irritate courthouse staff, 
who have to take the time to un--staple and re--staple the pleading. At the 
worst, in those courts that have transitioned to mandatory electronic filing, 
failure to check the most current rules and obtain the necessary training for 
electronic filing may result in a rejection of a filing and missing an impor-
tant deadline. The rules of court also provide the timetable within which 
the parties must act for example, the time for the defendant to deny the 
allegations before a default judgment may be entered or a motion for dis-
missal of the lawsuit may be filed. 
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Exhibit 8.1 Uniform Rules for New York State Trial Courts 

MAIN K.EHU > HOME THE COURTS E-COURTS REPRESENTING YOURSELF THE LAW JURORS JUOGES LEGAL PROFESSION TOJ'tCS A to Z 

NYCOURTS.GOV N E W Y ORK S TAT E UNIFIED C OURT S Y S TEM 

RULES 

Rules 

200 - Uniflll'm RUies for Courts 
E.xercislng Cnm1nal Junsd. 

Administrative Rules of the Unified Court System & Uniform Rules 
of the Trial Courts 

202 - UnifOO'll Civil Rules for the 

supreme Court and County Court 

Uniform Rules for N.Y.S. Trial Courts 

203- IR•...-...4J PART 202. Uniform Civil Rules For The Supreme Court And The County 
Court 

204·(R....-J 

205 • Uniflll'm Rules for the Family 
Court 

206 - Uniflll'm Rules for the Court of 

Clalms 

207 • u n,flll'm Rules or the 
Surrogale's Court 

208 • Unrflll'm Rules for tile New YOl1C 
City CMI Court 

200-(Ro-, 

210 • Uniflll'm Civil Rules for the City 
Courts Outside of NYC 

212 • Uniflll'm Civil Rules for the 
OIS1Jld coons 

213-!Re-i 

214 - Umflll'm Oivil Rules for the 
Justice Courts 

215- use or RecydecJ Paper 

216 • Sealing of Court Records in 
Clvll Actions In the Trial Courts 

217 • Access To court Interpreter 
SefVk:es for Persons With limited 

EngliSh Proficiency 

218 • Unirorm RUies for the Trial 
Courts In Capi!al Cases 

2tQ . Re 

202.1 Applic;,tioo or Part: w1wr. ;,ddili99a1 DJ!tt: •.. 

202.2 TAODI Ind P:ArtJ 9( court 
202.3 fndNiduat auignment sv1tw: w,sture 
202.4 Cgygty CPYO rygog· CX RiOS fporgtpona In SUR, eo,,a,,, 
202.s Papea 'lest in coyrt 
202.s.a fioa by f;lcSiroilo 1rao,mmiOQ 
202.S-ll §tth'on!c nm rn Sµoo,n,e Court CWffl)sual Pmram 
202.S-llb flesl'JZ!!i~ f jlil>o. in Syp1pme CW!l, M1'n9flqq PJOG[fm 

202.1 (alenda<inq 01 moboM: yntt91m oo!iw of m9!ioo form; . • 
202.s MCJIOO R!~e 
202.9 Special prOCffdmqs 

202.9-a SDeci,'1 orocmlnm au1horizeq tN sybsecqon Cdl of smiotJ 9-513 
202. 10 Appoonce at Coofeiences 

202.11 IReseM§J 
202. 12 prelimiolarv <Olllere,ice 

202.12-a Attidenlial IAO<lqage Fore"9sure As!lons 
202.13 Removal of actlOM withO<rl COllsent to courh of Lid junsdlction 

202.14 Sgte1a1 m11WJ 
202, 15 Videolape reconlinq of Civil cleposllions 

202.1s MalllmOnial actioos, uienctar oonttot Of fioaQClal diKIOsure , , , 
202.16·• Mabimanlal Actions: Autom•tic Orders 

202.11 E)(Cl)anoe or medg a:ooos lo oem. iOIYIY 100 wro09ru1 oeam 
202 ta Te,itimony of court.appt expert witness in maim>onial actlcn 

202.1 s Dj1fereQfiatC11 cas manaqemeo1 
202 20 (Re,erved] 

202.21 Note of i\we and cqtific;1to or ,ndiness 
202.22 yjlendars 
202.23 !Reserved) 

202.24 SR~ meliiences 
20225 Objections lo applic:alions for ,pccial prcltrence 

202.26 Pceldil! cQ!lfen:nce 
202.21 De!autt, 

202.27,b Adelitional Maiing of Nob oo an Action Arising from a Con,umer Credd Transaction 

202.2a Dacoohoutnct of actions 
202.29 to 202.30 {Bm,ved) 

202.31 ldtoUCAtioa Of tnfl counsel 

Source: Reprinted with permission from the New York State Office of Court Administration. 

ST A TUTE OF LIMITATIONS 

The first time limit that must be determined in every potential civil action is 
when the statute of limitations will expire for the particular cause of action. With 
the exception of the crime of murder, every wrong, whether civil or criminal, 
has a timeframe within which a party must bring suit or lose his right to utilize 
the courts to enforce his rights. This is referred to as the statute of lin1itations. 
The statute of limitations in civil cases may be as short as 30 or 60 days, such 
as the time within which notice must be given, under a state's law protecting its 
primary tourist business, to a potential defendant for an injury sustained on a 
ski slope. More typical is the statute of limitations requiring commencement 
of a lawsuit for a cause of action, like one for personal injuries, within one to 
two years of the injury itself, or when the p laintiff became aware or should have 
become aware of the injury, such as a claim for medical malpractice for a foreign 

LEARNING OBJECTIVE 2 
Describe the impact of the 
statute of limitations on 
the commencement of a 
lawsuit. 

statute of l imitations 
Timeframe within w hich an action 
must be commenced, or the party w ill 
lose their right to use the courts to seek 
redress. 
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Exhibit 8.2 Administrative Procedures that Modify the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure 
in the Utah District Court 

Rule 11. Signing of pleadings, motions, affidavits, and other papers; representations to court; sanctions. 

(a) Signature. 

(a)(1) Every pleading, written motion, and other paper must be signed by at least one attorney of record, or, if the party is not represented, by 
the party. 

(a)(2) A person may sign a paper using any form of signature recognized by law as binding. Unless required by statute, a paper need not be 
accompanied by affidavit or have a notarized, verified or acknowledged signature. If a rule requires an affidavit or a notarized, verified or 
acknowledged signature, the person may submit a declaration pursuant to Utah Code Section 788-5-705. If an affidavit or a paper with a 
notarized, verified or acknowledged signature is filed, the party must comply with Rule 5(f). 

(a)(3) An unsigned paper will be stricken unless omission of the signature is corrected promptly after being called to the attention of the attorney 
or party. 

(b) Representations to court. By presenting a pleading, written motion, or other paper to the court (whether by signing, filing, submitting, or advo
cating), an attorney or unrepresented party is certifying that to the best of the person's knowledge, information and brief, formed after an inquiry 
reasonable under the circumstances. 

(b)(1) it is not being presented for any improper purpose, such as to harass or to cause unnecessary delay or needless increase in the cost of 
I itigation; 

(b)(2) the claims, defenses, and other legal contentions are warranted by existing law or by a nonfrivolous argument for the extension, modifica
tion, or reversal of existing law or the establishment of new law; 

(b)(3) the allegations and other factual contentions have evidentiary support or, if specifically so identified, are likely to have evidentiary support 
after a reasonable opportunity for further investigation or discovery; and 

(b)(4) the denials of factual contentions are warranted on the evidence or, if specifically so identified, are reasonably based on a lack of informa
tion or brief. 

(c) Sanctions. If, after notice and a reasonable opportunity to respond, the court determines that paragraph (b) has been violated, the court may, 
subject to the conditions stated below, impose an appropriate sanction upon the attorneys, law firms, or parties that have violated paragraph 
(b) or are responsible for the violation. 

(c)(1) How initiated. 

(c)(1)(A) By Motion. A motion for sanctions under this rule must be made separately from other motions or requests and must describe the 
specific conduct alleged to violate paragraph (b). It must be served as provided in Rule 5, but may not be filed with or presented to the court 
unless, within 21 days after service of the motion (or such other period as the court may prescribe), the challenged paper, claim, defense, 
contention, allegation, or denial is not withdrawn or appropriately corrected. If warranted, the court may award to the party prevailing on the 
motion the reasonable expenses and attorney fees incurred in presenting or opposing the motion. In appropriate circumstance, a law firm may 
be held jointly responsible for violations committed by its partners, members and employees. 
(c)(1)(8) On court's initiative. On its own initiative, the court may enter an order describing the specific conduct that appears to appears to 
violate paragraph (b) and directing an attorney, law firm, or party to show cause why it has not violate paragraph (b) with respect thereto. 

(c)(2) Nature of sanction; limitations. A sanction imposed for violation of this rule must be limited to what is sufficient to deter repetition of such 
conduct or comparable conduct by others similarly situated. Subject to the limitations in paragraphs (c}(2)(A) and (c)(2)(B), the sanction may consist 
of, or include, directives of a non monetary nature, an order to pay a penalty in to court, or, imposed on motion and warranted for effective deterrence, 
an order directing payment to the movant of some or all of the reasonable attorney fees and other expenses incurred as a direct result of the violation. 
(c)(2)(A) Monetary sanctions may not be awarded against a represented party for a violation of paragraph (b)(2) 
(c)(2)(B} Monetary sanctions may not be awarded on the court's initiative unless the court issues its order to show causes before a voluntary dismissal or 
settlement of the claims made by or against the party which is, or whose attorneys are, to be sanctioned. 
(c)(3) Order. When imposing sanctions, the court will describe the conduct determined to constitute a violation of this rule and explain the basic 
for the sanction imposed. 

Advisory Committee Notes 

Effective May 1, 2016 

Source: Utah District Court. 

. 
minors 
Individuals who have not reached the 
legal age, or age of majority, wh ich is 
usually 18 years old. 

age of majority 
Age at which an individual is recog
nized as an adult, usually 18. 

object left inside the person during an operation. A patient may not be aware 
of the medical malpractice con1n1itted by a surgeon for an extended time, some, 
times years, until persistent pain is finally diagnosed as being caused by a medi, 
cal sponge or instrument left inside the person's body during an earlier surgery . 
It would not be fair for the tin1e limit to start when the injury was caused-the 
date of the original surgery. Fundamental fairness requires that the time frame 
begin when the patient learns the cause of the injury/pain. 

In other cases, the time limit may begin at a point in the future. Societal 
concepts of justice allow those injured as minors (children) to bring an action 
after they reach the age of majority (usually eighteen years of age) for an in, 
jury suffered during their minority. In these cases, the statute of limitations 
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starts on the birthday on which the individual reaches the age of majority in 
the applicable jurisdiction. 

In contract cases, there may be various statutes of limitations, depending 
upon the particular cause of action pursued. For example, a contract dispute 
may come Linder the common law and be subject to a six,year statute of limi, 
tations; it might at the same time be a violation of the Uniform Commercial 
Code (UCC), which imposes a four,year statute of limitations (or such other 
time frame as specified under state law). Bringing the cause of action under 
the appropriate statute may give new life to a case for which the UCC limita, 
tion is less than the common law timeframe permitted. 

LEARNING OBJECTIVE J 
Draft a complaint and a 
summons. 

PLEADINGS 
Lawsuits are commenced by the plaintiff filing an initial pleading with the 
appropriate court that has jurisdiction. Depending on the applicable rules 
of that court, the lawsuit may be commenced by the filing of a writ of sum, 
mons, a summons and a complaint, a complaint alone, or some other co111bi, 
nation of pleading and supporting documents. In some jurisdictions, a civil 
action is commenced by filing with the civil clerk of court a summons and 
a Notice to Plead, in Spanish and English, as well as additional court pro, 
cedural documentation such as a fact cover sheet or document processing 
form. An example of a dual,language notice to plead is shown in Exhibit 8.3. 

Notice to Plead 
Document containing the same infor
mation as a summons but often issued 
in dual languages. 

Exhibit 8.3 Required Bilingual Notice to Defend for the Court of Common Pleas 
for the City of Philadelphia 

NOTICE 

You have been sued in court. If you wish to defend 
against the claims set forth in the following pages, 
you must take action within twenty (20) days after 
the complaint and notice are served, by entering 
a written appearance personally or by attorney 
and filing in writing with the court your defenses or 
objections to the claims set forth against you. 
You are warned that if you fail to do so the case 
may proceed without you and a judgment may be 
entered against you by the court without further 
notice for any money claimed in the complaint or 
for any other claim or relief requested by plaintiff. 
You may lose money or property or other rights 
important to you. 

YOU SHOULD TAKE THIS PAPER TO YOUR 
LAWYER AT ONCE. IF YOU DO NOT HAVE A 
LAWYER OR CANNOT AFFORD ONE, GO TO OR 
TELEPHONE THE OFFICE SET FORTH BELOW TO 
FIND OUT WHERE YOU CAN GET LEGAL HELP. 

PHILADELPHIA BAR ASSOCIATION 
Lawyer Referral and Information Service 
1101 Market Street, 11th Floor 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19107 
(215) 238-1701 

AVISO 

Le han demandado a usted en la corte. Si 
usted quiere defenderse de estas demandas 
expuestas en las paginas siguientes, usted tiene 
veinte (20) dias de plazo al partir de la fecha de 
la demanda y la notification. Hace falta asentar 
una comparencia escrita o en persona o con un 
abogado y entregar a la corte en forma escrita sus 
defensas o sus objeciones a las demandas en contra 
de su persona. Sea avisado que si usted no se 
defiende, la corte tomara medidas y puede continuar 
la demanda en contra suya sin previo aviso o 
notificaci6n. Ademas, la corte puede decider a favor 
del demandante y requiere que usted cumpla con 
todas las provisiones de esta demanda. Usted puede 
perder dinero o sus propiedades u otros derechos 
importantes para usted. 

LLEVE ESTA DEMANDA A UN ABOGADO 
INMEDIATAMENTE. SI NO TIENE ABOGADO O 
SI NO TIENE EL DINERO SUFICIENTE DE PAGAR 
TAL SERVICIO, VAYA EN PERSONA O LLAME POR 
TELEFONO A LA OFICINA CUVA DIRECCION SE 
ENCUENTRA ESCRITAAB.A.JO PARAAVERIGUAR 
DONDE SE PUEDE CONSEGUIR ASISTE.NCIA LEGAL. 

ASOCIACION DE LICENCIADOS DE FILADELFIA 
Servicio De Referencia E lnformaci6n Legal 
1101 Market Street, 11th Floor 
Filadelfia, Pennsylvania 19107 
(215) 238-1701 
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The common information in all initial pleadings identifies the parties and the 
subject matter of the lawsuit. In some courts, the process is to file a complaint, 
and the court issues the sumn1ons to the defendant. The parties who have been 
sued and served copies of the pleadings usually file responsive pleadings stating 
their legal position, denying any wrongdoing, claiming others are responsible, or 
claiming that the def end ant is the innocent party and the plaintiff the wrongdoer. 
Defendants who fail to respond in a timely manner as determined by court rule 
run the risk of having a judgment entered against them by default. 

not ice pleading 
Pleading required to include sufficient 
facts to put the parties on notice of the 
claims asserted against them. 

fact p leading 
Pleadings required to include all rel 
evant facts in support of all claims 
asserted. 

In the federal court system, there is only one way to commence a civil ac, 
tion: by filing a complaint (Fed. R. Civ. P. 3). In the con1plaint, the plaintiff 
must set forth all of the allegations that support a claim for relief. Federal 
pleadings are notice pleadings, designed to put the parties on notice of the 
claims. So1ne states are also notice,pleading jurisdictions. Exhibit 8.4 shows 
the Minnesota notice,pleading rules as shown in a search using LexisNexis 
Total L itigator. Other jurisdictions use fact pleading. Exhibit 8.5 shows a 
representative rule of civil procedure requiring fact pleading in a state court. 

Notice pleading requires that enough information be included to give defendants 
notice of events and claims against them arising from those events. Fact pleading re, 
quires that all relevant facts that support each claim be included in the complaint. 

In the state courts, state rules of civil procedure direct how a case must 
be commenced. Most states require the filing of a complaint as the initial 

Exhibit 8.4 Minnesota Civil Practice Notice-Pleading Rules 

MN Le!jl5lature [0 } Gel Connected [?] About the Legislature [g) Mobile Sde 

House Senate Joint Schedules Legislators Committees Bills Law Multimedia Publications 

CIVIL PROCEDURE 
Rule 8. General Rules of PleadiTig 

8.01 Claims for Reuer 
A pleading which sets forth a claim for relief, ,vhether an original claim, counterclaim, cross-claim, or 

thlrd.party claim, shall contain a short and plain slatem.enl of the claun showing that lhe pleader is entitled to 
relief and a demand for judgment for the relief sought; if a recovery of money is demanded, the amount shall be 
stated Relief in the alternative or of se,·eral different types may be detnanded. If a recovery of money for 
unliquidated damages is demanded in an amoW1t less than SS0,000, Uie amow1t shall be stated. II a recovery of 
money for unliquidated damages in an amount greater than $50,000 is de1nanded, the pleading shall state merely 
that recovery of reasonable dan1ages an an an1ount greater than $50,000 1.s sought 

8.02 Defenses; Fonn of Denials 

A party shall state in short and plain terms any defenses to each claim asserted and shall ad.rtut or deny the 
avennents upon which the adverse party relies. If a party is ,vithout kno,vledge or in.fonnation sufficient to form 
a belief as to the truth of an averment, the party shall so state and this has the effect of a denial Denials shall 
fiurly meet the substance of the averments dewed. A pleader ,,·bo intends m good fiulh to deny only a part or to 
qualify an avennent shall specify so much of it as is true and material and shall deny only the remainder. Unless 
the pleader intends in good faith to controvert all the avennents of the preceding pleading, the pleader may make 
denials as specific denials of designated aYerments or paragraphs, or may generally deny all the a,·ennents 
except such designated avennents or paragraphs as the pleader expressly admits. However, a pleader who 
intends to controvert all its averments may do so by general denial subject to the obligations set forth in Rule.!.!-

8.03 Amrmatlve Defenses 

ln pleading to a preceding plead.ins, a party shall set forth affinnati,·ely accord and satisfaction, arbitration 
and award, assumption of risk, contributory negligence, discharge in bankruptcy, duress, estoppel, failure of 
consideration, fraud, illegality, injll:ry by fellow servant, !aches, license, payment, release, res jlldicata, statute of 
frauds, statute of I imitations, ~uiYer, and any other n1atter constituting an avoidance or affirmative defense. 
When a party has mistakenly designated a defense as a counterclaun or a counterclrum as a defense, the court, 
on such tenos as justice may require, shall treat the pleading as if there had been a proper designation. 

Source: Minnesota District Court. 

!Search lhe MN LeglS!alure Im 

Resources 

search court Rules 

Court Rules lndex (topics) 

Back to Table of contents 
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Exhibit 8.5 Pennsylvania Fact-Pleading Requirement Under the Pennsylvania Rules 
of Civil Procedure 

RULE 1019. CONTENTS OF PLEADINGS. GENERAL AND SPECIFIC AVERMENTS 

(a) The material facts on which a cause of action or defense is based shall be stated in a concise and summary form. 
(b) Averments of fraud or mistake shall be averred with particularity. Malice, intent, knowledge, and other 

conditions of mind may be averred generally. 
(c) In pleading the performance or occurrence of conditions precedent, it is sufficient to aver generally that all 

conditions precedent have been performed or have occurred. A denial of such performance or occurrence shall 
be made specifically and with particularity. 

(d) In pleading an official document or official act, it is sufficient to identify it by reference and aver that the 
document was issued or the act done in compliance with law. 

(e) In pleading a judgment, order or decision of a domestic or foreign court, judicial or administrative tribunal, or 
board, commission or officer, it is sufficient to aver the judgment, order or decision without setting forth matter 
showing jurisdiction to render it. 

(f) Averments of time, place and items of special damage shall be specifically stated. 
(g) Any part of a pleading may be incorporated by reference in another part of the same pleading or in another 

pleading in the same action. A party may incorporate by reference any matter of record in any State or Federal 
court of record whose records are within the county in which the action is pending, or any matter which is 
recorded or transcribed verbatim in the office of the prothonotary, clerk of any court of record, recorder of 
deeds or register of wills of such county. 

(h) When any claim or defense is based upon an agreement, the pleading shall state specifically if the agreement is 
oral or written. 

Note: If the agreement is in writing, it must be attached to the pleading. See subdivision (i) of this rule. 
(i) When any claim or defense is based upon a writing, the pleader shall attach a copy of the writing, or the material 

part thereof, but if the writing or copy is not accessible to the pleader, it is sufficient so to state, together with 
the reason, and to set forth the substance in writing. 

Adopted June 25, 1946, effective Jan. 1, 1947. Amended April 12, 1999, effective July 1, 1999; Nov. 28, 2000, 
effective Jan. 1, 2001 . 

IN THE WORDS OF THE COURT ... 
Notice Pleading 

Conley v. Gibson, 355 U.S. 41, 47-48 (1957) 78 S.Ct. 99 . 

. . . The respondents also argue that the complaint failed to set forth specific 
facts to support its general allegations of discrimination and that its dismissal 
is therefore proper. The decisive answer to this is that the Federal Rules of Civil 
Procedure do not require a claimant to set out in detail the facts upon which 
he bases his claim. To the contrary, all the Rules require is "a short and plain 
statement of the claim" that will give the defendant fair notice of what the plain
tiff's claim is and the grounds upon which it rests. The illustrative forms ap
pended to the Rules plainly demonstrate this. Such simplified "notice pleading" 
is made possible by the liberal opportunity for discovery and the other pretrial 
procedures established by the Rules to disclose more precisely the basis of both 
claim and defense and to define more narrowly the disputed facts and issues. 
Following the simple guide of Rule 8(0 that "all pleadings shall be so construed 
as to do substantial justice," we have no doubt that petitioners' complaint ad
equately set forth a claim and gave the respondents fair notice of its basis. The 
Federal Rules reject the approach that pleading is a game of skill in which one 
misstep by counsel may be decisive to the outcome and accept the principle that 
the purpose of pleading is to facilitate a proper decision on the merits. Cf. Maty 
v. Grasse/Ii Chemical Co., 303 U.S. 797 . . . . 
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PRACTICE TIP 
Individual court rules dictate the layout and contents of pleadings and must be consulted before attorneys file 
any document with the court. The diagram below shows some of the common elements that local court rules 
frequently address. 

Paper 
Size and 
quality 

summo ns 

Top or Side 
Fastener 

Side Margin 

Caption 

IN THE SUPREME COURT OF NEW YORK FOR ALBANY COUNTY 

B. K. , a minor by her 
Parents and guardians, 
Janice Knowles, and 
Steven Knowles, 
Plaintiffs, 

Harry Hart, 
Kinnicutt Bus Company, 
Charles Stanley, and 

v. 

MVF Construction Company 
Defendants 

No. 

: Civil Action-Negligence 

: Jury Trial Demanded 

Attorney ID No. 124987 

• Top Margin 

Side Margin 

Type -c COMPLAINT 

Body 

Demand --C 

1 . Plaintiff B. K., a minor whose interests are represented by her parents and natural guardians, Janice and 
Steven Knowles, adult individuals, husband and wife, residing at 1243 Asbury Avenue, Albany, New York 
(hereinafter Plaintiff). 
2. Defendant Harry Hart is an adult individual residing at 24 Logan Street, Albany, New York (hereinafter 
Defendant Hart). 

9. On October 21 , 2017 al approximately 8:50 a.m. after finishing his regular route, Defendant Hart drove 
to Albany City School No. 18 and loaded 44 children, ages 5 to 9 years old, and 8 adults serving as chaperones 
for a scheduled field trip to the Pumpkin Patch in Central Bridge, New York, about 40 miles from the school. 
10. Plaintiff, born on June 12, 2010, being 7 years of age on the date in question, was one of the passengers, 
seated on Row 1 O Seat F the bus. A true and correct copy of the bus seating chart is attached hereto 
made a part hereof and labeled as Exhibit "Pt. 

Count I-Plaintiff v. Defendant Hart 
22. Plaintiff incorporates by reference the allegation contained in paragraphs 1 through 21 as though fully 
set forth at length herein. 
23. Defendant Hart was negligent when he failed to stop the school bus at a stop sign breaching his duty to 

operate a vehicle in accordance with the rules of the road in effect in the state of New York for purposes of 
safety and traffic control. 

26. As a result of the injuries sustained by Plaintiff she has suffered damages as follows: 
a. surgical treatment and repai r of a fractured skull; 

Wherefore plaintiff requests this Honorable court enter judgment in her favor and against the Defendants in an 
amount exceeding $25,000 plus interest, costs, attorneys fees and such other relief as deemed equitable. 

Respectifully submitted, 
Mason, Marshall and Benjamin 
ATIORNEYS FOR PLAINTIFF 

Ethan Benjamin, Esquire 
Attorney ID # • 

Parties and basis 
for court 
jurisdiction 

Allegation of Facts 

Cause of Action 
and Damages 

Attorney's 
Certification 

Bottom Margin 

pleading in a case. However, some state rules allow actions to be started by a 
petition in which the plaintiff must identify the exact basis of the civil lawsuit. 
The court, the legal team, and the defendants will rely on the allegations con, 
tained in the initial pleading. Those allegations will serve as the basis for all 
future court proceedings in the civil case. 

Preparing the Summons 

Document that advises the defendant 
he has been sued and gives the time
frame within which he must respond; 
alerts him that a failure to respond 
may result in a loss of rights. 

In the federal court system, the complaint must be accompanied by a sum, 
mons and a civil cover sheet. Both forms are obtained from the court in which 
the complaint is filed. Most courts have forms available on their website that 
are easily downloaded, copied, and prepared. These forms request factual 
information about the litigants and the case. 

The summons advises the defendant of the suit and the time within which 
a response must be filed. It states that failure to respond will result in the loss 
of important rights , and it also explains how to obtain a lawyer. Exhibit 8.6 
shows a summons in a federal court civil action. This form is available online 
from the court website in PDF format, allowing the form to be completed 
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online and then printed. Exhibit 8. 7 shows the second page of the summons, 
the Proof of Service form. 

The form is completed by the legal team filing the complaint. The clerk of 
court adds the court filing information, including court number and assigned 
judge, and finally, the summons is issued to the defendant . 

The p laintiff's legal team makes ar rangements for the summons and a 
copy of the complaint to be served on the defendant. 

Exhibit 8.6 Form of Summons for the Federal District Court 

AO 440 {RA!\·. 06.112) Summon,. in :a Chi! Action 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

Plabztiff(s) 

v. 

Defe11dm1t(s) 

for the 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Civil Action No. 

smm·IONS IN . .\ CI\1ll, • .\C l ION 

To: (Defe11dm1t 's 11ame and address) 

A la,vsuit has been filed against you. 

WEB RESOURCES 

Forms for fil ing in 
federal court may be 

obtained onl ine at http://www.us
courts.gov/FormsAndFees/Forms/ 
CourtForms ByCategory. aspx 

Within 21 days after ser,;ice of this summons on you (not counting the day you received it) - or 60 days if you 
are the United States or a United States agency, or an officer or employee of the United States described in Fed. R Ci,·. 
P. 12 (a){2) or (3)-you must serve on the plaintiff an ans\\1er to the attached complaint or a motion under Rule 12 of 
the Federal Rules of Ci,·il Procedure. The ans,ver or motion must be ser,;ed on the plaintiff or plaintiff's attorney, 
\Nbose name and address are: 

If you fail to respond, judgment by default ,vill be entered against you for the relief demanded in the complaint. 
You also must file your ans\ver or motion ,vith the court. 

CLERK OF COURT 

Date: 
Signature of Clerk or Deputy Clerk 

Source: U.S. Federal Court. 
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civ il cover sheet 

Exhibit 8.7 Form of Return of Service 

A0440~,. 06/12) S .... ,,,. ..... in ~ Civil Action (P.age 2) 

Civil Action No. 

PROOF OF SERVICE 
(Thi.s section should not befil.ed with tJre court unless required by Fed. R. Cw. P. 4 (/)) 

This Slunrnons for (namg of Individual a,Jt:i titlll, if a,ry) 

,vas received by me on (dat,) • 

:J I personally served the S1Immons on the indi"-idual at (pla&e) 

on (date) 

O I left the s1u:nrnons at the individual's residence or usual place of abode with (name) 

; or 

• a person of suitable age and discretion who resides there • 

Date: 

on (date) • and mailed a copy to the individual's last known address~ or 

:J I served the Slunmons on (name of individual) 

designated by la,v to accept service of process on behalf of (name of organizatio,1) 

on (date) 

O I returned the S1Immons uncxecuted because 

O Other (specify): 

My fees are$ for tra,·el and$ for senrices, for a total of$ 

I declare under penalty of perjury that this information is true. 

Server's signatw'e 

Printed name and tU/e 

Suwtr 's address 

Additional information regarding attempted service. etc: 

Source: U.S. District Court, Southern District of Florida. 

Civil Cover Sheet 

• who is 

· or • 

· or • 

0.00 • 

A summary page of information about 
a case. 

Most courts also require that a civil cover sheet be attached to the complaint. 
The civil cover sheet is a summary page that is utilized by the data entry per-
sonnel in the clerk of court's office. These forms provide all the basic infor-
mation on a single sheet and include the names and addresses of parties, trial 
counsel's contact information, and the types of claims asserted. This sheet 
assists court personnel in getting the information into the court's computer 
system more efficiently. Exhibit 8.8 is a civil cover sheet for the federal dis-
trict court for the Eastern District of Michigan. 
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Exhibit 8.8 Civil Cover Sheet for the Eastern District of Michigan (Online Form) 

!S.« ~ .07 If) crvn. COVER SHEET 

(b) ~ ·of~ol'fimU..fbiatiff 
,OCtnA•&.U IUA'ffl1CUR) 

c-ty-d~ofF'ir,tLi~Otf---
(l\'Cts ''-"''111C:.UU0.\10 

"""' l'lck~~ftw."''"'"""'""" .. - ,......., 

D, BASIS OF JUIUSDICTION<"i•u •-rl'lo.,,-a..)J m CtTIZtNSBIP or PRINCIPAL PARTIES(1«•• ·r « owl«Jt,r:,;,.-..:;:; 

O I tr.S.Gt\-.= ..... 

1''. NATUREOF SUJT(l:.,.·X-ROwt.u 

V. ORIG~ (1!«•• •r.,o.~~ 
O I ~ii O l f::'~'- 0 3 =&: 

~·D!nrJiti e...,, o..i» """°"" &HJ,,~ nr DU nT DU 
CU..~S!'.111 0 l O 1 ~-~'""' 0 • 04 

0 ' 

o1a.-1sni.a. 

O l bu11swr:td411ilnDaplPIKe .n-.a. ....... , ... 
0) 0 I f«tip~~ 

O I Milbidimd - · Dftc,file 
C&.dlitU.S.Ci\ilSUMtUD<t.wv.ila)W._lilmc~JrMM~-ulffl~ 

VLCAUSEOFACTJONt,8i:lilt';;;;;ij..;;';1,-;.,,;;;,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

\'JI. REQU£STED IN 
CO:\fPLAINT: 

O CHECK. tf THIS IS A a...ASS AC'Dot'( 
UNDD.JtUIZ2J, f JlC\'.P. 

CHECXYH-,,it.._.....ia,~ 
JtM\' ODt\.'11, Dy.,. D No 

\ 'Ill. RELA TtD CASI:($) 
IFANV .... 

~ _ Punt .. ___ : 

... _ 
.UM.Y!SOI:) ____ _ 

SoUt'Ce: U.S. Oktrict Court., Eastem Oi$trict of Mjch.igan. 

Drafting the Complaint 

M>Gl ____ _ 

The contplaint must have certain basic informat ion dictated by court rule, 
including information identifying the parties and the cause of action, m a 
format acceptable to the court as defined in the court rules. 

complaint 
Initial plead ing filed by the plainliff 
des,gned to give notice to the defen· 
danl oi the clajms against her. 
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caption 
Identity of the parties, the court, and 
the court-identifying information on 
the complaint. 

jurisdictional facts 
Allegations demonstrating the court's 
jurisdiction over the persons and sub
ject matter required in a complaint. 

PRACTICE TIP 
Jurisdictional limits on the 
amount in controversy vary 
from court to court. Be sure 
to check the rules for the 
court where you intend to 
file the complaint to deter
mine its jurisdictional limit. 

WEB RESOURCES 

Find the Judicial 
Conference Committee 

on Court Administration and Case 
Management on Privacy and 
Public Access to Electronic Case 
Files at the United States Courts 
website. 

Caption of the Case 

The initial information in the caption of the case includes the identity of the 
parties, the court, and the court identifying information. 

Numbered Paragraphs 

The complaint is made up of numbered paragraphs that, to the extent 
practical, contain one fact per paragraph. In reality, it is rare that a paragraph 
will contain one fact; more likely, each paragraph will contain a group of facts 
that are inextricably related, such as the identification and residence of the 
defendant or location where the defendant can be served. 

Jurisdictional Facts. The first paragraphs of the complaint must establish 
the court's jurisdiction, also known as jurisdictional facts. The parties must 
be identified sufficiently to allow for a determination by the court whether 
it has jurisdiction over the persons. As these documents will become a part 
of the public record, new concerns for privacy protection and identity theft 
have resulted in many local courts adopting rules describing what informa-
tion will suffice to identify a party to a lawsuit. For example, the city and state 
of residence, the year of birth, and the last four digits of a driver's license or 
Social Security number are sufficient in many courts. 

Additional allegations demonstrating the court's jurisdiction over the 
subject matter may also be required. The first thing the court wants to deter-
mine is that it has the required jurisdiction to hear the case. If the court lacks 
jurisdiction, the complaint may not be accepted by the clerk of courts, or it 
may be dismissed by the court on motion of the defendant without any fur-
ther inquiry into the cause of action of facts alleged. 

Background of the Cause of Action 

The allegations in the complaint tell the client's story. This is usually accom-
plished by allegations of fact set forth in chronological order. The complaint 
sets out the facts that are the basis of the dispute. Some courts refer to this as 
the background section of the complaint because it contains the facts that are 
applicable to all the legal claims that arise from the transaction or occurrence. 

Elements of the Cause of Action 

The elements of the cause of action must be sufficiently alleged that the de-
fendant has notice of the wrong claimed. Each cause of action will appear in 
the complaint as a separate count. For example, separate counts would be re-
quired in a suit alleging negligence and strict liability; each must be alleged in 
its own separate count. The defendant must be given sufficient information 
so that a response can be filed or others joined in the suit who may actually 
be responsible for the alleged harm that caused the injury or loss. Under 
federal rules, the complaint must contain ''a short, plain statement of the 
claim showing that the pleader is entitled to relief ... " (Fed. R. Civ. P. Rule 8). 
This rule has been interpreted to mean that the plaintiff must not plead every 
fact or element of the cause of action. In notice--pleading jurisdictions, as in 
federal court, the plaintiff must set forth just enough information that the 
claims against the defendant are discernible from the face of the complaint. 
Exhibit 8.9 shows an example of a federal notice pleading. 

In fact--pleading jurisdictions, all facts relevant to establish all elements 
of the causes of action must be pleaded. Exhibit 8.10 shows an example of a 
fact--pleading complaint for the same notice--pleading complaint that appears 
in Exhibit 8.9. 
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Exhibit 8.9 Notice-Pleading Complaint 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT - NORTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 

B.K., a minor by her 
Parents and guardians, 
Janice Knowles and 
Steven Knowles, Plaintiff 

v. 

Ronald Clemmons, 
Lower Council School District, 
Bud Smith, and 
Ace Trucking Company, Defendants 

Plaintiff in the above captioned action alleges as follows: 

JURISDICTION 

No.:---------

COMPLAINT 
CIVIL ACTION - NEGLIGENCE 

Jury Trial Demanded 

Attomey ID No. 124987 

1. Plaintiff and defendants are residents of different states and the amount in controversy exceeds $75,000.00, 
exclusive of interest and costs as specified in 28 U.S.C.§1332. 

PARTIES 
2. Plaintiff is B.K. a minor whose interests are represented by her parents and natural guardians, Janice and 

Steven Knowles, adult individuals, husband and wne, residing at 1243 Asbury Avenue, Bennington, Vermont 
(hereinafter Plaintiff). 

3. Defendant, Ronald Clemmons is an adult individual residing at 24 Logan Street, Albany, New York (hereinafter 
Defendant Clemmons). 

4. Defendant Lower Council School District is a governmental unit duly authorized and existing under the laws of 
the State of New York with its principal place of business being 701 Wilkes Road, Albany, New York (hereinafter 
Defendant School). 

5. Defendant Bud Smith is an adult individual residing at 332 S. Hearn Lane, Pittsfield, Massachusetts (hereinafter 
Defendant Smith). 

6. Defendant Ace Trucking Company is a co,poration duly organized and existing under the laws of the State of 
New York with its principal place of business being 2501 Industrial Highway, Center Bridge, New York 
(hereinafter Defendant Ace). 

7. At all relevant times, Defendant Clemmons, a 69 year old, duly licensed school bus driver, was employed by 
and under the direction, supervision and control of Defendant School. 

8. At all relevant time Defendant Smith, a 46 year old, duly licensed truck driver, was employed by and under the 
direction, supervision and control of Defendant Ace. 

9. On October 21, 2017, after finishing his regular route, Defendant Clemmons drove to Albany City School No. 18 
and loaded 44 children, ages 5 to 9 years old, and 8 adults for a scheduled field trip. 

10. Plaintiff, who was 7 old on the date in question, was a passenger on the bus, seated on Row 10 Seat F. A true 
and correct copy of the bus seating chart is attached hereto, made a part hereof and labeled as Exhibit "A". 

11. At approximately 10:30 a.m., the bus was traveling north on SR-30A between 15 and 25 mph as it approached 
the intersection with SR-7. The north- and southbound traffic on SR-30A was controlled by an advance warning 
sign that indicated a stop ahead, a stop sign, flashing red intersection control beacons, pavement markings 
that included the word "STOP", and a stop bar. 

12. Defendant Clemmons, who was looking for SR-7, saw the posted stop sign, slowed, but did not stop the bus, 
which then entered the intersection. 

13. Upon entering the intersection, the bus was struck on the right side behind the real axel by a dump truck 
operated by Defendant Smith. 

14. Defendant Smith was driving the dump truck with utility trailer, owed and operated by Defendant Ace. 
Defendant Smith was traveling about 45 mph westbound on SR-7. East- and westbound traffic on SR-7 at the 
intersection with SR-30A was controlled by flashing yellow intersection control beacons. 

(continued) 
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Count I - Plaintiff v. Defendant Clemmons 

15. Plaintiff incorporates by reference the allegations contained in paragraphs 1 through 14 as though fully set 
forth at length herein. 

16. Defendant Clemmons was negligent when he failed to stop the school bus at a stop sign. 

17. As a result, Plaintiff was injured when the impact of the dump truck with the school bus she was thrown about 
the interior of the school bus striking her head and shoulders on the side and roof of the bus resulting in a 
fractured skull and fractured vertebra at C3 and 4, contusions and abrasions suffering damages, as follows: 

a. surgical treatment and repair of a fractured skull; 
b. placement of a halo brace upon her head and shoulders for stabilization and healing of vertebra fractures as C3 

and 4; 
c. physical therapy to rehabilitate and restore the normal use of her head and neck; 
d. medical expenses related to the treatment and rehabilitation for the injuries sustained; 
e. time lost from school while hospitalized and unable to attend school; 
f. arranging and paying for private tutors to come to her home for missed school instruction; 
g. inability to participate in soccer, Daisy Scouts and other of life's pleasures, and; 
h. such other damages as will be proved at trial of this matter 

Wherefore plaintiff requests this Honorable court enter judgment in her favor and against the Defendants in an 
amount exceeding $75,000 plus interest, costs, attorneys fees and such other relief as deemed equitable. 

Count II - Plaintiff v. Defendant School 

18. Plaintiff incorporates by reference the allegations contained in paragraphs 1 through 14 as though fully set 
forth at length herein. 

19. Defendant School failed to properly supervise, control and direct its employee Defendant Clemmons 

20. As a result of Defendant School negligence in employing and supervising Defendant Clemmons the collision of 
October 21, 2017 occurred causing plaintiff to suffer, as follows: 

a. surgical treatment and repair of a fractured skull; 
b. placement of a halo brace upon her head and shoulders for stabilization and healing of vertebra fractures 

as C3 and 4; 
c. physical therapy to rehabilitate and restore the normal use of her head and neck; 
d. medical expenses related to the treatment and rehabilitation for the injuries sustained; 
e. time lost from school while hospitalized and unable to attend school; 
f. arranging and paying for private tutors to come to her home for missed school instruction; 
g. inability to participate in soccer, Daisy Scouts and other of life's pleasures, and; 
h. such other damages as will be established at the trial of this matter. 

Wherefore plaintiff requests this Honorable court enter judgment in her favor and against the Defendants in an 
amount exceeding $75,000 plus interest, costs, attorneys fees and such other relief as deemed equitable. 

Count IV - Plaintiff v. Defendant Smith 

21. Plaintiff incorporates by reference the allegations contained in paragraphs 1 through 14 as though fully set 
forth at length herein. 

22. Defendant Smith was negligent in the operation and control of a dump truck driving too fast for conditions 
while approaching an intersection with flashing yellow lights. 

23. As a result, Plaintiff was injured upon the impact of the dump truck with the school bus she was thrown about 
the interior of the school bus striking her head and shoulders on the side and roof of the bus resulting in a 
fractured skull and vertebra at C3 and 4 and suffered damages as follows: 

a. surgical treatment and repair of a fractured skull; 
b. placement of a halo brace upon her head and shoulders for stabilization and healing of vertebra fractures as 

C3 and 4; 
c. physical therapy to rehabilitate and restore the normal use of her head and neck; 
d. medical expenses related to the treatment and rehabilitation for the injuries sustained; 
e. time lost from school while hospitalized and unable to attend school; 
f. arranging and paying for private tutors to come to her home for missed school instruction; 
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g. inability to participate in soccer, Daisy Scouts and other of life's pleasures, and; 
h. such other damages as will be established in the trial of this matter. 

Wherefore plaintiff requests this Honorable court enter judgment in her favor and against the Defendants in an 
amount exceeding $75,000 plus interest, costs, attorneys fees and such other relief as deemed equitable. 

Count V - Plaintiff v. Defendant Ace 

24. Plaintiff incorporates by reference the allegations contained in paragraphs 1 through 14 as though fully set 
forth at length herein. 

25. Defendant Ace was negligent in failing to inspect and correct mechanical deficiencies to the brake system, the air 
hose linking the truck and the trailer, permitting use of a dump truck to pull a tra.iler, allowing its driver to operate 
a vehicle not designed to pull a trailer, and failed to properly supervise and train employee Smith concerning the 
rules of the road. 

26. As a result of Defendant Ace's negligence the dump truck struck the school bus in which Plaintiff was a passenger, 
injuring her when upon impact she was thrown about the interior of the school bus striking her head and shoulders on 
the side and roof of the bus resulting in a fractured skull and vertebra at C3 and 4 and suffered the following damages: 

a. surgical treatment and repair of a fractured skull; 
b. placement of a halo brace upon her head and shoulders for stabilization and healing of vertebra fractures as C3 

and 4; 
c. physical therapy to rehabilitate and restore the normal use of her head and neck; 
d. medical expenses related to the treatment and rehabilitation for the injuries sustained; 
e. time lost from school while hospitalized and unable to attend school; 
f. arranging and paying for private tutors to come to her home for missed school instruction; 
g. inability to participate in soccer, Daisy Scouts and other of life's pleasures, and; 
h. such other damages as will be established at the trial of this matter. 

Wherefore plaintiff requests this Honorable court enter judgment in her favor and against the Defendants in an 
amount exceeding $75,000 plus interest, costs, attorneys fees and such other relief as deemed equitable. 

VERIFICATION 

Respectfully submitted, 
Mason, Marshall and Benjamin 
ATIORNEYS FOR PLAINTIFF 

Ethan Benjamin, Esquire 
Attorney ID# 
Mason, Marshall and Benjamin 
Address 
Albany, New York 
Phone 
Fax 
Email 

I, JANICE KNOWLES, verify that I am authorized to make this verification. I verify that the Complaint is true and 
correct to the best of my knowledge, information and belief. I understand that false statements herein are made 
subject to the penalties of perjury relating to unsworn falsification to authorities. 

Date: --------
JANICE KNOWLES 

I, STEVEN KNOWLES, verify that I am authorized to make this verification. I verify that the Complaint is true 
and correct to the best of my knowledge, information and belief. I understand that false statements herein are 
made subject to the penalties of perjury relating to unsworn falsification to authorities. 

Date: _______ _ 

STEVEN KNOWLES 
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Exhibit 8.10 Fact-Pleading Complaint 

IN THE SUPREME COURT OF NEW YORK FOR ALBANY COUNTY 

B.K., a minor by her 
Parents and guardians, 
Janice Knowles and 
Steven Knowles, 
Plaintiff 

v. 

Ronald Clemmons, 
Lower Council School District, 
Bud Smith, and 
Ace Trucking Company, 
Defendants: 

• 
• 

• 
• 

• 
• 

• 
• 

• 
• 

• 
• 

COMPLAINT 

No.: ---------

Civil Action - Negligence 

Jury Trial Demanded 

Attorney ID No. 124987 

NOW comes the plaintiff, by her attorneys, Mason, Marshall and Benjamin and brings this complaint alleging as 
follows: 

1. Plaintiff is B.K. a minor whose interests are represented by her parents and natural guardians, Janice and Steven 
Knowles, adult individuals, husband and wife, residing at 1243 Asbury Avenue, Albany, New York (hereinafter 
Plaintiff). 

2. Defendant, Ronald Clemmons is an adult individual residing at 24 Logan Street, Albany, New York (hereinafter 
Defendant Clemmons). 

3. Defendant Lower Council School District is a governmental unit duly authorized and existing under the laws of 
the State of New York with its principal place of business being 701 Wilkes Road, Albany, New York (hereinafter 
Defendant School). 

4. Defendant Bud Smith is an adult individual residing at 332 S. Hearn Lane, Albany, New York (hereinafter 
Defendant Smith). 

5. Defendant Ace Trucking Company is a corporation duly organized and existing under the laws of the State 
of New York with its principal place of business being 2501 Industrial Highway, Center Bridge, New York 
(hereinafter Defendant Ace). 

6. At all relevant times, Defendant Clemmons, a 69 year old, duly licensed school bus driver, was employed by 
and under the direction, supervision and control of Defendant School. 

7. At all relevant time Defendant Smith, a 46 year old, duly licensed truck driver, was employed by and under the 
direction, supervision and control of Defendant Ace. 

8. On October 21, 2017 at approximately 7:20 a.m. Defendant Clemmons began transporting students to school 
on his regular morning route driving a 2005 full size school bus owned and operated by Defendant School. 

9. On October 21, 2017 at approximately 8:50 a.m., after finishing his regular route, Defendant Clemmons drove 
to Albany City School No. 18 and loaded 44 children, ages 5 to 9 years old, and 8 adults serving as chaperons 
for a scheduled field trip to the Pumpkin Patch in Central Bridge, New York, about 40 miles from the school. 

10. Plaintiff, born on June 12, 2010, being 7 years of age on the date in question, was one of the passengers, 
seated on Row 10 Seat F of the bus. A true and correct copy of the bus seating chart is attached hereto, made 
a part hereof and labeled as Exhibit "A". 

11. Although familiar with the Central Bridge area, Defendant Clemmons had never been to the Pumpkin Patch. 
12. Defendant School did not provide its driver, Defendant Clemmons with directions or a map to the site. 

13. Defendant Clemmons asked a chaperone for directions which were obtained from a secretary in the school office. 

14. Each school bus passenger seat was equipped with three color-coded lap belts, one color coded belt for each 
passenger in a seat. Each child was seated and restrained with a lap belt before the trip began for purposes of 
safety and supervision. 

15. Departing the school about 9:20 a.m., Defendant Clemmons took the New York State Thruway west to exit 25A 
onto lnterstate-88 (1-88) and then traveled west on 1-88 toward exit 23, the intended exit. 
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Exhibit 8.10 (continued) 

16. Defendant Clemmons was confused about the directions to the Pumpkin Patch and exited at exit 24, the wrong 
exit. Clemmons stopped the bus on the exit 24 ramp, turned the bus around, returned to 1-88, and continued 
traveling to exit 23, the correct exit. 

17. At the end of the exit ramp for exit 23, Defendant Clemmons turned right onto State Route 30A (SR-30A) and 
started looking for State Route 7 (SR-7). 

18. At approximately 10:30 a.m., the bus was traveling north on SR-30A between 15 and 25 mph as it approached 
the intersection with SR-7. The north- and southbound traffic on SR-30A were controlled by an advance 
warning sign that indicated a stop ahead, a stop sign, flashing red intersection control beacons, pavement 
markings that included the word "STOP", and a stop bar. 

19. At the same time, Defendant Smith was driving a dump truck towing a utility trailer owed and operated by 
Defendant Ace. Defendant Smith was traveling about 45 mph westbound on SR-7. East- and westbound traffic 
on SR-7 at the intersection with SR-30A was controlled by flashing yellow intersection control beacons. 

20. As the school bus approached the intersection, several children on board saw the sign for the Pumpkin Patch 
that was beyond the intersection and yelled. 

21 . Defendant Clemmons, who was looking for SR-7, saw the posted stop sign, slowed, but did not stop the bus, 
which then entered the intersection where the dump truck struck it on the right side behind the rear axle. 

Count I - Plaintiff v. Defendant Clemmons 
22. Plaintiff incorporates by reference the allegations contained in paragraphs 1 through 21 as though fully set 

forth at length herein. 

23. Defendant Clemmons was negligent when he failed to stop the school bus at a stop sign breaching his duty 
to operate a vehicle in accordance with the rules of the road in effect in the state of New York for purposes of 
safety and traffic control. 

24. Defendant Clemmons breached the duty of care owed to the passengers of the bus when he violated the rules 
of the road failing to stop at the traffic control device. 

25. As a direct result of Defendant Clemmons' negligence in the operation of the school bus, Plaintiff was injured 
when upon impact of the dump truck with the school bus she was thrown about the interior of the school bus 
striking her head and shoulders on the side and roof of the bus resulting in a fractured skull and fractured 
vertebra at C3 and 4, contusions and abrasions. 

26. As a result of the injuries sustained by Plaintiff she has suffered damages as follows: 

a. surgical treatment and repair of a fractured skull; 
b. placement of a halo brace upon her head and shoulders for stabilization and healing of vertebra fractures as C3 

and 4; 
c. physical therapy to rehabilitate and restore the normal use of her head and neck; 
d. medical expenses related to the treatment and rehabilitation for the injuries sustained; 
e. time lost from school while hospitalized and unable to attend school; 
f. arranging and paying for private tutors to come to her home for missed school instruction; 
g. inability to participate in soccer, Daisy Scouts and other of life's pleasures, and; 
h. such other damages as will be proved at trial of this matter 

Wherefore plaintiff requests this Honorable court enter judgment in her favor and against the Defendants in an 
amount exceeding $25,000 plus interest, costs, attorneys fees and such other relief as deemed equitable. 

Count II - Plaintiff v. Defendant School 

27. Plaintiff incorporates by reference the allegations contained in paragraphs 1 through 21 as though fully set 
forth at length herein. 

28. Defendant School failed to properly supervise, control and direct its employee Defendant Clemmons as follows 

a. failure to obtain proper medical certification of a bus driver known to have a heart condition, hypertension, 
and Type I Diabetes in violation New York Department of Motor Vehicles Article 19-A; 

(continued) 
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Exhibit 8.10 (continued) 

b. failure to provide map and directions for drivers destination; 
c. failure to establish a policy to limit the eligibility of senior drivers known to be easily confused, distracted 

and unable to focus on multiple stimuli, and; 
d. such other negligence as may be discovered in preparation of the trial of this matter. 

29. As a result of Defendant School negligence in employing and supervising Defendant Clemmons the collision of 
October 21, 2017 occurred causing plaintiff to suffer, as follows: 

a. surgical treatment and repair of a fractured skull; 
b. placement of a halo brace upon her head and shoulders for stabilization and healing of vertebra fractures as 

C3 and 4; 
c. physical therapy to rehabilitate and restore the normal use of her head and neck; 
d. medical expenses related to the treatment and rehabilitation for the injuries sustained; 
e. time lost from school while hospitalized and unable to attend school; 
f. arranging and paying for private tutors to come to her home for missed school instruction; 
g. inability to participate in soccer, Daisy Scouts and other of life's pleasures, and; 
h. such other damages as will be established at the trial of this matter. 

Wherefore plaintiff requests this Honorable court enter judgment in her favor and against the Defendants in 
an amount exceeding $25,000 plus interest, costs, attorneys fees and such other relief as deemed equitable. 

Count IV - Plaintiff v. Defendant Smith 

30. Plaintiff incorporates by reference the allegations contained in paragraphs 1 through 21 as though fully set 
forth at length herein. 

31. Defendant Smith was negligent in the operation and control of a dump truck driving too fast for conditions 
while approaching an intersection with flashing yellow lights. 

32. As a direct result of Defendant Smith's negligence the dump truck he was operating struck the school bus in 
which Plaintiff was a passenger. 

33. Plaintiff was injured when upon impact of the dump truck with the school bus she was thrown about the interior 
of the school bus striking her head and shoulders on the side and roof of the bus resulting in a fractured skull 
and vertebra at C3 and 4. 

34. As a result of the injuries sustained by Plaintiff she has suffered damages as follows: 

a. surgical treatment and repair of a fractured skull; 
b. placement of a halo brace upon her head and shoulders for stabilization and healing of vertebra fractures 

as C3 and 4; 
c. physical therapy to rehabilitate and restore the normal use of her head and neck; 
d. medical expenses related to the treatment and rehabilitation for the injuries sustained; 
e. time lost from school while hospitalized and unable to attend school; 
f. arranging and paying for private tutors to come to her home for missed school instruction; 
g. inability to participate in soccer, Daisy Scouts and other of life's pleasures, and; 
h. such other damages as will be established in the trial of this matter. 

Wherefore plaintiff requests this Honorable court enter judgment in her favor and against the Defendants in an 
amount exceeding $25,000 plus interest, costs, attorneys fees and such other relief as deemed equitable. 

Count V - Plaintiff v. Defendant Ace 

35. Plaintiff incorporates by reference the allegations contained in paragraphs 1 through 21 as though fully set 
forth at length herein. 

36. Defendant Ace was negligent in failing to inspect and correct mechanical deficiencies to the brake system, the 
air hose linking the truck and the trailer, and permitting use of a dump truck to pull a trailer. 

37. Defendant Ace was negligent in allowing its driver to operate a vehicle not designed to pull a trailer and failed 
to properly supervise and train employee Smith concerning the rules of the road. 
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38. As a result of Defendant Ace's negligence the dump truck struck the school bus in which Plaintiff was a 
passenger. 

39. Plaintiff was injured when upon impact of the dump truck with the school bus she was thrown about the interior 
of the school bus striking her head and shoulders on the side and roof of the bus resulting in a fractured skull 
and vertebra at C3 and 4. 

40. As a result of the injuries sustained by Plaintiff she has suffered damages as follows: 

a surgicai treatment and repair of a fractured skull; 
b. placement of a halo brace upon her head and shoulders for stabilization and healing of vertebra fractures 

asC3and 4; 
c. physical therapy to rehabilitate and restore the normal use of her head and neck; 
d. medical expenses related to the treabnent and rehabilitation for the injuries sustained; 
e. time lost from school while hospitalized and unable to attend school; 

f. arranging and paying for private tutors to come to her home for missed school instruction; 
g. inability to participate in soccer, Daisy Scouts and other of life's pleasures, and; 
h. such other damages as will be established at the trial of this matter. 

Wherefore plaintiff requests this Honorable court enter judgment in her favor and against the Defendants in 
an amount exceeding $25,000 plus interest, costs, attorneys fees and such other relief as deemed 
equitable. 

VERIFICATION 

Respectfully submitted, 
Mason, Marshall and Benjamin 
ATTORNEYS FOR PLAINTIFF 

Ethan Benjamin, Esquire 
Attorney ID# 
Mason, Marshall and Benjamin 
Address 
Albany, New York 

Phone 
Fax 
Email 

I, JANICE KNOWLES, verify that I am authorized to make this verification. I verify that the Complaint is true and 
correct to the best of my knowledge, information and belief. I understand that false statements herein are made 
subject to the penalties of perjury relating to unswom falsification to authorities. 

Date: _ _______ _ 

JANICE KNOWLES 

I, STEVEN KNOWLES, verify that I am authorized to make this verification. I verify that the Complaint is true 
and correct to the best of my knowledge, information and belief. I understand that false statements herein are 
made subject to the penalties of perjury relating to unswom falsification to authorities. 

Date: _ _______ _ 

STEVEN KNOWLES 
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prayer for relief 
Also known as a wherefore clause, a 
paragraph that ends each count of the 
complaint and asks the court for the 
specific relief the plaintiff seeks. 

w herefore clause 
Also known as a prayer for relief, a 
paragraph that ends each count of the 
complaint and asks the court for the 
specific relief the plaintiff seeks. 

sanctions 
Penalties imposed to punish wrongful 
behavior of litigants and their counsel; 
can include a monetary fine paid into 
court, dismissal of a claim, or payment 
of the reasonable attorney's fees. 

verification 
Statement attached to the end of a 
pleading that is signed by the client 
and states that the information con
tained therein is true. 

Checklist 
• Caption 
• Body of the compla int 

• Identification of parties 
• Jurisdictional facts 

Damage Allegation 

The plaintiff must also be sure to include a statement setting out the damages 
alleged to have been caused by the defendant's wrongful conduct. This may 
include the allegation of personal physical injury, property damage, or other 
losses related to the harm caused by the defendant, including loss of wages or 
earning capacity. 

Prayer for Relief. The prayer for relief, also called the wherefore clause, 
is directly related to the statement of damages. This ''WHEREFORE'' para-
graph ends each count of the complaint, asking the court for the specific re-
lief the plaintiff seeks, such as: 

''Wherefore the plaintiff demands judgment against the defendant in 
a sum exceeding $75,000.00 plus interests, costs, attorney's fees, and such 
other relief as the court deems reasonable." 

Signatures 

Each pleading in the federal system and, generally, in all state courts must be 
signed by the attorney filing the pleading. Under the federal rules, by signing 
the pleading, the attorney certifies that: 

1. The attorney is familiar with the facts and claims presented; 
2. There exists a basis in law for the claims asserted; 
3. There is no improper purpose, such as harassment, for the filing; 
4. An investigation into the facts has been conducted; and 
5. To the best of the attorney's knowledge, the information contained in 

the complaint is true and accurate. 

Attorneys may be subject to sanctions if they file a frivolous claim or a 
claim unsupported by the facts (Fed. R. Civ. P. 11). Sanctions are designed 
to punish wrongful behavior of litigants and their counsel. Sanctions can in-
elude a monetary fine paid into court, dismissal of a claim, or payment of the 
reasonable attorney's fees for the one who was injured by the violation of the 
rule. Investigating facts and doing legal research before signing a pleading is 
thus an important step in civil litigation. Failure to take this step can result in 
charges of malpractice and sanctions imposed by the court. In some jurisdic-
tions, a similar statement called a verification is prepared for the plaintiff to 
sign. The difference between a client's signature on a verification and an at-
torney' s signature on a pleading is that the verification is signed by the client 
and is usually subject to criminal penalties related to perjury. 

PREPARING A COMPLAINT 

• Background facts or those facts that apply to all causes of action 

• Element of causes of action 
• Neg I igence 
• Breach of contract 
• Professional malpractice 
• Class actions 
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• Allega1ion o( damages 
• Prayer for relief (v.1~rclore clause) 

• Signature of anorncy 

• Affidavil or verification 

PRACTICE TIP 
DISTRICT OF UTAH CM/ECF AND E·FILING ADMINISTRATIVE PROaOURES MANUAL 

D. PRfVACY 

1. All counsel should carefully review proposed pleadings and attachments with 
regard to the inclusion of personal information. Certain types of sensitive in· 
formation should not be included in documents filed with the Court. Personal 
information not protected will be available on the Internet via C/vVECF. If 
sensitive information must be included, the personal data identifiers must be 
redacted in the document. 
a. Social Security numbers-show only the last four numbers; 
b. Names of minor children-,;how only the initials; 
c. Dates of birth- show only the year; 
d. Financial account numbers- show only the last four numbers; and 
e. Home addresses-show only the city and state. 

2. In addition, counsel shall carefully consider whether the fo llowing types of 
information should be redacted in court fil ing: 
a. Personal identifying numbers such as driver's license number; 
b. Medical records including treatment and d iagnosis records; 
c. Employment history; 
d. Proprietary o r trade secret information; 
e. Information regarding an individual's co<,peration with the government; 
f. Information regarding the victim of criminal activity; 
g. National security information; and 
h. Sensitive security information described in 49 U.S.C. § 114(s). 

3. It is the sole responsibility oi counsel and the parties to redact personal identi· 
fiers; the Clerk will not review any e-filed document to determine whether it 
includes personal information. All e-fi lers should review the Judicial Confer. 
ence Privacy Policy and applicable court rules before entering documents on 
the CM/ECF system: hllp:/1\\~vw.privacy.uscourl, .gov 

Adminlscrati\'e Procedures 6 D-Utah Version 11#10-16 

S<xuce: hllf>ilwww.uJd.~Oi.lrli.~·/documet11i/utah.1dmlflproc.P,d( 

FILING AND SERVING THE COMPLAINT 

Filing the complaint with the court is no t a particularly difficult process. 
Most of the offices where the pleadings are filed use a checklist to be certain 
everything that is required is part of the filing-for exam ple, the proper for, 
mat, paper size. required number of copies, signatures of responsible counsel, 
affidavits (if required) of the parties, and filing fees. Fil ing requirements for 
courts with mandato ry electro nic filing can be located at the court's website. 

Filing Fees 
Filing fees must be paid at the t ime of filing of the complaint or summons 
to start the lawsuit, unless waived by the court . ~,fast rules provide that the 
action is not considered commenced until the applicable fees have been paid 

LEARNING OBJECTIVE 4 
Determine the rules for 
filing and serving the initial 
pleadings. 

hling ICC.S 

Fees charged by 1he court S)<Slem thal 

must be paid at the time of filing the 
complaint. 
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PRACTICE TIP 
Always know who the 
backup is for your supervis
ing attorney in case he or 
she cannot be contacted. 
Be sure you have sufficient 
contact information includ
ing office numbers, home 
numbers, and cell phone 
numbers. Have a backup for 
the backup if a statute of 
l imitation is missed, the firm 
may be subject to a mal
practice action. 

e lectro nic f iling 
Filing court documents by electronic 
means, such as e-mail. 

service of p rocess 
Delivery of the complaint and sum
mons to the defendant as required 
under the rules of civil procedure. 

to the court. In most cases, this is not an issue. However , it may be an issue 
if the person filing the pleading does not have the required fees and the ap-
plicable statute of limitations is going to expire unless the action is properly 
commenced by the deadline. Most court offices are open during specific busi-
ness hours and expect that normal business, including the filing of pleadings, 
will occur during those hours. However, there is usually a procedure that 
provides an after--business--hours method for filing time--critical documents. 
It may involve a clerk or deputy who is on call or a judge who is available to 
accept documents. It is not that unusual for a potential client to appear with 
a claim on the day the statute of limitations will expire. The person who first 
learns of this deadline is the person conducting the initial interview, usually 
a paralegal conducting a screening interview. Therefore, paralegals must be 
alert to the issue and ask questions to determine the possible claims and dates 
of the alleged wrong. If a statute of limitations issue appears to be imminent, 
the paralegal must immediately contact his or her supervising attorney. 

Electronic Filing 

Increasingly, jurisdictions require electronic filing of pleadings and docu-
ments. Some jurisdictions permit rather than require electronic filing. In 
either event, the requirements for electronic filing are not uniform or stan-
dardized. Each court has its own set of rules and requirements. The specific 
state or federal rules and local court rules for each court must be checked. 
The rules are constantly being changed as technology allows and experience 
requires. Some courts permit but do not require electronic filing of all plead-
ings; others allow filings that do not add or change named parties. T ypically, 
the complaint accompanied by the civil cover sheet will be the document that 
causes the creation of a file in the court's computer system. Some courts re-
quire that a request for permission to use electronic filing be submitted with 
the complaint. Other forms, such as that from a California court shown in 
Exhibit 8.11, seek permission of the litigants for consent to electronic service. 
Exhibit 8.12 shows the Proof of Electronic Service. Always consult the cur-
rent local rules for the requirements for electronic filing, including the nec-
essary format of the submitted files (Microsoft Word, Corel WordPerfect, 
PDF, or other file format). The importance of following the local rules can-
not be underestimated with regard to electronic filing requirements. 

Service of Process 

In federal district court cases, once the complaint is filed and the clerk issues 
the summons, the plaintiff has 90 days to arrange for service of process
delivery of the complaint and summons to the defendant. The purpose of 
service of process is to make sure the def end ant receives notice of being sued 
and knows the time within which to respond or lose important rights. The 
Federal Rules of Civil Procedure provide the rules for effective service of 
process and provide a variety of methods to ensure that the def end ant re-
ceives actual notice of the action filed against him or her (Fed. R. Civ. P. 
Rules 4 and 5). 

The pref erred method of service is personal service of the complaint and 
summons on the defendant. Generally, effective service is completed by an adult 
individual, not a party to the lawsuit, who hand--delivers the summons and a 
copy of the complaint to the defendant at his or her residence or usual place of 
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Exhibit 8.11 California Consent to Electronic Service 

EFS-005-CV 
... TTORNEY OR PARTYWITMOUT ... TTOIU'4EY: ST ... TE BAA NO-

l'OR COURT VSl! OHi. y 
NAME· 

r1AM NAME._ 

STREET AllORESS: 

CITY: STATE; ZIP000£; 

Ta..EPHONE NO • FAXNO : 

e_.,......_ ,t,OOAESS 

... TTORHEY FOA (M<ne)' 

SUPERIOR COURT Of CALIFORNIA, COUNTY Of 
STREET-'DORESS: 

MAI.NG /IDORESS· 

CITY #HJ ZIP COOE.: 

BRAHCH NAME'. 

Plaintiff/Petitioner: 

Defendant/Respondent 

CONSENT TO ELECTRONIC SERVICE AND NOTICE OF ELECTRONIC 
SERVICE ADDRESS 

1. D The following party or D the attorney for: 

a D plaintiff (name): 

b. D defendant (name): 
c. D petitioner(nameJ: 
d, D respondent(nameJ: 

e. D other (desctibe): 

consents to electronic service of notices and documents in the above-captioned action. 

2. The electronic service address of the person identified in item 1 is (specify): 

Date: 

CAS£ NUtJOER: 

.M>IC~L OFFICER· 

DEPARTMENT: 

(SIGNATURE OF PARTY OR ATTOANEY) 

Ferm Ac,i,,o,,,d to, ()p5o,\al Use 
~C-IOICil~ 
EFS,005-C\/ !Rev », 1, 201G] 

CONSENT TO ELECTRONIC SERVICE AND NOTICE OF ELECTRONIC 
SERVICE ADDRESS 

(Electronic Filing and Service) 

Source: California District Court. 

Cal. ~ cl Coon. "'"' 2.251 
""14'.~C&_QOI' 
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docket ent r ies 

Exhibit 8.12 Proof of Electronic Service 

EFS-005.CV 

CASE NAME: 

(Note: If you serve Consent to Electronic Service and Notice of Electronic Service Address by mail, you should use form 
POS..C30, Proof of Service by First~Class Malt--Civil, instead of using this page.) 

PROOF OF ELECTRONIC SERVICE 

CONSENT TO ELECTRONIC SERVICE AND NOTICE OF ELECTRONIC SERVICE ADDRESS 

1. I am at least 18 years old. 

a My residence or business address Is (specify): 

b. My electronic service address is (specify): 

2. I electronically served a copy of the consent to Electronic servic-e and Notice of Electronic servk:e Address as follows: 

a. Name of pefson served: 

b. Electronic seJVice address of person served: 

On behalf of (name or names of parties represented, if peroon served is an attorney): 

c_ On (date): 

d. At (time): 

D Electronic service of the consent to Electronic service and Notice of Electronic service Address on additional persons Is 
described in an attachment 

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the foregoing is true and correct 

Date: 

!SIGNATURE O!F OEcv.AAHT) 

EFS-OOS.cv(Rcv. J'if 1, 201111 CONSENT TO ELECTRONIC SERVICE AND NOTICE OF ELECTRONIC 
SERVICE ADDRESS 

(Electronic Filing and Service) 

Source: California District Court. 

business. The federal rules adopt the rules for service of the state court system in 
which the district court is located. If state rules permit leaving a copy of the com-
plaint with any adult who appears to be in charge at the defendant's residence or 
place of business, that rule is valid for purposes of the federal district court. 

On the reverse side of the federal court summons is an affidavit that is 
to be completed by the person serving the defendant and filed with the clerk 
of court (see Exhibit 8. 7b). The service affidavit lists the particulars of how 

Written record maintained in the clerk 
of court's office listing documents filed 
with the court. 

service of the complaint and summons were completed when, how, and on 
whom served. That information becomes part of the docket entries main-
tained in the clerk's office. 
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WEB RESOURCES The federal rules also provide a procedure that waives formal or per-
sonal service of process and allows service by regular mail. This form of ser-
vice is best utilized in cases where the litigants have been in contact prior to 
the institution of the lawsuit. Exhibit 8.13 shows the Notice of Lawsuit and 
Request to Waive Service of a Summons. Exhibit 8.14 shows the Federal 
District Court form for Waiver of the Service of Summons form AO 399. 

Learn more about sele
cting an investigator or 

process server at www.ServeNow 
.com and www.Plnow.com 

Exhibit 8.13 Federal District Court Form AO 398 Notice of Lawsuit and Request 
to Waive Service of Summons 

AO 398 (Rel·. 01/09) Notice ofa Lm-surt md Request to Wan·e Service ofa Surorooas 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
for the 

P lai11tiff ~ 
\ '. ) Civil Action No. 

) 
~fnlliant ) 

NOTICE OF A LA wsurr AND REQUEST TO WAIVE SERVICE OF A SUMMONS 

To: 
(Jtlame of the defendant or - if the dqendont is a corpor(lfi()n, partMrship, or association - an offtcu or agent auth>rized to receive service) 

Wh)' are )'OU getting this? 

A lawsuit has been filed against yo~ or the entity you represent, in this court wider the number sho\vn abo\·e. 
A copy of the complaint is attached. 

This is not a summons. or an official notice from the court. It is a request that. to a\1oid expenses. you waive formal 
senrice of a S1unmons by signing and returning the enclosed v.raiver. To a\•oid these expenses7 you must return the signed 
\vai\·er \vithin days (gn·e at least 30 days, or at least 60 daijs iftM defentku,J is outside tm}')udicial district ofthtt lJ,lited States) 
from the date sho,,n belo"r· which is the date this notice ,vas sent. T\vo copies of the waiver f01m are enclosed. along ,,iith 
a stampe<l, self-addressed envelope or other prepaid means for returning one copy. You may keep the other copy_ 

What happens next? 

If you return the signed waiver, I ,vill file it \vith the court. The action ,,ill then proceed as if )rou had been served 
on the date the waiver is filed. but no s1unmons \\rill be sen·ed on you and you will have 60 days from the date this notice 
is sent (see the date below) to ansvler the complaint (or 90 days if this notice is sent to you outside any judicial district of 
the United States). 

If you do not return the signed wai\·er within the time indicated, I \vill arrange to ha\·e the stunmons and complaint 
served on ) 'OU. And I \vill ask the court to require yo~ or the entity you represent, to pay the expenses of making sen,-ice. 

Please read the enclosed statement about the duty to avoid 11nnecessary expenses. 

I certify that this request is being sent to you on the date below. 

Date: 
Signature of IM attonwy or UJUepresenttd party 

Prbited nanN 

E-fflQil address 

T~lephone numh4r 

-
Print 

Source: U.S. Federal Court. 
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This optional procedure is designed to save costs and time for litigants. The 
defendant, if he or she agrees, will sign the waiver of service of process. The 
complaint is then served by mail. The signed waiver and an affidavit of service 
by mail are then filed with the clerk for inclusion in the docket entries. There 
are two benefits for the defendant: The defendant avoids the embarrassment 
of being personally served with legal documents at home or at the office, and 

Exhibit 8.14 Federal District Court Form AO 399 Waiver of Service of Summons 

AO 399 (01!09) Wmwofthe Servic~ ofSu11•tlffl)1t 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

PlamJif/ 
v. 

Defendani 

for the 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Civil Action No. 

WAIVER OF ·1·e f: SERVICE OF SU~111\-IONS 

(}•lame of the pltzmlijfs atlOTnl!)! or rmrepresented plaintif!) 

I ha"·e recei,red your request to wai,·e service of a summons in this action along ,,~th a copy of the complaint. 
t\vo copies of this ,vaiver fol'Dl; and a prepaid means of returning one signed copy .of the form to you. 

L or the entity I represent, agree to sa,,e the expense of serving a s1mmons and complaint in this case. 

I understand that L or the entity I represent, will keep all defenses or objections to the la,,'SUit, the cowt's 
jurisdictio~ and the venue of the acti~ but that I waive any objections to the absence of a s,,romons or of service. 

I also understand that L or the entity I represent. must file and serve an ans\ver or a motion under Rule 12 within 
60 days from , the date ,vhen this request ,vas sent ( or 90 days if it was sent outside the 
United States). If I fail to do so, a default judgment ,,ill be entered against me or the entity I represent. 

Date: 
Slgnatur, of IM attol'M)r or rmr,pres,nted part)' 

Printul ,1tD11e of pmt,; waiving service of summons Printed name 

Address 

E-mail address 

Telephone monher 

Duty to . .\void Unnecessal"')· Expen~s of Serving a Summons 

Rule 4 of the Federal Rules of Ci:\'il Procedure requires certain defendants to cooperate in sa\'ing ,mnecessary expenses of sen'ing a s,nnmons 
and COD1J>1aiot . • f\ defendant \\ho is located in the United States and '1\-ho fails to retum a signed waiver of sen-ice requested by a plainnff located in 
the United States n.ill be required to pa)' the expenses of ser\<ice, unless the defendant sho\\"S good cause for the failure. 

"Good cause" does not include a belief that the la,,-sui.t is groundless, or that it h.a..s been brought in an improper \Tenue, or that the court h.a..s 
no jurisdiction over this matter or o,·er the defendant or the defendant's property. 

If the \\-ai,•er is signed and re,tumed., you can still make these and all other defenses and objections, but you cannot object to the absence of 
a summons or of service. 

If )rou \\-ai\ -e sen-ice, then you must, \\'ith.in the time specified on the \\-ai,·er form, sen"C an answer or a motion under Rule 12 on the plaintiff" 
and file a copy \\itb the court B}' signing and returning the wai,·er form. )'OU are allo\\·ed more time to respond than if a s,rmrnons bad been sen-ed. 

Print Save As ... Reset 

Source: U.S. Federal Court. 
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the defendant receives an automatic extension of time for filing an answer to 
the complaint 60 days rather than 20 days. There is also a financial incen-
tive: If the defendant refuses to accept service by mail, the defendant will be 
responsible for the costs of personal service. These costs can be related to the 
costs of the U.S. Marshall, a sheriff, or a private process server traveling to 
the defendant's physical location and serving the defendant. 

Finding the proper address for serving a pleading on a defendant may 
present difficulty. A defendant may have relocated or changed his business 
location, and finding a valid address will test the resourcefulness of the para-
legal. Information on forwarding addresses can be obtained from the U.S. 
Postal Service, professional association directories, and online phone direc-
tories. Voter registration, driver's license, and automobile registrations are 
also good sources for locating a change of address. When all else fails, certain 
state rules (which are incorporated into the Federal Rules, Fed. R. Civ. P. 4(e) 
(1)) provide a mechanism for service of process by publication of a notice in 
a local newspaper. A motion seeking permission to use publication must be 
filed with the court, and the facts contained in the motion must demonstrate 
that reasonable efforts were made to determine the physical location of the 
defendant's home or place of business. 

DEADLINES AND TIME CONSTRAINTS 

After filing the complaint and having the summons issued, the plaintiff must 
serve the defendant within 90 days. Failure to serve the complaint within the 
90 days can result in the complaint being dismissed. Alternatively, the plain-
tiff may file a motion seeking the court's permission to reinstate the com-
plaint and reissue the summons. 

The time for the defendant to file a responsive pleading begins when 
the complaint is served, not on the last day the complaint could have been 
served. If served with the traditional means by U.S. Marshall, county sher-
iff, or private process server the defendant has 20 days to respond to the 
complaint. If served by notice and waiver, the defendant has sixty days to 
respond. Failure to respond in a timely fashion permits the plaintiff to obtain 
a default judgment against the defendant. Default is not an automatic proce-
dure but a right the plaintiff may enforce. Calculating for the due date is im-
portant for the plaintiff as well as the defendant, who must properly calculate 
the due date to avoid a default judgment for inaction. 

All pleadings after the initial complaint and answer have a 20--day response 
time. This includes the plaintiff's response to counterclaims or affirmative 
defenses asserted by the defendant and the response to any motion. 

Calculating Deadlines 

The rules of civil procedure governing the court in which the complaint has been 
filed will include a provision describing how time is calculated. Generally, count-
ing begins with the day after receipt of a pleading. For example, for a complaint 
served today, day 1 is tomorrow, and the 20 calendar days that follow, includ-
ing Saturdays, Sundays, and holidays, are counted to arrive at a due date. If the 
twentieth day falls on a Saturday, Sunday, or holiday, then the due date is the 
next regular business day of the court (Fed. R. Civ. P. 6). Under applicable court 
rules, when the number of days is less than eleven, Saturdays, Sundays, and in-
tervening holidays may not be included in the calculation of days. 

LEARNING OBJECTIVE 5 
Create a ti mel i ne for 

I itigation. 

notice and waiver of service 
Under the Federal Rules of Civi l 
Procedure, a procedure in which for
mal service of process is waived and 
service by regular mail is acceptable. 

default judgment 
Judgment obtained by the plaintiff 
against the defendant in which the 
defendant has failed to respond in a 
timely fash ion to the complaint. 
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LEARNING OBJECTIVE 6 
Determine when amended 

or supplementary pleadings 
may be required. 

The paralegal generally will be responsible for entering the due dates and 
reminder dates into the firm's central calendaring system. 

AMENDMENT OR SUPPLEMENT TO THE COMPLAINT 

Sometimes counsel for the plaintiff discovers new information important to 
the complaint after it has been filed. The information could be the correct 
identification of a party to the lawsuit, an additional count seeking relief on 
alternate grounds, or the correction of erroneous material. As long as no re, 
sponsive pleading has been filed , the plaintiff may freely amend his or her 
complaint. This rule holds true for all forms of pleadings-as long as no re, 
sponse has been filed, an amendment can be made without seeking court per, 
mission (Fed. R. Civ. P. 15). 

Once a response has been filed, however, a motion must be filed re, 
questing the court's permission to amend or supplement the pleading. 
The rationale for amending or supplementing the pleading is the same
to correct an error or add information previously unknown. The pleading 
may also be an1ended to n1ake it match the evidence and claims submitted 
at trial . 

CONCEPT REVIEW AND REINFORCEMENT 

pleadings 204 
Rules of Civil Procedure 204 
Federal Rules of Civil 

Procedure 204 
statute of limitations 205 
minors 206 
age of majority 206 
Notice to Plead 207 
notice pleading 208 

fact pleading 208 
summons 210 
civil cover sheet 212 
complaint 213 
caption 214 
jurisdictional facts 214 
prayer for relief 222 
wherefore clause 222 

sanctions 222 
verification 222 
filing fees 223 
electronic filing 224 
service of process 224 
docket entries 226 
notice and waiver 229 
default judgment 229 

PLEADINGS: COMPLAINT, SUMMONS, AND SERVICE 

Introduction to Pleadings 

Rules of Court 

Pleadings are the documents filed to commence and respond to a law, 
suit. Initial pleadings are designed to give the responding party notice 
of the filing of the suit, the alleged wrong, and the claims for relief. 

Each court has a set of rules of civil procedure that establish the pro, 
cedures that must be followed in all litigation. In the federal courts, it 
is the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. The Federal Rules of Civil Pro, 
cedure, as well as state rules of civil procedure, may be and frequently 
are amended by specific local rules, which attorneys must consult 
before preparing pleadings. 



Statute of Limitations 

Pleadings 

Filing and Serving the 
Complaint 

Deadlines and Time 
Constraints 

Amendment or 
Supplement to the 
Complaint 
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The statute of limitations is a critical date that must be determined at 
the early stages in interviews with clients or potential clients. It is the 
time frame within which an action must be commenced, or the party 
will lose his or her right to use the courts to seek redress. Clients 
frequently appear at the law office on the day the statute of limita-
tions will expire, and the paralegal must be alert to that possibility 
and always have a supervising attorney readily available to process 
the claim. 

The initial pleading filed by the plaintiff is designed to give notice 
to the defendant of the claim(s) against him or her. It may be in the 
form of a writ of summons, a summons, or a complaint. Pleadings in 
federal court are typically notice pleadings designed to give the par-
ties notice of the claims. Some states utilize fact pleadings, in which 
more details are provided of the alleged wrong and exact basis of the 
lawsuit. 

In the federal courts, the complaint is accompanied by a summons 
and a civil cover sheet. The summons, when completed by the clerk of 
court, advises the defendant of the suit, states the time within which 
response must be filed, and alerts him or her that a failure to respond 
may result in a loss of rights. 

The complaint consists of: 
1. a caption 
2. numbered paragraphs 
3. jurisdictional facts 
4. background of the cause of action 
5. elements of the cause of action 
6. damage allegation 
7. prayer for relief 
8. signature 

Filing the complaint includes paying the applicable fees to the clerk of 
court and submitting all of the documentation required under local 
court rules. 

Many courts permit electronic filing under specific local rules 
recognizing the technology available to the court and the particular 
resources available. 

The pleadings must be served effectively upon the defendant to 
give him or her notice of the institution of a lawsuit. In the federal 
courts, the complaint and summons must be served within 120 days of 
the date it is filed, or a motion must be filed to extend the date. 

Following the filing and service of every pleading, there is a timeframe 
within which a responsive pleading must be filed. After the initial com-
plaint and answer, additional pleadings typically must be responded to 
within 20 days of service. 

If new information important to the pleading is discovered before the 
responding party has filed a response, an amended pleading may be 
served without seeking court permission. Once a response has been 
filed, a motion seeking court approval must be filed to amend any 
pleading. 
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REVIEW QUESTIONS AND EXERCISES 

1. Which rules determine the form in which a 
civil action may be commenced? 

2. What is the function of the initial pleading in a 
civil lawsuit? 

3. What is the theory behind having rules of civil 
procedure? 

4. What is the name of the rules used in federal 
courts? Where can a current copy of the federal 
rules be found on the Internet? 

5. What is the effect of local rules on the Federal 
Rules of Civil Procedure? 

6. What is the worst possible outcome if the local 
rules of civil procedure are not followed? 

7. What is the purpose of a summons in a civil 
suit? 

8. What is the statute of limitations? 
9. What is the biggest danger for the paralegal 

with regard to the statute of limitations? 
10. How is the statute of limitations extended for 

minors? 
11. What is the purpose of the civil cover sheet? 
12. What is included within the caption of the 

case? 
13. How many facts may be alleged in a paragraph 

of a complaint under the federal rules? 
14. Why are jurisdictional facts required to be 

alleged at the beginning of a complaint? 

BUILDING YOUR PARALEGAL SKILLS 

INTERNET AND TECHNOLOGY EXERCISES 

1. Obtain the web addresses, physical addresses, 
and telephone and fax numbers for your state 
court and federal district court. 

2. Using the web addresses obtained in number 1, 
obtain a listing of filing fees for complaints and 
other pleadings and the requirements for elec-
tronic filing in your state and federal courts. 

3. Using an online legal research database, deter-
mine your state's statute of limitations for: 
a. personal injury sustained in an automobile 

accident 
b. breach of contract 
c. medical malpractice 

4. Find the Judicial Conference Committee on 
Court Administration and Case Management 

15. How much detail must be included in the para-
graphs on the cause of action alleged by the 
plaintiff? 

16. What types of damages may the plaintiff allege? 
17. What is included in the wherefore clause? 
18. How important are local rules for filing a 

complaint? 
19. When will the court accept a filing as complete 

without the requisite filing fee? 
20. What cautions should parties use when filing 

electronically with the court? 
21. What is the timeframe within which the plain-

tiff must serve the complaint on the defendant 
in federal court? 

22. What methods may be used to serve a com-
plaint on the defendant in federal court? 

23. What is the purpose of the informal service of 
process in federal cases? 

24. What conduct may result in a default judgment 
against the defendant? 

25. Why would Saturdays, Sundays, and holidays 
be ignored when calculating the due date for 
responsive pleading under the federal rules? 

26. When may an amendment to the complaint 
or other pleading be made without leave of 
court? 

on Privacy and Public Access to Electronic 
Case Files at http://www.privacy.uscourts.gov/ 
requestcomment.htm. 

5. Find your state court's website. 
6. Using your state trial court website, determine 

whether there is a requirement for page size, 
margins, and font type. 

7. Prepare and save a template for a complaint for 
use in your jurisdiction for state and federal 
courts. 

8. Prepare the complaint for the case in Appendix 
1 in proper format for your local and federal 
courts. 

9. Calculate a timeline of case deadlines in your 
jurisdiction for the case in Appendix 1. 
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CIVIL LITIGATION VIDEO CASE STUDIES 

Zealous Representation Issue: Signing 
Documents 

A paralegal signs a pleading 
for the attorney so that the 
pleading can be filed before 
the statute of limitation ex--

• p1res. 

After viewing the video at www.pearson.com/ 
goldman-civil-litigation, answer the following 

• questions. 

1. May a paralegal ever sign a pleading for an 
attorney? 

2. What procedures should the paralegal follow 
before taking any documents to the courthouse 
for filing? 

3. What are your local court rules for signing 
pleadings? Federal court rules? 

CHAPTER OPENING SCENARIO CASE STUDY 

Use the Opening Scenario for this chapter to an-
swer the following questions. 

1. What policies and procedures should be set 
up to avoid duplication of efforts by the two 
offices working on the same case? 

2. What solutions can be used to coordinate bet-
ter where multiple parties are working on the 
same cases in different locations? 

COMPREHENSIVE CASE STUDY 

SCHOOL BUS-TRUCK ACCIDENT CASE 

Review the assigned case study in Appendix 2. 
1. Prepare a summons and complaint for filing in 

your local federal district court. 
2. For your local court: 

a. Prepare the necessary pleadings to initiate a 
lawsuit in your state court; 

b. determine the filing fees required; 

3. Who is responsible for tracking statutes of 
limitations for individual cases? 

4. Who must sign the pleadings filed with the 
court? May a paralegal sign for an attorney 
when the attorney is not available? 

c. determine the location of the office where 
the complaint may be filed; 

d. determine whether the complaint may or 
must be filed electronically, and the proce-
dure to follow if electronic filing is available 
or required; 

e. determine the hours during which the court 
accepts pleadings for filing. 
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... 
BUILDING YOUR PROFESSIONAL PORTFOLIO AND REFERENCE MANUAL )ill IJJI 

CIVIL LITIGATION TEAM AT WORK 

See page 18 for instructions on Building Your 
Professional Portfolio. 

Policy Manual 

Research the policy and procedure for the filing of 
pleadings after usual business hours in both the fed-
eral and state courts within your local jurisdiction. 
Include the information necessary for someone to 
file the initial pleadings to avoid the statute of 
limitations expiring, including phone numbers, ad-
dresses, and other contact information. 

Forms 

1. Forms for commencing a civil action in your 
jurisdiction including civil cover sheet, sum-
mons or notice to defend, and complaint. 

2. Requirement for page size, margins, and font 
type. 

VIRTUAL LAW OFFICE EXPERIENCE 

MOTOR VEHICLE ACCIDENT-PLANTIFF 

To: Paralegal Intern 
From: Roy Saunders 

Procedures 

1. Checklist of documents, signatures, and fees 
for commencing a civil action. 

2. Web addresses for: 
a. Federal Rules of Civil Procedure 
b. Local Rules of Civil Procedure 

3. Determine whether your jurisdiction is a 
notice--pleading or fact--pleading state. 

4. Procedure for service of a summons and com-
plaint in your jurisdiction. 

5. Method for calculating days and deadlines in 
your jurisdiction. 

Contacts and Resources 

Physical location of office for filing civil action, 
with hours of operation: 

a. In your jurisdiction 
b. Federal court 

Case Name: Wilkenson versus Smith Motor Vehicle Accident Case 

Re: Pleadings 

We want to file suit in our state court for our client, Joel Wilkenson, for the property damage and personal 
injuries he sustained in the automobile accident. 

1. Check the local court rules and procedures for initiating a lawsuit for an automobile accident with 
personal injuries. 

Check FORMS for sample documents to help you find and prepare the necessary pleadings 
Draft the following for my review: 

1. A complaint, and a summons, if required in your jurisdiction 
2. Notice of service 
3. Notice to def end 
4. Waiver of service 

Attachments: 
Wilkenson Auto Repair Estimate 
Wilkenson v. Smith Police Report 





LEARNING OBJECTIVES 

After studying this chapter, you should be able to: 

1. Prepare a motion in proper format. 

2. Explain how lawyers may use motions during 
the pleading phase of a case. 

3. Explain how lawyers may use motions to 
compel opponents to comply with rules of 
court and evidence. 

4. Describe the use of motions to terminate a case 
before trial. 

5. Explain how motions may be used at the end of 
a trial. 



CHAPTER 

OPENING SCENARIO 

The litigation team at the law firm of Mason, Marshall and Benjamin was holding its weekly case review 
meeting. Ethan reported on his problems getting an expert examination of the truck that had been involved 
in the accident. They had notified the opposing counsel of their desire to have the vehicle and potentially 
defective parts preserved for examination by an expert witness. The defendant had refused to allow them 
the access they needed to make the inspection. Attorney Saunders suggested they prepare appropriate 
motions to compel inspection (and in the alternative, a motion for sanctions for spoliation that could be 
submitted, depending on what the judge indicated he would sign). 

OPENING SCENARIO LEARNING OBJECTIVE 

Prepare a motion to compel. 

VIDEO INTRODUCTION 

Motion Practice 

After watching the video at www.pearson.com/goldman--civil--litigation, answer the 
following questions: 
1. What is the function of a motion in court? 
2. What is the role of the Rules of Civil Procedure in making motions? 

237 
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motion 
Formal request to the court seeking 
some type of relief during the course 
of the litigation. 

LEARNING OBJECTIVE 1 
Prepare a motion in proper 

format. 

movant 
The party who files a motion. 

certificate of service 
Form required by the court certify
ing the manner and method in which 
service is made; used after personal 
service of the complaint for all other 
pleadings. 

notice of motion 
Form required by the court that the 
movant sends with the motion to the 
responding party; it usually provides a 
summary of the motion and a hearing 
and response date. 

LEARNING OBJECTIVE 2 
Explain how lawyers may 

use motions during the 

pleading phase of a case. 

INTRODUCTION TO MOTIONS 

Motions are used by the parties to the lawsuit to ask the court to intervene or 
act during the course of the litigation. Motions are not pleadings. Pleadings 
set forth the facts and the legal basis for recovery, and demand damages. 
Motions seek relief from certain actions or inactions that arise during the 
process of the litigation itself. Motions may be used at various times during 
the litigation to compel or restrain action of a party and the way the case 
proceeds through the court system. The requests made in a motion can be 
as simple as a request to extend time to respond to a complaint; or, they 
can be as complex as a request to end the litigation by the entry of summary 
judgment after a determination by the court that there is no genuine case or 
controversy to take to trial. Finally, motions may seek punishment of one of 
the parties to the lawsuit or his/her counsel. 

FORM OF MOTIONS 

The form of all motions is the same as the form of pleadings (Fed. R. Civ. 
P. 7(b)). Motions include the caption of the case and a descriptive title that 
clearly identifies the nature of the motion, such as Motion for Summary 
Judgment. Under Fed. R. Civ. P . 10, the identity of the parties, issue pre, 
sented, and action requested of the court are listed in individually numbered 
paragraphs, as shown in Exhibit 9 .1. 

It is good practice to attach to the motion a proposed form of the court 
order for the relief requested for the judge to sign, as shown in Exhibit 9.2. 
In some jurisdictions under local court rules, a proposed form of order is 
required to be attached as the first page or on top of the motion itself. This 
saves the judge from having his staff prepare the order, and it also saves 
the moving party fro1n having to spend additional time in getting the relief 
sought. With the proposed order attached, the judge will usually sign the 
order immediately after hearing the legal argument of counsel. It also ensures 
that the movant (party filing the motion) receives the relief requested. 

Like pleadings, motions must be served on all parties to the law, 
suit, even if they are not affected by the relief requested. The filing of a 
certificate of service indicating that the motion was served may be required 
with the motion or within a specified time after fi ling as set by local court 
rule. See Exhibit 9.3. 

Under federal court rules, service by using the U.S. Mail is sufficient. In the 
federal court system, the motion is accompanied by a notice of motion, which 
briefly describes the nature of the motion and lists the hearing date and the time 
within which a response to the motion should be filed. See Exhibit 9.4. 

While members of the legal team may refer to Motions Practice as though 
it is a separate area of the law, it is actually a part of the procedure of every 
lawsuit that is filed. 

MOTIONS IN THE PLEADING PHASE 

In the initial phases of a case, a motion may be filed with the court requesting 
that the time to respond to a pleading be extended, requesting default be en, 
tered for failure to respond to a complaint in a timely manner, or requesting 
that the lawsuit be terminated for failing to allege a proper basis in law or fact. 
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Exhibit 9.1 Motion for Summary Judgment 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT - NORTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 

B.K., a minor by her • No.: • 

Parents and Guardians, 
Janice Knowles and • 

• 

Steven Knowles, DEFENDANT SMITH'S 
Plaintiff • MOTION FOR • 

SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
v. • 

• 

Ronald Clemmons, • 
• 

Lower Council School District, 
Bud Smith, and • 

• 

Ace Trucking Company, 
Defendants 

Attorney ID No. 124987 

Defendant Smith files this Motion for Summary Judgment and alleges as follows: 

1. At all relevant time Smith was an employee of and under the direction and control of Ace Trucking Company. 
(Complaint p. 7 Answer of Smith and Ace p. 7). 

2. Ace Trucking supplied the truck operated by Smith and was responsible for the the replacement parts, care, 
maintenance and safe operation of the truck. (Complaint p. 36 and Answer of Ace p. 36). 

3. Ace Construction admitted the brakes of the truck were defective and there was no driver error (Answer Ace 
pp. 36-38, Defendant Ace's Answer to Plaintiff's Interrogatories q. 8 through 10). 

4. The mechanic for Ace Trucking, Chuck Dentson, testified at deposition that he made the decision to save the 
company money and purchase a lesser grade brake pad for installation on the truck. (Dentson deposition 
pp. 15-20) 

5. James Kaercher, an expert in accident reconstruction with air brake failure, testified at deposition that the 
failure of the brakes, related to the over heating of sub-standard brake pads, was without warning to the 
operator of the vehicle. (Kaercher deposition pp. 78-83) 

6. Kaercher further testified that only the mechanic conducting an inspection of the brakes would have been able 
to discover the defect related to brake pads. (Kaercher deposition p. 85 II. 15-25). 

7. Kaercher stated that failure of the brakes would have been sudden, allowing the driver no opportunity to make 
a sudden or fast stop. The only way to stop the truck would be through a gradual slowing across a long flat 
surface or use of an emergency truck ramp. (Kaercher deposition p. 90 II. 1-13). 

8. The road on which the accident occurred was a downward slope with no emergency truck ramps. (Report of 
State Police attached as exhibit A). 

9. The failure of the sub-standard replacement brake pads, the failure of Ace and its employees to properly 
inspect and maintain the braking system and the inability to make fast stops as a result, serve to cut the nexus 
of causation that Smith was negligent in the operation of the truck. 

10. As a matter of law Smith is entitled to judgment in this favor and against the Plaintiff. 

WHEREFORE it is respectfully requested that judgment in favor of Smith be entered and the action against him be 
dismissed. 

Motion to Enlarge Time to Respond 
Upon receipt of the complaint, the defendant and counsel have critical deci-
sions to make with little time to investigate and prepare the Answer. If the 
complaint has been personally served on the defendant, there are just 20 days 
to respond. A motion to extend the time to respond (Fed. R. Civ. P. 6) may 

Respectfully submitted, 

motion to extend the time to 
respond 
A request for a court order allowing 
additional time to respond. 
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Exhibit 9.2 Order for Summary Judgment 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT - NORTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 

B.K., a minor by her 
Parents and Guardians, 
Janice Knowles and 
Steven Knowles, 
Plaintiff 

• 
• No.: ________ _ 

v. 

Ronald Clemmons, 
Lower Council School District, 
Bud Smith, and 
Ace Trucking Company, 
Defendants 

ORDER 

• 
• 

• 
• 

• 
• 

• 
• 

• 
• 

DEFENDANT SMITH'S 
MOTION FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT 

Attorney ID No. 124987 

AND NOW, this day of , 20_, upon consideration of the within Motion for Summary 
Judgment, the responses thereto, the Pleadings and the items of Record presented it is hereby ORDERED that 
judgment is entered in favor of the defendant Bud Smith and against the plaintiff and the counts of the complaint 
against him are dismissed with prejudice. 

J. 

Exhibit 9.3 Certificate of Service 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT - NORTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 

B.K., a minor by her 
Parents and Guardians, 
Janice Knowles and 
Steven Knowles, 
Plaintiff 

• 
• No.: ________ _ 

v. 

Ronald Clemmons, 
Lower Council School District, 
Bud Smith, and 
Ace Trucking Company, 
Defendants 

• 
• 

• 
• 

• 
• 

• 
• 

• 
• 

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

DEFENDANT SMITH'S 
MOTION FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT 

Attorney ID No. 124987 

The undersigned certifies that the document described below was served on the parties listed below by first class 
mail postage prepaid delivered at the post office in Albany, New York 05432 on October 15, 2018. 

Document served: 

Parties Served: 

Defendant Smith's Motion for Summary Judgment with Proposed Order and Notice of Motion 

Ethan Benjamin, Esquire 
Roy Saunders, Esquire 
Counsel for plaintiff 
Mason, Marshall and Benjamin 
Street address 
Albany New York 

William Buchter, Esquire 
Counsel for Defendants Clemmons and Lower Council School District 
Street Address 
Albany, New York 
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Exhibit 9.4 Notice of Motion in Federal Court 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT - NORTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 

B.K., a minor by her • No.: • 

Parents and Guardians, 
Janice Knowles and • 

• 

Steven Knowles, DEFENDANT SMITH'S 
Plaintiff • MOTION FOR • 

SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
v. 

Ronald Clemmons, 
Lower Council School District, 
Bud Smith, and 

• 
• 

• 
• 

• 
• 

Ace Trucking Company, 
Defendants 

Attorney ID No. 124987 

NOTICE OF MOTION 

PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that upon attached Motion for Summary Judgment the supporting material referred to therein 
and the Memorandum of Law in support thereof Defendant Bud Smith, will move this court, before the honorable Judge 
Raleigh Newsome, U.S.D.J., in Court room United States Courthouse, , on the day of 
21st day of November 2018 at 10:00 a.m. or as soon thereafter as counsel can be heard, for an order pursuant to Rule 
of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure granting Judgment in favor of the Defendant Smith and against the plaintiff and 
dismissing those counts of the complaint relevant to him with prejudice. 

Dated: October 15, 2018 

John Morris, Esquire 
Attorney for Defendant Smith 

be required. It is common to informally request from opposing counsel an 
extension of time to file a respon sive pleading. If th at request is granted, the 
legal team must prepare and file a stipulation with the court. Exhibit 9 .5 is a 
stipulation for extension of time to respond. 

PRACTICE TIP 

Granting an extension is a courtesy that firms hope to have reciprocated. At some 
point, everyone has an emergency or other obl igation that requi res asking for an 
extension. Attorneys remember those who have extended that courtesy and those 
who have not. 

If opposing counsel refuses, a motion for enlargement of t ime to respond 
to the complain t should be prepared and filed. These motions are granted lib-
erally by the court so long as there is no indication of bad faith or undue delay 
on the part of th e movant. Exhibit 9 .6 is a motion for enlargement of time. 

Motion for Default Judgment 
W h en the defendant fails to file a timely respon se to a complaint, including 
an answer or motion to enlarge time to respond, the plaintiff may request a 
d efault judgm ent be entered (Fed. R. C iv. P. 55). Entry of default judgment is 
not automatic; rather, the plaintiff's counsel must file a motion for a default 
judgment with th e court. In most state courts, th e entry of the default judg-
ment on the record termin ates the lawsuit. In the federal court system, th is is 
a multistep process. 

stipulation 
An agreement of the parties. 

default judgment 
Judgment obtained by the plaintiff 
against the defendant where the de
fendant has failed to respond in a 
timely fashion to the complaint. 
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Exhibit 9.5 Stipulation for Extension of Time to Respond 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT- NORTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 

B.K., a minor by her 
Parents and Guardians, 
Janice Knowles and 
Steven Knowles, 
Plaintiff 

v. 

Ronald Clemmons, 
Lower Council School District, 
Bud Smith, and 
Ace Trucking Company, 
Defendants 

• 
• 

• 
• 

• 
• 
• 
• 

• 
• 

• 
• 

• 
• 

No.: ________ _ 

STIPULATION FOR EXTENSION 
OF TIME TO ANSWER 
COMPLAINT 

CIVIL ACTION - NEGLIGENCE 

Jury Trial Demanded 

Attorney ID No. 124987 

STIPULATION FOR EXTENSION OF TIME TO ANSWER COMPLAINT 

On this day of , 2018, it is stipulated and agreed between counsel for Plaintiff and counsel for 
Defendant Smith, that Defendant Smith's Answer to the Complaint shall be filed within 90 days of the service of the 
complaint but in no event shall the Answer be filed later than August 30, 2018, and that an order consistent with 
this Stipulation be entered without further notice. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Ethan Benjamin, Attorney for Plaintiff 

John Morris, Attorney for Defendant Smith 

SO ORDERED 
THIS __ DAY OF ____ , 2018 

docket 
The clerk of court's official record of 
action on a case. 

JUDGE 

Entry of Default on the Docket 

In federal court, the process begins with filing a request for entry of default. 
Along with an affidavit describing the facts of default, the plaintiff asks the 
clerk of the court to enter the defendant's defaL1lt on the docket. Entry of 
default on the docket prevents the clerk of court fro1n accepting an answer 
from the defendant after the due date for the Answer. Exhibit 9.7 shows the 
request for entry of default and supporting affidavit. 

Entry of Default Judgment 

The next step is to request entry of default judgment, which has two varia, 
tions, depending upon whether the damages are ascertainable. 

Judgment can, in some cases, be entered for a specific sum simply by 
referring to the information contained in the complaint; for example, a de, 
fault judgment is entered for failure to make payments under the terms of a 
mortgage. The complaint should show the amount due and the daily interest 
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Exhibit 9.6 Motion for Enlargement of Time 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT - NORTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 

B.K., a minor by her 
Parents and Guardians, 
Janice Knowles and 
Steven Knowles, 
Plaintiff 

• 
• 

• 
• 

• 
• 

No.: ________ _ 

MOTION TO ENLARGE 
TIME TO ANSWER 
COMPLAINT 

v. 

• 
• 

• 
• CIVIL ACTION - NEGLIGENCE 

Ronald Clemmons, • 
• Jury Trial Demanded 

Lower Council School District, 
Bud Smith, and 
Ace Trucking Company, 
Defendants 

• 
• 

Attorney ID No. 097531 

MOTION OF DEFENDANTS BUD SMITH AND ACE TRUCKING TO 
ENLARGE TIME TO ANSWER COMPLAINT 

Defendants Bud Smith and Ace Trucking file this Motion for relief and allege as follows: 

1. On May 12, 2018, Plaintiff personally served a Summons and Complaint upon Defendant Bud Smith by hand 
delivering to him at his home address. 

2. On May 16, 2018, Plaintiff personally served a Summons and Complaint upon Defendant Ace Trucking by 
hand delivering a copy to Ace's local office. 

3. An Answer to the Complaint was due on June 1, 2018, from Smith and June 5, 2018, for Ace. 

4. At the time the Complaint was served, Defendant Ace's employee, Smith, who was operating a company 
vehicle on the date of the accident, was on vacation and not scheduled to return to work until May 31, 2018. 

5. Under ordinary circumstances, twenty days would be insufficient time for Defendants Smith and Ace to 
properly investigate, prepare a response and raise defenses to the multiple claims set forth in the Plaintiff's 
Complaint. 

6. The fact that Defendant Ace's key employee in unavailable until six days before the response is due makes 
the enlargement of time to respond a necessity. 

7. On May 18, 2018, Counsel for Defendants Smith and Ace attempted to contact Plaintiff's counsel to arrange 
for a stipulation to extend time. To date Plaintiff's counsel has not replied. 

8. To promote fairness, Defendants Smith and Ace seek an enlargement of sixty days from the date of this 
Motion to respond to the Complaint. 

WHEREFORE, it is respectfully requested this Honorable court enter an order granting Defendants Smith and Ace 
an enlargement of time of sixty days to respond to the complaint. 

Respectfully submitted, 

John Morris, Esquire 
Attorney for Defendants 

(continued) 
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Exhibit 9.6 (continued) 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT - NORTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 

B.K., a minor by her • No.: • 

Parents and Guardians, 
Janice Knowles and • 

• 

Steven Knowles, MOTION TO ENLARGE 
Plaintiff • TIME TO ANSWER • 

• COMPLAINT • 

v. • 
• CIVIL ACTION - NEGLIGENCE 

Ronald Clemmons, 
Lower Council School District, 
Bud Smith, and 

• 
• 

• 
• 

Jury Trial Demanded 

Ace Trucking Company, 
Defendants 

Attorney ID No. 124987 

ORDER 

AND NOW this day of , 2014, the matter having been brought before the court on 
Defendants Smith and Ace's Motion to Enlarge Time to Answer Complaint and after consideration of the Reply and 
the hearing on this matter is it hereby ORDERED that Defendants Smith and Ace shall within sixty (60) days of the 
date hereof file their responses to the Plaintiff's Complaint. 

BY THE COURT: 

J. 

Exhibit 9.7 Request for Entry of Default and Supporting Affidavit 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT - NORTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 

B.K., a minor by her • No.: • 

Parents and Guardians, 
Janice Knowles and • 

• 

Steven Knowles, REQUEST FOR ENTRY 
Plaintiff • OF DEFAULT • 

• CIVIL ACTION - NEGLIGENCE v. • 

Ronald Clemmons, 
Lower Council School District, 
Bud Smith, and 
Ace Trucking Company, 
Defendants 

• 
• 

• 
• 

• 
• 

Jury Trial Demanded 

Attorney ID No. 124987 

REQUEST FOR ENTRY OF DEFAULT ON THE DOCKET 
WITH AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT 

TO THE CLERK OF COURT: 

Defendant Bud Smith, having failed to answer or otherwise respond or appear in the above captioned action, and 
the time for appearance having expired, kindly enter his default upon the docket pursuant to Rule 55(a) of the 
Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. An affidavit in support of the within written request appears on the following page. 

Dated Respectfully submitted, 
Mason, Marshall and Benjamin 
Attorneys for the Plaintiff 
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Exhibit 9.7 (continued) 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT - NORTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 

B.K., a minor by her 
Parents and Guardians, 
Janice Knowles and 
Steven Knowles, 
Plaintiff 

v. 

Ronald Clemmons, 
Lower Council School District, 
Bud Smith, and 
Ace Trucking Company, 
Defendants 

• 
• 

• 
• 

• 
• 

• 
• 
• 
• 

• 
• 

• 
• 

No.: ----------

REQUEST FOR ENTRY 
OF DEFAULT - Affidavit 

CIVIL ACTION - NEGLIGENCE 

Jury Trial Demanded 

Attorney ID No. 124987 

AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT OF REQUEST FOR ENTRY OF DEFAULT 

State of New York 
County of ___ _ 

Ethan Benjamin being duly sworn says: 

1. I am the attorney for the plaintiff in the above captioned matter. 
2. A copy of the Summons and Complaint were served on Defendant Bud Smith on May 16, 2018, and return of 

service of Dennis Hall, Process Server has been filed with the clerk. 
3. Defendant Smith has not answered or otherwise appeared in the action and the time to respond has expired. 

Ethan Benjamin, Esquire 
Sworn and subscribed before me, a notary public 
This day of , 2018. 

NOTARY PUBLIC 

rate; the judgment amount can be calculated and en tered. If the damages re-
quested in the plaintiff's complaint represent a sum certain or a sum easily as-
certainable by referring to the complain t, the clerk may enter judgment in that 
amount against the defendant upon a request to enter judgment accompanied 
by an affidavit of counsel. Exh ibit 9 .8 is a motion to enter default judgmen t. 

In many cases, the damages cannot be calculated by referring to the face 
of the complain t. A person al injury action will seek damages for some items 
that can be calculated (lost wages and medical b ills) and some that are not 
easily calculated (pain and suffering). W h ere damages cannot be reliably cal-
culated, a motion to enter default judgment and request fo r h earing on dam-
ages must be submitted to the court for approval. The clerk will enter default 
judgment as to liability of the defen dant on the docket of the court. T h en a 
hearing will be h eld to determine the damages. 

Setting Aside Default 
A defendant who has a default judgment entered against him is not w ithout 
recourse. In the interests of promoting justice, every ju risdiction has a mech-
anism that permits a default to be set aside as long as th e defen dant can dem-
onstrate good cause for failure to file h is answer in a t imely manner. It could 
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Exhibit 9.8 Motion to Enter Default Judgment 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT - NORTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 

B.K., a minor by her 
Parents and Guardians, 
Janice Knowles and 
Steven Knowles, 
Plaintiff 

v. 

Ronald Clemmons, 
Lower Council School District, 
Bud Smith, and 
Ace Trucking Company, 
Defendants 

• 
• 

• 
• 

• 
• 

• 
• 

• 
• 

• 
• 

• 
• 

No.: ----------

MOTION FOR ENTRY OF 
DEFAULT JUDGMENT 

CIVIL ACTION - NEGLIGENCE 

Jury Trial Demanded 

Attorney ID No. 124987 

MOTION FOR ENTRY OF DEFAULT JUDGMENT 

The plaintiff in the above entitled action requests that judgment by default be entered against the Defendant Bud 
Smith in the amount of $ plus interest and costs. 

subject matter jurisdictio n 
The authority of a court to hear and 
decide a particular type of dispute. 

personal jurisdiction 
Requires the court to have authority 
over the persons as well as the subject 
matter of the lawsuit. 

venue 
Process of determining in which court 
to file a lawsuit when more than one 
court has subject matter and personal 
jurisdiction. 

insufficiency of process 
Failure to properly serve process, such 
as a complaint, on another party. 

indispensable party 
A party whose interest would be af
fected by a court's ruling. 

Respectfully submitted, 
Mason, Marshall and Benjamin 
ATTORNEYS FOR PLAINTIFF 

be that a defendant was prevented from meeting with an attorney because 
of health or family reasons. It could be that the attorney hired to answer the 
complaint failed to do so. So long as the defendant can establish a reason 
other than simple neglect, the court will permit the default to be set aside. 

In the federal court system, setting aside a default judgment requires fil-
ing a motion clearly describing the reason. The sooner a motion to set aside a 
default is filed, the better for the defendant. Length of delay in notifying the 
court can play a part in the court's decision to grant or deny the motion. It 
is not unusual to file a motion to extend time to respond combined with the 
motion to set aside default. 

PRACTICE TIP 

A motion to extend time to answer a complaint should be filed simultane
ously with the motion to set aside default. The combination of the two motions 
shows the court due di I igence on the part of the defendant to correct his earlier 
oversight. 

Rule 12(b) Motions 

Under Federal Rule 12, defenses to any complaint must be included in the 
defendant's answer to the complaint. In some cases, where those defenses 
could result in the swift conclusion of the litigation, the defendant will file a 
motion to dismiss the complaint rather than filing an answer. The grounds 
for dismissing an action include lack of subject matter jurisdiction, lack of 
personal jurisdiction, lack of venue, insufficiency of process, defect in the 
service of process, failure to state a claim upon which relief can be granted, 
and failure to join an indispensable party. These grounds to dismiss the 
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Exhibit 9.9 Federal Rules of Civil Procedure Rule 12(b) Grounds for Dismissal of Complaint 

Fed. R. Civ. P. Rule 12 Grounds for Dismissal 

1. Lack of subject matter jurisdiction 
2. Lack of personal jurisdiction 
3. Lack of venue 
4. Insufficiency of process 
5. Defect in the service of process 
6. Failure to state claim upon which relief can be granted 
7. Failure to join an indispensable party 

complaint are found under federal Rule 12(b ). The defense team must first 
read and analyze the complaint for a possible motion to dismiss under the 
Rule. If there are no grounds to dismiss the complaint under Rule 12, the 
defendant must file an answer to the complaint (Fed. R. Civ. P. 12(a)(l)(A)). 

A Rule 12(b) Motion to Dismiss is related to the type of defect for which 
the complaint may be dismissed. 

Some of the grounds for dismissal are easily cured by the plaintiff. 
Exhibit 9 .9 provides a summary of the grounds for dismissal. 

If the defendant files a motion to dismiss, assuming the statute of limitations 
is not close to expiring, the plaintiff may easily cure most of these defects. 
If the complaint was filed in the wrong court for purposes of subject mat-
ter or personal jurisdiction, the plaintiff may simply withdraw the complaint 
and file it in the correct court. If the jurisdiction is correct but the venue is 
wrong, the plaintiff may simply request the court to transfer the case to the 
court that has proper venue. Where the complaint or summons incorrectly 
identifies a party, or the service of process is defective, the plaintiff can make 
the necessary corrections and arrange for service of the revised complaint. 
Where a party necessary to the lawsuit had not been included, the complaint 
can be amended to include that indispensable party. 

A fatal flaw in the plaintiff's complaint is the failure to state the facts or 
law necessary to grant the plaintiff the relief requested. Under these circum-
stances, the plaintiff has stated a group of facts that fail to support any legal 
claim; for example, failure to allege that the defendant was the cause of an 
auto accident. The accident and damages sustained by the plaintiff are clearly 
stated in the complaint, but with no allegation that the defendant's actions 
caused the harm, the complaint is deficient. Alternatively, the facts may not 
give rise to a legally recognized cause of action, such as a claim for emotional 
distress because of hurt feelings over criticism from a teacher. In essence, the 
complaint fails to set forth a recognized legal claim for which the plaintiff is 
entitled relief. Exhibit 9.10 shows a sample motion to dismiss under Fed. R. 
Civ. P. 12(b)(6), Failure to State a Claim Upon Which Relief Can Be Granted. 

Courts tend to be liberal in hearing and ruling on motions to dismiss. They 
don't want to deny a remedy on a technicality, particularly when it is one that 
can easily be corrected. For those that are easily curable, the court will order 
the plaintiff to make the correction within a short period of time, usually 10 
to 20 days. For the failure to state a claim upon which relief can be granted, 
the court will likely grant the plaintiff the right to amend the complaint. 
Thereafter, the complaint is served and the defendant must file an answer. 

From a strategic standpoint, the defense legal team will evaluate how 
to proceed when any of these grounds exist. A simple telephone call and 

statute of I imitat ions 
The timeframe within which an action 
must be commenced or the party will 
lose their right to use the courts to seek 
redress. 
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Exhibit 9.10 Motion to Dismiss 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT - NORTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 

B.K., a minor by her 
Parents and Guardians, 
Janice Knowles and 
Steven Knowles, 
Plaintiff 

v. 

Ronald Clemmons, 
Lower Council School District, 
Bud Smith, and 
Ace Trucking Company, 
Defendants 

• 
• 

• 
• 

• 
• 
• 
• 

• 
• 

• 
• 

• 
• 

No.: ----------

MOTION TO DISMISS 
UNDER RULE 12(b)(6) 

CIVIL ACTION - NEGLIGENCE 

Jury Trial Demanded 

Attorney ID No. 124987 

DEFENDANT BUD SMITH'S RULE 12(8)(6) MOTION TO DISMISS COMPLAINT 

Defendant Bud Smith moves this court pursuant to Rule 12(b)(6) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure to dismiss 
Count IV of the Complaint as it fails to state claim against him upon which relief can be granted. 

motion for a judgment o n the 
pleadings 
A request for judgment as a matter of 
law based only on the contents of the 
pleadings. 

undisputed facts 
Failure to deny material facts in a 
pleading. 

Respectfully submitted, 

John Morris, Esquire 
Attorney for Defendant Smith 

a request that an amended complaint be filed could be an appropriate re-
sponse, confirmed in writing for the record. Grounds for dismissal could be 
included in the answer to the complaint and left for resolution until the time 
of trial. In certain circumstances, filing a separate motion before answering 
the complaint might be the right tactic to let opposing counsel know that the 
defendant intends to hold the plaintiff to a strict level of proof in prosecuting 
the claims. 

Making use of the Rule 12 Motion to Dismiss does not mean the defen-
dant will not have to answer the complaint. Because the courts are liberal 
in granting plaintiffs the right to cure the defects or amend the complaint, 
the defendant may just be delaying the inevitable or gaining additional time 
within which to investigate the facts and prepare an answer to the complaint. 

Motion for Judgment on the Pleadings 
After the conclusion of the pleadings phase of the litigation, either the plain-
tiff or the defendant may file a motion for a judgment on the pleadings (see 
Exhibit 9 .11), claiming they are entitled to judgment as a matter of law (Fed. 
R. Civ. Pro. 12(c)). The motion asks the court to consider everything con-
tained in the pleadings, and not any outside matters, in the light most favor-
able to the non--moving party (the opposing party). If there are no disputed 
material facts, then, when applying the law to those facts, the moving party is 
entitled to judgment. ''Undisputed facts'' in this context means that any fact 
denied by the opposing party is considered as not true, and all of the oppos-
ing party's allegations are treated as true. Because either party can bring the 
motion, judgment may be entered in either' s favor. 
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Exhibit 9.11 Motion for Judgment on the Pleadings 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT - NORTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 

B.K., a minor by her 
Parents and Guardians, 
Janice Knowles and 
Steven Knowles, 
Plaintiff 

v. 

Ronald Clemmons, 
Lower Council School District, 
Bud Smith, and 
Ace Trucking Company, 
Defendants 

• 
• 

• 
• 

• 
• 

• 
• 

• 
• 

• 
• 

No.: ---------

MOTION FOR JUDGMENT 
ON THE PLEADINGS 

CIVIL ACTION - NEGLIGENCE 

Jury Trial Demanded 

Attorney ID No. 124987 

MOTION OF DEFENDANT SMITH FOR JUDGMENT ON THE PLEADINGS 

Defendant Smith files this Motion for Judgment on the Pleadings and alleges as follows: 

1. At all relevant time Smith was an employee of and under the direction and control of Ace Trucking Company. 
(Complaint p. 7 Answer of Smith and Ace p. 7). 

2. Ace Trucking supplied the truck operated by Smith and was responsible for the care, maintenance and safe 
operation of the truck. (Complaint p. 36 and Answer of Ace p. 36). 

3. Ace Trucking admitted the brakes of the truck were defective and there was no driver error {Answer Ace pp. 36-38). 
4. There is no allegation in the pleadings that Smith was negligent. 
5. Viewing the allegations of the complaint and the responses of Defendant Ace in the light most favorable to the 

plaintiff, the pleadings fail to state a claim for which Smith may be found liable. 

WHEREFORE it is respectfully requested that judgment in favor of Smith be entered and the action against him be 
dismissed. 

Respectfully submitted, 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT - NORTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 

B.K., a minor by her 
Parents and Guardians, 
Janice Knowles and 
Steven Knowles, 
Plaintiff 

v. 

Ronald Clemmons, 
Lower Council School District, 
Bud Smith, and 
Ace Trucking Company, 
Defendants 

ORDER 

• 
• 

• 
• 

• 
• 

• 
• 

• 
• 

• 
• 

No.: ---------

MOTION FOR JUDGMENT 
ON THE PLEADINGS 

CIVIL ACTION - NEGLIGENCE 

Jury Trial Demanded 

Attorney ID No. 

AND NOW, this day of , 2018, upon consideration of the within Motion for Judgment 
on the Pleadings, the responses thereto and the Pleadings it is hereby ORDERED that judgment is entered in favor 
of the defendant Bud Smith and against the plaintiff and the counts of the complaint against him are dismissed. 

J. 
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LEARNING OBJECTIVE 3 
Explain how lawyers may 
use motions to compel 
opponents to comply with 
rules of court and evidence. 

scheduling order 
A pretrial discovery order. 

motion to compel 
A motion seeking the opposing party's 
cooperation and compliance in re
sponding to discovery requests. 

motion for sanctions 
Where an order compelling a party to 
cooperate is not complied with, the 
next step is to request that the court 
impose a penalty against the non
compliant party. 

DISCOVERY MOTIONS 

After the pleadings are closed, the parties begin the process of discovery. This 
process includes the exchange of documents and statements of witnesses that 
will potentially be used as evidence or could lead to evidence that will be 
utilized at trial. In theory, discovery should be accomplished in a coopera-
tive fashion without court intervention. Often, that is not the case. When at-
tempts by counsel at informally encouraging compliance fail, the legal team 
must seek the assistance of the court via a motion. Responses to opposing 
party discovery requests may be delayed while information for the response is 
gathered; worse, the response may be forgotten while the legal team attends to 
other cases or matters. Therefore, the legal team must have a system in place 
to comply with discovery deadlines that means establishing an internal cal-
endaring system and obtaining client cooperation. There are times when it is 
not possible to comply within the deadlines under court rules for discovery; 
at those times, steps must be taken to obtain an extension of time to comply. 

Most judges do not want to be involved in the discovery process. Judges 
feel that trial counsel should be able to resolve these issues without court 
intervention. Many lawyers find court intervention is like a trip to the princi-
pal' s office after a disagreement on the school bus it's unpleasant and leaves 
a bad impression on the person in charge. The litigation teams should thus 
anticipate problems that might arise in the discovery process and resolve 
them in federal court during the Rule 26(f) conference, documenting their 
agreement as to discovery issues via the scheduling order. 

Motion to Compel 

When a discovery request's deadline passes with no response, opposing 
counsel's office should be contacted as a matter of professional courtesy. The 
goal of this initial contact is to determine the cause of the delay and to deter-
mine a date when the responses will be completed. Typically, the attorneys 
will agree to an extension, which should be memorialized with a stipulation 
filed with the court. 

If opposing counsel fails to provide responses in accordance with the 
terms of the stipulation, a follow--up telephone call or letter may be appro-
priate to encourage compliance. When amicable attempts at encouraging 
compliance fail, the legal team must seek the assistance of the court via a 
motion to compel (Fed. R. Civ. Pro. 37(a)). Under this motion, the moving 
party must demonstrate the good faith efforts made to obtain the opposing 
party's cooperation and compliance. Thus, the phone contact and stipulation 
for extension serve to establish both professional courtesy and the required 
good faith efforts to obtain compliance from the opposing party. Typically, 
the motion will be heard by the judge, sometimes in court and sometimes in 
the judge's chambers. The result is an order compelling the party to respond 
to the discovery request within a certain time period (usually 20 days from 
the date of the order) and to pay the costs of the moving party. Exhibit 9.12 is 
a Motion to Compel Discovery with the proposed form of order. 

Motion for Sanctions 

If opposing counsel fails to comply with the court--ordered deadline, a 
motion for sanctions may be the next step (Fed. R. Civ. Pro. 37(b)). This mo-
tion will seek the court's intervention for failure to comply with the court 
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order and instruct that responses be completed in 20 days. Often, a motion 
for sanctions is treated as a petition for contempt of court and will raise the 
judge's level of irritation and displeasure with the litigants. A typical sanction 
imposed by the court is to prohibit the introduction of any materials that the 
non~compliant party may want to use and that would have been contained 
in the response to the discovery request. A more serious sanction would be 
an entry of judgment against the non~compliant party or the disn1issal of any 
claims they might raise. In either event, the court will frequently order the 
non~compliant party to pay costs and counsel fees associated with the motion. 

Exhibit 9.12 Motion to Compel Discovery with the Proposed Form of Order 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT - NORTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 

B.K., a minor by her 
Parents and Guardians, 
Janice Knowles and 
Steven Knowles, 
Plaintiff 

• 
• No.: ________ _ 

v. 

Ronald Clemmons, 
Lower Council School District, 
Bud Smith, and 
Ace Trucking Company, 
Defendants 

• 
• 

• 
• 

• 
• 

• 
• 

• 
• 

• 
• 

Plaintiff in the action files this Motion for relief and alleges as follows: 

PLAINTIFF'S MOTION 
TO COMPEL DEFENDANT 
LOWER COUNCIL SCHOOL 
DISTRICT'S ANSWERS TO 
INTERROGATORIES 

CIVIL ACTION - NEGLIGENCE 

Jury Trial Demanded 

Attorney ID No. 124987 

1. On July 15, 2018, Plaintiff served by first class mail Interrogatories addressed to the Defendant Lower Council 
School District. 

2. Answers to the Interrogatories were due on August 15, 2018. 

3. On August 18, 2018, counsel for plaintiff contacted defense counsel by telephone and confirming letter to 
ascertain the reason for the delay in response and to obtain a time frame within which answers would be 
provided. Defense counsel indicated an additional 30 days was required. A true and correct copy of the 
confirming letter dated August 18, 2018, is attached as Exhibit A. 

4. On September 20, 2018/, more than 30 days had passed and still the answers to Interrogatories were 
outstanding. Plaintiff's counsel attempted to telephone and left numerous messages for defense counsel, none 
of which were returned. 

5. On September 25, 2018, Plaintiff's counsel issued a letter advising defense counsel of the intention to file the within 
Motion to Compel. A true and correct copy of the letter dated September 25, 2018, is attached as Exhibit B. 

6. To date, Defendant has neither answered nor objected to the Interrogatories. 

7. To date, Defendant has filed neither a Motion for Enlargement of Time to Respond nor a Motion for Protective 
Order. 

8. Plaintiff has incurred costs in conjunction with seeking the compliance of Defendant Lower Council School 
District. Attached as Exhibit C is an affidavit of the time expended in informal means of contacting Defendant 
as well as for the preparation, filing and service of the within Motion. 

WHEREFORE, it is respectfully requested this Honorable court enter and order compelling Defendant Lower 
Council School District to issue answers to Interrogatories within 10 days, prohibiting Defendant from raising any 
objection to answer and awarding attorneys fees and costs in a reasonable sum. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(continued) 
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Exhibit 9.1 2 (continued) 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT - NORTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 

B.K., a minor by her 
Parents and Guardians, 
Janice Knowles and 
Steven Knowles, 
Plaintiff 

v. 

Ronald Clemmons, 
Lower Council School District, 
Bud Smith, and 
Ace Trucking Company, 
Defendants 

ORDER 

• 
• 

• 
• 

• 
• 

• 
• 

• 
• 

• 
• 

• 
• 

No.: ----------

PLAINTIFF'S MOTION 
TO COMPEL DEFENDANT 
LOWER COUNCIL SCHOOL 
DISTRICT'S ANSWERS TO 
INTERROGATORIES 

CIVIL ACTION - NEGLIGENCE 

Jury Trial Demanded 

Attorney ID No. 124987 

AND NOW this day of , 2018, the matter having been brought before the court on 
Plaintiff's Motion to Compel and after consideration of the Reply and hearing on this matter it is hereby ORDERED that 
Defendant Lower Council School District shall within ten (10) days of the date hereof answer completely, fully and with
out objection the Interrogatories served upon it by the Plaintiff on July 15, 2018. Failure to comply with the terms of this 
Order will result in the imposition of sanctions in accordance with Fed.R.Civ.P. 37; 

FURTHER ORDERED, Defendant Lower Council School District shall within ten (10) days of the date hereof pay to 
Plaintiff the sum of $1 ,500.00, the reasonable attorney's fees and costs associated with obtaining compliance with the 
discovery requested. 

work product doctrine 
A l imited protection for material 
prepared by the attorney, or those 
working for the attorney, in anticipa
tion of litigation or for trial. 

motion for p rotective o rder 
A motion that asks the court to de
termine whether certain information 
must be disclosed in discovery. 

LEARNING OBJECTIVE 4 
Describe the use of motions 

to terminate a case before 

tr i a I. 

BY THE COURT: 

J. 

Motion for Protective Order 

In some instances, th e information or documents sought th rough discovery 
may be in appropriate for disclosure. T h e questions may be duplicative in na-
ture, request in fo rmation that is within the possession or control of another 
party, or be unduly burdensome or harassing. Question s that ask for attorney 
notes would be protected under the w ork product doctrine. Although called 
a motion for protect ive order , the motion actually serves the purpose of pre-
senting an objection to supplying the requested information to the court for 
a ruling (Fed. R. Civ. Pro. 26(c)). T he court considers the request and the 
claimed objection (such as attorney- client privilege or work product privilege) 
and then determines wh eth er the discovery request should be answered or if 
an order protecting the material from discovery is appropriate. Exhibit 9 .13 is 
a Motion for a Protective Order with a Proposed Form of Order. 

PRETRIAL MOTIONS 

Motions may be filed before the trial starts in order to test the sufficiency of 
the pleadings, asking the court to determin e if the opposing party has stated a 
cause of action with sufficient information to allow th e case to go to trial. Also 
prior to trial, motions will be filed related to the admissibility of evidence. 
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Motion for Summary Judgment 
During d iscovery, but more likely im mediately upon conclusion of d iscov-
ery, the legal team will usually file a motion for summary judgm ent (Fed. 
R. C iv. P. 56). T h is motion forces the legal team to focus on th e legal issues 
and the elem en ts required to prove th em an d to compare th ose elements 
with the facts developed through discovery. If the legal teams have th o r-
oughly an d properly investigated th eir clients' claims and defenses, there 
sh ould be few surprises. When filing t h e motion for summary judgmen t, 
the legal team tells the court there are n o d isputed material facts; all th at 
remains is th e application of th e law to the facts and a representation that, 

motion for summary judgment 
A motion by which a party seeks to 
terminate the lawsuit prior to trial, al
leging there are no disputed material 
facts and all that remains is the appli
cation of the law to the facts. 

Exhibit 9.1 3 Motion for a Protective Order with a Proposed Form of Order 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT - NORTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 

B.K., a minor by her 
Parents and Guardians, 
Janice Knowles and 
Steven Knowles, 
Plaintiff 

• 
• No.: ________ _ 

v. 

• 
• 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

DEFENDANT CLEMMONS' 
MOTION FOR 
PROTECTIVE ORDER 

Ronald Clemmons, • 
• 

CIVIL ACTION - NEGLIGENCE 

Jury Trial Demanded 
Lower Council School District, 
Bud Smith, and 
Ace Trucking Company, 
Defendants 

• 
• 

Attorney ID No. 

Defendant Clemmons files this Motion for Protective Order and alleges as follows: 

1. On July 15, 2018, Defendant Clemmons was served with Interrogatories from Plaintiff. 

2. On August 15, 2018 Defendant Clemmons' Answers to Interrogatories were served in a timely fashion upon 
Plaintiff. A true and correct copy of the Interrogatories with Answers is attached as Exhibit A. 

3. Simultaneously with serving the Answers to Interrogatories, Defendant Clemmons files this Motion for 
Protective Order seeking determination of the objections raised in his Answers to Interrogatories. 

4. In his Answers to Interrogatories Defendant Clemmons objected as follows: 

a. Interrogatory No. 7: The information requested is protected from disclosure by the physician-patient 
privilege, is not likely to lead to admissible evidence and to the extent discoverable has already been 
provided in the materials produced through mandatory disclosure. 

b. Interrogatory No. 15: The request is overly broad, vague and unduly burdensome, serving no purpose but 
to harass the Defendant. 

c. Interrogatory No. 20: The information requested has been provided through mandatory disclosure. 

5. Defendant seeks the court's order sustaining the objections aforesaid and protecting him from revealing 
information protected from disclosure based upon the physician-patient privilege and duplicative requests for 
information already having been provided through mandatory disclosure under Fed.R.Civ.P. 26. 

WHEREFORE, it is respectfully requested this Honorable court enter an order sustaining Defendant Clemmons' 
objections to Interrogatories 7, 15 and 20, protecting him from disclosing the information requested and from 
sanctions for failing to respond 

Respectfully submitted, 

(continued) 
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Exhibit 9.13 (continued) 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT- NORTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 

B.K., a minor by her 
Parents and Guardians, 
Janice Knowles and 
Steven Knowles, 
Plaintiff 

v. 

Ronald Clemmons, 
Lower Council School District, 
Bud Smith, and 
Ace Trucking Company, 
Defendants 

ORDER 

• 
• 

• 
• 

• 
• 

• 
• 

• 
• 

• 
• 

No.: ----------

DEFENDANT CLEMMONS' 
MOTION FOR 
PROTECTIVE ORDER 

CIVIL ACTION - NEGLIGENCE 

Jury Trial Demanded 

Attorney ID No. 

AND NOW this day of , 2018, the matter having been brought before the court on 
Defendant Clemmons' Motion for Protective Order and after consideration of the Reply and hearing on this matter 
it is hereby 

ORDERED that the objections to Interrogatory 7, 15 and 20 are sustained and a protective order is issued such 
that Defendant Clemmons is relieved from answering or suffering sanctions for failure to answer the aforesaid 
Interrogatories. 

BY THE COURT: 

J. 

when the law is applied to the facts, there can be just one outcome in the 
client's favor. 

Few lawsuits involve only a single legal issue. For example, in a con-
struction contract lawsuit, there may be multiple claims, each having sepa-
rate legal issues for example, claims based on breach of contract, breach 
of warranties related to th e workmanship or goods used, or fraud and mis-
representation as to quality of workmanship and goods provided. The facts 
developed through discovery may disclose a work change order signed by 
the client's spouse that authorizes the use of substitute goods of a lesser 
quality. With that document, the legal issues and claims related to fraud (or 
breach of warranty as to the quality of goods) would be appropriate for a 
motion for summary judgment. Because a successful motion for summary 
judgment will resolve one or more legal issues presented to the court for 
consideration, the evaluation of the legal claims for purposes of preparing 
a motion for summary judgment is a crucial element of trial prepar ation. 
Those issues, along with the witnesses an d evidence necessary to prove the 
claim, will not need to be part of the trial presentation. Exhibit 9 .14 is a 
Motion for Summary Judgment. 
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Motion in Limine or Pretrial Motion 
Most courts require pretrial motions or motions in limine prior to trial to 
streamline the operation of the trial itself. This goal of smooth trial opera-
tions is achieved thr o ugh th e use of a motion filed shortly before trial that 
lists the areas of agreement, such as stipulated facts and exhibits, and areas of 
disagreement, such as use of gruesome photographs. The judge w ill rule on 
the disputed items prior to trial. 

Exhibit 9.14 Motion for Summary Judgment 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT - NORTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 

B.K., a minor by her : NO. ________ _ 
Parents and Guardians, 
Janice Knowles and 
Steven Knowles, 
Plaintiff 

• 
• 

• 
• 

DEFENDANT STANLEY'S 
MOTION FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT 

v. • 
• 

Harry Hart, 
Kinnicutt Bus Company, 
Charles Stanley and 
MVF Construction Company, 
Defendants 

• 
• 

Attorney ID No. 387431 

Defendant Stanley files this Motion for Summary Judgment and alleges as follows: 

1. At all relevant times, Stanley was an employee of and under the direction and control of MVF Construction 
Company {Complaint p. 7 Answer of Stanley and MVF p. 7). 

2. MVF Construction supplied the truck operated by Stanley and was responsible for the care, maintenance, and 
safe operation of the truck (Complaint p. 36 and Answer of MVF p. 36). 

3. MVF Construction admitted the brakes of the truck were defective and there was no driver error (Answer MVF 
pp. 36-38, Defendant MVF's Answer Plaintiff's Interrogatories q. 8 through 10). 

4. James Kaercher, an expert in accident reconstruction involving air brake failure, testified at deposition that 
the failure of the brakes was without warning to the operator of the vehicle (Kaercher deposition pp. 78-83). 

5. Kaercher further testified that only the mechanic conducting an inspection of the brakes would have been 
able to discover the defect (Kaercher deposition p. 85 II. 15-25). 

6. Kaercher stated that failure of the brakes would have been sudden, allowing the driver no opportunity to make 
a sudden or fast stop. The only way to stop the truck would be through a gradual slowing across a long flat 
surface or use of an emergency truck ramp {Kaercher deposition p. 90 II. 1-13). 

7. The road on which the accident occurred was a downward slope with no emergency truck ramps (Report of 
State Police attached as exhibit A). 

8. The failure of the brakes, the failure of MVF to properly inspect and maintain the braking system, and the 
inability of the driver to make fast stops as a result all serve to cut the nexus of causation that Stanley was 
negligent in the operation of the truck. 

9. As a matter of law, Stanley is entitled to judgment in his favor and against the Plaintiff. 

WHEREFORE it is respectfully requested that judgment in favor of Stanley be entered and the action against him 
be dismissed. 

Respectfully submitted, 

(continued) 
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Exhibit 9.14 (continued) 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT - NORTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 

B.K., a minor by her : NO. ________ _ 
Parents and Guardians, 
Janice Knowles and 
Steven Knowles, 
Plaintiff 

v. 

Harry Hart, 
Kinnicutt Bus Company, 
Charles Stanley and 
MVF Construction Company, 
Defendants 

ORDER 

• 
• 

• 
• 

• 
• 

• 
• 

• 
• 

DEFENDANT STANLEY'S 
MOTION FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT 

Attorney ID No. 387 431 

AND NOW, this day of , 2018, upon consideration of the within Motion for Summary 
Judgment, the responses thereto, the Pleadings and the items of Record presented, it is hereby ORDERED that 
judgment is entered in favor of the defendant Charles Stanley and against the plaintiff, and the counts of the 
complaint against him are dismissed. 

LEARNING OBJECTIVE 5 
Explain how motions may 
be used at the end of a trial. 

motion for a judgment as a 
matter of law 
Asks the trial judge to review and 
overturn the jury verdict. 

J. 

POSTTRIAL MOTIONS 

Posttrial motion s are m ade following th e con clusion of a trial. The jury will 
be excused an d the attorneys offered an opportunity to m ake any o ral m o-
tions fo r relief to th e trial court . T hese motion s m ust also be m ade in writing 
within 10 days from th e entry o f judgm ent. W h en put in writing, the m otion 
will include r eferences to th e trial t estimony and eviden ce th at supports the 
claims asserted an d t h e relief sought. It is possible that trial tr an scripts will be 
available to assist with this p rocess. More likely than n ot , the legal team will 
n eed to rely on n otes m ade d uring trial. 

Motion for Judgment as a Matter of Law 

A motion for a judgment as a matter of law (also known as a judgment n ot-
with stan ding the verd ict, o r judgm en t n.o.v.), asks th e trial judge to review 
and overturn th e jury verd ict (Fed . R. C iv. P. SO(b )). T his motion is used 
wh en erro r is foun d in the ju ry's decision , such as wh en th e evidence o r the 
law h as been d isregarded . The moving p arty asserts (1) the ju ry's decision 
is against th e weight o f eviden ce and/or (2) the jury h as disregarded the law 
as instructed by th e judge. After reviewing th e record, n o reason able m inds 
could d isagree about th e outcom e of the case. H owever, th e jury d id not rule 
in th at m anner . T he m ovant basically says, ''T here is no way th e jury could 
h ave reach ed that verd ict given th e evidence presen ted in this t rial and/or th e 
law th at is applicable. Your H on or , p lease correct wh at th at jury h as don e." 
Exhibit 9. 15 is a Motion fo r Judgm ent as a Matter o f Law. 
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Exhibit 9.1 5 Motion for Judgment as a Matter of Law 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT - NORTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 

B.K., a minor by her • No.: • 

Parents and guardians, 
Janice Knowles and • DEFENDANT SMITH'S • 

Steven Knowles, MOTION FOR 
Plaintiff • JUDGMENT AS A • 

MATIER OF LAW 
• 
• 

v. 
• CIVIL ACTION - NEGLIGENCE • 

Ronald Clemmons, • 
• Jury Trial Demanded 

Lower Council School District, 
Bud Smith, and • 

• 

Ace Trucking Company, 
Defendants 

Attorney ID No. 

Defendant Smith files this Motion for Judgment as a Matter of Law as follows: 

1. Trial in the above matter was held and a jury verdict was issued in favor of the plaintiff and against the 
defendant on November 15, 2018. 

2. At the conclusion of trial, counsel for Defendant Smith requested a judgment as a matter of law and/ 
or judgment not withstanding the verdict as the jury disregarded the judge's instruction concerning the 
requirements of negligence. 

3. Specifically the judge instructed the jury on the elements of duty of care owed to the plaintiff, breach of that 
duty which was the cause of injury to the plaintiff that resulted in damages. 

4. No evidence was presented at trial that Defendant Smith was negligent in the operation of truck he was 
driving. 

5. The evidence and testimony stated that nothing Smith did resulted in the accident. Any other operator of that 
truck would have had the same result. 

6. The judge's instruction on causation included relieving an individual of any liability where there are intervening 
causes that serve to cut off the liability. 

7. The jury disregarded the video tape deposition of John Kaercher stating the cause of the accident was the 
result of brake failure that the driver could not perceive, anticipate or avoid once it occurred. 

8. The jury disregarded the weight of the evidence and the law as instructed by the judge. 

9. The verdict slip prepared by the jury answered NO to the following question: "Do you find the negligence of 
Defendant Smith was the cause of the harm suffered by the Plaintiff?" 

WHEREFORE, it is respectfully requested that the jury verdict as to Defendant Smith be stricken and a judgment as 
a matter of law in favor of Smith be entered. 

Motion to Mold the Verdict 

A motion to mold the verdict asks the court to take the jury verdict and 
calculate the amount that the defendant is obligated to pay the plaintiff. 
This motion is necessary where the defendant is successful on his coun~ 
terclaim or the plaintiff has been assigned some portion of negligence in a 
comparative negligence jurisdiction. Exhibit 9 .16 shows a jury verdict slip 
that would require a motion to mold the verdict. Exhibit 9 .17 shows how the 
verdict might be molded. 

Respectfully submitted, 

motion to mold the verdict 
Asks the court to take the jury ver
dict and calculate the amount that 
the defendant is obi igated to pay the 
plaintiff. 

comparative negligence 
An affirmative defense that reduces an 
award to the plaintiff by the percent
age his own negligence contributed to 
his injuries. 
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Exhibit 9.16 Jury Verdict Slip 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT - NORTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 

JURY VERDICT SLIP 

ON THE FIRST COUNT 

1. Do you find that the Defendant's actions were negligent? 
x Yes No - · 

2. Do you find that the negligent actions of the Defendant caused the accident? 
x Yes No -

3. Do you find that the Plaintiff was injured as a result of the accident? 
x Yes No -

4. Do you find that the Plaintiff was negligent? 
x Yes No -

5. Do you find the negligence of the Plaintiff caused the accident? 
x Yes No -

6. If you answered YES to both questions 4 and 5 above please determine the percentage of liability 
30 °/o Plaintiff 

70 °/o Defendant 

7. Please assess a dollar value as to the damages sustained by the Plaintiff 
$ 300,000.00 __ _ 

ON THE SECOND COUNT 

1. Do you find that the Plaintiff breached the contract? 

x Yes No -

2. Do you find the Defendant suffered damages as a result of the breach? 
x Yes No - · 

3. Please assess a dollar value as to the damages sustained by the Defendant 
$ 30,000.00 __ _ 

Exhibit 9.17 Molded Verdict 

MOLDED VERDICT 

ON THE FIRST COUNT 

Judgment in favor of the Plaintiff in the sum of $210,000.00 

ON THE SECOND COUNT 

Judgment in favor of the Defendant in the sum of $30,000.00 

FINAL judgment is entered in favor of the Plaintiff and against the Defendant in the sum of $180,000.00. 
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Motion for a New Trial 

A motion for a new trial asserts that an error was made in a trial, either by 
the judge or by the jury. The error can be related to the admission of evi~ 
dence, the instructions to the jury, or a verdict unsupported by the law or 
evidence. Often the error is related to something that occurred at trial that is 
so prejudicial that it would be a denial of justice to let the jury verdict stand. 
An example might be jurors meeting and discussing the case with reporters 
while the trial is still ongoing. 

motion for a new trial 
Request for a new trial because an 
error was made in the trial by the 
judge or jury. 

CONCEPT REVIEW AND REINFORCEMENT 

motion 238 

movant 238 

certificate of service 238 

notice of motion 238 

motion to extend the time to 
respond 239 

stipulation 241 

default judgment 

docket 242 

241 

subject matter jurisdiction 246 

personal jurisdiction 246 

MOTIONS PRACTI CE 

Introduction to 
Motions 

Form of Motions 

Motions in the Pleading 
Phase 

Motion to Enlarge 
Time to Respond 

venue 246 

insufficiency of process 246 

indispensable party 246 

statute of limitations 24 7 

motion for a judgment on the 
pleadings 248 

undisputed facts 

scheduling order 

motion to compel 

248 

250 

250 

motion for sanctions 250 

work product doctrine 252 

motion for protective order 25 2 

motion for summary 
judgment 253 

motion for a judgment as a 
matter of law 256 

motion to mold the verdict 25 7 

comparative negligence 25 7 

motion for a new trial 259 

Motions are used by the parties to the lawsuit to ask the court to 
intervene or act during the course of the litigation. Motions are not 
pleadings. 

Like pleadings, the motion begins with the caption and title of the 
document, which clearly identify its purpose. Numbered paragraphs 
include the identification of the parties, the issue presented, and the 
action requested of the court. 

A motion may be used to extend the time to respond, terminate the 
lawsuit, or test the sufficiency of the pleadings to allege a proper basis 
in law or fact to allow the case to proceed. 

This motion is a request for a court order allowing additional time to 
respond. 

(continued) 
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Motion for Default The plaintiff may request a default judg1nent be entered (Fed. R. Civ. 
Judgment P. 55) when the defendant fails to file a timely response to a complaint. 

Entry of Default on the In federal court, the plaintiff asks the clerk of the court to enter 
Docket defendant's default on the docket by affidavit describing the facts of 

default. 

Entry of Default Default judgment may be entered on the docket by the clerk for a 
Judgment specific amount where the damages can be readily determined from the 

face of the pleadings. When damages cannot be determined, default 
judgment can be entered but a hearing will be conducted to determine 
damages. 

Setting Aside Default Upon affidavit of good cause or motion to set aside, a default judg, 
ment 111ay be opened to allow the defendant to file an answer. 

Rule 12(b) Motions This motion is made by the defendant to dismiss the complaint be, 
cause of a defect on the face of the pleading or a defect in service of 
process. 

Motion for Judgment This motion is made by the plaintiff or defendant stating either is en, 
on the Pleadings titled to judgment as a matter of law. 

Discovery Motions When attempts at encouraging compliance fail, the legal team must 
seek the assistance of the court via motion. 

Motion to Compel When the amicable attempts at encouraging compliance fail, the legal 
team must seek the assistance of the court via motion to compel. 

Motion for Sanctions This motion will seek the court's intervention for failure to comply 
with the court order instructing that discovery responses be 
completed. 

Motion for Protective This is a motion for an order that the question need not be answered 
Order based on an objection to supplying the requested information. 

Pretrial Motions Motions may be filed before the trial starts to test the sufficiency of 
the pleadings. 

Motion for Summary This motion states that there are no disputed material facts, and that 
Judgment all that remains is the application of the law to the facts and a repre, 

sentation that when the law is applied to the facts, there can be just one 
outcome. 

Posttrial Motions Posttrial motions are made following the conclusion of a trial. 

Motion for Judgment Also known as judgment notwithstanding the verdict, or n.o.v., this 
as a Matter of Law motion asks the trial judge to review and overturn the jury verdict. 

This motion is used when error is found in the jury's decision, such as 
when the evidence or the law has been disregarded. 

Motion to Mold the This motion asks the court to take the jury verdict and calculate the 
Verdict amount that the defendant is obligated to pay the plaintiff. 

Motion for a New This motion asserts that an error was made in a trial, either by the 
Trial judge or by the jury, which was so prejudicial a new trial must be 

granted. 



REVIEW QUESTIONS AND EXERCISES 

1. What is a motion? 
2. How is a motion similar to a complaint? How is 

it different? 
3. What is a default judgment? 
4. How is a default judgment obtained in federal 

court? 
5. Is a default judgment final? Can it be overturned? 
6. What is the purpose of a motion to enlarge 

time? 
7. What are the grounds for a federal Rule 12(b) 

motion? 
8. Why would the legal team use or decide not to 

use a Rule 12(b) motion? 
9. When is a motion for judgment on the plead-

ings appropriate? 
10. What is the purpose of a motion to compel? 

BUILDING YOUR PARALEGAL SKILLS 

INTERNET AND TECHNOLOGY EXERCISES 

1. Use your state court's website to find the 
requirements and procedure to enter a default 
judgment. 

2. Use your state court's website to find the pro-
cedure to compel compliance with discovery 
requests and to obtain a protective order. 

CIVIL LITIGATION VIDEO CASE STUDIES 

Zealous Representation Issue: Candor 
to the Court 

A paralegal appears before a 
judge when her supervising 
attorney is not available, re-
questing an order be signed. 
She uses a copy of a mo-
tion previously presented to 

the court without checking the current status of 
the law. 
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11. What are the sanctions that may be imposed 
for failure to comply with a motion to compel? 

12. What is the purpose of a protective order and 
how is it obtained? 

13. What is a judgment n.o.v.? When is it appropriate? 
14. What is a molded verdict and where and how is 

it obtained? 
15. What is the purpose of a motion for a new 

trial, and why would a new trial be necessary? 
16. Why might a court still have a hearing after a 

default judgment has been entered? 
17. What remedy is available for the defendant who 

has a valid excuse for not filing a responsive 
pleading that resulted in a default judgment? 

3. Use your state court's website to find what 
sanctions can be imposed for failure to comply 
with an order to compel. 

After viewing the video at www.pearson.com/ 
goldman-civil-litigation, answer the following questions. 

1. When may a paralegal appear before the court? 
2. What is the ethical obligation to verify the 

currency of the law cited in a petition or 
motion? 
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Court Hearing to Decide Who Represents 
a Minor: The Court's Duty to Protect the Child 

The case concerns an in, 
jured minor whose mother 
is denying treatment based 
on religious belief. The 
court must decide who will 
represent the child. 

After viewing the video at www.pearson.com/ 
goldman-civil-litigation, answer the following questions. 

1. What standard does a court use to determine 
who represents a minor? 

2. Why would the court bring in a third,party 
attorney for the minor? 

CHAPTER OPENING SCENARIO CASE STUDY 

Use the Opening Scenario for this chapter to an~ 
swer the following question. 

1. Review the complaint prepared in the previ, 
ous chapter assignments. Would that complaint 
survive challenges based on Rule l 2(b) grounds? 

COMPREHENSIVE CASE STUDY 

SCHOOL BUS-TRUCK ACCIDENT CASE 

Review the assigned case study in Appendix 2. 
1. Prepare a Motion to Dismiss on behalf of one 

of the defendants. 

.~ 
BUILDING YOUR PROFESSIONAL PORTFOLIO AND REFERENCE MANUAL Jiii l)Jf 

CIVIL LITIGATION TEAM AT WORK 
See page 18 for instructions on Building Your 
Professional Portfolio. 

Procedures 

1. Requirements and procedure to enter a default 
judgment. 

VIRTUAL LAW OFFICE EXPERIENCE 

MOTOR VEHICLE ACCIDENT-DEFENSE 

Motion to compel by defense 

To: Paralegal Intern 
From: John Morris 

2. Procedure for the filing of motions in both the 
federal and state courts within your local juris, 
diction; include the forms to be used, amount 
of filing fees, location where it might be filed 
and if it may be or must be filed electronically, 
and requirements for notice to the other parties. 

Case Name: Wilkenson v. Smith Motor Vehicle Accident Case 
Re: Motion to compel 

The plaintiff's attorney has not presented his client to our doctor for a defense medical examination, and 
has refused to answer the 30 interrogatories about the plaintiff's preexisting medical condition. 
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1. Prepare a motion to compel the plaintiff to appear for a defense medical examination at Doctor 
Moritz's office at Valley Hospital, and to compel plaintiff to answer the interrogatories. 

2. Attach a suggested order for the judge to sign. 
3. Prepare a cover letter to send the interrogatories to the plaintiff's attorney. 
4. The motion will probably be heard by the special discovery court judge. Please attend the hearing, and 

prepare a summary of what transpired for the file. 

Response to Complaint by Defendant 

To: Paralegal Intern 
From: John Morris 
Case Name: Wilkenson v. Smith Motor Vehicle Accident Case 
Re: Motion for extension of time to respond 

Time is running short for us to respond to the complaint in the automobile case filed by Wilkenson's lawyer. 
I am in trial for the next two weeks, and I am not certain whether opposing counsel will honor our request 
for an extension of time to respond. 

Please draft for my review: 

1. Motion for extension of time to respond. 
2. Order to extend time for the judge to sign 

SCHOOL BUS-TRUCK ACCIDENT 
Motion for Sanctions for Spoliation by Plaintiff 

To: Paralegal Intern 
From: Roy Saunders 
Case Name: School Bus Truck Accident Case 
Re: Motion for sanctions for spoliation 

Prepare a motion for sanctions against the trucking company for throwing out the brake pads and related 
parts. The trucking company should have known they were a potential cause of the accident. 

Please prepare a trial brief that I can submit to the court, supporting sanctions against the trucking company 
for throwing out the truck's brake pads and related parts. 

Discovery Issue Resolution 

VIDEO: SCHEDULING CONFERENCE WITH JUDGE: DISCOVERY ISSUE 
RESOLUTION 
At a scheduling conference in the judge's chambers, the attorneys and the judge dis-
cuss discovery issues in the case and motions for sanctions. 

After viewing the video at www.pearson.com/goldman-civil-litigation, answer the following ques
tions. 

To: Paralegal Intern 
From: Roy Saunders 
Case Name: School Bus-Truck Accident Case 
Re: Motion for sanctions for spoliation 

Assuming we cannot get the inspection because the parts are no longer available, please prepare a short 
memo on the fallowing: 

1. Are there legitimate reasons to deny access to an item relevant to the litigation? 
2. What is the impact of ignoring the judge's order on the litigants? On the members of the legal team? 



LEARNING OBJECTIVES 

After studying this chapter, you should be able to: 

1. Determine what pleadings the defendant can 
file in response to the complaint. 

2. Draft an answer to the complaint with 
affirmative defenses, a counterclaim, and a 
cross claim. 

3. Prepare, file, and serve a third-party complaint 
and summons. 

4. Explain the result of not properly responding to 
the complaint. 
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OPENING SCENARIO 

The paralegal in the downtown office had been given the responsibility for filing and arranging service of 
the complaint on the defendants in the school bus accident. It was her responsibility to enter the dates 
when the defendants were required to have their responses filed and to prepare for filing the default 
judgment documentation if they did not respond on time. The attorney for one of the defendants had 
agreed to voluntarily accept service and submit whatever paperwork was necessary. The other defendants 
had to be served personally. U nder court rules, this meant there were different dates for the defendants to 
file a responsive pleading. The defense attorney who had agreed to accept service for his client indicated 
that he would, in all likelihood, be adding an additional defendant whom his client claimed was responsible 
for the brake failure. Anticipating the need to respond to this new pleading, Caitlin quickly consulted the 
rules to be certain that the timeframes were properly followed. 

OPENING SCENARIO LEARNING OBJECTIVE 

Prepare an answer to the complaint. 

VIDEO INTRODUCTION 

Pleadings: Responses to Complaint 

After watching the video at www.pearson.com/goldman--civil--litigation, answer the 
following questions: 
1. Is being named as a defendant in a civil suit a sign of wrongdoing? 
2. What is the penalty for missing a pleading deadline? 

265 
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defendant 
The party who is sued in a lawsuit. 

responsive pleading 
A pleading filed in response to a prior 
filed pleading. 

LEARNING OBJECTIVE 1 
Determine what pleadings 
or motions the defendant 
can file in response to the 
complaint. 

answer 
Document by which the defendant re
sponds to the allegations contained in 
the plaintiff's complaint. 

INTRODUCTION TO RESPONSES TO COMPLAINT 

The party sued is called the defendant. This designation is not any indication 
of guilt or wrongdoing it simply means that the person was named as the 
one to respond to the claims of the plaintiff. The defendant may be the inno-
cent party, the one who should have filed the lawsuit seeking redress, or there 
may be another person or company that is responsible for the wrong alleged 
in the plaintiff's complaint, such as the manufacturer of a product sold in a 
sealed container. 

Rules of court impose an obligation to file a responsive pleading or risk 
having a default judgment entered for not responding. Because the result of 
not answering is so serious, the legal team representing the defendant must 
act promptly. The time limits for filing the response after the service of the 
complaint on the defendant can be very short, typically 20 to 30 days. To 
the extent the defendant has any defenses to plaintiff's claims or has claims 
against the plaintiff, they must be included as part of the response. 

RESPONSIVE PLEADINGS 

An answer to the complaint is a response to the complaint, but it is not the 
only form of responsive pleading. A responsive pleading may be one that 
includes claims against the plaintiff such as might have been the basis of a 
lawsuit by the defendant against the plaintiff. It may also include claims that 
someone else is responsible for the harm alleged by the plaintiff. Equally ap-
propriate as a response to the complaint is a Rule 12(b) motion to dismiss the 
action. In an effort to move the case forward, the plaintiff's counsel may want 
to limit the response to only an answer to the complaint. Defense counsel 
will want to keep all options open and may ask for an extension of time to file 
a responsive pleading, which would include the filing of motions to dismiss, 
counterclaims, cross claims, and joinders of others. 

In some cases, when asked for an extension of time, the alert plaintiff 
counsel may agree to an extension '' only to file an answer to the complaint 
and no other responsive pleading." By doing so, plaintiff counsel eliminates 
the delay that may be associated with 12(b) motions. Defense counsel should 
be certain that the extension of time is documented to allow the extension of 
time for any responsive pleading allowed under court rules. If the extension 
to file any responsive pleading is denied by opposing counsel, prompt action 
of the court to obtain an extension to file any responsive pleading should be 
filed, usually by way of a motion. 

Pleadings Allowed by Federal Rules of Civil Procedure 

The pleadings permitted are: 

• Complaint 
• Answer, which may include affirmative defenses, counterclaims, 

and cross claims 
• Reply to cross or counterclaim 
• Third--party complaint 
• Third--party answer 
• Reply to cross and counterclaims asserted in a third--party answer 
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Time Deadlines and Entry into Tickler System 

The time for the defendant to file a responsive pleading begins to run when 
the complaint is properly served as required by court rule. If personally 
served by traditional means (U.S. Marshall, county sheriff, or private process 
server), the defendant, under the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure Rule 12, 
must serve responsive pleading within 21 days after being served with the 
summons and complaint. If served by Notice and Waiver of Service, the de-
fendant has 60 days to respond to the complaint. Failure of the defendant to 
respond in a timely fashion permits the plaintiff to obtain a default judgment 
against the defendant. The defendant also must know the rule and properly 
calculate the due date to avoid a default judgment for inaction. 

All pleadings after the initial complaint and answer must be served 
within 21 days. This includes the plaintiff's response to counterclaims or 
affirmative defenses asserted by the defendant. U nless the court sets a differ-
ent time, certain responses to motions must be served within fourteen days 
(Fed.R.C.P. 12 (a) (4)). 

Calculating Deadlines 

The rules of civil procedure of the court in which the complaint has been 
filed will include a provision describing how the time limits are calculated. 
Generally, counting begins on the day after receipt of a pleading. If served 
with a complaint today, day 1 is tomorrow, and the counting includes all cal-
endar days that follow, including Saturdays, Sundays, and holidays. The due 
date is the 20th day. If the due date falls on a Saturday, Sunday, or holiday, 
the due date is the next regular business day of the court. The paralegal gen-
erally is responsible for entering the due dates and sufficient reminder dates 
into the firm's central calendaring system. 

Software for Calculating Deadlines 

Calculating the important dates in a case requires a careful review of the spe-
cific court rules of the jurisdiction in which the case is filed. Within the same 
state, there may be variations in the timetable for civil litigation proceedings. 
Some software programs provide rules--of--court--based automatic calendaring. 
In these programs, the calendar dates for those jurisdictions selected are built 
into the program. Automatic calculation is based on the required interval (in 
days) after specific events, or a customized date calculation can be created. 

The custom date calculation can be used to set deadlines or reminders 
based on a set of days after selected events, such as the time for sending re-
minders or follow--up letters or dates for routine case status conferences in 
the office. Where local rule books are available, the deadlines and timetables 
can be determined by consulting the court rules. Where the case is in a juris-
diction for which the rule book is not readily available, such as a case being 
handled by outside or out--of--state counsel, dates can be determined by online 
reference to the specific court or by use of an automated, online, rules--based 
calendaring service such as LawToolBox, as shown in Exhibit 10.1. 

Responses to the Complaint 

U pon receipt of the complaint, the defendant and counsel have some critical 
decisions to make. In many instances, defendants know that a lawsuit may 
be filed against them. Being served with a complaint may not be a surprise, 

default judgment 
Judgment obtained by the plaintiff 
against the defendant where the de
fendant has failed to respond in a 
timely fashion to the complaint. 

WEB RESOURCES 

Learn more about 
Abacus and the Law 

Tool Box on the Technology 
Resources website at www 
.pearsonhigl1ered .com/ 
tech resources. 
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Exhibit 10.1 Sample Court Dates Report 
!;uppo,t ManLal • '-.emote Support • L'.>O Off J o h n C. Sn1ith (Admin) logged in to Caro l Lynn Grow' s u,w ToolBox 

Law .oolBox 
j sc,..a~.-. ----- "vJ~l+'1Tool __ ~ I Optn ! 

Adm in Incorporate Search My U,;i:::r,; 

HUIII!! ' St!l Uµ Cd~C • Ch.t>t! C.c.~ ' .\Juiivc. 

/.CME VS Jl BUILDERS (CA · CA SUp@riCtf L\ • Plaintiff • CLG) 

Dead llne Ch:ilrt I Trtooer Oates I forms Template I Assemble Forms I Case :nfo I Links I S1.1>Pcrt I .\CQ.55 

SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CAU FORNIA 
FOR rn E COUNTY O F LOS A N C£LES 

O,se No. 

Ph1iJlti ff: Acme Co rpomt:ion 
v. 

Defendant : J l Builders, Inc. 

Des.alpt lon !sunm.-.z...t • AJI v :; .. tcjj g.t 11s dehu@ Authoritv Deadline Hide 

oA-E ACTION COMMEN~EO - dale comp alnt 01.?d (//) Ll..1-' .:l::il! Ned, JJI 11, l01~ 
Form 01-010 

RcJatcd Ca_:;c1 Ci·,il Action Cover Sheet? JI,.' ? Edi! LR 3..3(~) W~rJ, JJI 17, 2013 0 
Earlies: date defendant ma( hitia!e discovery Edit CCP 2025.210(a) #ed, JJI 24, 2013 0 

CCP 2033.020( a) 

DA- E OF SERlfICE Of SUMMONS .\NO COMPLAINT Rule 412.20 !Ned, JJI 24, 2013 
Form SUM-lOC 

1:art,~ d21~ plajntttr may serve wrttttn c11sc,ve,y 1:::d r CCP 2030.020(b) Hon, Aug 05, 2013 D 
CCC> 203l.010(b) ~rol!od from S.it, Aug o~. 2013) 

Oc:,dlinc lo file "rittcn rc::.i>011u: t-o com11le1int Edit CCP 4J 2.20(d)(3) Fri, Auy 23, 2013 LJ 
CCP 41R 10 

Dc.idlinc to fito c ·oi::i; compl.>int oq.>il'l!:t 111.>intiff Edit CCP 128. SO(a ) rri, Auo 2), 201) 0 

Deadline to file noti,e if re'Tic,val :o federal ;1X1rt Edit 2s use l446(b) Fri, Aug 23, 2013 D 
Pos.,ible d'!adline to l"equl!3t enby of :iefault [jit CCP 412.20(1)(3) Tue, 5•1> C3, 2013 0 

Rule 3.1 lO(o) (rolled 'rom f,1on, Seo 02, 201:?) 

l/0 to whkh to Wp to ,xtgnd dct:ldlil'G to rQr;pond Edit CCr 3 • .l lO(d ) ~1on, Sep O!>, 2013 0 
(roled from sat, Sep o,, 2013) 

Deadline: ser,e summons w/ comolaint/;le serlia: oroof Edit CR( l 11 O(h) 11nn, <iPf'I lfi, }01 l O 

extension of ti me to respond 
Request by the defendant to enlarge 
the time to respond to the complaint 
beyond that which is permitted under 
the rules. 

Forni POS-010 (rol ed from Sun, Sep lS, 2013) 

but the quickly approaching deadlines can be intimidating for the legal de ... 
fense team if it is not promptly advised by the client. If served personally , the 
defendant has twenty days to respond, which is probably insufficient time 
to thoroughly investigate and respond. Just as plaintiffs frequently wait to 
file suit until the last date before the statute of limitations, defendants fre-
quently wait to meet with an attorney until the date the response is due to 
be filed in court. Thus, for the defense team, the first step may be to request 
an extension of time to respond from opposing counsel. If that request is 
granted, the team must prepare and file a stipulation with the court. 

If opposing counsel refuses, a motion for enlargement of time to respond 
to the complaint should be prepared and filed. These motions are granted 
liberally by the court so long as there is no indication of bad faith. 

The better situation for a defendant is to have agreed to a waiver of ser-
vice, which includes 60 days to answer or respond to the complaint. 

The next step for the defense team is to review and evaluate the complaint 
to determine whether there is a basis to file a Rule 12(b) Motion to Dismiss 
the complaint. In some jurisdictions this process may be referred to as raising 
preliminary objections to the complaint; that is, without waiving any rights 
associated with answering the complaint, the defendant may object to the 
matters set forth in the complaint. The goals of judicial economy and effi ... 
ciency are served when lawsuits are terminated at the earliest stage possible. 

The grounds for dismissing a complaint action include (1) lack of subject 
matter jurisdiction, (2) lack of personal jurisdiction, (3) lack of venue, (4) in-
sufficiency of process, (5) defect in the service of process, ( 6) failure to state 
a claim upon which relief can be granted, and (7) failure to join an indispens-
able party. These grounds are the lenses through which the complaint should 
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first be read. With the exception of number 6 (failure to state a claim upon 
which relief can be granted), the grounds for dismissal are procedural and eas-
ily corrected by the plaintiff. A motion to dismiss filed Rule 12(b )( 6) is more 
serious, as it states the plaintiff has failed to allege facts that support a legal 
claim or has asserted a legal claim that is not recognized by our courts. Courts 
are generous in the review of these motions, often granting the plaintiff the 
opportunity to correct the procedural mistake or file an amended complaint 
restating the facts to support the claim or restating the legal claims. After an 
amended complaint is filed pursuant to a Rule 12 motion, or if there are no 
grounds to file the motion, the defendant must file his answer to the com-
plaint (Fed. R. Civ. P. 12). 

ANSWER TO THE COMPLAINT 

The defendant is required to respond to the allegations contained in the 
plaintiff's complaint. This is done by preparing, filing, and serving an Answer 
to the complaint. An answer is made up of the same sections as in a com-
plaint, whether in federal or state court: caption, numbered paragraphs, 
prayer for relief, and affirmative defenses. 

Caption 

The answer begins with the caption identifying the court, the parties, the 
number assigned to the case by the court, and identification of the docu-
ment as ''Answer." If there are multiple defendants, there is an indication of 
which defendant is answering, such as '' Answer of Defendant Hart.'' And if 
defenses or new claims are being asserted they must also be identified, such as 
'' Answer of Defendant Hart with Affirmative Defenses and Counterclaim.'' 

Numbered Paragraphs 

Like the complaint, the answer must contain numbered paragraphs. Each 
numbered paragraph will correspond to a numbered paragraph of the com-
plaint. So, paragraph 10 of the answer will respond directly to the averments, 
or facts, set forth in paragraph 10 of the complaint. When responding to the 
averments of the complaint, there are two basic choices: 

LEARNING OBJECTIVE 2 
Draft an answer to the 
complaint with affirmative 
defenses a counterclaim, 
and a cross claim. 

1. Admitted the facts of the averment in the complaint are acknowledged admit 

as true, or 
2. Denied the facts of the averment in the complaint are not true. 

In some jurisdictions, simply denying averments of the complaint is not suf ... 
ficient. In those jurisdictions, the word ''Denied'' with nothing more is a 
general denial. A general denial is one that has no effect and is treated as if 
the answer was ''Admitted.'' 

In those jurisdictions where the reason for the denial is crucial to any de-
fense, the reasons for the denial must be listed and include: 

1. Denied, as the facts are not as stated by the plaintiff in the complaint. 
The defendant claims that there is a different set of facts than those the 
plaintiff has stated in the complaint and the defendant must specifically 
state those alternate facts. 

2. Denied, as after reasonable investigation, the defendant lacks adequate 
knowledge to determine whether the information contained in the 

A possible response of the defendant 
to the complaint that accepts the facts 
of the averment are true. 

deny 
A possible response of the defendant 
to the complaint that asserts the facts 
of the averment are not true. 

general denial 
In some jurisdictions, the word "Denied" 
alone is insufficient and the averment 
of the complaint is treated as if it were 
"Admitted." 
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affi rmative defense 
Those legal theories asserted by the 
defendant that bar the plaintiff's claim. 

plaintiff's averment is true. This response is usually for facts that are 
within the sole knowledge of the plaintiff, such as the nature and extent 
of the plaintiff's injuries, medical treatment, recovery, pain, and suf ... 
fering. Thus, the defendant states that after reasonable investigation, he 
lacks knowledge of those facts and typically will include a statement de-
manding proof of those items at trial. 

3. Denied, as the averment represents a conclusion of law to which no re-
sponse is required. The plaintiff's allegation that the defendant's actions 
were negligent is a conclusion of law. While the plaintiff must allege 
this element of the cause of action, the defendant has no obligation to 
respond since it is a conclusion of law; that is for the finder of fact to 
determine at trial. 

4. No answer is required, as the averments are addressed to another defen-
dant. In some instances, particularly when there are multiple defendants 
to whom the complaint is directed, there may be paragraphs to the 
complaint that do not require an answer because they are addressed to 
another defendant. 

Prayer for Relief 

Just as the plaintiff asks the court for relief, so too will the defendant. 
Following the averments responding to the complaint, the defendant's prayer 
is generally that the complaint be dismissed and may include a request for 
counsel fees and costs. 

Affirmative Defenses 

After answering the averments contained in the plaintiff's complaint, the 
defendant may make claims against the plaintiff. This section of the answer 
will begin with the title Affirmative Defenses to the plaintiff's complaint. 
Affirmative defenses are those legal theories that serve to bar the plaintiff's 
claim. Affirmative defenses claim that even if everything the plaintiff alleges 
is true, the plaintiff is not entitled to recovery because of some legal prin-
ciple. Affirmative defenses have a ''use it or lose it'' character. If the defen-
dant fails to raise the affirmative defense in the Rule 12(b) Motion or in the 
Answer to the complaint, he loses the right to later raise those defenses. 
Depending on the local rules, this may be true even if facts that support 
the affirmative defense are learned during the discovery process. For many 
practitioners, an answer to a complaint will have a set of all affirmative de-
fenses related to a particular cause of action included whether they are ap-
plicable or not. The most common affirmative defenses are the statute of 
limitations, statute of frauds, assumption of risk, and contributory and/or 
comparative negligence. 

The statute of limitations is a timeframe within which a plaintiff must 
file a complaint, or the right to recovery is barred. For example, the stat-
ute of limitations for written contracts is six years in many states under the 
common law. 

The statute of frauds requires certain types of contracts to be written, 
such as a contract involving an interest in real estate. Someone who sues to 
enforce a sale of real estate when there is no written contract will be barred 
from recovering under the statute of frauds. 
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The assumption of risk doctrine states that the plaintiff knew the risks 
involved with a particular activity and voluntarily proceeded with that ac-
tivity. The fan at the baseball game cannot sue for being struck by a foul 
ball because foul balls entering the stands are common at a baseball game. 
The plaintiff assumed the risk that he might be struck by a foul ball when 
he purchased a ticket and attended the game. Exceptions may include some-
one completely unfamiliar with the game, such as a visitor from a country in 
which baseball is not played. 

Contributory and comparative negligence doctrines are closely 
related, and most jurisdictions have adopted one or the other. These 
doctrines state that where the plaintiff's actions were also negligent and 
contributed to the occurrence that resulted in injuries, the plaintiff's 
recovery may be denied or limited. Suppose someone fell on the stairs 
and was injured, but because he had two armfuls of groceries, he was not 
holding onto the banister. This individual, by carrying too many bags of 
groceries and not holding onto the banister, contributed to his own injury. 
In a contributory negligence jurisdiction, there is no recover y where the 
plaintiff contributes to his injuries. This result is harsh and many states 
have opted instead for comparative negligence. U nder comparative negli-
gence, the jury w ill be asked to assign percentages of liability to the plain-
tiff and to the defendant and to determine damages without regard to fault. 
In the stairwell fall, the jury may find the plaintiff 15 percent negligent and 
the defendant 85 percent negligent. If the jury awards plaintiff damages 
of $100,000, the plaintiff will recover $85 ,000, the amount of liability as-
signed to the defendant (85 percent). 

Causes of Action 

After stating those grounds for which the plaintiff's claims should be 
denied, the defendant must assert any claims he has against the plaintiff, or 
counterclaims, that arise out of the same incident, transaction, or occur-
rence. In the typical automobile accident, both drivers are injured, and both 
cars are damaged. In responding to the complaint, the defendant may first 
assert the affirmative defense claim of comparative negligence and then in-
elude a separate count claiming that the plaintiff's negligence alone caused 
the defendant to suffer injuries that resulted in damages. Claims that arise 
from the same event must be included in the answer to the complaint, or the 
defendant loses the right to bring them. These are mandatory counterclaims 
against the plaintiff. 

The defendant may also include permissive counterclaims, those claims 
against the plaintiff that don't arise from the same event but, in the inter-
ests of justice, make sense to include. If the plaintiff who fell in the stair-
well was a tenant who owed the defendant back rent, the claim for the rent 
could be included as a permissive counterclaim. It makes sense to include the 
claim for back rent; it can be used to offset the damages the defendant owes 
the plaintiff. 

The final cause of action that may be included as a separate count in the 
answer to the complaint is a cross claim. Cross claims are those claims that 
one defendant may have against another defendant. A passenger injured in 
an automobile accident sues the driver of the car in which he was a passen-
ger and the driver of the other vehicle. In the answer, the driver of the other 

assumption of risk 
An affirmative defense that states the 
plaintiff knew the risks involved with a 
particular activity and voluntarily pro
ceeded with that activity. 

contributory negligence 
An affirmative defense that states there 
is no recovery where the plaintiff's 
negligence contributed to his injuries. 

comparative negligence 
An affirmative defense that reduces an 
award to the plaintiff by the percent
age his own negligence contributed to 
his injuries. 

counterclaim 
Claims the defendant has against the 
plaintiff. 

mandatory counterclaim 
Claims that arise from the same event 
that must be included in the answer to 
the complaint, or the defendant loses 
the right to bring them. 

permissive counterclaim 
Claims against the plaintiff that don't 
arise from the same event but, in the 
interests of justice, make sense to in
clude with the defendant's answer. 

cross claim 
Claims that one defendant may have 
against another defendant. 
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vehicle may assert a cross claim against the driver of the car the passenger was 
riding in, claiming he was totally at fault. 

Whether the defendant files cross claims, mandatory counterclaims, or 
permissive counterclaims, he must plead sufficient information to put the 
other party on notice of the claim against him. Just as in the complaint, the 
defendant must include the elements of the cause of action, the damages sus-
tained, and a prayer for relief in any counterclaim or cross claim. 

Prayer for Relief 
Following the count that includes affirmative defenses and the counts that 
include counter-- and cross claims, the defendant must include his requested 
relief: 

Wherefore defendant respectfully requests this honorable court dismiss 
the plaintiff's complaint and enter judgment in favor of the defendant in an 
amount exceeding $75,000 plus interest, costs, and attorney's fee and such 
other relief as this court deems equitable. 

Exhibit 10.2 and 10.3 provide Answers to th e Complaints set forth in 
Chapter 8. 

Exhibit 10.2 Answer to Fact-Pleading Complaint 

IN THE SUPREME COURT OF NEW YORK FOR ALBANY COUNTY 

B.K., a minor by her 
Parents and Guardians, 
Janice Knowles and 
Steven Knowles, 
Plaintiff 

v. 

Ronald Clemmons, 
Lower Council School District, 
Bud Smith, and 
Ace Trucking Company, 
Defendants 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

• 
• 

• 
• 

• 
• 

• 
• 

No.: 2007-19743-N-11 

Civil Action - Negligence 

Jury Trial Demanded 

Attorney ID No. 097531 

ANSWER OF DEFENDANT CLEMMONS TO PLAINTIFFS COMPLAINT 
WITH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES 

NOW comes Defendant Clemmons, by his attorneys, Li and Salva, and answers the complaint alleging as 
follows: 

1. Admitted. 

2. Admitted. 

3. Admitted. 

4. Admitted upon information and belief. 
5. Admitted upon information and belief. 

6. Admitted. 

7. Admitted upon information and belief. 

8. Admitted. 
9. Admitted. 
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Exhibit 10.2 (continued) 

10. Admitted upon information and belief. 

11. Admitted. 

12. Admitted. 

13. Denied that defendant Clemmons asked a chaperone or anyone else for directions to the Pumpkin 
Patch. Although Clemmons had never been to the Pumpkin Patch he was familiar with the location 
and knew where it was and how to get there. A chaperone did provide a map and directions but it is 
specifically denied that this was at the request of defendant Clemmons. 

14. Admitted in part and denied in part. It is admitted that the each bus seat was equipped with three 
colorcoded lap belts, one for each passenger in a seat. It is specifically denied that each student on 
the bus was belted. After reasonable investigation, answering defendant lacks adequate knowledge, 
information or belief as to the truth of the allegations concerning each child being belted or the 
reasons therefore. Strict proof thereof is demanded at trial. 

15. Admitted. 

16. Admitted in part and denied in part. It is admitted that Clemmons exited at the wrong exit, exit 
#24, reentered the Highway and continued to the correct exit, #23. The remaining allegations of the 
paragraph are denied. It is specifically denied that Clemmons was confused about the directions or 
the exit number. To the contrary, Clemmons was not confused when he exited at Exit 24. There was 
a traffic accident on the highway with police diverting thru-traffic around the accident by use of the 
exit and entrance ramps of Exit 24. It is specifically denied that Clemmons turned the bus around 
on the exit ramp for Exit 24. To the contrary, Clemmons was following the directions of state police 
diverting traffic from the highway to the ramp and back onto the highway to go around an accident 
blocking the lanes. 

17. Admitted. 

18. Admitted. 

19. Admitted based upon information and belief. 

20. Denied as stated. The yelling and screaming of the children was not limited to the approach of the 
intersection. The children were uncontrolled, jumping about and switching seats, and loudly singing, 
yelling, and screaming throughout the ride from Public School No. 18. After reasonable investigation, 
answering defendant is unable to determine whether this behavior was attributable to seeing signs for 
the Pumpkin Patch or simply the uncontrolled behavior of the children. 

21. Denied as stated. It is true that answering defendant slowed as he approached the intersection, 
which was accomplished by removing his foot from the accelerator of the vehicle. Upon attempting 
to apply the brakes to further slow and stop the vehicle, the defendant discovered the brakes were 
not operating properly, thus causing the vehicle to enter the intersection without stopping. It is 
admitted that the vehicle was then struck by a dump truck. 

Count I 

Plaintiff v. Defendant Clemmons 

22. No answer is required to the averments set forth in this paragraph. To the extent an answer is required 
Defendant Clemmons incorporates paragraphs 1 through 21 hereof as though fully set forth at length. 

23. Denied as a conclusion of law. Further denied that Defendant Clemmons was negligent or failed to 
observe the rules of the road. To the contrary, Clemmons complied with all rules of the road including 
following the instructions of the police officers controlling traffic patterns around an accident scene. 
Failure to bring the vehicle to a stop was a result of mechanical failure of the brakes not the action or 
inaction of Clemmons. 

24. Denied as a conclusion of law and for the reasons set forth in paragraph 23 which are incorporated 
herein by reference. 

25. Denied as a conclusion of law and for reasons set forth in paragraph 23 which are incorporated 
herein by reference. Further denied, as after reasonable investigation, answering defendant 
lacks adequate knowledge as to any of the injuries suffered by the plaintiff. Strict proof thereof is 
demanded at the trial of this matter. 

(continued) 
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Exhibit 10.2 (continued) 

26. Denied as a conclusion of law. Further denied, as after reasonable investigation, answering defendant 
lacks adequate knowledge as to any of the injuries suffered by the plaintiff. Strict proof thereof is 
demanded at the trial of this matter. 

WHEREFORE, Defendant respectfully requests that plaintiff's complaint be dismissed with prejudice. 
Paragraphs 27-40. No answer is required as they are addressed to defendants other than Clemmons. 

AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES 

41 . Defendant Clemmons incorporates by reference his answers to paragraphs 1 through 40. 
42. Plaintiff's claims are barred by the statute of limitations. 
43. Plaintiff's claims are barred by the doctrine of sovereign immunity. 
44. Plaintiff's claims are barred by the doctrine of contributory negligence. 
45. Plaintiff's claims against the answering defendant are barred by the doctrine of respondeat superior. 

WHEREFORE, Defendant respectfully requests plaintiff's complaint be dismissed. 

Exhibit 10.3 Answer to Notice-Pleading Complaint 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT - NORTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 

B.K., a minor by her • No.: • 

Parents and Guardians, 
Janice Knowles and • 

• 

Steven Knowles, ANSWER OF DEFENDANT 
Plaintiff • CLEMMONS TO COMPLAINT • 

v. • CIVIL ACTION - NEGLIGENCE • 

Ronald Clemmons, • Jury Trial Demanded • 

Lower Council School District, 
Bud Smith, and • 

• 

Ace Trucking Company, Attorney ID No. 097531 
Defendants 

ANSWER OF DEFENDANT CLEMMONS TO PLAINTIFFS COMPLAINT 
WITH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES 

NOW comes Defendant Clemmons, by his attorneys, Li and Salva, and answers the complaint alleging as 
follows: 

1-4. Admitted. 
5-6. Admitted upon information and belief. 

7. Admitted. 
8. Admitted upon information and belief. 

9. Admitted. 
10. Admitted upon information and belief. 
11. Admitted. 
12. Denied. 
13. Admitted. 
14. Admitted upon information and belief. 
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Exhibit 10.3 (continued) 

Count I 
Plaintiff v. Defendant Clemmons 

15. No answer is required to the averments set forth in this paragraph. 
16. Denied. 
17. Denied. 

WHEREFORE, Defendant respectfully requests that plaintiff's complaint be dismissed with prejudice. 
Paragraphs 18-26. No answer is required as they are addressed to defendants other than Clemmons. 

AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES 

27. Defendant Clemmons incorporates by reference his answers to paragraphs 1 through 26. 
28. Plaintiff's claims are barred by the statute of limitations. 
29. Plaintiff's claims are barred by the doctrine of sovereign immunity. 
30. Plaintiff's claims are barred by the doctrine of contributory negligence. 
31. Plaintiff's claims against the answering defendant are barred by the doctrine of respondeat superior. 

WHEREFORE, Defendant respectfully requests plaintiff's complaint be dismissed. 

The plaintiff and the defendant against whom a counter, or cross claim 
is asserted must file an answer to those pleadings called a reply. The reply is 
in the same format as the answer-with a caption, title of the document, and 
numbered paragraphs that respond to the numbered paragraphs of the coun, 
ter, or cross claim. 

THIRD-PARTY PRACTICE 

In some instances, the investigation completed by the defendant will reveal 
that a third party, a person or entity not presently a party to the lawsuit, 
is responsible for the harm suffered. In an auto accident, the defendant 
may determine that a defect in the manufacture of the car's brakes was the 
cause of the accident. The defendant will want to add the manufacturer 
of the brakes to the lawsuit. This pleading is referred to as joinder, or 
third-party practice. 

Third-Party Complaint 

The defendant who intends to fi le a complaint against a third party is called 
a third-party plaintiff. The third,party plaintiff prepares, files, and serves a 
complaint, along with a sun1mons, against the third-party defendant. The 
third-party complaint follows the same format as the complaint that initi, 
ated the lawsuit. It states the clain1s the defendant, now the third,party plain, 
tiff, has against the third,party defendant and includes a copy of the initial 
complaint as an exhibit. Under the federal rules, so long as the third,party 
complaint is filed within 14 days of the answer to the initial complaint, court 
permission to join the third party is not required. 

reply 
Response of a plaintiff (or defendant) 
against whom a counterclaim (or cross 
claim) is asserted. 

LEARNING OBJECTIVE J 
Prepare, file, and serve a 
th ird-party complaint and 
summons. 

jo inder 
Incl us ion in the lawsuit of a third 
party, not presently a party to the law
suit, who is or may be responsible for 
the harm suffered. 

third-party practice 
The process and procedure for includ
ing or joining a previously undisclosed 
party to the lawsuit. 

third-party plaintiff 
Defendant who intends to file a com
plaint against a third party. 

third-party defendant 
Third party against whom a complaint 
is prepared, filed, and served along 
with a summons. 

third -party complaint 
Fol lows the same format as the com
plaint that initiated the lawsuit. 
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LEARNING OBJECTIVE 4 
Explain the resu It of not 

properly responding to the 
complaint. 

default 
Failure to file a timely response, 
whether to a motion or an answer. 

There are times when the existence of a third--party defendant will be dis-
covered much later in the litigation. At that time, any effort to make a third 
party a part of the litigation will require permission of the court by the filing 
of a motion. The motion will include the identification of the third party, the 
reason they were not discovered earlier, and a proposed complaint against 
the third party. Unless the statute of limitations has passed, courts are gener-
ous in granting the joinder of a third party to promote just resolution of the 
dispute and avoid multiple lawsuits. 

Third-Party Answer 

Like the complaint that initiated the lawsuit, the third--party complaint must 
be answered under the time constraints determined by court rules. The rules 
for a third--party answer are the same as those for an answer to the complaint, 
including the time for response, the ability to request an extension of time 
to respond, and the right to file a Rule 12 motion to dismiss the action. The 
third--party answer is prepared using the same format as an answer, respond-
ing to each of the numbered paragraphs of the third--party complaint and 
asserting affirmative defenses, counterclaims, and cross claims. 

FAILURE TO RESPOND TO COMPLAINT 

Failure to file a timely response, whether as a motion to dismiss or as an 
answer, can result in a default judgment being entered against the defen-
dant (Fed. R. Civ. P. 12). Entry of default is not automatic on the part 
of the court; the plaintiff's counsel must file the appropriate documents 
with the court to have the default entered. In the federal court system, this 
is a two--step process: entering default on the docket , which prevents the 
defendant from filing a late answer, and entering judgment, which usu-
ally will include some calculation of damages or a request for a hearing to 
determine damages. 

CONCEPT REVIEW AND REINFORCEMENT 

defendant 266 

responsive pleading 266 

answer 266 

default judgment 267 

extension of time to 
respond 268 

admit 269 

deny 269 

general denial 269 

affirmative defenses 2 70 

assumption of risk 2 71 

contributory negligence 2 71 

comparative negligence 2 71 

counterclaim 2 71 

mandatory counterclaim 2 71 

permissive counterclaim 2 71 

cross claim 2 71 

reply 275 

joinder 275 

third--party practice 2 7 5 

third--party plaintiff 2 7 5 

third--party def end ant 2 7 5 

third--party complaint 2 7 5 

default 276 
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PLEADINGS: RESPONSES TO COMPLAINT 

Introduction to 
Responses to Complaint 

Responses to the 
Complaint 

Answer to the Complaint 

Third-Party Practice 

Failure to Respond to a 
Complaint 

The party who is sued is called the defendant, not because of any 
indication of guilt, but merely as a party called upon to respond to the 
claims of the plaintiff. The defendant must file a responsive pleading 
or risk having a judgment entered for failure to respond. The response 
must be filed within the timeframe required under court rules. 

The defendant has a limited time within which to file a response, unless 
granted an extension of time from opposing counsel or by order of the 
court. 

The response may be an answer admitting or denying the allegations 
of the complaint. 

A motion to dismiss may be filed, alleging a lack of jurisdiction or 
other defect in the plaintiff's complaint. 

Answers to the complaint must contain an admission or a denial to 
each of the numbered paragraphs of the plaintiff's complaint. Use of 
just the term ''Denied'' may be treated as a general denial, which has the 
effect of admitting the allegation. 

The answer also contains a prayer for relief asking that the case be 
dismissed. 

The defendant may assert in the answer affirmative defenses: legal 
theories that would serve to bar the plaintiff's case. The statute of limi-
tations is an affirmative defense in which the timeframe within which 
the plaintiff must institute suit or have his right to use the courts to 
obtain a resolution is barred. 

Additional affirmative defenses include assumption of the risk (that 
the plaintiff knew the risks and assumed them) or, depending upon 
the jurisdiction, contributory negligence or comparative negligence. 
Contributory negligence theory denies recovery if the plaintiff has in 
any way contributed to the harm. Comparative negligence jurisdictions 
allow for a percentage of recovery based upon the percentage of fault. 

The defendant may state any claims against the plaintiff that arise un-
der the same factual pattern; these are mandatory counterclaims. Permis-
sive counterclaims are those claims against the plaintiff that arise from 
some other event for which the def end ant has a claim against the plaintiff. 

A cross claim is a claim that one defendant may have against anoth-
er defendant in the same action. 

In some instances, the defendant may believe that a third party, not 
presently a party to the lawsuit, is responsible for the harm caused to 
the plaintiff. The defendant may join this additional third party by filing 
a third--party complaint. 

The party named or joined in this suit as a defendant files a re-
sponse in the form of a third--party answer responding to each of the 
numbered paragraphs of the third--party complaint. 

Failing to respond to the complaint may result in a default judgment 
being entered against the defendant. The entry is not automatic but 
must be requested by the plaintiff. 
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REVIEW QUESTIONS AND EXERCISES 

1. What are the terms used to describe the parties 
to a lawsuit? 

2. Is the defendant the guilty party? Explain. 
3. What are the permissible responsive pleadings 

to a complaint? 
4. What is the penalty for not filing a respon-

sive pleading within the timeframe required by 
court rule? 

5. What is meant by a default judgment? 

6. Under the federal rules, if a def end ant is person-
ally served with a complaint, how much time 
does he or she have to respond to the complaint? 

7. What is the effect of a general denial to an alle-
gation in a complaint? 

BUILDING YOUR PARALEGAL SKILLS 

INTERNET AND TECHNOLOGY EXERCISES 

1. How can use of LawToolBox prevent ethical 
problems for the litigation team? 

2. How can office management software, like 
AbacusLaw, be used to avoid missed deadlines? 

CIVIL LITIGATION VIDEO CASE STUDIES 

Truck Driver's Deposition 

~' The truck driver who was 
driving at the time of the ac-
cident is deposed. 

8. What is meant by an affirmative defense? Give 
an example. 

9. What is the difference between contributory 
negligence and comparative negligence? 

10. What is meant by a permissive counterclaim? 
11. What is a cross claim? 

12. What are mandatory counterclaims? 
13. What is meant by third--party practice? 

14. What is the purpose of filing a third--party 
complaint? 

15. What is the appropriate pleading in response to 
a third--party complaint? 

3. Can basic calendaring software, like Microsoft 
Outlook, be used efficiently for deadline calcu-
lation? What are the pros and cons? 

After viewing the video at www.pearson.com/ 
goldman-civil-litigation, answer the following 

• questions. 

1. May a fact witness give an opinion of the cause 
of the accident? 

2. What happens to objections made during a 
deposition? 

CHAPTER OPENING SCENARIO CASE STUDY 

Use the Opening Scenario for this chapter to answer 
the following questions. 

1. What procedures should the office have to 
ensure that no deadlines are missed? 

2. Should the paralegal assigned to the case pre-
pare a timeline for filing dates and response 
dates? Why or why not? 
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COMPREHENSIVE CASE STUDY 

SCHOOL BUS-TRUCK ACCIDENT CASE 
Review the assigned case study in Appendix 2. 

1. Assun1ing a complaint has been filed against 
the driver of the bus in the assigned case: 
a. Prepare all of the necessary pleadings as the 

attorney for the bus driver. 

b. Prepare a third,party complaint that might 
be filed by the driver of the bus against 
the manufacturer of the tractor,trailer 
and its brakes in the assigned case study in 
Appendix 2. 

... 
BUILDING YOUR PROFESSIONAL PORTFOLIO AND REFERENCE MANUAL /111 UH 

CIVIL LITIGATION TEAM AT WORK 
See page 18 for instructions on Building Your 
Professional Portfolio. 

Policy Manual 

Policy and procedures to ensure that no deadlines 
are missed. 

VIRTUAL LAW OFFICE EXPERIENCE 

MOTOR VEHICLE ACCIDENT -DEFENSE 

To: Paralegal Intern 
From: John Morris 

Forms 

Form necessary in your jurisdiction to toll the stat, 
ute of limitations. 

Case Name: Wilkenson versus Smith Motor Vehicle Accident 
Re: Answer to complaint 

We will be representing the defendant, Mary Smith, in this automobile accident case. Her insurance com, 
pany is paying our fees, but she has the right to retain independent counsel at her own expense, if she 
chooses. Please be sure to record all time spent on the case since the insurance company insists on detailed 
time billing records. 

We will accept service on the client's behalf. 

Please draft for my review: 

1. Letter of representation 
2. Acceptance of service 
3. Answer to the complaint 



LEARNING OBJECTIVES 

After studying this chapter, you should be able to: 

1. Define discovery and explain its purposes in 
litigation. 

2. Describe how the Federal Rules of Civil 
Procedure and Rules of Evidence define the 
scope of discovery in federa l court. 

3. Describe the forms of discovery permitted 
under the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. 

4. Explain the sequence and tim ing of discovery 
under the mandatory disclosure Ru les in 
Federal Court. 

5. Describe the court methods for ensuring 
compliance with discovery rules. 



CHAPTER 
• 
1scover 

OPENING SCENARIO 

The partners had carefully considered what the most appropriate court would be for filing their lawsuit 
on behalf of the group of clients injured in the motor vehicle accident. They decided to bring suit in the 
federal court on the basis of diversity of citizenship. Ethan Benjamin was assigned as the supervising 
attorney because his office was the closest to the federal courthouse, and Roy Saunders was named lead 
trial counsel. Mr. Benjamin was reminded by his partner, who had been a clerk to a federal court judge, 
that the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure pose a burden (from a time management standpoint) on the 
process of litigation but result in faster trial dates. Mr. Benjamin and Caitlin, his paralegal, were concerned 
that they might not be able to gather all the necessary information under the accelerated timeframe for 
discovery before the scheduling conference. This was not the firm's first case under the federal e--discovery 
rules, but there were concerns related to the number of defendants and the potentially large amount of 
electronically stored information. He wanted to ensure that the scheduling conference would go well. 

OPENING SCENARIO LEARNING OBJECTIVE 

Explain the discovery timeline and requirements in federal court civil cases. 

VIDEO INTRODUCTION 

Discovery 

After watching the video at www.pearson.com/goldman--civil--litigation, answer the 
following questions: 
1. What is the purpose of discovery? 
2. Is everything discoverable in state and federal court? 

281 
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discovery 
A phase of the litigation process in 
which the plaintiff and defendant share 
information relevant to the lawsuit. 

LEARNING OBJECTIVE 1 
Define discovery and 
explain its purposes in 
I itigation. 

PRACTICE TIP 
PURPOSES OF DISCOVERY 

• Understand and evaluate 
the client's case 

• Understand and evaluate 
the opposing party's case 

• Trial preparation 
• Preserve testimony 
• Impeach witness 

testimony 
• Facilitate settlement 

INTRODUCTION TO DISCOVERY 

Discovery is a step in the litigation process in which the plaintiff and the de-
f endant share information relevant to their dispute. The discovery process can 
be a time--consuming and sometimes frustrating phase in litigation. Successful 
discovery requires an organized approach and a familiarity with the rules 
of court that apply to discovery. Paralegals on the litigation team are often 
charged with coordinating discovery requests (including responses from cli-
ents and opposing parties) and working with information technology experts. 

PURPOSES OF DISCOVERY 

Discovery is a court--sanctioned process during which the parties engage in 
various activities to elicit facts of the case prior to trial. Discovery serves a 
number of purposes: understanding and evaluating the client's case; focusing 
the legal team on the strengths and weaknesses of its case; understanding and 
evaluating the strengths and weaknesses of the opponent's case; preparing for 
trial; preserving testimony; and potentially facilitating settlement. 

Evaluating Your Client's Case 

By answering each other's questions, the plaintiff and defendant share infor-
mation about the facts, documents, statements of fact, and the identity of 
expert witnesses related to the legal dispute. By openly sharing information 
that may be used at trial, each side is forced to evaluate its own case and the 
opponent's case and determine the ability to meet its burdens of proof. With 
each side fully aware of the potential evidence to be presented, including po-
tential damages, the legal team can, based on prior experience or reported 
similar cases, put a potential value on a trial outcome. In many cases, the 
decision to try a case or settle a case is a business decision. Is the cost of a trial 
outweighed by the potential recovery? With two well--prepared legal teams, 
the evaluation is surprisingly close, and settlement is more likely than not. 

Evaluating Your Opponent's Case 

When reviewing the discovery responses received from the opposing party, you 
will evaluate the documents supplied as potential evidence and, more impor-
tantly, the credibility of potential witnesses who will be used to present the evi-
dence. If the defense witness is calm and appears authoritative and believable, 
even a questionable document may be accepted by the trier of fact as important. 

Preparing for Trial 

Properly completed discovery eliminates the potential for surprises in the 
evidence presented at trial. In fact, many of the ''surprises'' one sees on televi-
sion trial dramas are not possible under discovery rules that are designed to 
prevent trial by surprise. 

Preserving Oral Testimony 

Discovery is also a method for preserving oral testimony. There are times 
when witnesses may not be available to attend trial to testify. Examples in-
elude witnesses who are gravely ill and not expected to live until trial, those 
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who are elderly or incapacitated and physically unable to come to the court-
house, and those who are outside the geographical jurisdiction of the court. 
Under limited circumstances, the deposition testimony of these unavailable 
witnesses may be presented at trial. The deposition of these witnesses is given 
the same treatment as if the witness was in court, testifying in person. 

Impeaching Witness Testimony 

Closely related to preserving testimony is the concept of challenging the cred-
ibility of a witness who testifies at trial. If the witness has given a deposition 
or other recorded statement and at trial says something different, then that 
difference can be brought to the attention of the fact finder, whether judge or 
jury. We expect a statement made closer in time to the incident to be accurate 
and if different from what is said at trial, which may occur years after the 
incident, the truthfulness of the witness is called into doubt or impeached. 

Facilitating Settlement 

Properly conducted discovery facilitates settlements. Careful analysis of the 
evidence revealed through discovery enables the legal team to evaluate the 
relative strengths and weaknesses of their client's case and those of the op-
posing side's case. When discovery is conducted properly, both sides are in 
a better position to evaluate their chances of success before the trier of fact; 
they can judge the likelihood of success based on the weight of evidence and 
the perceived credibility of witnesses. 

RULES OF COURT AND RULES OF EVIDENCE 

What is permitted and what is not permitted in civil litigation is, with some 
variation of style of counsel and permission of the judge assigned to the case, 
set out in the rules of the particular court and the related rules of evidence. 
Each court system, state and federal, has a set of rules, the rules of civil pro-
cedure, that control the process of the litigation. Each court system also has 
a set of rules, the rules of evidence, that define what evidence is admissible 
in court proceedings. The rules of evidence are similar from jurisdiction to 
jurisdiction and court to court. However, a court may have a set of local 
rules, and individual judges may have rules setting standards for conducting 
proceedings in their courts. 

In the federal courts, the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure provide the 
framework for conducting litigation. Local district court rules may supple-
ment these rules, as will the particular requirements and procedures, if any, 
of the assigned judge. The conduct of the trial is largely a matter of what 
evidence is and is not permitted to be introduced and admitted at trial. The 
Federal Rules of Evidence provide the guidelines for use of evidence in fed-
eral courts. 

Civil litigation is serious business. The rules of court and the rules of 
evidence provide a level playing field. Like the participants in a professional 
baseball or football game, both sides need to know what the rules are and see 
that they are fairly applied. The judge becomes the interpreter and enforcer of 
the rules, similar to the role of the umpire or referee. With a well--understood 
set of rules evenly and fairly applied, justice may be served and each side will 
feel it had its day in court. 

LEARNING OBJECTIVE 2 
Describe how the Federal 
Rules of Civi I Procedure 
and Rules of Evidence 
define the scope of 
discovery in federal court. 
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relevant evidence 
Evidence that tends to prove the exis
tence of facts important to the resolu
tion of a case. 

privilege 
A ru le of evidence that prohibits 
certain types of commun ication from 
being disclosed at trial. The recog
nized privileged communications 
include attorney- client, physician
patient, priest- penitent, and spousal. 
The privilege may also apply to doc
uments via the work product or trade 
secrets doctrine. 

Scope of Discovery 

U ntil an amendment to the rule, under the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, 
everything was discoverable that was not privileged or attorney work product 
and was relevant or may have lead to relevant evidence. Documents and in-
formation that could be obtained through the discovery process was consid-
erably broader than that which might be used or admissible at trial under the 
Federal Rules of Evidence. An item or information is relevant for purposes of 
discovery if it has a relationship to evidence about the litigation and is likely 
to lead to admissible evidence. An item of information sought in discovery is 
not required to meet the requirements of the Rules of Evidence for admission 
at trial; real, reliable, relevant, and probative value outweighs prejudice (Fed. 
R. Civ. P. 26 (b)). Thus, many more items may be available to the legal team 
through discovery. The rules has been amended to limit discovery and the 
related costs to items '' that are proportional to the needs of the case ... '' 

Rule 26. Duty to Disclose; General Provisions Governing Discovery 

(b) DISCOVERY SCOPE AND LIMITS. 

(1) Scope in General. U nless otherwise limited by court order, the scope of 
discovery is as follows: Parties may obtain discovery regarding any nonprivi-
leged matter that is relevant to any party's claim or defense and proportional 
to the needs of the case, considering the importance of the issues at stake 
in the action, the amount in controversy, the parties' relative access to rel-
evant information, the parties' resources, the importance of the discovery 
in resolving the issues, and whether the burden or expense of the proposed 
discovery outweighs its likely benefit. Information within this scope of dis-
covery need not be admissible in evidence to be discoverable. 

Privilege 

Under ordinary circumstances, some information is not required to be 
shared, nor may it be demanded in court or under oath. Any item, whether 
testimonial or tangible, that falls under one of the recognized privileges found 
in the rules of evidence will be protected from discovery . These privileges are 
typically thought of in terms of oral communications. However , it's conceiv-
able that a client could deliver a gun to his attorney in the course of his repre-
sentation. The gun and its existence, ownership, and whereabouts could 
be protected from discovery because of the attorney- client privilege. 

The ''privilege'' belongs to the client, not to the attorney. The client may 
waive the privilege and allow the attorney or paralegal to reveal the information; 
however , the attorneys or paralegals m ay not by themselves waive the privilege 
when asked wh at the client has told them. In a court proceeding, an appropriate 
answer to the question of what the client said would be: ''I decline to answer 
because of the attorney-client privilege." If, however , the client had revealed or 
released the same information to someone else, the privilege is lost. Thus, the 
client must really keep the information secret for the privilege to apply. 

The concept of privilege also extends to persons while they are acting 
within certain roles such as: 

1. spouse; 
2. clergy- penitent; 
3. doctor- patient; 
4. psychotherapist- patient; and 
5. participants in settlement negotiations. 
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Claim of Privilege 
Privilege is not automatically invoked. The person claiming the privilege usually 
the client has the burden to establish its existence, called claim of privilege. 

''To sustain a claim of privilege, the party invoking it must demonstrate that 
the information at issue was a communication between client and counsel or 
his employee, that it was intended to be and was in fact kept confidential, 
and that it was made in order to assist in obtaining or providing legal advice 
or services to the client.'' SR International Bus. Ins. Co. v. World Trade Center 
Prop. No. 1 Civ. 9291 (S.D.N.Y. 2002) quoting Browne of New York City, Inc. 
v. Ambrose Corp. 

IN THE WORDS OF THE COURT ... 
Privilege 

Trammell v. United States, 445 U.S. 40 (1980) 

"The privileges between priest and penitent, attorney and client, and physician 
and patient limit protection to private communication. These privi leges are rooted 
in the imperative need for confidence and trust. The priest-penitent privilege rec
ognizes the human need to disclose to a spiritual counselor, in total and absolute 
confidence, what are bel ieved to be flawed acts or thoughts and to receive priestly 
consolation and guidance in return. The lawyer-client privilege rests on the need 
for the advocate and counselor to know all that relates to the client's reasons for 
seeking representation if the professional mission is to be carried out. Similarly, 
the physician must know all that a patient can articulate in order to identify and 
to treat disease; barriers to fu ll disclosure would impair diagnosis and treatment." 

Extension of Attorney-Client Privilege to Others 

It is now accepted that the efficient administration of justice requires lawyers to 
engage others, such as legal assistants, accountants, information technologists, 
and other experts. This would not be possible if the privilege did not extend to 
these agents of the attorney, including, most recently, public relations firms. 

The U.S. District Court for the Southern District of New York summa, 
rized the law, stating: 

'' ... the privilege in appropriate circumstances extends to otherwise privi, 
leged communications that involve persons assisting the lawyer in the rendi, 
tion of legal services. This principle has been applied universally to cover 
office personnel, such as secretaries and law clerks, who assist lawyers in 
performing their tasks. But it has been applied more broadly as well. For 
example, in United States v. Kovel, the Second Circuit held that a client's 
communication with an accountant employed by his attorney were privi, 
leged where made for the purpose of enabling the attorney to understand 
the client situation in order to provide legal advice.'' (IN RE Grand Jury 
Subpoenas dated March 24, 2003 directed to (A) Grand Jury Witness Firm 
and (B) Grand Jury Witness, Ml 1,188 (USDC, S.D.N.Y.) Qune 2, 2003)) 

Common Interest Privilege 

Another variation of privilege is the common interest privilege. 

''The purpose of the common interest privilege is to permit a client to 
share confidential information with the attorney for another who shares a 

claim of privilege 
The person claiming the 
privilege- usually the client- has the 
burden to establ ish its existence. 

common interest privilege 
To permit a client to share confiden
tial information with the attorney for 
another who shares a common legal 
interest. 
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duty of confidentiality 
An ethical obligation to not reveal 
any information about a client's af
fairs regardless of the source of the 
information. 

work product doctrine 
A limited protection for material pre
pared by the attorney, or those work
ing for the attorney, in anticipation of 
litigation or for trial. 

common legal interest. The key consideration is that the nature of the inter-
est be identical, not similar [ emphasis added], and be legal, not solely com-
mercial. SR International Bus. Ins. Co. v. World Trade Center Prop. No . 1 Civ 
9291 (S.D.N.Y. 2002) quoting North River Insurance Co. v. Columbia CasiLalty 
Company No. 9 Civ 2518, 1995 W L 5792. 

Work Product Doctrine 

The work product doctrine is different from both the attorney- client privi-
lege and the duty of confidentiality. The attorney- client privilege and the duty 
of confidentiality relate to the information provided by the clients regardless 
of whether they involve potential litigation. The work product doctrine pro-
vides a limited protection for material prepared by the attorney ( or those 
working for the attorney) in anticipation of litigation or for trial, such as re-
search on theories of law, defenses that may be raised in the trial, trial strat-
egy for the order of presentations, or methods of impeaching the credibility 
of witnesses for the other side. ''The work product doctrine is narrower than 
the attorney-client privilege in that it protects only materials prepared 'in an-
ticipation of litigation,' Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(b) (3), whereas the attorney- client 
privilege protects confidential legal communications between an attorney and 
client regardless of whether they involve possible litigation." Electronic D ata 
Systems Corporation v. Steingraber Case 4:02 CV 225 USDC, E.D. Texas (2003). 

The work product doctrine is codified in the Federal Rules of C ivil 
Procedure Rule 26 (b)(3)(B) and in Rule 16(b)(2)(A) of the Federal Rules of 
Criminal Procedure. 

IN THE WORDS OF THE COURT ... 
Hickman v. Tayler, 329 U.S. 495 (1947) at page 511 

The U.S. Supreme Court recognized the work product doctrine and its importance 
• say1 ng: 

"Proper preparation of a client's case demands that he assemble informa
tion, sift what he considers to be the relevant from the irrelevant facts, prepare 
his legal theories and plan his strategy without undue and needless interference. 
That is the historical and the necessary way in which lawyers act within the 
framework of our system of jurisprudence to promote justice and to protect their 
clients' interest. 

This work is reflected, of course, in interviews, statements, memoranda, cor
respondence, briefs, mental impressions, personal beliefs, and countless other 
tangible and intangible ways- aptly though roughly termed by the Circuit Court 
of Appeals in this case as the "work product of the lawyer." Were such materials 
open to opposing counsel on mere demand, much of what is now put down in 
writing would remain unwritten. 

An attorney's thoughts, heretofore inviolate, would not be his own. 
Inefficiency, unfairness and sharp practices would inevitably develop in the giv
ing of legal advice and in the preparation of cases for trial. The effect on the legal 
profession would be demoralizing. And the interests of the clients and the cause 
of justice wou ld be poorly served . 

. . . where relevant and non-privileged facts remain hidden in an attorney's 
file and where production of those facts is essential to the preparation of one's 
case, discovery may be properly had." 
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ETHICAL Perspectives 

RHODE ISLAND RULES OF PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT 
RULE 1.6 CONFIDENTIALITY OF INFORMATION 

(a) A lawyer shall not reveal information relating to the representation of a cli
ent unless the client gives informed consent, except for disclosures that are 
impliedly authorized in order to carry out the representation, and except as 
stated in paragraph (b). 

(b) A lawyer may reveal such information to the extent the lawyer reasonably 
believes necessary: 

(1) to prevent the client from committing a criminal act that the lawyer 
believes is likely to result in imminent death or substantial bodily harm; 

(2) to establish a claim or defense on behalf of the lawyer in a controversy 
between the lawyer and the client, to establish a defense to a criminal 
charge or civil claim against the lawyer based upon conduct in which 
the client was involved, or to respond to al legations in any proceeding 
concerning the lawyer's representation of the client; 

(3) to secure legal advice about the lawyer's compliance with these 
Rules; or 

(4) to comply with other law or a court order. 

Source: http://www.courts. ri .gov/supreme/pdf-fi les/Ru I es_ Of _Professional_ Conduct. pdf 

Exceptions and Limitations to the Work Product Doctrine 

The work product doctrine has some exceptions. It does not cover docu-
ments prepared in the normal operation of the client's business, such as sales 
reports , data analysis, or summaries of business operations. 

The work product doctrine does not extend to documents in an attorney's 
possession that were prepared by a third party in the ordinary course of busi, 
ness and that would have been created in essentially similar form irrespec, 
tive of any litigation anticipated by counsel. In Re Grand Jury Subpoenas, 
318 F.3d 379 (2nd Cir 2002) at page 385. 

In other words, the client cannot obtain protection for internal business doc-
uments by giving them to the attorney (and thereby protect them from dis-
covery by the other side because they are in the possession of the attorney). 

Exception to the Third-Party Document Exception 

The courts have made an exception to the exception in which a lawyer is try-
ing to find out the other party's strategy by asking about documents already 
in his/her possession that would not be protected under the third--party ex-
ception. To protect the lawyer 's trial strategy, the court may impose a privi-
lege where it would not otherwise exist. 

... Where a request is made for documents already in the possession of re, 
questing party, with precise goal of warning what the opposing attorney's 
thinking or strategy may be, even third-party documents may be pro, 
tected. Id. page 385 

third-party documents 
Documents prepared by a third party 
in the ordinary course of business that 
would have been prepared in similar 
form even if there was no litigation. 
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LEARNING OBJECTIVE 3 
Describe the forms of 

discovery permitted under 
the Federal Rules of Civi I 

Procedure. 

deposition 
A form of discovery available to ask 
questions and obtain oral answers 
under oath from a witness or party to 
a lawsuit. Questions and answers are 
recorded stenographically. 

• 
perJury 
Deliberately making a false or mis
leading statement while under oath; is 
potentially subject to court sanction, 
including incarceration. 

interrogatories 
A form of discovery in which written 
questions are addressed to a party to 
a lawsuit requiring written answers 
made under oath. 

WEB RESOURCES 

Use the Internet to 
find any standard form 

interrogatories used in your 
jurisdiction. 

Internal Investigations and Evidentiary Privileges 

Businesses, and particularly corporations with publicly traded securities, are 
under state and federal law and regulation requirements to take a proactive 
approach to determine wrongdoing and identify violations of statutes and 
regulations. These investigations and ''audits'' create a body of documents. 
All, some, or none of these documents may be subject to evidentiary privi-
lege. Without the protection of the privilege, businesses would be hesitant to 
conduct audits for fear of prosecution. 

FORMS OF DISCOVERY 

There are five forms of discovery permitted under the Federal Rules of Civil 
Procedure: 

1. depositions; 
2. written interrogatories; 
3. production of documents or things or permission to enter upon land 

or property of another for inspection; 
4. physical and mental examinations; and 
5. requests for admissions. 

Depositions 

Depositions are questions asked of a witness or party to the lawsuit that are 
required to be answered under oath subject to penalties of perjury. Perjury 
is deliberately making a false or misleading statement while under oath. 
Perjurers are potentially subject to court sanction, including incarceration. 
The questions may be asked orally in person before a court reporter and 
stenographically recorded. In some cases, depositions may also be video-
taped and recorded in written form. 

Depositions are the only method of discovery that can be used to 
question witnesses identified by the opposing party as potential witnesses at 
trial. Because they provide an opportunity for each side to personally ques-
tion and assess the reliability of each party and witness that is expected to 
testify at trial, depositions are considered the most valuable part of the dis-
covery process. 

Interrogatories 

Interrogatories are written questions addressed to the opposing party 
in a lawsuit that must be answered in writing, under oath. Typically, the 
questions seek factual information, such as names, addresses, identifica-
tion of witnesses, and documents relevant to the lawsuit. As a way of ex-
pediting the discovery process and eliminating objections and lost court 
time hearing motions on discovery matters, many courts have issued or 
approved sets of standard form interrogatories for different areas of law 
that must be answered. Exhibit 11.1 shows a portion of the standard set 
of plaintiff's interrogatories addressed to defendant for use in a motor ve-
hicle case in the Court of Common Pleas of Philadelphia (a trial court). 
Exhibit 11.2 shows a portion of the interrogatories from the defendant to 
the plaintiff. 
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Exhibit 11.1 Court Interrogatories Order 

FIRST ~ITJDICIAL DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA 
IN THE COURT OF CO~ll\llON PLEAS OF PHILADELPHIA COlJNTY 

TRIAL DIVISION ADlVllNISTRATIVE DOCKET 
No. 2005-02 

In re: "-~tand111·,l Inter1·o!(lltories In Con1p1,lso1y Arbitr,,tion l'T1ises 
1\tlotor Vehicle LitibilitJ, 1in1l P1·e11iises Li1lhility Cases 

ORDER 

AND NOW, this 8th day of 1\pril , 2005 , upon consideration of 
the stated pu1-poses of' the Co,,ipulsory A rbit1·ation Progra111> which is desigi1ed to enable the 
Court and the litigru1ts to equitably, fairly, and expeditiously dispose of certai11 types of cases, 
see 42 Pa.C.S. § 7361, Pa.R.C.P. 1301 el .rseq., and Phi la.Ct\l' .R. * 1301 et seq., and upon 
re,,ie\\1 and consideration of Pa.R. C.P. 4005, which authorizes the Court to adopt, and limit, 
the nun1ber of standard interrogator1es as just1ce may require, it is hereby ORDERED, 
ADJUDGED, and DECREED that as to Motor Vehicle Liability and J.Jremi.~es Liabilil)J cases 
assigned to the L'ompulsor_y Arbit1·atiot1 P,·ogram: 

1) l 'he follo,ving ''Standard'' h1terrogatories are adopted b)' the Court: 
a) Plaintiff's Interrogatories Addressed to Defendant - ivlotor Vehicle Liability, Exhibit ('A'' 
b) Defendant,s Inte1,ogatories Addressed to Plaintiff- ~1fotor Vehicle Liability, Exhibit ''B'' 
c) Plainti.ff s Interrogatorjes Addressed to Defendant - Premises Liability, Exhibit ' 'C'' 
d) Defendant,s Interrogatories Addressed to Plaintiff - Premises Liability, Exh ibit ''D." 

2) The follo,ving Requests for Procluction of Documents are adopted by the Co11rt: 
a) Plaintiff's Request tor Production of Doc1.1me11ts, Exl11bit ''E'' and 
b) Defendant's Request for Prodl1ction of Docu1nents, Exhibit '<F." 

3) Objections. 'l'he Col1rt will not entertain objections to the standard interrogatories or 
docu1nent reqL1ests. Parties \\1ho ser>v'C objections may be subject to appropriate sanctions, 
inclt1ding i1nposition of counsel fees. 

4) Service of Standard Interrogatories and Reqt1ests for Production of Documents. 

At any time after the filing of an Ans\\1er to the Complaint, a party may request any other 
party to ans""·er standard interrogatories and/or respond to standard document request by 
serv1ng on al l other parties a Notice to A11s,,rer or Respor1d To Standard \Vritten 
Discove~', st1bstantially in tl1e form attached l1ereto as Exhibit ('G''. Ans,\rers and responses 
shall be prov·ided to all parties \vitl1in tl1ir~, days of the se1-vice of the otice, but shall not be 
filed \\,ith the Court or Prothonotary unless rele,rant to a motion or other preu·ial proceedu1g, 
ordered by tl1e court or required by statute. Once the I otice is served 011 any party, all other 
parties, including the parties serving the Notice, shall a11Swer the standard interrogatories 
applicable to them \\1ithir1 thirt)r days of the service of the original Notice. Only the standard 
interrogatories and document requests approved herein shall be served and ans,;\lered by tl1e 
parties, except as provided in paragraph (6) hereunder. 

Source: First Judicial District of Pennsylvania. 
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Exhibit 11.2 Defendant's Interrogatories Addressed to Plaintiff 

FIRST JlJDICIAL DISTRICT OF PENNSYL , ., ANIA 
IN THE COUllT OF C01V11\10N J>LEAS OF l1HILADELJ>HIA 

CIVIL "fIUAL DIVISION 
PLAINTIFF(S) 

Comp ulsor)' Arbitr~ttion Progr,tm 

v. COURT TERM: 

NO. 
l)EFENDANT(S) 

Defendant's Interrogatories Addressed to Plaintiff(s) 
Jlfoto,· Veliic:le Liability C,,~·e~· 

Defenda.nt(s) hereby n1ake demand that the Plaintifi{s) ansv1ler the following 
Ii1terrogatories pursuant to the Pem1sylvania Rules of' Civil P1·ocedt1re 4001 et seq. These 
lJ.1terrogatories 1nust be ans\\'e1·ed as pro,,ided in Pa. R.C.P. 4006 and tl1e Ans,;vers must be 
ser,,ed <)n c1ll other p,uiies \¥ithin thiti)' (30) tlays afte1· the Inte1·rogatories are deemed sen.··ed. 

These T11tc1Togatorics arc dcc111cd to be continuir1g as to rcqui1·c tl1c filing of' 
Supplcme11tal A11s,vers pr<)1nptly in the c,,ent Plaintiff(s) <.)t· their rcpresc11tativ1es (including 
co11nsel) lea111 additional facts not set fortl, i11 its original Ans,vers or discover that i11fo11nation 
provided in the Ans\vers is e1·roneous. S11ch Supplemental Ans\vers may be filed fro111 time to 
time, b11t not later than thirty (30) days after such further infor1nation is rec.ei,,ed, pursuant to Pa. 
R.C.P. 4007.4. 

These Inte11·ogal<Jries w:e addressetl to Plainti1T(s) as a p,u1.y to this ,tction; Pl,tinti!l"s(s ') 
a11s\vcrs sl1all be based L1po11 in lonnation knov .... 11 lo Plain ti ff(s) or in tl1c possession, CL1stody or 
co11trol or Plainti ff(s), their atton1cy or <.)tl1cr rcprcscntati ,,c acti11g 011 Plainti t~rs(s') bchal f' 
,vl1ether in pre11aratiot1 for litigation t)r othet·vvise. ·1,l1ese Interrogatories must he ans\v·ered 
completely a11d specifically by Plaintiff(s) in v,rriti11g a11d 111ust be , rerified . 'J'he fact tl1at 
investigation is continuing or that discov·ery is not cotnplete shall not be t1sed as an exc11se for 
failure to a.ns,ver eac.h i11ter1·ogatory as completely as possible. The omission of' any nan1e, fact, 
or otl1er item of' i1rlo1·1nation from the .AJ:1s'\\>'ers shall be d.ee1ned a representatio11 that such 11ame, 
fact, or other item ,vas n<Jt ki10\.\'Il to Plaintiil{s), their cow1sel~ or other 1·epresentatives ,tt the 
ti1nc of service of the anS\\rers. 11' anolher motor \.1el1iclc ,vas not involved i11 lhe alleged accident~ 
thcrl interpret any questio11s to inclL1de a 11on-motor ,,chicle (e.g. pedestrian, bicycle, etc.). 

BACKGROUND 

1. Please ide11tify if'yoll are an indi,,idual, corporation or partnership: 

(a) If' an indi vidL1al: 

( 1) ±till n,m1e (n1aiden name, it' ,tpplic,tble) 

(3) date of birth 

( 4) Social Securit;r Nwnber 

Source: Philadelphia Courts. 
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Production of Documents or Things 

Production of documents or things makes available for discovery documents 
and other physical objects, like defective products, relevant to the lawsuit. 
The process of production of documents is a written request addressed to 
a party to the litigation. The party must respond in writing to each request. 
The response may also include a paper (hard copy) or electronic copy of the 
documents or the items requested. Examples include medical records of an 
injured plaintiff, a copy of a liability insurance policy, a police accident re-
port, an e--mail, or an employee personnel file. 

Where the ''thing'' is not capable of delivery, such as a building, tractor-
trailer/stone truck combination, or other large object, this discovery tool 
includes the right of entry onto the land of another for purposes of inspec-
tion. This discovery tool may also be used in cases where the volume of 
documentary evidence or electronic records is too large for practical delivery, 
such as a warehouse with thousands of cartons of paper files. 

Example 
The parties dispute the condition of goods shipped by the plaintiff to the de-
fendant. Defendant holds those goods at his warehouse. Copies of the docu-
ments associated with the manufacture, shipment, and storage of the goods 
would be appropriate to request through production. Additionally, entry to 
the defendant's warehouse to inspect the storage conditions in the warehouse 
and the condition of the goods would be permissible under the rules. 

Physical and Mental Examinations 

Physical and mental examinations of the parties to the lawsuit are permitted 
where the physical or mental condition of one of the parties is an element of 
the cause of action. In a personal injury action, the physical injuries suffered 
and the damages that result from those injuries are elements of the cause of 
action for negligence. Thus, the defense team may obtain a physical examina-
tion of the plaintiff from a doctor of its choosing. In a guardianship proceed-
ing, the plaintiff seeks to be appointed guardian over someone who lacks 
mental capacity to handle financial and other matters. The cause of action is 
dependent on the mental state of the individual. Therefore, a mental exami-
nation would be appropriate. 

Requests for Admission 

Requests for admission are written requests issued by one party to the lawsuit 
to the other asking that certain facts or legal issues be admitted as true. Properly 
used, requests for admission can narrow the focus of trial and streamline the tes-
timony. Some facts are generally not in controversy, such as names, addresses, 
and other personal information. Locations of accidents, time of day, and re-
lated facts may also be admitted without calling witnesses. Who was speed-
ing, not observant, or otherwise negligent are facts rarely admitted because they 
represent an admission of liability. However , if liability is admitted, the only 
issue left is damages. Where the damages are minimal, parties may admit to 
the facts of liability to avoid the time and cost of trial to obtain a finding of fact 
of something obvious. The remaining issue, determining the monetary value of 
the injuries or damages sustained, may be agreed upon between the parties or 
determined by the trier of fact in very short order at little expense. 

productio n of documents 
o r things 
A form of discovery in which written 
requests for documents and things to 
be made available for inspection are 
sent to the opposing party. A written 
response made under oath is required. 

physical and mental 
examinations 
A form of discovery that permits the 
physical or mental examination of 
a party by a qualified expert of the 
opposing party's choosing when 
the physical or mental condition of the 
party is at issue in the lawsuit. 

request fo r admissio n 
A form of discovery in which written 
requests are made to the opposing 
party, asking him to admit the truth of 
certain facts or liabil ity. 
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LEARNING OBJECTIVE 4 
Explain the sequence and 

timing of discovery under 

the mandatory disclosure 

rules in Federal Court. 

entry of appearance 
An attorney for one of the litigants files 
papers officially identifying himself 
as representing the client before the 
court. 

Example 

If the defendant admits as true his liability for the auto accident, then that 
issue is no longer in dispute. No evidence as to the cause of the accident will 
be required at trial. The trial will then be limited to determining damages 
only, allowing for a more focused and streamlined case. 

SEQUENCE OF DISCOVERY 

There is no predetermined method or order in which the five discovery 
methods should be used. From a strategic standpoint, practitioners may have 
determined a preferred order, such as obtaining written answers to interroga-
tories before taking oral depositions. Either party may conduct its discovery 
at any time. The rules contemplate that the discovery of the plaintiff and the 
defendant should occur simultaneously. In many cases, counsel will schedule 
and take depositions of parties on the same day and in the same location, 
utilizing the same stenographic service or videotape operators, to save time 
and costs. 

Under the federal rules of court, discovery may not begin until the law-
yers for the parties have conferred and developed a proposed discovery plan, 
as required in Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(f), (Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(d)). 

Discovery Timing 

Certain events must take place before discovery may begin. For example, dis-
covery cannot begin until attorneys for the litigants have discussed the case, 
including the discovery issues. In federal court cases, this meet and confer step 
must occur before the required scheduling conference with the assigned judge. 

(f) Conference of the Parties; Planning for Discovery 

(1) Conference Timing. Except in a proceeding exempted from initial disclo-
Sl1re under Rule 26(a)(l)(B) or when the court orders otherwise, the parties 
must confer as soon as practicable and in any event at least 21 days before 
a scheduling conference is to be held or a scheduling order is dl1e under Rule 
16(b). Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(£) 

The scheduling conference occurs within sixty days after the entry of 
appearance by the attorney who will represent the defendant (or 90 days 
after the defendant is served with the complaint). 

Fed. R. Civ. P. 16. Pretrial Conferences; Scheduling; Management 

(2) Time to Issue. The judge must issue the scheduling order as soon as prac-
ticable, but unless the judge finds good cause for delay, the judge must issue 
it within the earlier of 90 days after any defendant has been served with the 
complaint or 60 days after any defendant has appeared. 

The meet and confer must occur at least 21 days before the scheduling con-
ference with the judge. Following the meet and confer between opposing 
attorneys, a written statement memorializing the items discussed must be 
submitted to the court within 14 days. It is this statement that the judge will 
review and rely on in discussing the issues at the scheduling conference. 

The required meet and confer is between the attorneys without a judge. 
It affords the opposing attorneys the opportunity to amicably agree to 
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and propose to the judge a schedule to manage the discovery phase of the 
litigation. This process of discussing and planning discovery is particularly 
important in complex litigation and in those cases involving large amounts of 
electronically stored information. The goal of the conference between coun-
sel is to discuss the nature of the claims and the likelihood of settlement, 
arrange for mandatory disclosure under Rule 26(a), and develop a discovery 
plan in the event one is necessary. 

The meet and confer of the attorneys is linked in time and responsibility 
to the Rule 16(b) scheduling conference with the judge. Under the federal 
rules, a judge is assigned to the case from the time of filing the complaint. 
The judge will usually take an active role in setting a timeline for discovery 
and trial. The attorneys have an opportunity to participate in that process 
by issuing the report of their meet and confer conference and participating 
in the scheduling conference with the judge. The judge will usually give great 
deference to the recommendations of the attorneys in scheduling deadlines 
for discovery. 

Rule 26(a) Disclosure Requirements 

Rule 26(a) makes mandatory the initial disclosure of certain information that 
for years was available only after a formal written discovery request was is-
sued. For many cases, no action was taken on a file until one side moved the 
case forward with a formal discovery request. Under current rules, everything 
the legal team intends to rely upon to prove its claims must be disclosed early 
in the litigation. Insufficient time to investigate the claim is not a valid excuse 
for failure to comply. The benefits of mandatory disclosure are twofold: 

1. It provides for the early evaluation and settlement of claims; and 
2. it reduces the amount, nature, and time necessary to conduct formal 

discovery. 

From a practical standpoint, the plaintiff's legal team must be prepared 
for initial disclosure at or shortly after filing the complaint. 

The federal rules set a minimum timeframe for this initial disclosure to 
occur at the meet and confer but no later than 14 days thereafter. Although 
the attorneys have authority to agree to extend that time, the judge at the 
scheduling conference may encourage them to conclude the disclosure at a 
faster pace. 

Thus, the plaintiff's thorough investigation of the case, including obtain-
ing a report of any expert witness, must be complete before filing suit. For 
the defense team, the time to investigate and comply is very short. There is 
no time for procrastination in investigating and establishing the grounds to 
defend the claims. 

Information Subject to Mandatory Disclosure 

Almost anything relied upon in developing the claim, regardless of whether it 
is admissible at trial, must be disclosed. This disclosure includes the identity 
of witnesses, copies of documents, a computation of damages, and a copy 
of any insurance policy that may be used to satisfy a judgment obtained in 
the litigation. 

Prior to the adoption of Rule 26(a) mandatory initial disclosure, informa-
tion used to compute damages represented the plaintiff attorney's thought 
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expert wi tness 
A person qualified by education, train
ing, or experience to render an opin
ion based on a set of facts that are 
outside the scope of knowledge of the 
fact finder. 

LEARNING OBJECTIVE 5 
Describe the court methods 
for ensuring compliance 
with discovery rules. 

process and was not released as part of discovery under the work product 
doctrine. Under the current rule, however, the attorney's value on the case is 
made known within months of the complaint being filed. 

From the defense standpoint, the disclosure of insurance coverage, which 
is not admissible at trial, is significant. A key element in settling most cases is 
the existence of and limitations on insurance coverage. With both the plain-
tiff's calculation of damages and the defendant's ability to pay based upon 
disclosure of insurance coverage known within months of filing the lawsuit, 
the chances for fruitful settlement discussions are enhanced. 

Experts and Witnesses 
Expert witnesses expected to be called at trial must also be identified. A copy 
of the expert's qualifications as an expert (including a list of publications for 
which the witness has written from the preceding 10 years, a statement of 
compensation, and a list of other cases in which the witness has testified) 
must also be provided under the disclosure rule. The most critical element to 
be shared is the written report of the expert's opinion. The report represents 
what the expert is expected to say at trial. The written report must include 
the opinion of the expert and the basis of that opinion, including the infor-
mation relied upon and any assumptions made. The disclosure of the expert 
and his report must be made at least 90 days prior to trial. Some courts re-
quire the disclosure of the expert at the time of the initial disclosure or within 
30 days of receipt of the expert's report. Many lawsuits become a battle of 
the experts. The early disclosure of the expert and his opinion often leads to 
early resolution of the case. 

COMPLIANCE AND COURT INTERVENTION 

From the perspective of the bench, the attorneys should be able to complete 
the initial disclosure and discovery without the court's assistance. Often, that 
is not the case. Whatever the reason, the legal team's response to discovery 
requests can be delayed or, worse, forgotten. No matter which side of the 
discovery request you are on, the issuer's or the responder's, the legal team 
must have a system in place to comply with discovery deadlines; that means 
establishing an internal calendaring system, observing the deadlines the team 
creates for itself, and obtaining client cooperation. There will be times when 
it is not possible to comply, and the paralegal then needs to know the steps 
to take to obtain an extension of time to comply. Alternatively, the paralegal 
must also know the manner in which to use court intervention to have the 
opposing party come into compliance. 

Most judges disfavor judicial involvement in the discovery process. The 
mindset of the bench is that counsel should anticipate and resolve discovery 
problems through the planning tools available under the Rules, including the 
Rule 26(£) meet and confer, the Rule 16(b) scheduling conference with the 
judge, and the scheduling order that the conference produces. 

Seeking Compliance as the Issuer of Discovery Requests 
The response date for the discovery requests can be the time limit set forth 
in the rules (typically 30 days), or it can be based on an enlargement of time 
agreed to and incorporated into the scheduling order. When the deadline has 
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passed and no response is received, the paralegal should, as a matter of profes-
sional courtesy, contact the opposing counsel's office. The goal of this initial 
contact is to determine the cause of the delay and to determine a date when 
the responses will be completed. T ypically, the attorneys will agree to an ex-
tension, which should be memorialized with a stipulation filed with the court. 

If opposing counsel fails to respond, a follow--up telephone call or letter 
may be appropriate to encourage compliance. When amicable attempts at en-
couraging compliance fail, the legal team must seek the assistance of the court 
via a motion to compel. From a practical standpoint, the motion will result 
in an order compelling the party to respond to the discovery request within a 
certain time period (usually 20 days from the date of the order) and instruct-
ing that party to pay the attorney's fees and costs associated with the motion. 
If the responses are not provided in accordance with the court--ordered dead-
line, a motion for sanctions can be filed to seek the court's intervention. As 
the non--responding party has violated a court order, sanctions for contempt 
are applied. T ypical sanctions can include a prohibition from introducing 
evidence, a dismissal of claims, and an award of attorney's fees. 

Seeking Compliance as the Recipient of Discovery Requests 

The litigation paralegal will have primary responsibility for preparation of re-
sponses within the specified time frame. Developing a procedure that ensures 
client participation and cooperation in the preparation of responses is crucial 
to the success of the paralegal assisting with discovery. U pon receipt of the 
discovery request, two working copies should be made. One copy should be 
sent to the client with a letter of instruction describing the document and the 
time limitation the legal team and client are working under. The client should 
be asked to answer the questions and gather documents to the best of his 
ability. A caution is in order with regard to electronically stored information: 
Certainly, by the time discovery requests have been issued, a litigation hold 
will be in place, preventing the tampering and/or destruction of electronically 
stored information. How that information is gathered, sorted, and provided 
in response to a discovery request may be best handled by an information 
technologist to avoid a potential spoliation claim. 

A firm date is set for a meeting to review responses and documents with the 
client. The date must allow sufficient time to review and complete the process 
in the time allotted. Before meeting with the client, the legal team should be sure 
to review the file and the documents in the firm's possession and prepare re-
sponses based on that information. The meeting with the client should serve two 
purposes: (1) to determine whether the file is complete and (2) to prepare final 
answers to the discovery requests. After preparing the formal response, the at-
torney should review the responses and make any changes. As most discovery 
is answered under oath, one more meeting with the client to review and sign the 
final responses will be required before they are sent to the opposing counsel. 

In some instances, the information or documents sought through discov-
ery may be inappropriate. Questions that ask for attorney notes would be 
protected under the work product doctrine. The paralegal must be prepared 
to respond to the interrogatory or other request with an objection to the 
question or request and must be able to set forth the specific grounds for 
that objection. When submitting the response, a motion for protective order 
should be filed with the court to determine whether the request should be 
answered or an order protecting the material from discovery is appropriate. 

motion to compel 
Motion seeking the opposing party's 
cooperation and compliance in re
sponding to discovery requests. 

motion for sanctions 
Where an order compell ing a party to 
cooperate is not complied with, the 
next step is to request that the court 
impose a penalty against the non
compliant party. 

motion for protective order 
Motion that asks the court to deter
mine whether certain information 
must be disclosed in discovery. 
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CONCEPT REVIEW AND REINFORCEMENT 

discovery 282 

relevant evidence 284 

privilege 284 

claim of privilege 285 

common interest 
privilege 285 

duty of confidentiality 286 

work product doctrine 286 

third--party document 287 

depositions 288 

perjury 288 

interrogatories 288 

production of documents or 
things 291 

physical and mental 
examinations 291 

request for admission 291 

entry of appearance 292 

expert witness 294 

motion to compel 295 

motion for sanctions 295 

motion for protective 
order 295 

INTRODUCTION TO DISCOVERY 

Introduction to Discovery 

Purpose of Discovery 

Rules of Court and Rules 
of Evidence 

Forms of Discovery 

Sequence of Discovery 

Discovery is a step in the litigation process where the plaintiff and 
defendant share information relevant to their dispute. The discovery 
process can be a time--consuming and sometimes frustrating phase in 
litigation. Successful discovery requires an organized approach and 
familiarity with the rules of court that apply to discovery. 

Discovery may be used for case evaluation, to aid in potential settle-
ment, to prepare for trial, and to preserve oral testimony of witnesses 
who may not be able to attend trial. 

The rules of court and the rules of evidence provide a level playing field 
for conducting a trial. 

There are five forms of discovery under the federal rules: 
1. depositions; 
2. written interrogatories; 
3. production of documents or things or permission to enter onto the 

land or property of another for inspection; 
4. physical and mental examinations; and 
5. request for admissions. 

There is no predetermined order in which the five discovery tools must 
be used. Preference, strategy, and convenience will influence which tools 
are used and when. However, discovery may not begin until a schedul-
ing conference is held and the materials subject to mandatory disclosure 
are exchanged. 
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Compliance and Court 
Intervention 

Discovery should be a cooperative effort. When counsel fails to deliver 
requested items, opposing counsel may file a motion to compel and seek 
court intervention. 

If the court order is not obeyed, a motion for sanctions may be 
filed, seeking a punishment for the contempt of the court's order. 

The legal team must develop a discovery plan that ensures client 
participation and timely responses. 

REVIEW QUESTIONS AND EXERCISES 

1. Define discovery and describe the purposes of 
discovery. 

2. What is the scope of discovery? 
3. How is discoverable information different from 

admissible information? 
4. Who may claim that communication is pro-

tected by privilege? Who may waive privilege? 
5. Describe exceptions and limitations to 

privilege. 

BUILDING YOUR PARALEGAL SKILLS 

INTERNET AND TECHNOLOGY EXERCISES 

1. Use the Internet or a library to find copies of 
the most current version of the Federal Rules of 
Civil Procedure, Rules 16, 26, 33, 34, 37, and 45. 

CIVIL LITIGATION VIDEO CASE STUDIES 

Confidentiality Issue: Need-to-Know Circle 

Two paralegals meet in the 
law office coffee room and 
discuss a case on which only 
one of them is working. 

6. Describe the types of discovery. 
7. What time constraints are imposed on the dis-

covery process? 
8. What is mandatory initial disclosure? How has it 

changed civil litigation in federal court? 
9. Describe how you would gain compliance in 

responding to a discovery request. 

After viewing the video at www.pearson.com/ 
goldman-civil-litigation, answer the following 

• questions. 
1. Can all the facts about a client or case be 

discussed with anyone in the law firm, or is 
doing so a breach of the ethical obligation of 
confidentiality? 

2. Do conversations about the facts or confidential 
information breach the attorney- client privi-
lege or the ethical obligation of confidentiality? 
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CHAPTER OPENING SCENARIO CASE STUDY 

Use the Opening Scenario for this chapter to an-
swer the following questions. 

1. As defense counsel, draw up a document dis-
covery agreement for plaintiff's counsel. Is the 

COMPREHENSIVE CASE STUDY 

language the same for both plaintiff and defen-
dant? Explain. 

2. Prepare a list of mandatory disclosure materials 
to be delivered electronically to the opponent. 

SCHOOL BUS-TRUCK ACCIDENT CASE 
Review the assigned case study in Appendix 2. 
Prepare a form (template) Motion to Compel and a 
Motion for Sanctions for use in a future case. 

L--'"".':':i.. .,,_--, 

BUILDING YOUR PROFESSIONAL PORTFOLIO AND REFERENCE MANUAL JIU /JJI 

CIVIL LITIGATION TEAM AT WORK 
See page 18 for instructions on Building Your 
Professional Portfolio. 

Forms 

1. Draft a form letter to send to the opposing 
party, who has failed to respond to discovery in 
a timely fashion. 

2. Prepare a form (template) Motion to Compel 
and a Motion for Sanctions for use in a future 
case. 

VIRTUAL LAW OFFICE EXPERIENCE 

3. Obtain standard form interrogatories for civil 
cases for your local court. 

Procedures 

Mandatory disclosure rules for your jurisdiction. 

Discovery 

A phase of the litigation process in which the plain-
tiff and defendant share information relevant to the 
lawsuit. 

SCHOOL BUS-TRUCK ACCIDENT-PLAINTIFF 

To: Paralegal Intern 
From: Roy Saunders 
Case Name: School Bus-Truck Accident 
Re: Case timeline - Tracking deadlines/Report to court regarding the meet and confer 

The complaint was filed in the local federal court, and opposing counsel signed and returned the notice and 
waiver of service three weeks ago today. Based on that date, prepare a case timeline with deadlines to follow 
in federal court. Be sure to include: 

1. date the answer or responsive pleading is due; 
2. date of the scheduling conference with the judge 
3. a follow--up checklist; and 
4. any necessary litigation hold letters. 
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES 

After studying this chapter, you should be able to: 

1. Define electronic discovery; explain how 
technology has changed the discovery process. 

2. Describe the different electronic document 
formats and the reasons for using them in 
litigation. 

3. Describe the electronic discovery process. 

4. Explain how the courts have implemented the 
federal rules on electronic discovery. 
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5. Explain how predictive coding technology can 
ease the burden of electronic discovery. 

6. Understand the ethical issues and the 
procedures in protecting confidential or 
privileged information. 

7. Explain the effect of inadvertent disclosure of 
confidential information. 
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OPENING SCENARIO 

The discussion in the firm meeting turned to the continuing legal education course on electronic 
discovery that the partners had attended. The paralegal in the suburban office mentioned in the conference 
call that clients were asking for advice on document retention policies for their businesses. The attorneys 
were concerned that they did not have a good handle on what advice to give to clients. They suggested 
having another firm meeting to discuss individual clients in their respective situations and any pending or 
active litigation. The initial feeling was that it was not wise to generally tell clients they could destroy all 
documents that exceeded a certain age, including electronic records. 

Someone mentioned she wasn't sure that the rules were absolute and that there might be situations 
in which sanctions might be imposed for destroying documents if the clients knew that litigation was 
more than just probable. The partner with the prosecution background indicated that the whole area 
of electronic discovery was evolving and that rules were still in an evolutionary phase as more cases 
were brought before judges for ruling. Certainly, they did not want to get into a situation of advising 
destruction of records if the client knew or should have known of a potential suit. The paralegals asked 
for guidance, as they were handling these matters while acting as litigation support. Some suggested that 
the current rules seemed to follow the thinking and logic in the Zubulake and Pension Committee cases 
and that everyone should read the opinions in those cases and be prepared to discuss them at the next 
firm teleconference. 

OPENING SCENARIO LEARNING OBJECTIVE 

Describe the impact of improperly advising clients on e~discovery policies and procedure. 

VIDEO INTRODUCTION 

Issues in Electronic Discovery 

After watching the video at www.pearson.com/goldman~civil~litigation, answer the 
vfollowing questions: 
1. How have computers changed the way that discovery is conducted? 
2. What is the duty to preserve documents? 

301 
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LEARNING OBJECTIVE 1 
Define electronic discovery; 
explain how technology 
has changed the discovery 
process. 

INTRODUCTION TO ELECTRONIC DISCOVERY 

Computer usage in the law office has created a number of changes in the 
practice of law and in litigation. The practice of law has long been based on 
tradition, with change coming slowly and only as needed. Computers have, 
to some in the profession, ''burst'' upon the scene. Suddenly, everyone is 
using word processing, sending e~mails, converting to paperless offices, and 
being required to file documents electronically. For many practitioners, 
recognizing and accepting the role of electronic documents has been a slow 
and reluctant process. Many lawyers who did not grow up in the computer 
age have resisted the change to electronic documentation and its impact on 
their practice of law and how they handle and try cases in court. It may 
seem to some that the changes have happened overnight. In reality, they 
have evolved, but admittedly at an increasing pace and over a relatively 
short period of time. A few major cases have forced the profession to ac~ 
knowledge that electronic copies have replaced hard copies and that the 
procedures, policies, and methods have changed. To maintain the orderly 
administration of justice and case management, the courts also have had to 
face the issue of electronic discovery. 

The federal rules now in place are a response to the change, from 
paper~based to electronic systems, in the way that people, businesses, gov~ 
ernment, and organizations communicate. For hundreds of years of legal 
practice, the traditional source of documentation in legal cases was in the 
form of paper documents. Documents were written by hand, then with 
typewriters, and later with word processors, fax machines, and other me~ 
chanical reproduction machines like blueprint machines. In a relatively 
short period of time, the computer and other computerized devices have 
enabled the electronic creation of documents that formerly were created 
only in paper form. Documents that were once printed and placed in file 
folders and filing cabinets are now created and saved in electronic files and 
folders. Documents that were sent in paper form are now sent electroni~ 
cally, in some cases to hundreds of recipients without a paper copy ever 
being printed. 

DISCOVERY IN THE TECHNOLOGICAL AGE 

In the paper~based world, a single copy of a document might have been 
the only copy; at most, a document existed in duplicate or triplicate. 
These documents would be obtained via interrogatories that sought the 
identification and physical location of relevant documents. A request to 
produce those identified documents would result in reproduced photo~ 
copies of the paper documents. Before delivering requested documents, 
lawyers, paralegals, and law clerks routinely scanned every document to 
find and remove or redact anything considered confidential, privileged, 
or work product. 

In the electronic world, a single keystroke may result in the creation of tens 
or hundreds of copies of a single document. Along with the ease of creation and 
distribution of documents comes the ability to delete, with a keystroke, a single 
copy or an entire backup system file of all the copies distributed in a company. 
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Obtaining, retaining, preserving, and restoring electronic documents is a 
new and constantly evolving area that the legal team must address, whether 
representing a plaintiff, a defendant, or just a client asking for advice on es-
tablishing a retention policy for electronically stored documents. The iden ... 
tification and production of documents created electronically remain much 
the same as in the traditional, paper ... based world. The difference is the mag ... 
nitude of the task of individually reviewing limitless numbers of documents 
that exist in electronic format. 

In a suit by shareholders, T yco International Ltd. provided 80 million 
e ... mails, spreadsheets, and other documents as part of discovery where plain ... 
tiffs were looking for evidence of fraud that caused the stock price to drop. 

E-Discovery under the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure 
Before the adoption of rev isions to the federal rules, the opinions writ-
ten in the Zubulake case, discussed throughout the chapter, raised many 
of the issues surrounding the emergence of e ... discovery: duty to pre ... 
serve evidence, duty to produce, cost of production, and the need for 
early awareness in the case of potential e ... discovery issues. The Federal 
Rules of Civil Procedure (Fed. R. Civ. P.) effective December 2006 and 
restated December 2007 addressed many of these issues, as indicated by 
the comments of the Advisory Committee on Civil Rules of the Judicial 
Conference Committee on Rules of Practice and Procedure, as shown in 
Exhibit 12.1. Additional issues related to electronic discovery have re ... 
sulted in additional amendments to address concerns about the ris ing cost 
of litigation associate with expansive discovery requests and the need to 
respond to the loss of electronically stored information that might be of 
value or essential to the outcome of cases. Rule 26 added a proportional-
ity requirement that limits discovery requests 

Exhibit 12.1 Comments by the Advisory Committee on Civil Rules 
of the Judicial Conference Committee on Ru les 
of Practice and Procedure 

MENU SEARCH 

Pending Rules and Forms Amendments 

Any change to the federal rules must be designed to promote simplicity in procedure, faimess in 
administration, the just determination of litigation, and the elimination of unjustifiable expense and delay. 

An amendment to a federal rule usually takes about three years. As described in more detail at 
overview for the Bench, Bar and Public, a proposed rule change is generalfy considered by an advisory 
committee and published for comment, then considered by the Committee on Rules of Practice and 

Procedure (the "Standing Committee"), the Judicial Conference, the Supreme Court, and Congress. 

Amendments to appellate and civil forms follow the same three-year process as rules. Amendments to 
Official Bankruptcy Forms, which do not require consideration by the Supreme Court or Congress, 
generally follow a shorter two~year process. 

Source: http://www.uscourts.gov/rules-policies/pending-rules-and-forms-amendments 

WEB RESOURCES 

For additional 
-i.. I • d. . f e- 1scovery 1n orma-

tion, sample forms, and case 
I ists, go to the Krol I Ontrack 
website at www.krollontrack 
.com/legal resources/. 
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e-discovery 
Discovery of documents created, 
disseminated, and stored via 
electronic means. 

WEB RESOURCES 

Learn more about the 
e-discovery process 

at thee-discovery road map on 
the LAW.COM website at 
http://www. law .com/jsp/ 
legaltechnology/eDiscovery 
Roadmap.jsp. 

(b) DISCOVERY SCOPE AND LIMITS . 

. . . and proportional to the needs of the case, considering the importance of 
the issues at stake in the action, the amount in controversy, the parties' rela-
tive access to relevant information, the parties' resources, the importance of 
the discovery in resolving the issues, and whether the burden or expense of 
the proposed discovery outweighs its likely benefit. 

The ease of creating electronic documentation also allows it to be deleted or 
lost. The obligation to preserve evidence potentially required in litigation is 
part of the common law. The obligation to preserve electronically stored in-
formation does not have a long history. Recent amendments to the rules at-
tempt to provide guidance on the application of sanctions for spoliation (loss 
of evidence). 

Rule 37. Failure to Make Disclosures or to Cooperate in Discovery; 
Sanctions 

(e) FAILURE TO PRESERVE ELECTRONICALLY STORED INFORMATION. 

If electronically stored information that should have been preserved in the 
anticipation or conduct of litigation is lost because a party failed to take 
reasonable steps to preserve it, and it cannot be restored o r replaced through 
additional discovery, the court: 

(1) upon finding prejudice to another party from loss of the information, 
may order measures no greater than necessary to cure the prejudice; or 

(2) only upon finding that the party acted with the intent to deprive 
another party of the information's use in the litigation may: 
(A) presume that the lost information was unfavorable to the party; 
(B) instruct the jl1ry that it may or must presume the information was 

unfavorable to the party; or 
(C) dismiss the action or enter a default judgment. 

Changes in Traditional Discovery 

E-discovery is the term used to describe discovery of ESI (Electronically 
Stored Information), that is, documents created, disseminated, and stored 
via electronic means. Until adoption of the federal rules on electronic 
discovery, lawyers and the courts relied on the traditional Request for 
Production of Documents used to obtain paper copies to obtain electronic 
documentation. From a practical standpoint, a request to produce all 
copies of a document that may exist in electronic format could be prob-
lematic. The new rules address three specific concerns: (1) preserving 
electronic materials, (2) producing electronic materials, and (3) destroying 
electronic materials. 

Lawyers and paralegals are concerned about both their responsibilities 
and how to advise clients of the impact of the rules on business practices, 
such as policies for electronic data retention. This concern extends not just 
to complex cases, but also to small--scale litigation, which represents the ma-
jority of litigation cases, and to any client who creates and maintains docu-
ments electronically. For example, in a typical construction case, blueprints 
and construction documents are now in the form of electronic files created 
with computer graphics programs and sent electronically to architects, build-
ers, subcontractors, suppliers, and clients. When written documentation in 
the form of e--mails and other word processing documents is added, the num-
ber and location of individual documents needed in the litigation process 
may number in the thousands or more. How do the client and the legal team 
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know how long to keep these documents? How do they review documents in 
response to a request for production? Who bears the cost of retrieval? 

Ethical Issues in Document Delivery 

Federal rules and case law provide sanctions for failing to properly deliver docu-
ments under a discovery request. The sanction ordered or imposed by the court 
may be as slight as an extension of the date for trial or as extreme as a jury in-
struction that the inference to be drawn from the failure to produce is that the 
information was not favorable to the side failing to deliver the information or, 
even worse, a charge of contempt or criminal charges for destruction of evidence. 

Under appropriate rules of ethics, the legal team has a duty to protect the 
documents and comply with the discovery request in compliance with court 
discovery orders. A major issue is the clients' handling of the documents 
before they are produced to the legal team. Clients must be advised to pre-
serve evidence and not destroy it if litigation is pending. What about before 
litigation is pending? There may be legitimate reasons to purge files and to 
strip metadata from electronic files. However, removing or changing meta-
data can lead to court--ordered sanctions. On the other hand, if there is a le-
gitimate reason, and a company has a standing policy on document retention 
and destruction, it is unlikely any sanction will occur. As soon as notice of 
impending litigation is given, clients must be advised to cease all scrubbing of 
metadata and suspend the destruction or erasing of applicable electronic files. 
Nevertheless, there are no hard--and--fast rules on preservation and retention; 
each case must be reviewed on its own unique facts. 

Preserving Electronic Materials 

At what point should an individual or business save materials about a par-
ticular matter? This distinctive issue arises out of the concern over destruc-
tion of electronic materials with a single keystroke, whether intentionally or 
inadvertently. A company that is concerned about a potential lawsuit could 
easily destroy evidence contained in electronic files. The amendments to the 
rules seem to suggest that once a client has a reasonable belief that litigation 
may arise from a dispute, a duty to preserve all documents related to that 
dispute also arises. Note that the requirement is not that a lawsuit has been 
filed or a complaint served; it is a reasonable belief that litigation may arise. 
An emerging thread of cases suggests that there may be a requirement if 
the party knows or should have known of the possibility of litigation for 
example, when others in the same industry have been sued. The need for 
preservation may require placing a matter and all documents related to it 
on litigation hold. This term or some equivalent serves as a red flag to the 
company and its employees not to destroy or alter but instead to save, in 
their present condition, all documents related to the dispute. Attorneys are 
obligated to notify clients of the litigation hold and to follow up with them 
to ensure that they have in fact honored the hold and not destroyed any 
documentation that might potentially relate to the claim. 

Documents in Litigation 

In the past , there was little choice in how to handle document requests or 
document processing when received in response to interrogatories. The re-
sponding party would have to search manually through each document to 

metadata 
Information about a particular data set 
that may describe, for example, how, 
when, and by whom it was received, 
created, accessed, and/or modified 
and how it is formatted. 

I itigation hold 
A process whereby a company or indi
vidual determines that an unresolved 
dispute may result in litigation and 
that, as a result, electronically created 
and stored documents should not be 
destroyed or altered. 
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native format 
Electronic files in the format of the 
original program used to create the file. 

find the requested documentation, a process that in large, complex cases 
could require large teams of paralegals, law students, and lawyers to search 
for days, weeks, and months. Upon receipt by the requesting party, the docu-
ments would have to be reviewed for relevancy and materiality and potential 
clues to other documentation to be requested. 

Advances in copier technology made it easier to make multiple copies, 
using high--speed copy machines, for multiple people to review. Additional 
advances in software technology permitted electronic copies to be printed 
out directly from computers in a variety of image formats, and ultimately to 
be produced not in a paper form but in a computer--readable image format, 
like a photograph of the document that allowed reviewers to review the docu-
ments on a computer screen instead of in paper form. 

At some point in this technological development process, technology-
savvy litigation counsel realized that data about the creation and changes 
to the underlying documents (like dates of creation, changes, and persons 
who worked on the document), called metadata, could be viewed using the 
same programs that had been originally used to create the documentation 
when the documents had been supplied in electronic forms. Depending on 
whether they were providing documentation or requesting documentation, 
counsel would either ask for delivery in electronic format, with the underly-
ing metadata included, or, if asked to produce documentation, would do so 
in a format that did not allow review of the underlying metadata: either the 
metadata had been removed or the document had been provided in a printed 
or hard--copy, paper form. This underlying metadata about documents has 
become an area of interest when the authenticity and genuineness of a docu-
ment are questioned. For example, did someone, after the institution of suit 
or after receiving notice of the lawsuit or discovery requests, make changes 
to the original document? 

Native Format 

With an appreciation that there might be ''hidden data'' about the docu-
ment, technology--knowledgeable counsel wanted the original files, or at 
least copies of the files in their original format, called native format. The 
problem with using native file delivery is that being able to open and read 
a document usually requires a copy of the program used to create the doc-
ument. Historically, there has not been a universal set of operating systems or 
standard software. As computer technology has developed, many companies 
have competed for business using proprietary computer systems, operating 
systems, and programs to capture and create electronic documents. There 
have been many failed efforts to develop and gain acceptance of a universal 
computer operating system and its programs for example, Apple, Microsoft, 
and Linux operating systems and related software suites of programs using 
those operating systems are not compatible. Even within the same operating 
systems, there continue to be competing programs. For instance, Microsoft 
Word and Corel WordPerfect are both word--processing programs for the 
Windows operating system. In the area of accounting and database software, 
there are also competing systems, each of which has its own format for the 
creation, storage, and retrieval of electronic files. For the litigator without 
access to the original computer or copies of the software originally used in 
creating the ESI, paper copies or image copies readable on other available 
computers are the only solution. 
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Computer Format 

In cases with large amounts of data, finding the relevant information is criti-
cal. Records, documents, and data files that are in a computer--usable format 
are easier to search and analyze using computer programs that have word 
search capabilities. When documents are not delivered in a computer--usable 
format, they can usually be processed and saved in one of the other usable 
computer formats, but they lack the metadata from the original files. In 
computer--friendly formats, documents may be searched for key words, terms, 
or names as part of a records review. Where documents are not provided in 
usable electronic formats, service bureaus may be used to convert the paper 
to a searchable electronic format , with some service bureaus coding the 
document by the key words contained and providing indexes by key word, 
creator, recipient, and similar characteristics. 

Subject to time and cost--effectiveness, advances in computer technology 
now allow some of this conversion from paper to electronic form to take 
place within the law office. In many law offices, some of the most--used soft ... 
ware programs are imaging and optical character recognition ( OCR) pro-
grams. OCR programs allow the litigation team to convert paper documents 
into searchable electronic documents and, after conversion, to store them 
within litigation support programs for easy recovery. 

Metadata 

When documents are converted from paper copies to computer--usable for-
mats, the original, hidden electronic file information about the document, 
called metadata, is lost. Metadata is frequently referred to as data about data, 
and every electronic document has that information about the document
such as who created it; the date it was created, modified, or accessed; and 
other information related to its creation and location contained within the 
document's electronic file. 

Metadata is divided into two areas. The resource or system metadata is 
data about the content or application information. The resource metadata is 
used to track or locate the file containing the data such as file names, size, and 
location. Content (application) metadata is the data in the file itself, such as 
the author of the document, any tracked changes, and the version. An exam-
ple of the metadata for the word processing file for this chapter in Microsoft 
Word 2010 is shown in Exhibit 12.2. 

Each time a file is sent as an e--mail or an attachment to an e--mail, meta-
data is part of the transmission. The recipient can frequently see the content 
or application metadata like the author and version by using a function in 
the program used to view the documents, such as Word or WordPerfect for 
word processing documents. 

Access to the metadata provides some ability to verify some of the 
issues related to authentication, such as the last date a change was made 
or who actually created the document. Some form of delivery may have 
the metadata included, such as delivery of documents in native format. 
However, it is also possible to remove the metadata before delivery, 
even in native format, by using f ea tu res of the original program like the 
Microsoft Word 2010 Document Inspector (Exhibit 12.3), which reviews 
the document for metadata and allows its removal before saving the 
document. 
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Exhibit 12.2 Metadata for the Word Processing File for This Chapter in Microsoft Word 2010 
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The production of documents created and stored electronically falls under the 
traditional production of documents discovery tool. The unique issues that 
arise with the production of electronic documents are review for privileged 
information and the costs of that review and retrieval. Practitioners can 
use a search engine to locate and review documents containing key terms. 
But if 100 employees have received a single e--mail containing those key words, 
all 100 e--mails will be part of the search result. The amendments to the rules at-
tempt to address the time and cost of sifting through thousands of documents. 
When opposing counsels confer under Fed. R. Civ. P. Rule 26(£), they must dis-
cuss electronic discovery and how they intend to address documents produced 
that include privileged information. They must be sufficiently knowledgeable 
of the methods and techniques used in electronic discovery to establish an 
electronic discovery plan, including appropriate search terms or methods and 
proper ways to ensure that the search will produce the desired results. 

Cost of Producing Electronic Materials 
A major concern in the production of electronic materials is the cost associ-
ated with review and production as well as the costs of retrieval and restora-
tion of archived, corrupted, or deleted computer files. Traditionally, costs of 
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Exhibit 12.3 Example of Metadata in a Microsoft Word Document 
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(continued) 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
In an era where vast amounts of electronic information is available for 
review, discovery in certain cases has become increasingly complex and expen
sive. Courts cannot and do not expect that any party can meet a standard of 
perfection. Nonetheless, the courts have a right to expect that litigants and counsel 
wi 11 take the necessary steps to ensure that relevant records are preserved when 
litigation is reasonably anticipated, and that such records are collected, reviewed, 
and produced to the opposing party. As discussed six years ago in the Zubulake 
opinions, when this does not happen, the integrity of the judicial process is 
harmed and the courts are required to fashion a remedy. Once again, I have been 
compelled to closely review the discovery efforts of parties in a litigation, and 
once again have found that those efforts were flawed. As famously noted, "[t]hose 
who cannot remember the past are condemned to repeat it." By now, it should be 
abundantly clear that the duty to preserve means what it says and that a failure to 
preserve records-paper or electronic-and to search in the right places for those 
records, will inevitably result in the spoliation of evidence . .. . 

Proceeding chronologically, the first step in any discovery effort is the pres
ervation of relevant information. A failure to preserve evidence resu lting in the 
loss or destruction of relevant information is surely negligent, and, depending on 
the circumstances, may be grossly negl igent or wil lful. For example, the inten
tional destruction of relevant records, either paper or electronic, after the duty to 
preserve has attached, is wi llful. Possibly after October, 2003, when Zubulake IV 
was issued, and definitely after July, 2004, when the final relevant Zubulake 
opinion was issued, the failure to issue a written litigation hold constitutes gross 
negligence because that failure is likely to resu lt in the destruction of relevant 
information . . . . 

The next step in the discovery process is col lection and review. Once again, 
depending on the extent of the failure to collect evidence, or the sloppiness of 
the review, the resu lting loss or destruction of evidence is surely negligent, and, 
depending on the circumstances may be grossly negligent or willful. For ex
ample, the failure to collect records-either paper or electronic-from key play
ers constitutes gross negligence or willfu lness as does the destruction of email 
or certain backup tapes after the duty to preserve has attached. By contrast, the 
failure to obtain records from all employees (some of whom may have had only 
a passing encounter with the issues in the litigation), as opposed to key play
ers, likely constitutes negligence as opposed to a higher degree of culpability. 
Similarly, the failure to take all appropriate measures to preserve ESI likely falls 
in the negl igence category. 

production of records were the responsibility of the producing party; in the 
case of an extraordinary item, the cost would be shifted to the requester. The 
same appears to apply in e--discovery . However, where the costs become ex-
cessive due to retrieval and recovery of corrupted and deleted files, the court 
may reassess the costs. If corrupted or deleted files exist because a litigant in-
tentionally and without good faith destroyed or altered them, the court will 
assign the cost to reconstruct and resurrect that data to that litigant. 

What is the cost to recover and produce a tape backup? And of what 
value is it unless reproduced in some usable form for manual review or elec-
tronic scan and review? 

As an example, in the Zubulake case, UBS was billed: 

31.5 hours for restoration services at an hourly rate of $245 ($7, 717 .50); 
6 hours for the development, refinement, and execution of a search 
script at $245 an hour ($1,470); 
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101.5 hours of ''CPU Bench Utilization'' time for use of the forensic 
consultants' computer systems at a rate of $18.50 per hour ($1,877.75); 
plus a 5 percent ''administrative overhead fee'' of $459.38. 

Thus, the total cost of restoration and search was $ 11,524.63. In addition, 
UBS incurred the following costs: 

$4,633 in attorney time for the document review (11.3 hours at $410 per 
hour); and 
$2,845.80 in paralegal time for tasks related to document production 
(16.74 hours at $170 per hour). 

The total cost of restoration and production from the five backup tapes was 
$19,003.43 less $432.60 in photocopying costs , paid by Zubulake and not part 
of the cost. The cost of additional production was estimated by UBS to be 
$273,649.39, based on the cost incurred in restoring five tapes and producing 
responsive documents from those tapes, the total figure including $ 165,954.67 
to restore and search the tapes and $107, 694. 7 2 in attorney and paralegal review 
costs [Zubulake v. UBS Warburg (S.D.N.Y. 2003) 216 F.R.D. 280, July 24, 2003]. 

Destruction of Electronic Records 

Spoliation is the destruction of evidence when the party knows or should know 
there is pending litigation. In Federal court it is punishable by sanctions under 
Rule 3 7 against the party who destroyed the evidence. With such serious conse-
quences for destruction of information, the question becomes, ''Must we save 
everything?'' The legal team working with electronic materials must advise a 
client to put in place a procedure that will allow the destruction of records with-
out penalty. Clients often ask their legal counsel, ''How long do I have to keep 
the records or documents?'' Forever is one answer. If no litigation is contem-
plated or is pending, there is some support for the position that if a company 
has a regular destruction policy in place, that company may destroy its files 
safely. But once a case is filed or pending, the duty exists to preserve evidence. 

When companies store paper or other physical evidence, file cabinets 
and boxes of paper take up valuable and costly storage space, and there is a 
constant concern of fire if the materials are not stored in rooms that are fire-
proof or equipped with sprinklers. The electronic era has changed some of 
these concerns. Paper is still important, but electronic documents and e--mails 
are becoming more prevalent as the source of business records. With off ... 
site cloud storage and inexpensive memory devices for storage of electronic 
documents, thousands of documents can be saved and stored in the space 
formerly taken up by a few sheets of paper. 

In order to avoid sanctions for spoliation, clients should take the fallowing ac-
tions. First, clients must institute a standard operating procedure for the retention 
and destruction of records. In a perfect world, clients would have some system in 
place long before a dispute arises or a lawsuit is filed. In a medical practice, for ex-
ample, all files with no activity for a period of three years are destroyed. Instituting 
and consistently implementing this type of retention policy will demonstrate the 
good faith, ordinary--course--of--business destruction the court views favorably. 
Where there is good faith, it is unlikely sanctions will be imposed. 

Second, and in conjunction with the retention policy, is adopting a litiga-
tion hold policy. Here, the client needs to establish a rubric to assess those 
matters that may result in litigation so that the records will not be destroyed 
under the retention policy. In the medical practice example just described, 
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the rubric might includ e patien ts wh o h ave expressed d issatisfaction with the 
results of th eir m edical treatment and those wh o h ave failed to pay their bills . 
A file th at m eets either of these cr iteria would be placed on a lit igation h o ld 
so th at it would n ot b e destroyed. Exhibit 12.4 is the first page of a sam ple 
letter to a client to p reserve electr onic eviden ce. 

General Provisions 

There are som e addit ion al gen eral limitatio n s o n d iscovery that are imposed 
by th e ru les. T he ru les seek to eliminate duplicative, bu rdensom e, and op ... 
p r essive d iscovery req uests. R equests ar e duplicative or burden som e wh en 
the information sough t h as already been p rovided or is m o re easily obtained 
fro m an other sour ce. 

Anoth er obligatio n th at con tinues thro ugh o ut the lit igation is the d u ty 
to supplem ent or revise resp on ses sh ould add ition al o r different information 
become kn own. A typical example is an an swer to an interrogatory that in d i ... 
cates th e identity and address of a witn ess. A t som e later point in t ime, coun ... 
sel learns th at th e witness h as r elocated. That info rmatio n m ust be sh ar ed 
with opposing counsel. 

Exhibit 12.4 Page 1 of Sample Letter to Client to Preserve Electronic Evidence 

SAMPLE PRESERVATION LETTER-TO CLIENT 

[Date] 

RE: [Case Name]-Data Preservation 
Dear: 

Please be advised that the Office of General Counsel assistance believes electronically stored information to be 
an important and irreplaceable source of discovery and/or evidence in [description of event, transaction, business 
unit, product, etc.]. The lawsuit requires preservation of all information from [Corporation's] computer systems, 
removable electronic media and other locations relating to [description of event, transaction, business unit, 
product, etc.]. This includes, but is not limited to, email and other electronic communication, word processing 
documents, spreadsheets, databases, calendars, telephone logs, contact manager information, Internet usage 
files, and network access information. 

[Corporation] should also preserve the following platforms in the possession of the [Corporation] or a third 
party under the control of the [Corporation] (such as an employee or outside vendor under contract): databases, 
networks, computer systems, including legacy systems (hardware and software), servers, archives, backup or 
disaster recovery systems, tapes, discs, drives, cartridges and other storage media, laptops, personal computers, 
internet data, personal digital assistants, handheld wireless devices, mobile telephones, paging devices, and audio 
systems (including voicemail). 

Employees must take every reasonable step to preserve this information until further notice from the Office of 
General Counsel. Failure to do so could result in extreme penalties against [Corporation]. 

All of the information contained in the letter should be preserved for the following dates and time periods: [List 
dates and times]. 

PRESERVATION OBLIGATIONS 

The laws and rules prohibiting destruction of evidence apply to electronically stored information in the same 
manner that they apply to other evidence. Due to its format, electronic information is easily deleted, modified or 
corrupted. Accordingly, [Corporation] must take every reasonable step to preserve this information until the final 
resolution of this matter. 

This includes, but is not limited to, an obligation to: 

• Discontinue all data destruction and backup tape recycling policies; 

• Preserve and not dispose of relevant hardware unless an exact replica of the file (a mirror image) is made; 

Source: Sample letter to client to preserve electronic evidence, Sample Forms and Pleadings, 2007. Reproduced by the permission of Kroll Ontrack Inc. 
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Information Technologists as Members of the Legal Team 

The legal team can no longer depend only on the skill and time of lawyers 
and paralegals in preparing and executing a discovery plan or, for that matter, 
advising clients on maintenance and methods of document retention. With 
the constant changes and advancements in ESI, the lawyer and the paralegal 
would be remiss to rely on their own experiences. Rather, the technology of 
electronically maintained records requires the input of information technol, 
ogy (IT) specialists. Like forensic accountants, IT specialists can become val, 
ued members of the legal team because they understand the electronic format 
of the documentation, the efforts required in producing or reproducing it, 
the problems involved, and the latest developments in the field. 

Electronically stored data are created and stored in many formats using 
many different software programs. While there are some commonly used 
protocols, formats, and methods for creation and storage, the lawyers and 
paralegals on the legal team cannot be expected to have the specialized tech, 
nical knowledge of an information technologist. Even the IT specialist may 
need to engage the assistance of additional specialists in rarely used meth, 
ods, software, or hardware. In some cases, like those involving erased data or 
damaged storage media, a forensic expert may have to be consulted. 

The lawyer may need the expertise of the IT specialist to advise clients on 
matters of data preservation and archiving in order to avoid potential claims 
of spoliation or delay of trials because of the inability to produce the required 
documents in the required format. 

Internal, or in,house, IT personnel should not be used as experts in the 
discovery process. As with any expert, they may be subject to a requirement 
that they be available for deposition and trial. To preserve the confidential, 
ity of the trial preparation effort and work product, IT personnel should be 
considered part of the litigation team. If an expert is needed, an outside ex, 
pert should be brought in, just as other experts are used in cases where their 
access to information is limited to that needed to prepare the expert opinion. 

ELECTRONIC DOCUMENT FORMATS..-
COMPARISON OF PDF AND TIFF 

In addition to the native format, documents may now be saved in a graphic 
image format or a portable document format (PDF). These graphic images 
may not be easily or readily changed by the recipient. The two formats com, 
peting for use as a common format for large,scale case use are the TIFF and 
the PDF formats. The up,front costs to convert from the native file format 
to TIFF or PDF formats are about the same. Many programs used to create 
the original documents, like WordPerfect and Word, have a built,in feature 
allowing files to be saved automatically as PDF files. In addition, most litiga, 
tion support software programs, such as LexisNexis Concordance, support 
both TIFF and PDF formats. The advantage of conversion to either format is 
that the new files can be searched across different computer platforms. 

TIFF was developed in the 1980s as a format for scanning paper docu, 
ments. Adobe Systems now holds the copyright for the TIFF specification. 
Many lawyers latched onto this format and continue to prefer it. Some at, 
torneys prefer the TIFF format because TIFF files cannot be altered. Adobe 
invented PDF in 1992 as a replacement for the TIFF format and has not sup, 
ported any new activity for TIFF since then. PDF files have the advantage of 

LEARNING OBJECTIVE 2 
Describe the different 
electronic document 
formats and the reasons for 
using them in litigation. 
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being usable across many different platforms (computer systems) and soft ... 
ware programs regardless of how the files were originally created. 

One of the differences between TIFF and PDF is the amount of memory 
required to store one document. Because of the built--in file compression in 
the PDF format, PDF files are normally about one--tenth the size of TIFF files. 
The actual file size will vary depending on which of the many compression 
methods is used in saving the TIFF file. If you have ever sent an e--mail with 
an attachment, consider the additional time it took to send a TIFF file rather 
than a PDF file of the same document. 

The disadvantage from the receiving party's point of view is that hidden 
data (or metadata) of the original (or native) format document cannot be seen 
in TIFF files. 

The ability to save documents in a format that cannot be easily changed 
through the use of a computer is one of the basic requirements of a system 
that allows for electronic documentation. Anyone who has received a word 
processing document file knows that he or she may change it, save it, and 
present it as an original unless access has been restricted, such as by use of 
password restriction. 

The creation of documents in PDF format requires specialty software 
such as Adobe Acrobat. To encourage use of the PDF format as a standard, 
Adobe Systems, the developer of the PDF format, allows everyone to down-
load a free Adobe Reader to view these documents, adding to the acceptance 
of the PDF format. With the acceptance of this format has come a willingness 
to scan and store documents electronically and eliminate or return to the 
client the original paper copies. Companies like Adobe Systems frequently 
provide free, limited versions of their programs, downloadable from their 
websites, that allow the opening and reading of files created using their pro-
prietary software formats, such as Adobe's PDF file format. Many websites 
that provide programs using these proprietary formats, such as the forms 
website of the Internal Revenue Service, contain links to these programs. 
These programs are limited in that they allow the user to open and read files 
but do not allow the creation of new document files, which requires the full 
version of the program. 

Adobe Acrobat 

Adobe Acrobat has become a standard software tool in many paperless 
offices for creating PDF files. With each new version or update to the 
original program, additional features have been added to allow greater shar-
ing of documents, a higher level of security, and better collaboration on 
document preparation. 

Creators of PDF documents using the newer versions of Adobe Acrobat 
(versions 5 and above) can limit the ability of the receiver to print the docu-
ment by requiring a password to allow printing. This password feature allows 
the legal team to send documents that others on the legal team can view, and 
about which they can make and submit comments to the documents' origina-
tor, but they cannot make changes to the document. 

In typical use, the attorney or paralegal creates the document in a 
word processor such as Word or WordPerfect, then uses Adobe Acrobat 
to convert the document to a PDF. The PDF format reduces the risk of 
sending the document metadata found in the native or original word 
processor document. 
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PDF Converter 

Nuance's Power PDF is a lower--cost alternative to the widely used Adobe 
Acrobat. In addition to creating PDF documents, Power PDF also pro-
vides a number of other options. For instance, the converter feature can 
be used to convert PDF files into fully formatted Word, WordPerfect, and 
Excel documents. 

An interesting additional feature of PDF Converter is its ability to convert 
documents into audio files that can be played back through a computer or an 
MP3 player, like an Apple iPod. Anyone who has tried to proofread, by her-
self, technical language in a document, or the legal description in a real estate 
agreement or deed, will appreciate the ability to have the language ''read to 
her'' while following the written language in the document to verify accuracy. 

As with Acrobat, Power PDF allows the same type of security settings 
for documents created with the program, including password limitations for 
changes and printing. 

Examining a PDF for Hidden Content 

People who create PDF format documents sometimes have the mistaken be-
lief that the file does not have metadata. Every document has metadata data 
about the document as part of the document file. 

In the Preference selections window, one of the options in Acrobat is to 
set the preference to Examine Documents. Two options exist: (1) examining 
before sending the e--document electronically and (2) examining before saving. 
Both practices might prevent information being sent that is not intended for 
the recipient. 

SCANNING 

Documents may be copied by scanning the original and then saving the 
scanned image in a desired electronic format such as a PDF, an image, or, 
with OCR software, a word processing document format. Originally, scan-
ning hardware was costly and frequently unreliable. However, modern scan-
ners provide double--sided (front and back) scanning of documents with 
a high degree of accuracy at a relatively low cost. Scanning today has also 
become a common feature of office printers and copy machines. Double-
sided scanning is also found today in multifunction devices containing print-
ing, scanning, copying, and faxing features , at prices sometimes under $100. 
These devices , when coupled with document management software such as 
Nuance's PaperPort, allow virtually anyone to convert paper to electronic 
forms as well as create electronic documents. An automatic document feed 
scanner allows for single or multiple sheet--fed scanning, which is a time--saver 
when scanning multiple--page documents. A flatbed scanner allows for scan-
ning sheets as well as documents that can't be fed through a page feeder, such 
as books or labels on packages. 

Scanning Software 

The process of scanning large numbers of documents requires the ability to orga-
nize the scanned documents. Scanning, organizing, and storing paper documents 
have become easier with the development of document management software 
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Exhibit 12.5 Document Management Software Application 
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• 
such as PaperPort by Nuance. This software provides easy--to--use, high--speed 
scanning and document capture. As a document management software applica-
tion, it allows for organizing, finding, and sharing paper and digital documents, 
permitting the elimination of paper documents, as shown in Exhibit 12.5. 

Optical Character Recognition 

There are obviously times when documents need to be converted from 
graphic images to a format that allows for editing or other use in an office 
suite of applications. These software applications have come to be referred 
to as OCR, or optical character recognition applications. Products such 
as OmniPage, by Nuance, provide document conversion solutions by per-
mitting any scanned page, PDF file, or other image or document file to be 
converted quickly and accurately into one of a number of different editable 
formats, including Microsoft Word or Corel WordPerfect. 

ELECTRONIC DISCOVERY IN LITIGATION 

Not every lawsuit will require the use of all of the tools available for elec-
tronic discovery. Many cases may involve limited numbers of documents in 
both paper and electronic forms. It is important to know what documents are 
available in electronic form and how to secure them. For example, in uncom-
plicated cases, you can request paperless medical records from a doctor's of-
fice in PDF format. Or, you can agree to file delivery on a solid state memory 
device or DVD in the original MS Word format (native format). This will 
require the law office to have a PDF viewer like Adobe Reader or a copy of 
MS Word in order to view the documents. 
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VIDEO ADVICE FROM THE FIELD ________ _ 

ELECTRONIC DISCOVERY PROCESS 

Don Swanson President, Five 
Star Legal Services 

A discussion of elec
tronic discovery as a process 
and not as a static activity 
and an explanation of the 
role of the paralegal in con
ducting the electronic search. 

After watching the video at www.pearson.com/ 
goldman-civil-litigation, answer the following 
questions. 

1. How has technology changed the discovery process? 
2. Why is it important for the paralegal to understand 

new technology? 
3. Why must the paralegal know how to conduct a 

comprehensive electronic search? 

In complex cases, like one involving a concern that records may have 
been intentionally erased or ''lost,'' the costs of using the electronic discov-
ery tools may be an issue in deciding whether to accept or pursue a case. 
Corporate clients will frequently be sophisticated enough to ask for a dis-
covery budget as part of a cost--benefit analysis. Clients less knowledgeable 
or not experienced in litigation need to be properly advised as to the costs 
associated with the potential discovery issues. It will frequently be the role of 
the paralegal to determine what outside discovery experts and vendors, like 
forensic experts, will charge. Clients do not like surprises when it comes to 
the costs that they will be expected to pay. Good client relationship manage-
ment requires a discussion of the discovery budget. 

Reviewing Electronic Documents 

One of the biggest costs in electronic discovery is incurred in reviewing the 
electronic material to find relevant items and to identify privileged, confiden-
tial, or protected documents. In small cases, making copies of the files using 
the original programs used to create the files (like the process for making a 
backup copy) may be the easiest method for delivery. The client delivers the 
files after copying them from the computer onto a portable storage device 
like a CD, DVD, flash drive, or tape. File review is completed by using the 
program used to create the file, such as Word, Excel, or Access; the material 
could be viewed on a computer screen or printed out. 

When documents are delivered in a number of different formats, such 
as word processor, database, or spreadsheet formats, review usually requires 
multiple programs to view the originals. When the number of documents is 
in the thousands or tens of thousands, this process can be very time consum-
ing. One solution is to convert all of the documents into one common pro-
gram format that can then be searched and indexed. 

Obtaining Documents via Paper Discovery 

Not all documents are in electronic form. Many public agencies, like police 
and fire departments, still file paper--based reports. Litigation that involves a 
timeframe prior to the age of electronic document preparation also requires 
paper--based documents. These cases often involve a large volume of material 
that must be processed by the legal team. Converting the paper documents to 
electronic form may be a solution. 
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LEARNING OBJECTIVE 4 
Explain how the courts 
have implemented the 
federal rules on electronic 
discovery. 

spoliation of evidence 
Destruction of records that may be 
relevant to ongoing or anticipated 
litigation, government investigation, or 
audit. Courts differ in their interpreta
tions of the level of intent required be
fore sanctions may be warranted. 

Converting Documents 

The typical response to a paper document request is the delivery of a photocopy 
of the requested items. As with electronic discovery, the number of documents 
can be in the thousands or even millions (for example, a class action suit involv-
ing tobacco companies). Before the computer era, these documents had to be 
reviewed manually, which provided work for many law students and parale-
gals. Computer technology now allows these paper documents to be converted 
into electronic files that can be processed like other electronic files. Typically, 
the documents are copied or scanned and saved in an electronic file format. 

EMERGING CASE LAW AND COURT RULES 

The Federal Rules of Civil Procedure now provide a framework for re-
questing and satisfying requests for documents in electronic format such as 
e--mails, electronically stored word processor documents, and information in 
electronic databases. One of the first cases to offer guidance on the issues 
surrounding electronic storage and electronic discovery was Laura Zubulake 
v. UBS Warburg, LLC, UBS Warburg, and UBS AQ. In a series of opinions, 
Judge Shira Scheindlin addressed many of the issues in this area. 

The Zubulake case was initially filed in the Federal District Court for the 
Southern District of New York, February 2002 (02 CV. 1243) after Zubulake 
had received a right--to--sue letter from the Equal Employment Opportunity 
Commission (EEOC) based on her initial filing with the EEOC on August 16, 
2001. The issues raised, primarily concerning electronic discovery, have resulted 
in a number of notable opinions, decisions, and orders by Judge Shira Scheindlin: 

Zubulake I May 13, 2003 
Zubulake II May 13, 2003 
Zubulake III July 24, 2003 
Zubulake IV October 22, 2003 
Zubulake V July 20, 2004 
Zubulake VI February 2, 2005 
Zubulake VII March 16, 2005 

217 F.R.D. 309 
216 F.R.D. 280 
220 F.R.D. 212 
229 F.R.D. 422 
382 F.Supp.2d 536 (S.D.N.Y. 2005) 
382 F.Supp.2d 536 (2005) 

Laura Zubulake sued her former employer, UBS Warburg LLC, for sex dis-
crimination (including disparate treatment and wrongful termination) and 
retaliation in violation of Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. As with 
many cases, the needed proof was in electronically stored documents and 
e--mails. The court in the case was required to address the significance of elec-
tronically stored documentation, the required procedures for its disclosure, 
and the question of who should pay the costs associated with production. 

Spoliation of Evidence 

Many court opinions have addressed the issue of spoliation of evidence. 
Spoliation is ''the destruction or significant alteration of evidence or the 
failure to preserve property for another's use as evidence in pending or 
reasonably foreseeable litigation'' West v. Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., 167 
F.3d 776, 779 (2d Cir. 1999). 

Spoliation may be the destruction of physical evidence such as the dis-
posal, crushing, or other destruction of a motor vehicle that shows evidence 
of an accident. It may be the shredding or burning of a letter or handwrit-
ten note that confirms the existence of a promise or other obligation. In the 
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electronic world, it may be the deletion of documents on a computer or the 
erasing of backup tapes of e--mails. 

Spoliation of evidence may result in sanctions by the court. There is no 
uniform standard for imposition of sanctions, which can range from an ad-
verse inference instruction to the jury to dismissal of the case. The degree of 
the sanction is usually dependent on the bad conduct of the party and the 
relevance of the documents lost. 

As stated by Judge Scheindlin in the Pension Committee case cited above: 

''For less severe sanctions such as fines and cost,shifting the inquiry focuses 
more on the conduct of the spoliating party than on whether documents were 
lost, and, if so, whether those documents were relevant and resulted in preju, 
dice to the innocent party. As explained more thoroughly below, for more 
severe sanctions such as dismissal, preclusion, or the imposition of an ad, 
verse inference the court must consider, in addition to the conduct of the 
spoliating party, whether any missing evidence was relevant and whether the 
innocent party has suffered prejudice as a result of the loss of evidence.'' 

IN THE WORDS OF THE COURT ... 
Standard for Electronically Stored Information 

Zubulake v. UBS Warburg LLC, (S.D.N. Y. 2004)229 F.R.D. 422 

Laura Zubulake, Plaintiff, v. UBS Warburg LIC, ubs Warburg, and 
UBS AG, Defendants. 02 Civ. 1243 (SAS). 

United States District Court, S.D. New York. 
July 20, 2004. 

Shira Scheindlin, District Judge. 

VI. Postscript 

The subject of the discovery of electronically stored information is rapidly 
evolving. When this case began more than two years ago, there was little guid
ance from the judiciary, bar associations, or the academy as to the governing 
standards. Much has changed in that time. There have been a flood of recent 
opin ions-including a number from appel late courts-and there are now several 
treatises on the subject .... In addition, professional groups such as the American 
Bar Association and the Sedona Conference have provided very useful guidance 
on thorny issues relating to the discovery of electronical ly stored information .... 
Many courts have adopted, or are considering adopting, local ru les addressing 
the subject .... Most recently, the Standing Committee on Rules and Procedures 
has approved for publication and public comment a proposal for revisions to the 
Federal Rules of Civil Procedure designed to address many of the issues raised by 
the discovery of electronically stored information .... 

Now that the key issues have been addressed and national standards are 
developing, parties and their counsel are fully on notice of their responsibility to 
preserve and produce electronically stored information. The tedious and difficu It 
fact finding encompassed in th is opinion and others like it is a great burden on 
a court's limited resources. The time and effort spent by counsel to litigate these 
issues has also been time consuming and distracting. This Court, for one, is opti
mistic that with the guidance now provided it wil l not be necessary to spend this 
amount of time again. It is hoped that counsel will heed the guidance provided 
by these resources and wi II work to ensure that preservation, production, and 
spoliation issues are limited, if not eliminated. 

SO ORDERED. 
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IN THE WORDS OF THE COURT ... 
Sanctions 

IN RE: Telxon Corporation Securities Litigation, (N.D. Ohio 2004) 
In Re: Telxon Corporation Securities Litigation. William S. Hayman, et al., 

Plaintiffs, v. 
Pricewaterhousecoopers, LLP, Defendant. 

Case Nos. 5:98CV2876, 1 :01CV1078. 
United States District Court, N.D. Ohio, 

Eastern Division. July 16, 2004 . 

. . . Finally, the magistrate judge has considered, but cannot recommend, any lesser 
sanction than the entry of default judgment against PwC. Lesser sanctions would 
result in "unwinding" over three years of litigation. This would require the re-taking 
of many depositions and the taking of new depositions, the conduct of additional 
expert analyses and the production of new reports, and the propounding of new 
interrogatories. But four considerations militate against this solution to the problem. 

First, beginning discovery again would mean additional lengthy delay be
fore the case reaches a resolution. Telxon and plaintiffs have already suffered 
sufficient delay because of PwC's bad-faith conduct; to allow PwC's misbehavior 
to impose substantial new delays to reaching a resolution of this litigation would 
be unfair to Telxon and plaintiffs. 

Second, because PwC failed to archive the 1998 workpapers which are at 
the heart of this case until late January of 1999, those workpapers were vulnera
ble to undetectable alteration while the Telxon litigation was pending. The Ennis 
case in particular creates strong suspicions that this has been done to at least one 
document. Third, PwC's production of still more documents after April 21 , 2004 
undercuts any belief that PwC has now or will ever produce all relevant material 
in its possession. Fourth, and most critical, there is strong evidence that docu
ments have been destroyed, placing plaintiffs and Telxon in a situation which 
cannot be remedied. 

Because PwC's conduct has made it impossible to try this case with any 
confidence in the justice of the outcome, PwC should bear the burden created 
by its conduct. For this reason, the magistrate judge recommends that the court 
grant Telxon's and plaintiffs' motions and enter default judgment against PwC 
and in favor of Telxon and plaintiffs in cases 5:98CV2876 and 1 :01CV1078. 

IN THE WORDS OF THE COURT ... 
Sanctions for Nonproduction of Evidence 

Residential Funding Corp. v. De[G]eorge Financial, 306 F.3d 99 
(2nd Cir. 2002) 

Residential Funding Corporation, Plaintiff-Appellee, v. De[G]eorge Financial 
Corp., De[G]eorge Home Alliance, Inc. and De[G]eorge Capital Corp., 

Defendants-Appellants. 
No. 01-9282. 

United States Court of Appeals, Second Circuit. 
Argued: August 8, 2002. 

Decided: September 26, 2002. 

Appeal from the United States District Court for the District of Connecticut, 
Arterton, J. 
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. .. [T] his is not a typical spoliation case. It does not appear that RFC de
stroyed the e-mails on the back-up tapes. Rather, RFC failed to produce the 
e-mails in time for trial. Accordingly, this case is more akin to those in which 
a party breaches a discovery obi igation or fai Is to comply with a court order 
regarding discovery . 

. . . Where, as here, the nature of the alleged breach of a discovery obi iga
tion is the non-production of evidence, a district court has broad discretion in 
fashioning an appropriate sanction, including the discretion to delay the start 
of a trial (at the expense of the party that breached its obi igation), to declare a 
mistrial if trial has already commenced, or to proceed with a trial and give an ad
verse inference instruction. See Reilly v. Natwest Markets Croup Inc., 181 F.3d 
253, 267 (2d Cir. 1999) . 

. . . Where a party destroys evidence in bad faith, that bad faith alone is 
sufficient circumstantial evidence from which a reasonable fact finder cou ld 
conclude that the missing evidence was unfavorable to that party. See, e.g., 
Kronisch, 150 F.3d at 126 ("It is a well -established and long-standing principle of 
law that a party's intentional destruction of evidence relevant to proof of an issue 
at trial can support an inference that the evidence would have been unfavor
able to the party responsible for its destruction."). Similarly, a showing of gross 
negl igence in the destruction or untimely production of evidence will in some 
ci rcumstances suffice, standing alone, to support a finding that the evidence 
was unfavorable to the grossly negl igent party. See Reilly, 81 F.3d at 267-68. 
Accordingly, where a party seeking an adverse inference adduces evidence that 
its opponent destroyed potential evidence (or otherwise rendered it unavailable) 
in bad fai th or through gross negligence (satisfying the "culpable state of mind" 
factor), that same evidence of the opponent's state of mind will frequently also 
be sufficient to permit a jury to conclude that the missing evidence is favorable 
to the party (satisfying the "relevance" factor) .... 

. . . In th is case, the District Court stated that the only evidence DeGeorge 
had adduced "suggesting that [the unproduced e-mails] would likely have been 
harmful to RFC" was the nonproduction itself. Trial Tr. at 13 77. It also stated, 
however, that RFC's actions after it retained EEO, " including representation that 
e-mails would be produced, without mentioning the absence of any from the 
cri tical time period, a missed Federal Express deadline for sending backup tapes 
so they could be forwarded to DeGeorge's vendors, and resistance to responding 
to technical questions about the tapes, suggest [a somewhat purposeful] sluggish
ness on RFC's part." Trial Tr. at 1376 (emphasis added) . 

. . . In sum, we hold that: 

1. where, as here, the nature of the al leged breach of a discovery obl igation 
is the non-production of ev idence, a District Court has broad discretion in 
fashioning an appropriate sanction, including the discretion to delay the 
start of a trial (at the expense of the party that breached its obi igation), to 
declare a mistrial if trial has al ready commenced, or to proceed with a trial 
with an adverse inference instruction; 

2. discovery sanctions, including an adverse inference instruction, may 
be imposed upon a party that has breached a discovery obligation not 
only through bad faith or gross negligence, but also through ordinary 
neg I igence; 

3. a judge's finding that a party acted with gross negligence or in bad faith 
with respect to discovery obligations is ordinarily sufficient to support a 
finding that the missing or destroyed evidence would have been harmful to 
that party, even if the destruction or unavailability of the evidence was not 
caused by the acts constituting bad faith or gross neg I igence ... 
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LEARNING OBJECTIVE 5 
Explain how predictive 
coding technology can ease 
the burden of electronic 
discovery. 

p red ictive coding programs o r 
techno logy-assisted review 
Computer programs that use search al
gorithms to search a small set of docu
ments that are manually reviewed for 
accuracy in selecting the desired terms 
before the search is applied to a larger 
set of electronic files. 

PREDICTIVE CODING/TECHNOLOGY
ASSISTED REVIEW 

Electronic tools are replacing manual examination of electronically stored 
documents. As the volume of documents increases, the cost to manually re-
view them has increased to such a point that courts are weighing the cost 
of the review versus the value of the documents as evidence determinative 
of the case outcome. The balancing of cost versus value is often referred to 
as proportionality. In an effort to reduce cost and obtain the relevant doc-
uments, computers are used to conduct searches similar to any computer-
ized search query. Keyword searches are useful when the set of documents 
is small enough to manually check the results. But when the volume in-
creases into the millions, as in the Biomet case shown below, a more auto-
mated process is required to reduce cost and deliver relevant documents. 
Increasingly, counsel are using a set of software tools collectively referred 
to as predictive coding programs or technology-assisted review. These pro-
grams use search algorithms to search a small set of documents that have 
already been manually reviewed. A comparison of the result generated by the 
search to the manual result is made to determine the rate of success of the 
search parameters. The search parameters and algorithms are then refined 
and modified until the desired percentage of successful search is attained. 
Then the search parameters are applied to the entire set of documents. In the 
Biomet case, application of this process took in excess of 19.5 million docu-
ments and reduced them to 3.9 million relevant documents. 

IN THE WORDS OF THE COURT ... 
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT NORTHERN DISTRICT OF INDIANA 

SOUTH BEND DIVISION 

IN RE: BIOMET M2a MAGNUM HIP 
IMPLANT PRODUCTS LIABILITY 

LITIGATION (MDL 2391) CAUSE NO. 3:12-MD-2391 

This Document Relates to All Cases 

ORDER REGARDING DISCOVERY OF ESI 

Biomet has produced 2.5 million documents to plaintiffs in this docket's constitu
ent cases, and the Plaintiffs' Steering Committee believes production should run 
to something closer to 10 million documents. The parties have set forth their posi
tions on the procedures or protocols that should be used to facilitate identifica
tion, retrieval, and production of electronically stored information in submissions 
filed on April 1 and 5. The parties seek my guidance as to the direction discovery 
of ESI should take, and I believe the parties need a prompt ruling more than they 
need extensive discussion of each point they raise. Biomet began producing 
documents in cases eventually centralized here in the summer of 2012. Some 
plaintiffs' counsel, anticipating this docket's formation, told Biomet (occasion
ally in forceful terms) not to begin document production until the Judicial Panel 
on Multidistrict Litigation decided whether to centralize. Biomet, neither sold on 
centralization nor free of judicial exhortations in other Cases against it, started the 
process of identifying and producing documents. Biomet used a combination of 
electronic search functions to identify relevant documents. Keyword culling was 
used first, reducing the universe of documents and attachments from 19.5 million 
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documents to 3.9 million documents, comprising 1.5 terabytes of data. Removal 
of duplicates left 2.5 million documents and attachments. Statistical sampling tests 
of a random sample projected, with a 99 percent confidence rate, that between 
.55 and 1 .33 percent of the unselected documents would be responsive and (with 
the same confidence level) that between 1.37 and 2.47 percent of the original 
19.5 million documents were responsive. In comparison, Biomet's keyword/dedu
plication approach had identified 16 percent of the original 19.5 million. 

Biomet then employed technology-assisted review, or predictive coding, to 
identify the relevant documents to be produced from the 2.5 million that emerged 
from the keyword and deduplication processes. Predictive coding has found 
many uses on the Internet. Under predictive coding, the software "learns" a user's 
preferences or goals; as it learns, the software identifies with greater accuracy just 
which items the user wants, whether it be a song, a product, or a search topic. 
Biomet used a predictive coding service cal led Axelerate and eight contract attor
neys to review a sampling of the 2.5 million documents. After one round of "find 
more I ike this" interaction between the attorneys and the software, the contract 
attorneys (together with other software recommended by Biomet's ediscovery 
Vendor) reviewed documents for relevancy, confidentiality, and privilege . 

. . . It might well be that predictive coding, instead of a keyword search, 
at Stage Two of the process would unearth additional relevant documents. 
But it would cost Biomet a million, or millions, of dollars to test the Steering 
Committee's theory that predictive coding would produce a significantly greater 
number of relevant documents. Even in light of the needs of the hundreds of 
plaintiffs in this case, the very large amount in controversy, the parties' resources, 
the importance of the issues at stake, and the importance of this discovery in re
solving the issues, I can't find that the likely benefits of the discovery proposed 
by the Steering Committee equals or outweighs its additional burden on, and 
additional expense to, [BJ iomet. Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(b)(2)(c). 

PROTECTING CONFIDENTIAL 
OR PRIVILEGED MATERIALS 

As previously discussed, the attorney has an obligation to preserve the 
confidences of clients (see Rule 1.6 of the ABA Model Rules of Professional 
Conduct). 

The Fed. R. Civ. P. , in Rule 26, specifically recognizes that parties may 
withhold information, otherwise discoverable, and it provides within the 
rule a framework for the process, as shown in Exhibit 12.6. 

When vast numbers of electronic files are delivered as part of the discov-
ery process, it may not always be possible, within the limited timeframes re-
quired for compliance, to check every document before handing it over to 
opposing counsel. Many times the documents will be part of an answer to a re-
quest for electronically stored documents that will be delivered on computer 
tape, CD, DVD, or other computer storage media. The electronic documents 
may contain confidential material, like e--mails between attorney and client, 
work--product materials, or a client's proprietary information or trade secrets. 

The rules provide for a ''claw--back'' provision as part of the discovery 
plan. A claw-back provision, under Fed. R. Civ. P. 16(b)(3)(B)(iv) 

''(iv) include[ s] any agreements the parties reach for asserting claims of privi-
lege or of protection as trial--preparation material after information is pro-
duced, including agreements reached under Federal Rule of Evidence 502. '' 

WEB RESOURCES 

"' .... ' · Review Rule 1.6 of the I.:--_,..... ABA Model Rules of 
Professional Conduct at the ABA 
website: http://www.abanet.org/ 
cpr/mrpc/rule_ 1 _6.html . 

LEARNING OBJECTIVE 6 
Understand the ethical 
issues and the procedures 
in protecting confidential or 
privileged information. 

claw-back provision 
A provision contained in the report 
of counsels' meet and confer and in
cluded in the court's scheduling order 
that describes what to do with privi
leged materials that are disclosed in
advertently through e-discovery. The 
provision should address return of the 
materials and waiver of the privilege. 
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Exhibit 12.6 Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(5) (A) and (B) Procedures for Claiming Protection for Privileged 
or Work-product Materials 

Rule 26. General Provisions Governing Discovery; Duty of Disclosure 

(5) Claiming Privilege or Protecting Trial-Preparation Materials. 
(A) Information Withheld. 

When a party withholds information otherwise discoverable by claiming that the information is privileged or 
subject to protection as trial-preparation material, the party must: 
(i) expressly make the claim; and 
(ii) describe the nature of the documents, communications, or tangible things not produced or disclosed-and 

do so in a manner that, without revealing information itself privileged or protected, will enable other parties 
to assess the claim. 

(8) Information Produced. 
If information produced in discovery is subject to a claim of privilege or of protection as trial-preparation material, the 
party making the claim may notify any party that received the information of the claim and the basis for it. After being 
notified, a party must promptly return, sequester, or destroy the specified information and any copies it has; must 
not use or disclose the information until the claim is resolved; must take reasonable steps to retrieve the information 
if the party disclosed it before being notified; and may promptly present the information to the court under seal for a 
determination of the claim. The producing party must preserve the information until the claim is resolved. 

Source: Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. 

LEARNING OBJECTIVE 7 
Explain the effect of 
inadvertent disc losure of 
conf idential information. 

In theory, if p rivileged o r confiden tial m aterial is inadvertently disclosed, 
th e m aterial m ay be recovered. Differen t courts have ap plied differen t in-
ter pretation s and rules regarding th e inadvertent d isclosure of con fiden t ial 
m aterial. State courts are still split in their approaches; from those courts 
b arring its use to the courts allowing it as if th e d isclosure were inten tion al 
(and therefore the privilege waived). U n der the new federal ru les, at th e least, 
th e legal team m ust include a claw--back clause to p revent a potential claim of 
m alpractice for not attempt ing to p rotect the m aterial. H owever , the use of a 
claw--back agreem en t alone does not relieve th e attorney of his o r h er obliga-
t ion s regarding confident ial client information . The legal team must still t ake 
n ecessary steps to protect th e confidences o f clients. The claw--b ack provision 
is only a safety device fo r inadverten t d isclosure after r easonable m ethod s, 
under th e circum stan ces, h ave been used to otherwise protect and preserve 
confidential material. 

Com m ittee n otes to R ule 26 ind icate the intention to recognize ''that a 
p arty m ust d isclose electronically stored inform ation as well as documents 
th at it may use to support its claims o r defenses." The Committee notes to 
Rule 16 indicate recognition of th e n eed in electronic d iscovery to protect 
privileged and confidential m aterial, which th e parties can do by agreement as 
part of th e d iscovery plan (Fed. R. C iv. P. 16(b)(3)). U nder Rule 16, the inten -
tion is to cause th e parties to aler t th e court to the possib le n eed to address 
th e h an d ling of electronically stored information early in the litigation as p art 
of case m anagem ent. 

INADVERTENT DISCLOSURE OF CONFIDENTIAL 
INFORMATION 

Inadverten t o r accidental d isclosure of confidential o r privileged info rmation 
does h app en . It m ay be the slip of a finger in sending an e--m ail, an acciden -
tal pushing of the wrong n um ber on the speed dial o f a fax m achine, o r th e 
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sending of a misaddressed envelope. In large--scale electronic document sub-
missions in response to discovery requests, it may be the inadvertent inclu-
sion of or failure to redact work product, attorney- client privileged material, 
or confidential documents. The admissibility of the inadvertently disclosed 
documents may hinge on the steps the legal team takes before and after the 
disclosure. Having a proper screening policy in place and monitoring this 
policy may prevent a claim of negligence (VL T Inc Lucent Technologies 
No 00--11049--PBS (D. Mass January 21, 2003)). The treatment will depend on 
the individual jurisdiction. The courts follow no single policy. 

State Courts 

State courts have used four different tests- Strict Liability, Multi--factor, 
Intentional Waiver, and the Significant Party as described by the court in 
the case of Alldread v. City of Grenada: 

... a voluntary disclosure of information which is inconsistent with the 
confidential nature of the attorney-client relationship waives the privi-
lege .... There is no consen su s, however, as to the effect of inadvertent 
disclosures of confidential communications. A few courts hold that where 
there has been a disclosure of privileged communication s to third parties, 
the privilege is lost, even if the disclosure is unintentional or inadvertent .... 
The courts subscribing to this view place the risk of inadvertent disclosure 
on the producing party, reasoning that ''the amount of care taken to en-
sure confidentiality to the holder of the privilege reflects the importance 
of that confidentiality to the holder of the privilege.'' ... The majority of 
courts, though, while recognizing that inadvertent disclosure may result in 
a waiver of the privilege, h ave declined to apply this ''strict responsibility'' 
rule of waiver and have opted instead for an approach which takes into 
account the facts surrounding a particular disclosure .... In our view, an 
analysis which permits the court to consider the circumstan ces surround-
ing a disclosure on a case--by--case basis is preferable to a per se rule of 
waiver. This analysis serves the purpose of the attorney-client privilege, 
the protection of communications which the client fully intended would 
remain confidential, yet at the same time will not relieve those claiming 
the privilege of the consequences of their carelessness if the circumstances 
surrounding the disclosure do not clearly demonstrate that continued pro-
tection is warranted. 

988 F2d 1425, 125 Lab.Cas. P 35, 803, 25 Fed.R.Serv.3d 786, 1 Wage & Hour Cas.2d 
(BNA) 629 United States Court of Appeals, Fifth Circuit. April 27, 1993. 

Federal Courts 

As of September 19, 2008, Federal Rule of Evidence 502(b) was enacted by 
Congress and signed into law by the President providing that a disclosure 
made in a federal proceeding does not operate as a waiver if: 

1. the disclosure is inadvertent; 
2. the holder of the privilege or protection took reasonable steps to pre-

vent disclosure; and 
3. the holder promptly took reasonable steps to rectify the error, including 

(if applicable) following Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 26(b )(5)(B). 

Rule 502 is a change in the substantive law of privilege and waiver. Rule 502 
(as shown below) provides a uniform standard for all federal proceedings. As 

redaction 
The removal of confidential informa
tion (or at least that which is claimed 
to be confidential) or material pre
pared for trial under the work-product 
doctrine. 
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WEB RESOURCES 

Find the complete 
version of Fed. R. Civ. 

P. 26 at the Cornell University 
Law School Legal Information 
Institute at www.law.cornell.edu/ 
ru les/frcp/ ru le2 6. htm. 

with any new law, it has not been fully tested to determine every possible out-
come when it is challenged; therefore, it does not provide an absolute answer 
to inadvertent disclosure. For example, what is meant by ''reasonable precau-
tions to prevent disclosure'' or ''prompt measures'' is still undetermined in 
some jurisdictions. 

Federal Rules of Evidence 

Rule 502. Attorney-Client Privilege and Work Product; 
Limitations on Waiver 

The following provisions apply, in the circumstances set out, to disclo-
sure of a communication or information covered by the attorney- client 
privilege or work--product protection. 

(a) Disclosure Made in a Federal Proceeding or to a Federal Office or Agency; 
Scope of a Waiver. When the disclosure is made in a federal proceeding or 
to a federal office or agency and waives the attorney-client privilege or work-
product protection, the waiver extends to an undisclosed communication or 
information in a federal or state proceeding only if: 
(1) the waiver is intentional; 
(2) the disclosed and undisclosed communications or information concern 

the same subject matter; and 
(3) they ought in fairness to be considered together. 

(b) Inadvertent Disclosure. When made in a federal proceeding or to a federal 
office or agency, the disclosure does not operate as a waiver in a federal or 
state proceeding if: 
(1) the disclosure is inadvertent; 
(2) the holder of the privilege or protection took reasonable steps to prevent 

disclosure; and 
(3) the holder promptly took reasonable steps to rectify the error, including 

(if applicable) following Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 26 (b )(S)(B). 

(c) Disclosure Made in a State Proceeding. When the disclosure is made in 
a state proceeding and is not the subject of a state--court order concerning 
waiver, the disclosure does not operate as a waiver in a federal proceeding if 
the disclosure: 
(1) would not be a waiver under this rule if it had been made in a federal 

proceeding; or 
(2) is not a waiver under the law of the state where the disclosure occurred. 

(d) Controlling Effect of a Court Order. A federal court may order that the 
privilege or protection is not waived by disclosure connected with the litiga-
tion pending before the court in which event the disclosure is also not a 
waiver in any other federal or state proceeding. 

(e) Controlling Effect of a Party Agreement. An agreement on the effect of 
disclosure in a federal proceeding is binding only on the parties to the agree-
ment, unless it is incorporated into a court order. 

(f) Controlling Effect of this Rule. Notwithstanding Rules 101 and 1101, this 
rule applies to state proceedings and to federal court--annexed and federal 
court--mandated arbitration proceedings, in the circumstances set out in the 
rule. And notwithstanding Rule 501, this rule applies even if state law pro-
vides the rule of decision. 
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(g) Definitions. In this rule: 
(1) ''attorney-client privilege'' means the protection that applicable law pro-

vides for confidential attorney-client communications; and 
(2) ''work--product protection'' means the protection that applicable law pro-

vides for tangible material ( or its intangible equivalent) prepared in antici-
pation of litigation or for trial. 

ABA Ethics Opinion 

The American Bar Association has issued a formal opinion modifying the 
long--standing opinion 92--368, which advocated for confidentiality of privi-
leged materials to protect the client. The ABA imposed a burden upon re-
ceiving attorneys not to review privileged material and to return it following 
instructions given to them by the disclosing attorney. Clarifying formal op in-
ion 05--437 states: 

A lawyer who receives a document from opposing parties or their lawyers 
and knows or reasonably should know that the document was inadvertently 
sent should promptly notify the sender in order to permit the sender to take 
protective measures. To the extent that Formal Opinion 92--368 opined oth-
erwise, it is hereby withdrawn. 

CONCEPT REVIEW AND REINFORCEMENT 

e--discovery 304 

metadata 305 

litigation hold 305 

native format 306 

OCR optical character 
recognition 316 

spoliation of evidence 318 

predictive coding 322 

technology--assisted review 3 22 

claw--back provision 3 23 

redaction 325 

ISSUES IN ELECTRONIC DISCOVERY 

Introduction to Electronic 
Discovery 

The Federal Rules of Civil Procedure (Fed. R. Civ. P.), in place since 
December 2006, have addressed the change from paper--based to 
electronic--based documentation. 

Lawyers and paralegals are concerned about their responsibilities 
and how they should advise clients of the impact of the rules on 
business practices like retention policies of electronic data. 

Information technology (IT) staffs for law firms are concerned about 
making available the needed computer and technology resources. 

(continued) 
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Discovery in the 
Technological Age 

Amendments to 
the Federal Rules of 
Civil Procedure 

Changes in Traditional 
Discovery 

Ethical Issues in 
Document Delivery 

Preserving Electronic 
Materials 

Documents in Litigation 

Native Format 

Computer Format 

For hundreds of years of legal practice, documentation in legal cases 
was in the form of paper. 

The computer and other computerized devices have enabled the 
creation of documents that formerly were in paper form to be created 
and viewed solely in electronic form. 

In the paper world, interrogatories (formal written discovery 
requests) sought the identification and physical location of relevant 
documents and requested hard copies. 

With the increasing use of electronic alternatives for the creation 
and storage of documents of all types, the number of paper copies has 
been reduced. 

The federal courts amended six rules specifically applicable to electronic 
discovery: 

Rule 16 Pretrial conferences; scheduling; management 
Rule 26 General provisions governing discovery; duty of disclosure 
Rule 33 Interrogatories to parties 
Rule 34 Production of documents, electronically stored informa--

tion, and things and entry upon land for inspection and other purposes 
Rule 3 7 Failure to make disclosure or cooperate in discovery; sanction 
Rule 45 Subpoenas 
In addition, one new form was introduced: 
Form 35 Report of parties' planning meeting 

Electronic discovery is a process and not a single event. The process 
includes obtaining the documents, filtering the documents for relevant 
terms, removing duplicates, and converting the documents into elec-
tronic files that can be processed like other electronic files. 

Federal rules and case law provide sanctions for failing to properly 
deliver documents under a discovery request. Under the rules of ethics, 
the legal team has a duty to protect the documents and comply with the 
discovery requests in compliance with court discovery orders. 

Because of the ease of destruction of electronically stored materials by 
a single keystroke, whether intentional or inadvertent, parties concerned 
about potential litigation have an obligation to avoid destruction of 
potential evidence and may be required to place all documents related 
to a matter on a litigation hold. 

In the past, request for documents in response to interrogatories was 
met with the delivery of paper documents. During the transition period 
from paper to electronic documentation, issues have arisen with regard 
to the proper format for the delivery of requested documentation. 

Native format, the format in which the original files were created and 
saved, contains hidden data about the document known as metadata. 

Documents that are delivered in computer--usable formats are easier to 
search and analyze using computer programs designed for those pur-
poses. When documents are not delivered in computer--usable format, 
they can usually be processed and saved in such a format. However, the 
documents will no longer have any of the hidden data that is present in 
the original files. 



Meta data 

Producing Electronic 
Materials 

Cost of Producing 
Electronic Materials 

Destruction of 
Electronic Records 

Information Technologists 
as Members of the Legal 
Team 

Electronic Document 
Formats Comparison of 
PDF and TIFF 

Scanning 

Electronic Discovery in 
Litigation 

Reviewing Electronic 
Documents 

Emerging Case Law and 
Court Rules 
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Metadata is frequently referred to as data about data. Metadata is divid-
ed into two types. Resource or system metadata is information about 
the content or application. This is used to track or locate the files and 
contains information such as file names, sizes, and locations. Content 
metadata is in the file itself, such as who the author of the document is 
and any changes that have been made to the document. 

The production of documents created and stored electronically falls 
under the traditional production of document discovery rule. The 
unique issues that arise with the production of electronic documents 
are the review for privileged information and the cost of that review 
and retrieval. 

A major concern in the production of electronic materials is the costs 
associated with review and production as well as the cost of retrieval 
and restoration of archived, corrupted, or deleted computer files. 

Spoliation is the destruction of evidence when the party knows or 
should know that there is pending litigation. It is punishable by sanctions 
against the party who destroyed the evidence, which include the potential 
of an adverse instruction to the jury on the destruction or denying the 
party a right to defend the claim arising out of the destruction. 

The increased complexity of litigation involving electronically main-
tained records requires input from multiple experts, as seen in the in-
creased use of information technologists as members of the legal team. 

The two most common formats for large--scale document delivery 
are the TIFF and PDF formats. Neither of these formats contains the 
original metadata of the native format document. It is for this reason 
that some counsel prefer to deliver documents in these formats to avoid 
revealing the associated metadata. 

Scanning software today permits the scanning of documents and the 
conversion of documents into computer--readable formats by the use 
of optical character recognition software. This conversion enables the 
documents to be searched by other computer programs. 

Not every lawsuit requires the use of all of the electronic discovery 
tools available. Many cases involve only limited numbers of documents 
in both paper and electronic forms. 

The biggest costs in electronic discovery come from reviewing elec-
tronic materials to find relevant items; identifying privileged, confiden-
tial, or protected documents; and delivering the relevant responses to 
discovery requests in appropriate formats. 

There are few cases to refer to for guidance about electronic discovery 
issues. The leading case is that of Zubulake v. UBS, in which the court 
issued a number of notable opinions, decisions, and orders concerning 
every aspect of electronic discovery. Among the issues addressed by the 
court was that of the destruction of evidence, ref erred to as spoliation 
of evidence. The court also addressed the issue of costs of discover y, 
including laying basic ground rules for when that cost should be shared 
by the parties and when it should be assigned to a specific party. 

(continued) 
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Predictive Coding/Tech
nology Assisted Review 

Predictive coding programs or technology,assisted review programs use 
algorithms to search a small set of documents that are representative 
of the entire, larger set to determine if the search terms are sufficiently 
locating the desired documents before applying the search to the entire 
date set. 

Protecting Confidential or 
Privileged Materials 

The attorney has an obligation to preserve the confidences of clients. 
It may not always be possible, within the limited timeframes required 
for compliance, to check all documents before handing them over to 
opposing counsel. 

Inadvertent Disclosure of 
Confidential Information 

The new rules provide for a ''claw,back'' provision as part of the 
discovery plan. 

A claw,back provision, under Fed. R. Civ. P. 16(b)(6), is ''any agree, 
men ts the parties reach for asserting claims of privilege or of protection 
as trial,preparation material after production.'' 

State courts are still split in their approaches; some courts bar 
inadvertently disclosed data use, while some allow it as if the disclosure 
were intentional. 

The use of the claw,back agreement alone does not relieve the attor, 
ney of obligations regarding confidential client information. 

REVIEW QUESTIONS AND EXERCISES 

1. What is the impact of the Federal Rules of 
Civil Procedure on the timetable for discovery 
requests? 

2. What types of electronic information might be 
requested in litigation today that did not exist 
20 years ago? 

3. What is meant by spoliation of evidence? 
4. What are the possible sanctions for spoliation 

of evidence? 
5. What are the possible costs associated with 

electronic discovery? 
6. What are the ethical issues in protecting confi, 

dential or privileged information in this age of 
electronic documents? 

7. What is meant by a claw,back provision in a dis, 
covery plan? How important is it ethically? 

8. What role does cost play in electronic discov, 
ery plans? 

9. May a firm or client regularly destroy the firm's 
records? Explain fully. 

10. What is inadvertent disclosure? How does the 
court deal with it? 

11. Why is electronic discovery not an issue in all 
cases? 

12. What is the biggest cost in electronic discov, 
ery? Explain fully. 

13. Why is electronic discovery a process? What 
are the steps in the process? 

14. What is meant by redaction? When would it be 
used? 

15. Why would a litigation team use an outside 
consultant in litigating a case? 

16. What is the role of the information technolo, 
gist on the legal team in the area of electronic 
discovery? 

1 7. What is meant by native format? 
18. How can paper documents be converted to 

electronically searchable formats? 
19. What is metadata and why is it important in 

the litigation process? 
20. What is the difference between system meta, 

data and content metadata? 
21. What is the disadvantage of receiving docu, 

men ts in TIFF or PDF format? 
22. What is the value of optical character recogni, 

tion software to the litigation team? 



BUILDING YOUR PARALEGAL SKILLS 

INTERNET AND TECHNOLOGY EXERCISES 

1. Conduct an Internet search to locate software 
that can be used in the e--discovery process. 
What resources do the individual companies 
offer to help you learn and use the software? 

2. Search the web for service bureaus that provide 
e--discovery services. 

3. Locate and download a current case on spolia-
tion of evidence. 

CIVIL LITIGATION VIDEO CASE STUDIES 

Zealous Representation Issue: Handling Evidence 

A paralegal has discovered a 
document that is detrimen-
tal to the law firm's client. 
No one else is aware of its 
existence. 

After viewing the video at www.pearson.com/ 
goldman-civil-litigation, answer the following 

• questions. 

1. Does the law firm have any duty to make avail-
able to the opposing side evidence that is detri-
mental to their case? 

2. Is there any ethical or legal reason not to hide 
or destroy a document if no one else knows of 
its existence? 
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4. Use the Internet to prepare a list of resources 
on electronic discovery for the legal commu-
nity. List the services offered and the contact 
information. 

Privilege Issue: Misdirected E-Mail 

The paralegal working on 
a case accidentally sends a 
confidential memo to op-
posing counsel. 

After viewing the video at www.pearson.com/ 
goldman-civil-litigation, answer the following 

• questions. 

1. Who is ultimately responsible for inadvertent 
disclosure of confidential information or work 
product? 

2. What steps should be taken in your jurisdic-
tion when confidential information is inadver-
tently sent to the wrong party? 

CHAPTER OPENING SCENARIO CASE STUDY 

Use the Opening Scenario for this chapter to an-
swer the following questions. 

1. Prepare a summary for the attorney to use in 
advising clients on the basic rules of spoliation 
and its potential impact on litigation. 

2. Prepare a memo to the IT staff or outside con-
sultant explaining what the trial team needs in a 
case of this type. 

3. Prepare a memo from the IT staff to the trial 
team explaining what issues they should be 
aware of and giving suggestions for obtaining 
and protecting the needed data. 
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COMPREHENSIVE CASE STUDY 

SCHOOL BUS-TRUCK ACCIDENT CASE 
Review the assigned case study in Appendix 2. 

1. Prepare an electronic document discovery 
request, under the applicable Federal Rules 
of Civil Procedure, for the accident case in 
Appendix 1. 

2. As defense counsel, draw up a document dis-
covery agreement for plaintiff's counsel. Is the 

language the same for both plaintiff and defen-
dant? Explain. 

3. Prepare a memo to the supervising attorney 
concerning electronic discovery issues that 
must be discussed with opposing counsel and 
resolved in advance of the Rule 16(b) schedul-
ing conference. 

-~ 
BUILDING YOUR PROFESSIONAL PORTFOLIO AND REFERENCE MANUAL Jill 1111 

CIVIL LITIGATION TEAM AT WORK 
See page 18 for instructions on Building Your 
Professional Portfolio and Reference Manual. 

Policy Manual 

Create an office policy on litigation hold proce-
dures. 

Forms 

1. Create a litigation hold template letter to send 
to a client. 

SCHOOL BUS-TRUCK ACCIDENT 

2. Create a checklist for obtaining and protecting 
client data that might be subject to discovery 
disclosure. 

Procedures 

Local court policy on spoliation of evidence. 

Contacts and Resources 

Find business and web addresses of computer 
forensic consultants in your jurisdiction. 

VIDEO: PRESIDENT OF ACME BRAKE MANUFACTURING COMPANY 

President of brake manufacturing company meets with corporate counsel 

After watching the video at www.pearson.com/goldman-civil-litigation, answer the following 

To: Paralegal Intern 
From: Tamara Collins 
Case Name: Acme Brake Manufacturing Company Defective Brake Parts 
Re: ESI and litigation hold 

We are now aware that there is a strong possibility that our client, the brake pad manufacturer, will be 
named as an additional defendant in the school bus- truck accident case. 

We need to prepare for discovery of potential evidence, including any electronically stored information 
(ESI) for both companies. 
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Draft for my review: 

1. a list of potential sources of the ESI; 
2. a set of potential search queries to discover the ESI that we can take to the next meet and confer; and 
3. any necessary litigation hold letters, including any needed follow~up procedures. 

Prepare an office memo on the court rules and case law on the potential sanctions if we do not follow the 
proper procedures. 

Determine who from our client's firm should attend the next meet and confer. Then draft a letter for my 
signature to the client explaining why that person from the company needs to attend the meet and confer. 



LEARNING OBJECTIVES 

After studying this chapter, you should be able to: 

1. Define interrogatories and requests for 
production of documents and things and 
understand the best use of each. 

2. Discuss the discovery timeframe and how it 
may be modified. 

3. Draft questions and answers for interrogatories. 

4. Prepare requests and responses to requests for 
production. 

5. Understand the new requirements related to 
electronic discovery. 



CHAPTER 

OPENING SCENARIO 

All of the interrogatories and requests for production in the school bus accident case had been forwarded 
to the paralegal in the suburban office for processing and logging into the calendar system. There did not 
appear to be any unusual requests in the initial set of interrogatories addressed to the clients. The main 
concern was how the parents of the children would relay the children's answers. 

Caitlin, the paralegal in the downtown office, was asked to prepare the initial draft of the 
interrogatories to be submitted to the defendants. It was obvious that not much would be learned except 
the most basic information. But Caitlin wanted to be certain that all of the underlying information was 
obtained to allow for continuing investigation. She would also use the information to prepare questions to 
ask various witnesses and parties involved at depositions. It appeared there might be some allegations of 
wrongdoing by corporate defendants that might be documented in e--mails and other electronically stored 
documents, such as those about potential negligent design or poor maintenance of the braking systems. 
There had been no initial disclosure of these files, and Caitlin wanted to draft additional interrogatories to 
discover the potential sources without revealing the trial strategy. 

OPENING SCENARIO LEARNING OBJECTIVE 

Draft a cover letter for interrogatories to be sent to a client, outlining the obligations and limitations 
permitted in answering interrogatories, including the right to destroy potential evidence. 

VIDEO INTRODUCTION 

Interrogatories and Requests for Production 

After watching the video at www.pearson.com/goldman--civil--litigation, answer the 
following questions: 
1. Why do federal courts require a meet and confer in discovery matters? 
2. Why are standard form interrogatories used? 

335 
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interrogatori es 
A form of discovery in which written 
questions are addressed to a party to 
a lawsuit requiring written answers 
made under oath. 

req uests for production of 
documents 
The shorthand name for production of 
documents and things. 

LEARNING OBJECTIVE 1 
Define interrogatories and 
requests for production of 
documents and things and 
understand the best use of 
each. 

movable items 
Documents, photographs, recordings, 
and similar tangible items. 

non-movable items 
Real property or large goods that are 
not readily movable but remain at the 
heart of the lawsuit. 

INTRODUCTION TO INTERROGATORIES AND 
REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION 

Interrogatories and requests for production of documents are methods of 
discovery that are used early in the discovery phase. The initial sets of inter-
rogatories and requests for production are often submitted to the opposing 
party at the same time. There are similarities between interrogatories and re-
quests for production both are written requests for information addressed 
to a party to the lawsuit. Both require written answers or responses within a 
fixed period of time, usually 30 days. The answers frequently provide infor-
mation that is the basis of additional requests for production or other discov-
ery, including oral depositions and requests for admissions. 

INTERROGATORIES AND REQUESTS FOR 
PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS AND THINGS 

An interrogatory is a formal request for written answers to written questions ad-
dressed to another party to the lawsuit (Fed. R. Civ. P. 33). The answering party is 
required to prepare complete answers or objections to each question, in writing, 
within 30 days of service of the interrogatories. Answers are made under oath 
by the answering party, which subjects the answering party to a potential charge 
of perjury for providing false answers under oath. Objections to answering the 
interrogatory questions may be made if the questions seek information subject 
to a recognized evidentiary privilege, such as the attorney-client privilege, or be-
cause they are not relevant to the issues in the current lawsuit. If the response is 
an objection to the interrogatory question based on a legally recognized reason, 
the attorney for the answering party also signs the answer to the interrogatory. 

The full title in the federal rules for requests for production is Producing 
Documents, Electronically Stored Information, and Tangible Things, or Entering onto 
Land, for Inspection and Other Purposes (Fed. R. Civ. P. 34). It includes provisions 
for the production of movable items and non-movable items for copying, test-
ing, and sampling. Movable items include documents, photographs, recordings, 
electronically stored items and the media on which they are stored, and similar 
items. Non--movable items are such things as real property or large goods that are 
not readily movable but remain at the heart of the lawsuit. All relevant movable 
and non--movable items may be requested. Requests for production are similar 

VIDEO ADVICE FROM THE FIELD ________ _ 

INTERVIEW: WORKING WITH IT 
Charlotte Harris, Manager, 
Litigation Support, Hess 
Corporation 

A discussion empha
sizing the relationship be
tween the paralegal and the 
information technologist 

and the ski I ls necessary to be successfu I in the I itiga
tion support profession. The differences in the roles 

of the paralegal and the I itigation support person are 
explained. 

After watching the video at www .pearson.com/ 
goldman-civil-litigation, answer the following questions. 

1. What are the skills of a successful litigation support 
specialist? 

2. How does the role of the paralegal differ from that of 
the I itigation support specialist?. 
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to interrogatories-they are formal written requests issued to ano ther party to 
the lawsuit. The ansvvering party must respond, in vvriting, within 30 days after 
being served with the request for production, indicating whether inspection will 
be permitted and how it will be accomplished; if inspection is not permitted, the 
answering party must state the specific grounds for any objection to the reqL1est. 
U sing a subpoena issued by the clerk of court, a request for inspection o r copy~ 
ing of documents may also be made by either party on those who are not parties 
to the action. The subpoena may also include a command to appear at a deposi~ 
tion , hearing, or trial, as shown in Exhibit 13.1 (Fed. R. Civ. P. 45). 

Exhibit 13.1 Subpoena Issued to a Nonparty to the Action to Produce Documents 

/\0 88 (Rev. 02114) Subpoena 10 Appear and Testify at a Hearing or Trial in a Ci,,iJ Aclioo 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

To: 

Plai11t{ff 

v. 

Defendant 

for the 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Civi l Action No. 

SUBPOENA TO APPEAR AND TESTfFY 
AT A DEARING OR TRIAL IN A CIVIL ACTION 

(Name of perso11 to who111 this s11bpoe11u is di reeled) 

YOU ARE COMMANDED to appear in the United States district court at the time, date, and place set forth bclov, 
to testify at a hearing or trial in this civil action. \Vhcn you arrive, you must remain at the court until the judge or a court 
officer allows you to leave. 

Place: Courtroom No.: 

Date and Time: 

You must also bring with you the following docu1nents, electronically stored infonnation, or objects (leuve blank if 
nor applicable): 

The fo llowing provisions of Fed. R. Civ. P. 45 are attached - Ruic 45(c), relating to the place of compliance; 
Rule 45(d), relating to your protection as a person subject to a subpoena; and RuJe 45(e) and (g), relating to your duty to 
respond to this subpoena and the potential consequences of not doing so. 

Date: 
('l[f,R K OF COURT 

OR 

Signature oj'Clerkor Depury Qerk A11or11ey's signature 

The name, address, e-mail address, and telephone number of tl1e attorney representing (11a111e of party) 

________________ , \vho issues or requests this subpoena, arc: 

Notice to the person lvho issues or requests this subpoena 
If this subpoena commands the production of documents, electronically stored infonnation , or tangible things before 
trial, a notice and a copy of the subpoena must be served on each party in this case before it is served on the person to 
,vhom it is directed. Fed. R Civ. P. 45(a)(4). 

Source: U.S. Federal Court. 
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WEB RESOURCES 

As shown in Exhibits 13.2 and 13.3, interrogatories and requests for pro-
duction contain: 

1. the caption of the case; 

For a complete set of 
sample interrogatories 

and to obtain the latest version of 
the sample pages in Exhibit 13.2, 
visit www.krol lontrack.com. 

2. identification of the document; 
3. introductory paragraph further identifying the document; 
4. the party serving it; 
5. the action required of the recipient; 
6. a list of definitions; 
7. the interrogatory questions, or documents or things requested to be 

produced; 
8. the signature of the attorney; 
9. certification of service; and 

10. verification page for the signature of the answering party. 

Definitions of standard or specific terms and nomenclature that relate to the 
particular facts of the case or are defined in a way unique to a particular 

Exhibit 13.2 Sample Interrogatories in Federal Court for Cases Involving Electronic Discovery 

SAMPLE INTERROGATORIES 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
DISTRICT OF [Jurisdiction] 

Court File No.: 

' Plaintiff, 
v. 

' Defendant. 

INTERROGATORIES TO [Party Name] 

I. DEFINITIONS. The definitions below will apply to the interrogatories requested in this document. 

A. APPLICATION: An application is a collection of one or more related software programs that enable 
a user to enter, store, view, modify or extract information from files or databases. The term is commonly 
used in place of "program," or "software." Applications may include word processors, Internet 
browsing tools and spreadsheets. 

B. BACKUP: To create a copy of data as a precaution against the loss or damage of the original data. 
Most users backup some of their files, and many computer networks utilize automatic backup software 
to make regular copies of some or all of the data on the network. Some backup systems use digital 
audio tape (DAT) as a storage medium. Backup Data is information that is not presently in use by an 
organization and is routinely stored separately upon portable media, to free up space and permit data 
recovery in the event of disaster. 

C. DELETED DATA: Deleted Data is data that, in the past, existed on the computer as live data and 
which has been deleted by the computer system or end-user activity. Deleted data remains on storage 
media in whole or in part until it is overwritten by ongoing usage or "wiped" with a software program 
specifically designed to remove deleted data. Even after the data itself has been wiped, directory entries, 
pointers, or other metadata relating to the deleted data may remain on the computer. 
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Exhibit 13.2 (continued) 

D. DOCUMENT. Fed.R.Civ.P. 34(a) defines a document as "including writings, drawings, graphs, charts, 
photographs, phone records, and other data compilations." In the electronic discovery world, a document 
also refers to a collection of pages representing an electronic file. Emails, attachments, databases, word 
documents, spreadsheets, and graphic files are all examples of electronic documents. 

E. HARD DRIVE: The primary storage unit on PCs, consisting of one or more magnetic media platters on 
which digital data can be written and erased magnetically. 

F. MIRROR IMAGE: Used in computer forensic investigations and some electronic discovery 
investigations, a mirror image is a bit-by-bit copy of a computer hard drive that ensures the operating 
system is not altered during the forensic examination. 

G. NETWORK: A group of computers or devices that is connected together for the exchange of data and 
sharing of resources. 

H. OPERA TING SYSTEM (OS): The software that the rest of the software depends on to make the 
computer functional. On most PCs this is Windows or the Macintosh OS. Unix and Linux are other 
operating systems often found in scientific and technical environments. 

I. SPOLIATION: Spoliation is the destruction of records which may be relevant to ongoing or anticipated 
litigation, government investigations or audits. Courts differ in their interpretation of the level of intent 
required before sanctions may be warranted. 

J. SOFTWARE; Coded instructions (programs) that make a computer do useful work. 

II. Documents and Data. 

A. Individuals/organizations responsible. Identify and attach copies of all company organizational and policy 
information including: 

1. Organizational charts; 

2. A list of the names, titles, contact information, and job description/duties for all individuals (or 
organizations) responsible for maintaining electronic processing systems, networks, servers, and data 
security measures; and 

3. A list of the names, titles, contact information, and job description/duties for all individuals employed in the 
following departments (or their equivalents) for [Plaintiffs/Defendants/Third Party]: 

a. Information Technology; 

b. Information Services; 

c. Incident Response Teams; 
d. Data Recovery Units; and 

e. Computer Forensic or Audit/Investigation Teams. 

B. Relevant Products/Services. Identify and attach copies of all documents related to (including marketing, 
selling, leasing, sharing or giving to another party) the computer system, programs, software, hardware, 
materials, tools or information that [Plaintiffs/Defendants/Third Party] uses or has used in relation to the sale or 
use of [Product/Service]. This includes all electronic data and necessary instructions for accessing such data 
relating to: 

1. The pricing of [Product/Service] in the United States and internationally; 
2. Customer invoices for [Product/Service], including the customer names/addresses, purchase volume, 

prices, discounts, transportation charges and production information; 

3. Email sent or received by [Plaintiffs/Defendants/Third Party] to customers relating to [Product/Service]; 

4. Accounting records relating to [Product/Service], including work-in-progress reports, billing records, vendor 
invoices, time and material records, cost completion reports for each of [Plaintiffs/Defendants/ 
Third Party] customers; 

Source: From Sample Interrogatories in Federal Court for Cases involving Electronic Discovery, Sample Forms and Pleadings, 2006. Reproduced by 
the permission of Kroll Ontrack Inc. 
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Exhibit 13.3 Request for Production of Documents 

SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
COUNTY OF ----

[PLAINTIFF(S) NAMES] 
Plaintiffs, 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

CASE NO: -----

v. 

DEMAND FOR PRODUCTION 
AND INSPECTION OF 
DOCUMENTS 

[DEFENDANT(S) NAMES] 
Defendants 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Demanding Party: ___ _ 

Inspection Demand Set __ _ 

Responding Party: ___ _ 

To [responding party], 

Demand is hereby made that you produce for inspection and copying the following documents or categories 
of document in your possession, custody, or control. The documents or categories of documents must be 
produced within 30 days after service of this demand the office of demanding party's counsel. Pursuant to 
section 2031 (h) of the Code of Civil Procedure, a written response to this inspection demand with 20 days 
from the date of service of this demand. 

1. [List and number each document or category of documents separately, describing each 
in enough detail to allow responding party to easily identify items demanded, for instance: 

a. Every written statement or transcription of a recorded statement, and all notes of conversation made by 
any witness to the accident that is the subject of this suit. 

b. Every report, photograph, recording, or other writing prepared by investigator ____ _ 
(invesigator name), based on (investigator his or her) investigation of ____ _ 
(accident scene) located at (address), (accident scene city), 
_____ (accident scene county)County, California. 

c. Every photograph that shows any personal injuries sustained by _____ (responding party) in 
the accident that is the subject of this suit. 

d. Every bill, statement, report, record, or other writing that pertains to personal injuries sustained by 
_____ (responding party) in the accident that is the subject of this suit.] 

2. [Specify manner in which activities other than inspection will be performed, for example: 
The items produced by (responding party) will be subjected to inspection, photographing, 
testing, and sampling as follows: 

a. Photographic enlargement of each document produced. 

b. Handwriting analysis of each handwritten document.] 

DATED: 

(Signature) 
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field, industry, or business may be included. For example, the term ''bar-
rel'' in the oil industry means a container of 42 gallons; in the beer indus-
try, 31. 5 gallons; and if used as an equivalent term to ''drum," 5 5 gallons. If 
the issue is one of how many gallons are covered by a contract, the correct 
equivalent barrel volume must be defined before asking how many barrels 
were delivered. 

TIMEFRAME FOR DISCOVERY 

Most rules of court provide a timeframe within which discovery may 
occur without permission from the court both a starting point after the 
lawsuit is filed and an ending point so that the trial or other AD R hear-
ing is not delayed. Within these starting and ending points , there are time 
limits imposed to compel answers. On a motion or request to the court, if 
there is a good reason, parties may be able to start discovery earlier (pre-
filing) and continue longer , closer to trial. Deadlines for filing or return-
ing the answers to discovery may also be extended, both informally by 
agreement of the attorneys and formally by motion to the court, again for 
''good cause." 

Initial Discovery Requests 

In federal court, in general, discovery may not begin until the attorneys have 
conferred about the case, prepared a plan for discovery, and issued a report 
to the court containing a plan for the timing of the discovery (Fed. R. Civ. 
P. 26). The discovery plan may become part of the court's scheduling order, 
which sets the deadlines for motions, discovery, and trial. There are no other 
limitations on when interrogatories, requests for production, or other dis-
covery methods can be used or in what order. 

Extension of Time for Responding 

The parties, through their counsel, may enlarge or extend the normal 
30--day time period for responding to the interrogatories or requests to 
produce. 

Experienced attorneys anticipate that additional time will be nec-
essary to respond to discovery requests, and they allow for that in the 
initial conference planning report submitted to the court before the re-
quired scheduling conference with the trial judge. The scheduling order 
that governs the case may include a universal time extension (for exam-
ple, 60 days to answer all discovery requests). The scheduling order that 
appears in Exhibit 13.4 requires that discovery be completed by a date 
certain. 

Counsel may also enlarge the time to respond to discovery b y a stipu-
lation. Extension b y stipulation of counsel is permitted as long as that 
extension does not violate the discovery deadline imposed under the 
court's scheduling order or interfere with another hearing or proceeding. 

LEARNING OBJECTIVE 2 
Discuss the discovery 

ti mef rame and how it may 
be modified. 
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Exhibit 13.4 Final Scheduling Order 

Case 3:1 O-cv-00091-RV-EMT Document 26 Filled 04/14/10 Page 1 of 3 

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF FLORIDA 

PENSACOLA DIVISION 

STATE OF FLORIDA, by and 
through Bill McCollum, et al., 

Plaintiffs, 

v. 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF 
HEAL TH AND HUMAN SERVICES, 
et al., 

Defendants. 

Case No.: 3:1 O-cv-91-RV /EMT 

FINAL SCHEDULING ORDER 

A Rule 16 pre-trial scheduling conference was held in this matter today, April 14, 2014. Present were 
the attorneys for the plaintiffs: Blaine H. Winship, Florida Attorney's General Office; Joseph W. Jacquot, 
Florida Attorney General's Office; Chesterfield Smith, Jr., Florida Attorney General's Office; and David 
B. Rivkin, Jr., Baker & Hostetler; and attorneys for the defendants: Ian Gershengorn, Deputy Assistant 
Attorney General, Civil Division; Brian Kennedy, Department of Justice Civil Division's Federal Programs 
Branch; Eric Beckenhauer, Department of Justice Civil Division's Federal Programs Branch; and Pamela 
Monie, Assistant United States Attorney. Also appearing via telephone were the named plaintiffs or their 
representatives for the states of Alabama, Arizona, Colorado, Florida, Indiana, Michigan, Nebraska, 
Nevada, Pennsylvania, South Carolina, South Dakota, Texas, Utah, Washington. 

After discussion with the attorneys of record, and the court otherwise being fully advised in the premises, 
it is hereby ORDERED: 

A. The following schedule and dates are hereby set and approved for pretrial proceedings in this case: 

May 14, 2014 Plaintiffs' date for filing an amended complaint; 

June 16, 2014 Defendant s' date for filling a motion to dismiss; 

August 6, 2014 Plaintiffs' date for filing a brief in opposition to the motion to dismiss; 

August 27, 2014 Defendants' date for filling a reply to Plaintiffs' opposition brief; 

September 14, 2014 at 9:00 a.m. Oral argument on Defendants' motion to dismiss. 

Case No.: 3: 10-cv-91-RVIEMT 
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Exhibit 13.4 (continued) 

Case 3:1 O-cv-00091-RV-EMT Document 26 Filled 04/14/10 

The plaintiffs may, but they are not required to, file their motion for summary judgment at or after the 
time they file their response in opposition to defendants' motion to dismiss (August 5th). The plaintiffs' motion 
for summary judgment, if filed prior to resolution of the motion to dismiss, will be held in abeyance until the 
court rules on the motion to dismiss. If this case survives dismissal, in whole or in part, the defendants will 
then have forty (40) days from the date of the order ruling on the motion to dismiss (or from the filing of the 
plaintiffs' motion for summary judgment, whichever is later) to respond to the motion of summary judgment. 
The plaintiffs will have twenty-one (21) days to reply to that response. An oral argument date will be set by the 
Court on the summary judgment motion once the briefing dates become fixed. 

B. The briefing with regard to the motions described above will be limited to fifty (50) pages for the initial 
and responsive briefs, and twenty-five (25) pages for reply briefs. 

C. The deadline for joining parties will be the same date for the amended compliant (May 14, 2014). 

D. To the extent that any discovery may be required in this case, the discovery deadline is September 14, 2014. 

E. The parties are hereby excused from compliance with the initial disclosure provisions under Rule 26, 
Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, and the other reporting requirements under Rule 16 of those rules, as 
well as the corresponding Local Rules, pending further Order from this Court. 

DONE and ORDERED this 14th day of April, 2014. 

IS/ ~~11~ 

ROGER VINSON 

Senior United States District Judge 

These time constraints, whether 30 days or some agreed--to extension, 
may be critical where the answerin g party objects to the question or re-
quest an d must file a timely objection to avoid the objection being con-
sidered waived. 

DRAFTING QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS 
TO INTERROGATORIES 

More than any other d iscovery tool, in terrogatories have tradition ally been 
the largest source of objections and motions for relief. Many court r ule 
changes are design ed to eliminate some of the objections and remove the 
n eed for court involvement. Many judges in motions court routinely limit 
the number of in terrogatory questions to which counsel may raise objec-
t ions. Interrogatories gen erally p rovide only a limited insigh t into the other 
party's case. In practice, the questions provide information th at may be used 
to frame other d iscovery requests. Federal court rules lim it th e n umber of 
questions (including subparts of questions) that may be asked in interrogato-
ries to 25 (Fed. R. Civ. P. 33). 

LEARNING OBJECTIVE 3 
D raft questions and answers 

for interrogatories. 
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Initial Disclosures 
In addition to the 25 interrogatory questions permitted, parties are required 
to make certain information available as part of the initial disclosures under 
federal rules. This includes the identity of individuals having discoverable in-
formation, the location of discoverable information, computation of damages, 
and insurance agreements (Fed. R. Civ. P. 26). Although not part of the initial 
disclosure, identification of expert witnesses, a statement of their qualifica-
tions, and their reports, including their opinions, must also be shared. In many 
jurisdictions, mandatory form interrogatories that must be answered by the 
litigants may have already been approved by the court. These mandatory inter-
rogatories serve the same purpose as the mandatory disclosure requirements. 

Drafting Questions 
Drafting questions for interrogatories is an important skill. Most of the infor-
mation that the legal team needs, such as identification of witnesses (and the 
substance of their testimony), exhibits, and experts, will be shared under the 
Rule 26 mandatory disclosure. With all of this information already shared, 
it may appear unnecessary to conduct additional discovery with interrogato-
ries. However, areas of additional inquiry should be explored. 

Standard interrogatories, or form interrogatories, may be sufficient for 
routine cases, and no additional questions may need to be asked. In complex 
or unusual cases, however, it may be necessary to ask additional questions to 
obtain the information necessary to further investigate the case or prepare for 
other forms of discovery. 

Determining what to ask and how to ask it is a process that includes anal-
ysis of the underlying claims, the needed evidentiary proof, and strategy. 

Claims, Defenses, and Issues 

The first step is to review the pleadings and identify the claims made, the legal 
issues involved, and the defenses asserted. The elements required to establish the 
claims and defenses must be identified, and potential sources of evidence for each 
must also be identified. For example, a defendant may assert assumption of the 
risk as a defense, which requires proof that the plaintiff (1) knew, understood, 
and appreciated the risks associated with a particular activity; (2) had full knowl-
edge of that risk; and (3) freely and voluntarily proceeded with the activity. If the 
mandatory initial disclosure does not reveal anyone with evidence of assumption 
of the risk, additional interrogatories may be needed to identify those who might 
have witnessed or might have evidence of the assumption of the risk in the form 
of a document, such as a release signed by the plaintiff before skydiving. 

Evidentiary Proof 

An analysis of the disclosed information should focus on whether the infor-
mation will satisfy the evidentiary requirements at trial. In the assumption of 
risk example, the defendant identifies witnesses and provides copies of docu-
ments, but there is no reference to the assumption of risk defense, the wit-
nesses who may testify, or the evidence that may be presented in support of 
the defense. Thus, an area of inquiry appropriate for interrogatory questions 
has been discovered, such as that shown in Exhibit 13.5. 

Strategy 

The final consideration before including a question in the interrogatories 
is one related to strategy. This analysis is based on the amount of time the 
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Exhibit 13.5 Sample Assumption of the Risk Interrogatory 

Interrogatory No. 3 

With regard to the affirmative defense of assumption of the risk which appears 
in paragraph 15 of your Answer to the Complaint, kindly: 

a. identify each witness upon whom you rely and a summary of each 
identified witness's knowledge with regard to the plaintiff's assumption 
of the risk 

b. identify the documents, if any, upon which you rely to establish that the 
plaintiff assumed the risk 

answering party has to develop a response to a written question versus the 
lack of time to think before an swer ing an o ral question (and follow--up ques-
t ions) presented under oath in a deposition . Som e question s may be better 
left to th e deposition , where there is no t ime to craft a response. 

Checklist PREPARING INTERROGATORIES 

• Review pleadings for claims and defenses. 

• Prepare a I ist of claims/defenses. 

• Add the elements requi red to establ ish each claim/defense to the list. 

• Review the initial disclosure information requi red under Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(a). 

• Look for claims/defenses where there is a lack of supporting information. 

Serving Interrogatories 

Interrogatories may b e served upon any oth er party to the action without re-
quest of or leave of court. Copies may be served upon represented parties by 
sending a set of interrogatories to th eir coun sel. Rules of ethical conduct p re-
elude coun sel from communicating directly with anyone who is represented, 
except through h is o r her attorney. T he manner an d t ime of service should be 
n oted for the file, and the date th e answers are due should be entered into the 
firm's calen dar system for follow--up. 

Preparing Responses 

Respond ing to interrogatories follows a process similar to creating inter-
rogatories. Before giving any consideration to responding to interrogatories, 
the due date should be calendared to avoid m issing the deadline. It is also 
good practice to include several reminder dates, such as three weeks, two 
weeks, ten days, seven days, four days, and the day before the answers are 
due. U n der this type of remin der system, th e paralegal who has been d rawn 
into oth er projects will not forget to complete an d prepare the in terrogatories 
for signature and service within the required timeframe. 

T he in terrogatories are sent to coun sel but are addressed to the client 
and are intended to be completed and signed by the client, th ough in real-
ity, most of the information is completed from th e law office file. A copy 
of the interrogatories must be sen t to th e clien t with a letter explaining what 

WEB RESOURCES 

Contrast and com
pare the Indiana Rules 

of Court at http://www.state. 
in . us/j ud iciary/ru les/prof_con-
d uct/i ndex.htm I# _Ru le_ 4.2 ._ 
Communication_with_Person 
with the American Bar 
Association Model Rules of 
Professiona l Responsibil ity at 
and the eth ical rul es in your 
j u ri sd i ction. 
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ETHICAL Perspectives 

INDIANA RULES OF COURT RULES OF PROFESSIONAL 
CONDUCT RULE 4.2. COMMUNICATION WITH PERSON 
REPRESENTED BY COUNSEL 
In representing a client, a lawyer shall not communicate about the subject of 
the representation with a person the lawyer knows to be represented by another 
lawyer in the matter, unless the lawyer has the consent of the other lawyer or is 
authorized by law or a court order. 

interrogatories are and the time limitations imposed on answering them. The 
letter also should ask the client to prepare answers to the best of his ability 
and to contact the law office staff to schedule a definite time to meet with the 
attorney or paralegal to review the answers. Exhibit 13.6 is a sample cover let; 
ter to accompany interrogatories sent to a client. 

Exhibit 13.6 Sample Letter to Client to Send with Interrogatories 

Owen Mason 
Arial Marshall 

Ethan Benjamin 
Cary Eden 

July 18, 2018 

Mr. & Mrs. Steven Knowles 
1234 Asbury Avenue 
Bennington, VT 

Re: Knowles v. Clemmons et.al 

Dear Mr. and Mrs. Knowles: 

Mason, Marshall and Benjamin 
Attorneys at Law 

Enclosed you will find a copy of Interrogatories that have been served on us by the Defendants Smith and Ace 
Trucking in the lawsuit filed on behalf of your daughter. 

Interrogatories are written questions about the lawsuit that require written responses. Your responses are made 
under oath as to their truth. We are required to complete the responses to the enclosed Interrogatories and return 
them to Attorney Morris by August 15, 2018. 

In order to assist us in the process, kindly review and answer each question with your daughter. You may mark the 
answers directly on the copy of Interrogatories enclosed. Feel free to consult any documents, records, or other 
items that may help recall the events of the accident. 

I have scheduled an appointment for us to meet and review the answers on August 1, 2018, at 11 :00 a.m. in our 
suburban office. Please bring your copy of the Interrogatories with the answers completed to the best of your 
ability and any documents you referred to in preparing the answers to our appointment on August 1 . 

Should you have any questions or concerns, please feel free to call. 

Sincerely, 

Caitlin Gordon 

Paralegal 
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PRACTICE TIP 
In the cover letter to the cl ient, suggest a date and time for them to come to the 
office to review the interrogatory answers. Allow sufficient time to finalize an
swers and permit rev iew by the supervising attorney. Follow up with a call a few 
days after sending the material to the client to confirm the appointment or to 
reschedule to a mutually convenient time. Clients may not appreciate the time 
constraints in answering or the importance of responding in a timely manner. 
Follow-up also provides a confirmation that the client received the materials, 
which can be noted in the case file or by a time slip. 

Review for Objections to Questions 

The interrogatories should be carefully reviewed to determine if any ques; 
tions are objectionable. There are several grounds to object to interrogato; 
ries. The questions may be objectionable for several reasons, including: 

1. They seek information protected from disclosure by privilege, the work; 
product doctrine, trade secrets, or a similar rule. 

2. The question might be duplicative, or materials answering the question 
may have been shared through disclosure, and it is just as easy for the re; 
questing party to review those documents as it is for the answering party 
to do so. 

3. The questions may be vague, overly broad, or burdensome. 
4. The questions may be unlikely to lead to admissible evidence. 

The supervising attorney makes the final decision concerning any objections. 
The answer will state specifically the grounds for the objection. Often, the 
problem with objectionable questions is how the question was drafted, as 
shown in Exhibit 13.7. 

An objectionable question may be both objected to (by stating the 
grounds for the objection) and answered (by providing the information the 
answering party believes the opposing party was seeking), or some combina; 
tion of the two. One answer to Interrogatory No. 8 shown in Exh ibit 13. 7 is 
shown in Exhibit 13.8. An exan1.ple of a more carefully drafted inter rogatory 
question seeking the same information is shown in Exhibit 13.9. 

Motion for Protective Order 

When an interrogatory is objectionable, a decision must be made whether 
to object or ignore the objection and provide an answer. Poorly drafted 
questions sometimes are a strategic advantage. They may reveal that the 
other side doesn't understand the issues or may be willing to accept the 
information provided. If the question is one to which an objection must 
be filed, a motion for protective order must be prepared and filed with 

Exhibit 13.7 An Interrogatory Objectionable as Vague, Overly Broad, 
and Unduly Burdensome 

Interrogatory No. 8 

List every phone call and describe the nature of the conversation. 

object ionable 
In discovery, items that are not discov
erable because the information is pro
tected by privilege, the work-product 
doctrine, trade secrets, or a similar 
rule; the question might be duplica
tive; materials answering the questions 
,nay have been shared through disclo
sure; or the questions may be vague, 
overly broad, burdensome, or unlikely 
to lead to admissible evidence. 

PRACTICE TIP 
M ake work copies of the 
interrogatories that can be 
marked up, then place the 
c lean original in the fi le. 
Send a work copy of the 
interrogatories to the cl ient 
so that it can be marked up 
and returned. 

motion for p rotective order 
Motion that asks the court to deter
mine whether certain information 
must be disclosed in discovery. 
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Exhibit 13.8 Possible Answer to Objectionable Interrogatory 

Answer 

Objection. The Interrogatory is vague, overly broad, and unduly burdensome in that it is not limited as to 
time, the parties to, or subject matter of the litigation. To the extent the question seeks information regarding 
telephone calls between the defendant and plaintiff during the relevant times set forth in the complaint, they 
are listed below. 

DATE CONTACT NATURE OF DISCUSSION 

1 / 3/14 plaintiff called defendant plaintiff advised goods were damaged 

plaintiff requested defendant inspect goods 1 / 5/14 plaintiff called defendant 

1 /1 0/14 plaintiff called defendant plaintiff requested instructions for return of goods and refund 

the court simultaneously with sending the answers with objections to 
opposing counsel. 

A motion for protective order asks the court to determine whether the 
objection to the interrogatory or other discovery request is appropriate. 
The court may determine whether the objection should be sustained and 
the material protected from discovery, or it may overrule the objection, 
directing that the question be answered within a certain timeframe, usually 
10 days. 

Meeting with the Client to Answer Interrogatories 

Before n1eeting with the client to review the answers to the interrogatories, 
the contents of the case file should be carefully reviewed. Answers to most 
questions asked in interrogatories can be based on the information in the fi le. 
During the meeting with the client, it will be important to note discrepancies 
between the information contained in the fi le and the information the cli, 
ent provides. Sometimes these differences are negligible or easily explained. 
A fact initially reported by the client based upon memory may differ from 
the answer to an interrogatory because the client has had the opportunity to 
review records and prepare a written response. For example, a client who 
reported going to the doctor one week following an accident may realize, 
after looking at a personal calendar and bill from the doctor, that it was really 
three weeks after the injury. 

Some discrepancies are not so easily explained and may change the cli, 
ent's case or even result in withdrawing the claim. For example, a client 

Exhibit 13.9 Sample of a more carefully wri tten interrogatory asking for information sought in the 
interrogatory in Exhibit 13.7 

Interrogatory No. 8 

List the date, time, individuals who participated in, and substance of any telephone conversations that took place 
between the plaintiff and the defendant, or their representatives. 
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claims he was overcharged for unauthorized home construction work. After 
he reviews his documents, he finds the work change order form listing the 
work. The form, signed by the client's spouse, authorizes and agrees to pay 
for additional work. These discrepancies should be brought to the attention 
of the supervising attorney immediately, as they may change the entire out~ 
come of the case. The paralegal may be the one to work with the client to 
prepare answers for review, revision, and correction by the supervising at~ 
torney. The client will be required to sign the verification stating the answers 
are true and accurate to the best of his knowledge. The attorney will also sign 
the answers wherever objections have been raised. The final task is to prepare 
a certificate of service indicating that the answer to interrogatories was served 
on all interested parties, as shown in Exhibit 13.10. 

Exhibit 13.10 Sample Certificate of Service 

PRACTICE TIP 
Paying attention to 
objectionable questions 
from others will help you 
become a better drafter 
of properly worded, non
objectionable interrogatory 
questions. 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT - NORTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 

B.K., a minor by her 
Parents and Guardians, 
Janice Knowles and 
Steven Knowles, 
Plaintiff 

v. 

Ronald Clemmons, 

• 
• 

• 
• 

• 
• 

• 
• 

• 
• 

No.: ________ _ 

PLAINTIFF'S ANSWER 
TO DEFENDANTS 
SMITH AND ACE TRUCKING 
INTERROGATORIES 

Lower Council School District, 
Bud Smith, and • 

• 

Ace Trucking Company, 
Defendants 

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

Attorney ID No. 124987 

The undersigned certifies that the document described below was served on the parties listed below by first class 
mail postage prepaid delivered at the post office in Albany, New York 05432 on August 15, 2018. 

Document served: 

Parties Served: 

Plaintiff's Answers to Defendants Smith and Ace Trucking 
Company Interrogatories 

John Morris, Esquire 
Counsel for Defendants Smith and Ace Trucking 
Street address 
Albany, New York 

William Buchter, Esquire 
Counsel for Defendants Clemmons and Lower Council School 
District 
Street Address 
Albany, New York 

Date: ________ _ 
Ethan Benjamin, Esquire 
Roy Saunders, Esquire 
Mason, Marshall and Benjamin 
Street Address 
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Checklist~ PREPARING ANSWERS TO INTERROGATORIES 

• Enter calendar due dates and reminder dates. 
• Send a work copy of the interrogatories to the client with a letter of instruction. 

• Complete a work copy based on the contents of the client's file. 

• Present objectionable questions to the attorney for determination. 

• If questions are determined objectionable, prepare a motion for protective order. 

• Meet with client to review answers. 

• Prepare final answers for review by supervising attorney. 

• Meet with client to sign interrogatories. 

• Serve answers on all interested parties. 

LEARNING OBJECTIVE 4 
Prepare requests and 
responses to requests for 
production. 

Reviewing Answers to Interrogatories 

When the answers to interrogatories are received, they must be reviewed to 
be certain all the interrogatories have been fully answered or, if there are 
objections, a motion for protective order must be included with the answers 
submitted. If a motion has been filed, the response and hearing dates must be 
entered onto the calendar and a reply to the motion prepared and fi led. 

The answers provided to interrogatories may reveal new areas for discov, 
ery. Documents, witnesses, and legal theories all may be revealed. The best 
method to obtain discovery in these new areas, such as requests for produc, 
tion or depositions, must be determined by the supervising attorney. 

DRAFTING REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF 
DOCUMENTS AND PREPARING RESPONSES 

Requests for production are designed to obtain all tangible materials regard, 
less of how they were created or are stored, including electronic information. 
The process of preparing a request or response serves other purposes for the 
legal team. This process forces the legal team to obtain original documents 
from the client and preserve them. It also forces the legal team to read and 
evaluate the contents of those documents to determine their relevance to the 
litigation and to determine whether a privilege applies that prevents disclo, 
sure. Finally, it forces the legal team to organize the information, whether 
provided by the client or the opposing party, in a manner that will permit 
easy retrieval during additional discovery and at trial. 

Preparing a Request for Documents 

The process for preparing a request for production of documents is almost 
identical to the process for preparing questions for interrogatories. The 
pleadings must be carefully reviewed to look for claims asserted and defenses 
raised. An analysis of the elements of the claims and defenses (and the evi, 
dence that may be used to establish those elements at trial) is crucial, as is a 
review of the exhibits identified and provided through the initial mandatory 
disclosure (Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(a)). The answers to interrogatories may yield 
other documents, exhibits, or tangible evidence referred to or relied upon by 
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the opposing party in meeting its burden of proof. For example, in the tele~ 
phone conversation answer to the interrogatory shown in Exhibit 13.8, a list~ 
ing of telephone calls may include a call to or from a cell phone from another 
jurisdiction or service provider. Based on this, additional phone records may 
be sought in a request for production, as shown in Exhibit 13.11. 

Responding to Requests for Production 

The procedure for preparing and gathering documents for the response 
to a request for production is very similar to the procedure for answering 
interrogatories: Send a copy to the client with a letter of instruction; review 
requests that may be objectionable; and gather documents that are already 
a part of the file. Each document must be reviewed and a decision made 
regarding its relevance and any applicable privilege. The attorney will make 
the final decision, but the paralegal can assist by bringing things to the 
attorney's attention. 

Exhibit 13.11 Request for Production Based Upon Answer to Interrogatory Question 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT - NORTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 

B.K., a minor by her 
Parents and Guardians, 
Janice Knowles and 
Steven Knowles, 
Plaintiff 

v. 

Ronald Clemmons, 
Lower Council School District, 
Bud Smith, and 
Ace Trucking Company, 
Defendants 

TO: Ace Trucking Company 
c/o John Morris, Esquire 
Street Address 

• 
• 

• 
• 

• 
• 

• 
• 

• 
• 

• 
• 

No.: _______ _ 

PLAINTIFF'S REQUEST FOR 
PRODUCTION TO 
DEFENDANT ACE TRUCKING 

Attorney ID No. 124987 

Request for Production under Fed. R. Civ. P. 26 

Demand is made that you produce for inspection and copying the following documents or categories of documents 
in your possession, custody or control within 30 days of the date of service of this demand. 

(1} In your Answer to Interrogatory 8 you provided a summary list of telephone conversations. Provide all 
documents, including but not limited to, telephone logs, telephone messages, voice mail messages and 
notes upon which you relied to create that summary of conversations. 

(2) Provide order forms, receipts and invoices for brake pads purchased for your fleet of dump trucks for the 
period of twelve months immediately preceding the accident. 

(3) Provide the driver's log for your employee Bud Smith for the 90 day period immediately preceding the 
accident. 

(4) Provide the medical records including but not limited to the annual Department of Transportation physical 
and results of random drug testing on your employee Bud Smith. 

Respectfully Submitted, 
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LEARNING OBJECTIVE 5 
Understand the new 
requirements related to 
electronic discovery. 

e-discovery 
Discovery of documents created, dis
seminated, and stored via electronic 
means. 

The federal rules require a written answer to each request (Fed. R. Civ. P. 
34(b)). The answer may simply refer to documents attached and labeled, usu, 
ally with a numbered tab that matches the number of the request. Another 
option is for the answer to indicate how, when, and where the documents 
will be 1nade available for inspection and copying. This answer will typically 
be used when there are large volumes of documents being produced or stored 
electronically. The documents may be available in paper or electronic for, 
mat. Rather than going to the expense and time of copying each item, every, 
thing not claimed as privileged is made available for review and copying by 
the reviewing party. The answer may state the specific grounds for objection 
to production and inspection of the requested items. As with answers to in, 
terrogatories, if an objection is raised, a motion for protective order may be 
filed with the court, unless the legal team decides to waive the objection as 
part of the trial strategy. 

Reviewing Responses to Requests for Production 

Even in smaller cases, a lot of time n1ay be spent reviewing the answers and 
documents produced in response to a request for production. Boxes of paper 
documents and business records may have to be scanned manually in the 
hope of finding the one bit of evidence that will show the defendant was 
at fault or the plaintiff really is not suffering from a permanent disability. 
As discussed next, records can be converted to electronic form by scanning 
them into a computer. This can be a time,consuming and tedious process, 
but scanned docu111ents do provide useful information. The legal team must 
be prepared to follow through on those areas where privilege has been as, 
serted as the basis for not answering the request. If the responding party has 
not filed a motion for protective order for the court to rule on the privilege, 
a motion to compel may be prepared and filed seeking the desired records. 

ELECTRONIC DISCOVERY THE PROCESS 

Electronic discovery, or e-discovery, is a process. The initial phase in the 
e,discovery process is determining what documents are desired, who has 
those documents, what format the documents are in, what their value is, and 
what it would cost to retrieve them. Many different types of documents are 
considered "records" by the court and may be part of the discovery request. 
A properly prepared electronic document request, based on the federal or 
local rules, can then be prepared. 

The legal tea111 must keep in mind that the area of electronically created, 
stored, and retrieved documents is in transition. There is no single method 
used by all parties to create, store, or retrieve electronic information. As 
the computer information industry has matured, method and location of 
documents has evolved from primarily on,site storage to include off,site 
cloud,based systems. However, many documents are still created using non, 
standard programs and saved or stored on magnetic media such as hard disk 
drives, solid state memory, CDs, DVDs and tapes. Some of these devices use 
proprietary software and hardware that may not be readily available. 

Costs of recovery and delivery may be a major issue in producing elec, 
tronic records. Legal teams will need to decide who will bear the cost of de, 
livery of nonstandard data, if it is worth the cost to obtain this evidence, and 
whether the client can afford to pay the cost. 
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Evidence in electronic form may be from the more traditional, paperless 
office sources of word processing, electronic spreadsheets, and electronic da, 
tabases. It may also be in the less traditional forms of e,mails, text messages, 
instant messages, podcasts, and voice mail sources. 

Meet and Discuss 
The primary purpose of the meet and discuss conference between the attor, 
neys before the scheduling conference with the judge is to discuss and re, 
solve issues pertaining to discovery, particularly electronic discovery. The 
meet and confer must, at minimum, result in decisions about how to produce 
electronic information, how preliminary screenings will be conducted to lo, 
cate and distinguish relevant from privileged materials, and how to protect 
inadvertently disclosed privileged materials. The results of this meeting must 
be provided to the judge overseeing the case at least 14 days before the sched, 
uling conference. 

It would be foolish to meet with the opposing counsel, who may be very 
knowledgeable in electronic discovery, without a thorough knowledge of the 
types and formats of the electronic information that might be sought by the 
other side. This may require the legal team to schedule time with the client's 
technical support staff sufficiently in advance of the meeting to allow time 
for sampling the data sources. It may also be strategically important to hire 
an expert to advise the legal team on the practical aspects and costs for the 
demands by the opposite side. 

Know Your Client 
The first step for the legal team is to know the client. Whether a Fortune 
500 company or a Mom~and,Pop cleaning service, much of what is accom~ 
plished within a business is done electronically. Before they can prepare for 
the meet and confer with opposing counsel and make a recommendation for 
handling electronic discovery, the legal tea1n must have a thorough under, 
standing of the client's information technology (IT) structure. The following 
checklist provides a representative list of questions that will help the legal 
team understand the creation, storage, and retrieval of documents within the 
client's business. 

Checklist ELECTRONIC DISCOVERY- CLIENT 

• Who manages the computers, networks, and other electronic devices used by the firm? 

• What programs and software are used? 

• How does communication take place, such as instant messaging or internal e-mail? 

• How are documents created, transmitted, and stored? 

• What system is used to back up the firm's critical information? 

• Who within the company structure has access to which programs, files, and other information? 

• Who outside the firm has access to this information? 

• What security features are in place to limit access? 

• Who performs maintenance and repair services? 

• What is the document retention and destruction policy? 
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The answers to these and many other questions will assist the legal team 
in determining how discovery of electronic materials will best be accom; 
plished. The IT structure will also in1pact the process of screening documents 
for privilege and relevancy. For example, communication via instant messag; 
ing typically is not stored on computer systems-once transmitted, the mes; 
sage is gone. However, communication via e;mail is stored on the hard drive 
of a computer. Even after it has been deleted or sent to a recycle bin, e;mail 
may still be retrievable from the hard drive. One e;mail sent to 100 employ; 
ees means 100 documents stored on the computer system. Add to that the re; 
sponses that include the original message or forwarded copies of the message, 
and the number of documents can grow exponentially. 

A crucial inquiry is whether the client has a retention and destruction pol; 
icy. A firm may have a daily backup system with a device that saves data for a 
set period of time, say, three years. Or a firm may simply delete all materials 
when a business deal is concluded. Understanding what policy is in place for 
retention of information may impact the electronic discovery process as well. 
It could be that all relevant documents, paper and electronic, have been com; 
pletely destroyed. On the other hand, there may be backup copies archived 
that can be used to re;create the files and data. Or the client may think that 
everything is destroyed, but there may be employees who have, in violation 
of company policy, retained copies on personal computers or even on iPods 
used as portable storage devices. This information may impact the time and 
cost to conduct discovery (especially if employee depositions are necessary 
to locate relevant data sources) and should be included in the discovery p lan 
that results from the Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(f) conference. 

Screening Clients' Documents 

In traditional paper discovery, the paralegal, the associates, the law clerk, 
and the attorney may screen the client's docl1ments manl1ally to determine 
whether they are relevant or protected by some privilege and, therefore, not 
discoverable. The same screening process must take place with electronic 
documents. Sorting and culling through all the electronic documents can be 
accomplished by the use of a search engine set up to look for words, phrases, 
or combinations, just as search parameters are set up for legal or factual re; 
search on the computer. A first;level screening might begin with searching 
the easily accessible information for relevant documents based on date, au; 
thor, recipient, subject matter, or some combination of these elements. Then 
a process to eliminate the duplicates, called de;duping, will eliminate dupli; 
cate copies of the same document, like the multiple copies of the company 
vacation schedule sent to a long list of e;mail recipients. The search result can 
be narrowed further by searching the results for specific terms and excluding 
certain words. 

This screening process can be discussed at the meet and confer as part of 
the plan to uncover relevant documents from the opposing party's records 
as part of the request to produce documents. If your legal team has already 
been through this process with your client, the attorney will be in a better 
position to form a p lan that best aids in the discovery process. Transparency 
and cooperation will be critical in determining that the parties have devised 
a discovery plan in good faith. If it appears that one or both have devised 
a scheme to hide the proverbial smoking gun, the court will likely penalize 
the litigants. 
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Privileged Materials 

Despite the best efforts to electronically screen documents and even with the 
additional examination by human eyes, as the volume of documents increases, 
so too does the chance for inadvertent disclosure of privileged material. This 
is particularly true when documents are produced electronically. Attorneys 
must address the issue of inadvertent disclosure and propose how to deal 
with privileged materials. Methods for dealing with these inadvertent disclo, 
sures may depend on what position, if any, your jurisdiction has adopted. 
The privileged materials, once discovered, can be immediately returned and 
treated as though they were never disclosed. Alternatively, the materials may 
be treated as though the client waived the privilege and made them available 
to the client's opponent for use at trial. Rather than being subjected to the 
court rule within the jurisdiction, the legal team can anticipate the event and 
limit its impact by including language in the proposed discovery p lan to the 
effect that all inadvertently disclosed materials will not lose their status as 
privileged and that such information may not be used by the other side. This 
is called a "claw,back provision." The provision states specifically what the 
parties are obligated to do with inadvertently disclosed privileged materials. 

Producing Electronic Documents 

Electronic files can be made available in a number of formats. For a small 
company, producing the files in their native ( original) format may be acceptabl...,_e -
that is, files are shared in the format in which they were created. The disadvan, 
tages are that the recipient must have a copy of the program used to create the 
files to be able to open and view them. Files produced in this manner can be 
altered, and proprietary data (metadata) may also be revealed. The advantage is 
that production in native file format is an inexpensive way of delivering the files. 

Another option is to have all files, no matter what the native format, 
converted to PDF or T IFF format. The recipient needs only a freely available 
PDF reader program to be able to open and view all the docun1ents provided. 

No matter which format for production is selected, the attorneys will be 
expected to resolve this issue at the meet and confer. For the small company 
where all documents are in Microsoft Word, native format may be fine. That 
may not be true for the larger company, however. Knowing the client, its IT 
system, the volume of documents, and the programs in which they were ere, 
ated will put the legal team in the best position to make appropriate recom, 
mendations for an effective discovery plan. 

How to Advise Clients 

The legal team will be in a position to advise the client involved in litiga, 
tion and to help to develop a plan for all other clients concerning the use of 
technology and its impact on litigation. Clients must establish and observe 
a good faith retention and destruction policy. That policy must include a 
mechanism to prevent the destruction of materials where the potential for 
litigation exists. Destruction of documents can be used against a litigant at 
trial. The jury can be instructed that the documents destroyed may be consid, 
ered to have held information unfavorable to the one who destroyed them. 
The client with a good faith policy for destruction of records, which inclL1des 
a policy for retaining records where the possibility of litigation exists, will not 
be penalized for the destruction of records. 
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CONCEPT REVIEW AND REINFORCEMENT 

interrogatories 336 

requests for production of 
documents 336 

movable items 336 

non,movable items 336 

objectionable 34 7 

motion for protective order 34 7 

e,discovery 352 

INTERROGATORIES AND REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION 

Introduction to 
Interrogatories and 
Requests for Production 

Interrogatories and 
Requests for Production 
of Documents and 
Things 

Timeframe for 
Discovery 

Drafting Questions 
and Answers to 
Interrogatories 

Interrogatories and requests for production of documents are the two 
most frequently used methods of discovery. They are similar in that 
they are written requests to the opposing party to the lawsuit and must 
be answered within a fixed period of time. 

An interrogatory is a formal written request for answers to questions, 
answered under oath, generally within 30 days of service. 

"Requests for production" is the shorthand way of referring to pro, 
ducing documents, electronically stored information, and tangible things, 
or entering onto land, for inspection and other purposes under the 
federal rules. It provides for the production of both movable and non, 
movable items for copying, testing, and sampling. Written answers must 
be provided within a limited timeframe, generally 30 days from service. 

Requests for the same information can be made to a nonparty to 
the action but only by use of a subpoena issued by the court. 

Most federal and state rules of civil procedure provide a timeframe 
within which discovery may occur, generally starting after the filing of 
the lawsuit and terminating prior to the commencement of trial. For 
good cause shown, the court may extend or modify the timeframes. 

Counsel may also agree to extensions of time by agreement or 
stipulation. 

Courts have tried to simplify the process for interrogatories to avoid 
wasting the court's time ruling on objections and motions. Most courts 
have some limitations. The federal courts limit the number of inter, 
rogatory questions to 25. The information that must be provided to the 
other party by initial disclosures includes the identity of individuals 
having discoverable information, the location of that information, the 
computation of damages, and any insurance agreements. 

Standard interrogatory questions are used to avoid having objec, 
tions raised to the form or the nature of the questions. 

Additional questions may be asked that are not covered by standard 
interrogatories because of the nature of the case. 

Interrogatories must be served upon the other party to the action 
and may be done so without leave of court. 
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Answers to most interrogatories may be found within the case file. 
That information should always be reviewed with the client, who must 
sign the affidavit attesting to the accuracy of the answers. 

Objections may be filed and a motion for protective order served 
with the answers when the questions are objectionable. 

Objections arise from poor draftsmanship or questions that seek 
information that is not relevant or likely to lead to admissible evidence. 

Requests for production of documents are designed to obtain all tangi, 
ble materials regardless of how they were created or are stored, includ, 
ing electronically stored information. The process for making a request 
is similar to that for interrogatories. Each request must be answered in 
writing and any objections must be raised as part of the answer. Where 
large amounts of documents are requested, the answer may be to pro, 
vide the time and place for review and copying by the requesting party. 

Electronic discovery is the process of determining what documents are 
wanted, who has the documents, and in what format the documents are 
stored. Because there is no single method used by all parties for creat, 
ing, storing, or retrieving electronic information, the costs of recovery 
and delivery may be a major issue, including the qL1estion of who will 
bear the cost of delivery of nonstandard data. 

The federal rules require counsel to meet and discuss issues with re, 
gard to discovery, particularly electronic discovery, before they have their 
scheduling conference with the trial judge. The purpose is to eli1ninate 
conflict and come to an agreement as to how discovery will be handled. 

Preparation for the meet and confer requires that the attorney meet 
with the client and determine the client's methods of creating and stor, 
ing documentation. Any issues that 1nay be involved in the preservation 
or retention of the records should be discussed at that time. 

Privileged material n1ay also be identified during the n1eet and con, 
fer; provision should be made for protecting the privilege in the event 
of inadvertent disclosL1re. 

REVIEW QUESTIONS AND EXERCISES 

1. How are interrogatories and requests for pro, 
duction similar? 

2. How are interrogatories and requests for pro, 
duction different? 

3. What types of items may be inspected under a 
request for production? 

4. How and why is the number of interrogatories 
limited in federal court? 

5. When may interrogatories or requests to pro, 
duce be used? 

6. How long does a party have to respond to inter, 
rogatories and requests to produce? How can 
that time be altered? 

7. What steps must the paralegal follow to draft 
questions or requests? 

8. Describe the procedure that should be followed 
in obtaining client involvement and coopera, 
tion in preparing answers to interrogatories 
and requests to produce. 

9. On what grounds may an interrogatory or 
request for production be objectionable? 

10. Where objectionable questions or requests 
exist, what steps must be followed by the para, 
legal preparing the answers? What should the 
paralegal receiving the answer with objections 
do? 

11. What is electronic discovery? 
12. What must the legal team do differently in 

cases where clients create, store, and retrieve 
documents electronically? 
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13. Must the method of creation and production 
of documents be the same? Different? Why? 

14. Compare the process of screening traditional 
paper documents with the process of screening 
electronically created documents. How are these 
processes the same? How are they different? 

BUILDING YOUR PARALEGAL SKILLS 

INTERNET AND TECHNOLOGY EXERCISES 

1. Check your state and federal courts' websites 
for standard form interrogatories for a breach 
of contract action and a personal injury action. 

2. Locate a website that has a local court version 
of subpoenas. 

3. What are the issues that must be considered in 
making discovery requests for electronic records? 

CIVIL LITIGATION VIDEO CASE STUDIES 

UPL Issue: Improper Supervision 

A paralegal attempts to have 
his supervising attorney re, 
view and sign documents in a 
case. The attorney offers the 
paralegal her signature stamp 
to use instead of personally 
signing the documents. 

After viewing the video at www.pearson.com/ 
goldman-civil-litigation, answer the following 

• questions. 
1. What are the alternatives to obtaining 

supervision? 
2. Did the supervising attorney act in an unrea, 

sonable 111anner? 
3. What are the alternatives for paralegals who 

believe they are not being properly supervised? 

Confidentiality Issue: Disclosure of Damaging 
Information 

A paralegal meets with a cli, 
ent to review answers to dis, 
covery requests that must 
be sent to opposing counsel. 

15. What is a claw,back provision? What is it 
designed to protect? 

16. What is a retention and destruction policy? 
17. Why is it important for a client to have and 

follow the terms of a retention and destruction 
policy? 

4. Should a technically knowledgeable person 
accompany a lawyer to a meet and confer ses, 
sion under the federal rules? Why or why not? 
What are the ethical issues? 

After viewing the video at www.pearson.com/ 
goldman-civil-litigation, answer the following. 

To: Paralegal Intern 
From: Roy Saunders 
Re: Confidentiality and attorney-client privilege 

1. Review case law and rules of evidence on the 
duty to divulge negative information to the 
opposing side. 

2. Prepare an office memo on the duty to disclose 
past crimes committed. 

3. Review case law and rules of evidence on selec, 
tively responding to interrogatories. 

4. Prepare an office memo on the duty to answer 
interrogatories completely. 

MOTI ON IN LIMINI 

To: Paralegal Intern 
From: Roy Saunders 
Re: Motion in limine 

1. Review case law and rules of evidence on the 
use of criminal convictions in civil cases. 

2. Please draft for my review a brief in support 
of a motion in limine to file with the court to 
exclude the information about the criminal 
conviction. 
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CHAPTER OPENING SCENARIO CASE STUDY 

Use the Opening Scenario for this chapter to an, 
swer the following questions. 

1. What role should the attorney play in the prep, 
aration of interrogatories? 

COMPREHENSIVE CASE STUDY 

SCHOOL BUS-TRUCK ACCIDENT CASE 

Review the assigned case study in Appendix 2. 
1. Using your state's standard form of 

interrogatories (or, if none, the standard inter, 
rogatories included in the chapter materi, 
als), prepare interrogatories addressed to the 

2. What guidelines should the attorneys in the 
office provide to the paralegals to help in pre, 
paring the interrogatories? 

employer of the bus driver in the bus accident 
case in Appendix 2. 

2. Exchange your interrogatories with another 
student and prepare answers to the other stu, 
dent's interrogatories. 

BUILDING YOUR PROFESSIONAL PORTFOLIO AND REFERENCE MANUAL Jiii JJil 

CIVIL LITIGATION TEAM AT WORK 
See page 18 for instructions on Building Your 
Professional Portfolio. 

Policy Manual 

1. Create guidelines for paralegals to use in pre, 
paring inter rogator ies. 

2. Include a personal prepared statement to use 
when confronted with a lack of proper legal 

• • superv1s1on. 

Forms 

1. Your local jurisdiction's state and federal 
courts standard form inter rogatories for per, 
sonal injury and motor vehicle cases. 

VIRTUAL LAW OFFICE EXPERIENCE 

SCHOOL BUS-TRUCK ACCIDENT 
To: Paralegal Intern 
From: Roy Saunders 
Case Name: School Bus-Truck Accident Case 

Re: Interrogator ies 

2. Form letter to a client to obtain timely 
responses to interrogatories. 

3. For111 letter to opposing counsel seeking com, 
pliance with discovery requests. 

4. Form letter to a client that addresses the con, 
cerns of "document hold" when the potential 
for litigation arises with the client's business. 

Procedures 

Local court limitations on number of interrogatories. 

Draft for n1y review a set of interrogatories for service on opposing counsel for the truck driver in the 
school bl1s case. 



LEARNING OBJECTIVES 

After studying this chapter, you should be able to: 

1. Identify the types of depositions. 

2. Understand the ways in which deposition 
testimony can be used . 

3. Schedule depositions of parties and witnesses. 

4. Prepare a case file, clients, and witnesses 
for depositions. 

5. Describe how to review a deposition transcript 
and prepare a digest of the testimony. 



CHAPTER 

OPENING SCENARIO 

The attorneys and paralegals in the suburban and center city offices had been working diligently as 
they prepared to take depositions of the other side. At the same time, they were preparing for potential 
depositions of their own clients. In addition to the information they gained from the answers provided in 
interrogatories, they consulted the investigation file, which included articles and other documents retrieved 
via Internet searches for accidents involving the same defendants and vehicles. There were some serious 
questions to be asked with regard to potential underlying causes. 

For the plaintiff's side of the case, there were some strategic issues regarding videotaped depositions 
of the minor plaintiffs. It was clear that having the children tell this story to a jury would be the best 
approach to gain sympathy from the jury; however, there was concern as to the psychological effect that 
testifying might have on the children. Hence, the legal team discussed videotaping that testimony. Of 
course, cost was always a factor in these types of cases. With the firm's limited resources, the team needed 
to think carefully about videotaping its experts to save the cost of having the experts attend trial, where 
the usual daily rate would be double or triple the cost of having the experts testify via videotape. This was 
a significant enough case that the strategy of how to present witnesses and testimony was of paramount 
concern in order to maximize the potential reward from a favorable jury verdict. Owen Mason, the partner 
with the most experience, believed there was still an opportunity to settle the case if the depositions 
went well; if so, the other side would see the strength of the plaintiffs' case and the potential impact the 
sympathetic plaintiffs would have on a jury, many of whom might be parents or grandparents themselves. 

OPENING SCENARIO LEARNING OBJECTIVE 

Prepare the necessary documentation to set up a deposition of a fact witness and an expert witness in 
your jurisdiction. 

VIDEO INTRODUCTION 

Depositions 

After watching the video at www.pearson.com/goldman--civil--litigation, answer the 
following questions: 
1. What is the advantage of depositions? 
2 . What is the role of the paralegal in depositions? 
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deposition 
A form of discovery available to ask 
questions and obtain oral answers 
under oath from a witness or party to 
a lawsuit. Questions and answers are 
recorded stenographically. 

LEARNING OBJECTIVE 1 
Identify the types of 
depositions. 

motion 
Formal request to the court seeking 
some type of relief during the course 
of the I itigation. 

pre-fi ling depositions 
Depositions used to obtain informa
tion necessary to file an action. 

INTRODUCTION TO DEPOSITIONS 

Depositions are a unique form of discovery. A deposition is an opportunity 
to ask questions of parties and witnesses under oath, out of court. Each side 
has the opportunity, if it wishes, to face the witness and observe his or her 
demeanor under questioning, and to have the benefit of a transcript of the 
session for later review. Depositions are the only discovery tool that is not 
limited to questions to the parties to the litigation; rather, questions may be 
asked of parties, lay witnesses, and expert witnesses. The ability to assess the 
demeanor and credibility of witnesses before trial gives the trial team an op-
portunity to evaluate the strengths and weaknesses of the presentations of 
both sides, to adjust trial strategy, and to attempt settlement or an alternative 
dispute resolution method. 

Paralegals assist in scheduling depositions, reviewing the files for areas 
of inquiry, and preparing clients and witnesses. Paralegals frequently 
attend depositions to assist the attorney, as they do at trial, and then 
prepare annotated digests or summaries with page references for quick 
reference at trial. 

TYPES OF DEPOSITIONS 

Depositions are conducted by attorneys to determine what the opposing 
party and its witnesses will say about the event in question. Rarely does an 
attorney conduct a deposition of his or her own client or witnesses; the legal 
team learns what its client and witnesses know through the interview and 
investigation process. Through depositions, the legal team hears the story 
from the opposing party and its witnesses' viewpoints without the editing or 
revisions that might be made to the written answers given to interrogatories. 
Thus, depositions allow for assessment of the opposing party's and witnesses' 
demeanor and credibility: Are they likely to be sympathetic and believable 
and win the jury over with their personalities and manners of speech? There 
are four types of depositions: 

1. depositions before filing a complaint; 
2. depositions on written questions; 
3. oral depositions; and 
4. videotaped depositions. 

Deposition before Filing a Complaint 

In limited circumstances, courts will permit depositions to be conducted 
before a complaint is filed. Permission is requested from the court by 
filing a motion a request to the court with supporting reasons for con-
ducting the depositions. The primary reason for pre-filing depositions is 
when the information necessary to prepare the complaint is in the sole or 
exclusive possession of another. When another party is in sole possession 
of all the relevant information, documents, and evidence, little informa-
tion can be obtained using traditional means of investigation. Without 
the evidence discoverable through the pre--filing deposition, the attorney 
may not be able to determine if there is, in fact, the basis for filing the 
lawsuit. An example is a beneficiary who seeks to challenge the validity 



of a will based on the diminished capacity of the decedent at the time the 
will was written and signed. Under current privacy laws, that beneficiary 
will be unable to obtain medical records. However, if the legal team con-
ducts a deposition prior to filing the lawsuit, the beneficiary will be able 
to determine if the medical evidence shows a lack of mental capacity. If it 
does, the case may be filed; if not, time, money, and effort are saved by 
not filing the suit. 

Deposition on Written Questions 

This form of deposition is unusual. It represents a hybrid of two discovery 
methods: interrogatories and depositions. Written questions are served 
with the notice of deposition, identifying the witness to be deposed, 
and the date, time, location, and manner of recording the oral answers. 
All of the parties or their counsel have the opportunity to object to or 
add questions to those originally submitted by the party scheduling the 
deposition. As with interrogatories, the witness receives the questions in 
advance and has the opportunity to think about and plan responses. At 
the time of the deposition, the court reporter will swear in the witness, 
ask the questions submitted by the attorneys, and stenographically or 
otherwise record the oral responses of the witness. Because the attorneys 
are not present, they do not have the ability to ask follow--up questions or 
to observe the demeanor and credibility of the witness. This type of de-
position may be used in situations where travel is limited or access to the 
witnesses is prohibited. 

Oral Deposition 

Oral depositions are what we traditionally think of when we hear the term 
deposition. The plaintiff and the defendant, their lawyers, the witness, and 
a court reporter are all present in a conference room. The witness is asked 
questions by one or both of the attorneys and responds spontaneously. 
The court reporter stenographically records what is said. Oral depositions 
are used by one attorney to interview, on the record, the witnesses for 
the opposing party. The plaintiff's attorney will conduct a deposition of 
the def end ant and defense witnesses, both lay and expert, identified in the 
initial disclosure and responses to written discovery (interrogatories). The 
defendant's attorney will depose the plaintiff and the plaintiff's lay and 
expert witnesses previously identified in the initial disclosure and written 
discovery. 

In the typical deposition, the attorney will question the opposing party 
and witnesses, as though on cross--examination at trial, using leading ques-
tions. Opposing counsel usually will not ask questions of his client or wit-
nesses. However, counsel may ask a follow--up question of his own witness or 
client if he feels the answer will aid in an out--of--court settlement or will show 
how the witness will present additional facts to the trier of fact that show a 
much stronger case than the deposition's answers demonstrate. It is all a mat-
ter of settlement and trial strategy. 

How the deposition is conducted is a matter of discovery strategy and 
attorney style. Some attorneys will use a friendly manner to disarm the wit-
ness, hoping the witness will reveal facts that actually help the attorney's 
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diminished capacity 
An impaired mental condition caused 
by intoxication, trauma, or disease 
that prevents one from understanding 
the nature and effect of their actions. 

o ral deposit ion 
Plaintiff, defendant, their lawyers, the 
witness, and a court stenographer are 
together in a conference room. The 
witness, asked questions by one or 
both attorneys, responds spontane
ously, and the court stenographer re
cords what is said. 
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client rather than the opposing party. Other attorneys will use a conten-
tious, antagonistic, or threatening manner in hopes that the witness will 
fall apart under the pressure. Some attorneys use a combination of the two 
styles; when the ''good cop'' strategy fails, the attorney will switch to the 
''bad cop'' questioning technique. The typical deposition begins with the 
court reporter or the attorney giving instructions and basic guidelines for 
how the deposition is conducted. For example, the court reporter can re-
cord the testimony of only one person at a time; therefore, each person 
should wait until the other has spoken before speaking. The attorneys may 
agree to certain procedures for handling objections, formal signing of the 
deposition documents, and admission of documents during the deposi-
tion. The attorneys will also instruct the witness that all responses must be 
verbal no nodding or shaking of heads as answers because the court re-
porter can record only what is said. Similarly, the attorneys will caution to 
not talk over one another as only one person's words can be recorded at a 
time. Then the attorney will ask ''warm--up'' questions. These are questions 
used to put the witness at ease by asking basic questions about the person 
that are not in dispute, such as having the witness state their name and spell 
it for the record, provide their home address, identify the name and loca-
tion of employment, and indicate whether the witness knows the parties to 
the lawsuit. These questions serve to develop a comfortable environment 
for the witness and establish a rapport for the remainder of the deposition. 
Once some level of comfort has been established, the questioning about the 
matter in litigation will begin. 

Knowing the variety of questioning styles and understanding their 
purposes will assist the paralegal in preparing clients and witnesses for 
deposition. The locations that depositions are held can also factor into 
attorney strategy. For clients, the comfort of their attorney's office, as 
opposed to the unfamiliarity of the opposing attorney's office, may im-
pact the testimony. In some cases, the solution is a neutral location like a 
courthouse deposition room or a room provided by the court reporting 
service. Some attorneys go so far as to bring refreshments to make the 
witness feel comfortable and thus perceive the attorney as a friendly and 
trustworthy person. 

Just as parties may object to written discovery questions or requests, 
deposition questions and testimony may also be subject to objections. The 
scope of discovery is much broader than what the court rules of evidence 
allow for the admission of testimony. Generally, any questions that are 
likely to lead to admissible evidence are allowed to be asked. However, if 
a question is objectionable, the attorney must raise that objection in the 
deposition record and the question must be answered. In the interest of 
concluding the deposition, attorneys will usually stipulate that a court rul-
ing on any objection raised as to admissibility be deferred until the time 
of trial. An additional stipulation may be that any objection to a question 
or to the form of a question not raised during the deposition is waived, 
in conformity with the well--established rule of evidence that an objection 
must be raised in a timely manner or otherwise will be waived. An attorney 
who objects to a question or response must state the reason during the de-
position and on the record. Failure to raise the objection means losing the 
right to raise that objection at some later time. After the objection is made, 
the witness being deposed will be instructed to answer the question for the 



stenographic record. Before that deposition testimony can be used at trial, 
the judge will be asked to rule on the objections raised at the deposition. 
Under the federal rules, each litigant is limited to conducting ten deposi-
tions without obtaining leave (permission) of court to conduct more deposi-
tions (Fed. R. Civ. P. 30(2)(A)(i)). 

Videotaped Depositions 

Videotaped depositions are a type of oral deposition. The deposition testi-
mony is recorded stenographically and videotaped for presentation at trial. 
Videotaped depositions are typically taken when a witness is not expected to 
be available to testify at trial. Frequently, videotaped depositions are used for 
expert witnesses, such as physicians, for whom the requirement to appear in 
court to testify is an onerous burden or the cost is prohibitive that is, the 
cost would be a financial burden on the party presenting the expert witness. 
Expert witnesses calculate their appearance fee based on the time they must 
be away from their practices. This fee, in addition to any fee for reviewing 
records and issuing a written report, can be in the thousands of dollars. Thus, 
a deposition videotaped at a convenient time and location for the expert will 
significantly reduce the cost of live testimony and usually will be just as effec-
tive with a jury. 

Videotaped depositions also allow the use of testimony of witnesses for 
whom travel is not an option for reasons of disability or geography, such as a 
scientific expert in a remote part of the world. 
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videotaped deposition 
A type of oral deposition where tes
timony is recorded stenograph ical ly 
and videotaped for presentation at 
trial. 

Video Guidelines 
U.S. DISTRICT COURT FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF 
PENNSYLVANIA CHAMBERS' POLICIES AND PROCEDURES 

Bruce W. Kauffman, J. 

13. V IDEOTAPED TESTIMONY 

All videotape recordings should be conducted with an acute sensitivity that the videotape may be shown to a jury. 
Skillful organization of the testimony, elimination of unnecessary objections, and conservation of time are strongly urged. 
Videotaped testimony should begin with the witness being sworn. Whenever a deposition or videotape is to be used, a 
transcript of the testimony and all exhibits should be furnished to the Court in advance. Objections should be submitted 
to the Court well in advance of the tapes being offered so that the tapes may be appropriately edited. 

Source: www.paed.uscourts.gov/documents/procedures/kaupol.pdf 

USES OF DEPOSITIONS 

Witnesses' Versions of the Events 

Depositions provide an opportunity to hear the other side's version of the 
events and issues in the litigation. When the legal team conducts a deposi-
tion of the opposing party or their witnesses, they are not only listening to 
the facts but also evaluating the manner in which those witnesses testify. 
Seeing how one's own client will react to hostile questioning also presents 
an opportunity to evaluate how the client might respond to the pressures of 

LEARNING OBJECTIVE 2 
Understand the ways in 

which deposition testimony 

can be used. 
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preserving testimony 
When a witness is unavailable or un
able to testify at trial, the deposition 
testimony can be presented at trial so 
long as both parties to the litigation 
had the opportunity to pose ques
tions to the witness at the time of the 
deposition. 

impeach 
Questioning the witness on cross
examination to demonstrate to the jury 
that the witness is not reliable. 

PRACTICE TIP 
Prepare a visual timeline 
showing the range of dates 
the parties and respec-
tive counsel are available. 
Where the ti mef ram es Ii ne 
up, you can see the dates 
that work for everyone. Th is 
is easier than trying to work 
with a I ist of dates written 
on a notepad. 

LEARNING OBJECTIVE 3 
Schedule depositions of 

parties and witnesses. 

cross.-examination at trial. Although depositions are conducted in an atmo ... 
sphere that is less formal than a courtroom, the questions are asked in the 
same manner. Occasionally, lawyers may question more aggressively in depo.
sitions because there is no judge to moderate or because they are evaluating 
opposing counsel for reaction and skill in the trial process. If the witness is 
uneasy in the deposition format, the legal team must be honest in evaluat ... 
ing the witness's possible impact at trial: Is the witness credible or lacking in 
believability? Will the witness easily lose control under intense questioning? 
One witness may appear more confident and better able to present the facts 
in a highly credible way than another who was thought to be a star witness. 
After observing the witnesses from both sides, counsel may feel that settle .... 
ment is a better option than trial. 

Preserving Testimony 

Deposition testimony is also used to preserve the testimony of a witness. 
Many unexpected events can occur that prevent a witness from testifying. 
For example, a witness may be in a fatal accident or develop a medical 
condition that limits memory or speech. In that event, the deposition 
testimony can still be presented at trial, so long as both parties to the 
litigation had the opportunity to pose questions to the witness at the time 
of the deposition. 

Sometimes the legal team knows that a witness will not be available for 
trial. The typical situation is the need for videotaped deposition of an expert, 
as discussed previously. Another example is an elderly witness or a witness 
with a terminal disease. Again, so long as both attorneys had the opportunity 
to question the witness, the deposition transcript can be admitted as evidence 
at trial. 

Impeachment 

Deposition testimony can also be used to impeach, or challenge the credibil.
ity of, a witness. For example, at trial, a witness who was previously deposed 
is called to testify on direct examination. During direct, the witness says 
something that conflicts with or contradicts what he said at deposition. On 
cross.-examination, opposing counsel will confront the witness and use the 
deposition testimony to imply that the witness is not truthful. Even though 
the witness will be given a chance to explain why the testimony at trial is dif .... 
ferent from what he said at his deposition, the jury will have the impression, 
''Either the witness was lying then or he is lying now. In either event, the 
witness is a liar and his testimony is not to be believed.'' In this manner, im..
peachment can raise doubts about the reliability of the witness's testimony. 
The threat of impeachment is a key component to trial preparation; it is why 
paralegals prepare deposition digests and why witnesses are encouraged to 
review their prior recorded testimony and statements. 

SCHEDULING DEPOSITIONS 

Scheduling depositions seems like it should be an easy task for the paralegal, 
but it can be grueling to coordinate the schedules of multiple attorneys, the 
plaintiff, the defendant, and the witness. Sometimes it will make sense to sim.
ply consult your supervising attorney's calendar and schedule the deposition. 



More likely than not, you'll receive at least one phone call advising that the 
date does not work, but you will have gotten the opposing side's attention. In 
other instances, it makes sense to circulate a calendar that includes the next 
month or so. Ask the attorneys, parties, and witness to indicate the dates that 
work. From that list, you will be able to schedule the deposition. 

Notice of Deposition 

The legal team must give notice to all interested parties of the date, time, 
location, and identification of the individual to be deposed. The interested 
parties include the plaintiff, the defendant, their attorneys, the witness to be 
deposed, and the court reporting service that has been engaged to record the 
deposition. If the person to be deposed is a party to the lawsuit, nothing 
more is required. If, however, the person who is being deposed is a nonparty 
witness, the notice of deposition should be accompanied by a subpoena duces 
tecum an order to attend and bring relevant documents to the deposition. 
Exhibit 14.1 is a notice of deposition. 

Subpoena 

A notice of deposition alone has no force to compel the attendance of a wit, 
ness at a deposition. The notice has power over the litigants only. Thus, all 
other witnesses must be served with a subpoena and the notice of deposition. 
The subpoena is an order of court commanding the person named to appear 
and testify. A subpoena dtlces tecum orders the person to appear and bring with 
him any documents or things relevant to the lawsuit. As an order of court, 
the subpoena must be obeyed or the witness may be subject to penalties for 
contempt of court. Exhibit 14.2 is a form of subpoena available online from 
the federal court. 

Service 

Service of the notice of deposition can be accomplished by regular mail ( or 
e,mail if the parties have agreed to that) and goes to the parties, their counsel, 
and the court reporting service. Personal service on a nonparty witness is 
required by the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure and can be accomplished in 
the same manner as personal service of a complaint. An adult individual who 
is not a party to the lawsuit may personally deliver the notice of deposition 
and subpoena on the witness at his or her residence or usual place of busi, 
ness. When dealing with a friendly witness, the paralegal should alert him 
or her to the forthcoming personal service. In some jurisdictions, a witness 
fee to compensate for travel may be required to accompany the subpoena. A 
check of the local rules is necessary to determine what constitutes valid ser, 
vice of a subpoena. Court penalties for failure to appear will be imposed only 
where service is in compliance with the rules of the particular court issuing 
the subpoena. 

Notifying Court Reporter/Videographer 

It is not unusual to arrive at a carefully planned deposition only to discover 
that someone forgot to notify the court reporting service. While these over, 
sights are not unexpected, they reflect poorly on the legal team. Thus, the 
paralegal should be certain that the court reporting service has been notified 
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notice of d e pos ition 
Notice to all interested parties of the 
date, time, location, and identification 
of the individual to be deposed; has 
power over parties only. 

subpoena duces tecum 
A court order compelling a witness 
to attend, testify, and bring with him 
documents; must accompany a notice 
of deposition served on a nonparty 
witness. 

su bpoena 
A court order compelling a witness to 
attend and testify; must accompany a 
notice of deposition served on a non
party witness. 

WEB RESOURCES 

1 
-. • A b lank subpoena 

' __,,... form in PDF format 
that can be completed and 
printed is available at the United 
States Courts website at http:// 
www.uscourts.gov/uscourts/ 
FormsAndFees/Forms/A0088.pdf. 
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Exhibit 14.1 Notice of Deposition 

STATE OF NEW YORK 

SUPREME COURT: COUNTY OF MONROE --------------

TIN A A. BIDEN, NOTICE TO TAKE DEPOSITION 
UPON ORAL EXAMINATION 

Plaintiff, 

Index Number: WC-3324-10 

FLASH DAT A SYSTEMS, INC. RJI ---------
Defendant. Hon. ________ _ 

Sir: PLEASE TAKE NOTICE, that pursuant to Article 31 of the Civil Practice Law and Rules, the testimony, upon 
oral examination of Tina A. Biden, will be taken before a notary public who is not an attorney, or employee of an 
attorney, for any party or prospective party herein and is not a person who would be disqualified to act as a juror 
because of interest or because of consanguinity or affinity to any party herein, at 

411 Main Street, Rochester, New York 14600 

on the 3rd day of July, 2011 at 10:00 o'clock in the forenoon of that day with respect to evidence material and 
necessary in the defense of this action: 

That the said person to be examined is required to produce at such examination the following: 

The circumstances or reasons such notice is sought or required are as follows: 

Dated: ______ , 2015 
RICHARD A. WALMART, ESQ 
Worth & Walmart 

To: 
Eleanor W. Handy, Esq. 
Handy, Twist & Handy 

411 Main Street 
Rochester, New York 14600 
585-555-2102 

699 Franklin Street, Suite 9000 
Buffalo, NY 14200 
716-555-9889 

of the date, time, location, and type of recording that is requested written or 
video. Whether it is a simple sten ographic transcription or an audio and/ 
or video deposition, the court reporter cannot bring the correct equipment 
if he or she has not been notified of th e type of deposition being conducted. 
A lso, if depositions are to be videotaped, a larger room may be necessary to 
accommodate the additional videotape operator and equipment. 



Exhibit 14.2 Filable Subpoena and Return of Service Available Online 

AO 88 (Rev. 02/14) Subpoena to • .!\ppear and Testify at a llearing or Trial in a Civil Action 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

Pl,1i11ti)J 

v. 

D<?;(endant 

for the 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Ci\111 Action No. 

SUBPOENA TO APPEAR AND TESTIFY 
AT A HF.ARING OR TRIAL IN A C.IVIL ACTJON 

(1\ 'ame of person to lvhor11 this subpoena is directed) 
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YO ARE COMNIANDED to appear i11 the United States district court at the time, date, a11ti place set forth belo"'' 
to testify at a hearing or trial in this civil action. \Vhen you arrive, you must remain at the court u11til the jl1dge or a co11rt 
officer al lo,vs you to lea,,e. 

Place: Courtroorn No.: 
Date and ·r ime: 

You must also bring \Vitl1 you the follo",,i11g documents, electronically stored information, or objects (leave blank if 
110/ ,1pp/icab/e) : 

The follo\vir1g provisions of Fed. R. Civ. P. 45 are attacl1ed - Rt1le 4S(c), relating to tl1e place of cornpliance; 
Rt1le 45(d), relating to your protection as a person subject to a subpoena; and Rule 45(e) and (g), relati11g to your d11ty to 
respond to tJ1is subpoena and tht! potential consec-1ue11ces of not doing so. 

Date: 
CLERK OF CO[IRT 

OR 

Signature of Clerk or Deputy Clerk AttorneJ' 's sig11alure 

' l'he nan,e, address, e-mail address, and telephone nL1111ber of the attorney representing (na,ne of party) 

, who issues or requests tl1is subpoena, are: ------------------

Notice to the person " 'ho issues or requests this subpoena 
[f tl1is s11bpoer1a cornmands the prod11ction of documents, electronically stored information, or tangible tl1ings before 
trial, a 11otice ru1d a copy ot· the subpoena must be served on eacl1 party in this case before it is served on the person to 
\Vl101n it is directed. Fed. R. Civ. P. 45(a)(4). 

( continued) 
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Exhibit 14.2 (continued) 

1\0 88 (Rev. 02/ 14) Subpoena to Appear and 1·estify a l a Hearing or ·rrial in a Civil .l\clion (page 2) 

Civil Action No. 

PROOF OF SERVICE 

(Tlzis .liiecti<>n .!iill(>uld nr>t he.filed Jvit/1 the co11rt u1zless req11iretl /1y Fed. R. Civ. P. 45.) 

I received tl1is subpoena tor (11ame of individual and title, if a,zy) 

on (dare) • 

O I served the subpoena b)' deli,re1ing a copy to the nan1ed person as tollov.rs : 

on (date) · or 
' 

n I returned the s11bpoena 11nexecuted beca11se: 

Un less the subpoena \~ras isst1ed on behalf of the lJnited States, or one of its officers or agents, I have also 
tendered to the w itness the fees for one day 's attendance, and tl1e mileage a llowed by la~r, in the an,ount of 

$ • 

My fees are$ for travel a11d S for se1·\,ices, for a tota I of$ 0.00 

I declare under penalty of perjury that this information is tn1e. 

Date: 
Ser·ver 's sig1zatu1·e 

Printed na,ne a11d title 

S'erver 's address 

Additional information regarding attempted service, etc.: 

Source: http://www.uscourts.gov/uscourts/FormsAndFees/Forms/A0088.pdf Courtesy of U.S.D.C. 

PREPARING FOR DEPOSITION 

• 

• 

LEARNING OBJECTIVE 4 
Prepare a case file, 

clients, and witnesses for 
deposition. 

Preparing for deposition begins with a review of the file. A review of the facts 
alleged in the pleadings, the evidence obtained as part of the investigation of 
the case, and other discovery conducted provide areas where additional in.
formation and explanation may be needed. 

Special Instructions for Clients and Witnesses 

Preparing witnesses or clients for deposition is very similar to preparing them 
for testifying at trial. Much of the information shared and instructions given 



are the same. In fact, it may be helpful for the witness to think of the deposi-
tion as a practice run for trial. 

The client or witness should rev iew all prior statements made to police, 
accident or insurance investigators, medical personnel, and the law firm. 
Memories do fade with time, and the person may not remember the incident 
as originally stated or shown in the reports. The police report and other re-
ports prepared at the time of the incident are more likely to be accurate than 
memories that have faded or been altered through recounting the incident 
to friends. 

Depending on the style of the supervising attorney, the paralegal might 
be able to suggest areas of questioning, such as, ''Be prepared to answer ques-
tions about how your life has changed since the accident.'' The paralegal can 
also explain the use of leading questions questions that suggest a response. 
These are used by opposing counsel on cross--examination; an example is 
the classic ''Have you stopped kicking your dog?'' Answering the question 
''yes'' implies that the witness kicked the dog in the past. Answering the ques-
tion ''no'' implies that the witness is currently abusing the animal. Neither 
response is what the witness intends to say, and both show the witness in a 
poor light. Knowing the types and manner of the potential questions allows 
the witness to be prepared to give accurate answers and not be bullied into an 
inaccurate answer. 

Checklist 
v' Dress appropriately. 
v' Be on time. 
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leading questio ns 
Questions that suggest the answer, 
usually calling for a "yes" or "no" 
response. 

DEPOSITION 

v' Don't talk over the attorney or anyone else; the court stenographer can record only one person's words at a time. 

v' Listen to the question. 

v' If you don't understand a question, say so and ask for the question to be rephrased. 

t/ When you answer a question, it is assumed you understand and are responding to the question asked. 

v' Don't guess. 

v' If you don't know, say so. It's fine to say, " I don't know." 

v' Don't argue. 

v' Tel I the truth. 

Witnesses must be instructed to listen carefully and answer the question 
that has actually been asked and not the one they think they are being asked. 

Some lawyers conduct a mock deposition to prepare the client or witness 
for what to expect. This can help the witness understand the process and 
questions, or it can make the witness seem too stiff and rehearsed. A bal-
anced approach may be to describe the areas of questioning and pick one area 
in which to conduct a mock deposition. 

Lay witnesses and parties may have no experience with depositions; as a 
result, they might not understand the process for raising objections or their 
obligation to answer after the objection is made for the record. The paralegal 
should thus explain that the deposition may be interrupted by the lawyer 
saying, ''Objection." They should remain silent until told what to do by 
their lawyer, and they should then expect to hear ''The witness is instructed 
to answer.'' 
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LEARNING OBJECTIVE 5 
Describe how to review a 
deposition transcript and 
prepare a digest of the 
testimony. 

Preparation to Depose the Opposing Party or Witness 

The deposition of the opposing party and witnesses is the opportunity to 
complete the investigation of the facts that could not be done either because 
of the prohibition of talking to a represented party or because of a hostile wit-
ness' s refusal to cooperate. Everything that could be asked at trial and more 
may be asked. In addition to the potentially admissible evidence, questions 
may be asked that will probably be objectionable in trial, but that might lead 
to admissible evidence. There is little downside to asking all the questions 
and probing deeply into the facts. The counsel who is asking the questions 
may try to make the witness comfortable and act with openness and friendli-
ness as a tactic to obtain information. One of the comments frequently heard 
after a deposition is the client saying that she could not believe how nice 
counsel was to the other side. It may be the paralegal who needs to reassure 
the client that this tactic was taken to better obtain the needed information 
and was not a sign of betrayal. 

Just as the legal team prepares other forms of discovery to issue to the 
opponent, the team will review the file, the investigative materials, the plead-
ings, the material provided through mandatory disclosure, and the responses 
to written discovery requests in order to develop areas of questioning and 
specific questions. 

Basic information about the witnesses and parties is provided as part of 
the interrogatories to allow the deposition to be scheduled. Use of computer 
search engines like Google, Bing, Yahoo, and others permits the legal team to 
delve deeper into the person's life, and may result in useful information, such 
as a history of being a fact witness or victim in other cases not reported or 
revealed by the other side. Details of the incident reported in newspapers or 
biogs may also be of use in preparing questions for the witness. 

Paralegal Functions at Deposition 

The functions of the paralegal at deposition are not significantly different 
from their responsibilities at trial. The paralegal can take notes, listen, and 
observe the nonverbal cues of the witnesses. The paralegal can also make 
sure people get where they are supposed to be, greet clients and witnesses, 
and help them to feel comfortable by offering water, coffee, or other refresh-
ments. Giving a deposition is stressful, and many people feel dehydrated and 
need something to drink before testifying. Also, it's a good idea to learn the 
location of the restrooms and let the client or witness know where they are. 

Paralegals sitting outside the deposition room may also observe the con-
duct of the other side's witnesses and overhear information that may be of 
interest or value. As long as the paralegal does not misrepresent herself as 
being with the opposing side, anything observed may be reported to the su-
pervising attorney. 

REVIEWING TRANSCRIPTS AND 
PREPARING DIGESTS 

Deposition transcripts are prepared by the court reporter. They may be in 
written form, electronic form, or both. Many stenographic services offer a 
variety of forms for a fee. An electronic format can be easily searched on 
a computer using standard search queries to locate specific information. 



Whether to file the transcript away or review it immediately may be a 
function of time and other pressing matters of the paralegal and the legal 
team. If at all possible, the transcript should be reviewed on receipt and de-
position summaries prepared while the information is fresh in the minds 
of those who attended the deposition. Completion of this time--consuming 
task can ease the burden when time seems limited in the weeks just before 
a trial. A deposition digest is a summary of the testimony that identifies 
the corresponding locations in the written transcript an d/or the video foot-
age; a sample is shown in Exhibit 14.3. The summary will also point out 
objections raised during the testimony, which the trial attorney can use to 
make arguments to the court for inclusion or exclusion of th e testimony. 
If the paralegal attended the deposition, a comparison with or reference to 
notes taken at the deposition may also be included with the digest. 

Exhibit 14.3 Sample Deposition Summary 

CONFIDENTIAL ATTORNEY WORK PRODUCT 
Deposition Summary 

of 
Jackson Robert Ludlum 
Taken November 7, 2005 
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deposit ion digest 
A summary of deposition testimony 
with reference to the location in the 
transcript and/or in the video footage. 

Re: Bonds v. Santa Fe Pacific Railroad, a corporation, and related actions. 

Page:Line 

6:11 6:24 

6:25 7:12 

7:13 7:21 

7:22 8:3 

8:4 8:11 

8:12 8:21 

Case No.: CIV-J-07-866053-2 

Testimony 
EXAMINATION BY MR. EISENHOWER 

Deponent's name and employment 
Deponent states that his full name is Jackson Robert Ludlum. He is employed with the California 
Highway Patrol (CHP) in the Sacramento area. He has worked for the CHP for sixteen years. 

Education 
Ludlum received a bachelor's degree from Pepperdine University in Malibu, CA in Public 
Administration with an emphasis on criminal justice. He has done some post-graduate work at 
UCLA but has received no degree. He has no additional training in accident reconstruction. 

Prior expert qualification 
Ludlum has been qualified as an expert in the area of accident reconstruction on one occasion in a 
civil matter in Los Angeles County. He testified regarding the collision sequence and damage to the 
vehicle. 

Police academy training 
Ludlum attended a six-month academy in Long Beach. This included training in accident 
investigation, among other topics. 

Ludlum was one of investigating officers at subject accident site 
Ludlum was one of the officers who investigated the accident at the crossing of Almond Avenue 
and the railroad tracks near Auburn Boulevard on December 24, 2004. 

Exhibit A: Traffic Collision Report 
Exhibit A is a copy of a four-page traffic collision report prepared by CHP Officer Steven Parker. 

Attorney Work Product 

Source: Used by permission from West Coast Paralegal Services & DepoSums.com. 
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WEB RESOURCES 

For additional samples 
of deposition summaries 

for different types of cases, visit 
the DepoSums.com website at 
www.deposum.com. 

usual stipulations 
Agreements between the attorneys 
about how the deposition will be con
ducted; will vary by jurisdiction. 

PRACTICE TIP 

There is a difference between the spoken and the written word. The impact of 
body language, tone, inflection, and nonverbal cues is eliminated when reading 
words from a page in black and white. 

Witness' Right to Review and Sign 

At the beginning of the deposition, in many jurisdictions the court reporter 
will ask the following question of counsel: ''Usual stipulations?'' What the 
usual stipulations are depends on local practice or court rules. In some cases, 
it means the attorneys stipulate or agree that all objections will be resolved at 
the time of trial and failure to raise a particular objection on the record serves 
to waive the objection. The usual stipulations may also mean that the de-
posed witnesses are waiving their rights to review the transcript and make any 
corrections so that the transcript accurately reflects what was said. Court re-
porters make mistakes in taking and transcribing the testimony; this may be 
caused by lack of experience, or by trying to record what is being said when 
more than one person (e.g., both the witness and opposing counsel) is talking. 
It may also be an attempt to capture a head movement indicating yes or no. 

If the ''usual stipulations'' are not agreed to, the transcript will need to be 
reviewed with the witness and the witness' signature obtained after all correc-
tions are made. 

CONCEPT REVIEW AND REINFORCEMENT 

deposition 362 

motion 362 

pre--filing depositions 

diminished capacity 

oral deposition 363 

DEPOSITIONS 

Introduction to 
Depositions 

Types of 
Depositions 

362 

363 

videotaped deposition 365 

preserving testimony 366 

impeach 366 

notice of deposition 367 

subpoena duces tecum 367 

subpoena 367 

leading questions 

deposition digest 

usual stipulations 

371 

373 

374 

A deposition is an opportunity to ask questions of both parties and 
witnesses under oath. 

Depositions are generally taken only of the other party and their wit-
nesses. 

Depositions may be taken before filing a complaint by filing a 
motion with the court seeking approval. This is done primarily to 
obtain the necessary information to prepare the complaint when that 
information is solely within the control of another party. 



Uses of Depositions 

Scheduling Depositions 

Preparing for Deposition 

Reviewing Transcripts 
and Preparing Digests 
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Depositions may also be taken on written questions. In this situa-
tion, the parties receive the questions in advance, but the answers will 
be taken orally by a court reporter after the person is placed under 
oath. 

Oral depositions are the traditional form of deposition; each party 
is permitted to ask questions and follow--up questions of parties, lay 
witnesses, and experts. 

Videotaped depositions are a form of oral deposition in which a re-
cord is made stenographically and is recorded by videotape. Videotaped 
depositions are used when a witness is not expected to be available to 
testify at trial, such as a terminally ill patient or an expert for whom at-
tending trial might be too costly. 

Depositions provide each side with an opportunity to observe the op-
posing parties and their witnesses; both sides can determine issues of 
credibility and learn the facts as they will be presented at the time of 
trial. 

Depositions may also be used at the time of trial for a witness who 
is suddenly unavailable. As long as both sides have had an opportunity 
to question the individual, the testimony will be allowed by having it 
read into the record. 

Statements made at trial that are inconsistent with statements made 
in the depositions may be used to impeach or challenge the credibility 
of a witness. 

Notice must be given to all interested parties of the date, time, location, 
and individuals to be deposed. The attendance of non--witnesses may be 
achieved by the use of a subpoena issued by the court, which compels 
a person to attend, or a subpoena duces tecum, which commands the wit-
ness to attend and bring documents relevant to the dispute. 

The legal team prepares witnesses and clients for depositions in the 
same way they prepare witnesses and clients for trial: They are request-
ed to review all prior statements and refresh their recollections as to the 
events previously related. Depositions are likely to be the first time the 
legal team sees the other side's client and is able to evaluate the client's 
credibility and the possible impact of the client's testimony on a jury or 
other finder of fact. Clients must be properly advised and instructed on 
appropriate attire and behavior during and following the deposition. 

Preparation for deposing the opposite side or its witnesses includes 
eliciting all of the testimony that may be offered in support of the op-
posite side's position. It may also include questions that will probably 
not be admissible at trial but that might lead to other relevant, admis-
sible evidence. 

Court reporters prepare a written deposition transcript for the attor-
neys. Many also provide a copy in electronic form that can be used for 
electronic searching and processing. A deposition digest is a summary 
of the testimony with appropriate citations so that a specific item may 
be found during trial if needed for impeachment purposes. 

Depending upon the stipulation agreed to, the witnesses may have 
the right to review and correct the transcript. If the attorneys agree to 
the ''usual stipulations," however, that right is effectively waived. 
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REVIEW QUESTIONS AND EXERCISES 

1. What is a deposition? 
2. Describe the four types of depositions. 
3. What is the disadvantage of the deposition on 

written questions? 
4. Why would an attorney need to conduct a 

deposition before fi ling a lawsuit? 
5. H ow is an oral deposition different from a vid~ 

eotaped deposition? 
6. What are the purposes of depositions? 
7. H ow are depositions different from other forms 

of discovery? 
8. Under what circumstances would a deposition 

be used to preserve testimony? 
9. What is impeachment? H ow are depositions 

used for impeachment? 

BUILDING YOUR PARALEGAL SKILLS 

INTERNET AND TECHNOLOGY EXERCISES 

1. Use the Internet to obtain a subpoena duces 
tecum for your local federal and state courts. 

2. Use the Internet to determine if your state 
requires a witness fee to accompany a subpoena 
and, if so, the amount of the fee. 

3. Search the Internet and prepare a list of court 
reporter services in your area that p rovide 

CIVIL LITIGATION VIDEO CASE STUDIES 

UPL Issue: Working with Experts-Deposition of 
a Medical Expert, Dr. Galo 

After viewing the video at 
www.pearson.com/goldman
civil-litigation, answer the fol
lowing questions. 

1. Did the paralegal prop~ 
erly introduce herself 
to the expert? In the 
video dep osition? 

2. Was the pu r pose of the video deposition for 
trial preparation or for use in tr ial? 

3. What differences are there in each case? 
4. Why would the opposing counsel stipulate that 

the doctor is an expert? 
5. Do you see any ethical concer ns in the video? 

10. H ow do paralegals schedule depositions? 
11. Is arranging the deposition of a witness the 

same as arranging the deposition of a party to 
the lawsuit? Why? If different, how so? 

12. What is the purpose of a subpoena duces tecum? 
13. H ow can the paralegal help prepare the client 

for a deposition? 
14. H ow can the paralegal help the superv1s1ng 

attorney prepare to depose the opponent's 
witnesses? 

15. What things can a paralegal do at a deposition? 
16. What is a deposition digest? 
17. H ow is a deposition digest used? 

video deposition service, Real Time Certified 
reporters, and Livenotes service. 

4. What ethical issues exist in the taking of depo~ 
sitions remotely, with par ties and attorneys at 
different locations? 

Remote Videoconference: Taking Fact Witness' 
Video Deposition 

Attor neys use videocon~ 
ferencing to depose the 
father of an injured child, 
who will be a fact witness at 
trial. The father is not in the 
jur isdiction. 

After viewing the video at www.pearson.com/ 
goldman-civil-litigation, answer the following 

• questions. 

1. What is the pur pose of deposing a fact witness? 
2. What issues might arise when the plaintiff's 

counsel is not onsite for the deposition? 



Real-Time Reporting of Witness Testimony: 
Deposing a Minor 

One of the children injured 
on the school bus is deposed. 

After viewing the video 
at www.pearson.com/ 
goldman-civil-litigation, 
answer the following 

• questions. 

1. What is the purpose of a stipulation in a 
deposition? 

SCHOOL BUS-TRUCK ACCIDENT CASE 

Review the assigned case study in Appendix 2. 
1. Prepare a subpoena duces tecum for a nonparty 

witness for a deposition in your jurisdiction. 
2. Prepare a Notice of Deposition for a nonparty 

witness with instructions for service in your 
jurisdiction. 

3 . Prepare deposition questions to ask the bus 
company's expert witness concerning the 
elderly bus driver. 

CIVIL LITIGATION TEAM AT WORK 
See page 18 for instructions on Building Your 
Professional Portfolio. 

Forms 

1. Notice of Deposition 
2. Subpoena duces tecum 

Procedures 

1. Create a procedure for serving parties and 
witnesses. 
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2. Should a minor be treated differently than an 
adult in a deposition? 

Use the Opening Scenario for this chapter to answer 
the fol lowing questions. 

1. What should the legal team consider when tak, 
ing depositions of children? H ow is this differ, 
ent from deposing adults? 

2. What information should the paralegal orga, 
nize for the attorney in preparation for the tak, 
ing of depositions? 

4. Review the deposition transcript and video, 
tape of the expert witness on the truck brakes. 
Prepare a digest of the deposition that identi, 
fies corresponding page numbers and locations 
in the video footage. 

Jiii liJI 
J,,o 

2. Determine any required witness fees and how 
they must be paid. 

Contacts and Resources 

1. Local court 
jur isdiction 

2. Local video 
jur isdiction 

repor ting 

deposition 

• • services 1n your 

• • services 1n your 
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VIRTUAL LAW OFFICE EXPERIENCE 

MOTOR VEHICLE ACCIDENT-PLAINTIFF 

Wilkenson versus Smith Motor Vehicle Accident Case-Plaintiff Lawyer 

To: Paralegal Intern 
From: Roy Saunders 
Case Name: Wilkenson versus Smith Motor Vehicle Accident Case 
Re: Video Deposition 

We have to sch edule the deposition of th e daughter of th e defen dant in the W ilken son case. 

1. Review sample forms for notices of depositions and subpoenas in FOR MS. 
2. Prepare a notice of deposition for Natalie Smith. 
3. Prepare a deposition subpoena for Natalie Smith. 

Wilkenson versus Smith Motor Vehicle Accident Case: Deposition of Natalie Smith 

VIDEO: VIDEOTAPED DEPOSITION OF THE DAUGHTER OF THE DEFENDANT 

After watching the video at www.pearson.com/goldman-civil-litigation, answer the following 

To: Paralegal Intern 
From: Roy Saunders 
Case Name: Wilkenson versus Smith Motor Vehicle Accident Case 
Re: Video Deposition 

Prepare a deposition summ ar y for th e case file to sum marize th e testimony 

PERSONAL INJURY CASE 

Mandy Stein: Deposition of the Treating Physician 

VIDEO: VIDEOTAPED DEPOSITION OF THE TREATING PHYSICIAN DR. LEE 

From: Roy Saunders 
Case Name: Mandy Stein-Injury on a School Bus Case 
Re: Fact witness as expert witness 

During the deposition of Dr. Lee yesterday, opposing counsel sought to use her as an expert witness concern
ing the causation of our client's injuries. Please conduct research on the use of fact witnesses as experts. In 
this case, the expert witnesses is the treating physician. What requirements must be fulfilled, such as disclo
sure of the intention to use the witness as an expert? 

1. Memorandum on the use of a fact witness as an expert on causation 
2. Memorandum on q u alifications necessary to be accepted as an expert 
3. Motion to exclude use of Dr. Lee's testimony as an expert witness 
4. Brief in support of excluding the testimony of a fact witness as an expert witness 



School Bus Accident Case 

To: Paralegal Intern 
From: Roy Saunders 
Case Name: School Bus Truck Accident and Mandy Stein-Injury on School Bus 
R e : D eposition Digests 
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We have two videotaped depositions scheduled: an expert witness in the school bus case, and a doctor who 
treated a girl injured when a box fell and hit her. In order to prepare for trial, it is necessary to have a quick 
reference guide to the testimony. 

1. Prepare a deposition digest of the expert witness deposition. 
2. Prepare a deposition digest of the treating physician deposition. showing references to the pages and 

lines where that testimony can be found . 

SCHOOL BUS- TRUCK ACCIDENT 

Deposition of expert witness 

School Bus-Truck Accident Case: Deposition of 
Expert Witness Re: Brake Failure 

Videotaped deposition of expert witness Eric Mitford 



LEARNING OBJECTIVES 

After studying this chapter, you should be able to: 

1. Explain the purpose of and procedure for 
obtain ing a physical or mental examination of 
a party to the lawsuit. 

2. Prepare for attending a defense medical 
evaluation. 

3. Describe the purpose of and procedure 
for making and responding to requests for 
admissions. 
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OPENING SCENARIO 

Ethan and his legal team were handling the liability portion of the school bus accident cases. The police 
reports and the statements of the parties to the school bus accident made it clear that there were some areas 
of agreement. It was possible the other side would agree to some of the facts if a request for admissions 
were filed. The issue of trial strategy needed to be discussed with the other members of the firm. Maybe 
it would be better to lay everything out for the jury with live testimony and make a fuller showing of 
the negligent conduct. The tea1n concentrating on the physical injuries had already received an informal 
request to have all the surviving children examined by the defense medical expert. Some of the parents 
expressed concern about the effect this might have on the children, who had already been traumatized in 
the accident. There were strategic issues for the firm's partners in recommending that the parents agree 
instead of having the other side make a discovery motion. The injuries were so obvious that any defense 
examination would only reaffirm the finding of the children's primary treating doctors; with that presented 
to the jury, it could only reinforce the damages issue. 

OPENING SCENARIO LEARNING OBJECTIVE 

Prepare the documentation necessary to request a defense medical examination of a plaintiff in your jurisdiction. 

VIDEO INTRODUCTION 

Other Forms of Discovery 

After watching the video at www.pearson.com/goldman,civil,litigation, answer the 
following questions: 
1. In addition to interrogatories and depositions, what other forms of discovery 

are available? 
2. What is the benefit to requests for admissions? 

381 
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LEARNING OBJECTIVE 1 
Explain the purpose of and 
procedure for obtaining 

a physical or mental 
examination of a party to 

the lawsuit. 

causation 
The link between the injury suffered 
by the plaintiff and the action or inac
tion of the defendant; includes causa
tion in fact (actual cause) and proxi
mate cause (legal cause). 

PRACTICE TIP 
Due to health care privacy 
laws, the attendance by the 
lawyer or the paralegal is 
not ensured unless the client 
signs a release required by 
the defense medical expert. 

diagnosis 
A determination of the source of a 
medical complaint. 

treatment 
A course of medical services designed 
to heal, correct, alleviate, or resolve a 
medical complaint. 

• prognosis 
How the medical complaint will re
solve: full recovery, persistent prob
lems, or permanent disability. 

INTRODUCTION TO OTHER FORMS OF DISCOVERY 

Request for physical or mental examination and the request for admissions 
are two additional tools of discovery available to the legal team. While the 
use of these discovery methods is limited, they are no less important than 
interrogatories, requests for production, and depositions. Requesting physi-
cal or mental examinations of the other parties is not always appropriate as 
a trial strategy, nevertheless, it is important to understand how to obtain the 
examinations and how they are conducted. Understanding these discovery 
tools from both the defense's and the plaintiff's perspectives is a key element 
to the use of these tools of discovery. 

REQUEST FOR PHYSICAL OR MENTAL 
EXAMINATION 

The request for a physical or mental examination is an important discovery 
tool for those cases in which the physical or mental state of a party to the 
litigation is in question. Physical and mental exams may be ordered by the 
court upon motion for good cause (Fed. R. Civ. P. 35). Where the physical or 
mental state of a litigant is at the heart of the lawsuit, the opposing party may 
file a motion requesting that the litigant to the lawsuit submit to the examina-
tion, and the court will order that party to submit to the exam (Exhibit 15.1). 

In a personal injury lawsuit, the nature of physical injuries and the treat-
ment of, recovery from, and permanency of those injuries will be a com-
ponent of the causation and damages elements of the cause of action. In a 
breach of contract case, the mental capacity of the parties at the time the con-
tract was entered into is an element of the cause of action. To be appointed 
as a guardian of someone who lacks the mental capacity to handle financial 
and other matters requires the testimony of a qualified physician. The cause 
of action is dependent on the mental state of the individual, who may not vol-
untarily submit to such an examination for that purpose. Where medical tes-
timony for physical or mental status is required in order to meet the burden 
of proof, the court will, on proper motion, order the examination. In most 
cases, the attorneys know and understand that documentation of the per-
son's mental and physical condition and prognosis are necessary to sustain 
the cause of action and recover damages; therefore, they will agree to permit 
the client to submit to the examination. Ideally, the attorney or paralegal will 
accompany the client to the examination. 

The examination promotes fairness by permitting litigants to verify the 
accuracy and extent of injuries claimed in the reports and documents sub-
mitted. In personal injury cases, plaintiffs have treating physicians who have 
examined them for purposes of determining the cause of the medical com-
plaint and for prescribing a course of treatment. Ultimately, it is the reports 
of these examinations for the purpose of treatment and follow--up treatment 
that become the basis for the damage claim made. The initial examination is 
made for the purpose of diagnosis that is, to determine the source of the 
medical complaint. Follow--up examinations provide the information for the 
reports on treatment what was performed to cure or alleviate the symp-
toms. An important part of the treating physician's report is the prognosis, 
which is how the medical complaint will resolve: full recovery, persistent 
problems, or permanent disability. The demand in a personal injury case in 
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Exhibit 15.1 Motion for Physical Examination 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT DISTRICT OF 

Mandy Stein, a minor by her • No.: • 

Father and guardian, 
Larry Stein, • 

• 

Plaintiff DEFENDANT LOWER COUNCIL 
• SCHOOL DISTRICT MOTION • 

v. FOR PHYSICAL EXAMINATION 
• 
• 

Lower Council School District CIVIL ACTION - NEGLIGENCE 
Defendant • Attorney ID No. 124987 • 

Defendant, Lower Council School District, pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. 35, moves this Court to order plaintiff, 
Mandy Stein, to submit to a physical examination and avers the following in support of its motion: 

(1) Fed. R. Civ. P. 35 provides, in pertinent part, that whenever the physical or mental condition of a party is in 
controversy, the court may order a physical or menta.l examination of that party by a physician on motion for 
good cause shown. 

(2) Plaintiff alleges in her complaint that she suffered personal injuries in the incident giving rise to the 
underlying civil action, including but not limited to those set forth in Exhibit A. 

(3) Plaintiff's Answers to Interrogatories detail alleged injuries and resultant permanent damages. See in 
particular Plaintiff's response to Interrogatories 3 through 7, copies of which are attached as Exhibit B. 

(4) Defendant has denied that Plaintiff was so injured as a result of the alleged incident. 
(5) In view of the above, it is clear that Plaintiff's physical condition is in controversy in this action and a 

physical examination of Plaintiff's present condition is relevant and essential for Defendant to properly 
prepare a defense of the underlying civil action. 

(6) Defendant desires to have Plaintiff examined by Dr. Michael Moritz, a plastic surgeon specializing in the 
area of facial lacerations and the impact of infection on healing and scarring of facial lacerations. 

(7) Defendant has, through counsel, requested informally to have the Plaintiff examined. Efforts to conduct a 
physical examination by agreement have included seven phone calls and three letters over a period of six 
months. Copies of the letters are attached as Exhibit C. 

WHEREFORE, Defendant respectfully requests this Honorable court enter an order directing the Plaintiff to attend 
and undergo a physical examination by Dr. Moritz at his offices on November 26, 2018 at 8:00 a.m. for the purposes 
of inquiring into the Plaintiff's alleged physical condition and injuries suffered or suffer sanctions upon further order 
of this court. 

Respectfully submitted, 

which the plaintiff will never recover fully but will always have pain (such as 
a lower back disk herniation) has a higher value for settlement than one in 
which the injury self~heals in a few days or weeks, like a bruise that will never 
be seen again. 

The treating physician or some other expert selected by the plaintiff or 
(counsel for the plaintiff) will issue an opinion that the accident was the cause 
of the injuries and will describe the extent of the injuries, the long~term effect 
of the injuries, the diagnosis, and the prognosis. Pain is a subjective thing; 
some people suffer more than others from the same injuries. How much 
treatment is required is based in some part on the patient's own pain thresh~ 
old; for the physician, some diagnoses are dependent on the medical history 
and symptoms related by the patient. Soft tissue injuries and those involving 
muscle strains are hard to diagnose independent of the statements of the pa~ 
tient. It is not unknown for patients to exaggerate their injuries and pain and 
suffering, nor is it unusual for a family or treating physician to accommodate 
the complaints of the patient. Longer treatments mean higher fees. 
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dcfcns<' medical evaluation 
(DME) 
Medical examination oi the plaintiff 
performed by a physician selected by 
the defendant. 

indcpcndcnl medic.al 
examination 1 IME} 
Term formerly used to describe a de· 
fense medical evaluation. 

From the defense s ide. it is the uncertainty in some cases that dictates a 
need for a defense medical evaluation (DME). \Vith this d iscovery tool, the 
defense also has the opportunity to select its own expert to examine and issue 
a report with an opinion about the condition of the plaintiff. These examina.
tions are frequently called independent medical examinations (IMEs). In 
reality, these exams are no more independent than those of the treating physi.
cian or a doctor hi red by the plaintiff to give an opinion. They a re thus more 
properly called defense medical evaluations, whether physical o r mental in na, 
ture. Their purpose is to determine for t he defense the cause of the injury, 
the p ropriety of the treatment, and the p rognosis. 

\Vhere it is clear the court will order the examination> counsel will gen .. 
erally agree to voluntarily allow the examination of a client. In some cases, 
the legal team will request a list of physicians acceptable to the defense from 
which to select a doctor to conduct the D~1(E. This permits the attorney to 
eltminate those doctors who, in the attorney's experience, do not have the 
expertise o r the reputation for objectivity that is necessary. Doctors who may 
not be appropriate for a particular client, such as a male doctor for a female 
client in cer ta in cultures or religions, can also be elim inated. 

Judges do not want to be bothered with motions concerning discovery 
where there is no real issue. It is better for both sides to agree than to risk 
creating a negative impression with the trial judge. If not, your s ide might be 
wasting time and money on a motion that will easily be granted, giving the 
other side a moral victory and an opportunity to tell the judge on another 
important motion that your s ide is always objecting. 

Litigation paralegals frequently prepare the client for the DN(E, explaining 
the purpose and what can be expected. Clients need to be advised of the d iffer
ences bet,veen a norn1al visit to their own doctor for the purpose of treatment 
and the nature and purpose of the DME, an examination that has the potential 
to help the other side argue against the injuries and damages the client claims. 

Dlv{E reports detail the exam ination, includ ing the history given by the 
client, any reluctance or negative reactions on the part of the client, and the 
level of the client's cooperation.. Fa iling to cooperate in all phases of the exam 
makes the cl ient appear to be withhold ing valuable information that might be 
needed for a proper medical evaluation. 

In some instances, the paralegal o r other member of the legal team may 
be a llowed to attend with the client. By attending the examination, the para .. 
legal or other team mem ber can observe the manner in which the exam is 
conducted: how n1uch time is spent taking the client's history, for example> 
and how long the physician took to perform the examination. These types of 
observations can be helpful when it comes time to review the DME report. 

The DME report will need to be reviewed, as will the credentials of the 
expert who issued it. In reviewing the report, the para legal who attended the 
DME with the client has an advantage. The Dlv{E report should be consis, 
tent with the observations and notes taken that describe what was happen ing 
and ,vhat was being asked and answered. The client's n1edical history and 
the findings upon physical examination should be accurate and consistent. 
This information, as well as any opinions o r recommendations in the report, 
should be compared with the records and reports from the dienes treating 
physicians. The purpose of the review is to find areas within the report to at .. 
tack the cred ibility of the physician. For example, where the defense medical 
evaluation is performed based upon a review of the records only, the resulting 
report cou ld easily be attacked if the client was never physica lly examined . 
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Another area of review for the paralegal is the credentials of the physician 
who conducted the exam. A physician whose practice is limited to pediatrics 
is easily attacked for issuing a report and opinion on loss of hearing in an el-
derly client. Whether the paralegal is evaluating a physician for selection for 
the client's case or evaluating the opposing legal team's selection, the creden-
tials of the physician can significantly impact the case. 

PREPARING FOR AND ATTENDING A DEFENSE 
MEDICAL EVALUATION 

Defense counsel and insurance companies regularly use the same doctors to 
perform D MEs for them. Although the doctors are professionals, they are 
looking to discredit the findings of the treating physician, minimize the im-
pact of the accident or injury, or find a preexisting cause that reduces their 
client's liability. As with every science, there are gradations of possible find-
ings and potential causes. 

People generally act with great deference to doctors. In seeking treatment, 
they are more likely than not to tell doctors things they would not tell anyone 
else. In a DME, a client who has not been properly prepared may think the 
doctor is asking questions in order to help and advise. This is clearly not true 
in almost all cases. The doctor has a job to do for the defense side and may 
use the position of physician to ask questions of a limited nature, focusing 
solely on some alternate theory that exculpates the defendant, rather than 
questioning that would lead to a correct diagnosis. Because of the concern for 
the methods of conducting the DME and the nature of the questions designed 
to give a basis for a negative finding, someone from the legal team generally 
accompanies the client to the DME and frequently sits in on the examination. 
It is desirable to have someone of the same gender as the client, but this is not 
always possible nor necessary, depending on the nature of the examination. 
For example, a dentist examining the jaw for temporomandibular (TMJ) in-
jury will not reveal any embarrassing or sensitive physical conditions. 

Where there is a more personal examination or possible removal of 
clothing, the accompanying person from the legal team may be asked to face 
away from the client. It is always essential that the client be consulted about 
his or her feelings in this regard. Some may be very embarrassed at anyone 
being present for anything, and others will insist that the person from the 
legal team observe exactly what is done. 

The paralegal who attends the DME must make a report of the DME to 
the trial counsel. This includes the length of the examination, the questions 
that were asked, the tests that were performed, and the comments that were 
made. In some cases, the doctor will dictate the findings as she proceeds. 
There are standard tests and terminology that are used. For example, for 
an injury to the shoulder, one of the tests is a range of motion test. How 
far can the person rotate the shoulder now, immediately after the injury, 
and just before the injury? The degree of rotation is reported from O to 180 
degrees, based on the chart shown in Exhibit 15.2. What may be observed 
during the D ME is a test for rotation in which the doctor pushes the patient 
beyond the comfort zone. The report might read that the person was able to 
rotate through the full range of motion, but the observation of the paralegal 
attending the DME is that the person called out in pain and asked the doctor 
to stop. 

LEARNING OBJECTIVE 2 
Prepare for attending a 
defense medical evaluation. 

range of motion 
The ability to move for example, the 
arm- through a variety of motions. 
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Exhibit 15.2 Range of Motion for Human Shoulder 

Range 0, Motion • ShOukfer 

45• 

()" 

Nonna/ tangs of motiott for human shouldM 

Anyone working in the civil lit igatio n a reas involving personal inj ury or 
medical malpractice must become familiar with at least some of the con1mon 
medical termino logy used , such as the skeletal structu re of the body shown 
in Exhibit 15.3. 

In many cases when med ical records a re used, nurse consultants o r nurse 
paralegals are asked to review the records. Son1e have worked in areas of 
medical specialty, such as card iac care, emergency med icine, orthopedics, or 
another specialty. The specia lized knowledge of the medical issues and the 
p ractice issues in that specialty enable them to review medical records more 
efficiently than a paralegal or attorney w ithout medical train ing. 

In appropriate cases it may be beneficial to have a nurse paralegal attend 
the DJ\1E. Fo r some patients, having a nurse in attendance makes the pres.
ence of an outsider more acceptable. 

\Vhen ch ildren are the clients, a pa rent sh ould always accompany the child 
to the DME. In these cases, it may also be advisable to have a medical profes, 
sional, such as a nurse paralegal, present to avoid any issues of lack of privacy 
o r impropriety if the child is undressed in any way for the examinatio n. 
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Exhibit 15.3 Human Skeletal Structure 

Cranium----~ 
~r 

Skull Maxilla -------\-1 e'f#. 
Mandible ----~~ 

,___ ____ Cervical Vertebrae 
(first 7 vertebrae) 

,n~l)t1t-=-=-== Scapula ~ Thoracic Vertebrae 

Rib------++~ 
(next 12 vertebrae) 

'--¥n',{-) ---+-+--- Lumbar Vertebra 
Radius ----~ 
Ulna -----1'fl1-1 

(last 5 vertebrae) 

Pelvis ----+++,1-------l,i.,.. 

Carpals --~/r?-~ 

Metacarpals --fl-*' 
phalanges-~ 

Femur---------

Fibula-------~ 

Tibia---------.+ 

Tarsals ----------... 

Metatarsals------~~ 

Phalanges-----____..,.,~ 

Human 
Skeletal 
Structure 

REQUESTS FOR ADMISSIONS 

Requests for admissions are requests to agree to certain facts that, once 
established, do not need to be proven through evidence or testimony at trial. 
If all of the relevant facts are admitted, there are no disputed material facts , 
and all that remains is to apply the law to the facts, then a motion for sum-
mary judgment could be filed. 

A request for admissions is not always appropriate, as this request is 
more likely to involve case or trial strategy than the more frequently used 
discovery tools of depositions and interrogatories. There are times when trial 
strategy calls for presenting parts of the case for the jury with witness tes-
timony or exhibits that are so compelling that one side wants the jury to 
observe it firsthand rather than simply be presented with a cold statement of 
fact. An example is the plaintiff who suffered the loss of a leg when the defen-
dant drove a car into the plaintiff, who had been standing at the rear of a car 
loading grocer y bags into the trunk. Requests for admissions are written re-
quests submitted to the opposing party, asking him to admit the truthfulness 
of facts, opinions of fact, the law applicable to the dispute, or the application 
of the law to the facts of the case. Requests for admissions are valuable tools 
for determining areas of agreement and focusing the legal team on facts and 
issues that must be presented to the jury for resolution. 

LEARNING OBJECTIVE 3 
Describe the purpose of 

and procedure for making 

and responding to requests 

for admissions. 
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The format of the request is similar to that of interrogatories and requests 
for production: 

1. caption; 
2. title; 
3. introductory materials; and 
4. list of facts and legal claims that must be objected to, admitted, or denied. 

Requests for admissions are governed by Fed. R. Civ. P. 36. A written 
response is required within 30 days. Unless a written response denying or ob, 
jecting to a matter is served, the matter is deemed admitted for the purposes 
of the litigation. It is not llnusual for experienced legal teams to use this dis, 
covery tool as a trial tactic in hopes that the opposing party will fail to meet 
the response deadline. In the event the opponent fails to respond, the legal 
team will find its case has become easier to present and win. 

Exhibit 15.4 contains a list of proposed admissions that could be included 
in a request for admissions in a personal injury lawsuit resulting from an au, 
tomobile accident. Some admissions relate to facts that are easily established 
and perhaps agreed upon, such as the date and weather conditions at the time 
of the accident. Failure to respond to these requested admissions would not 
harm the defendant. Others are facts that must be established to prove the 
case, such as the defendant's failure to stop at a red light. Failing to respond 
to that request for admission would result in establishing the defendant's 
liability for the accident. 

Exhibit 15.4 Request for Admissions 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT _____ _ DISTRICT OF _____ _ 

Suzanne Roper • 
• No.: __________ _ 

Plaintiff • 
• REQUEST FOR 

v. • 
• 

ADMISSIONS 

Joel Wilkenson and 
Mary Smith, 
Defendants 

• 
• 

• 
• 

Civil Action - Negligence 

Attorney #097351 

TO: Joel Wilkenson 
c/o Roy Saunders, Esquire 
Street Address 
Anytown State 

You are requested to admit or deny the facts listed below in the time permitted under Fed. R. Civ. P. 36. 

(1) The accident occurred on April 15, 2018 at approximately 10:30 a.m. at the intersection of 14th and Market 
Streets. 

(2) The weather conditions at the time of the accident were clear, dry, sunny with a temperature of 72° F. 
(3) Plaintiff was crossing the street in the designated crosswalk. 
(4) Plaintiff was crossing the street and had the right of way because of a green light in her direction. 
(5) Defendant Wilkenson was operating a white, four-door 2007 Toyota Camry. 
(6) Defendant struck Plaintiff while she was crossing the street. 
(7) Defendant Mary Smith was operating a tan, four door 2010 Ford Explorer. 
(8) Defendant Mary Smith failed to stop at the red light. 
(9) Defendant Mary Smith struck Defendant Wilkenson's vehicle causing his to strike Plaintiff. 

(10) Plaintiff was injured as a result of being struck by the vehicle operated by Defendant Wilkenson. 
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A fact that is admitted or deemed admitted for failure to den y or object is 
conclusively estab lished for the purposes of trial. Contrary evidence cannot 
be p resen ted for consideration by the jury. 

T he best advice for the legal t eam is to include on the calendar th e due 
date of the response along with sufficient reminders to get th e response com, 
p leted in a tim ely fashion . 

T here are th ree acceptable responses to a request fo r admissions: 

1. admit the truth of the matter stated; 
2. deny the matter stated and set fo r th altern ate fact s or law; o r 
3. object to the matter requested, set t ing forth the specific groun ds fo r the 

objection . 

It is gen erally unacceptable for the respon d ing party to state that he/she lacks 
kn owledge, information , o r belief as to the truth of th e matter. Because re-
quest s for admission s are typically used as a concluding d iscovery tool to aid 
in th e p reparation of t rial, it is unlikely th at the litigan ts would lack kn owledge 
of the facts of the case. Where there remain disputed fact s, it m ight be appro-
p riate to state that the request asks for a conclusion of law o r an application 
of the law to the fact s, which is the function of the jury. Exhibit 15.5 p rovides 
p roposed responses to the requested admissions that appear in Exh ibit 15.4 . 

Exhibit 15.5 Answer to Request for Admissions 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT DISTRICT OF ------- -------

Suzanne Roper 
Plaintiff 

• 
• No.: __________ _ 

v. 

• 
• 

• 
• 

DEFENDANT WILKENSON'S 
ANSWER TO REQUEST 
FOR ADMISSIONS 

Joel Wilkenson and 
Mary Smith, 
Defendants 

• 
• 

• 
• 

Civil Action - Negligence 

Attorney #097351 

(1) Admitted. 
(2) Admitted. 
(3) It is admitted that Plaintiff was crossing the street. It is denied that the Plaintiff was crossing within the 

designated crosswalk. To the contrary, there is no designated, delineated, or marked crosswalk at the 
intersection. 

(4) It is denied that Plaintiff had the right of way and the light was green. To the contrary, the light was not 
operating properly at the time of the accident. 

(5) Admitted that Defendant was operating the vehicle described. However, it should be noted that Defendant 
Wilkenson's vehicle was at a complete stop waiting to make a left turn and waiting for the Plaintiff to cross 
the street before attempting that turn. 

(6) Admitted that Defendant Wilkenson's vehicle struck the Plaintiff but only after first being struck by a vehicle 
operated by Defendant Smith. 

(7) Admitted. 
(8) Denied that Defendant Smith failed to stop at the red light. The light was not red. The light was not 

operating properly at the time of the accident. 
(9) Admitted. 

(10) Denied that Plaintiff was injured as a result of being struck by the vehicle operated by Defendant Wilkenson. 
To the contrary, Plaintiff was injured as a result of her failing to be alert and observe the conditions at the 
time she crossed the street and because her view was blocked by the transit bus at the corner. Any injury 
the Plaintiff sustained was a direct result of her own negligence. Further, as there remain disputed material 
facts, the matter must be submitted to the jury for determination. 
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CONCEPT REVIEW AND REINFORCEMENT 

causation 382 

diagnosis 382 

treatment 382 

prognosis 382 

defense medical evaluation 
(DME) 384 

independent medical examination 
(IME) 384 

range of motion 385 

OTHER FORMS OF DISCOVERY 

Introduction to Other 
Forms of Discovery 

Requests for 
Physical or Mental 
Examination 

Preparing for and 
Attending a Defense 
Medical Evaluation 

Requests for 
Admissions 

A request for examination of a party is limited to those situations where 
the physical or mental condition of the person is at issue in the case. 

Requests for admissions are used to obtain agreement to certain facts to 
avoid the need to present evidence to prove those facts in trial. 

Where the physical or mental health of a party is at issue, a defense medical 
examination may be agreed to or may be ordered by the court upon good 
cause shown. In personal injury cases, the examination is typically agreed 
to, and the plaintiff may have some control over the choice of expert to 
conduct the examination. 

Where the mental state of the party is at issue, a defense medical ex-
amination generally requires a court order after a hearing before the court, 
except in the most obvious cases of mental disability. 

The defense medical evaluation is an attempt by the defense to determine the 
legitimacy of the claims being made for personal injuries. Typically, the client 
will be taken to the DME by a member of a legal team, who will then observe 
and take notes on the methods and comments of the physician during the 
examination. 

It is important for those attending medical evaluations to understand 
the terminology used, including knowledge of the basic human skeletal 
structure and terms used with regard to the type of injury claimed, such as 
range of motion. 

A request for admissions is a written request submitted to the opposing 
side asking for agreement to stipulate to certain facts without the need for 
a formal proof at trial. Failure to deny a request or file an objection to the 
request conclusively establishes those facts for purposes of trial. 

REVIEW QUESTIONS AND EXERCISES 

1. Why is a request for physical or mental exami-
nation a discovery tool with limited use? 

2. What is the purpose of using requests for 
admissions? 

3. When would trial counsel not want to use 
requests for admissions with regard to easily 
agreed--upon facts? 



4. When is a request for mental examination an 
appropriate discovery request? 

5. Why might a mental examination be requested 
in a breach of contract action? 

6. Why would a court order be required for a 
mental examination? 

7. What is the relationship between a diagnosis 
and a prognosis? 

8. What is the purpose of medical treatment? 
9. Why is the term defense medical evaluation a 

more accurate term than independent medical 
examination? 

10. What is the advantage of attending a defense 
medical evaluation with the client? 

BUILDING YOUR PARALEGAL SKILLS 

INTERNET AND TECHNOLOGY EXERCISES 

1. What medical resources are available for law-
yers who are preparing to attend a defense 
medical evaluation? Prepare a list for future use. 

2. What resources exist on the Internet for vali-
dating the credentials of doctors and other 
experts? 
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11. Prepare a list of items that should be looked 
for when doing a review of the defense medical 
evaluation report. 

12. What advice should be given to a client before 
attending a defense medical evaluation? 

13. What is the advantage of having a nurse parale-
gal attend a defense medical evaluation? 

14. What is the advantage of having a nurse parale-
gal in a personal injury case? 

15. What are the advantages in making requests for 
admissions? 

16. What is the effect of not objecting to or deny-
ing a request for admissions? 

3. Locate an online medical dictionary. Prepare 
a list of online medical services for future 
reference. 

CHAPTER OPENING SCENARIO CASE STUDY 

Use the Opening Scenario for this chapter to an-
swer the following questions. 

1. Who should be involved in the trial strategy 
discussions? 

2. How should the final decisions be made regard-
ing the strategic decision on presenting the case? 

SCHOOL BUS- TRUCK ACCIDENT CASE 

Review the assigned case study in Appendix 2. 
1. List facts and/or law that would be appropriate 

for a request for admissions. 
2. Prepare a list of medical terminology and defi-

nitions that would be useful for attending the 
DME of the child plaintiff. 

3. Who should make the ultimate decision on the 
presentation of the case in trial? 

3. Prepare a form for the paralegal attending the 
DME to record observations of the exam. 
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CIVIL LITIGATION TEAM AT WORK 
See page 18 for instructions on Building Your 
Professional Portfolio. 

Forms 

1. Create a template of a letter to a client in a per, 
sonal injury case whom you will be accompany, 
ing to a defense medical evaluation. Include an 
explanation of the defense medical exam. 

2. Create a form for the paralegal attending the 
DME to record observations of the exam. 

VIRTUAL LAW OFFICE EXPERIENCE 

SCHOOL BUS-TRUCK ACCIDENT 

J/11 /Id 

Contacts and Resources 

1. List of medical resources available for law, 
yers preparing to attend a defense medical 
evaluation 

2. List of Internet sites for validating the creden, 
tials of doctors and other experts 

3. Web address of an online medical dictionary 

VIDEO: SCHOOL BUS TRUCK ACCIDENT CASE-DEPOSITION OF MECHANIC 

Deposition of the mechanic that worked on the truck that was involved in the 
accident. 

To: Paralegal Intern 
From: Roy Saunders 
Case Name: School Bus-Truck Accident Case 
Re: Request for admissions 

1. As we approach trial, it is important to begin streamlining the facts that must be presented through wit, 
ness testimony. Review the deposition transcript of the mechanic found in the case file. 

2. Review the complaint, answer, and sample form for a request for admissions found in FORMS. 
3. Prepare a request for admissions addressed to the trucking company. 
4. Prepare a request for admissions addressed to the brake manufacturing company. 

For purposes of this assignment, use the information in the sample complaints and answers, substituting 
your jurisdiction as the location. 

PERSONAL INJURY 

To: Paralegal Intern: 
From: Roy Saunders 

VIDEO: MANDY STEIN: MEETING WITH JUDGE TO EXCLUDE EXPERT WITNESS 

Conference in the judge's chambers 

Case Name: Mandy Stein-Injury on a School Bus Case 
Re: Conference with Judge on Motion to Exclude Dr. Lee as Expert Witness 

The trial judge has scheduled a meeting in chambers to review the motion to exclude the use of Dr. Lee as an 
expert witness. Please attend the conference and take notes on the meeting. Identify any additional research 
that may be required. 





--

LEARNING OBJECTIVES 

After studying this chapter, you should be able to: 

1. Identify and distinguish between legal and 
factual issues for trial. 

2. Prepare a pretrial memorandum. 

3. Describe the purpose of a trial brief. 

4. Describe the purpose of doing a cost- benefit 
analysis of a lawsuit. 

5. Explain how to prepare clients and witnesses 
for trial. 

--

6. Prepare exhibits for trial presentation. 

7. Explain the purpose and procedure of jury 
investigation. 

8. Organize a trial notebook. 

9. Obtain a continuance of a trial date. 

-

• 



Trial Preparation 
Postdiscovery 

to Pretrial 

OPENING SCENARIO 

CHAPTER 

With everyone in both offices involved with the school bus cases, the offices began to hold weekly meetings 
as the trial date got closer. The d ivision of work between the liability issues and the damage issues had enabled 
each office to concentrate on the specifics of each clienes claims. Discovery had helped to frame many of 
the remaining legal issues that might come up during trial regarding procedural matters of admission of 
certain evidence, like the graphic photographs of the injuries suffered by son1e of the children and the issues 
of liability of third parties who manufactured parts that had failed on the truck. Everyone ai,...-eed that Roy 
Saunders, their co-counsel, should be the lead attorney in the trial because of his broader trial experience. 
He asked his paralegal, Emily, to prepare a draft of the comprehensive pretrial memorandum that the trial 
judge required; he then suggested that each of the other attorneys review the first draft. He was particularly 
concerned that M r. Benjamin, who was responsible for the damage issues, review the valuations listed for each 
client for pain and suffering and special damages. Mr. Benjamin and his paralegal were asked to be certain 
that all the electronic devices they intended to use during the trial, including the laptop and projectors, were 
working. They also had to ensure that they had adequate backups in the event something happened to the 
laptop, which held the electronic rrial notebook they would depend on to present an organized presentation. 

OPENING SCENARIO LEARNING OBJECTIVE 

Compile a list of the tasks necessary for preparation for trial. 

VIDEO INTRODUCTION 

Trial Preparation Overview: Postdiscovery to Pretrial 

After watching the video at www.pearson.con1/goldman.-civil .. (itigation~ answer the 
following questions: 
1 . \Xlhen does trial preparation begin/ 
2. \Xlhy is credibil ity of clients and witness important! 

395 
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LEARNING OBJECTIVE 1 
Identify and distinguish 
between legal and factual 
issues for trial. 

legal issue 
Points of dispute on which law is ap
plicable and/or how the law should be 
applied. 

procedu ral issue 
Issues that arise from the presentation 
of the trial, such as those involving 
the application of the Federal Rules of 
Evidence. 

substantive issue 
Issue that arises from which law is ap
plicable or how the law is applied to 
the dispute. 

claim 
A right asserted against another for 
which a remedy is sought in a lawsuit. 

INTRODUCTION TO TRIAL PREPARATION 

Trial preparation begins the moment the legal team meets the client. Initial de-
terminations must be made that the client has a valid cause of action and that the 
statute of limitations has not expired. The legal team must then determine the 
likelihood of success and the perceived credibility of the client and other wit-
nesses, and deal with other evidentiary issues. Because of the time limits imposed 
by court rules once a case has been filed, careful investigations and evaluation of 
the case must be done before the case is filed and the clock starts ticking toward 
the trial date. Under current federal court rules, a trial date is set at the sched-
uling conference with the trial judge, which takes place approximately 90 days 
after the defense counsel enters its appearance, or 120 days after the defendant is 
served. Many state courts assign a trial date early in the litigation process as well. 
With the trial deadline clock running, preparation time is limited. The acceler-
ated trial deadlines are designed to reduce court backlogs and offer speedy jus-
tice, but they add to the stress of the legal team, requiring them to be organized 
and efficient as well as effective. Having well--thought--out trial preparation and 
case--handling procedures for litigation helps minimize the stress and anxiety. 

IDENTIFYING ISSUES FOR TRIAL 

The first phase of trial preparation involves focusing on the legal issues and 
the evidence of the essential facts of the case, which will be decided by the 
trier of fact the jury or a judge in a bench trial. During the discovery phase, 
the litigants share all the information they intend to present at trial to support 
or defend the lawsuit. A result of the sharing of information may be agree-
ment between counsel on some facts or legal issues. These areas of agreement, 
whether factual or legal, represent things that will not have to be argued or pre-
sented at trial. The result is a more focused and potentially shorter trial and, in 
some instances, settlement of the case before the commencement of the trial. 

Legal Issues 

Legal issues in a case are points of dispute about which law is applicable and/ 
or how the law should be applied. Those issues that arise out of the manner in 
which the case is managed or the trial is conducted are called procedural issues; 
examples include rulings on the admissibility of evidence and proposed jury 
instructions. Those issues that arise over how the law on the subject matter 
of the case is applied are called substantive issues. For example, liability is a 
substantive legal issue: Do the facts as alleged satisfy the statutory or case law 
elements for imposing responsibility on the defendant for the plaintiff's inju-
ries? Claims are the allegations that all the necessary facts exist to satisfy the 
legal requirements for liability. An automobile accident may lead to a number 
of claims for personal injury and property damage by more than one person. 
In a contracts case, breach of contract is a legal issue. The facts necessary to 
prove a claim are the existence of a valid contract and the failure to perform as 
required by the terms of the contract. The first legal issue would be a finding 
that all the necessary elements of a valid contract are present. 

Discovery allows the litigants to assess the claims made. Some claims may 
not hold up once all the facts are revealed. Other claims may have uncontro-
verted facts that demonstrate that every element of the legal requirement has 
been met. The discovery process thus allows the legal team to focus on prov-
ing the facts that support the claims made. 
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\V hen investigation and d iscovery show that the facts do not support a 
claim. the atto rney may voluntar ily withdraw the claim (Fed . R. C iv. P. 4 1). 
A more likely consequence is for the opposing counsel, having had the ben .. 
efit of the same d iscovery, to file a motion for sumn1ary judgment (Fed . R . 
C iv. P. 56). T ypically, after discovery and before trial, both attorneys will 
fi le a motion for summary judgment on beh alf of their clients. T h is mo tion 
forces each legal team to focus on the le-gal issues and the elements requ ired 
to prove those issues; each team then compares the ele men ts with the facts 
developed through discovery. If the legal teams have tho ro ughly and properly 
investigated their clients' claims and defenses, there shou ld be few surpr ises. 
When filing the motio n for summary judgment, t he legal teams tell t he court 
there are no d isputed material facts; all that remains is the applicatio n of the 
law to the facts and a representation that when th e law is applied to the facts, 
there can be just one outcome-a verdict in their client's favor . 

Few lawsuits involve onl y a s ingle legal issue. For example, in a construe, 
tion contract lawsuit, there may be multiple claims, each having separate legal 
issues- for example, clain1s based o n breach of contract, breach of warranties 
related to the workmansh ip o r goods u sed, o r fraud an d misrepre.sentatio n 
as to the q uality of workmanship and goods provided. The facts developed 
through discovery may disclose a work change o rder that the cl ient's spouse 
signed, autho rizing th e use of substitute goods of a lesser quality. \Vith that 
document, the legal issues and claims related to fraud or b reac h of warranty 
as to the quality of goods would be appropriate for a motion for summary 
judgment. T he evaluation of the legal cla ims for purposes of prepar ing a mo, 
tion for summary judgment is a crucial element of trial preparatio n because 
a successful motion for summary judgment will resolve one or mo re legal 
issues p resented to the court for consideration. That is.sue, a lo ng with the 
witnesses and eviden ce necessary to p rove it 1 will then not need to be part of 
the trial presentation . 

Facts 

Facts are actual o r alleged events and occurrences. The location of the inci .. 
dent, the parties involved, the time of the accident , and what o r how some, 
thing happened are all facts of the case. Beginning steps in understanding a 
case are to c reate a t imeline of th e facts as related by the client , to supple .. 
ment those facts with the facts obtained from witness.es, and to contrast th em 
wit h the facts descr ibed by the opposing party. Exhibit 16. l is a fact timeline 
showing contrasting facts of a case. 

After the parties review the documents supplied as a result of discovery and 
deposition transcripts, there may be facts that are no t disputed. For example, 
there may be agreement as to the date and time of the accident o r the authen .. 
tidty of repair receipts o r bank records. If the parties agree to facts, they may 
formally stipulate to facts. That is, those facts will be presented by both s ides to 
the trier of fact- the jury or the judge acting as trier of fact-as no t contested. 
With agreement, there is no need to have documents authenticated by the per, 
son who created them (or under whose s upervision they were created). 

If areas o f agreement are found , fewer witnesses will need to testi fy. 
Having fewer witnesses results in s ho rter t r ial.s and mo re attentive jurors. 
Find ing a reas of agreement also results in learning the areas of d isagreement, 
where evidence will have to be presented. T he legal ream can then focu.s on 
which wimesses and exhibits are most persuasive and determine the s trategy 
for the best way to present those witnesses and exh ib its. 

wilhdra\'•' the claim 
Process bywhic.h a part)• to the lawsuil 
voluntarily withdraws or terminates 
one or more of his claims. 

motion for summary judgmcn1 
A motion by which a party seeks to 
terminate the lawsui1 priot 10 trial, 
alleging 1here are no disputed mate· 
rial facts aod all thal rema ins is in the 
application of the law to the facts. 

I acts 
Actual or a lleged events and 
occu1Tences. 

stipulate to facts 
Fads presented b)• hoth sides 10 the 
trier of iac1-ju,y or judge acting as 
trier of fact-as not contested. 
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Exhibit 16.1 Contrasting Fact Time Line 

Ka"'41:imi offers 
position to Ran'lttz. - b' HaWklns WIIH 

compl;lint tetler 
toY.hlsh. 

Reml!tr: lu,_..s 
Hawk.lM voice f'l'lillll 
accepting posclon. 

Rcmett calts H:l'Mlhs 

"'" 

Ha\'.tklns writes 
«impl;11irC Mtte:r 
toBu.rh. 

H3wklns 'Mhs 
CU'llplalnt tebr to 
Majm. 

Hawkins teavn voic• 
1TOil for R111n9tz 

Sou.re»: Reproduced with pertni$$lon from LexisNel)$. 

R,ntz works atABI. 

IUwkins c:alls 
Remeb: and 
c:wses a t him. 

Remett worts at ABt 

l 

A timeline of the facts, as shown in Exhibit 16.2, graphically shows what 
elements of the case must be proven at trial and who the best witnesses may 
be to testify concerning those facts. [ f the timeline is allowed as an exhibit, it 
also represents a potentially persuasive visual message to the jury of what had 
to be shown and what was shown by the evidence presented. 

Psychological Advantages of Stipulations 
In a bench t r ial there is no jury; instead, t he judge sits as the fact finder 
replacing a ju ry and hears the evidence, applies the law to the facts, and 
makes a find ing of facts, which is equ ivalent to a jury verdict. Judges favor.
ably view stipu lation s and every effort of the parties and their attorneys 
to streamline the case because it can save substantia l jud icial t ime. Many 
j udges mai ntain a good poker face in the courtroom, but when meeting in 
chambers the same judges may show some favorit is m to the attorney wh o 
seems to be moving the case along and disdain for the attorney who is drag.
ging out the p rocess. 

In a jury trial , the judge acts as the facilitator of the p rocess, applying t he 
law to the procedural aspects of the trial and ultimately to the finding of facts 
made by the jury in its deliberations. Jurors have certain expectations of what 
a t rial is like from having seen television and movie depictions of cou rtroom 
action. For example, juries expect to watch an adversarial, contentious dis.
pute unfold before them. However, the announcement in court of facts that 
are presented by agreement of the parties demonstrates to the ju ry that while 
the litigants have a dispute, they a re not so unreasonable as to be unable to 
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Exhibit 16.2 Time Line of Facts 

• 
' ...., 

1 ' .. 

• 
I 

• 

• • • 

Source: Reproduced with permission from LexisNexis. 

agree on some issues. This may serve to diminish any negative notions the 
jurors have about those who bring lawsuits. It can also result in the belief that 
the parties tried to resolve as much of their dispute as possible. The determi-
nation of the unresolved facts is left to the jury. 

PRETRIAL MEMORANDUM 

A pretrial memorandum is the lawyer's summary of the case prepared as a 
guide for the trial judge. The memo includes the substantive, procedural, and 
factual issues; the areas of agreement of counsel; and how long the trial will 
take. As shown in Exhibit 16.3, it can be a simple form. 

A more thorough pretrial memorandum may include a comprehensive 
list; an example is the pretrial memorandum format used in the U.S. District 
Court for the Middle District of Pennsylvania shown in Exhibit 16.4. 

A more formalized document is the pretrial order prepared and submit-
ted jointly by opposing trial counsel and signed by the trial judge as an order 
of court, shown in Exhibit 16.5. It includes proposed questions for jury 
selection, proposed jury instructions, stipulated and disputed facts, legal 
issues, evidentiary issues, deposition testimony that will be read into the 
record, and other procedural matters. The required details vary from court 
to court and even among judges in the same jurisdiction. Therefore, before 
submission, local rules must be checked for compliance with the standing 
orders of the trial judge; for example, see the requirements of Judge Hart 
shown in Exhibit 16.6. 

LEARNING OBJECTIVE 2 
Prepare a pretrial 

memorandum. 

pretrial memorandum 
A summary of the case prepared as a 
guide for the trial judge on what the is
sues are, what the areas of agreement 
of counsel are, and how long the trial 
will take. 
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Exhibit 16.3 Pretrial Memo Form Used in Connecticut 

PRETRIAL MEMO 
J0.E$-'1 R$v. 10-06 
P.8.,§§ 14--13, 14•14 
WAWJl,ld.Cl.(10'< 

INSTRUClklNS 

E~h PM'/ tl';;wrung ~~ig,$$ or~ p.my'$ ~'"'Y $h;,IJ oomoifJto 
Par! I be/aw Md air lh6 commeneemMI or the p,et.,iW ~tt}o(J gi'vd 

a Cl)(fy ro lt>e Judge °' judge rrlaf releree end u, eac.t, orher parry. 

I COURJ USE ON!,'¥.. I 
PAETMEM 

Ill 1111111111111111111111 
Att<K.h arJdmonal sheGIS if n&e».ssa,y. OOCKer NUMBER 

NOTICE: This memo is Intended for pr~t,ial purposes only 
and shall not b~ cottSll'ct«I es ltA adm.iui<M against any patty. DATE 

• PART I 110 be comn1eted bv ettornevl ~ .. 
PLAINTIFF DEFENDANT 111 DEFfNOANrs TRIAi. COUNSEL PHONE NO 

Pl,6JNTIFF'$ TftlAt, COUNSEL PHONE HO OU'ENOAITT 11? OE~OANTS TRIAL COUNSEL PHONE NO 

INTERVENING TRIAL COUN;Sa. PHONE NO, OEFl;NOAN'J 113 OEl'a,iOANrs TRIAi.COUNSEL PHONE NO 

~URNOATE ll>\TE CERT. OF Ct.O!a>A.EMlllfll!I Fil.a) 'fWE: Of Cl.AIM ITRlAL DATE 

HAVE 'l'OU DISCUSSED APPROPRIATE 
A.0 R WITT1 YOUR Cl.JENT? O YES 0 NO 

DOES YOUR Q.IEltl HAVE ANV OOJECTION 
TO A REFERRAi. TONQN,61NQ!NG AO,R..? O YES O NO 

DATE AND TIME OF 1,CCIO€NT (ii 11(.\1,\'c:,~} 

CLAIM 
(e.g. Accidont/ 

INTERVENOR'S 
CLAIM 

NAlUFII: Of OM\AGES M C>a.lANO 

DAMAGES OR 
DEMAND 

(e.g. Injuries/ 

IF APPLICABLE 
LASJ MEDICAi. E)W.C PERtCANE'NCY Of INJUH!E$.\.IF£ EXPECTANCY AGEOf PARIY 

REASON COST EXPLANATION 

·1. Doctor(s) 

2. Hosp;13l(s) 

3. Subtotal 
SPECIALS (Add f & 2) 

4. Future 
MeO.lcal 

LOST WAGES 

5. Wages 
FUTURE CAPACITY 

6.0THER 
(Prop. Dam .. etc.) 

7. TOTAl. Copies of all medical bills and repons 
n ves O NO have been furnished to the Oefendantls) 

(Page 1 Of 2) 
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Exhibit 16.4 Pretrial Memorandum Format, U.S. District Court for the Middle District 
of Pennsylvania 

APPENDIX B 

PRETRIAL MEMORANDUM FORMAT 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR THE MIDDLE DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA 

v. 

• • 

• • 

• • 

: CIVIL ACTION NO. 

• • 

• • 

PRETRIAL MEMORANDUM 

Date conference was held by counsel: 
A. A brief statement as to federal court jurisdiction. 

8. A summary statement of facts and contentions as to liability. 
C. A comprehensive statement of undisputed facts as agreed to by counsel at the conference of attorneys required 

by Local Rule 16.3. No facts should be denied unless opposing counsel expects to present contrary evidence 
or genuinely challenges the fact on credibility grounds. The parties must reach agreement on uncontested facts 
even though relevancy is disputed. 

D. A brief description of damages, including, where applicable: 
(1) Principal injuries sustained: 

(2) Hospitalization and convalescence: 
(3) Present disability: 

(4) Special monetary damages, loss of past earnings, medical expenses, property damages, etc.: 
(5) Estimated value of pain and suffering, etc.: 
(6) Special damage claims: 

E. Names and addresses of witnesses, along with the specialties and qualifications of experts to be called. 
F. Summary of testimony of each expert witness. 

G. Special comment about pleadings and discovery, including depositions and the exchange of medical reports. 
H. A summary of legal issues involved and legal authorities relied upon. 
I. Stipulations desired. 

J. Estimated number of trial days. 
K. Any other matter pertinent to the case to be tried. 
L. Pursuant to Local Rule 16.3 append to this memorandum a prenumbered schedule of exhibits, with brief 

identification of each, on the clerk's Exhibit Form. 
M. Append any special verdict questions which counsel desires to submit. 
N. Defense counsel must file a statement that the person or committee with settlement authority has been notified 

of the requirements of and possible sanctions under Local Rule 16.2. 

0. Certificate must be filed as required under Local Rule 30.10 that counsel have met and reviewed depositions 
and videotapes in an effort to eliminate irrelevancies, side comments, resolved objections, and other matters not 
necessary for consideration by the trier of fact. 

P. In all trials without a jury, requests for findings of both fact and law shall be submitted with this Memorandum as 
required under Local Rule 48.2. 
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Exhibit 16.5 Final Pretrial Order for the United States District Court for the Northern 
District of Illinois 

Austi11 Ben11aza 

Plaintiffi-Ll, 

V. 

Buddy Smith, 

Defendant. 

United States District Court 
For The Northern District of Illinois 

Eastern Division 

Civil Action No. 04-CTV-004578 

Judge Caroline S. Cascino 

FINAL PRETRIAL ORDER 

This matter ha,,ing come before the court at a pretrial conference held pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. (11Rule") 
16, and Je1111ifer L. Abernathy, 565 West Adatns St., Chicago, IL, 3 I 2 906-5000, Jay C. Carle, 565 West 
Adams St., Chicago, IL, 312 906-5000, and Katluyt1 M. Smith, 565 West Adams St., Chicago, IL, 312 
906-5000, l1aving appeared as counsel for plaintiIT(s) a11d J. Justin Boyd, 565 West Adams SL, Chicago, IL, 
312 906-5000, a11d John G. New, 565 West Adams St. , Chicago, IL, 3 12 906-5000, having appeared as 
cou11sel for defendant(s), the follovving actions v.1ere taken: 

(1) This is an action for battery and assaL1lt and tl1e jurisdiction of the court is invoked under 28 
U.S.C. § 1332. Jurisdiction is disputed. The claim against the Vil lage of Kenilworth was 
dismissed witho11t prejudice. 

(2) The following stipulations and statements were submitted and are made a part of th is Order: 

(a) a comprehensive stipulation or statement of all uncontested facts, wbjcb will 
become a part of the evidentiary record io the case (and which may be read to the 
jury by the court or any party): 

(i) Plaintiff Bennaza is a citizen of Illii1ois; 

(ii) Dcfc11dant S1ni tl11s a citizen of Wisconsin; 

(iii) PlaintiffBennaza 's rnedical treatments afte r the incident in litigation cost 
$75,100, of whicl1 $60,000 -v,,as paid by insurance, and the remainder paid by 
plain ti ff himself; 

(iv) Plaintiff Bennaza was stopped by Defendant Sn1ith for an allegedtraffic 
violation in the Village of Kenilwo11h on September 21, 2004; 

(v) Defendant Smith is ernployed by the Village of Kenilworth Police Depart1nent as 
a Patrolman; 

(vi) Ill inois la\v applies to the substantive claims by I)laintiff; 
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Exhibit 16.5 (continued) 

(b) a11 agreed state1ne11t 01· statements by each party of' the contested issues of· fact 
and law and a stateme111 or state111ents of contested issues of fact or law not agreed 
to: 

(i) whether plai11tiff has satisfied the jurisdictional rnir1imum for di,,ersity 
jurisdiction as a n1atte1· of law; 

(ii) whether the conduct by Defendant Sn1ith constitutes the tort of battery; 

(iii) whether the conduct by Defendant Smith constitutes the tort of assault; 

(iv) whether the conduct by Defendant Smith was privileged 1.1nder Illinois law or 
within an in1mt1nity conferred by Illinois law. 

( c) except for 1·ebt1ttal exhibits, neither party wi 11 offer exl1ibits, demonstrative 
evidence or experiments into evide11ce, except for the following: 

(i) flashlight used by Defendant Smith 

(ii) de111011stratio11 by Defendant S111ith of his 111oveme11ts and tl1ose of Plai11tiff 

(iii) Defendant Smith's personnel 1·ecords or sumina1ies thereof, the authenticity of 
which will be stipulated before trial 

(d) a list or lists of names of the potential witnesses to be called by each party, with 
a state1nent of any objections to calling, or to the qt1alifications of, any witness 
identified on the list: 

Plaintiff: Austi11 Bennaza 

Def end ant: William H. "Buddy" Smith 

Treating pl1ysician or battender (Frank Salinas, 565 West Ada1ns St., Chicago, IL, 
312 906-5000) ( expert, if physician) 

Anger management witness (Patricia A. Culliton, 565 West Ada1ns St., Chicago, IL, 
312 906-5000) ( expert) 

Ambulance driver or attendant (Nathan B. Hinch, 565 West Adams St., Chicago, IL, 
312 906-5000) 

(e) no expert witnesses wi ll be called by either party, except as indicated in 
subsectio11 ( d); qualificatio11s of experts ide11tified ir1 subsection ( d) a1·e stipula,ted 

(t) a list of all depositions, or portio11s tl1ereof, to be read into evidence a11d 
statements of any objections thereto: none, except as 1nay be t1sed for i111peachme11t; 

(continued) 
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Exhibit 16.5 (continued) 

(g) special damages have been stipulated; 

(h) no clai1ns or defe11ses have bee11 abando11ed by a11y pa11y except for tl1ose 
co\rere(i by tJ1e stipulations set forth above; 

(i) eacl1 party has provided tl1e following: 

(i) trial briefs except as othenvise ordered by the court (none) pursuant 
to cot111 order); 

(ii) one set of rnarked proposed jury instructions, verdict ton11s and 
special interrogatories, if ru1y; and 

(iii) a list of tl1e questions tl1e party requests tl1e cou1t to ask prospective 
jurors i11 accordance witl1 Fed.R.Ci\r.P. 4 7(a); 

(k) the parties have engaged in settlement negotiations, but further t1egotiations are 
not likely to be productive· 

(1) each party has completed discovery. Absent good cause sl1ov,,n, no further 
discovery s11all be permitted; and 

(m) no motions in limine are anticipated. 

(3) Trial of this case is expected to take one hour and forty 1nint1tes. Trial will commence at 6:00 
PM. 

(a) Plaintiff shall have five minutes for an opening statement, 15 minutes to present his case in 
chief, 15 minutes to cross examine Defendant's witnesses, and five minutes for closing 
argurnent; 

(b) Defendant sl,al I have five 111inutes for an openjng statement, 15 n1inutes to cross examine 
Plaintiffs witness, 15 minutes to present his case in chief and five minutes for closing argument~ 

(4) [Indicate the type of trial bJ' placing an X i,i the approp,·iate box] 

(X] Jtlry LJ Non-jtlIY 

(5) The part1es reco111mend that 75 jtirors be selected; the jurors \Vilt have been selected and v.rill 
be seated at the cornn1encement of the trial. 

(6) The parties agree tl1at the issues of liability and damages should 11ot be bifurcated for trial. 

(7) LPu1--.si1ant to 28 U.S. C. §' 636(c), pa,·tie.v may consent to the ,·eassign,nent oj'this ca.se to a 
r11agist1·ate.judge who may co11duc:t anJ' or all pr·ol·eedings i11 ajt11y 01· nonju1y civil matte,· and 
o,,.der 1he enlry ofjudg,11ent in the C£1se. Indicate be/01,v if the pal'·tie.~ con.se11/ to .si,ch a 
reassign111ent. l 

[_] The pa1ties consent to this case being reassigned to a magistrate judge for trial. 

(8) This Order \¥ill co11troJ tl1e course of the trial and 111ay not be an1ended exce1)L by consent or 
tl1e parties and the cot111, or by order of the court to prevent 1nar1ifest injt1stice. 
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Exhibit 16.S (continued) 

(9) Possibility of senlemcm of tliis case was considered by die parties. 

(10) One photographer (Henry H. Perritt, Jr.) shall be allowed to photograph the trial. 

United States District JudgJJ11 

Date: I December 2004 

fA11or11eys are 10 sign thejorm before prese11ti11g it 10 the court.] 

Attorney for Plain ti ff Attorney for Defendant 
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Exhibit 16.6 Standing Order of Judge Hart from the Eastern District of Pennsylvania 

JUDGE HART'S STANDING ORDER RE PRETRIAL STIPULATION 

(JURY TRIAL} 

In lieu of pretrial memoranda or a Final Pretrial Order, under Local Rules 16.1 (d}(1} and (2), a Pretrial Stipulation 
shall be submitted, containing the following: 

1. Agreed facts. A conscientious effort should be made to narrow the areas of dispute. 

2. Each party's disputed facts. 

3. Each party's exhibits, as marked for trial. (Any objections to authenticity should be noted or will be 
considered waived. Exhibits shall be provided to the Court in the form of two, jointly prepared, loose leaf 
Exhibit Books, each separately numbering Joint Exhibits, Plaintiff's Exhibits, and Defendant's Exhibits.} 

4. Each party's witnesses and the subject matter of the witness's testimony. (PLEASE NOTE: IF YOU WILL BE 
USING VIDEO EQUIPMENT TO PRESENT THE TESTIMONY OF A WITNESS, YOU MUST EITHER SUPPLY 
THAT EQUIPMENT OR REQUEST AT LEAST TWO WEEKS BEFORE TRIAL THAT THE COURT RESERVE 
EQUIPMENT FOR YOU} 

5. Unusual issues-contentions and authority. 

6. Proposed voir dire questions, requests for jury instructions, and a proposed jury verdict form. Counsel 
shall make a good faith effort to agree upon as many of these items as possible. (THESE ITEMS ARE TO 
BE SUBMITTED ON DISK-WORDPERFECT IF POSSIBLE-AS WELL AS IN HARD COPY.} 

7. The signed approval of trial counsel for each party. 

IT SHALL BE THE RESPONSIBILITY OF PLAINTIFF'S COUNSEL TO CIRCULATE A DRAFT OF THIS PRETRIAL 

STIPULATION AT LEAST ONE WEEK BEFORE IT IS DUE. 

tr ial brief 
Document presented to the court set
ting forth a legal argument to persuade 
the court to rule in a particular way on 
a procedural or substantive legal issue. 

LEARNING OBJECTIVE 3 
Describe the purpose of a 
trial brief. 

WEB RESOURCES 

· Contrast and com
pare the Wyoming 

Rules of Professional Conduct 
for Attorneys at Law, Ru le 
3 .3. Candor toward the tri
bunal, at http://courts .state. 
wy.us/CourtRules_Entities. 
aspx?RulesPage=Attorneys 
Conduct.xml, w ith the ABA 
Model Rules of Professional 
Conduct, 3 .3 Candor to the 
Tribunal, at http://www.abanet. 
orglcpr/mrpc/ rule_3_3 .html, 
and the ethical rules in your 
jurisdiction. 

TRIAL BRIEF 

A trial brief is a document presented to the court that sets forth a legal argu-
ment and attempts to persuade the court to rule in a particular way on a pro-
cedural or substantive legal issue. In some courts, trial briefs are included as 
part of th e pretrial memorandum. In others, trial briefs are submitted at the 
commencement of trial and others during the trial itself when an issue arises . 
The trial brief submitted by each attorney presents the statutes and case law 
that support each attorney's legal position. 

For example, an area of frequent disagreement is th e admissibility of 
evidence. The attorneys may disagree over the admission of photographs 
that depict the scene of an accident. Some of the photographs may be ex-
plicit, showing blood pools and severed body parts. One attorney will want 
the jury to see the photos because they depict what the p laintiff experi-
enced; the other will argue that the photos should be excluded because they 
will cause the jurors to react emotionally. The judge will then be required 
to resolve the issue. The trial brief submitted by each attorney will present 
the statutes and case law that support the position for admission or exclu-
sion of the evidence. Local rules and the standing orders of the particular 
trial judge should be consulted to determine th e form and content required 
fo r a trial brief. 

With a streamlined trial in min d, judges prefer to rule on as many of 
the procedural, substantive, and factual stipulation issues as possible before 
the trial begins. Raising the issues during trial, in the presence of the jury, 
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ETHICAL Perspectives 

ETHICAL DUTY Of CANDOR 
In preparing any submission to the court, the attorney is under an ethical 
obligation of candor toward the court. It is not acceptable to fai l to submit a 
controlling case or statute simply because it does not favor the position being 
argued. It must be revealed even if the opposing attorney has not discovered it. 

\.Yyoming Rules of Professional Conduct for Attorneys at la"' 
Rule 3.3. Candor toward the tribunal. 

A lawyer shall not knowingly: 

(1) make a lalse statement of facl or law to a lribuoal or lail to cor,ect a false state
ment of material fact "' law previously made to the tribunal by the lawyer. 

(2) lail to disclose to the tribunal legal authority in the controlling jurisdiction 
known to the lawyer to be directly adverse to the position of the clienl aod nol 
disclosed by opposing counsel; or 

(a) offer evidence that the lawyer knows to be false. If a lawyer, the 
law),er's client, o r a witness called by the lawyer, has offered 
material evidence and the lawyer comes to know of its falsity, 
the lawyer shall take reasonable remedial measures, including, if 
necessary, d isclosure to the tribunal. A lawyer may refuse to offer 
evidence, o ther than the testimony of a defendant in a criminal 
matter, that the lawyer reasonably believes is false. 

(b) A lawyer who represents a client in an adjudicative proceeding 
and who knows that a person intends to engage, is engaging or 
has engaged in criminal or fraudulent conduct related to the pro, 
ceeding shall take reasonable remedial measures, including, if 
necessary, d isclosure to the tribunal. 

(c) The duties stated in paragraphs (a} and (b} continue to the conclu, 
sion of the proceeding, and apply even if compliance requires 
disclosure of information otherwise protected by Rule 1.6. 

(d) In an ex parte proceeding, a lawyer shall inform the tribunal of all 
material facts known to the lawyer that will enable the tribunal to 
make an informed decision, whether or not the facts are adverse. 

takes time and may draw attention away from the actual issues being lit igated. 
Once a trial begins, judges want to keep these no n.-fact.-finding issues fron1 
the jury to avoid any potential influence o n their fact.-finding obligation. 

COST- BENEFIT ANALYSIS OF A LAWSUIT 

Jn most civil lawsuits, each party is responsible for paying his own atto rney's 
fees, win o r lose. This is called the uAmerican rule." The court can award 
lawyer's fees to the winning party if there is statutory autho rization o r if the 
parties have agreed to this arrangen1ent: for example, a contract may include 
a clause that requires the losing party to pay the litigatio n costs of the winner. 
If a party has acted maliciously o r pursued a fr ivolous case, that party may be 
req uired to pay the legal fees of the other party. 

An attorney in a civil lawsuit may represent the plaintiff on an ho urly. 
project, or contingency.-fee basis . Hourly fees may range from $100 to 

LEARNING OBJECTIVE 4 
Describe the purp()se 
of doing a cost- benefit 
analysis of a lawsuit. 
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contingency-fee agreement 
Fee agreement whereby the lawyer 
receives a percentage of the amount 
recovered for the plaintiff. 

cost-benefit analysis 
Process by which a litigant determines 
the costs of pursuing litigation and 
compares them to what is likely to be 
gained. 

LEARNING OBJECTIVE 5 
Explain how to prepare 

clients and witnesses for 

tri a I. 

PRACTICE TIP 
If at al I possible, arrange for 
the clients and witnesses 
to arrive early enough to 
enter the courtroom and 
see the space while court 
is in recess. Anxiety about 
testifying in court can be 
reduced if everyone has had 
a chance to see, feel, and 
become comfortable in the 
courtroom before testifying. 

$2,000 per hour, depending on the type of case, the lawyer's expertise, and 
the locality of the lawsuit. Under a contingency-fee agreement, the lawyer 
receives a percentage of the amount recovered for the plaintiff. Contingency 
fees may range from 20 to 50 percent of the award or settlement. Courts may 
limit the contingency fee in cases involving minors or other incompetent par-
ties, and in some jurisdictions, the percentage fee is reduced as the amount of 
the award increases; for example, one--third on the first $100,000 and 20 per-
cent on the next $150,000, with some caps as low as 10 to 15 percent of the 
remainder. Lawyers for defendants in lawsuits are typically paid on an hourly 
basis. 

The choice of whether to bring or defend a lawsuit should be analyzed like 
any other business decision. This includes performing a cost-benefit analysis 
of the lawsuit calculating what can be gained at what cost. For the plaintiff, 
it may be wise not to sue. For the defendant, it may be wise to settle. In de-
ciding whether to bring or settle a lawsuit, the following factors should be 
considered: 

• the probability of winning or losing; 
• the amount of money to be won or lost; 
• lawyers' fees and other costs of litigation; 
• loss of time by managers and other personnel; 
• the long--term effects on the relationship and reputation of the parties; 
• the amount of prejudgment interest provided by law; 
• the aggravation and psychological costs associated with a lawsuit; 
• the unpredictability of the legal system and the possibility of error; and 
• other factors unique to the parties and lawsuit. 

CLIENT AND WITNESS PREPARATION 

Paralegals work with the trial attorney in preparing clients and witnesses 
for trial. The difficult discussions with clients and witnesses relate to per-
sonal style and include such things as the appropriate attire, hair, makeup, 
and demeanor for court. Without being judgmental, the paralegal may 
need to ask the person to wear a long--sleeved blouse to cover tattoos or 
slacks with a traditional waistband so undergarments are not visible. A 
good approach for this sensitive topic is to describe the courtroom, the 
judge, jury, and other staff in the courtroom. It may also help to describe 
what takes place in the courtroom. Sometimes using an analogy will be 
enough for the client or witness to understand that they must be dressed 
to impress and on their best behavior. Judges and jurors will be making 
decisions about credibility and, potentially, will arrive at a verdict based in 
part on their perception of the people who appear before them; after all, 
they have no knowledge of the people's prior behavior or belief systems 
except as they relate to the trial. 

Clients and witnesses also need to be reminded of the difference between 
conversing and giving sworn testimony in court. In court, when witnesses 
speak, they are responding to a question they have been asked that is being 
stenographically recorded by a court reporter. Because the court stenogra-
pher is taking down the words being spoken, only one person may speak 
at a time. The witness may not talk at the same time as the other person, as 
frequently occurs in daily conversation when people anticipate what another 
will say and respond before that person finishes speaking. 
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Checklist~ PRETRIAL INSTRUCTIONS 

• Tell the truth. 
• If you don't understand the question, say so; otherwise, the answer given wil I be assumed to be your response to the 

question asked. 

• If you don't know or can't remember, say so. 

• Never guess. 

• When you hear the word objection, stop talking and wait for instruction from the attorney or the judge. 

The process of direct and cross;examination should be explained. Give 
specific examples of leading questions asked on cross;examination to dem; 
onstrate the importance of listening to and responding to the questions. 
Encourage clients or witnesses to think before responding, pause momentarily 
to allow their attorney to make any objections to the question, and wait until 
the judge decides to sustain or overrule the objection before saying anything
and if the objection is sustained, not to answer but to wait for another question. 

Provide witnesses with copies of their prior statements and depositions. 
It is important for clients and witnesses to review these statements and de; 
position testimony. The testimony given at trial will usually cover the same 
areas as in the deposition and be measured against those prior statements. 
Explain that any inconsistency will be used to impeach them or attack their 
credibility. 

The paralegal can also review the types of questions that will be asked of 
the client and the witness. Some think it is good practice to rehearse ques; 
tions and answers with clients and witnesses. Others think too much re; 
hearsal results in testimony that sounds scripted and over;prepared, which 
may cause the jury to doubt the witness's sincerity. Follow the supervising 
attorney's guide, but in no event should the paralegal instruct the client or 
witness how to testify. 

Some special preparation applies to use of subpoenas. Typically, all wit; 
nesses will be served with a subpoena to compel their attendance at trial. 
However, to keep friendly witnesses friendly, it is wise to advise them that a 
subpoena is going to be personally served on them and to explain why it is 
important to do so. Nothing changes a friendly witness to a hostile one more 
quickly than unexpectedly being served with a subpoena in the workplace. 

Jurors may feel that a witness has more credibility if the person is there 
involuntarily instead of as a cooperating witness. Some trial attorneys may 
attempt to call the credibility of the witness into doubt with questions like, 
"Isn't it true you gave up a day of work to travel all this way to court to 
help your friend?" The witness can respond, truthfully, "No, I was ordered 
to attend by subpoena." Exhibit 16.7 is a standard form subpoena from the 
Southern District of Texas. Note that subpoenas generally require the wit; 
ness to appear on the first day of trial and remain until called. 

Placing Witnesses on Call 

Depending on the length of the trial, the potential of settlement early in the 
trial, and the willingness of the court to accommodate them, witnesses avail; 
able on short notice may be placed on call. Before placing witnesses on call, 
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Exhibit 16.7 Subpoena Duces Tecum in Fillable PDF Format Available Online 

AO 88B (Rev. 02/14) Subpoena ro Produce Documents, Infon11ation, or Objects or to Penuit 1nspecrion of Pren1ises in a Civil Action 

l'o: 

UNITED ST A TES DISTRICT COURT 

I'fa;ntiff 

v. 

J)efendant 

for the 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Civil Actio11 o. 

SUBPOENA TO PROl)UCE llOCUMENTS, INFORIVlATION, OR OBJECTS 
OR TO PERJ\tllT INSPECTION OF PREIVIISES IN A CI\'IL ACTIOX 

(!1la111e of person to \Vhorn tl1is s1dJpoe11a is directed) 

O Prodi1ction: YOU ARE COI\illVIANDED to prodt1ce at the tirne, date, and place set tortl1 belo\\' tl1e t'ollo\ving 
documer1ts, e lectronically stored information, o r objects, and to permit inspection, copying) testing, or sampli11g of the 
material: 

I Place: l)ate a11d 'l 'ime: 

l 
O l ~zspection of Pren1ises: YOU ARE COMMANDED to permit entry 011to tl1e desig11ated premises, la11d, or 

other propert)' possessed or controlled by yot1 at the ti111e, date, and location set forth below, so that the reqtiesting party 
may inspect, 111easLLre, survey, photograph, test, or sample tb.e property or any desjgnated object or operation 011 i t. 

Place: Date and 'l'i111e: 

Tl,e fol lo\~/ing provisions o·fFed. R . C1v. P. 45 are attached - Rt1le 45(c), relating to tt1e place of compliance; 
R ule 45(d), relating to your protection as a person su~j cct to a subpoena; and Rule 45(c) and (g), relating to your dut)1 to 
respond to this subpoena and the pote11tial cor1Seqt1er1ces ot' not doi11g so. 

Date: 

(~'LEJ~K CJF C~OURT 
OR 

,<;iK11ature of Clerk or Depttf),' Clerk Attor11e;; 's siK11ature 

·_rJ1e namet address, e-mail address, and telephone number of the attor11ey reJJresenti11g (11arne of part;1 

, v.rl10 issues or requests this Sll bpoena, are: 

Notice to the J>erson ,,,ho issues or 1·equests this subpoena 
If this SLLbpoena comman(ls the production of docun1ents, electronically storec.i information, or ta11gible things or the 
ir1spection of pre111ises before trial, a notice and a copy of'tl1e subpoena ml1st be served on each part)' ir1 tl1is case before 
it is sen ,ed on the person to \vho1111t is directed. Fed. R . Civ. P. 45(a)(4). 
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Exhibit 16.7 (continued) 

AO 38 (Jt1:>v, 0?.114) Subp<.11..'ll:1 IQ App;:11r :md T.:s11ly 111 11 llc:,nni;. qc Tn11I in a Civd Ac1wn (pugci 2) 

Civil Action No. 

PROO!' 01' SERVICE 
(Thl.t sectlm , s /1011/tl ,wt be filed will, the cm,rt 1111/es.~ retf11lrt?JI by F~,L. R. Civ. P. 45.) 

I received this subpoeoa for (1Mmt oflndli1J11al mrd tltlt .. 1f 1my) 

O I sen•ed the subpoena by delive1ing a copy to the named person as follows: 

on (date) ; or 

O I returned the subpoena uncxeouted because: 

Unless the subpoena was issued on beha lf of the United States, or one of its officers or agents, I have a lso 
1cndcr1..'0 lo lhc witness lhc fees for one day's uttcndam.x:. and the mileage t11lowcd by luw, in lhc amuunt of 

$ 

My fees are$ for travel and S for services, for a total of S 

I declare under penalty of perjury that this information is true. 

Dale: 
Sen'f!r's sig11am,.., 

Server's address 

Additional information regMding anempted service, etc.: 

Soo,ca: Courtesy of U.S.0.C. 

consu lt with the court to determine the judge's policy. Some courts are agree .. 
able to a potential delay to allow a witness to be called in> while o thers insist 
on all witnesses being in the court.house from the start. The impact of a de .. 
layed witness on potential trial s trategy should also be considered. Opposing 
counsel, knowing that key witnesses are on call, may move n1ore quickly to 
the conclusion of their presentation in an attempt to block the appearance of 
the wit ness on another day. 

0.00 
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LEARNING OBJECTIVE 6 
Prepare exhibits for trial 

presentation. 

PRACTICE TIP 
No matter what type of ex
hibit is used, the paralegal 
should prepare a backup 
plan. Electricity fails and ju
rors forget their eyeglasses; 
for the trial to proceed (and 
it will), prepare paper cop
ies that can be distributed. 

LEARNING OBJECTIVE 7 
Explain the purpose 

and procedure of jury 
investigation. 

jury investigation 
The ability to investigate the jury pool. 

jury pool 
All individuals called to serve for jury 
duty before trial begins. 

Trial preparation includes preparing a telephone on--call list for witnesses 
who can get to the courthouse in 30 minutes or less. 

PREPARATION OF EXHIBITS 

Models, photographic enlargements, and other demonstrative evidence that 
will be used at trial and will require time to create must be ordered early 
enough to be available well in advance of trial. The legal team will want an 
opportunity to review the model, diagram, or photographic enlargements to 
check for accuracy and presentation effect. The legal team should also give 
the witness who is expected to use the exhibits in testimony an opportunity 
to review the items before trial. For his testimony to have the desired impact 
on the jury, the witness must be able to explain the exhibit with confidence. 
This is particularly true of the use of elaborate models and simulation videos. 

Documents and Things 

Whether exhibited as a PowerPoint presentation, overhead projection, or 
poster on an easel, the item must be large enough for the judge, jury, witness, 
and opposing party to see clearly. 

Copies of original documents should be made for opposing counsel and 
the court. If original documents are not available, copies must be prepared 
that are acceptable under the rules of evidence. All exhibits should be pre-
marked if they have not already been marked in the discovery process. 

Exhibits should be organized so that the legal team need not shuffle 
through files and papers. Doing so distracts the jury and gives the impression 
that the legal team is not prepared. 

Electronic Presentations 

Where the jurisdiction has converted to (or is in the process of converting to) 
electronic courtrooms, the paralegal will have to determine what is available 
within the courtroom, what audiovisual equipment can be provided by the 
courthouse staff upon request, and what the legal team may bring to court to 
assist in presenting the evidence. 

JURY INVESTIGATION 

Jury investigation is the ability to investigate the jury pool all individuals 
called to serve for jury duty before trial begins. Jury investigation begins 
with the legal team's analysis of the personality profile of individuals likely 
to be sympathetic toward their client. This type of analysis might be based 
on the personal or trial experiences of the supervising attorney. In complex 
litigation, an expert might be hired to provide an assessment of the types of 
persons likely to be sympathetic to the client's situation. The result may be 
a recommendation that the most sympathetic jurors would be professional 
women between the ages of 50 and 65 who work outside the home. 

The next step is to review the persons in the jury pool, identifying those 
who match the desired criteria. In most jurisdictions, the list of potential ju-
rors called for a particular trial week or term is available from the court clerk 
or jury commissioner. All members of the jury pool complete a preliminary 
questionnaire that includes name, age, education, and employment. If available 
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prior to trial, further information to determine which members of the pool 
may be appropriate to serve on the jury may be obtained through personal in.-. 
vestigations: from Internet searches, such as through Google; or from a public 
records search conducted at the local courthouse o r online. Information such 
as voter registrat ion and party affiliation, real estate ownership. vehicle regis, 
rration, and judgments o r liens against an individual are easily obtainable and 
can help in decid ing if the person fits the desired juror profile. 

Mock Jury Trial 
A mock jury trial is a costly process, but it allows the legal team to create a 
mock jury with sim ilar socioeconomic factors as those in the jury pool. The 
legal team presents its case, and the mock jury retu rns a verdict. The mock 
jury then provides a critique of t he strengths and weaknesses of the witness 
testimony and case presentation. The benefits to the legal team are twofold: 
being able to investigate the jury and being able to test the case p resentation. 

TRIAL NOTEBOO K 

The legal team may use a manual or a computerized system to organize the case 
for trial. Exhibits and appropriate portions of deposition transcripts must be eas, 
ily accessible when a witness is testifying. Most trial attorneys have a preferred 
method of organizing the information for use in trial. The trad itional method 
has been the t rial notebook, usually a tabbed, three,ring binder with sections 
such as Pleadings, Motions, Law, Pretrial memo, and \Vimesses. In more com, 
plex cases, the litigation team will have boxes of trial notebooks and related evi, 
dentiary documents. Whether a notebook, box, or computerized system, each 
section contains the relevant materials that may be required at trial with regard 
to a particular issue. There n1ay be copies of the statutes and case law that relate 
to the legal issues expected to come up at trial. In rhe \Vitnesses rnb or folder, 
there is usually a section for each individual wimess with questions to be asked, 
the subpoena issued to the wimess. the deposition transcript, other statements 
of the wimess, and exhibits about which the witness will testify. 

As the use of computer technology in litigation increases) the traditional 
paper t rial notebook may be replaced with a laptop computer on which elec, 
tronic files replace all but the evidence needed in hard-copy form for use 
with the witnesses. Deposition transcripts and docu mentary evidence in elec, 
tronic form o n the computer are almost instantly searchable and available for 
electronic p resentation using presentation software. The responsibility for 
running t he computer and electronic presentation software may fall on the 
paralegal. Pretrial preparation shou ld include verificarion that all the needed 
items are on the laptop and that there is a backup immedia tely available in 
case of loss or equipment failure; for many. that includes a paper backup for 
the contents of the laptop. Preparation should also include a session with trial 
counsel in which the coordination among the trial team me1nbers is worked 
out so their appearance in court is one of confidence and preparedness. 

CONTINUANCES 

Trial dates are usuaJly known well in advance. Some courts assign a trial date 
upon the filing of the complaint o r after a scheduling conference with the 
trial or calendar judge. It is not unusual for a litigation team to find it is 

mock jury trial 
Process that allows the legal team to 
create a mock jury with similar socio· 
economic factors as those in the jury 
~ ; the team presents its case and 
the mod. jury returns a verdid and a 
critique. 

LEARNING O&JECTIVE 8 
Organize a trial notebook. 

1t1at notebook 
Summary of the case, usually con· 
tained in a tabbed, three-ring binder 
with sections such as Pieadings, 
Mot.Ons, law, Pretrial memo, and 
Witnesses. 

LEARNING OBJECTIVE 9 
Obtain a continuance of a 
trial date. 
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Exhibit 16.8 Rule of the Federal District Court for the Northern District of California 
for Continuances 

40-1. CONTINUANCE OF TRIAL DATE; SANCTIONS FOR FAILURE TO PROCEED. 

No continuance of a scheduled trial date will be granted except by order of the Court issued in 
response to a motion made in accordance with the provisions of Civil L.A. 7. Failure of a party to 
proceed with the trial on the scheduled trial date may result in the imposition of appropriate sanctions, 
including dismissal or entry of default. Jury costs may be assessed as sanctions against a party or the 
party's attorney for failure to proceed with a scheduled trial or failure to provide the Court with timely 
written notice of a settlement. 

Northern District of California 

Source: Courtesy of Federal District Court, Northern District for California. 

continuance 
Request made to the court to change 
the date scheduled for trial. 

attached 
A restriction by the trial court that pro
hibits an attorney from accepting an
other tria l for the same time. 

date ce rtai n 
Date set by the j udge for trial to begin; 
it cannot be changed. 

sched uled to be in two places at the sam e time. W h en that h app en s, on e of 
the m atters must be deferred an d resch eduled. The process o f rescheduling 
a m atter is called r equesting a continuance. Continuan ces are granted at th e 
d iscretion o f the judge and are n o rmally gran ted within reason. Courts h ave 
been known to grant continuances wh en a p replan ned vacation interferes. 
There sh ould be a valid, good--faith basis fo r th e request , such as another 
case previously sch eduled in anoth er court o r m ore recently sch eduled in 
an ap pellate court with a limited sch ed ule fo r h earing appeals. Som e juris-
d iction s use a system under which an atto rney is attached for trial, placing 
a restriction on th e attorney's accepting anoth er case fo r the sam e time. 
Usually, notice of attachment is sufficient groun ds fo r a continuance, th ough 
a high er --level court (trial court) m ay not recognize attachmen t by a lower 
court (minor judiciary or sm all claims court) . If a date certain is set , usually 
n o fu rth er continuances will be permitted . Con tinuan ces are requested by 
way of a written motion . Local rules and standing o rders of the ind ivid ual 
judge sh ould b e consulted before filing the m otion. Exhibit 16.8 is a local rule 
from the Federal D istrict C ourt for the Northern District of Califo rn ia for 
continuances. Note th at con tinuan ces are granted by o rder of court only, and 
that failure to appear and proceed on the date sch eduled for t rial can result in 

• serious con sequen ces. 

CONCEPT REVIEW AND REINFORCEMENT 

legal issues 396 

procedural issues 396 

substan t ive issues 396 

claims 396 

w ith d raw the claim 397 

m otion for summary 
judgm ent 397 

facts 397 

stipulate to facts 397 

pretrial m em oran dum 399 

trial brief 406 

contingen cy--fee agreem ent 408 

cost- ben efit an alysis 408 

jury investigation 41 2 

jurypool 41 2 

m ock jury trial 41 3 

trial n otebook 41 3 

cont inuance 414 

attach ed 414 

date certain 414 
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TRIAL PREPARATION-POSTDISCOVERY TO PRETRIAL 

Introduction to Trial 
Preparation 

Identifying Issues for 
Trial 

Pretrial 
Memorandum 

Trial Brief 

Cost-Benefit 
Analysis of a Lawsuit 

C lient and Witness 
Preparation 

Preparation of 
Exhibits 

Trial preparation begins with the first meeting with the client, when a 
determination must be made of the validity of the claims being made by the 
client and the ability to prove the case. 

Shortened time lines utilized by courts pl.it additional pressure on the legal 
team to move effectively, efficiently, and quickly through trial preparation. 

Legal issues are points of dispute on the application of procedural and 
substantive law. Procedural issues are those arising from the presentation of 
the trial, such as those involving the application of the Federal Rules of Evi; 
dence. Substantive issues are those that arise from the statutory and case law 
that applies to the particular area out of which the claim of the client arose, 
such as the elements of the law of negligence. 

Facts are the actual or alleged events and occurrences that gave rise to 
the claim of the plaintiff or some wrongdoing by the defendant for which a 
remedy is provided by statutory or case law. 

A motion for summary judgment tests the legal sufficiency of the claims 
of the parties. The motion will be granted if, after accepting all of the facts 
as alleged, there is no recognizable legal right for redress. 

Each court sets its own standards for the pretrial memorandum that it 
requests from trial counsel. A pretrial memorandum typically summarizes 
the case that will be presented at trial, including areas of agreement and dis; 
agreement, witnesses, and timeframes for conducting the trial. 

A trial brief is a document presented to the court that makes a legal argu; 
ment in an attempt to persuade the court to take a particular point of view. 
Trial briefs are typically prepared on those issues of law for which there is 
a likelihood of disagreement requiring a decision by the judge, such as the 
admissibility of certain types of evidence. 

Each side should prepare an analysis of the potential cost of trial versus the 
expected outcome. When costs vastly exceed the potential outcome, it may 
not be viable, except as a matter of principle, to proceed. For the defendant, 
it may be a matter of settling for a dollar amount that is less than it would 
cost to defend the action. 

Few clients or witnesses have had experience with the litigation process 
except for what they have seen on television or in the movies. Therefore, the 
process needs to be explained to them. The paralegal also needs to stress the 
importance of their appearance and conduct during the trial as they relate to 
seeming credible and likable to the jury. 

Potential witnesses need to understand the procedural aspects of exami; 
nation and cross;exa1nination in terms of what to expect and how to act in 
the event of objections raised by the other side's counsel. 

Demonstrative evidence in the form of models, photographic enlargements, 
and other documents should be prepared sufficiently in advance to allow the 
witnesses to become familiar with the exhibits that will be used during their 
examination. 

(continued) 
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Where electronic presentations are to be used, local court rules, proce-
dures, and availability need to be verified early enough to allow for alterna-
tives in the event the equipment is not available or must be rented. 

Jury Investigation Jury investigation is the investigation of the jury pool, the group of people 
from whom a jury may be selected, to determine the potential jurors who fit 
the profile of those most likely to be sympathetic to the case presented, or 
those who might be antagonistic and therefore undesirable as jurors. 

In significant cases where resources are available, the legal team may con-
duct a mock jury trial using a representative sample of individuals of similar 
backgrounds to the potential jury pool to determine how the case will be 
received by the jury. 

Trial Notebook A trial notebook may be a three--ring binder with tabs for items such as 
Pleadings, Motions, Law, and Witnesses. Or a trial notebook may be an elec-
tronic set of files on a computer or laptop that is taken to court and used for 
retrieving information needed during the examination of witnesses and the 
cross--examination of witnesses for the other side. 

Continuances A continuance is a request to reschedule a trial or hearing. When good cause 
is shown, most continuances are granted. However, courts may not agree to 
a continuance once a date certain is set on which the case must begin. 

REVIEW QUESTIONS AND EXERCISES 

1. When does trial preparation begin? Explain fully. 
2. What is involved in trial preparation? 
3. Why might some of the factual and legal issues 

not need to be tried? 
4. What is meant by facts, in a legal sense? 
5. What is meant by legal issues? 
6. What is the difference between claims and legal 

issues? 
7. How might a contrasting fact timeline be used 

by the litigation team? 
8. What is the advantage in stipulating to the facts? 
9. What question is the court asked to decide on a 

motion for summary judgment? 
10. What advantages are there to presenting stipu-

lated facts to the fact finder? 
11. What purposes does a motion for summary 

judgment serve? 
12. Why would a litigant withdraw a claim? What 

impact will that have on the lawsuit? 

BUILDING YOUR PARALEGAL SKILLS 

INTERNET AND TECHNOLOGY EXERCISES 

1. Can any computer software be used to organize 
the case for trial? 

13. What is a pretrial memorandum? 
14. What controls the form and content of the pre-

trial memo rand um? 
15. What is a trial brief? 
16. How is a trial brief different from a pretrial 

memorandum? 
17. What is a trial notebook? 
18. What is a subpoena? 
19. Should a friendly witness be served with a sub-

poena to attend trial? Why or why not? 
20. What advice can the paralegal give the client or 

witness in preparing for trial? 
21. What is the purpose of jury investigation? 
22. What is a mock jury trial? What purposes does 

it serve? 
23. What is a continuance? 
24. Are continuances easily obtained? On what 

grounds might a continuance be denied? 
25. What is meant by a date certain? 

2. Can text messaging and instant messaging be 
used as notification systems for witnesses and 
parties in trial? What are the pros and cons? 
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CHAPTER OPENING SCENARIO CASE STUDY 

Use the Opening Scenario for this chapter to an~ 
swer the following questions. 

1. What policies and procedures should the 
offices have regarding the technology that will 
be used in preparation of the case and in the 
presentation in court? 

SCHOOL BUS-TRUCK ACCIDENT CASE 

Review the assigned case study in Appendix 2. 
1. Prepare a list of the sections and subsections 

to be included in a trial notebook for the case 
study found in Appendix 2. To the extent 
you have obtained or prepared documents that 
should be included in the t r ial notebook, incor~ 
porate them. 

2. Use the official website for your federal or state 
court to obtain standard civil jury instructions 
for motor vehicle accidents. 

2. What procedures should be followed to ensure 
proper communication between the offices on 
the case? 

3. Prepare exhibits for trial. Include a determina~ 
tion as to which exhibits are appropr iate for 
electronic display. 

4. Prepare a trial brief on the use of photographic 
evidence that is graphic in nature and that 
shows physical injuries sustained by a child in a 
motor vehicle accident. 

5. Prepare subpoenas for witnesses who will be 
called to testify at trial. 

BUILDING YOUR PROFESSIONAL PORTFOLIO AND REFERENCE MANUAL /Ill fl/I I 
CIVIL LITIGATION TEAM AT WORK 

See page 18 for instructions on Building Your 
Professional Portfolio. 

Policy Manual 

1. Create policies and procedures regarding the 
technology that will be used in preparation of 
the case and in the presentation in cour t. 

2. Create a procedure to use to place witnesses on 
call. 

Forms 

1. Pretrial memorandum for m temp late for your 
jur isdiction 

2. Local judge's standing orders 

3. Local civil jury instructions 
4. A memo or brochure for clients and witnesses 

on what to expect at trial 

Procedures 

Specific standing orders of the tr ial judges in your 
local jurisdiction regarding trial 

Contacts and Resources 

1. Cour thouse electronic p resentation resource 
personnel in the trial courtrooms in your local 
jurisdiction 

2. T rial presentation consultants 
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VIRTUAL LAW OFFICE EXPERIENCE 

SCHOOL BUS-TRUCK ACCCIDENT 

To: Paralegal Intern 
From: Roy Saunders 

VIDEO: SCHOOL BUS-TRUCK ACCIDENT CASE: SETILEMENT CONFERENCE 

WITH JUDGE 

COUNSEL MEET WITH THE TRIAL JUDGE IN A SETTLEMENT 
CONFERENCE 

Case Name: School Bus-Truck Accident Case 
Re: Punitive damages and duty to negotiate 

1. I have two issues that have arisen as a result of the judge's comments. Research the issue of what must 
be proven to obtain punitive damages. 

2. Prepare an office memo describing the circumstances under which the court may award punitive 
damages. 

3. Research the issue of what the courts will allow for attorney's fees in our jurisdiction in cases involving 
• minors. 

4. Prepare an office memo on the allowable attorneys' fees in cases involving minors. 

To: Paralegal Intern 
From: Roy Saunders 

VIDEO: SCHOOL BUS-TRUCK ACCIDENT CASE: PRETRIAL CONFERENCE WITH 

JUDGE TO RESOLVE EVIDENTIARY ISSUES 

Case Name: School Bus-Truck Accident Case 
Re: Pretrial memo for conference 

Please prepare a summary of the conference with the judge. 

1. Prepare a summary of the conference with the judge. 
2. Review local rules and pretrial memorandum forms found in FORMS. 
3. Prepare a pretrial memorandum in the form required for the jurisdiction selected by your instructor. 
4. Review case law and rules of evidence concerning admission of graphic photographs depicting injured 

plaintiffs. 
5. Prepare a memorandum of law for the court supporting our position for the photographs to be admit-

ted at trial. 
6. Review the case file and begin to prepare a list of questions to be asked of the witnesses at trial. 
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PERSONAL INJURY 

VIDEO: FACT OR EXPERT: RESOLVING OBJECTION IN VIDEOTAPED 
DEPOSITION DISCUSSIONS 

The lawyers meet with the trial judge to resolve the issue of whether the plaintiff's 
doctor, who was called as a fact witness, can be used as an expert witness by the 
defense without having previously identified the doctor as an expert witness. 

After viewing the video at www.pearson.com/goldman-civil-litigation, answer the following questions. 

1. What is the difference in the role of a fact witness and that of an expert witness? 
2. What are the qualifications to be an expert witness? 
3. Is there a difference in the compensation paid to a fact witness and that paid to an expert witness? 

To: Paralegal Intern 
From: Roy Saunders 

VIDEO: SCHOOL BUS-TRUCK ACCIDENT CASE: PARALEGAL PREPARES WITNESS 
FOR TRIAL 

Case Name: School Bus-Truck Accident Case 

Re: Witness preparation 

Most of our witnesses and clients will meet initially with a paralegal for purposes of preparation for deposi-
tion and trial. I am concerned about consistency in the coverage of these instructions to witnesses and clients. 
Prepare an office memo providing talking points to be used by everyone preparing witnesses and clients for trial. 

Paralegal prepares fact witness for court. 

MOTOR VEHICLE ACCIDENT 

To: Paralegal Intern 
From: Roy Saunders 

VIDEO: WILKENSON VERSUS SMITH MOTOR VEHICLE ACCIDENT CASE: 
ARBITRATION HEARING 

Case Name: Wilkenson versus Smith Motor Vehicle Accident 

Re: Arbitration 

1. Obtain and prepare the forms required to have the matter listed for arbitration in our jurisdiction. 
2. Prepare notices of the arbitration addressed to the opposing counsel. 
3. Review form of stipulation found in FORMS. 
4. Prepare documents and stipulation required to present our exhibits as evidence at the arbitration. 
5. Prepare a memo summarizing the arbitration hearing. 



LEARNING OBJECTIVES 

After studying this chapter, you should be able to: 

1. Distinguish between evidentiary and non
evidentiary phases of a trial. 

2. Describe the early trial proceedings. 

3. Describe the presentation-of-evidence phase 
of a trial and the role of the paralegal in this 
phase of the trial. 

4. Describe the con cl udi ng phase of a trial. 



CHAPTER 

OPENING SCENARIO 

The litigation team, with Mr. Saunders as trial counsel and Mr. Benjamin as the second chair, was 
reviewing the list of potential members of the jury pool that the court had selected to appear that day. 
The paralegals had obtained the list a few days earlier and had already conducted a number of searches 
of public records using the Internet. They also performed a Google search to discover any additional 
information that might be useful. The team had an idea of the type of juror who would be most 
sympathetic to its case parents and grandparents of young children. Based on the nature of the cause of 
the accident, the general opinion was that professional truck drivers would be less sympathetic jurors than 
people who were accustomed to seeing injured children, such as hospital workers and emergency medical 
personnel. 

The paralegals, Emily and Caitlin, were asked to look after the clients and witnesses, ensuring that 
they were in the courtroom when needed. From prior experience, the team planned to request that the 
witnesses not be allowed in the courtroom except when they were testifying. They did not want the 
children who were their clients and, potentially, their best witnesses to have to listen to all of the other 
testimony given in the courtroom and become bored while waiting to be called. They therefore intended 
to advise the court that they would have all the witnesses available in their office across the street from the 
courthouse and could have any of them available to testify within 15 to 20 minutes. They thought the court 
would allow this, as opposed to having the witnesses wait on hard wooden benches outside the courtroom. 

The attorneys practiced the opening statement that they intended to make to the jury and felt they 
had a good case. Mr. Benjamin had spoken the previous week with the clerk of court and had made 
arrangements for the electronic presentation equipment they would need. To avoid any possibilities of 
problems, he had duplicated all of the files on three separate laptops one for each lawyer to use during 
trial and one as a backup. 

OPENING SCENARIO LEARNING OBJECTIVE 

Prepare a list of voir dire questions to be used in selecting appropriate members of the jury. 

VIDEO INTRODUCTION 

Trial 

After watching the video at www.pearson.com/goldman--civil--litigation, answer the 
following questions: 
1. What are the phases in a trial? 
2. What is the purpose of meeting with the judge before trial? 

421 
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LEARNING OBJECTIVE 1 
Distinguish between 
evidentiary and non· 
evidentiary phases of a trial. 

evideotiary phase 
Phase of the trial where lestimony and 
evidence are presented lo the jury or 
judge. 

LEARNING OBJECTIVE 2 
Describe the earl)' trial 
proceedings. 

non-cvldcntiary phase 
Phase of trial that includes early pro
ceedings, such as jury selection, and 
concluding events, such as jury de
liberation. The noo-evidenti.ary phase 
includes everyehing that is not con4 

sidered the presentation of evidence 
at trial. 

INTRODUCTION TO TRIAL PROCEEDINGS 

Laypeople t hink trials are conducted as depicted on p rime.-ti me television 
shows. When faced with an actual t ria l as participants, witnesses, o r ju .. 
ro rs, they might be disappoin ted that the entire case does not unfold and 
come to a conclus ion in an hou r. Civil trials , however , are not sc ripted 
events controlled by a d irector , with mis takes and miscues ed ited out of 
t he f inal product. 

The legal team must be aware of these preconceived notions when 
plann ing its trial strategy. If ju ro rs' expectatio ns a re not met, they may 
not be favorably incl ined toward th e c lient and the claim o r defense 
presented . 

PHASES OF CIVIL TRIALS 

There are two phases in c ivil trials . The evidentiary phase is where testi.
mony and evidence are presented to the jury o r judge. The second is the no n.
evidentiary phase, which includes everything else that occurs at trial. The 
non .. evidentiary phase has two compo nents: 

I . early proceedings, such as jury selection , and 
2. concluding events, such as jury deliberation. 

Jury selection and deliberation are important components of the trial; 
ho,vever, neither is evidentiary in nature. The evide.ntiary phase takes place 
between these two non.-evidentiary elements. 

EARLY TRIAL PROCEEDINGS 

Before putting that first witness on the stand, the legal team is involved in 
early proceedings that wi ll set the stage for the evidentiary phase of the trial. 

Final Pretrial Conference with Judge 

Most judges require a pretr ial conference with the trial atto rneys. This meet.
ing is independent of any pretrial conference that was conducted days or 
weeks earlier to d iscuss and reso lve the issues raised in pretrial memoranda. 
This final meeting, which usuall)r occurs on the morning a trial is set to 
begin, allows the judge and the attorneys to discuss how the trial will unfold. 
The judge may advise the a mount of available court t ime in the coming days. 
The judge might give some final instructio ns o r rulings on jury selection or 
evidence. The judge may make o ne final attempt to settle the case. The at, 
torneys might advise of the limited availability of a particular witness and 
seek cooperation in the o rder of presenting that witness's testimony. The 
attorneys may have reached further agreement on facts or law, thus eliminat.
ing the need to present that evidence to the jury. The goal of the final pre.
trial conference is twofold: (1) to facilitate open communication between the 
judge and the attorneys about how the trial will proceed and (2) to stream, 
l ine. as muc h as possible, the trial itself. This list of events, while representa.
tive, is neither exclus ive nor exhaustive when describing what can take p lace 
at the final conference. 



Jury Selection 

Jury selection is the process by which a group of six or more people is 
chosen to serve on the jury. The jury will hear a dispute, be instructed 
in the applicable law, and render a decision. In most jurisdictions, a civil 
trial jury consists of 12 members plus two alternate jurors. The Federal 
Rules of Civil Procedure permit the size of the jury panel to include as 
few as six people. 

Alternate jurors hear the case with the rest of the jury. In the event one 
member of the jury becomes ill or, for some other unforeseen reason , is un-
able to complete service as a juror, the alternate juror will take his or her 
place. This procedure saves the court from having to declare a mistrial and 
conduct a new trial. 

Those eligible to serve on a jury are the residents living within the 
court's geographic boundary. The larger the geographic boundary, the 
wider the diversity of individuals in the jury pool available to sit on a jury. 
For example, Chicago is part of Cook County, Illinois. For the trial court 
in the state court system, the jury pool comes from Cook County residents 
only. By contrast, for the U nited States District Court for the Northern 
District of Illinois, Eastern Division, the jury including not only residents 
of Chicago and Cook County, but also residents of the seven surrounding 
counties. The result is a greater diversity of people available to serve on 
the jury in the federal trial. Exhibit 17 .1 is a map from the U.S. District 
Court for the Northern District of Illinois depicting the location of the 
court for the Eastern and Western divisions, as well as the counties from 
which potential jurors are drawn. The members of the jury pool are drawn 
from driver's license or voter registration records. Many jurisdictions have 
shifted to using driver's license registration records because more people 
are licensed to drive than are registered to vote. 

Prior to arriving for jury duty, potential jurors complete and return a 
questionnaire to the clerk of court. This questionnaire represents the first 
level of screening of the jury pool. It seeks basic information such as name, 
age, occupation, and highest level of education. Exhibit 17.2 is the Summons 
for Jury Service and Juror Qualification Questionnaire used in the U nited 
States District Court for the Northern District of Illinois. 

On any given day, hundreds of individuals will arrive at the courthouse, 
anticipating serving on a jury. Generally, groups of 20 to 50 individuals are 
brought into the courtroom for the next level of screening. 

Voir Dire 

The screening of jurors is called voir dire. The term comes from the French 
and literally translates as ''to speak the truth." The purpose of conducting 
voir dire is to determine whether individuals will be able to serve on a jury 
and render a verdict based solely on the evidence presented at trial and the 
instructions given by the judge. The questions asked of potential jurors are 
determined during the pretrial phase, and are often included in the pre-
trial memorandum or order. The questions are designed to expose any bias 
or prejudice of the individual that might affect his or her ability to decide 
the case. 

TRIAL 423 

jury selection 
Process by which a group of six or 
more people is chosen to serve on a 
. 
Jury. 

alternate jurors 
Jurors selected to hear the case with 
the rest of the jury but who participate 
in rendering a decision only when an
other juror is unable to complete the 

. 
service. 

mistrial 
Trial ending without a verdict being 
determined and requ iring that a new 
trial be conducted. 

voir dire 
Process whereby prospective jurors 
are asked questions by the judge or at
torneys to determine if they would be 
biased in their decisions. 
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Exhibit 17.1 Map from the U.S. Distri ct Court for the Northern 
District of 111 i nois 
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For example, in a medical malpractice lawsuit that involves the diagnosis 
of and treatment for cancer, members of the jury pool who have had cancer 
or who work in the health care profession may have a bias. Based upon per; 
sonal experiences and knowledge, a potential juror 111ay be unable to hear the 
evidence and render a decision independent of those experiences and that 
knowledge. In theory , those are exactly the jurors who should not serve on 
the jury. In reality, however, those are exactly the jurors one of the parties 
does want to serve because of a perceived favorable bias. Part of the trial str at; 
egy is attempting to get favorable jurors selected. Exhibit 17 .3 shows some 
questions that may be asked of potential juror s in voir dire. 

H ow the voir dire is conducted is entirely at the judge' s discretion. Some 
judges ask the voir dire questions; others allow the attorneys to ask the 
questions. 

The manner in which voir dire will be conducted is resolved in the pretrial 
conference. The questions to be used are also discussed during the conference. 
In some instances, a panel of twenty;four potential jurors will be b rought 
into the courtroom and seated in the public seating area. When questions 
ar e directed to a large panel of 12 or more potential ju rors , most q u estions 
can be answered with a "yes" or "no" response. In some instances, the judge 
w ill ask the questions; this allows the attorneys to observe and recor d the 
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Exhibit 17.2 Summons for Jury Service and Juror Qualification Questionnaire Used in the 
United States District Court for the Northern District of Illinois 

CONFIDENTIAL JUROR QUESTIONNAIRE 
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Exhibit 17.3 Sample Voir Dire Questions 

Sample Questions for Voir Dire 

1. The parties in this lawsuit are Joan Smith and William Doe. They are seated at the counsel tables in front of 
you. If you know either Ms. Smith or Mr. Doe, please raise your hand. 

2. The attorneys who will be presenting evidence to you in this case are Cary Moritz and Elaine Martin. If you 
know either of these attorneys, kindly raise your hand. 

3. This lawsuit involves a claim about cancer. Do you have cancer? Have you been treated for cancer? Do you 
have a close family member who currently has cancer or was treated for cancer in the past? 

4. Are you a doctor? Do you work in a health-care profession? 

respon ses of th e poten tial jurors. In other courtroom s, the judge may p refer 
that the attorneys ask som e o r all of the questio n s. In that event, the par ale-
gal assistin g at t rial is essential to th e legal team 's jury selectio n p rocess. The 
paralegal will be r espon sible for o b serving an d recordin g the respon ses of 
the potential juro rs. T o assist in t h at process, t he legal team typically uses a 
ju ry chart to r ecord inform ation about th e jury pool. O n e m eth od involves 
p reparing a chart with twelve b locks, each represen t ing a seat in the jury 
box, such as th e o n e that appears in Exhib it 17 .4 . A sim ilar chart can be 
arranged fo r large pools of 24 potential juro rs. Questions are asked an d po-
tential juro r s r aise their h an ds if th eir resp onse is ''yes." Using th e ch ar t, the 
par alegal o r atto rney can quickly recor d the questio n n um ber to indicate an 
affirmative r esp on se by a potential juro r seated in a par ticular spot. W h en 
a ju r o r an swers ''yes," the judge or on e of th e at torneys m ay questio n the 
juror d irectly on th e m atter. This questioning can take p lace in the pres-
ence of t h e entire pan el, o r t h e pan el can be d ismissed an d th e individual 
ju r o r question ed. Suppose juro r no. 3 r esp onds ''yes'' to th e questio n about 
a family m ember having cancer . The judge m ay ask wh at relatio n , the type 
of cancer , and the outcom e of the t reatment. T he an swers of ju r o r n o. 3 will 
indicate wh ether th e jur o r is poten tially biased b ecause o f his life exp erien ce. 
A juro r wh ose spouse d ied fro m can cer will h ave stro nger feelings and m o re 

Exhibit 17.4 Jury Chart for Recording Responses 
of Potential Jurors during Voir Dire 



personal knowledge than a juror whose adult cousin was treated for and sur~ 
vived a form of cancer in childhood. The judge may question the juror fur~ 
ther as to whether that life experience will impact his ability to impartially 
hear and decide the dispute. 

At the conclusion of questioning, the lawyers 1nust decide whether to 
accept the person as a member of the jury. Individuals can be rejected for 
jury service based on a challenge for cause. Or an attorney can make a stra~ 
tegic decision that a juror is undesirable by making a peremptory challenge. 
A potential juror can be challenged for cause when his answers to voir dire 
questions indicate bias. There is no lin1it on the number of jurors who can be 
stricken from the jury for cause. In a medical malpractice case, one or both 
of the attorneys may request that juror no. 3 be stricken for cause. The judge 
will rule on the request: "Yes" means the juror is stricken, and "no" means 
the juror remains eligible to serve on the jury. 

The federal rules permit each side three (3) peremptory challenges, which 
allow the attorney to strike a potential juror at his discretion without stat~ 
ing a reason. At the pretrial conference, the parties may request additional 
peremptory challenges because of m ultiple defendants, a large amount of pre~ 
trial publicity, or a complex case. The judge has discretion to increase the 
number of peremptory challenges. 

Jurors who are not stricken for cause or on a peremptory challenge are 
seated, or selected, for jury service. Those potential jurors who are stricken 
are excused, and another group is brought to the courtroom for the voir dire 
process to begin again. The process continues until 12 suitable jurors are 
selected. The jury panel, with alternates, is then seated. Members of the jury 
are sworn to serve to the best of their abilities. 

Jury Charge 

The judge instructs the panel on how the trial will proceed and how jurors 
should conduct themselves. These instructions to the jury are called the 
jury charge. Instructions may include a direction to avoid looking at news~ 
paper, television, or other media accounts of the trial, and may also describe 
the operation of the courtroom. Judges advise the jurors that they must not 
discuss the case among themselves and should not rush to make a decision 
about the dispute until they have heard all the evidence. 

Opening Statements 

The final event to occur before the evidentiary phase begins is the 
opening statements of the attorneys. Opening statements are the first oppor~ 
tunity for the attorneys to address the jury. First impressions count and the 
opening statement can be crucial. The purpose of the opening statement is 
to give the jury a brief synopsis of the client's case. This introduction is also 
designed to get the jurors' attention, encourage their interest in the trial, and 
establish rapport and credibility. However, the opening statements must be 
limited to a recitation of the facts. Emotional pleas to tug at the heartstrings 
of the jury cannot be part of the opening statement. Ideally, the opening state~ 
ment should be like a movie preview-providing enough information to get 
the jury interested in the client's story that they are about to hear. 
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challenge fo r cause 
A potential juror may be struck from 
the jury when his answers to voir dire 
questions indicate bias. 

perempto ry challe nge 
A potential juror may be struck from 
the jury without the attorney stating a 
reason. 

seated 
Term used to describe a juror who has 
been selected to serve on a jury. 

jury charge 
Instructions to the jury given by the 
judge at the beginning of trial to de
scribe how the trial will be conducted 
or at the end of the trial to inform of 
the law to be applied in the case. 

openi ng statements 
The first opportunity for the attorneys 
to address the jury and describe the 
nature of the lawsuit. 
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LEARNING OBJECTIVE 3 
Describe the presentation
of-evidence phase of a trial 
and the role of the paralegal 
in this phase of the trial. 

case-in-chief 
The portion of the trial where one side 
presents all of its evidence to the jury 
through direct and cross-examination. 

burden of proof 
Level of proof required to establish an 
entitlement to recovery. 

elements of a cause of action 
The components of a legal claim that 
must be established by the burden of 
proof. 

preponderance of the evidence 
The burden of proof in most civil liti
gation cases; the amount of proof that 
tips the scales of justice ever so slightly 
in one direction or the other. 

direct examination 
Questions addressed to a witness by 
the attorney who has called that wit
ness to testify on behalf of his client. 

PRESENTATION OF EVIDENCE 

The evidentiary phase of the trial begins after the opening statements are made. 
Whether because of novels, television, or movies, jurors will likely already 
have an idea of how the evidence in the form of witnesses and exhibits will be 
presented. They are also likely to hope that the trial will be like those portrayed 
on television with dramatic, grueling cross--examinations and the last--minute 
witness who saves the day. Thus, for the legal team, it can be an uphill battle 
to fight for the jury's attention, particularly when the case is not dramatic and 
there will be no last--minute witness. The legal team must nevertheless work 
toward the best presentation of the evidence in the case. Failure to properly 
present the merits of the case might result in a verdict for the other side. 

Presenting the case effectively and efficiently requires organization. 
Neither judges nor jurors want to wait while the lawyers shuffle through files 
and papers looking for exhibits; request delays to wait for a witness to arrive 
in court to testify; or repair or replace a malfunctioning video player. Delays 
and technical problems can create a negative view that may cause the jury to 
not appreciate the merits of the case. However, these distractions during the 
presentation of the client's case can be avoided with careful planning, and 
the judge's and jury's impatience resulting from an occasional delay can be 
diminished with a sincere apology. 

Plaintiff's Case-in-Chief 
In civil cases, the plaintiff presents his or her case first. The plaintiff's 
case-in-chief is presented with the testimony of the plaintiff, fact and expert 
witnesses, and exhibits. In the civil case, the plaintiff has the burden of proof to 
establish the existence of the elements of a cause of action. The plaintiff must 
prove each element of the cause of action by a preponderance of the evidence. 
A preponderance of the evidence is that amount of proof that tips the scales 
of justice ever so slightly in one direction or the other. This is in contrast to 
the prosecution's burden of proof in a criminal matter, which is beyond a 
reasonable doubt, a much higher standard. 

For example, in a negligence action, each element of the cause of action 
of negligence must be proved by the preponderance--of--evidence standard
(!) that a duty of care existed; (2) that the defendant failed to adhere that duty; 
(3) that the defendant's failure to adhere to the duty of care was the cause of the 
accident; and (4) that the plaintiff suffered damages as a result of the accident. 

Direct Examination 

The presentation of evidence starts with the direct examination of each of 
the plaintiff's witnesses. Direct examination refers to questions addressed to 
a witness by the attorney who has called that witness to testify on behalf of 
his client. In a medical malpractice action, witnesses for the plaintiff's case-
in--chief might include the plaintiff, the physicians who treated the plaintiff 
and/or diagnosed the earlier malpractice, family members who cared for the 
plaintiff, and an economist, who might testify about the plaintiff's lost earn-
ings and earning capacity. 

An important strategic decision that the trial counsel must make is the 
order in which witnesses are called. This decision is made based on the nature 
of the testimony, timing and the availability of the witness, or some other 
strategy. Some lawyers base their choice on the belief that most people are 
more likely to remember either what they heard first or what they heard last. 



Depending on the view held by trial counsel, the most persuasive witness 
might therefore be placed on the witness stand first or last. In a medical mal-
practice action, a physician whether the treating physician or an expert
may be used for the purpose of educating the jury. An early explanation of 
the medical condition and terminology, if this information is vital to jurors' 
understanding of the case, is an effective way to gain the confidence of the 
jury for the remainder of the trial. The final witness for the plaintiff's case--in-
chief may be someone who can leave a lasting impression on the jury. Often 
that means the plaintiff will be the last to testify so that the emotional impact 
of the plaintiff's description of the incident, the injuries sustained, and the 
recovery can have its greatest effect on the jury. If, however, the attorney be-
lieves the case can still be settled before it is decided by the jury, trial counsel 
may have the strongest witness to sway the jury testify first to show the other 
side why it should make a settlement offer before the case proceeds any fur-
ther. There are many strategies and beliefs that determine how a lawyer will 
try the case. For example, some lawyers put their most important witnesses 
on the stand only in the morning, believing that after lunch, most people are 
tired and tend to be less attentive than earlier in the day and are thus less 
likely to pay attention. 

Cross-Examination 

Following each witness's direct examination, he or she will be subject to 
cross-examination. Cross--examination is the opportunity for the defense 
counsel to question a witness after the direct examination of the witness. 
The purpose of cross--examination is to test or challenge what the witness has 
said. This testing of testimony is a key component of the adversarial system. 
Truthful testimony of witnesses will withstand testing by the opponent. The 
questions asked on cross--examination are designed to impeach the credibility 
of the witness. The goal of impeachment is to convince the jury that what the 
witness just testified to on direct examination should not be trusted or be-
lieved. For example, questions might reveal the witness's desire to help the 
plaintiff or the existence of a special relationship between the plaintiff and 
the witness. Testimony might show that the witness is forgetful, or that the 
witness was not positioned to be able to clearly observe the accident. Prior 
recorded deposition testimony of a witness is also used to impeach when the 
witness says something different at trial. 

Redirect Examination 

Following cross--examination, the counsel who originally called the witness 
on direct examination has an opportunity to rehabilitate the witness by ask-
ing questions on redirect examination. In redirect examination, an effort is 
made to ask questions that, when answered, will provide a plausible reason 
for the witness's faulty memory. A typical question will give the witness a 
chance to explain, for example, that the special relationship with the plain-
tiff would not cause the witness' testimony to be untruthful. It is important 
to note that the scope of questions permitted on redirect examination is se-
verely limited and that it is not a second chance for the witness to add new 
testimony. Rather, it is an opportunity to clarify what was previously asked 
and answered on cross--examination. 

Recross Examination 

Recross examination permits opposing counsel to again challenge the credi-
bility of the witness but only as to matters questioned on redirect examination. 
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cross-examination 
Opportunity of defense (opposing) 
counsel to question a witness after the 
direct examination of the witness. 

impeach the credibility 
Questioning the witness on cross
examination to demonstrate to the jury 
that the witness is not reliable. 

rehabilitate 
During redirect examination, the at
torney will ask questions to allow the 
witness to explain her answers on 
cross-examination. 

redirect examination 
After cross-examination, the counsel 
who originally called the witness on 
direct examination may ask the wit
ness additional questions. 

recross examination 
Permits opposing counsel to again 
challenge the credibility of the witness 
but only as to the matters questioned 
on redirect examination. 
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PRACTICE TIP 
It is important to instruct 
witnesses about objections 
and what they should do 
when an objection is made: 
Witnesses should stop talk
ing and wait for the court's 
ruling on the objection. 
The court will then instruct 
the witness to answer the 
question, or wi 11 instruct the 
attorney to move on. 

objections 
The method by which an attorney orally 

advises the court that the evidence 
being presented is not admissible. 

overruled 
A judge's ruling on an objection that 

the evidence cha I lenged is admissible. 

sustained 
A judge's ruling on an objection 

that the evidence challenged is not 

admissible. 

rest 
The party has concluded the presenta
tion of its case-in-chief. 

motion for d irected verdict 
Motion made at the conclusion of a 
party's case- in-chief that states that the 

other side has failed to meet its burden 

of proof. 

Objections 

A witness's testimony is rarely able to be given without interruption. The tes-
timony, or an exhibit that is offered, may not be admissible because it fails to 
satisfy the requirement of admissibility or is offered in violation of a preexist-
ing ruling on admissibility made by the court as part of the pretrial decisions. 
The rules of evidence are designed to ensure that the information presented 
to the jury for consideration is real, reliable , and relevant to the resolution 
of the dispute. When the testimony or evidence fails to satisfy those require-
ments, the opposing attorney will object to its admission into evidence. In 
many courtrooms, the judge will require the attorney to state the reasons for 
the objection, occasionally including the rule number from the rules of evi-
dence. The judge makes a ruling on the objection. When the judge does not 
believe the objection is valid, he or she states that the objection is overruled; 
the witness may then answer or the exhibit is then admitted as evidence, and 
the testimony may continue. When the testimony violates the rules of evi-
dence and may not be presented, the judge states the objection is sustained. 

Motion for Directed Verdict 

At the conclusion of the plaintiff's case--in--chief, the plaintiff will rest his case. 
Both plaintiff and def end ant may make an oral motion for directed verdict. A 
motion for directed verdict is made when one party believes the other has failed 
to meet its burden of proof. Basically, the plaintiff is saying that he has met the 
burden of proving the elements of his cause of action by a preponderance of the 
evidence, and the def end ant has no defense. The defendant makes the argument 
that the plaintiff failed to meet the burden of proof or failed to prove a neces-
sary element of the case. The purpose of these motions is to conclude the trial. 

Defendant's Case-in-Chief 

The next phase of the trial is the def end ant's case--in--chief. The defendant 
must establish any defenses raised in the answer to the complaint by the same 
preponderance of the evidence, tipping the scales of justice slightly in his 
favor. If the defendant asserts a counterclaim against the plaintiff, it is dur-
ing the defendant's case--in--chief that the elements of that cause of action are 
presented. 

The defendant's case--in--chief is presented in the same manner as the 
plaintiff's case--in--chief: direct examination, cross--examination, redirect and 
recross , and motions for directed verdict at the conclusion of the presenta-
tion of the defense case. 

Direct examination is conducted by defense counsel of defense witnesses. 
Each of those defense witnesses will be subject to cross--examination by the 
opposing (plaintiff's) counsel. Defense counsel will have an opportunity to 
rehabilitate the defense witnesses through redirect examination, which is f al-
lowed by recross by the plaintiff's counsel. The testimony and evidence pre-
sented are subject to the same objections related to the admissibility of evidence 
as the plaintiff's. At the conclusion of the defendant's case--in--chief, both sides 
may make an oral motion for directed verdict. In either case, the parties are ask-
ing the judge to enter judgment in their favor as a matter of law. For the plain-
tiff, the motion for directed verdict says the defendant has failed to set out any 
defenses to liability and/or has failed to prove the elements of the counterclaim 
asserted. For the defendant, the motion asserts that now that the defense side of 
the dispute has been told, it is clear the plaintiff is not entitled to relief. 



Rebuttal 

The rebuttal phase of the trial gives the plaintiff the chance to address or 
respond to information contained in the defendant's case--in--chief. During 
the plaintiff's case--in--chief, evidence is presented to support the claims for 
relief. However, evidence is not presented in anticipation of what the de-
fense might say that would confuse the jury. Instead, the plaintiff presents 
the case, and the defendant challenges the plaintiff's witnesses on cross-
examination. Through the presentation of the defendant's case--in--chief, the 
defense presents its version of the facts and claims against the plaintiff. The 
plaintiff may then rebut the defendant's presentation of evidence. As in re-
direct and recross, the scope of questions on rebuttal is limited to those new 
items brought out in the defendant's case--in--chief that the plaintiff has not 
previously addressed. For example, in a medical malpractice case, the de-
fendant might claim that the plaintiff failed to participate in post--operative 
physical therapy and that that failure, rather than something the physician 
did, was the cause of her injury. In rebuttal, the plaintiff might present expert 
testimony to show that physical therapy would have had no impact on the 
plaintiff's recovery from the surgical procedure. 

Sur Rebuttal 

Sur rebuttal allows the defense to respond to the evidence presented by the 
plaintiff during rebuttal. The evidence presented is limited to that which 
directly addresses the claims made by the plaintiff in rebuttal and is not an 
opportunity for the defense to present the same evidence again in a different 
way. Only new evidence or testimony that responds to the rebuttal is per-
mitted. At the conclusion of rebuttal and sur rebuttal, the parties may again 
make motions for directed verdict. 

Sidebars and Conferences with the Judge 

During trial, the judge may wish to confer with the attorneys. The purpose 
of these conferences can vary; anything from scheduling an afternoon recess 
to discussing the admissibility of an exhibit or the form of jury instructions 
can take place. Sometimes one or both of the attorneys will request the con-
ference. When these conferences take place in the courtroom with the jury 
seated in the jury box, they are called sidebar conferences. This term refers 
to the fact that the conference takes place at the judge's bench in hushed or 
whispered voices so the jury cannot hear what is being said. Because sidebar 
conferences are distracting, to the extent possible, they should be avoided. In 
addition, the jury might resent the sidebar and think information important 
to the case and their deliberation is being withheld. The better approach is 
for these conferences to take place when the jury is dismissed in the ordinary 
course of the trial proceedings (for their mid--morning, lunch, mid--afternoon, 
or end--of--day break). In that scenario, the attorneys and the judge remain in 
the courtroom to discuss and resolve the issue, and the jury is not distracted. 

How the Paralegal Can Assist in the Presentation of Evidence 

Because so much of what happens at trial is the function of the trial attor-
ney, paralegals sometimes doubt they can make a contribution. However, 
the paralegal can provide invaluable assistance at trial, and this is particularly 
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rebuttal 
Phase of the trial that gives the plain
tiff the chance to address or respond 
to information contained in the defen
dant's case-in-chief. 

sur rebuttal 
Phase of the trial that al lows the de
fense to respond to the evidence pre
sented by the plaintiff during rebuttal. 

sidebar conference 
Conference between the attorneys 
and the judge at the judge's bench 
in hushed voices with the jury in the 
courtroom. 
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LEARNING OBfECTIVE 4 
Describe the concluding 
phase of a trial. 

true in t he evidentiary phase. Much of what the paralegal does at tr ial is an 
extension of trial p reparation. T o the extent the paralegal manages this aspect 
of the trial, the atto rney can focus on th e presentation of evidence. 

ParalegJls are typically responsible for o rganizing exhibits for presentation 
at trial and comn1unicating wlth wimesses about when they need to be at the 
courthouse to testify. Another task of the paralegal is to be sure the exhibits are 
available when the attorney wants them. T his includes having the correct num.
ber of copies, having the exhibits pre-marked if required by the judge. and antic, 
ipating when the attorney will ask for the exhibits. Seeing the paralegal shuffling 
through files o r papers on counsel's table gives the jury the wrong imp ression 
about the legal team. Additionally, the paralegal may be respo nsible for keep
ing an exhibit list indicating that an exhi bit has been offered and received into 
evidence. Attorneys have been known to be so preoccupied with the direct 
and cross.-examination of witnesses that they neglect to make a motion to have 
the exhibits received into evidence. As a result, the exhibits are not part of 
the record of the proceedings. and the jury is unable to consider them in their 
deliberations. 

Dur ing trial preparation , paralegals frequently review deposit io n tran.
sc r ipts and prepa re digests. Thus, paralegals are very fa miliar with the de
position testimon y of witnesses. If inconsistent testimo ny is offered at trial, 
paralegals will notice it and will be able to pi npoint the deposition testimony 
for the atto rney. This is a vital ro le in cross--exan1ination. 

Paralegals assisting at trial also serve as watchful eyes. They observe 
and report to t he attorney what is happening in t he courtroom. \Vhen the 
atto rney is focused on the cross .. examination of a witness, the paralegal is in 
a positio n to observe the jury for their reactions to testimony and body lan .. 
guage. Sometimes the paralegal may observe and report that the judge was 
napping during th e afternoon session . W h ile this seems like trivial infonna .. 
t ion , it is not. [t tells the attorney about th e judge's level of interest, which 
can impact the jury. It may c hange the way the attorney cond ucts the next 
portion of the trial. 

Paralegals are often asked to take notes of what is taking place at trial. 
This could inc lude notes about the witness testimony, objections on evidence 
and rulings by the judge, and conferences that take place while the jury is out 
o f the courtroom. The goal here is to provide another set of eyes and ears to 
observe while the atto rney focuses on examination of a witness o r argu men t 
over a legal issue. 

The paralegal may also be expected to be responsible for the electron ic 
p resentation equipment or material, including laptop computers o r display 
equipment. The paralegal must determine before trial if t he assigned court
room is equipped electronically. \Xlhen the courtroom is not equipped with 
the necessary electron ics, the paralegal n1ust be certain the appropriate equ ip .. 
ment is available when needed and that it is operatio nal. 

• CONCLUSION OF TRIAL 

The t hird and final phase of the trial involves the concluding activit ies
the closing arguments, the jury charge and deli berations, and the e ntry of a 
verdict. No evidence is presented during the conclud ing phase of the t r ial. 
This phase, wh ich brings the trial to its conclusion , can be d ramatic and can 
significantly impact the outcome of the case. 



Closing Arguments 
Closing arguments are the last opportunity for the attorneys to address the 
jury. Each attorney will have the chance to sum up his client's case and per-
suade the jury to decide in his client's favor. Once again, because of the influ ... 
ence of television and movies, members of the jury are likely to expect the 
closing argument to be thrilling, direct, and brief. 

PRACTICE TIP 

It is important to note that the opening is a statement and the closing is an argu
ment. When making the opening statement to the jury, the facts must be shared 
in a neutral way so as to avoid creating a bias before the jury hears the testimony 
and receives the evidence. When making the closing argument, attorneys seek to 
argue the merits of the case and why the jury should decide in their client's favor. 

Attorneys may seek the paralegal' s assistance in developing a strong clos-
ing argument. Paralegals can serve as a sounding board listening and pro-
viding comments to help the attorney make the argument more directly. 
Paralegals can also help by reminding the attorney of the reactions the jury 
displayed during the trial. 

Jury Instructions 
The next element is the judge instructing the jury on the law, called the 
jury instructions, or jury charge, such as that shown in Exhibit 17 .5. At this 
point, all of the evidence h as been received and the attorneys have each made 
one last plea on behalf of their clients. Now the judge instructs the jury in the 
law that controls the case. The jury instructions usually include an explana-
tion of the burden of proof, the specific cause of action and its individual ele-
ments, and whether the verdict must be unanimous or a majority vote. 

The jury instructions are generally agreed to by the attorneys and the 
judge during the pretrial activities. In many instances, proposed jury instruc-
tions are included in the pretrial memorandum. Prior to giving the jury the 
instructions, the judge and attorneys will meet again to review the instruc-
tions the judge intends to give. The goal is to make certain that no error is 
made in the law in which the jury will be instructed . If the instructions are 
incorrect, the jury's verdict may be meaningless. 

Exhibit 17.5 Sample Jury Instructions in a Negligence Case 

1.01 FUNCTIONS OF THE COURT AND THE JURY 
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clos ing arguments 
The last opportunity for the attorneys 
to address the jury, sum up their cl i
ent's case, and persuade the jury to 
decide in their client's favor. 

ju ry instructio ns (charge) 
Instructions given by the judge to the 
jury informing them of the law to be 
appl ied in the case. 

Members of the jury, you have seen and heard all the evidence and arguments of the attorneys. Now I will instruct 
you on the law. 

You have two duties as a jury.Your first duty is to decide the facts from the evidence in the case. This is your 
job, and yours alone. 

Your second duty is to apply the law that I give you to the facts.You must follow these instructions, even if you 
disagree with them. Each of the instructions is important, and you must follow all of them. 

Perform these duties fairly and impartially. [Do not allow (sympathy/prejudice /fear/public opinion) to influence 
you.] [You should not be influenced by any person's race, color, religion, national ancestry, or sex.] 

Nothing I say now, and nothing I said or did during the trial, is meant to indicate any opinion on my part about 
what the facts are or about what your verdict should be. 

Source: Pattern Civil Jury Instructions for the Seventh Circuit. 
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jury del iberations 
Process wherein the jury meets to dis
cuss and reach a decision on the case. 

jury verdict 
Decision reached by the jury that con
cludes the case. 

verdict slip 
A written document that asks the jury 
to answer specific questions about its 
decision. 

posttrial motions 
Motions made orally asking the judge 
to overturn the verdict of the jury. 

entry of judgment 
Taking the verdict announced by the 
jury and converting it to a legally en
forceable judgment. 

Jury Deliberations 

Having heard all the evidence and been instructed in the law, the jury is ready 
to begin its jury deliberations. Jurors are sent from the courtroom to a room 
to deliberate. They then select a foreperson to oversee the deliberation pro, 
cess, and the jurors discuss the evidence and vote on an outcome. The jury is 
also permitted to send written questions to the judge during its deliberative 
process. These questions may request that a portion of testimony be read 
back to them or that the judge explain a law. Usually the jury will return to 
the courtroom for the court stenographer to read back testimony or for the 
judge to provide additional instruction in the law. The deliberations of the 
jury are concluded when they determine whether the defendant is liable to 
the plaintiff, and, if so the damages to which the p laintiff is entitled. 

Jury Verdict 

Deliberations of the jury continue until it reaches a verdict. The jury verdict 
is the decision the jury reaches to conclude the case. In criminal trials, the jury 
will rule that the defendant is "guilty" or "not guilty." In civil trials, the jl1ry will 
find the defendant "liable to the plaintiff for her injuries" or that the defendant 
"breached the contract." The verdict is announced orally in court and usually is 
read from the jury verdict slip by the jury foreman. 

Verdict Slip 

One of the important instructions the jury is given is on the use of the jury 
verdict slip. A jury verdict slip is a written document that asks the jury to 
answer specific questions about its decision. The verdict slip usually follows 
a logical progression; for example, finding a duty of care existed and was 
breached, and then calculating an award of damages. Exhibit 17 .6 shows a 
jury verdict slip for a personal injury case. 

After announcing the verdict, the work of the jury is complete. Members 
of the jury are then traditionally thanked by the judge for their service and 
excused from the courtroom. Many lawyers will attempt to speak with the ju, 
rors after the verdict, wanting to know why the jurors ruled as they did, and 
also hoping to obtain feedback on their presentation of the case. 

Posttrial Motions 

Even though the announcement of the verdict concludes the trial for the 
members of the jury, the attorneys may not be finished. The attorneys may 
make posttrial motions asking the judge to overturn the verdict of the jury. 
The attorneys may argue that the evidence presented does not support the 
verdict. They may also argue that the judge made a mistake in the legal in, 
structions given to the jury. 

Entry of Judgment 

The final component of trial is the entry of judgment by the judge; that is, tak, 
ing the verdict announced by the jury and converting it to a legally enforceable 
judgment. This happens when the judge states, for example, "Judgment entered 
in favor of the plaintiff and against the defendant in the su1n of $300,000." 
However, in addition to the verbal statement, the judgment must also be placed 
in the written record of the docket entries maintained in the clerk's office. 
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Exhibit 17.6 Jury Verdict Slip for a Personal Injury Case 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT - NORTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK 

B.K., a minor by her 

Parents and Guardians, 
Janice Knowles and 
Seven Knowles, Plaintiff 
v. 
Ronald Clemmons, 
Lower Council School District, 
Bud Smith, and 
Ace Trucking Company, 
Defendants 

On the First Count 

• 
• 

• 
• 

• 
• 

• 
• 

• 
• 

No.: -----------

Civil Action - Negligence 

Jury Trial Demanded 

Attorney ID No. 124987 

JURY VERDICT SLIP 

1. Do you find that the Defendant Clemmons breached the duty to operate his vehicle in accordance with the 
rules controlling traffic on the roads of the State of New York? 

Yes No --

2. Do you find that Defendant Clemmons breach of the duty of care to operate his vehicle in accordance with 
the rules controlling traffic resulted in an accident? 

Yes No --

3. If you answered Yes to number 2 above, do you find that the Plaintiff was injured as a result of the 
accident? 

Yes No --

4. Do you find that action or inaction of the Plaintiff was a cause of her injury? 

Yes No --

5. If you answered YES to question 4 please determine the percentage of liability. 
0/o to Plaintiff --

0/o to Defendant --

Please assess a dollar value as to the damages sustained by the Plaintiff. 
$ ___ _ 

CONCEPT REVIEW AND REINFORCEMENT 

evidentiary phase 422 

non--evidentiary phase 4 22 
jury selection 4 23 

alternate juror 423 

mistrial 4 23 

voir d ire 4 23 

challenge for cause 427 

peremptory challenge 42 7 

seated 427 

jury charge 4 2 7 

opening statement 427 

case--in--chief 4 28 

burden of proof 4 28 

elements of a cause of action 4 28 

preponderance of th e 
evidence 4 28 

direct examination 4 28 

cross--examin ation 429 

impeach the credibility 429 

rehabilitate 429 

redirect examination 429 

recross examination 429 

objections 430 

overruled 4 30 
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sustained 430 

rest 430 

motion for directed verdict 430 

rebuttal 431 

sur rebuttal 4 31 

TRIAL 

Introduction to Trial 
Proceedings 

Early Trial Proceedings 

Presentation of Evidence 

sidebar conference 431 

closing arguments 433 

jury instructions (charge) 433 

jury deliberations 434 

jury verdict 434 

verdict slip 434 

posttrial motions 434 

entry of judgment 434 

Civil trials can be divided into the evidentiary phase of the trial, where 
testimony and evidence are presented, and the non;evidentiary phase, 
which includes everything else, such as the early proceedings of jury 
selection and the concluding events of jury deliberation. 

Typically, a pretrial conference is held before the start of the trial to 
resolve basic housekeeping issues, including the court schedule and how 
it chooses to proceed with the various procedural steps. 

Before the beginning of the trial, the jury is selected from a pool of 
prospective jurors drawn from voter registration and motor vehicle li; 
cense lists within the court's geographic boundaries. There may be as few 
as six or as many as 12 jurors; alternate jurors are selected in case one of 
the regular jurors becomes ill or cannot continue his or her jury service. 

The process for questioning the jurors to determine their suitability 
to hear the case is called voir dire. The questioning may be done by the 
court or by the attorneys. Jurors who demonstrate a bias may be excused 
for cause by the court. Each attorney is given an opportunity to exclude 
jurors without giving a reason using peremptory challenges, which are 
limited in number. 

Once a jury has been selected, the court instructs them about their 
obligations as jurors and explains how the case will proceed; this is called 
a jury charge. 

Opening statements of the attorneys addressed to the jury are not 
considered evidence in this part of the non;evidentiary phase of the trial. 

The presentation of evidence begins the evidentiary phase of the trial . 
The plaintiff in a civil case has the burden of proof and is first in present; 
ing his case, known as the case;in;chief. 

In a civil case, the burden of proof is proof by a preponderance of 
the evidence-which is that amount of proof that tips the scale slightly 
to one side or the other-unlike the proof that is required in a criminal 
case, which is proof beyond a reasonable doubt. 

The presentation of one's case by questioning witnesses is called di; 
rect examination. On completion of the direct examination, the oppos; 
ing party is given the opportunity to cross;examine the witness for the 
purpose of impeachment or to raise questions of credibility or accuracy. 
Questions asked on cross;examination are limited to areas covered dur; 
ing the direct examination. 
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Redirect examination gives the plaintiff's counsel an opportunity to 
rehabilitate the witness she originally called by asking additional ques-
tions based on those asked during cross--examination. New questions or 
new areas of inquiry may not be raised during redirect examination. 

Opposing counsel may then use recross examination to clarify any 
issues raised during the redirect examination. 

Objections are legal challenges to the admissibility of evidence based 
on the question asked or the exhibit offered. Admissibility of evidence 
is a procedural rule that the court must decide before the witness may 
answer or the evidence may be admitted. If the objection is proper, a 
court will sustain the objection, and the witness may not answer the 
question. If the objection is not accepted, it is overruled, and the witness 
is directed to answer that question. 

On conclusion of the plaintiff's case--in--chief, the defense presents 
its case--in--chief. Evidence is presented through the use of witnesses 
called to testify for the defense by direct examination followed by cross-
examination, redirect examination, and recross examination, just as in 
the plaintiff's presentation of its case--in--chief. 

In the rebuttal phase of the trial, the plaintiff is given the opportunity 
to respond or address information that was presented during the defen-
dant' s case--in--chief. For example, evidence that was presented that varies 
from the facts and claims of the plaintiff may be addressed by the plain-
tiff in rebuttal. The defense is then given the opportunity in sur rebuttal 
to address new evidence presented during rebuttal by the plaintiff. 

Closing arguments are the last opportunity for the parties to address the 
jury and refresh the jury member's recollections of what the attorneys 
presented as evidence. 

Following the closing arguments, the court will instruct the jury the 
jury charge by reviewing for the jury the legal issues that they are to de-
cide based on the facts they have heard. The jury charge is usually agreed 
to by counsel before the beginning of the trial (during the pretrial confer-
ence or as part of the pretrial memorandum). 

The jury returns its verdict in a written form called a jury verdict 
slip, which sets forth each of the findings of fact of the jury and lists any 
damages or damage awards. The jury made these determinations during 
jury deliberations out of the courtroom and behind closed doors. 

Following the jury verdict announcement, counsel may argue that the 
evidence does not support the finding or may raise other issues with re-
gard to the procedural decisions of the court in asking for relief from the 
verdict. Once the court has entered the judgment, it becomes a legally 
enforceable judgment that must be entered on the docket of the court. 

REVIEW QUESTIONS AND EXERCISES 

1. What are the phases of a trial? What occurs 
during these phases? 

2. What is the purpose of the final pretrial 
conference? 

3. Provide a list of items that might be discussed 
or resolved at the final pretrial conference. 

4. What is jury selection? 
5. What is the purpose of voir dire? How is that 

purpose achieved? 
6. Who conducts voir dire? 
7. How can a paralegal assist in the jury selection 

process? 
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8. How does the jury pool in state trial coL1rt dif, 
fer from that in federal trial court? Why would 
one be preferable to the other? 

9. Describe the difference between a challenge for 
cause and a peremptory challenge. 

10. What purpose does the opening statement 
serve? 

11. Describe the plaintiff's case,in,chief. 
12. What is the difference between direct examina, 

tion and cross,examination? 
13. What is the purpose of redirect examination? 

Of recross? 
14. What are objections? What rulings can be 

made on objections? 

BUILDING YOUR PARALEGAL SKILLS 

INTERNET AND TECHNOLOGY EXERCISES 

1. What are the advantages and disadvantages of 
using technology in the presentation of a civil 
case? 

2. Do you think television shows about the law, 
criminal investigation, and police have any 
impact on jurors' expectations? Can you locate 

15. What is a motion for directed verdict? When is 
it raised? 

16. What is the defendant's case,in,chief? How is it 
different from the plaintiff's case,in,chief? 

17. What is rebuttal? Sur rebuttal? 
18. Why should sidebar conferences be avoided? 
19. Describe the tasks a paralegal may perform at 

trial. 
20. How are closing arguments different from 

opening statements? 
21. What is a jury charge or jury instruction? 
22. How are jury deliberations conducted? 
23. What is a verdict slip? 

an article on the Internet suggesting that these 
shows have an impact? 

3. Does your local jurisdiction court have 
any rules on the use of technology in trial 
presentation? 

CHAPTER OPENING SCENARIO CASE STUDY 

Use the Opening Scenario for this chapter to answer 
the following questions. 

1. Prepare a list of activities and tasks that parale, 
gals should do in preparation for the trial and 
on the day of trial. 

2. What should the paralegals do to get the par, 
ties and the witnesses ready for the trial? What 

COMPREHENSIVE CASE STUDY 

SCHOOL BUS-TRUCK ACCIDENT CASE 

Review the assigned case study in Appendix 2. 
1. Prepare a list of proposed questions to be used 

in voir dire to uncover bias, including bias that 
is both helpful and harmful to the client's case. 
Include these questions in the Forms section of 
your portfolio. 

should they do to prepare the parties and wit, 
nesses on the day of trial? 

3. Should the paralegals expect to entertain the 
clients and witnesses while they wait to be 
called to testify? 

2. Prepare the pretrial memorandum using the 
rules for your state trial court and the rules for 
the federal district court in your jurisdiction. 
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CIVIL LITIGATION TEAM AT WORK 

Procedures See page 18 for instructions on Building Your 
Professional Portfolio. 

Forms 

1. Local jurisdiction court rules on the use of 
technology in trial presentation 

1. Pretrial memo rand um formats for local and 
federal courts 

2. Checklist of items that might be discussed or 
resolved at the final pretrial conference 

VIRTUAL LAW OFFICE EXPERIENCE 

2. Procedure for obtaining daily trial transcript copies 
3. Process for obtaining jury pool information 

Contacts and Resources 

Jury commissioner 

SCHOOL BUS-TRUCK ACCIDENT-PLAINYIFF 

School Bus-Truck Accident Case 

This assignment is based on the individual video presented below. 

After viewing the videos at www.pearson.com/goldman-civil-litigation, answer the following questions. 

To: Paralegal Intern 
From: Roy Saunders 
Case Name: School Bus-Truck Accident 

Re: Trial 

It is unusual for me to make this request of an intern, but I would like you to attend trial. I will be concentrat-
ing on the witnesses' testimony, thinking about evidentiary objections and responding to the judge. I need you 
to be my eyes and ears as the trial unfolds. Please take notes of any unusual nonverbal responses of the jurors to 
questions or statements made by the judge or either of the trial counsel that might reveal their perceptions of the 
credibility of the witnesses, parties, or lawyers. Listen and take notes on the witnesses' testimony and be prepared 
to point out any inconsistencies with their deposition testimony. It is costly to obtain a daily trial transcript, so I 
will be relying on your notes during breaks and at the end of each day to prepare for whatever comes next. 
Prepare: 

• Notes of the responses to voir dire, noting any areas that may reveal prejudice 
• Notes on the jurors' attentiveness to the judge as the preliminary instructions are given 
• Notes of the salesman's testimony, paying particular attention to inconsistencies with his deposition 

testimony 
• Notes of the witness's testimony is she credible? 
• Notes on the judge's instructions are they an accurate recitation of the law, and is the jury attentive? 

VIDEO: JURY SELECTION: POTENTIAL JUROR CHALLENGED FOR CAUSE 

A truck driver who has been called as a potential juror is asked about his ability to 
serve on a jury for a case involving a truck accident. 

After viewing the video at www.pearson.com/goldman-civil-litigation, answer the following questions. 

1. What is the purpose of voir dire, or asking jurors questions? 
2. What are the reasons to exclude a potential juror? 
3. May a lawyer exclude a potential juror without any just cause? 
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VIDEO: PRELIMINARY JURY INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE TRIAL 

The judge explains the role of the judge and the jury during the civil trial. 

VIDEO: A SALESMAN'S COURTROOM TESTIMONY 

A salesman for Acme Brake Company is providing courtroom testimony regarding 
his sale of unlabeled, ''seconds'' --quality brake pads to the truck mechanic for Ace 
Trucking Company. 

VIDEO: TRIAL: DIRECT AND CROSS-EXAMINATION OF A WITNESS 

An eyewitness to the school bus- stone truck accident is examined by the plaintiffs' 
attorney and cross--examined by defense counsel. 

PERSONAL INJURY 

To: Paralegal Intern: 
From: John Morris 

VIDEO: MANDY STEIN: CLOSING ARGUMENT 

Closing Argument: A Lawyer's Last Chance 

The lawyer is making his closing argument to the jury. 

Case Name: Mandy Stein versus Clemmons and Lower Council School District 
Re: Closing Argument at Trial 

I will be making the closing argument before a jury tomorrow. Mandy was injured when a box stacked at the 
back of the school bus flew forward and struck her in the head when the bus suddenly stopped. This is a 
case that may be appealed. I would like you to attend and make notes of my final argument, paying particu-
lar attention to the jury's reactions. 

VIDEO: JUDGE CHARGES THE JURY 

The trial judge gives the jurors instructions on the law at the conclusion of the pre-
sentation of evidence and closing statements. 





LEARNING OBJECTIVES 
After studying this chapter, you should be able to: 

1. Describe the electronic courtroom. 

2. Interact w ith courthouse information 
technologists to plan for the use of equipment 
at trial. 

3. Understand the use of presentation graphics 
progran1s. 

4. Create a basic electronic presentation. 

5. Explain the use of trial presentation programs. 



CHAPTER 

OPENING SCENARIO 

Ethan Benjamin and his partner, Ariel Marshall, had been working on the presentation of the case for 
months. Slowly, the realization of the magnitude of the trial was hitting home. It was a new experience 
for Ethan as the trial attorney and not the litigation paralegal, his former career. While he was preparing 
for the trial, his paralegal had taken over the role of litigation support paralegal. The overall concern of 
the trial team was to make the best possible presentation to the jury and obtain a favorable verdict. With 
the large number of medical witnesses, it was not possible to get everyone to appear in court at the same 
time; in addition, many of the injured plaintiffs would be physically unable to attend the trial on a daily 
basis. The firm had thus incurred considerable expense in taking videotaped depositions of all the medical 
experts and the plaintiffs because the reality was that in the high--technology electronic courtroom in 
federal court, the entire case could be presented with graphics and videotape. However, strategy decisions 
still had to be made on how to present the case. 

OPENING SCENARIO LEARNING OBJECTIVE 

Obtain the local court rules or a list of available electronic technology tools in your jurisdiction's trial courts. 

VIDEO INTRODUCTION 

Electronic Courtroom and Trial Presentation 

After watching the video at www.pearson.com/goldman--civil--litigation, answer the 
following questions: 
1. How can technology be used in a trial? 
2. Why is a paralegal' s role critical in the presentation of a trial using technology? 
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LEARNING OBfECTIVE 1 
Describe the electronic 
courtroom. 

ell'c:tronic cou rrromn 
Coortroom equipped with electronic 
equipmenl for use in trial presentations. 

• INTRODUCTION TO THE ELECTRONIC 
COURTHOUSE 

Computer technology has changed the way law offices and court systems 
perfo rm traditional fu nctions. The shift fro m paper to electronic documents 
and electron ic communkatlons in the form of e,mails has resulted in an ex.
p losion in the volume of electronically created and s to red files. A t the same 
time, cases a re coming to tr ial fas ter, a llowing less time to prepare and pres.
ent a case in court. The result has been growth in the use of electronic docu .. 
mentation, computerized case management. and computers in litigation. 

• THE ELECTRON IC CO URTROOM 

Increasingly, courts are embracing the use of online and computer.-based sys .. 
rems in cou rt administration and in the courtroom. As a resu lt , courts are 
switching to a paperless system for litigation, which requires the electronic 
filing of pleadings and allows the use of computer.-based systems for trial 
p resentations. 

Getting experts to testify is difficult when the time a nd day for presenting 
their testimony can't be set in stone because of the uncertainty o( trial sched .. 
ules. Many experts , such as n oted surgeons and medical forensics experts, 
have active, lucrative practices and demand compensation that can go as high 
as thousands of dollars per hour for the time lost while waiting to testify. The 
average litigant can rarely afford th is cost. Luckily, an electronic recording 
of a deposition can be used in trial as a cost.-effective method of presenting 
expert witnesses; this strategy is also useful when wimesses are in poor health 
or live a great distance from the trial venue. 

As judicial budgets allow, courtrooms are being outfitted with computers 
and audiovisual recording and presentation systems and being turned into 
electronic courtroonlS. Exhibit 18. l s hows the U .S. Tax Court's electronic 
courtroom in \ l irginia . The extent to wh ich courtrooms are set up for tech.
nology ranges from the basic- wall outlets for power- to the advanced
installed wir ing and equipment. Some courts have started the p rocess of 
transitioning into a wired courtroom by eliminating traditional court repon.
ers and repladng them with technology in the form of an audio.-wired court .. 
room that has microphones at each needed location- witness box, counsel 
table, judge's bench-and a recording system located eith er in the courtroom 
o r at a remote location. For example, the Delaware County courthouse in 
Pennsylvania has wired all of its courtrooms with microphones and playback 
equipment that is mo nito red from a separate location in the courthouse. 
Requests to repeat what was just said are h andled by a request to the audio 
operator to play back an audio segment. 

Computerized courtrooms can be seen frequentl y on Courtroom Vie\V 
Network televised trials, where computer terminals are p resent at each law .. 
yer 's table, at the judge's bench, and for each of the court support personnel, 
with mo nito rs for the jury. 

Litigation support software is used in trial to display documentary evi.
dence, graphic presentations, and s imulations of accidents. Relevant portions 
of documents can be displayed as a witness testifies and identifies the docu.
me.nt for everyone in the cou rtroom to see at the same t ime, without the need 
to pass paper copies to everyone. Lawyers can rapidly search depositions 
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Exhibit 18.1 U.S. Tax Court Electronic (North) Courtroom 

UNITED STATES TAX COURT ELECTRONIC (NORTH) COURTROOM 

Source: Courtesy of U.S. Tax Court. 

Exhibit 18.2 Sanction Presentation of Videotape Deposition 
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LEARNING OBJECTIVE 2 
Interact with courthouse 
information technologists 
to plan for the use of 
equipment at trial. 

WORKING WITH COURTHOUSE 
TECHNOLOGY STAFF 

Within each courthouse and each courtroom are numerous people more 
than willing to help the legal team if they are properly approached and 
consulted. The people working in these areas have a substantial amount of 
technical knowledge because they work in their area of expertise on a daily 
basis. Occasional users of technology, like members of a litigation trial team, 
cannot expect to have the same amount of expertise, unless they also spend 
considerable time learning the ropes. And even then, courthouse technology 
staffers can make the process flow smoothly because they are familiar with 
the idiosyncrasies peculiar to their courthouse's installation. 

Exhibit 18.3 shows an example of how the U.S. District Court for the 
Eastern District of California invites users to become familiar with the elec, 
tronic support in the courtroom. The IT or technical support office should 
be the first place to go or contact if any technology will be needed or used 
in the courtroom, whether it be in a deposition or a trial. Find out what the 
procedures are first. Members of the support staff usually know how the 
different judges feel about the use of technology. Some may not approve of 
large,screen displays, whereas others may think that a single large,projection 
screen is appropriate. Some may have individual monitors all over the 
courtroom and yet not want them used for things like presenting a video 
deposition, preferring instead a single monitor placed for the judge and the 
jury to view. 

The technical support person may also be the one to help clear the hard, 
ware through security, saving time and stress on the day of trial by getting 
everything into the building in time to set it up and try it out beforehand. 
Remember, courtroom IT staffers usually hold the master keys to unlock the 
courtroom. It is also an advantage for the legal team to have someone who 
speaks the same technical jargon and can interface at the same knowledge 
level. A little goodwill can go a long way. 

Clearing the Right to Bring in the Equipment Beforehand 

Anyone who has been in a courthouse in the past few years knows of the 
increased security measures in place: metal scanners, X,ray machines, and 
briefcase searches. Anything out of the ordinary, particularly electronic 
equipment, can result in special scrutiny. In the ideal setting, the only thing 
the legal team needs to bring is the pertinent CD, videotape, or other elec, 
tronic storage media-all the equipment is provided by the courthouse. 

Rarely does everything work so s1noothly as the ideal. Most attor, 
neys carry the electronic files on their laptops. The trial presentation plan 
might be to use the software and files on a laptop by connecting it to the 
courtroom equipment with a cable. Where the court system is not com, 
patible or the equipment is not provided, the legal team must bring all the 
needed equipment into the courthouse. It is highly recommended that the 
security office be contacted ahead of tin1e to learn the policy and procedures 
for bringing equipment into the courthouse and setting it up. In a number 
of courthouses, it means using the loading dock of the courthouse or other 
alternate entrance and waiting for clearance. Pre,clearing equipment can save 
valuable time on the day of trial, not to mention ensuring that everything will 
work as p lanned. 
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Exhibit 18.3 Electronic Courtroom of U.S. District Court for the Eastern District 
of California Website 

UNITED STATES DISJiRICT CO RT 
Easte1·n District of Califo1·nia 

About I Location I Contact 

Website Suggestion? 

Chief Judge Lawrence J . o ·~ eill 
Clerk of Court r\larianne ~Iatberlr 

• 

~ls_ea_~_h~~~~___.I 9 

Al Judges 

Consent to Proceed Before a 
MagtStrate Judge 

Contacts 

Court Agency Information 

Court Calendar 

Court Reporters I Transcripts 

CVB Information 

Electronic Courtroom 

Judicial Conduct & 01sab1lrty 

~,1ot1on Schedule 

Op1n1ons 

Seminar Disclosure Info 

VDRP 

Home i. Judges • Electronic Courtroom 

Electronic Courtroom of Eastern District of California 

OVERVlEW 

This document is intended to provide you \'11th an overview of lhe court aud1e>-v1sual evidence presentation systems 
The systems are available for use 1n both the o,stnct and Magistrate Courtrooms ,n Sacramento The follo,ving 
provides speafic details regarding the equipment and It's uses. This document may also serve as a reference to bnef 
clients and \•11tnesses. In order to reserve equipment 1l 1s recommended that attorneys first contact the appropriate 
court room deputy Attorneys should arrange through the court room deputy a tJme to meet wrth court Information 
Technology staff Appointments ideally should be scheduled at teas! a week prior to court. 

Audio Systems 

The courtroom audio systems consist of several components. 1nciud1ng: microphones and overhead speakers. an 
infra-red interpretation and heanng impaired reinforcement system, auxiliary audio inputs, and an audio 
conferencing system The maJor audio components are lrsted belov, 

Mrcrophones/Sgeakers 

Microphones are located at Judge and courtroom deputy benches as \'/ell as counsel tables The 
microphones have touch pads ,vhich mute sound ,vhen pressed. Normal operation resumes ,vhen lhe 
touch pad 1s no tonger pressed Although lhe microphones are sound sensrtJve, users should 
remember to speak no further than 12" a\•1ay from the mouthpiece to achieve optimal clanty 

All overhead speakers in the courtroom normally transmit sound during court proceedings. The court 
room deputy may control sound output to speafic areas of the court room from an AMX control panel 
A sidebar microphone is also available at lhe ,vitness bench The courtroom deputy presses the bench 
conference button from the AMX control panel so that \Vhrte noise 1s transmitted over lhe speakers. 

lnterpreter/Heanna Impaired Systems 

Each courtroom is equipped ,•nth interpreter and heanng impaired systems The systems use infrared 
technology \Vh1ch transmits sound to headset users. By selecting Channel ·1· a headset user hears lhe 
court interpreter proceedings By selecting channel ··2 ... a headset user hears a sound-enhanced 
version of all court proceedings 

Audio Teleconferencing 

The Courtrooms are equipped 1,vith a Gentner-724 audio conferencing unit. The teleconferencing 
reature allo,vs callers from outside lhe courtroom to participate rn court proceedings. Audio from the 
teleconference is transmrtted over the Courts overhead sound system Control of teleconference 
features can be made vra an AMX touchscreen control panel located at the courtroom deputy's bench. 
Control features include. 

On/off 
Volume control 
Pnvacy (Mute) 

Arrangements to ulJt12e audio conferencing must be made V'llth lhe Courtroom Deputy 

Source: Reproduced with permission from LexisNexis. 
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PRACTICE TIP 
Al I programs in the 
Microsoft Office Suite, 
including PowerPoint, 
offer on Ii ne tutorials 
to help users learn how 
to use the programs. 

LEARNING OBJECTIVE J 
Understand the use of 
presentation graphics 
programs. 

WEB RESOURCES 

For PowerPoint training 
options, see PowerPoi nt 

training at the Microsoft Office 
website: http:// office.mi crosoft. 
com/en-us 

p resentatio n graphics 
Visual aids used to enhance an oral 
presentation. 

LEARNING OBJECTIVE 4 
Create a basic electronic 

presentation. 

What Happens When the Lights Go Out 

Even the best plans can be sidetracked when the equipment fails or when the 
power needed is not available. In many parts of the country, the power com-
pany' s reaction to excess power demand is to reduce the power (sometimes 
called a brownout) when the voltage is reduced. Some equipment will work at 
a lower--than--optimum voltage, while other items must have a constant power 
supply. For example, many homeowners have found their refrigerators not 
working after a brownout because the motors, unable to operate at the lower 
voltage supplied by the power company, have burned out. While there are 
options like battery--powered backup systems, these may not be practical. 
Therefore, in anticipation of ''when all else fails,'' it is always good to have 
backup hard copies of graphs and charts. 

Many legal teams bring backups of important files and software on extra 
laptop computers, just in case. Particularly well--prepared or overly con-
cerned legal teams check the equipment in advance and bring extra bulbs for 
the computer projector; they may even bring backup projectors, monitors, 
and, in some cases, printers. To paraphrase an old adage, if anything can go 
wrong, it will, at the worst possible moment and in the middle of trial. 

USING TECHNOLOGY TO PRESENT THE CASE 

Presentation and Trial Graphics 

It has been said, one picture is worth ten thousand words. Properly prepared 
graphics are an excellent way of telling a story and making a point, whether it 
be to a jury, a client, or a group of concerned residents in a public meeting. 
Conversely, poorly prepared graphics can be boring and can distract from the 
main message. Nearly everyone has seen PowerPoint slides used as part of a pre-
sentation. Some slides hit home and make everyone in the audience wish they 
had copies. Others convey a confused message at best or offer a few minutes of 
sleep to the audience at worst. More and more people use graphics in presenta-
tions as the software to create them becomes more affordable and easier to use. 

Among the most commonly used presentation graphics software pro-
grams are those included as part of the office suites of programs from 
Microsoft Power Point and Corel Presentation. These programs are used in 
many law offices to create high--quality slide shows and drawings that include 
text, data charts, and graphic objects. 

One of the advantages of these programs is their flexibility. They can be 
used to prepare and present the graphic presentation electronically, using a 
computer with or without a projector, and they're also capable of printing out 
paper copies for distribution. Presentation programs typically provide stock 
templates of graphics, artwork, and layouts as samples that the user can easily 
modify. More advanced users can add sound or video clips to the presentation, 
include still photos, and incorporate custom graphics from other programs. 

ELECTRONIC GRAPHICS CREATION 

It used to be that when you walked into a courthouse, you knew who was 
trying a case by the armload of poster board graphics and easels being car-
ried by the legal support staff. The use of photographs has always been a 
common form of exhibit. In fact, the use of photographs is a good lesson 
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in what is appropriate for a presentation graphic. While some lawyers carry 
snapshot,sized photos (4 x 5 in.) and others carry larger photos (8 x 10 in.), 
it is a good idea to remember the words of a wise old judge to a novice trial 
attorney: If it 's important enough to use a photo, make sure the last person 
in the jury box and the jL1dge can see it at the same time. With the introduc, 
tion of overhead projectors and slide and computer projectors, many wiser 
trial attorneys have given up larger (30 x 40 in.) blow,ups of photos in favor 
of computer,projected versions (where size is limited only by the size of the 
screen or wall). The sa1ne is true of drawings and diagra1ns. But always re, 
member the advice about poorly prepared graphics-do not use them. 

Graphic creation programs are used to create visuals either as stand,alone 
graphics or as part of a presentation, such as a PowerPoint presentation. One 
of the newer classes of graphic software programs that offer templates is 
SmartDraw. Exhibit 18.4 shows examples of a graphic created for trial. The 
obvious advantage to this class of software is the ability of the legal team to 
create its own graphics without the need of artists and outside consultants. 
It is possible to create trial graphics in court on a laptop computer to meet 
an unexpected factual twist and to display the image using the laptop and 

Exhibit 18.4 Intersection of Accident Scene Created with SmartDraw 
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Source: Reprinted with permission from SmartDraw. 

tria l graphics 
Visual aids used to enhance a trial 
presentation. 
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projection unit. Even when the graphics are printed out, these programs pro-
vide an electronic backup if the large display boards are delayed in transit or 
damaged by overzealous cleaning staff. 

Power Point has become the standard for making electronic presentations 
of all types to all types of audiences, from grade schools (see Exhibit 18.5) to 
corporations to courtrooms. 

A good PowerPoint presentation can reinforce and highlight the speak-
er's ideas and concepts. A poor PowerPoint presentation can undermine all 
the hard work that went into the presentation. While some presentations are 
designed for only intermittent viewing, in the legal community they are typi-
cally used to reinforce ideas, concepts, and thoughts the presenter wants to 
make to the audience. 

A few pointers on presentations using Power Point: 

• Viewability. Use background and text color combinations that can be 
read by everyone in the room. Be aware of the issue of colorblindness 
and the effects of some colors, like soothing pastel colors and vivid, 
wake--up colors like red. 

• Density. Slides should support ideas in as few words as possible; no one 
wants to read a full page of text. 

• Sounds. Sounds can be very effective when used appropriately; overdo 
it, however, and their impact is lost. Also, inappropriate sound effects, 
like gunshots, may be unacceptable or not permitted to be used in a 
courtroom. 

• Stand aside. Even the best presentation is worthless if the presenter is 
standing in front of it, blocking the viewers' ability to see it. 

• Imagery. Choose the picture wisely. What is the lasting impression you 
want to leave in the minds of, say, the jury members when they go into 
deliberations? Among the most effective pictures in a personal injury 
case may be a photo of the victim sitting in a wheelchair or lying in a 
hospital bed no words are necessary. 

Exhibit 18.5 PowerPoint Sample Slide 

c 

h " the n1I :. will f lo hu 
er o , pla.,. nd Ll'I, 

Source: Screen shot reprinted by permission from Microsoft Corporation. 
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SmartDraw 

SmartDraw is a graphics creation program that can be used to create stand-
alone images, both in print form and in computer slide presentations. In ad-
dition to its intuitive user interface, one of its biggest advantages for the legal 
team is the thousands of templates and icons available for creating graphics 
quickly. Many of the graphics included in the program anticipate the needs 
of the legal community and require only minor modification. 

ELECTRONIC TRIAL PRESENTATION PROGRAMS 

More and more courtrooms are providing, or allowing litigants to bring 
for their trial, computer--based electronic display systems. Some see this as 
nothing more than a logical outgrowth of the multimedia presentations that 
started with the use of chalkboards, movie clips, and slide projectors. 

Modern trial presentations frequently include videotaped depositions 
and the presentation of images, photos, videos, and portions of documents. 
These may be exhibited on personal monitors or large--screen displays. 

Managing the hundreds of individual case components to be displayed in 
the courtroom can be a trial nightmare unless they are organized and easily 
accessed for presentation. Litigation presentation programs, like Sanction by 
LexisNexis and TrialDirector by inData, are multifaceted trial presentation pro-
grams that provide a comprehensive approach to presenting all types of exhib-
its in the courtroom, including documents, photographs, graphic images, video 
presentations, and recorded depositions. Unlike PowerPoint, which requires 
the creation of individual slides, these programs allow existing documents and 
files to be presented by simply copying them into the program data file and 
making a selection for presentation. Trial presentation programs, like Sanction, 
are thus databases of the documents either in a case file or on a computer. 

The selection of the individual items for presentation is facilitated by a 
panel that allows a preview of the item selected. The final presentation is usu-
ally previewable on a computer or on a laptop screen using the dual--monitor 
mode before being projected, as shown in Exhibit 18.6. 

Sanction, T rialDirector, and similar trial presentation programs allow 
the legal team to organize and manage the documents, depositions, photo-
graphs, and other data as exhibits for trial and then display them as evidence 
when needed in depositions and trial. 

PRACTICE TIP 
SUPPORTED FORMATS 
Not al I native formats can be used in al I trial presentation programs, just as not 
all music files can be played on every brand of portable music player. Early in 
the preparation process, it is wise to check the formats supported by the trial pre
sentation program selected for trial to ensure compatibi I ity and avoid scrambling 
near the trial date to convert or find suitable replacements. 

Limitations on Presentation Graphics 

Any limitations on using presentation graphics are determined by the equip-
ment in the courtroom. If the courtroom is not set up with appropriate power 
sources, screens, or monitors, computer presentations will not work, and 
print exhibits may still be needed. A key issue for the legal support staff is to 
determine well in advance of trial the availability of technical resources in the 

LEARNING OBJECTIVE 5 
Explain the use of trial 
presentation programs. 

trial presentation program 
Computer program that organizes and 
manages documents, depositions, 
photographs, and other data used as 
exhibits for trial and displays them as 
evidence when needed. 
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Exhibit 18.6 Sanction Dual-Monitor Mode for Courtroom Presentation Allows the 
Trial Team to See the Image before It Is Projected on the Courtroom 
and Individual Monitors 

. -· 

r 

Source: Sanction LexisNexis. Reprinted with permission. 

WEB RESOURCES 
,, 

~ For complete informa-
,. ~• tion and documenta

tion on the Matthew J. Perry, Jr. 
Courthouse in Columbia, South 
Carolina, go to the United States 
District Court for the District of 
South Carolina website: http:// 
www.scd.uscourts.gov/ . 

Exhibit 18.7 Judge's Bench 

United States District Court of Minnesota. 

courtroom in which the trial will take place. If the courtroom is not equipped 
for computer presentations, will the court allow the installation and use of 
computer presentation equipment? And, if all of the equipment must be sup-
plied, will the client be willing to pay the costs associated with acquiring or 
renting and installing the needed hardware? 

The following information and the photographs in Exhibits 18. 7, 18.8, 
and 18.9 are from online material available at the U.S. District Court for 
the District of South Carolina website, which opened its first fully electronic 

Exhibit 18.8 Counsel Tables 

United States District Court of Minnesota. 
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Exhibit 18.9 Jury Box Exhibit 18.10 Counsel Lectern with Document 
Camera and Large-Screen Display 

United States District Court of Minnesota. 

United States District Court of Minnesota. 

courtrooms at the Matthew J. Perry, Jr. Federal Courthouse in Columbia, 
South Carolina. They offer a glimpse into the features and equipment that 
might be found in other courtrooms and courthouses. 

V ideo monitors are strategically placed around the courtroom. The 
judge's bench (Exhibit 18. 7), the witness stand, the courtroom deputy, each 
of the counsel tables (Exhibit 18.8), and the jury box (Exhibit 18.9) have a 
video monitor to display the evidence. 

The jury box has one flat--panel monitor placed between every two juror 
chairs. 

There are also large-screen monitors for displaying evidence using a docu-
ment camera or other electronic media (Exhibit 18.10) just inside the well of the 
court, so those in the gallery can view evidence displayed through the system. 

At the heart of the electronic courtroom is the visual presentation cart, or 
media center, which contains most of the presentation electronics, including: 

document camera, 
• • annotation monitor, 

interpreter box, 
infrared headphones, 
laptop port, 
VCR, and 
dual-cassette player. 

In addition to the electronic courtroom capabilities, videoconferenc-
ing technology is available in any courtroom at the Matthew J. Perry, 
Jr. Courthouse. 

Electronic Equipment in the Courtroom 

Document Camera 

The document camera (Exhibit 18.11) is an easy--to--operate, portable evidence-
presentation system. This unit is equipped with a high--resolution camera and 
features a 12: 1 magnification zoom lens with a high--accuracy, auto--focusing 

large-screen monitor 
A video monitor conven iently located 
in the courtroom that is large enough 
for all to see the graph ics displayed. 

visual presentation cart 
A media center located in the 
courtroom. 

document camera 
A portable evidence-presentation sys
tem equipped with a high-resolution 
camera. 

annotation monitor 
A monitor that allows a witness to eas
ily make on-screen annotations with 
the touch of a finger. 

interp reter box 
Routes language translations from an 
interpreter to the witness/defendant's 
headphones or the courtroom's public 
address system. 

infrared headphones 
An assisted listening device for the 
hearing impaired. 

laptop port 
A connection into which a laptop may 
be plugged. 

VCR 
Equipment that plays back video and 
audio. 

d ual-cassette player 
Equipment that plays back audio. 
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Exhibit 18.11 Document Camera Exhibit 18.12 Annotation Monitor 

un;ted Statk District Court. 

United Stat~ District Court. 

system. The document camera can present evidence (e.g., J .. D objects, paper 
documents, transparencies, X.-rays. etc.) for display on monitors t hroughout 
the courtroom, 

Annotation Monitor 

Annotation monito rs (Exhib it 18.12) allow a witness to easily make on .. screen 
annotations with the touch of a finger. Annotations can be made by pressing 
lightly and dragging your finger as you would a pen. 

Interpreter Box 

The interpreter box (Exhibit 18.13) routes language translations from an in, 
terpreter to the witness/defendant's headphones o r to the courtroom's public 
address system. 

Infrared Headphones 

Infrared headphones (Exhibit 18. 14) are used as an assisted listening device 
for the hearing impaired. The Americans with Disabilit ies Act requires this 
type of device to be available for any individual needing it. It can a lso be used 
in conjunction with the interpreter box for language interpretations. 

PRACTICE TIP 
GITTING TECHNOLOGY TO WORK IN THE 
COURTROOM-A PRESENTATION APPROACH 

Try ii out ahead o( lime. 
Have backup equipment 
Have a sc:para1e opcrar0t. 
Know the passwords. 



Exhibit 18.13 Interpreter Box 

United States District Court. 
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Exhibit 18.14 Infrared Headphones 

T,ll'o IR receiving 

Apenures 
- for allen ng 

tl1e fre Que ncy 
response 

diodes (b el1111d spec,.al 
plastic cover I 

On/offlvolun1e 
conlfol 

Fl 

United States District Court. 

Chan11ol 
seloctor switch 
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THE ELECTRONIC COURTROOM AND TRIAL PRESENTATION 

Introduction to the 
Electronic Courthouse 

The Electronic 
Courtroom 

Technology has changed the way that courts perform their traditional 
functions, recognizing the demand for swift justice. 

Electronic and court--based systems are increasingly being used in the 
courts. As budgets allow, courtrooms are being outfitted with comput-
ers and audiovisual presentation systems. 

Courtrooms are being wired with technology ranging from the very 
basic to highly sophisticated technology, with monitors and computers 
at every workstation for the lawyers, the judge, and the jury. 

(continued) 
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Working with Courthouse 
Technology Staff 

Using Technology to 
Present the Case 

Electronic Graphics 
Creation 

Courtrooms generally have support personnel who are available to 
assist the members of the litigation team in the use of the technology 
available in the courtroom or the courthouse. They are also the key 
people to contact when permission is needed to bring equipment into 
the courthouse on the day of trial. Good working relations with the 
technical support staff can be invaluable when everything goes wrong 
and backup equipment is needed on an emergency basis. 

Properly prepared graphics are an excellent way of telling a story and 
making a point. 

The most accessible presentation software programs are Microsoft 
PowerPoint, Corel Presentation, and SmartDraw. 

Courtrooms are providing, or allowing litigants to provide for their 
trial, computer,based electronic display systems. 

Trial presentations frequently include videotaped depositions and 
the display of images, photos, videos, and portions of documents. 

Trial presentation programs allow the legal team to organize and 
manage the documents, depositions, photographs, and other data used 
as exhibits for trial and then display them as evidence when needed. 

• Sanction and TrialDirector-These trial presentation programs are 
electronic trial presentation software applications. 

• Supported formats-Not all native formats can be used in all trial 
presentation programs. 

It is wise, early in the preparation process, to check the formats 
supported by the trial presentation program selected for trial to ensure 
compatibility. 

Properly prepared graphic presentations assist in presenting a case. 
Graphic software like SmartDraw makes the creation of trial graphics 
quick and easy. 

REVIEW QUESTIONS AND EXERCISES 

1. List and explain some of the advantages of the 
use of technology in litigation. 

2. What are the functions for which a litigation 
team uses litigation presentation progran1s? 

3. How can PowerPoint be used as a litigation 
presentation program? 

4. How can the legal team use presentation graph, 
ics programs? Give examples of both litigation 
and nonlitigation uses. 

5. Explain the use of trial presentation programs. 

6. What can you do when the power fails during 
a trial? 

7. List and explain considerations in the creation 
of presentation graphics. 

8. List and explain limitations on presentation 
graphics used at trial. 

9. Why is the courthouse technology team i111por, 
tant to the legal team? 
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BUILDING YOUR PARALEGAL SKILLS 

INTERNET AND TECHNOLOGY EXERCISES 

1. Use the Internet to locate resources for learn-
ing how to use Microsoft Power Point. List the 
topics available and the web address for access-
ing this information. 

2. What Internet resources are available for 
obtaining maps and aerial views that might be 
used for trial preparation? 

3. Using the court you selected to file the lawsuit 
in the exercise in Chapter 4, find out what 
information is available online about the proce-
dural aspects and the electronic capabilities of 
the courtrooms. 

4. Create an accident scene exhibit using a graph-
ics software program. 

CIVIL LITIGATION VIDEO CASE STUDIES 

Expert Witness Video Deposition 

An expert witness has his 
deposition videotaped. 

5. Create a basic Power Point presentation on the 
use of Power Point in litigation. 

6. Create a basic PowerPoint presentation on the 
use of PowerPoint by the legal team, including 
an explanation of how to make a slide. 

7. Prepare a PowerPoint presentation for use in 
trial using the exhibits in the comprehensive 
tort case study in Appendix 1 and the graphics 
prepared using SmartDraw Legal Edition and 
LexisNexis TimeMap. 

8. Create a presentation for use in court using 
Sanction for the comprehensive tort case study 
in Appendix 1. 

After viewing the video at www.pearson.com/ 
goldman-civil-litigation, answer the following 

• questions. 

1. How may a videotaped deposition of an expert 
witness be used in trial? 

2. What are the advantages and disadvantages to 
using videotaped depositions? 

CHAPTER OPENING SCENARIO CASE STUDY 

Use the Opening Scenario for this chapter to an-
swer the following questions. 

1. How can all the needed equipment be used in 
court without having to use a truck to carry all 
the documents and exhibits? 

2. How can graphics be used in the trial? 
3. What are the advantages and disadvantages of 

the different trial graphics options, in soft ... 
ware cost and the time needed for preparation? 
Explain, using specific software costs. 

4. What are the possible methods of presenting 
expert testimony? Describe the advantages and 
disadvantages of each. 

5. What cautions should the trial attorney con-
sider in using graphics at trial? 

6. What pretrial measures should be taken if trial 
graphics are going to be used? 
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SCHOOL BUS-TRUCK ACCIDENT CASE 
Review the assigned case study in Appendix 2. 

1. Prepare a Power Point presentation for use in 
trial using the exhibits in the comprehensive 
case study in Appendix 2 and the graphics 
prepared using SmartDraw and LexisNexis 
TimeMap. 

2. Create a presentation for use in court using 
Sanction for the comprehensive case study in 
Appendix 2. 

BUILDING YOUR PROFESSIONAL PORTFOLIO AND LITIGATION 
REFERENCE MANUAL 

JJI/ /}}I •• 

CIVIL LITIGATION TEAM AT WORK 
See page 18 for instructions on Building Your 
Professional Portfolio. 

Form 

Prepare a form engagement letter for all outside 
consultants who work on a case, stating their obliga-
tion to keep everything confidential. 

VIRTUAL LAW OFFICE EXPERIENCE 

SCHOOL BUS-TRUCK ACCIDENT CASE 
To: Paralegal Intern 
From: Roy Saunders 
Case Name: School Bus-Truck Accident Case 

Re: Trial presentation 

Contacts and Resources 

1. Internet address of resources for learning how 
to use Microsoft PowerPoint 

2. Internet resources for obtaining maps and aer-
ial views of locations 

3. Technology contact or court technology office 
in your local and federal courts 

I am considering using a slide show during the opening statement and closing argument that will 
impact the jury, since I believe a picture is worth a thousand words. 

1. Review the images, photographs, and other exhibits contained in the case files. 
2. Using Power Point, prepare a slide presentation that will enhance the opening statement and closing 

argument I will make at trial. 





LEARNING OBJECTIVES 

After studying this chapter, you should be able to: 

1. Describe the procedure and purpose of 
entering a judgment of record. 

2. Identify the types of errors made at trial. 

3. Describe the procedures available to seek relief 
from the trial court for errors made at trial. 

' ' ' 

4. List the requirements for perfecting an appeal. 

5. Describe the appeal process in the United 
States Court of Appeals and the United States 
Supreme Court. 
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roce ures 

OPENING SCENARIO 

The entire legal team attorneys and staff from both offices waited anxiously in the downtown office 
conference room for the judge's law clerk to call and let them know the jury had reached a verdict. With 
so many claims and issues, it was likely to be some time before they would get the call to return to the 
courtroom. Mr. Saunders, Mr. Benjamin, Ms. Eden, and their paralegal, Caitlin, gathered at one end of the 
conference room while Mr. Mason, Ms. Marshall, and their paralegal, Emily, were at the other. There was 
no sense in wasting time. They were going over the trial while the events were fresh in their minds, comparing 
notes and looking for potential areas of procedural error that could be used for reconsideration or appeal, 
if necessary. They did not have a transcript because the costs to obtain it on a daily basis far exceeded their 
or their clients' ability to pay for one. Based on the hoped--for verdicts, the paralegals were asked to prepare 
draft orders for the judge to sign as well as to start preparation of any motions that might be needed. 

OPENING SCENARIO LEARNING OBJECTIVE 

Prepare an appeal of an adverse decision in a civil trial court for filing in your jurisdiction. 

VIDEO INTRODUCTION 

Post-Trial Procedures 

After watching the video at www.pearson.com/goldman--civil--litigation, answer the 
following questions: 
1. What post verdict activity might a legal team have? 
2. What time limits are critical after the verdict? 

461 
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LEARNING OBJECTIVE 1 
Describe the procedure 
and purpose of entering a 
judgment of record. 

motion for judgment on the 
pleadings 
A motion filed at the conclusion of the 
pleadings phase of the litigation by 
either the plaintiff or the defendant in 
order to end the lawsuit. 

motion for summary judgment 
A motion by which a party seeks to 
terminate the lawsuit prior to trial, al
leging there are no disputed material 
facts and all that remains is the appli
cation of the law to the facts. 

INTRODUCTION TO POSTTRIAL PROCEDURES 

After the jury has rendered its verdict, win or lose, the legal team needs to 
anticipate the next step in the civil litigation process posttrial procedures and 
relief. If errors are alleged to have been made by the court in the conduct of the 
trial, depending upon the nature and effect on the client's case, steps may need 
to be taken to correct those errors. If a verdict was entered in favor of the cli-
ent, it must be procedurally turned into an enforceable judgment. Time limits 
on posttrial motions, appeals to higher courts, and action on judgments must 
be investigated and carefully observed to avoid losing rights to posttrial relief. 

ENTERING JUDGMENT 

There are several ways in which litigation might terminate, resulting in judg-
ment entered on the official court record, the docket: 

1. motion for judgment on the pleadings, 
2. motion for summary judgment, 
3. default judgment, 
4. bench trial verdict, 
5. jury verdict, or 
6. final ruling of an appellate court verdict. 

Motion for a Judgment on the Pleadings. After the conclusion of the plead-
ings phase of the litigation, either the plaintiff or the def end ant may file a 
motion for a judgment on the pleadings, claiming that he is entitled to judgment 
in his favor as a matter of law. The motion asks the court to consider everything 
contained in the pleadings (and not any outside matters) in the light most fa ... 
vorable to the non--moving party (the opposing party). If there are no disputed 
material facts, the moving party is entitled to judgment. ''Undisputed facts,'' in 
this context, means that any fact denied by the opposing party is considered as 
not true, and all of the opposing party's allegations are treated as true. Because 
either party can bring the motion, judgment may be entered in either' s favor. 

Motion for Summary Judgment. At any time, any of the parties to the litiga-
tion may file a motion for summary judgment. A motion for summary judg ... 
ment is decided in the same way as the motion for judgment on the pleadings, 
except that the court can look at items outside the pleadings. As with the mo-
tion for a judgment on the pleadings, the court views the pleadings in the light 
most favorable to the non--moving party. All that remains is the application of 
the law to the facts, which requires entry of judgment in favor of the moving 
party. The difference is that in the motion for summary judgment, the court 
can consider more than just the pleadings. For example, the court can look at 
responses to written discovery requests, deposition transcripts, and affidavits. 

Both of these motions determine, as a matter of law, whether one of the 
parties is entitled to judgment in its favor. At trial, attorneys make oral mo-
tions for directed verdict, asking the judge to dismiss the lawsuit or enter 
judgment in favor of their client. 

An entry of default judgment occurs when a party fails to respond to a 
pleading containing claims against him or her for example, if the defendant 
fails to file an answer to the complaint or the plaintiff fails to respond to 
affirmative defenses and counterclaims raised by the defendant. 
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Verdict. At the conclusion of trial, the jury or a judge sitting in a bench 
trial returns a verdict, which results in a determination of liability or fault 
and an award of damages. 

Although all of these end the litigation, none has any effect on the liti~ 
gants until judgment is entered on the written record of the docket in the 
office of the court that maintains the court records-sometimes called the 
clerk of court or prothonotary. This is particularly true of a jury verdict and 
an oral motion granted at trial . The force of law accompanies these only after 
they are reduced to a written court order, the judgment, and it is entered on 
the docket. The date of the entry of judgment is the date from which all dates 
for posttrial proceedings are calculated. 

In many instances, the judge will orally enter judgment following comple~ 
tion of the case or annoL1ncement of the jury verdict. It is incumbent llpon 
the litigants to make sure the judge's oral statements from the bench become 
part of the written record and are entered on the docket. If the judge has not 
previously been provided with a blank copy of the order of court to sign, one 
that conforms to the verdict of judg1nent rendered may need to be prepared 
and submitted for the judge's signature. 

Entry of judgment in the federal courts requires that a separate written 
document be filed with the clerk of court. Although Fed. R. Civ. P . 58 speci~ 
fies some instances where a separate document is not required, the better 
practice is to be prepared to offer the judge the necessary documents to sign 
for entry of judgment. Many local rules require the attorneys to take the 
steps necessary to ensure that the judgment has been entered into record. 

Whether the judgment is prepared by the judge on his own or by the at~ 
torneys at the ju dge's direction, the form is the same. Exhibit 19.1 shows a 
form for entry of judgment on jury verdict. The form is found as Form 70 
in the Appendix of Forms to the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. The form 
may be adapted to meet the circumstances of the particular case. 

verd ict 
The decision reached by the jury, or 
judge in a bench trial, that concludes 
the case. 

entry of judgment 
Taking the verdict announced by the 
jury and converting it to a legally en
forceable judgment. 

Exhibit 19.1 Sample form for entry of judgment in Federal District Court 

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA 

John Smith, • 
• 

Plaintiff • Civil Action # • 

v. • 
• 

Mack Truck Company, • Judgment • 
Defendant • 

• 

This action came for trial before the Court and a jury, Honorable Nonna Shapiro, District Judge, presiding, and the 
issues having been duly tried and the jury having duly rendered its verdict, 

It is Ordered and Adjudged 

That the Plaintiff, Smith recover of the Defendant Mack Truck Company the sum of $250,000 with interest thereon 
at the rate of six (6°/o) percent as provided by law, and his costs of action. 

Dated at Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, this __ day of __ 20 __ . 

Clerk of Court 
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LEARNING O BJECTIVE 2 
Identify the types of errors 
made at trial. 

posttrial relief 
Action, such as an appeal to a higher 
court, taken by one of the litigants to 
correct errors made at trial. 

error made in evidentiary ruling 
An error made at trial by the judge 
with regard to the admission or exclu
sion of evidence. 

error made in instructions to 
. 
1ury 
An error made at trial by the judge 
with regard to the instructions given 
to the jury or the recitation of the 
instructions. 

verd ict unsupported by 
evidence 
An error made at trial where the ver
dict of the jury is not supported by 
the evidence or the verdict disre
gards the law as presented in the jury 
instructions. 

p reserving the record 
The obligation of the attorney to raise 
objection to mistakes made at trial. 
The objection gives the trial judge 
notice of an error he may be about to 
make or ,nay have already made and 
gives the judge the opportunity to cor
rect that error at trial. 

continuing objection 
An acknowledgment in the record of 
the trial that the attorney objects to 
particular testimony or evidence with
out her having to object each time 
the witness answers a question. The 
purpose is to permit the testimony to 
be presented seamlessly without the 
attorney waiving the error of the testi
mony's admission. 

ERRORS MADE AT TRIAL 

Once judgment is entered on the record, the clock begins to run for the at; 
torney to pursue posttrial relief . Posttrial relief includes the identification of 
errors made at trial that impacted the client's case and its outcome and the 
procedures needed to correct those errors. Because of the short period of 
time (usually 10 days) to take action and file documents with the court, the 
determination of the existence of error n1ight have to be made without the 
benefit of a trial transcript to review. Instead, this determination of error may 
be made based on the attorney's memory and the notes kept by the paralegal 
and other members of the trial team during the trial. 

Errors made at trial are generally errors made by the judge related to pro; 
cedure, such as rulings on objections made at trial . These rulings fall into 
two broad categories: errors m ade in evidentiary rulings and errors made 
in instructions to the jury. A third area of error at trial occurs when the jury 
verdict is unsupported by the evidence or is contrary to the evidence. 

Evidentiary Rulings 

One type of error made at trial is related to the admission or exclusion of evi; 
dence, including the testi1nony of witnesses or exhibits and other evidence. 
Disputes concerning known or expected issues of the admission or exclusion of 
evidence are usually raised in the pretrial memorandum. During the final pre; 
trial conference, the judge will issue a ruling on the admissibility of evidence as 
raised in the pretrial memorandL1m. For example, in a contested will case, the 
parties may have included in their pretrial memoranda an issue related to hear; 
say: Are oral statements of the decedent's surviving spouse, who is now incapacitated 
and unavailable to testify at trial, admissible as an exception to the hearsay rule? The 
judge may decide that all statements of the decedent's spouse, even hearsay, are 
relevant and admissible in determining the decedent's intent. The court may 
justify this ruling by saying the determination of intent outweighs the potential 
prejudice created by the unreliability of hearsay evidence. Alternatively, the 
judge could exclL1de the testimony of a witness because it is unreliable "double 
hearsay" (e.g., the witness would testify that the wife told her what the husband 
had said about the distribution of his estate). With either ruling, one side will 
be dissatisfied with the judge's admission or exclusion of the testimony. 

Assume for the moment that the judge ruled to permit hearsay testimony. 
When the witness is called to testify at trial, the opposing attorney will object 
to the testimony. The judge then has a second chance to rule on the admissi; 
bility of the testimony. Again, regardless of the ruling made during trial, one 
side will be dissatisfied with the decision. 

A crucial part of the trial is preserving the record for appeal. The con; 
cept requires counsel to take steps to bring any error to the court's attention 
and to seek its correction as soon as possible. This obligation is a continuing 
one, and each time the error arises, the attorney 1nust object in order to pre; 
serve the objection on the record for possible appeal. Sometimes the judge 
will recognize that a party intends to object and, for ease of the presentation 
of evidence, will permit a continuing objection to be p laced on the record. 
The continuing objection applies to all evidence related to that issue and that 
witness. Failure to object, which draws the court's attention to the error, re; 
sults in a waiver of the issue-the objection-on appeal. Thus, even though 
counsel in the preceding example was aware of the judge's pretrial ruling (to 
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permit the hearsay), counsel renewed or again raised her objectio n to the 
adn1issibility o f the testimony when it was presented at trial. 

Preserving the record applies to all evidence presented at trial, not just 
testimony of witnesses. Admission of pho tographs may be an error because 
they do not depict the scene of the accident accurately. An expert's opinion 
on the cause of an accident may be admitted in error because the expert as .. 
sumed facts that are not part of the case o r the expert was not properly quali, 
fied to render an opin ion . 

Instructions to the Jury 

The second type of erro r may occur in the instructions given to the jury. T he 
jury hears all the evidence and then is instructed by the judge in th e law that is 
ap plicable to the case. P roposed jury instructions are usually presented to the 
judge by both attorneys in their p ret r ial memoranda and in a conference held 
by the judge with the t r ial attorneys at t he dose of evidence. A lthough the 
attorneys may p resent proposed instructio ns, the judge makes t he ultimate 
decision as to what instructions the jury should receive. T he judge delivers 
those instructions ora lly to the jury. Error may be found in the instructions 
the.mselves o r in the recitat ion of the instructions to the jury. 

Fo r exam ple. the injured passenger in a single..-car automobile accident sues 
the d river. The evidence shows that the injured passenger ,vas intoxicated , but 
the d river was no t. T he law states that intoxication of a d r iver involved in an 
automobile accident is a factor in assessing liability or fault. T he judge instructs 
the jury. " Intoxication ma)' be cons idered in finding fault o r liability of the 
d river .'' This instructio n may be made in error because it is an incomp lete state .. 
ment of the law and potentially m isleads the jury to consider the intoxication 
of the passenger, which is no t a facto r in determining the liability o f the d river. 

Verdict Unsupported by the Evidence 

The th ird t)'pe of erro r made at trial relates to the actions of the jury. In 
some cases, the jury fails to cons ider a ll o f the evidence or misapplies the law. 
Under these circumstances, there is no error by the judge in admitting o r ex .. 
eluding evidence or in instructing the jury. Rather , the ju ry, as sh own by its 
verd ict, has either d isregarded evidence or has inaccurately applied the law. 
T ypically, this type of erro r results from a h ighly emo tion al case where the 
members of the jury strongly identi fied with o ne of the parties to the lawsuit 
o r the wro ng com p lained of. A strong emotional reaction can cloud a jury's 
decision making and result in a verdict that is unsu pported by the evidence 
or is against the law. In some cases, the d ecis ion as co liability of the part ies to 
the lawsuit w ill be supported by the evidence and the law, but the calculatio n 
of damages may be out of proportion. 

Consider the infamous NkDonald's coffee case, where a patro n who or .. 
dered . received , and paid for a cup of coffee at the drive-through window was 
burned when the hot coffee spilled in her lap. The jury awarded her $2. 9 mil, 
lion-$200,000 represented damages to compensate for her injuries and $2. i 
million represented damages to pu nish McDonald's. T he woman was assigned 
20 percent comparative negligence, which reduced the compensatory damages 
to $160,000. A lthough the evidence supported the liability of McDonald's 
for serving coffee at a temperature that was too high, the punitive damages 
were determined by the t rial judge to be u nsupported by the evidence and 
disproportionate to the compensato ry award. Thus, the judge reduced the 
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punitive damages to $480,000, or three times th e compen satory award. The 
multimillion--dollar verdict was highly publicized. H owever , the judge's reduc-
tion of th e jury award was n ot, n or was the fact that the parties u ltimately set -
tled out of court for an un disclosed sum believed to be significantly lower than 
the judge's ru ling. Exhibit 19.2 is an article describing the specifics of th e case. 

Exhibit 19.2 The McDonald's scalding coffee case 

THE MCDONALD'S SCALDING COFFEE CASE 

Stella Liebeck of Albuquerque, New Mexico, was in the passenger seat of her grandson's car when she was 
severely burned by McDonald's coffee in February 1992. Liebeck, now 81, ordered coffee that was served in a 
styrofoam cup at the drive-through window of a local McDonald's. 

After receiving the order, the grandson pulled his car forward and stopped momentarily so that Liebeck could 
add cream and sugar to her coffee. (Critics of civil justice, who have pounced on this case, often charge that 
Liebeck was driving the car or that the vehicle was in motion when she spilled the coffee; neither is true.) 
Liebeck placed the cup between her knees and attempted to remove the plastic lid from the cup. As she 
removed the lid, the entire contents of the cup spilled into her lap. 

The sweatpants Liebeck was wearing absorbed the coffee and held it next to her skin. A vascular surgeon 
determined that Liebeck suffered full thickness burns (or third-degree burns) over 6 percent of her body, 
including her inner thighs, perineum, buttocks, and genital and groin areas. She was hospitalized for eight 
days, during which time she underwent skin grafting. Liebeck, who also underwent debridement treatments, 
sought to settle her claim for $20,000, but McDonald's refused. 

During discovery, McDonald's produced documents showing more than 700 claims by people burned by its 
coffee between 1982 and 1992. Some claims involved third-degree burns substantially similar to Liebeck's. 
This history documented McDonald's knowledge about the extent and nature of this hazard. 

McDonald's also said during discovery that, based on a consultant's advice, it held its coffee at between 180 
and 190 degrees Fahrenheit to maintain optimum taste. He admitted that he had not evaluated the safety 
ramifications at this temperature. Other establishments sell coffee at substantially lower temperatures, and 
coffee served at home is generally 135 to 140 degrees. 

Further, McDonald's quality assurance manager testified that the company actively enforces a requirement 
that coffee be held in the pot at 185 degrees, plus or minus five degrees. He also testified that a burn hazard 
exists with any food substance served at 140 degree or above, and that McDonald's coffee, at the temperature 
at which it was poured into styrofoam cups, was not fit for consumption because it would burn the mouth and 
throat. The quality assurance manager admitted that burns would occur, but testified that McDonald's had no 
intention of reducing the "holding temperature" of its coffee. 

Plaintiff's expert, a scholar in thermodynamics as applied to human skin burns, testified that liquids, at 180 
degrees, will cause a full thickness burn to human skin in two to seven seconds. Other testimony showed 
that as the temperature decreases toward 155 degrees, the extent of the burn relative to that temperature 
decreases exponentially. Thus, if Liebeck's spill had involved coffee at 155 degrees, the liquid would have 
cooled and given her time to avoid a serious burn. 

McDonald's asserted that customers buy coffee on their way to work or home, intending to consume it there. 
However, the company's own research showed that customers intend to consume the coffee immediately 
while driving. McDonald's also argued that consumers know coffee is hot and that its customers want it that 
way. The company admitted its customers were unaware that they could suffer third-degree burns from the 
coffee and that a statement on the side of the cup was not a "warning" but a "reminder" since the location of 
the writing would not warn customers of the hazard. 

The jury awarded Liebeck $200,000 in compensatory damages. This amount was reduced to $160,000 
because the jury found Liebeck 20 percent at fault in the spill. The jury also awarded Liebeck $2. 7 million in 
punitive damages, which equals about two days of McDonald's coffee sales. 

Post-verdict investigation found that the temperature of coffee at the local Albuquerque McDonald's had 
dropped to 158 degrees Fahrenheit. The trial court subsequently reduced the punitive award to $480,000-or 
three times compensatory damages-even though the judge called McDonald's conduct reckless, callous and 
willful. Subsequent to remittitur, the parties entered a post-verdict settlement. 

Source: Reprinted with permission from Georgia Trial Lawyers Association (GTLA). Copyright © 2002. All Rights Reserved. 
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Harniless Error 

Not all mistakes made at trial result in appealable issu es. For an error to be 
the foundation of an appeal, it n1ust have resulted in harm o r prejudice to 
one o f th e litigants. T he appealable error made must be one that im pacted 
the outco1ne o f the t ria1. A n exam ple thar1s easy to understand is the exclu .. 
sion of an alibi witness in a criminal trial. [ f t he witness were to testi fy con .. 
cerning the whereabouts of the defendant, the o utcome of the case would 
go a certain way. [ f the alibi witness were excluded , the outcome of the case 
could be entirely different. Exclusio n of the testimony harms the defendant 
and would be an appea lable error. A new trial, which includes the testimony 
of the alibi w itness, is the appropriate remed y. 

Often , e rro rs are made at t r ial that do no t result in harm to either party. 
The judge may admit o r exclude evidence o r g ive a jury charge that is inco r .. 
rect. \Xlhe re that erro r does no t contribute to an unfavorable outcome for 
either of the lit igants, it is considered ham1less err·or. and no corrective ac .. 
tion (appeal} is required . T o mustrate, let's return to the contested will c-ase 
and the ad missio n of the hearsay statements. Fo r this exam ple, assume the 
hearsay testimony is admitted into evidence. A lso ad mitted a re several hand .. 
written let ters that h ave been authenticated as having been writ ten by the 
decedent. T he letters contain the decedent's intent for the disposit ion of his 
assets after his death, essentially the same informatio n given in the o ral hear .. 
say testi mony. O n appeal, the e rro r being reviewed would be the admission 
of the o ral hearsay testimony. The a ppellate court would hold that it was an 
erro r to admit the hearsayt b ut because the same evidence was available fron1 
ano ther sou rce, it is unlikely that t he erro neous ad1nission of the hearsay 
resulted in ha rm . Thus, the ad mission of the hearsay is harmless e rro r. 

MOTIONS SEEKING RELI EF FROM THE TRIAL COURT 

Following the entry of th e verdict, the jury will be excused and the attorneys 
offered an opportunity to make any o ral motions for relief to t he trial court.. 
These motions must also be made in writing w ithi n as few as LO days fro m the 
entry of judgment. T hese motions include a motion for judgn1e.nt as a matter 
of law, motion for a new tr ial. and motion to mold the verd ict. 

Motion for Judgment as a Matter of Law 
A motion for a judgment as a matter of la,v (also kno\\lTI as judgment no twith .. 
standing the verdict, o r judgment n.o.v.), asks the trial judge to review and 
overturn the jury verdict (Fed. R. Civ. P. SO(b)). T his motion addresses erro rs 
by the jury and says: (1) the jury's decisio n is against the weight of the evidence 
and/or (2) the ju ry has disregarded the law as instructed by the judge, and after 
reviewing the record, no reasonable minds could disagree about what the out .. 
con1e of the case should be. However, the jury did not rule in that manner. 

Motion for a New Trial 
A 1notion for a new trial asserts that an erro r was made in a trial, whether 
by the judge o r by the jury. The error can be related to the ad mission of evi .. 
dence, the instructions to the jury, o r a verdict u nsuppo rted by the law o r ev .. 
idence. O ften t he erro r is related to somethi ng that occurred at t r ia l th at was 
so prejudicial that it would be a denial o f just ice to let the jury verdict stand. 

appcafahlc error 
An error made at lrial that causes harm 
or prejudice to a litigant. 

harmless error 
An error made al tri.al that has no 
impad on the oulcome o( the case. 

LEARNING O&JECTIVE 3 
Describe the procedures 
available to seek relief from 
the trial court for errors 
made at trial. 

motion tor judgment a!. a 
maller ot lavv 
I\ postlrial motion thal asks lhe judge 
to overturn the jury verdict because ii 
is unsupported by the evidence or dis· 
regards the law. (Formerly known as a 
judgme nt n.o.v. or judgment notwith· 
standing the verdict.) 

motion fot new trial 
A posttria l motion lhat asks for a new 
triaJ because errors were made dur· 
i.ng the trial that make the verdid 
unreliable. 
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motion to mold the verdict 
A posttrial motion that asks the judge 
to calculate the amount due on the 
verdict. 

IN THE WORDS OF THE COURT ... 
Standard of Clear Error 

Parts and flee. Motors, Inc. v. Sterling flee., Inc., 
866 F.2d 228, 233 (7th Cir. 1988) 

" ... To be clearly erroneous, a decision must strike us as more than just maybe 
or probably wrong; it must, as one member of this court recently stated during 
oral argument, strike us as wrong with the force of a five-week-old, unrefrigerated 
dead fish." 

Motion to Mold the Verdict 

A motion to mold the verdict asks the court to take the jury verdict and 
calculate the amount that the defen dant is obligated to pay th e plaintiff. T h is 
motion is n ecessary wh ere the defendant is successful on h is counterclaim or 
where th e plaintiff h as been assigned some portion of negligence in a com-
parative n egligence jurisdiction . Exhibit 19.3 sh ows a jury verdict slip that 
would require a motion to mold th e verdict. Exhibit 19 .4 shows how the 
verdict might be molded. 

Exhibit 19.3 Sample jury verdict slip that requires motion 
for a molded verdict 

(Caption of the Case) 

On the First Count 

Defendant caused the accident 
X Yes No 

Accident caused the injury 
X Yes No 

Plaintiff injuries resulted in damages. 
X Yes No 

Plaintiff caused the accident 
X Yes No 

If yes to above please assigned percentage of liability 
30°10 to plaintiff 
70°10 to defendant 

Damages sustained by Plaintiff 
$300, 000. 00 

On the Second Count 

Plaintiff breached the contract 
X Yes No 

Defendant suffered damages as a result of the Plaintiff's breach 
X Yes No 

Damages sustained by Defendant 
$30,000.00 
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Exhibit 19.4 Molded verdict 

Molded Verdict 

On Count I 
Judgment in favor of the Plaintiff in the sum of $210,000 

On Count II 
Judgment in favor of the Defendant in the sum on $30,000 

Final Judgment in Favor of the Plaintiff and against the Defendant in the sum of S180,000. 

Local Rules 
It is important to check the local rules in effect in your jurisdiction. \Vhether in 
federal court o r state court, there wiJJ be a set of local rules for the specific court 
in which you are litigating your case. In some state courts, a panel of trial judges, 
usually numbering three, must review the trial proceedings before the judgment 
of the trial judge is considered ftnal and appealable. This is accomplished by a 
n1o tion for an en bane revie,v. In other cou rts, where the case is t ried by a judge 
without a jury, the judgment of the judge is not final until a written opinion set, 
ting forth the judge's findings of facts and conclusions of law is issued. 

APPEAL TO AN APPELLATE CO U RT 

After trial~level remed ies have been exhausted, and before the expiration of 
30 days from entry of judgment, a party may fi le an appeal with the appel, 
late court. In the federal court system, litigants have the right to appeal from 
the trial court to the intermediate appellate court. Appeals are heard by the 
U.S. Court of Appeals for the circuit in which the federal d istr ict court sits. 
Exh ibit 19.5 shows the locations of the Federal C ircuit Cou rts of Appeals. 

Exhibit 19.5 U.S. Federal Courts of Appeals 

-- ...... ~ ... 

• -- 11,.,., ·--
~--""',._.-(\<'~ .. ,:.,;,,• ... ,._ 

s ,, 

1 ·n hdHl rcvi<'\.\o 
Tenn used to describe the entire panel 
of judges silting and hearing a case, 
usually o n appeal. 

LEARNING O&JECTIVE 4 
List the requ irements for 
perfecting an appeal. 

right to appeal 
The tight of a litigant to have the deci· 
sion of the trial c,:ourt be reviewed by 
an appellate court. 

·~ 
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final judgment 
A judgment entered on the docket that 
ends the litigation, effectively dismiss
ing the I itigants from court. 

interlocL1tory order 
Ruling, order, or judgment of the court 
that affects the rights of the I itigants 
but does not end the litigation. 

interlocutory appeal 
Appeal from an interlocutory order 
that requires certification of issue and 
perm1ss1on. 

appel lant 
The party who asserts that error oc
curred at trial by filing an appeal for 
review of the trial proceedings. 

petitioner 
The party who asserts that error oc
curred at trial by filing an appeal for 
review of the trial proceedings. 

appellee 
The party, usually the verdict winner 
at trial, w ho must respond to an ap
peal for review. 

respondent 
The party, usually the verdict winner 
at trial, who must respond to an ap
peal for review. 

LEARNING OBJECTIVE 5 
Describe the appeal process 

in the United States Court 
of Appeals and the United 

States Supreme Court. 

cross appeal 
Where the appellee also asserts that 
error occurred at trial and seeks appel
late review of the trial proceedings. 

cross appellant 
The appel lee (or respondent) who files 
a cross appeal. 

These appeals are governed by the Federal Rules of Appellate Procedure. In 
most state court systems, there is an intermediate appellate court, with its 
own set of rules , that hears appeals from the state trial courts. 

Final Judgment 

Judgments must be final to be appealable. A final judgment is a judgment 
entered in the docket by the clerk of court that terminates the litigation. Any 
judgment or ruling of the trial court that does not end the litigation is an 
interlocutory order. Interlocutory orders are not final and are not appeal-
able. For example, a plaintiff's motion for summary judgment to impose Ii-
ability on the driver in an auto accident case is denied. Even if the court does 
not make a finding imposing liability, the legal issue may still be litigated in 
trial. Solely for purposes of the motion for summary judgment, the driver is 
deemed not liable, leaving the issue of liability subject to further litigation in 
trial. Because the order does not end the lawsuit, the plaintiff may not appeal 
the decision. 

Alternatively, if the same motion for summary judgment is granted, the 
driver is held liable, and in that case, the plaintiff has won the lawsuit. The 
lawsuit is concluded with no further opportunity to litigate the liability issue. 
This is a final judgment and is appealable by the driver. 

Interlocutory Appeals 

In rare instances, interlocutory orders that are not final may be appealed. 
Where the ruling has the effect of ending the litigation for one of the parties 
in a multiparty lawsuit, or where the issue involved is a controlling issue of 
law that is unresolved, the interests of judicial economy may permit the ap-
peal of an interlocutory order. Permission of the court of appeals to hear an 
interlocutory appeal is required. A key component to the acceptance of an 
interlocutory appeal is certification by the trial judge that the issue involves a 
controlling question of law to which there is a substantial difference of opin-
ion (Fed. R. App. P. 5). 

PROCEDURE FOR FILING AN APPEAL 
WITH THE U.S. COURT OF APPEALS 

The party who is dissatisfied with the outcome at trial and files an appeal is 
called the appellant or petitioner. The party who must respond to the appeal 
is the appellee or respondent. T ypically, the appellant will include several 
issues that are claimed to represent appealable or reversible error committed 
by the trial judge or jury. The appellee may argue that the judge did not err 
or that the error made was harmless error. Sometimes, the appellee may also 
be dissatisfied w ith the outcome at trial. Perhaps the jury rendered a verdict 
for the plaintiff, but the judge reduced the award of damages. The defen-
dant, now the appellant, seeks to overturn the verdict and award of damages. 
The plaintiff, now the appellee, might file a cross appeal seeking to reinstate 
the jury's original verdict rather than the reduced amount determined by the 
judge. In that event, the appellee is also the cross appellant. 

Court rules are very specific about the procedures for a valid appeal and 
the form of the documents that must be submitted. Court rules , supplemented 
by local rules, specify the time deadlines and the particular format of the 
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documents submitted, including such things as the size of the margins. type 
fonts and type size, type of paper, and the color of the cover attached to the legal 
brief. Therefore, the rules must be consulted for every detail of an appeal. Not 
only must the federal rules (or, if fi ling in a state court, the state appeals rules) 
be considered, but the local rules must also be consu lted for the procedures to 
perfect the appeal. Failure to comply with these rules can result in the appeal 
being quashed, o r dismissed, with the client losing her right to appeal the judg
ment of the trial court. Even when an appeal is not quashed. a law firm 's failure 
to compl y with the rules can reflect poorly on the abilities of the legal team. In 
firms that specialize in appellate practice, paralegals oversee adherence to the 
timelines> managen1ent of the documents, and com pliance with the technical 
requirements of the appellate court, whereas the supervising attorney will be 
concerned about the legal substance of the argument being made. The parale..
gal's ability to find the rules (both federal and local), read them, understand 
them, and apply them to the appeals process will allow the attorne)' to more 
completely focus on the legal research and writing the argument. 

Notice of Appeal 

The fi ling of a n appeal in federal court is governed bl' the Federal Rules of 
Appellate Procedure (Fed. R. App. P. 3 and 4). An appeal is com menced by 
filing a notice of appeal with the clerk of the district court within 30 days of 
the entry of the judgment. However, in the event posttr ial motions have been 
filed with the district court, the t ime for filing the notice of appeal begins to 
run out after the last of those mo tions has been ruled on. The time to file the 
notice of appeal can also be extended by filing a mo tion to request an exten.-. 
sion with the district court within the 3o..day appeal period. Extension will 
be granted so long as there is a reasonable basis, rather than someone simply 
having forgotten to do their job. The correct format of the notice of appeal is 
provided in the rules. Exhibit 19.6 is an example of a n otice of appeal. 

The procedure for filing the no tice of appea l involves paying the filing 
fee a nd providing s ufficient copies, as required by the rules, of the notice of 
appeal for the clerk of courts to send to t he other parties to the lawsuit. Local 
rules, such as that of the Second Circu it shown in Exhibit 19. 7, s hould also 
be consulted. 

T o prevent efforts to enforce or collect on the judgment entered, the 
appellant should also file with the court a stay of proceedings. 

Record on Appeal 

The clerk of court has the responsibility of forwarding to the appellate court 
the record on appeal. 

Although it is the duty of the clerk to forward the record, it is the respon· 
sibility of the appellant to cooperate in assembling the record so that it can 
be fonvarded. The record on appeal includes the o rigina l papers and exhibits 
fi led with the district court, suc h as the pleadings, motions , and legal briefs. 
Fro m a practical standpoint, this means the clerk will forward the contents of 
the fi le contained in his office for the lawsuit. The clerk must also provide a 
certified copy of the docket entries. The third and final element of the record 
to be forwarded by the clerk is the trial transcript. Under Fed. R. App. P. 
lO(b), the appellant is responsible for requesting and paying for the transcrip
tion of the trial. A copy of the C ivil Appeal Transcript request form is shown 
in Exhibit 19.8. 

pc.fleet an appeal 
,\ tenn used to describe compliance 
with all lhe procedures necessary ior 
filing a valid appeal. 

quashed apJl<•al 
Dismissal of an appeal for failure to 
comply with the rules of procedure. 

notice- ol appeal 
Oocumen1 filed with 1he cleric o( cou11 

indicaling that a decision oi the trial 
coun is being appealed. 

PRACTICE TIP 
Most of the federal c,iurt 
and many of the state court 
forms are available on line 
in a PDF form that allows 
on-screen completion of the 
forms with fillable areas, 
such as the example in 
Exhibit 19.6. 

record on c1ppeal 
The documents forwarded b)• lhe cleric 
of lhe district cou11 to the c ircuit cou11 
of appeals for review. The record o n 
appeal includes the original docu
ments filed with !he coon, 1he trial 
transcripl with exhibits received into 
e\'idence, a nd the docket entries. 
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Exhibit 19.6 Notice of Appeal 

Federal Rules of Appellate Procedure Form 1. Notice of Appeal to a Court of Appeals 
From a Judgment or Order of a District Court. 

United States District Court for the District of 

File Number 

v. 

-------------

Plaintiff, 

Defendant. 

) 
) 
) 

) 
) 
) 

Notice of Appeal 

Notice is hereby given that _ _ , (plaintiffs) 
(defendants) in the above-named case*, hereby appeal to the United States Court of Appeals for 
the Circuit (from the final judgment) (from an order (describing it)) entered in this 
action on the day of , 20 . 

Isl 

Attorney for __________ _ 
Address: 

[Note to inmate filers: If you are an inmate confined in an institution and you seek the timing 
benefit of Fed. R. App. P. 4( c )( 1 ), complete Form 7 ( Declaration of Inmate Filing) and file that 
declaration along with this Notice of Appeal.] 

*See Rule 3(c) for permissible ways of identifying appellants 

Source: http://www.ca2.uscourts.gov/clerk/case_filing/forms/pdf/frapf1 .pdf 
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Exhibit 19.7 Second Circuit Rule 3.1 

LOCAL RULES AND INTERNAL OPERATING PROCEDURES 
OF THE COURT OF APPEALS FOR THE SECOND CIRCUIT 

(Effective December 1, 2016) 

LOCAL RULES 

Local Rule 1.1 Scope and Organization 

These local rules (LRs) and internal operating procedures (IOPs) are adopted in accordance with 
28 U.S .C. § 2071 and Rule 47 of the Federal Rules of Appellate Proced.ure (FRAP). To the 
extent practical, LRs and IOPs arc numbered and titled to correspond to FRAP. When there is no 
FRAP counterpart: (1) an LR is numbered to correspond to FRAP 47, and (2) an IOP is lettered 
A, B, C, etc., and is located at the end of the LRs. In addition, counsel and parties should consult 
the cotrrt's instructions and practice guidelines available from the clerk's office and on tl1e 
court's website. 

Local Rule 3.1 Electronic Service of the Notice of Appeal 

If a party to a civil action in the district cot1rt files a notice of appeal electronically in accordance 
with the Federal Rules of' Civil Procedure and the district court's local rules, the district clerk 
may satisfy the service requirements of FRAP 3(d) as to a counseled party to the appeal by 
effecting senrice electronically. 

Local Rule 4.1 Continuation of Counsel in Criminal Appeals 

(a) Continuation of Counsel. A criminal defendant's cot1nsel, whether retained or 
appointed, is responsible for representing the defendant on appeal unless relieved by this 
court. lnis responsibility includes complying with FRAP and all LRS and lOPs. 

(b) Motion to Withdraw - Frivolousness of Appeal. Counsel \.vho seeks to withdraw rrom 
representing a defendant on appeal on the ground that the appeal presents 110 non
fi·ivolous issues must file a motion and brief in accordance with Anders v. California, 386 
U.S. 738 (1967), subsequent case law, and this court's instiuctions. 

(c) Motion to Withdraw-Adverse Decision. Within 14 days after a decisio11 by t his court 
that is adverse to the defendant, appointed coLinsel may file a motion in this court to be 
re lieved of the obligation lo fil e a petition for a. writ of certiorari with the U .S. Supreme 
Court if counsel has reasonable grounds to believe that the petition would have no 
likelihood of success. The motion m·usl be accompanied by proof of service on the 

Source: http://www.ca2.uscourts.gov/clerk/case_filing/rules/pdf/LRs_lOCs_appendices_rev _01-12-17.pdf 
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Exhibit 19.8 Civil Appeal Transcript form 

ELEVENTH CIRCUIT TRANSCRIPT INFORMATION FORM 

PARTL TRANSCRIYl' ORDER INFORMATION 
A.pptllkmt to compltltB andfilB with t.htl District Court C/11rJ: and t.htl Court of App«ds Ckrk within 14 days oftM.ftllng oftM noticB of 
app«Il in all cases, including those in which th,re was no luzaring or for which no transcript is ordued. 

ShortCa.seSfy~: _________________ vs __________________ _ 

District Court No.: ________ Date Notice of Appeal Filed: _____ Court of Appeals No.: _____ _ 

CHOOSE ONE: 0 No hearing O No transaipt is requited for appeal putp0Se$ 0 All necessary t:ranscript(s) cm file 
O I AM ORDERlNG A TRANSCRIPT OF THE FOLLOWING PROCEEDINGS: 

Check appropriate box(es) and provide all infonnation requested: 
HEARING DATE(S) JUDGE/MAGISTRATE COURT REPORTER NAME(S) 

O Ptt-TrialProceed-in~gs. ________________________________ __ 

O Trial ·--------------------------------------

D Plea.__ ___________________________________ __ 

O Other -------------------------------------
ME ffl ODO F PAYMENT: 

O I CERmY THAT I HA VE CONTACTED THE COURT REPORTER(S) AND HA VE MADE SATISFACTORY 
ARRANGEMENTS WITH THE COURT RE.POltl'ER(S) FOR PA YING THE COST OF THE TRANSCRIPT. 

O ClmdINAL nJSTICE ACT. Attached for submission to District Judge/Magistrate is my completed CJA Form 24 requesting authorization 
for go"~ nment payment of tran!aipt. [A traosaipt of the follol\ing proc«d~ will be provided ONLY IF SPECIFICAI-L Y AU1HORIZED 
in Item 13 on CJA Form 24: Voir Dire; Op-1,iog and Closing Statemeob of Prosecution and Defense; Prosecutioo Rebuttal; Jury Imtroctions.] 

Ordering Coumel/Party: 

Name of Fino: 

Street Address.IP .0 . Box: 

City/StateJZip Code: Phone No.:. _______ _ 

I cmifY that I have comp/mt/ andfil«I P .4RI I with tJw District Court Cwk and tJw Court of .App«lls Cwk, smt a copy to Ow opproprtat., <:ourt 
R,portu(s) If or<Wbtg a tr-an.scrip( and serwd all parti.s. 

DATE: ______ SIGNED: ________________ Attomeyfor: ________ _ 

PART IL COURT REPORTER ACKNOWIEQGl!IENT 
Court Rsportu to complete andftls with the District Court Clllrk 1vithln 14 days of receipt TM Court Reporter shall smd a copy to 
thll Court of Appeals Cluk and to all parties. 
Date Transcript Order received: __________ __ 
D Satisfactory anangeanents for paying the cost of the transcript were cox•q>leted on: ________ _ 
D Satisfactory arrangements for paying the cost of the transcript have not been made. 
No. of hearing days: Estimated no. of transcript pages: Estimated filing date:. ____ _ 
DATE: SIGNED: Phone No.: _ _____ _ 
NOTE: The transaipt is due to be filed ,vithin 30 days of the date satisfactory aatangements for paying the cost of the 
transcript \\rcre C01c1pleted tmless the Court Reporter obtains an extension of time to file the transcript. 

PART m NO'l'DlCATION THAT TRANSCR1Pf HAS BEEN F11,ED IN DISTRICT COURT 
Court Ryorlu to compls.ttl andft/B with tM District Court Cunt on dat11 of .filing transcript in District Court Thtl Court 
Rt1porl11.r shall smd a copy to thll Court of Appeals Clerk on ths same date. 

This is to certify that the transcript has been coi,tpleted and filed with the dis1rict court on (date): ______ _ 

Actual No. ofVolumes and Hearing Dates: ________________________ _ 

Date: Signature of Court Reporter: _________________ _ 

Rev. 11/13 
r1 -11Piiliii~--,1 1 Riii1 Fci• I 

Source: https://www.flsd.uscourts.gov/wp-content/uploads/2015/03/Transcript-lnformation-Form.NOV13.pdf 
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Trial Transcript 

Within 14 days of filing the notice of appeal, the appellant must order a tran-
script of the trial from the court reporter and make arrangements to pay for 
it. It is not necessary to request that the entire trial be transcribed; it is suf ... 
ficient for the appellant to designate that those portions of the trial that are 
relevant to the issues on appeal be transcribed. However, the appellee will 
have the opportunity to review what the appellant has selected for transcrip-
tion and may request that additional portions of the trial be transcribed. 

The court reporter has 30 days to complete the transcription and file it 
with the clerk of the district court. The court reporter may request an ex-
tension of time to complete the transcription. Once the trial transcript is 
received, the clerk of the district court will forward the record on appeal to 
the clerk of the appellate court. 

Scheduling Order 

The rules specify the deadlines associated with the appeals process. As pre-
viously discussed, there are 30 days to file the appeal and 14 days from the 
filing date to request the transcript. In many of the circuit courts, the clerk, 
upon receipt of the record on appeal, will issue a scheduling order. This 
order sets specific dates for submission of supplements to the record, briefs, 
oral arguments, and requests that the matter be submitted for determination 
without argument. The paralegal must be certain to check the rules as well. 
Under Fed. R. App. P. Rule 31, the appellant's brief is due 40 days after the 
record on appeal is filed with the clerk of the circuit court. T ypically, the 
scheduling order will include that date, but waiting for the scheduling order 
to be received may cost the legal team as many as five working days. Thus, 
familiarity with the rules (rather than waiting to hear from the court) will 
benefit the legal team. All responsive briefs have due dates under the rules in 
relation to the date the brief is filed rather than the date the appellate brief is 
due. Those dates are not listed in the scheduling order and must be calculated 
from the rules of court. 

Briefs 

The appellant and the appellee are required to submit to the court written 
briefs setting forth the legal issues presented for review. Each will also in-
elude a suggested resolution of those legal issues, based upon well--founded 
legal research. The paralegal can expect to have a good deal of involvement 
in the preparation of the appellate brief. Traditionally, legal briefs contain 
five major components: facts, issues presented, short answer, legal argument, 
and conclusion. Under the appellate rules, the contents of the brief are more 
specifically described and must be followed. The requirements for briefs are 
listed in Fed. R. App. P. 28. 

There are three areas where the paralegal will typically be involved in 
preparing the appellate brief: compliance with the rules; research and writing; 
and citation checking. 

Compliance with Rules 

As with all proceedings, the legal team must consult the rules of appellate 
procedure and the local rules of the particular court. The contents of briefs 
are governed by Fed. R. App. P. 28 and include all the elements that must be 

trial transcript 
The portion of the trial proceedings 
that is transcribed for the purposes of 
the appeal; not necessarily the pro
ceedings of the entire trial. 

schedu ling order 
Order from the appellate court setting 
forth the time for filing briefs and oral 
argument. 

b riefs 
Documents submitted to the court 
by the parties' attorneys that contain 
legal support for each party' s side of 
the case. 

PRACTICE TIP 
APPEALS ON BRIEFS 
In some appeals, attor
neys will submit their case 
on ''brief" on ly, asking 
the court to make a deci
sion based on the written 
submission without oral 
argument. 
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citation checking 
Process by which citations to the re
cord and the law are checked for 
accuracy. 

part of the brief. The list is exhaustive, or so it seems, including everything 
from a table of contents to a conclusion and the components that should be 
included in the argument. For example, in addition to the rules that dictate 
the contents, there are also rules that determine the format, including the 
color of the cover page, how the brief should be held together, the margin 
and font sizes, and page limitations (Fed. R. App. P. 32), as well the number 
of copies (e.g., 25) to be submitted to the clerk for filing (Fed. R. App. P. 31). 

A brief is not compliant with the rules unless it also satisfies the local 
rules, as shown in selected portion in Exhibit 19. 7. For example, in the Third 
Circuit, fasteners must have smooth edges; in the Fifth Circuit, only seven 
copies of the brief need to be filed instead of 25. Failure to comply with the 
local rules may result in the rejection of the appeal; it also shows a lack of 
respect for the appellate court. 

Research and Writing 

The amount of a time a paralegal will have to devote to conducting legal re-
search and writing appellate briefs will be a direct function of the paralegal' s 
experience and the willingness of the attorney to delegate this responsibility. 
All paralegals should be able to locate a case or statute if requested by the 
supervising attorney. Additionally, paralegals should be able to locate cases, 
constitutional provisions, statutes, and administrative law both from tradi-
tional book sources and through electronic research methods. 

Some paralegals might be entrusted with legal research on a particular 
topic. The research of a paralegal should always be subject to review by the 
supervising attorney. Paralegals should be able to write some of the portions 
of the appellate brief, particularly the preliminary statements such as jurisdic-
tion of the court and the relevant facts. To be complete, the statement of facts 
must also contain references to the reproduced record. Clearly, the paralegal 
should be able to read the trial transcript and find the reference to the facts 
of the case. 

It is unlikely that a paralegal would participate in the writing of the legal 
argument. Legal argument is an area solely within the domain of the supervis-
ing attorney. However, the paralegal might assist with checking for grammar 
and spelling errors and reviewing the overall readability of the argument. 

Citation Checking 

The final area that paralegals can expect to be involved in is citation checking. 
Citation checking includes verifying that citations to reproduced records and 
the case and statutory law are accurate. Facts included in the statement of the 
facts in the brief require a reference or citation to the source of the facts in the 
reproduced record. Case law and statutes relied upon in the argument section 
of the brief must also be referenced. At the most fundamental level, the parale-
gal will be responsible for verifying that the citation, whether to the record or 
to the law, is in the correct format used by the court. The Rules of Appellate 
Procedure describe how to refer to the record. The Bluebook or AL WD Book of 
Legal Citation will provide the necessary guidance on the proper citation form 
of legal references. The paralegal will need to check the local rules to deter-
mine which method of legal citation has been adopted in the circuit. 

Citation checking can also refer to determining whether the reference is 
correct: Does the citation direct the reader to the correct material? When 
citing case law, the citation ''207 Cal.App.3d 164'' should lead the reader to 
the first page of Welch v. Metro--Goldwyn--Mayer Film Co. However, if either 
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the volume o r the page number is incorrect. the reader will be unable to 
find the case relied upon by the writer of the brief. 

The next level of checking citations is to determine that the included quo, 
t:ttions are accu rately quoted. 

The final level of cite checking requires the determination that the in, 
formation, if used to s upport a legal argument, represents the p rinciple for 
which it is relied upon. Because this task requires legal analysis. it is unlikely 
that the paralegal will be responsible for it. 

However , the paralegal nrny be respons ible for verifying the case law and 
statutes relied upon to be s ure they have n ot been overtu rned. 

O ral Argument 

The final step in the appellate procedure is oral argument. T he paralegal will 
benefit from understanding the purpose and process of the oral argument 
even though paralegals rarely attend such p roceedings. At o ral argument, the 
attorney is given the opportunity to address the three.-member panel of appel.
late judges. The time for argu ment is limited-in some instanc.es, to 20 min.
utes. The expectation is that the atto rney will bring to the panel's attention 
some unique reason why the appeal should be resolved in her client's favor. 
The attorney s hould not s imply use the o ral argument to repeat what is con, 
rained in the written brief. Frequent ly, however, the atto rney is not given the 
opportunity to present the argument planned. Instead. the judges pepper the 
attorney with q uestio ns, perhaps expecting the anorn ey to defend the weak, 
nesses in the argument set forth in the brief. It is a special talent indeed to be 
able to appropriately respond to the judges' challenges and stay on point with 
the argument the attorney had planned to make. 

PRACTICE TIP 
ALTERNATE DISPUTE RESOLUTION (ADR) 
Many are under the impression that once a jury verdict has been rendered and 
judgment entered, the potential for alternative dispute resolution no longer exists. In 
fact, the opposite is true. Even when the parties are contemplating posttrial motions 
and appellate review, there are opportunities for resolution. The old diche, "A bird 
in the hand is worth two in the bush; is the motivating factor in settlement discus· 
sions at this phase of civil litigation. For example, the defendant may offer some 
amount Jess than the judgment amount. For the defendant, the offer to settle not 
only reduces his liability on the judgment amount but also s;ives the lime and costs 
associated with an appeal. For the plaintiff, the offer to settle, while resulting in Jess 
than the judgment amount, is equivalent to money in her pocket within 30 days, 
rather than one to three years while the appeals process is fully exhausted. 

The paralegal can assist the attorney in p reparing for the o ral a rgument by 
simply listening to the argument. The paralegal can also be proactive by ask, 
ing questions about the weaknesses in the a rgument. This gives the attorney a 
chance to be better prepared for the challenges to the argument the appellate 
panel might raise to the argument. 

Rulings of the Appellate Court 

At the close of the oral argument. the appellate panel will take the matter 
under advisement. This means that the judges will confer about the dispute. 
Typically, they will discuss and vote on the appropriate outcome. The writing 

oral atgu mcnt 
The opportunity for the attorneys to 
present an oral argument to the panel 
of appellate judges. 
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WEB RESOURCES 

You can hear oral 
arguments of selected 

cases on the U.S. Supreme 
Court website: http://w ww. 
supremecourtus.gov/oral_ 
argu ments/ora !_arguments. htm I 

permissive appeal 
An appellant must obtain the permis
sion of the court to file an appeal. 

petition for writ of certiorari 
The document requesting that the 
United States Supreme Court accept a 
particular matter for review. 

of the opinion, which will contain the legal basis in support of the decision, 
will be assigned to one of the judges. Once a written opinion is circulated for 
review and the judges agree on its contents, it will be entered on the docket 
of the appellate court, sent to the litigants, and made available for review by 
the public at large. 

There are three potential rulings the appellate court can issue: affirm the 
trial court, reverse the trial court, or reverse and remand for further proceed-
ings consistent with the court's written opinion. 

Affirm the Decision. The appellate court can affirm the trial court. To af ... 
firm the trial court is to state that no error occurred that requires corrective 
action. This is the appellate court's approving of the trial court proceedings. 
The judgment entered in the trial court stands and is now subject to enforce-
ment proceedings. 

Reverse the Decision. The appellate court can reverse the trial court. To re-
verse the trial court is to state that the judgment was entered incorrectly against 
the appellant at trial, and that the appellant should have won. The trial court's 
judgment must therefore be stricken from the record of the trial proceedings. 
Note that reversal is rare and is most likely accompanied by an order for remand. 

Remand. The appellate court can remand the case for further proceedings 
if there has been some reversible error found in the trial proceedings. The ap-
pellate court in its written opinion will state clearly the error and what should 
have been done instead. Then the appellate court will order the matter be 
reversed and remanded for further trial proceedings based on the instruc-
tions contained in the opinion. An example is the admission of hearsay, as 
discussed at the beginning of the chapter. Assume now that the admission of 
the hearsay, both the witness testimony and the handwritten letters, is deter-
mined by the appellate court to be an error. The decision of the trial court 
will be reversed and the matter will be remanded, perhaps for a new trial, to 
determine the decedent's intent without referring to those hearsay elements. 

Appeal to the Highest Appellate Court 

In some instances, appellants are dissatisfied with the decision of the inter-
mediate appellate court. In the federal court system, as well as in most state 
court systems, there is another level of review. The highest appellate court in 
the federal system is the United States Supreme Court. The Supreme Court 
hears appeals on a permissive basis a permissive appeal. A litigant does not 
simply file a notice of appeal, as in the circuit court of appeals. Rather, a 
litigant requests permission to place an appeal on the docket of the Supreme 
Court. This process is known as a petition for writ of certiorari. The Court 
then decides whether it will consider the issue on appeal. If so, the Court will 
grant certiorari; if not, the petition is denied. 

Once certiorari is granted, the process is similar to an appeal in the court 
of appeals. That is, there is a schedule for providing the reproduced record 
and briefs and a date set for argument before the Court. The major difference 
is that all nine justices of the Supreme Court hear and decide the appeal as an 
entire panel. 

The Court will decide and issue its opinion to affirm, reverse, or remand 
the case in a similar way as in an appeal in the court of appeals. 
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CONCEPT REVIEW AND REINFORCEMENT 

•ijiiii;Mii 
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motion for new trial 467 

motion to mold the 
verd ict 468 
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ruling 464 right to appeal 469 

errors made in instructions to 
jury 464 

final judgment 470 

interlocuto ry o rder 470 

interlocutory appeal 470 
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oral argument 477 
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verdict unsupported by the 
evidence 464 

preserving the record 464 

continuing objection 464 
petit ioner 

appellee 

470 

470 certiorari 478 

1 ntroduction 
to Postt rial 
Procedures 

Entering 
Judgn1ent 

Errors Made at 
Trial 

Following the jury verdict, posttrial procedures a re used to correct any errors 
alleged to have been made by the court in conducting the trial. Court rules p rovide 
for lin1ited time for taki ng posttrial action. 

Litigation may terminate by: 
1. motion for judgment on the pleadings; 
2. motion for summary judgment; o r 
3. verd ict. 

A motion for judgn1ent on t he pleadings can be made by e ither side based 
solely on the pleadings submitted, which are considered in the light most favorable 
to the non..-moving party. 

Motion for summary judgment is stmilar to a motion for judgment on the 
pleadings. except that t he court may consider documents outs ide the pleadings. 
such as written discovery requests, deposition transcripts, and affidavits. 

A verdict is rendered by the jury or by the judge sitting as the trier of fact. 
A judgment rendered must be entered on the cou rt docket for it to have a ny 

effect o n the litigants. [n federal cou rt, this requires a written document to be filed 
with the clerk of court. 

Posnrial relief must be pursued w ithin a short period of t ime, usually 10 days, and 
usually concerns errors by the judge in ruling on evide.ntiary admissio ns or exclu .. 
sions or in giving the instructions to the jury; posttrial relief might also be pursued 
where the jury verdict is contrary to or unsupported by the evidence. 

(conriou<-d) 
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Motion Seeking 
Relief from the 
Trial Court 

Appeal to 
an Appe llate 
Court 

Procedure for 
Filing an 
Appeal with the 
U.S. Court of 
Appe als 

The attorney must preserve the record for appeal by making any appropri, 
ate objections during the trial. Where the objection will be made repeatedly with 
regard to the presentation of specific evidence, the court may permit a continuing 
objection to be placed on the record. 

Appealable errors are those that i1npact the outcome of the trial. H armless 
errors are those that did not result in harm to either party and are not appealable. 

Following the entry of judgment and within the time period provided for posttrial 
relief, the attorneys can make a motion for judgment as a matter of law regarding 
an error of the judge or to overturn the jury verdict when the jury has disregarded 
the evidence or the law. 

Counsel can also make a motion for a new trial, claiming that the error made 
by the judge or by the jury is so prejudicial that it would be denial of justice to let 
the jury verdict stand. 

A motion to mold a verdict asks the court to calculate the an1ount the defen, 
dant is obligated to pay the plaintiff when the defendant has been successful on a 
counterclaim, in a case in which the plaintiff has been assigned some portion of the 
negligence, or in a comparative negligence jurisdiction. 

Judgments must be final to be appealable. A final judgment is one that is entered 
on the court docket, an action that terminates the litigation. A judgment or ruling 
of the trial court that does not end the litigation is called an interlocutory order. 
The exception is when one of the parties in a multiparty lawsuit has had an order 
entered that acts as a termination of the litigation with regard to that party. 

The party who appeals is called the appellant or the petitioner. The responding 
party is called the appellee or the respondent. 

To perfect the appeal, court rules, as supplemented by local court rules, must 
be carefully followed, or the appeal might be quashed. 

Appeal in federal court is commenced with the filing of a notice of appeal 
within 30 days of the entry of a judgment. If posttrial motions have been filed, the 
time begins after the last of the motions has been ruled on by the court. 

For transmission to the appellate court, the appellant must provide the clerk 
of court with the record on appeal, which includes the court file, certified copies 
of the docket entries, and the applicable portion of the trial transcript as provided 
by the appellant. It is the appellant's responsibility to order the transcript from the 
court reporter and pay for it. 

The clerk of court issues a scheduling order that sets a specified date for sub, 
mission of supplements to the record, briefs, oral arguments, and requests that the 
matter be submitted for determination without argument. 

Both parties are required to submit written briefs setting forth the legal issues pre, 
sented for review to the court. The briefs submitted must comply with all court rules, 
including local rules, which may specify the number of copies to be supplied and the 
format of the submission, including paper size, type font, margin sizes, and length. 

An i1nportant aspect of the research and writing of the brief is the cite check, 
ing, which ensures accuracy of the material quoted and the source of that material. 
Individual courts and judges might require a specific citation format, which should 
be determined before submission of the briefs. 

Oral argument may be waived by the attorneys and the case decided by the ap, 
pellate court on briefs alone. Where oral argument is desired, the time allowed for 
each attorney is generally limited, in some instances to 20 minutes. Frequently, the 
court will ask questions during the allotted time and will not allow the attorney to 
elaborate on her legal arguments. 
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The appellate court may make three potential rulings with regard to the case: 
to affirm and agree that the trial court acted properly and the judgment requires no 
corrective action; to reverse and determine that the trial court entered an erroneous 
judgment, and the judgment should be for the opposing party; or to remand and 
determine that there was some error but that the trial court should take additional 
testimony and correct the errors found. 

In each court system, there is an intermediate appellate court and an ultimate, 
or highest, appellate court. In the federal system, the highest appellate court is the 
U.S. Sl1preme Court. The U.S. Supreme Col1rt hears appeals on a permissive basis, 
selecting only those cases it wishes to hear by granting the appealing party's petition 
for writ of certiorari. 

REVIEW QUESTIONS AND EXERCISES 

1. Describe how litigation can be terminated by a 
judgment. 

2. What is the purpose of entering a judg1nent on 
the record of the docket? 

3. What is meant by the term posttrial relief? Explain. 
4. What is meant by appealable error? 
5. What is meant by harmless error? 
6. Describe the types of reversible error. 
7. How is a continuing objection used? 
8. What does it mean to preserve the record for 

appeal? 
9. Describe the posttrial relief that is available 

from the trial court. Explain why seeking relief 
from the trial court might be unsuccessful. 

10. How is the motion to mold the verdict different 
from other posttrial relief? 

11. Explain the difference between the right to an 
appeal and a permissive appeal. 

12. Is an interlocutory appeal a right to appeal or a 
permissive appeal? 

13. Name the party who appeals the result at trial. 
14. What is the effect of a final judgment? 
15. Is an interlocutory order a final judgment? Are 

there any exceptions? 

BUILDING YOUR PARALEGAL SKILLS 

INTERNET AND TECHNOLOGY EXERCISES 

1. Locate the web address of your local federal 
and state appellate coL1rts. 

2. Does your local appellate court publish the 
local rules on its website? 

3. Does your local court support or require elec~ 
tronic filing of appellate filings and briefs? If it 
does, what are the specific requiren1ents? 

16. What does it mean to perfect an appeal? What 
steps must be taken to perfect an appeal? 

1 7. What is a notice of appeal? 
18. What is included in the record on appeal? Who 

prepares this? 
19. Is the trial transcript the record of the entire 

proceeding that occurred at trial? 
20. What is a scheduling order? 
21. What is the purpose of an appellate brief? 
22. Describe the purposes and types of citation 

checking. 
23. What is the purpose of oral argument? Why 

would an attorney waive the right to make oral 
argument? 

24. Describe the rulings of the appellate court and 
the effects of those rulings on the trial court 
proceedings. 

25. What is a petition for certiorari? 
26. After termination of litigation by judgment, 

is settlement of the dispute still a possibility? 
Why or why not? 

2 7. Should trial evidence be preserved? For how 
long? Why? 

4. What online methods can be used to check the 
latest cases cited in a brief? 

5. Prepare a timeline for post~verdict actions. 
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CHAPTER OPENING SCENARIO CASE STUDY 

Use the Opening Scenario for this chapter to answer 
the following questions. 

1. What are the fees charged for transcripts in 
your local federal court and state court? 

2. What motions should the paralegals be ready 
to prepare? What information will they need? 

COMPREHENSIVE CASE STUDY 

3. Should the team contact the opposing side to 
see if the case can be settled before the jury 
returns its verdict? Why or why not? 

SCHOOL BUS-TRUCK ACCIDENT CASE 

Review the assigned case study in Appendix 2. 
1. Prepare an entry of judgment for the assigned 

case study in Appendix 2. 

2. Prepare a notice of appeal based on the rules 
in your local federal court for the assigned case 
study in Appendix 2. 

BUILDING YOUR PROFESSIONAL PORTFOLIO AND 
REFERENCE MANUAL JJ/1 J)/1 

•• 

CIVIL LITIGATION TEAM AT WORK 
See page 18 for instructions on Building Your 
Professional Portfolio. 

Forms 

l. Required form for entry of judgment in your 
trial court 

2. Required forms for filing appeals in your state 
and federal courts 

VIRTUAL LAW OFFICE EXPERIENCE 

SCHOOL BUS-TRUCK ACCIDENT CASE 

Procedures 

1. Time limits for filing posttrial motions and 
entries of judgment 

2. Fees for filing 

Contacts and Resources 

1. Court reporters, along with list of fees charged 
2. Court office for filing notice of appeals, along 

with hours of operation 

VIDEO: SCHOOL BUS-TRUCK ACCIDENT CASE: ORAL ARGUM ENT IN 
APPELLATE CASE 

To: Paralegal Intern 
From: John Morris 
Case Name: School Bus-Truck Accident Case 
Re: Appellate argument 

I will be making an appellate argument in front of a three~judge panel. Please attend and take notes on the 
questions they ask and any points I may not have addressed properly. 
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On appeal from the trial court, a three .. judge panel is hearing and responding to an appellate argument about 
the scope of strict products liability theory, relevant defenses, and the issue of joint tortfeasors. 

SCHOOL BUS- TRUCK ACCIDENT CASE 

To: Paralegal Intern 
From: Tamara Collins 
Case Name: ACME Defective Brake Parts Case 
Re : Appeal requirements 

Assume that our client, the brake manufacture r, is found liable, and the trucktng compan y is found negligent 
based on failure of the mechanic to p roperly maintain and inspect the brakes. If we need to appeal, we will 
need to know what the rules requ ire, including the t.itnelines for the appeal and the requ ired documentation. 

Assignment Instructions 
I. Review the rules of civil p rocedure and rules of appellate procedu re to determine the procedure 

required to fi le an appeal on behalf of the brake manufacturer. 
2. Prepare a no tice of appeal. 
3. Prepare a timeline for the appellate process, including all relevant dates for action by the appellant , the 

Court. and the appellees. 



LEARNING OBJECTIVES 
After studying this chapter, you should be able to: 

1. Explain the terminology used and the initial 
timing limitations in collecting judgments. 

2. Describe the process of collecting and 
enforcing judgments. 

3. Explain the statutory limitations on collection 
efforts. 

4. Prepare a satisfaction document to file when 
the judgment is satisfied. 



CHAPTER 

OPENING SCENARIO 

The team had been successful in obtaining a very satisfactory award against each of the defendants in 
the school bus versus truck case. Procedural and other appealable issues had been fully resolved and 
there were no more legal challenges except collecting on the judgment. Judgments rendered against 
multiple defendants on behalf of numerous clients had to be carefully monitored. With the claims of the 
minor clients, it was necessary to file petitions with the court to confirm the disbursement of funds, the 
reimbursement of expenses, and the payment of allowable attorney's fees. One of the corporate defendants 
had quickly offered payment and satisfaction of the judgments against it. Unfortunately, one of the 
other corporate defendants was financially distressed, and obtaining satisfaction of the judgment looked 
uncertain. In addition, the substantial amounts awarded, when collectively computed, far exceeded the 
personal assets of the defendant drivers. The team thus needed to be certain that it had investigated every 
possible opportunity on behalf of its clients to obtain funds to satisfy the judgments and preserve the 
rights and priorities in the event of any bankruptcy proceedings that might ensue. 

OPENING SCENARIO LEARNING OBJECTIVE 

Prepare the necessary documentation to enforce a judgment in your jurisdiction. 

VIDEO INTRODUCTION 

Enforcement of Judgments 

After watching the video at www.pearson.com/goldman--civil--litigation, answer the 
following questions: 
1. What is the most important step in a civil trial for a client? 
2. What is the worst case scenario for a successful litigant? 

485 
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LEARNING OBJECTIVE 1 
Explain the tenninology 
used and the initial timing 
limitations in colle~ting 
judgments. 

judgmen1 debtor 
The party who lost at triaJ a nd now 
has a judgmenl entered against him 
and owes another person money for 
damages. 

judgmc-nt creditor 
The party who won at trial and is owed 
money for damages in the amounl of 
lhe judgment. 

dc·btor 
One who owes another a sum of money. 

creditor 
One to whom money is owed. 

judgment 
The olficial decision of the coun set4 

ting iorth the rights and obligations of 
lhe parties. 

stayed 
Holding off for a pat'licular period ol 
lime fas in "the collection of a judgment 
is sta)•ed") until appeals are exha~ted. 

LEARNING O BJECTIVE 2 
Describe the process of 
collecting and enforcing 
judgments. 

• INTRODUCTION TO ENFORCEMENT OF 
JUDGMENTS 

The final and most important step in the civil litigation process is collecting the 
judgtnent that was entered on the case. Litigation can condude with the entry 
of a judgment on the docket by default judgn1ent, judgn1ent on the pleadings, 
summary judgment, bench trial verdict, jury verdict, or a final ruling of an 
appellate court. Regardless of the variety of ways in which a judgment can be 
obtained, the client and the law firm must enforce that judgment and collect 
the sums due. T he process of judgment enforcement may be as simple as a 
telephone call to opposing cou nsel that results in paytnent from the client; 
at the other extreme. complex legal proceedings might be necessary to locate 
assets, formally seize them, and arrange a judicia l sale of the seized property. 

TERMI NOLOGY AND TIMING 
IN JUDGMENT COLLECTION 

O nce judgment is entered, the parties to the underlying lawsuit are identified 
d ifferently for the purposes of collection and enforcement of the judgment. No 
longer are they plaintiff and defendant- they now become judgment debtor 
and judgn1ent creditor. Think of these terms in their o rd inary sense. T hat is, 
a debtor is ordinarily one who owes money to another; a c.reditor is the o ne 
to whom money is owed. The term judgment merely describes the nature of 
the debt owed-a judgment entered in the docket of a court as a result of a 
legal proceeding. The judgment debto r is the party (whether plaintiff o r defen
dant) who lost at trial and now owes damages in the amount of the judgment. 
The judgment creditor (whether plainti ff o r defendant) is the one who won at 
trial and is now owed damages in the amount of the judgment. 

Under the federal rules, no proceedings to commence the enforcement of 
judgment may begin until 14 days have elapsed from the entry of judgment 
(Fed. R. Civ. P. 62(a)). Technically speaking, a judgment creditor may begin ef, 
forts to collect a judgment 14 days after its entry. From a practical standpoint, 
however, that might not be how the legal team p roceeds. Both parties have an 
opportunity to fi le postrrial motio ns within 14 days and appeals within 30 days 
following entry of the judgment. Thus, any efforts toward enforcement will be 
stayed, o r held off, during the pendency of posttrial motions and appeals. For 
many practitioners, the judgment is not considered final and enforceable until 
these time periods have expired . T herefore , enforcement activities will not 
normally commence until 30 days following entry of the judgment. 

COLLECTION OF JUDGMENT PROCESS 

In a perfect world, a judgment is entered and the judgment debtor immedi
ately gives the judgment creditor cash to cover the judgment. More li kely, 
there is an insurance carrier involved that requires certain procedures to be 
fulfilled before the judgment will be paid. Sometimes there will be no in
surance, and the judgment cred itor will look directly to the assets of the 
judgment debtor for payment. \'Vhile one hopes for the perfect-world result, 
often the judgment debto r will evade and avoid making payment. In that 
instance, the lega l team must commence legal p roceedings to en force and 
collect the judgment. 
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Non-Adversarial Collection Efforts 

Where the judgment debtor (or his insurance carrier) is willing and able 
to pay the judgment amount, the efforts to collect on the judgment are 
non--adversarial in nature. Typically, a single telephone call or collection 
letter is enough. A collection letter will include reference to the lawsuit, its 
docket number, the judgment amount, and the date of entry of the judg-
ment. The collection letter will also request payment in full and indicate 
a willingness to cooperate with any requirements of the insurance carrier. 
The collection letter may additionally contain a satisfaction piece form 
intended to be filed with the clerk of court to mark the judgment paid on 
the docket. 

In those cases where the law firm has advanced costs on behalf of the cli-
ent and/or has deferred payment of its fee until collection of the judgment 
amount, it is good practice to prepare an authorization for distribution for 
the client to review and sign. This statement will list the anticipated amount 
of money, the deductions from the gross amount for costs and attorney's 
fees, and the net amount to be paid to the client. Before preparing the au-
thorization, the paralegal should check the written fee agreement between 
the client and the law firm to determine who is responsible for the payment 
of costs; the method of calculation of counsel fees (hourly or contingent on 
gross or net) should also be verified. The client's file should also be checked 
to determine what costs are outstanding; if the client paid an advance to cover 
litigation costs or a retainer against legal fees, a detailed statement of funds 
and fees must be prepared. One thing that will ruin good client relations is a 
miscalculation of the fees. Exhibit 20.1 is an authorization for distribution of 
proceeds of judgment. 

Adversarial Proceedings 

In those instances where there is no insurance carrier and the judgment 
debtor fails to respond to the collection letter, the judgment creditor will be 
required to use the court system to enforce the judgment. 

A court must have jurisdiction over the assets (in rem) and person (in 
personam) of the judgment debtor to order liquidation of assets for purposes 
of payment on the judgment. Jurisdiction over the debtor's assets lies with 
the state court in the state where those assets are located. Thus, enforcing a 
judgment from the federal court system will require use of state court rem-
edies. The Federal Rules of Civil Procedure acknowledge this limitation of 
federal court jurisdiction and authorize the use of various state court rem-
edies for the enforcement of judgments (Fed. R. Civ. P. 64). 

The Federal Rules of Civil Procedure provide that the rules to enforce a 
judgment obtained in federal court are the rules of the state court in which 
the federal district court is located. For example, if the judgment is entered 
against the debtor in the Eastern District of Pennsylvania, the enforcement of 
the judgment will be based upon the Pennsylvania Rules of Civil Procedure 
for such things as execution, levy, garnishment, and replevin. 

A legal proceeding must be commenced in the appropriate state court. 
Under the Full Faith and Credit clause of the U.S. Constitution, there is 
no need for another trial to determine the judgment debtor's liability. The 
state court must acknowledge the validity of the judgment obtained in federal 
court. Once the judgment is acknowledged, the state court system and its 
protections for debtors will be used to enforce the judgment. 

satisfaction p iece 
A document filed with the clerk of 
court to mark the judgment paid on 
the docket. 

authorization for distribut io n 
Written statement granting permission 
to accept a sum of money and distrib
ute it in accordance with a schedule of 
distribution. 

• ,n rem 
Jurisdiction over the property. 

. 
,n personam 
Jurisdiction over the person. 

Full Faith and Credit clause 
A provision in the United States 
Constitution that requires the individ
ual states to honor the judgments en
tered in other state and federal courts. 
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Exhibit 20.1 Typical Schedule of Distribution and Authorization 

Martin Thomas 
112 Schan Drive 
Syracuse, New York 13200 

Dear Mr. Thomas: 

This will confirm that, in accordance with our recent correspondence and discussions, I have conveyed to the 
insurance carrier your acceptance of the most recent settlement offer. We are currently in the process of drafting 
the necessary documents to effect a final settlement Accordingly, I would like to get your authorization to proceed 
with a settlement in accordance with the following terms: 

$120,000 
30,000 

1,550 
21,500 

S 66,950 

Total settlement 
Less 
Less 
Less 
Total 

Attorney's fees per contingent fee agreement 
Out-of-pocket expenses for filing fees 
Reimbursement for medical expenses to doctors 
Net recovery to you 

I believe the foregoing accurately reflects the terms of our retainer agreement Accordingly, kindly indicate your 
acceptance of these settlement terms by signing the enclosed duplicate of this correspondence where indicated 
and returning it to me immediately in the envelope provided. 

Enclosures 

AUTHORIZATION IO SETTLE 

Sincerely, 

Owen Mason 

I have read the above terms and agree that my counsel may proceed to settle my case in accordance with such 
terms. 

Date ____ _ 

Unilorm Enlorcem('nt ol 
Foreign fudgmenls Ad 
A statute that provides a unil'om, 
procedure for the eniorcemenl and 
collection of judgments from other 
jurisdid ioos. 

foreign judgment 
Any judgment entered in a court other 
than a particular state's courts. 

PRACTICE TIP 
Each state that has adopted 
the Uniform Enforcement 
of Foreign Judgments Act 
has made modifications to 
ii so that it complies with 
that state's specific proce
dures. Thus, it is important 
to check your state's version 
of the Act to determine the 
particular requirements of 
your state. 

_______ (sign here) 

Martin Thomas 

Uniform Enforcement of Foreign Judgn1ents Act 

Forty .. seven states, the District of Columbia, and the U.S. V irgin Islands 
had adopted the U niform Enforcement of Foreign Judgments Act, with 
?vlassachusetts fuiling to pass the legislation introduced in 2013, while California 
and Vermont had not yet adopted or introduced the legislation. The Act pro
vides a simple. uniform procedure for lodging, or entering, foreign judgments 
with a state court. A state court considers a judgment foreign if it originates from 
any other coun-state o r federal-of the U nited States. Thus, a judgment ob .. 
tained in a federal district court is a foreign judgment that will be registered with 
the state court and enforced under the state rule.s of procedu re. The Revised 
Uniform Enforcement of Foreign Judgments Act appears as Exhibit 20.2. 

The Act requires that a copy of the foreign judgment (which has been 
authenticated or certified as true and correct by the clerk of the foreign issu .. 
ing court) be filed with t he clerk of the state court. The authenticated copy is 
typically accompanied by a comp lete copy of the docket entries, an affidavit 
s tating the name and last known address of the judgment debtor, and a fil
ing fee. Some states require that the notice of the registration of the foreign 
judgment, along with a postage .. prepaid envelope addressed to the judgn1ent 
debtor, also be submitted. Once filed, the foreign judgment is now a judgment 
in the state court. There is a brief time period before further enforce ment 
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Exhibit 20.2 Revised Uniform Enforcement of Foreign Judgments Act 

SECTION 1. [Definitions.] In this Act "foreign judgment" means any judgment, decree, or order of a court of the 
United States or of any other court which is entitled to full faith and credit in this state. 

SECTION 2. [Filing and Status of Foreign Judgments.] A copy of any foreign judgment authenticated in 
accordance with the act of Congress or the statutes of this state may be filed in the office of the Clerk of any 
[District Court of any city or county] of this state. The Clerk shall treat the foreign judgment in the same manner as 
a judgment of the [District Court of any city or county] of this state. A judgment so filed has the same effect and is 
subject to the same procedures, defenses and proceedings for reopening, vacating, or staying as a judgment of a 
[District Court of any city or county] of this state and may be enforced or satisfied in like manner. 

SECTION 3. [Notice of Filing.] 
{a) At the time of the filing of the foreign judgment, the judgment creditor or his lawyer shall make and file with the 

Clerk of Court an affidavit setting forth the name and last known post office address of the judgment debtor, 
and the judgment creditor. 

{b) Promptly upon the filing of the foreign judgment and the affidavit, the Clerk shall mail notice of the filing of 
the foreign judgment to the judgment debtor at the address given and shall make a note of the mailing in the 
docket. The notice shall include the name and post office address of the judgment creditor and the judgment 
creditor's lawyer, if any, in this state. In addition, the judgment creditor may mail a notice of the filing of the 
judgment to the judgment debtor and may file proof of mailing with the Clerk. Lack of mailing notice of filing by 
the Clerk shall not affect the enforcement proceedings if proof of mailing by the judgment creditor has been 
filed. 

[{c) No execution or other process for enforcement of a foreign judgment filed hereunder shall issue until 
[ ] days after the date the judgment is filed.] 

SECTION 4. [Stay.] 
{a) If the judgment debtor shows the [District Court of any city or county] that an appeal from the foreign judgment 

is pending or will be taken, or that a stay of execution has been granted, the court shall stay enforcement of the 
foreign judgment until the appeal is concluded, the time for appeal expires, or the stay of execution expires or 
is vacated, upon proof that the judgment debtor has furnished the security for the satisfaction of the judgment 
required by the state in which it was rendered. 

{b) If the judgment debtor shows the [District Court of any city or county] any ground upon which enforcement 
of a judgment of any [District Court of any city or county] of this state would be stayed, the court shall stay 
enforcement of the foreign judgment for an appropriate period, upon requiring the same security for satisfaction 
of the judgment which is required in this state. 

[SECTION 5. [Fees.] Any person filing a foreign judgment shall pay to the clerk of Court dollars. Fees 
for docketing, transcription or other enforcement proceedings shall be as provided for judgments of the [District 
Court of any city or county of this state]. 

SECTION 6. [Optional Procedure.] The right of a judgment creditor to bring an action to enforce his judgment 
instead of proceeding under this Act remains unimpaired. 

SECTION 7. [Uniformity of Interpretation.] This Act shall be so interpreted and construed as to effectuate its 
general purpose to make uniform the law of those states which enact it. 

SECTION 8. [Short Title.] This Act may be cited as the Uniform Enforcement of Foreign Judgments Act. 

SECTION 9. [Repeal.] The following Acts and parts of Acts are repealed: 

(1) 
(2) 
(3) 

SECTION 10. [Taking Effect.] This Act takes effect on __________ . 
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execution 
Process whereby 1he assets of 1he 
judgment debtor are collecied by the 
sheriff and sold; the proceeds are used 
to pay the judgment 

cxC'mpl property 
Propert)' of !he judgment debar lhat is 
set aside for his personal use and is no1 
available for execution. 

garnishment 
-»ie process wherein a percentage of 
1he judgmen1 debtor's wages is remit4 

led to pa)• the judgmenl. 

deficiency 
The shortfall between the proceeds re
cei\•ed at execution and the judgment 
amount. 

schedule of distribution 
A schedule that lists the proceeds from 
1he sale, the related expenses, the 
d:isiribotion to the creditor, and an>' 
excess collected and returned to the 
debtor. Also. a wrilten statement that 
lists a sum of mooey received and all 
lhe distributions that are permitted to 
be made fmm the amount recejve<f. 

p roceedings can be initiated. This allows the debto r the opportunity to file a 
petition to vacate , open , or stay the judgment. Exhibit 20.3 shows a request 
to file and index a foreign judgment. 

Following the expiration of the waiting period, all remedies in the indi.
vidual state are available to enforce the judgment. A lthough eac h state's rem.
edies might be unique, they all tend to fall into a similar pattern. 

The first step in execution on the judgment is to obtain a court o rder 
authorizing the sheri ff or other enforcement agency to take possession of, at .. 
tach, sequester, o r levy against property of the judgment debto r for purposes 
of satisfying the judgment amount. The property may be real or personal. 
The procedure includes n otifying the judgment debtor of the execution and 
advising him of his rights to claim certain property as exempt from levy and 
execution. ~,(any states exempt or protect certain types of personal property 
from execution, like tools of the trade, so that the debtor will not be left 
destitute o r deprived of the tools needed to earn a living. Using the same ra.
tionale, many states also limit gamishn1ent, or deduction from the judgment 
debtor1s wa_ges, for payment of the judgment. After the necessary time period 
has expired . a sale of the debtor 's non.-exempt property can occur. unless the 
judgment debto r pays the judgment. The costs of sale are then deducted and 
the balance of the proceeds is distributed to the judgment c reditor to satisfy 
the debt. In the event there is a shortfall, called a deficiency, the creditor may 
execute on o ther property of the debto r in that jurisd iction o r begin the pro.
cess again in another jurisd iction where the debtor owns property. If there is 
an overage from the sale of the assets, the debtor will receive those funds. A 
schedule of distribution is then prepared, listing the proceeds from the sale, 

Exhibit 20.3 Sample Praecipe to File and Index a Foreign Judgment 

COURT OF COMMON PLEAS OF 
PHILADELPHIA COUNTY 
October Tenn, 2008 

NO. 2008-1234 

Dan Thomas, Plaintiff 

v. 

Stephen Blanca, Defendant 

PRAECIPE TO FILE AND INDEX FOREIGN JUDGMENT 

To the Prothonotary: 

Pursuant to the Unttorm Enforcement of Foreign Judgments Act, 42 Pa. Cons. Stal Ann.§ 4306, kindly file and 
index the attached exemplified and certified copies of the docket entries and the judgment entered in favor of 
plaintiff and against defendant Stephen Blanca in the total sum of $10,000 in the Supreme Court of the State of 
New York in and for Albany County, in an action captioned. 

Dan Thomas v. Stephen Blanca No. NYS 34-098 

Ariel Marshall 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
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the related expenses, th e d istribution to the creditor , an d any excess funds 
collected an d returned to the debto r . 

In som e jurisdictio n s, th e court allows judgm en t credito rs t o issue 
interrogatories in aid of execution. These question s, which are similar to 
the interrogatories used in th e d iscovery process, are frequently addressed to 
banks, b ro kerage h ouses, and other finan cial institutions in h o p es of locating 
bank accounts o r other assets belonging to th e judgment debto r . Exhibit 20.4 
sh ows examples o f interrogato ries used to locate assets. 

Exhibit 20.4 Interrogatories in Aid of Execution 

(Caption of Case) 

interrogatories in aid of 
execut ion 
Interrogatories issued by the judgment 
creditor to locate assets of the judg
ment debtor. 

INTERROGATORIES PROPOUNDED BY PLAINTIFF HARRY ALLEN AND DIRECTED 
TO DEFENDANT STEPHEN BLANCA IN AID OF EXECUTION 

The plaintiff is seeking to collect on the judgment which it has secured against you in this case and needs 
information about your assets.You are required under the rules of civil procedure to file answers under oath or 
verification within 30 days after their service on you: 

INTERROGATORIES 

1. State your full name, address, age, telephone number and Social Security number. 

2. What other names do you use, if any? 

3. State the name(s), address(es) and age(s) of your present and/or former spouse and your children, if any. 

4. With whom do you live? 

5. Identify each of your dependents, if any. 

6. What is your occupation? 

7. If you work for someone else, state the name of your employer, the address where you work, the type of work 
you do, your gross pay per week and your take-home pay per week. If you receive commissions from your 
employer, state the average amount of such commissions you receive each week. 

8. If you are self-employed, state the nature of your self-employment; the address of your office or place of 
business; the fictitious name under which you trade, if any; your average gross annual earnings; and your 
average net annual earnings. 

9. Are you associated in a business or professional partnership or joint venture? If so, identify the partnership 
or joint venture and the members thereof; the nature of the business; the percentage of your interest; the 
estimated value of your interest; your average gross and net annual compensation; all documents relating to 
the formation and governance of the partnership or joint venture. 

10. Have you, or has anyone on your behalf, conveyed or transferred any interest in any real estate to anyone 
within the last 5 years? If so, as to each conveyance or transfer state: 
(a) The description of the real estate; 
(b) The interest which you conveyed or transferred; 
(c) The identity of the person to whom you conveyed or transferred that interest; 
(d) The consideration which you received; 
(e) The reason for the conveyance or transfer; 
(f) The fair market value of your interest in the property at the time of its conveyance or transfer by you. 

Ariel Marshall 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
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post -j udgment interest 
Interest calculated on unpaid judg
ments authorized by state statute and 
added to the amount due the judg
ment creditor. 

judgment-proof debtor 
A judgment debtor without insurance, 
cash, assets, or other means of paying 
a judgment. 

Post-judgment interest is permitted in many states. The judgment credi, 
tor may receive interest on an unpaid judgment from the date of entry of the 
judgment until the date of collection. Son1e states have a statutory flat rate, 
for example, 6 percent. Other states use a rate that is adjusted annually based 
on prevailing interest rates in the financial 1narkets. The paralegal might be 
asked to prepare a statement of the amount due on a judgment at a particular 
time. It is important to remember to include the judgment amount, costs as, 
sociated with collection and enforcement efforts, and post,judgment interest, 
if it is al1thorized. Exhibit 20.5 shows the calculation of the amount due on a 
judgment approximately two years after its entry. 

The Judgment-Proof Debtor 

The worst,case scenario for the client and the law firm is the judgment
proof debtor. A judgment,proof debtor is someone who has no insurance, 
no assets, and no way of satisfying the judgment. To be awarded a successful 
judgment at trial only to find there is no way it can be paid can lead to poor 
client relations and a bad reputation for the law firm. Good investigation 
skills at the inception of (or early on in) the representation should reveal the 
existence of insurance, the creditworthiness of the defendant/debtor, and the 
availability of assets. Investigation of the ability to pay in the event a judg, 
ment is obtained will prevent the needless expenditure of time and costs in 
preparation and trial. If the defendant's penniless situation is discovered at an 
early stage in the representation, the client will also have the option of drop, 
ping the lawsuit for economic reasons. 

Faced with a judgment,proof debtor, the legal team must, at a minimum, 
protect any judgment obtained. Lodging the judgment in the state court 
where the judgment debtor resides or owns real estate will serve that purpose. 

Exhibit 20.5 Calculation of Judgment with Interest Calculation 

Judgment entered 3/15/2015 

Costs: 
Obtaining certified copy of Judgment and docket entries 

Sheriff's fees 

Post-judgment Interest 

3/15/15 to 12/31 /16 

1 /1 /17 to 7 /15/17 

TOTAL DUE through 7 /15/2017 

* interest calculation for 1 year and 8.5 months 

$10, 750.00 x 3.5°/o = $376.25/year interest x 1 year= $376.25 
$376.25/12mo = $31.35/mo x 8.5 months = $266.47 

Total interest $642.72 

** interest calculation for 1 year and 6.5 months 

$10,750.00 x 4°/o = $430.00/year interest x 1 year= $430.00 
$430.00/12mo = $35.83/mo x 6.5 months = $232.92 

Total interest $662.92 

$10,750.00 

35.00 

63.50 

642.72* 

662.92** 

$12,154.14 
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In some jurisdictions, the judgment must be revived every five or so years to 
preserve its priority. 

Being patient is the key to collecting from a judgment--proof debtor. At 
the time of lodging the judgment, the debtor may not own real estate or may 
own real estate that has significant mortgage debt. However, at some time in 
the future, the judgment debtor may seek to buy or sell real estate or refinance 
the mortgage. When the public records are searched, the judgment will ap-
pear. Before the real estate transaction can be concluded, the judgment must 
be satisfied in order to remove the claim against the title to the property. It 
may take years, but the client will be paid, and if your state authorizes post-
judgment interest, the client's patience will be additionally compensated. 

STATUTORY LIMITATIONS ON COLLECTION 
EFFORTS 

Debtors are afforded numerous legislative protections in addition to the 
safeguards built into the court system. Two of the most important, and 
those that paralegals most frequently encounter, are the Fair Debt Collection 
Practices Act and Bankruptcy Act. 

Fair Debt Collection Practices Act 

Congress enacted protections for debtors to limit the activities of creditors' 
efforts to collect consumer--based debt. The Fair Debt Collection Practices 
Act, 15 U.S.C. §1692, applies to attorneys who seek to collect and enforce 
judgment debts on behalf of their clients. To trigger the requirements of the 
Act, the underlying dispute or debt on which the judgment is based must be a 
consumer debt. Consumer debts are those that are incurred or related to per-
sonal, family, or household purposes. A purchase money mortgage (a debt 
created to purchase a home), an automobile loan, an outstanding balance on a 
credit card, and fees owed to a hospital for a surgical procedure are examples 
of consumer debt. The Act requires that certain notices be included with all 
communications to debtors and limits the time and manner of contacting the 
debtor. The Act also requires that the debtor be advised that he or she may 
challenge the validity of the debt. Exhibit 20.6 is a standard collection letter 
issued to a judgment debtor where the underlying debt represents a consumer 
debt. Failure to comply with the requirements of the Act can result in civil 
liability for the lawyer attempting to collect the debt on behalf of the client. 

Bankruptcy 

Lawyers and clients may hear the word ''bankruptcy'' and believe the judg ... 
ment obtained is no longer of any value. Although that might sometimes be 
true, it is not always true. Knowing what rights a judgment creditor has in 
bankruptcy can be crucial to preserving the client's rights. Depending on 
the circumstances, the judgment may be collectable in part, if not in whole. 
There are numerous cases of judgment debtors filing a petition of bankruptcy 
to hold off creditors only to have the bankruptcy court dismiss the petition, 
which reopens the opportunity for the judgment enforcement action to be 
restarted. If that is beyond the training and experience of the attorney and 
the law firm, it is their ethical obligation to refer the client to a lawyer with 
that expertise. 

LEARNING OBJECTIVE 3 
Explain the statutory 
limitations on collection 
efforts. 

consumer debt 
Debts incurred that are related to per
sonal, family, or household purposes. 

p urchase money mortgage 
Debt created to purchase a home. 
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Exhibit 20.6 Collection Letter with Fair Debt Collection Practices Act Notice 

Dear Mr. Blanca, 

We have been retained to collect from you the balance of a debt you owe to our client Dan Thomas. As of March 
15, 2018 the amount of the debt is $10,000. 

Federal law gives you thirty days after you receive this letter to dispute the validity of the debt or any part of it. If 
you do not dispute it within that period, we will assume that it is valid. If you do dispute it, by notifying us in writing 
to that effect, we will, as required by the law, obtain and mail to you proof of the debt. And if, within the same 
period, you request in writing the name and address of your original creditor, if the original creditor is different from 
the current creditor, Dan Thomas, we will furnish you that information also. The law does not require us to wait until 
the end of the thirty-day period before suing you to collect this debt. If, however, you request proof of the debt or 
the name and address of the original creditor within the thirty-day period that begins with your receipt of this letter, 
the law requires us to suspend our efforts. 

This communication is from a debt collector and any information obtained may be used to collect the debt. 

Sincerely, 

ETHICAL Perspectives 

DUTY OF COMPETENCE 

Knowing the current laws on co llection and bankruptcy, both federal and state, 
is essential in the collection effort. 

Virginia Rules of Professional Conduct 

RULE 1.1 Competence 
A lawyer shall provide competent representation to a c lient. Competent rep
resentation requires the legal knowledge, skill , thoroughness, and preparation 
reasonably necessary for the representation. 

The federal Bankruptcy Act was designed to give a debtor an opportu-
nity to start over. A n in--depth analysis of bankruptcy provisions is worthy 
of an entire textbook. However, there are certain provision s that should be 
common knowledge for the paralegal who assists in collecting and enforcing 
judgments. 

There are three common bankruptcy petitions: 

Chapter 7 is liquidation bankruptcy, wherein the debtor's non--exempt 
assets are gathered and liquidated and the proceeds used to pay his debts. 
Creditors usually receive a percentage of the amount owed, sometimes as 
little as pennies for every dollar owed. 
Chapter 11 is a type of bankruptcy reserved for businesses in which 
the business is allowed to hold off the collection efforts of credi--
tors while it reorganizes its debt so that it can continue operations. 
Creditors can expect full payment of their debts but may have to wait 
to receive it. 
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IN THE WORDS OF THE COURT ... 
Debt Collection Activity 

Sayyed v. Wolpoff & Abramson, 06-1458, 4th Circuit 2007 

" ... The FDCPA clearly defines the parties and activities it regulates. The Act applies 
to law firms that constitute debt collectors, even where their debt-collecting activity 
is litigation. W&A asks that we disregard the statutory text in order to imply some 
sort of common law litigation immunity. We decline to do so. Rather, "where, as 
here, the statute's language is plain, the sole function of the courts is to enforce it 
according to its terms." "United States v. Ron Pair Enters.1 Inc. , 489 U.S. 235, 241 
(1989) (internal quotation marks omitted)." ... . 

Chapter 13 is a debt repayment or personal reorganization plan for 
individual debtors wherein the individuals are required to pay their 
debts in full over a particular period of time, usually five years. 

The most important bankruptcy provision for the creditor trying to col-
lect on its judgment is the automatic stay provision. Upon receipt of no-
tice that a bankruptcy petition has been filed, the judgment creditor must 
cease all efforts to collect on the judgment. The debtor's filing of the petition 
causes an automatic stay of all collection efforts, and violation of the stay can 
result in severe consequences to the creditor. 

Many assume a bankruptcy petition is equivalent to the debt being erased. 
That is not necessarily the case. Creditors may pursue self--help remedies 
through the bankruptcy court. The creditor must first file a proof of claim, es-
tablishing for the bankruptcy court the nature and validity of the debt owed. 
This step is important because the proofs of claim that are filed are the debts 
that will be acknowledged by the bankruptcy court and included in the claims 
to be paid from the bankrupt person's assets. Exhibit 20. 7 is a proof of claim 
form filed with the bankruptcy court. 

Based upon these proofs of claim, certain debts will be given priority for 
payment and others will be designated non-dischargeable debts, meaning 
they will continue to exist as valid debts after the bankruptcy is concluded. 
Finally, a creditor can file a petition for relief from the automatic stay, which, 
if granted, allows the creditor to continue collection efforts unfettered during 
the bankruptcy proceedings. 

SATISFACTION 

The final step of the enforcement process is to ensure that the docket reflects 
payment by the judgment debtor. This can be accomplished simply by filing 
the form of satisfaction used in the particular jurisdiction. Satisfactions may 
need to be filed in more than one place. For example, a satisfaction must be 
filed in each state court where the judgment was lodged under the Uniform 
Enforcement of Foreign Judgments Act and also in the federal district court 
where the judgment was originally entered. Exhibit 20.8 shows a sample of 
the form used to enter a satisfaction on a judgment. 

I 

" I 

WEB RESOURCES 

Contrast and compare 
"' 

1 
... '9Jtl the Virginia Rules of 

Professional Conduct 

RULE 1.1 Competence at http:// 
www. vsb.orgldocs/ rules-pc_2006-
07pg.pdf with the ABA Model 
Rules of Professional Conduct 
ethical duty of competence at 
http://www.abanet.org/cpr/mrpc/ 
ru le_l _l .html and the ethics rule 
in your jurisdiction. 

automatic stay 
In bankruptcy, a requirement that 
creditors cease all efforts to collect the 
debts owed them once a bankruptcy 
petition has been filed. 

no n-di scha rgeab le d e bt 
A debt in bankruptcy that must be paid 
in fu 11. 

re li ef f rom the a utomatic stay 
A request of a creditor to proceed with 
his collection efforts outside the juris
diction of the bankruptcy court. 

LEARNING OBJECTIVE 4 
Prepare a satisfaction 
document to file when the 
judgment is satisfied. 
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Exhibit 20.7 Proof of Claim 

Debtor 1 

Debtor 2 
(Spouse, if fi ling) 

United States Bankruptcy Court for the: _____ District of ____ _ 

Case number 

Official Form 410 

Proof of Claim 04/16 

Read the instructions before filling out this form. This form is for making a claim for payment in a bankruptcy case. Do not use this form to 
make a request for payment of an administrative expense. Make such a request according to 11 U.S.C. § 503. 

Filers must leave out or redact information that is entit led to privacy on this form or on any attached documents. Attach redacted copies of any 
documents that support the claim, such as promissory notes, purchase orders, invoices, itemized statements of running accounts, contracts, judgments, 
mortgages, and security agreements. Do not send original documents; they may be destroyed after scanning. If the documents are not available, 
explain in an attachment. 

A person who files a fraudulent claim could be fined up to $500,000, imprisoned for up to 5 years, or both. 18 U.S.C. §§ 152, 157, and 3571. 

Fill in all the information about the claim as of the date the case was filed. That date is on the notice of bankruptcy (Form 309) that you received. 

Identify the Claim 

1. Who is the current 
creditor? 

Name of the current creditor (the person or entity to be paid for this claim) 

Other names the creditor used with the debtor 

O No 
2. Has this claim been 

acquired from 
someone else? 

O Yes. Fromwhom? ___________________________________ ~ 

3. Where should notices 
and payments to the 
creditor be sent? 

Federal Rule of 
Bankruptcy Procedure 
(FRBP) 2002(9) 

Where should notices to the creditor be sent? 

Name 

Number Street 

City State 

Contact phone 

Contact email 

ZIP Code 

Where should payments to the creditor be sent? (if 
different) 

Name 

Number Street 

City State ZIP Code 

Contact phone 

Contact email 

Uniform claim identifier for electronic payments in chapter 13 (if you use one): 

4. Does this claim amend O No 

one already filed? 0 Yes. Claim number on court claims registry (if known) __ _ 

5. Do you know if anyone 
else has filed a proof 
of claim for this claim? 

Official Form 410 

O No 
O Yes. Who made the earlier filing? 

Proof of Claim 

Source: http://www.uscourts.gov/sites/default/files/form_b_410_16.pdf 

Filed on 
MM I DD I YYYY 

page 1 
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Exhibit 20.8 Satisfaction of Judgment Form 

(Caption of Case) 

Order to Mark Judgment Satisfied 

To the Clerk of Court: 

Mark the judgment in the above captioned matter satisfied of record upon payment of your costs only. 

Ariel Marshall 
Attorney for Plaintiff 

CONCEPT REVIEW AND REINFORCEMENT 

judgment debtor 486 
judgment creditor 486 
debtor 486 

creditor 486 
judgment 486 
stayed 486 
satisfaction piece 487 

authorization for 
distribution 487 

in rem 487 
in personam 487 

Full Faith and Credit 
clause 487 

Uniform Enforcement of 
Foreign Judgments Act 488 

foreign judgment 488 

execution 490 
exempt property 490 

garnishment 490 
deficiency 490 

schedule of distribution 490 

interrogatories in aid of 
execution 491 

post~judgment interest 492 
judgment~proof debtor 492 

consumer debt 493 

purchase money mortgage 493 
automatic stay 495 

non~dischargeable debt 495 

relief from the automatic 
stay 495 

ENFORCEMENT OF JUDGMENTS 

Introduction to 
Enforcement of 
Judgm ents 

Terminology and 
Timing in Judgm ent 
Collection 

The final step in civil litigation is collecting the a111ount the client is owed on 
the judgment entered, regardless of how that judgment was obtained. The pro~ 
cess can be simple or complex but is often the responsibility of the paralegal. 

The judgment debtor is the party (whether plaintiff or defendant) who lost 
at trial and now owes damages in the amount of the judgment. The judgment 
creditor (whether plaintiff or defendant) is the party who won at trial and is 
now owed damages in the amount of the judgment. 

The rules pern1it collection efforts to begin as soon as 10 days after the 
entry of the judgment, but practicalities determine that efforts will not begin 
until all posttrial motions and appeals have been concluded or the time for 
filing them has expired without the filing of a motion or appeal. 

(continued) 
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Collection of 
Judgment Process 

Statutory Limitations 
on Collection Efforts 

Satisfaction 

Collection on the judgment can be non,adversarial, with payment being the 
result of a phone call or letter. 

Paralegals should obtain the client's written authorization for the dis, 
tribution of the proceeds of the sums collected. This authorization should 
include payment of costs related to the litigation and attorney's fees, with the 
balance being distributed to the client. 

Where there is no insurance and the defendant refuses to pay or lacks the 
ability to pay, collecting the judgment amount will require adversarial proceed, 
ings. Adversarial efforts require use of the rules in effect in the state court where 
the defendant resides and has assets. The process has been somewhat simplified 
by the Uniform Enforcement of Foreign Judgments Act, but state procedures 
must be checked carefully. Execution, attachment, levy, replevin, and sheriff's 
sale are typically used in most states. Some states also permit the use of inter, 
rogatories in aid of execution to assist the judgment creditor in locating assets. 

Following the procedures to lodge and, if necessary, revive a judgment 
against the judgment,proof debtor can result in payment of the judgment 
amount years after the judgment was entered. Patience is often rewarded 
with the inclusion of post,judgment interest. 

The Fair Debt Collection Practices Act limits the activities of creditors 
seeking to enforce and collect consumer debts. Because many judgments 
are based on consumer transactions, the law firm must comply with the 
requirements concerning the time and manner of contacting the debtor, the 
required notices to be sent, and the ability of the debtor to challenge the 
validity of the debt. 

The Bankruptcy Act can severely limit efforts to collect on the judg, 
ment, but the filing of a bankruptcy petition does not mean the judgment 
creditor will not be paid. Depending on the type of filing-liquidation or 
reorganization-the creditor can expect partial or full payment, respectively. 
There are also procedures within the bankruptcy law that allow the creditor to 
continue collection efforts while the bankruptcy action is pending. If the legal 
team is unfamiliar with bankruptcy law, it must refer continuation of the cli, 
ent's collection efforts to a law firm that focuses on this specialized area of law. 

Once paid in full, the judgment must be marked as satisfied on the records of 
the court. This requires filing the appropriate documents with each court in 
which the judgment was registered. The legal tea1n should begin with the court 
in which the judgment was initially obtained and continue with each court 
where the judgment was registered under the Uniform Enforcement of Foreign 
Judgments Act. Failure to have the judgment marked satisfied on the dockets of 
the pertinent courts can negatively impact the judgment debtor and his future 
financial transactions. It may also subject the law firm to malpractice claims. 

REVIEW QUESTIONS AND EXERCISES 

1. Why is good investigation at the inception of 
client representation crucial to later efforts to 
enforce and collect on a judgment? 

2. What is a judgment creditor? A judgment debtor? 
3. From a practical standpoint, when will a law 

firm commence collection efforts? Why? 

4. Describe a situation where non,adversarial 
methods of collection would be appropriate. 

5. What is the difference between an authoriza, 
tion for distribution and a schedule of distribu, 
tion? Why are these documents important to 
collection efforts? 



6. What courts have jurisdiction to enforce a 
judgment? Why? 

7. What is a foreign judgment? 
8. How are foreign judgments enforced? 
9. What is the Full Faith and Credit clause of the 

U.S. Constitution? What part does it play in 
the efforts to collect on a judgment? 

10. What are the typical state remedies for collect--
ing and enforcing a judgment? 

11. What is post--judgment interest? 
12. What is a judgment--proof debtor? 
13. What is the Fair Debt Collection Practices Act? 

Whom does it protect? What actions does it 
prohibit or require? 

BUILDING YOUR PARALEGAL SKILLS 

INTERNET AND TECHNOLOGY EXERCISES 

1. Prepare a list of websites that might be used 
to verify assets owned by a defendant against 
whom a judgment has been obtained. 

2. Prepare a sample set of search queries for locat-
ing information about a corporate party. 

3. What are the ethical and legal restrictions on 
the use of the Internet to obtain information 
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14. Describe the effect of a judgment debtor's 
bankruptcy petition on the collection efforts 
of the judgment creditor. 

15. Compare and contrast the three types of bank-
ruptcy petitions. 

16. What is an automatic stay in bankruptcy? 
17. Should a judgment creditor give up on collect-

ing his judgment if the judgment debtor files 
for bankruptcy? 

18. Are there remedies for the judgment creditor 
that will permit continued collection efforts? If 
so, describe them. 

19. What is a satisfaction piece? Where must it be 
filed? Why? 

about a civil case defendant and his assets, 
which might be available for satisfying a 
judgment? 

4. What property records are available online in 
your jurisdiction? 

CHAPTER OPENING SCENARIO CASE STUDY 

Use the Opening Scenario for this chapter to answer 
the following questions. 

1. Prepare a memo to the paralegal staff assigning 
the necessary tasks to preserve the rights and 
priorities of the clients in the event that any of 

the defendants file for bankruptcy. Include all 
of the individual steps for each task. 

2. How can the legal team be certain it has taken 
all the necessary steps to collect on the judg-
ments obtained? 

BUILDING YOUR PROFESSIONAL PORTFOLIO AND 
REFERENCE MANUAL JJIJ fl// 

... 

CIVIL LITIGATION TEAM AT WORK 
See page 18 for instructions on Building Your 
Professional Portfolio. 

Forms 

1. Forms necessary to register with your local 
state court the judgment obtained in the federal 
district court 

2. Forms and rules for execution on the judgment, 
including information on any exemptions the 
judgment debtor might have in your state 

3. Proof of claim 
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Procedures 

1. Using your state's Uniform Enforcement of 
Foreign Judgments Act, prepare a standard pro, 
cedure for enforcing a judgment obtained in 
the federal district court in your state. Include 
filing fees and any forms available online from 
the county or parish court. 

2. List of exempt property in your state 

VIRTUAL LAW OFFICE EXPERIENCE 

Contacts and Resources 

1. List of websites that can be used to verify assets 
owned by a defendant against whom a judg, 
ment has been obtained 

2. Local bankruptcy court 
3. Sheriff's office 

SCHOOL BUS- TRUCK ACCIDENT-DEFENSE 

To: Paralegal Intern 
From: John Morris 

VIDEO: SCHOOL BUS-TRUCK ACCIDENT CASE: ACE TRUCKING COMPANY 

PRESIDENT SEEKS LEGAL ADVICE 

Case Name: Ace Trucking Company in School Bus Accident Case 

Re: Meeting with Trucking Company President 

The president of the trucking company is coming in to discuss the issues about the judgment in the school 
bus case. 

He is scheduled to have his deposition taken by the plaintiff's attorney. I would like you to attend and take 
notes for the case file. 

Please attend the interview and prepare notes on the meeting for the case file. 
Defense attorney meets with client, president of Ace Trucking 

To: Paralegal Intern 
From: John Morris 

VIDEO: DEPOSITION OF ACE TRUCKING COMPANY PRESIDENT 

Deposition of Ace trucking company president top aid in execution of 
judgement 

Case Name: Ace Trucking Company in School Bus Accident Case 

1. Research the law in our jurisdiction on "piercing the corporate veil" to be able to attach the personal 
assets of corporate stockholders. 

2. Prepare for my review an opinion letter I can send to the client to explain the issue of piercing, or set, 
ting aside the corporate limitation of liability, and going after the assets of the owners of the corpora, 
tion to satisfy a judgment against the corporation. 

3. Notes of the deposition of the client for the case file. 



SCHOOL BUS-TRUCK ACCIDENT-PLAINTIFF 
To: Paralegal Intern 
From: Roy Saunders 
Case Name: School Bus-Truck Accident Case 
Re: Enforcement/Collection of judgment 
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Prepare a memo on rules for collecting on a judgment against a corporation, its assets, and the assets of its 
owners. 

Assignment Instructions 

1. Review the case law for collecting and enforcing judgments against a corporation, its assets, and the 
assets of its owners. 

2. Prepare a file memo describing the rules for collecting and enforcing judgments against a corporation, 
its assets, and the assets of its owners. 

To: Paralegal Intern 
From: Roy Saunders 
Case Name: School Bus-Truck Accident Case 
Re: Entry of judgment 

We are the winner of a verdict in the bus accident case. 

1. In FORMS, review the forms for entry of judgment and enforcement of foreign judgments under the 
Uniform Enforcement of Foreign Judgments Act. 

2. Prepare an entry of judgment and other forms required to enter the judgment in the adjoining state 
where the defendant corporation has assets. 

3. Prepare an office memorandum describing the procedure in our jurisdiction to renew, revive, or update 
a judgment. 
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CHAPTER OPENING CASE STUDY 
Each chapter has an Opening Scenario that focuses on the issues presented 
in the chapter. The scenarios follow the activities of the law firm of Mason, 
Marshall and Benjamin, Attorneys and Counselors at Law. The firm started 
in Newtown, a small town near the local state courthouse. With the increased 
volume of litigation cases, it was determined that a satellite office in the city 
of Oldtown was essential to service the cases in federal court. A new location 
was established across the street from the federal district court with Ethan 
Benjamin, Esq., as the office's managing partner. Benjamin, a former litigation 
paralegal in the Newtown suburban office, graduated from law school, passed 
the state bar, and was admitted on the motion of the senior partner, Owen 
Mason, Esq., to the federal district court. (Owen Mason had been a law clerk 
to a federal judge in the same court.) 

Edith Hannah, an experienced paralegal from a prestigious downtown law 
firm, was the first employee hired by Mr. Mason to run the original office across 
from the local state trial court building in the suburban town of Newtown. 
Ariel Marshall, a former prosecution attorney, and her litigation support para-
legal, Emily Gordon, joined the firm in Newtown shortly after its formation, 
after they had worked on a major multiparty tort action. Ms. Marshall became 
a partner of Mr. Mason. As the offices grew, Mrs. Hannah became the office 
manager for both. She soon hired Emily's twin sister, Caitlin, as an additional 
paralegal to work in the Oldtown office with Mr. Benjamin. Cary Eden, Esq., 
was hired by Mr. Benjamin as an associate in the Oldtown office to assist him 
in federal court litigation. 

LAW OFFICE INFORMATION 

Mason, Marshall and Benjamin 
Attorneys and Counselors at Law 
Newtown Office 
2 South State Street 
Newtown, Your State 
Office Phone 555--111--2222 

O ldtown Office 
1 Federal Street 
O ldtown, Your State 
Office Phone 555--222--1111 

Owen Mason, Esquire 
138 South Main Street 
Newtown, Your State 
Social Security Number 123--45--6789 
Office Phone 555--111--2222 
Home Phone 555 ... 345 ... 3333 
Date of Birth 08--19--1961 

Ariel Marshall, Esquire 
621 Merion Road 
Old Station, Your State 
Social Security Number 123--45--6792 
Office Phone 555--222--2224 
Home Phone 555--432--5673 
Date of Birth 08--06--1968 



Ethan Benjamin, Esquire 
138 City Court 

Emily Gordon 
2916 Boulevard Avenue 
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Oldtown, Your State 
Social Security Number 555--22--7890 
Office Phone 555--222--1111 

Forest Park, Your State and Zip 
Social Security Number 123--45--6793 
Home Phone 555--468--3335 

Home Phone 555--987--6543 
Date of Birth 06--23--1968 

Cary Eden, Esquire 
12 Schan Drive 
Richboro, Your State 
Office Phone 555--222--1111 
Home Phone 555--518--9166 
Date of Birth 08--12--1964 

Mrs. Hannah 
43 Washington Avenue 
Newtown, Your State 
Social Security Number 123--4 5--6790 
Home Phone 555--453--3134 
Date of Birth O 1--12--1960 

Billing Rates 

Date of Birth O 1--28--1984 

Caitlin Gordon 
76 Medford Road 
Lawnview, Your State 
Social Security Number 999--11--0000 
Home Phone 5 5 5--444--8888 
Date of Birth O 1--28--1984 

Owen Marshall, senior partner, attorney $350 per hour 
Ariel Marshall, partner, attorney $300 per hour 
Ethan Benjamin, managing partner, attorney $250 per hour 
Cary Eden, associate attorney $200 per hour 
Mrs. Hannah, paralegal $90 per hour 
Emily Gordon, litigation paralegal $90 per hour 
Caitlin Gordon, paralegal $90 per hour 

YOUR HOURLY BILLING RATE $40 per hour 
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COMPREHENSIVE CASE STUDY: 
SCHOOL BUS-TRUCK ACCIDENT 
CASE STUDY 
The Comprehensive Case Study: School Bus,Truck Accident Case is used as 
the basis for the pleading and forms throughout the text to allow users to fol, 
low a single case from beginning to end. Many of the elements of the case are 
illustrated with videos presented in chapters where appropriate in the video 
case study material. 

The comprehensive case study is based on actual facts as reported in a National 
Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) report. Though some content has been 
edited, the words of the report have been reproduced here to provide as much 
authenticity as possible. NTSB Figures are reproduced from the same report. Some 
liberty has been taken with the identity of the parties, and none of the names used 
represent or were actual parties involved in the tragic accident reported. We base 
this case study on a real incident to give you practice in performing real,world 
legal and factual research, a skill you will use on the job in the future. 

Multi-Vehicle Collision between Truck and School Bus 
Near Mountainburg, Arkansas 
May 31, 2001 

Abstract 

On May 31, 2001, near Mountainburg, Arkansas, a Gayle Stuart Trucking, Inc. , 
truck,tractor semitrailer collided with a 65,passenger school bus operated by the 
Mountainburg, Arkansas, Public Schools. Three school bus passengers were fa, 
tally injured; two other passengers received serious injuries. Four passengers, the 
school bus driver, and the truck driver sustained minor injuries. 

Passengers 

Refer to seat numbers on National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) seating 
chart: 

lA Alice Bates 

2A Amy Francs 
2C Clarisa Howard 
2E Doris Isaacs 

9A Harry Allen 
9C Charles Barley 

lOA Dan Thomas 
lOE David Thompson 

1 lA Thomas Aaron 
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Other Drivers and Parties 

School Bus Driver 

Tractor--Trailer Driver 
Trucking Company 

Robert Howard 
Stephen Blanca 

Gayle Stuart Trucking, Inc 

Highway Accident Report 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

On May 31, 2001, about 3:28 P.M. Central Daylight Time, a southbound Gayle 
Stuart Trucking, Inc., truck--tractor semitrailer exited Interstate 540 at State 
Highway 282 near Mountainburg, Arkansas. The driver was unable to stop at 
the stop sign at the bottom of the ramp. The 79 ,040--pound combination unit 
was traveling at approximately 48 mph when it entered the intersection and 
collided with the right side of a westbound vehicle, a 1990 Blue Bird Corpora-
tion 65--passenger school bus operated by the Mountainburg, Arkansas, Pub-
lie Schools. The school bus rotated approximately 300 degrees clockwise and 
overturned; the body, which partially separated from the chassis, came to rest 
on its right side on the eastbound shoulder of State Highway 282. The tractor 
semitrailer continued across the roadway, rotated about 60 degrees clockwise, 
overturned, and came to rest on its left side. 

Three school bus passengers seated across from the impact area were 
fatally injured; one was partially ejected. Two other passengers (one of whom 
was seated in the impact area) received serious injuries, and four passengers 
had minor injuries. The school bus driver and the truck driver both sustained 

• • • • minor 1nJur1es. 
The Safety Board determines that the probable cause of the accident was 

the truck driver's inability to stop the tractor semitrailer at the stop sign at the 
bottom of the ramp due to the reduced braking efficiency of the truck's brakes, 
which had been poorly maintained and inadequately inspected. Contributing to 
the school bus passengers' injuries during the side impact were incomplete com-
partmentalization and the lack of energy--absorbing material on interior surfaces. 

NOTE: The complete National Transportation Safety Board report is 
available and may be downloaded from http://media.pearsoncmg.com/ph/ 
chet/chet_goldman_techresources_2/pages/index.html, together with selected 
exhibits and accident simulations. 

CASE FACT SPECIFIC VIDEOS-COMPREHENSIVE CASE STUDY 

Chapter 5 

Chapter 9 

Chapter 14 

Chapter 15 

Chapter 16 

Administrative Agency Hearing 

Scheduling Conference with Judge: Discovery Issue 
Resolution 

Remote Video Conference: Taking Fact Witness Video 
Deposition 

Real-Time Reporting Witness Testimony: Deposing a 
Minor 

Truck Driver Deposition 

Truck Driver's Deposition 

Attorney Meet and Confer: Electronic Discovery Issues 

Settlement Conference with Judge 
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Chapter 17 

Chapter 18 

Chapter 19 

Chapter 20 

Final Pretrial Conference: Resolving Evidentiary Issues 

Prepare witness for Trial 

Jury Selection: Potential Juror Challenged for Cause 

A Salesman's Courtroom Testimony 

Trial: Direct and Cross-Examination of a Witness 

Preliminary Jury Instructions before Trial 

Judge Charges the Jury 

Expert Witness Video Deposition 

Three-Judge Appellate Panel 

A Corporate Officer Seeks Legal Advice 

Deposition in Aid of Execution: Transferring Corporate 
Assets to Avoid Paying a Judgment 



SUPPLEMENTAL CASE STUDIES 
Additional case studies are provided for independent case analysis using the 
Comprehensive Case Study: School Bus--Truck Accident Case as an example. 
Some are based on accident data from the NTSB (National Highway Safety 
Board). 

Two of the additional case studies, New York bus accident and Virginia 
bus accident, are similar in nature to the Comprehensive Case Study: School 
Bus--Truck Accident Case. Additional cases are provided: a property damage case, 
simple personal injury case, a tort action based on a civil assault, a commercial 
breach of contract, and an airplane crash. 

List of Additional Cases: 

• Case 1: Simple motor vehicle accident with property damage claim 
• Case 2: Student injured on school bus with a delay in treatment 
• Case 3: Civil assault on a school bus and failure to protect 
• Case 4: Breach of commercial contract 
• Case 5: New York school bus accident 
• Case 6: Virginia school bus accident 
• Case 7: Aircraft fatality 

Several of the scenarios and parties in the non--NTSB cases are semi--fictional and 
loosely based on facts and situations from a number of sources woven together 
to provide a variety of case types. Some liberty has been taken with the identity of 
the parties, and none of the names used represent or were actual parties involved 
in the accidents reported in the NTSB--based case studies. 

CASE 1: SIMPLE MOTOR VEHICLE PROPERTY 
DAMAGE CLAIM 

Joel Wilkenson is a regular client of the law firm. He recently had a fender bender 
for which there is no insurance coverage. He was stopped at the traffic light at 
14th and Market Streets, waiting to make a left--hand turn, when an SUV driven 
by a woman talking on her cell phone ran the red light from the other direction. 
Joel is seeking to sue the woman who hit him in order to recover the costs of his 
automobile repair. 

Parties 
Joel Wilkenson 

Mary Smith 
Mike Pope of Pope's Garage (to testify for damage and repair to car) 
Tom Gordon, a fact witness who observed the accident 

507 
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CASE FACT SPECIFIC VIDEOS-CASE 1 PROPERTY DAMAGE 

Chapter 4 Working with a witness 
Client interview from Plaintiff's view 
Client interview from Defense's view 

CASE 2: STUDENT INJURED ON A SCHOOL BUS 
WITH A DELAY IN TREATMENT 

Mandy Stein was returning from a class trip. She was seated in the rear of the 
school bus. Located directly behind her at the back of the bus were some boxes 
containing supplies and beverages. The bus stopped suddenly, and a box fell on 
Mandy's head, injuring her. Mandy was taken to the emergency room, where 
treatment was provided until her mother arrived at the hospital. Mrs. Stein's re-
ligious beliefs do not allow submission to traditional medical treatment; instead, 
she relies on higher powers for healing and recovery. She insisted that Mandy's 
treatment be stopped, and she took Mandy home. Mandy's father does not 
share his wife's religious beliefs, and he sought court permission to have Man-
dy' s injuries treated. Mandy suffered a head/scalp laceration which was stitched 
in the emergency room, but there was no follow--up treatment or care until her 
father received court permission to have her treated by Dr. Lee. Because of the 
delay in treatment, the stitches became infected. As a result, surgery was re-
quired to remove the dead and infected skin, facial muscle, and nerves. Mandy 
has permanent scarring and some loss of the use of her facial muscles. 

Parties 
Mandy Stein, a minor 

Larry Stein, Mandy's father 
Samantha Stein, Mandy's mother 
Dr. Lee, plastic surgeon 
Ron Clemmons, bus driver 
Yourtown School District 

CASE FACT SPECIFIC VIDEOS-CASE 2 PERSONAL INJURY 

Chapter 9 

Chapter 14 

Chapter 16 

Chapter 17 

Court Hearing to Decide Who Represents a Minor: 
The Court's Duty to Protect the Child 

Video Deposition of a Treating Doctor: Deposition 
of Treating Doctor, Dr. Lee 

Fact or Expert: Resolving Objection in Videotaped 
Deposition Discussions 

Closing Argument: A Lawyer's Last Chance 

CASE 3: CIVIL ASSAULT ON A SCHOOL BUS 
AND FAILURE TO PROTECT 

Davis Hilary was riding home from school when Bobby Jones confronted him 
and prevented Davis from exiting the bus at his regular stop. Bobby held Davis 
down and threatened to harm him. A girl shouted that Bobby had a knife, and 
the bus driver stopped the bus to investigate the matter. Bobby was restrained 
and taken back to school, where an investigation began. 



Parties 

Bobby Jones, a minor 

Robert Jones, Sr., Bobby's father 
Davis Hilary, a minor 
Katy Hilary, Davis's mother 
Lower Council School District 
Ron Clemmons, bus driver 

CASE FACT SPECIFIC VIDEOS-CASE 3 CIVIL ASSAULT 

Chapter 2 
Chapter 5 
Chapter 4 

Chapter 4 

Parent and Child Consult the Legal Team 
Administrative Agency Hearing 
Arbitration before Three-Member Panel Preparing 

for Arbitration 
Altercation on the School Bus School 

CASE 4: BREACH OF COMMERCIAL CONTRACT 
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The comprehensive case study is based on facts as reported in public 
documents. Though some content has been edited, the words of the original 
documents have been reproduced here to provide as much authenticity as 
possible. The use of an actual case allows you to practice real--world legal and 
factual research, a skill that you will use on the job in the future. 

Breach of Commercial Contract 
Abstract 

Melford Olson Honey, Inc. (Mel--0), a Minnesota honey wholesaler, sued 
Richard Adee (Richard) doing business as Adee Honey Farms (Adee Honey), 
a South Dakota honey farmer, in Minnesota state court for breach of contract 
and specific performance, alleging Adee Honey failed to provide the requisite 
quantity of honey set forth in a June 2002 contract. Adee Honey removed 
the case to federal court on diversity jurisdiction and counterclaimed for 
money owed under the same contract. The district court denied both parties' 
motions for partial summary judgment, and the case proceeded to a jury trial. 

Parties 

Richard Adee, doing business as Adee Honey Farms 

Bruce, SD 
with regional offices in Bakersfield, CA, Cedar Rapids, NE, Roscoe, SD, and 
Woodville, MS USA 

Melford Olsen Honey, Inc 

Cannon Falls, MN 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Adee Honey, formed by Richard in 1957, operates honey farms in California, 
Nebraska, Mississippi, and South Dakota. Adee Honey's principal place of 
business is in South Dakota. Mel--0 is owned by William Sill and Curt and 
Darcy Riess. They bought the company in 1997 and were referred to Richard 
by Mel--O's prior owners. 
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In March 2002, Adee Honey and Mel--0 entered into an oral agreement for 
the sale of honey. At the time, Adee Honey possessed a sufficient inventory of 
honey and agreed to sell approximately thirty loads, or 1.5 million pounds, to 
Mel--0 for 82¢ per pound. Shortly thereafter, Mel--0 sent a purchase order to 
Adee Honey memorializing the sale of 1. 5 million pounds of honey for 82¢ per 
pound. The purchase order noted it was a contract with a ''Good Thru'' date of 
April 11, 2002. It was sent to Adee Honey's South Dakota office although Mel-
O allegedly knew Richard was working at the Mississippi facility until mid--June. 

At approximately the same time, Adee Honey called Mel--0 to discuss the 
possibility of selling up to twelve loads of its inventoried honey to a competitor. 

According to Adee Honey, Mel--0 agreed, thereby altering the quantity 
term of the March 2002 contract. According to Mel--0, it permitted Adee 
Honey to sell twelve loads of inventoried honey to another distributor, pro-
vided the terms of the March 2002 contract were fulfilled with other honey. 
Between the months of May and September 2002, Adee Honey sent Mel--0 
eighteen loads of honey at 82¢ per pound. 

In May 2002, honey prices began to rise due to a contamination in major 
Chinese honey supplies. In June 2002, Mel--0 contacted Adee Honey about 
purchasing an additional 3.2 million pounds, and the parties agreed on a $1.00 
per pound purchase price for the additional quantity. Mel--0 sent a contract to 
Adee Honey detailing the new arrangement, and Richard added a handwritten 
force majeure clause, specifically excusing performance in the event of ''an act 
of God such as a drought or flood.'' 

Later in the summer of 2002, South Dakota was experiencing drought--like 
conditions, and Adee Honey unilaterally stopped performing its obligations 
under the June contract. According to Mel--0, Richard contacted it to discuss 
the possibility of increasing the price of honey by 10¢ per pound to cover 
losses Adee Honey would suffer due to the production shortage. By the time 
Mel--0 grudgingly decided to accept the terms, Adee Honey instead stated the 
new price would be $1.55 per pound instead of $1.00 to $1.10 per pound. 

In the early fall of 2002, Adee Honey began delivering honey to Mel--0 at an 
invoice price of $1.55 per pound. Mel--0, however, refused to pay for this honey. 
By November 2002, its account was roughly $1.7 million in arrears. In November 
and December, Mel--0 paid Adee Honey 82¢ per pound for approximately 575,000 
pounds received, claiming this honey fulfilled the terms of the March 2002 con-
tract. Mel--0 did not pay anything for an additional 602,206 pounds received. Mel-
O admits owing $1.00 per pound on this quantity, subject to some adjustments. 

Adee Honey admits it contracted with Mel--0 for eighteen loads of honey. 

Miscellaneous Information 

The Minnesota statute of frauds provides oral contracts for the sale of goods 
for $500.00 or more are unenforceable ''unless there is some writing sufficient to 
indicate that a contract for sale has been made between the parties and signed by 
the party against whom enforcement is sought." Minn. Stat.§ 336.2--201(1). 

The statute is applicable because the March 2002 contract for the sale of 
honey, goods priced over $500.00, was not reduced to writing and signed by 
Adee Honey, the party against whom enforcement was sought. 

Under the merchant exception, Minnesota law provides: 

(2) Between merchants if within a reasonable time a writing in confirmation 
of the contract and sufficient against the sender is received and the party 
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receiving it has reason to know its contents, it satisfies the requirements of 
subsection (1) [regarding the general applicability of the statute of frauds] 
against such party unless written notice of objection to its contents is given 
within ten days after it is received. 

The June 2002 contract contains a handwritten force majeure clause. Next 
to the 3.2 million--pound quantity, Richard added: ''provided production of 
said pounds is NOT impeded by an Act of God such as by drought or flood." 

Minnesota law provides: 

Except so far as a seller may have assumed a greater obligation and subject to 
the preceding section on substituted performance: 

(a) Delay in delivery or n ondelivery in whole or in part by a seller who 
complies with paragraphs (b) and (c) is not a breach of duty under a contract 
for sale if performance as agreed has been made impracticable by the occur, 
rence of a contingency the n onoccurrence of which was a basic assumption 
on which the contract was made or by compliance in good faith with any 
applicable foreign or domestic governmental regulation or order whether or 
not it later proves to be invalid. 

(b) Where the causes mentioned in paragraph (a) affect only a part of the 
seller's capacity to perform, the seller must allocate production and deliveries 
among the seller's customers but may include regular customers not then un, 
der contract as well as the seller 's own requirements for further manufacture. 
The seller may so allocate in any manner which is fair and reasonable. 

(c) The seller must notify the buyer seasonably that there will be delay 
or non,delivery and, when allocation is required under paragraph (b ), of the 
estimated quota thus made available for the buyer. 

CASE 5: NEW YORK SCHOOL BUS ACCIDENT 

The comprehensive case study is based on a real accident as reported in a 
National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) report. Though some content 
has been edited, the words of the report have been reproduced here to pro-
vide as much authenticity as possible. Figures are reproduced from the same 
report. Some liberty has been taken with the identity of the parties, and none 
of the names used represent or were actual parties involved. This case study is 
based on a real incident to give you practice in perf arming real--world legal and 
factual research, a skill you will use on the job in the future. 

School Bus and Dump Truck Collision 
Central Bridge, New York 
October 21, 1999 

Abstract 

On October 21, 1999, about 10:30 A.M. near Central Bridge, New York, a 
school bus was transporting 44 students and 8 adults on a field trip. The bus 
was traveling north on State Route 30A as it approached the intersection with 
State Route 7. At the same time, a dump truck towing a utility trailer was trav-
eling west on State Route 7. As the bus approached the intersection, it failed 
to stop as required and was struck by the dump truck. Seven bus passengers 
sustained serious injuries; 28 bus passengers and the truck driver received 
minor injuries. Thirteen bus passengers, the bus driver, and the truck passen-
ger were uninjured. 
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Passengers 

Refer to seat numbers on National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) seat-
ing chart (NTSB report Figure 4): 

Figure 4 School bus seating and injury diagram 
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Other Drivers and Parties 

School Bus Driver: 

School Bus Company: 
Tractor--Trailer Driver: 

Trucking Company: 

Sam Carole 

Kinnicutt Bus Company 
Dave Smith 

MVF Construction Company 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
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About 10:30 A.M. on October 21, 1999, in Schoharie County, New York, a 
Kinnicutt Bus Company school bus was transporting 44 students (5 to 9 years 
old) and 8 adults on an Albany City School No. 18 field trip. The bus was trav-
eling north on State Route 30A, approaching the intersection with State Route 
7, which is about 1.5 miles east of Central Bridge, New York. At the same time, 
an MVF Construction Company dump truck towing a utility trailer was trav-
eling west on State Route 7. The dump truck was occupied by the driver and a 
passenger. As the bus approached the intersection, it failed to stop as required 
and was struck by the dump truck. Seven bus passengers sustained serious 
injuries; 28 bus passengers and the truck driver received minor injuries. Thir-
teen bus passengers, the bus driver, and the truck passenger were uninjured. 

The National Transportation Safety Board determines that the probable 
cause of this accident was the school bus driver's failure to stop for the stop 
sign due to his degraded performance or lapse of attention as a result of 
factors associated with aging or his medical condition or both. 

The fallowing major safety issues were identified in this accident: 

• the potential for passenger injuries as a result of the school bus emergency 
exit door design, 

• the potential for passenger injuries as a result of school bus seat cushion 
bottoms that are removable or hinged, and 

• the adequacy of commercial vehicle airbrake inspections. 

The medical fitness of commercial drivers and the medical examination for the 
commercial driver's license were also identified as safety issues; however, these 
issues will be analyzed in a forthcoming Safety Board special investigation report. 

Factual Information 

Accident Narrative 

About 7:20 A.M. on October 21, 1999, in Albany, New York, a 79--year--old 
school bus driver began transporting students to school on his regular morn-
ing route. He drove a 1997 American Transportation Corporation (AmTran) 
full--size school bus, owned and operated by the Kinnicutt Bus Company (Kin-
nicutt). About 8:50 A.M., after finishing his regular route, he drove to Albany 
City School No. 18 and loaded 44 children (5 to 9 years old) and 8 adults 
(chaperons) for a scheduled field trip to the Pumpkin Patch in Central Bridge, 
New York, about 40 miles from the school. 

The bus driver stated that he had never been to the Pumpkin Patch. No 
directions to the site had been provided by Kinnicutt for him to use. Accord-
ing to one chaperon, the bus driver said that he knew the general area vaguely 
but not specifically. The chaperon said that the bus driver asked him for direc-
tions. The chaperon then went into the school and was able to obtain a map 
and directions from a teacher for the bus driver to use. 
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Each school bus passenger seat was equipped with three color--coded lap 
belts. These belts were attached to the seat frame at the juncture between the 
seatback and seat cushion bottom. According to the adult passengers, all of 
the children were restrained by a lap belt before the trip began. The chaperons 
said that, to better supervise the children, the adults, except the one seated 
next to the emergency exit door, were unrestrained. 

The bus departed the school about 9:20 A.M. The bus driver took the New 
York State Thruway west to exit 25A onto Interstate--88 (I--88) and then trav-
eled west on I--88 toward exit 23, the intended exit. The chaperons stated that 
the bus driver seemed confused about the directions to the Pumpkin Patch 
and that he turned off at exit 24, the wrong exit. 

He ultimately stopped the bus on the exit 24 ramp. One chaperon report-
ed that the driver appeared confused when he stopped on the ramp. She stated 
that she was concerned about where he positioned the bus on the ramp when 
he stopped; she feared that it would be struck by another vehicle. After the 

Figure 1 Exterior crush damage of school bus 
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Figure 3 Final rest position 

- -
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bus driver received directions from a chaperon, the driver returned to I--88 
and continued traveling to exit 23, the correct exit. 

The bus driver stated that at the top of the exit 23 ramp, he turned right 
onto State Route JOA (SR--30A) and started looking for State Route 7 (SR--7). 
About 10:30 A.M., the bus was traveling north on SR--30A between 15 and 25 
mph as it approached the intersection with SR--7. The intersection was about 
1. 5 miles east of Central Bridge. The north-- and southbound traffic on SR-
JOA were controlled by an advance warning sign that indicated a stop ahead, 
a stop sign, flashing red intersection control beacons, and pavement markings 
that included the word ''stop'' and a stop bar. 

At the same time, an MVF Construction Company (MVF) dump truck 
towing a utility trailer was traveling about 45 mph west on SR--7. East-- and 
westbound traffic on SR--7 at the intersection were controlled by flashing 
yellow intersection control beacons. The dump truck was occupied by its 
5 2--year--old driver and a passenger. As the school bus approached the intersec-
tion, according to the chaperons, several children on board saw the sign for 
the Pumpkin Patch that was beyond the intersection and yelled. These chil-
dren may also have released the buckles on their lap belts. One child report-
edl y stood up in the seating compartment. The bus driver, who was looking 
for SR--7, told investigating police that he saw the posted stop sign and slowed, 
but did not stop the bus, which then entered the intersection where the dump 
truck struck it on the right side behind the rear axle. (See Figure 1.) 

The school bus, after rotating about 14 5 degrees clockwise, slid approxi-
mately 100 feet and came to rest facing south. The dump truck, after rotating 
about 150 degrees clockwise, struck three highway guide signs and a utility 
pole; it then came to rest facing northeast. (See Figure 3.) 

The complete National Transportation Safety Board report is available 
and may be downloaded from www.pearsonhighered.com/goldman or the 
Technology Resources Website, together with selected exhibits. 

SOURCE: http://www.ntsb.gov/publictn/2000/HAR0002.pdf 
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CASE FACT SPECIFIC VIDEOS-CASE 5 NEW YORK SCHOOL BUS 

Chapter 5 
Chapter 9 

Chapter 10 
Chapter 11 
Chapter 14 

Chapter 15 
Chapter 16 

Chapter 17 

Chapter 18 
Chapter 19 
Chapter 20 

Administrative Agency Hearing 
Scheduling Conference with Judge: Discovery 

Issue Resolution 
Truck Driver's Deposition 
Attorney Meet And Confer: Electronic Discovery Issues 
Remote Video Conference: Taking Fact Witness Video 

Deposition 
Real-Time Reporting Witness Testimony: Deposing a Minor 
Mechanic's Deposition 
Final Pretrial Conference: Resolving Evidentiary Issues 
Preparing witness for Trial 
Settlement Conference with Judge 
Jury Selection: Potential Juror Challenged for Cause 
A Salesman's Courtroom Testimony 
Trial: Direct and Cross-Examination of a Witness 
Preliminary Jury Instructions Before Trial 
Judge Charges the Jury 
Expert Witness Video Deposition 
Three-Judge Appellate Panel 
A Corporate Officer Seeks Legal Advice 
Deposition in Aid of Execution: Transferring 

Corporate Assets to Avoid Paying a Judgment 

CASE 6: VIRGINIA SCHOOL BUS ACCIDENT 

The compreh ensive case study is b ased on a real acciden t as repor ted in a 
Nation al Tran sportation Safety Board (NT SB) report. T hough some of the 
conten t has been edited, the words of the report have been reproduced here 
to p rovide as m u ch auth enticity as possib le. Figures are reproduced from the 
same report. Som e liber ty has been taken with th e iden tity of the parties, and 
n on e of th e names used represent o r were actual parties involved. We base 
this case study on a real inciden t to give you practice in performing real--world 
legal and factual research, a skill you will u se on the job in the future. 

Multi-Vehicle Collision between Trash Truck and School Bus 
Arlington, Virginia 
April 18, 2005 

Abstrac t 

A 52--passenger school bus was traveling westbound on Columb ia Pike (State 
Route 244) in Arlington County, Virginia, tran sporting 15 elementary school 
children (grades pre--K through 5) to th e nearby Hoffman--Boston Elementary 
School. On approaching the signaled intersection with Courth ouse Road, the 
school bus d river began moving the bus into the left turn lane and slowed 
it nearly to a stop. As the driver turned the veh icle, its left fron t encroached 
slightly into th e left lane of the eastbound side of Columbia Pike. A 2003 
Mack trash tr uck was traveling with th e flow of traffic in the left eastbou nd lane 
on Columbia Pike. T he truck reach ed the intersection with Courthouse Road, 
continued through it on a green signal, and deviated sligh tly leftward from its 
lan e toward the yellow centerline. T he truck collided with th e school bus; the 
impact involved the front left corners of both vehicles an d a sideswipe. 
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School Bus Driver: Kathryn Salvatore 

School Bus Operator: 

Truck Driver: 

Arlington County School District 

John Gonzales 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Accident Description 

Shortly before 8:40 A.M., on Monday, April 18, 2005, a 52--passenger school 
bus was traveling westbound on Columbia Pike (State Route 244) in Arlington 
County, Virginia, transporting 15 elementary school children (grades pre--K 
through 5) to the nearby Hoffman--Boston Elementary School. On approach-
ing the signaled intersection with Courthouse Road, the school bus driver 
began moving the bus into the left turn lane (from which it would turn south 
onto Courthouse Road) and slowed it nearly to a stop. As the driver turned 
the vehicle, its left front encroached slightly into the left lane of the eastbound 
side of Columbia Pike. (The driver later stated that distractions inside the bus 
might have affected her driving at this time. She said her attention was drawn 
to a student standing on a seat and to a clipboard that fell to the floor at her 
driving station.) 

About 8:40 A.M., a 2003 Mack trash truck was traveling with the flow of 
traffic in the left eastbound lane on Columbia Pike, at a speed one witness 
(a driver who was traveling on the road in the same direction) estimated to be 
approximately 30 mph. The truck reached the intersection with Courthouse 
Road, continued through it on a green signal and, according to several witness-
es, deviated slightly leftward from its lane toward the yellow centerline. The 
truck collided with the school bus; the impact involved the front left corners 
of both vehicles and a sideswipe. (See Figures 1 and 2 for a map of the accident 
location area and a diagram representing the vehicles at the point of impact.) 

During the collision, the school bus was pushed backward, but it remained 
in the left turn lane following the accident. The trash truck continued east-
bound about 200 feet, crossed the right eastbound lane, jumped the right curb 
of Columbia Pike, and came to rest. 

One student died at the scene and one student died three days later in 
the hospital. The truck driver, school bus driver, and one student on the bus 
sustained serious injuries; four students sustained minor injuries; and the 
remaining eight students were uninjured. The bus driver, who had been wear-
ing her seat belt, was ejected through the broken windshield when the shoul-
der portion of the belt was sheared in half. Emergency responders needed 
approximately one hour to extricate the trash truck driver from the truck cab 
because his legs were trapped in the wreckage. The students who suffered the 
most severe injuries were seated behind the driver on the left side, near the 
front of the bus. 

Weather conditions at the time of the accident were clear and dry. The 
school bus sustained impact damage to its front and left side. (See Figure 5.) 
The damage continued along the left side of the bus to near the sixth passen-
ger row behind the driver's seat, approximately 20 feet back from the front 
bumper. Intrusion into the occupant compartment extended inboard to a 
depth of about 6.5 inches. 

Probable Cause 

The National Transportation Safety Board determines that the probable 
cause of this accident was the school bus driver's encroachment into the trash 
truck's lane and the trash truck driver's failure to maintain proper lane posi-
tion, for undetermined reasons, causing the front left sides of the two vehicles 
to collide and the vehicles to sideswipe each other. 
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Figure 1 Map showing the area of Arlington, Virginia, where the 
accident occurred 
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Figure 2 Diagram showing the estimated positions of the school bus 
and the trash truck at the point of impact 
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Figure 5 Damage to the school bus 
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The complete National Transpor tation Safety Board report is available 
and m ay be downloaded from www.pearsonhighered.com/goldman or the 
Technology Resources Website, together with selected exhibits. 

SOURCE: http://www.ntsb.gov/publictn/2008/HAB0801. pdf 

CASE FACT SPECIFIC VIDEOS - CASE 6 VIRGINIA SCHOOL BUS 

Chapter 5 
Chapter 9 

Chapter 11 
Chapter 14 

Chapter 16 

Chapter 17 
Chapter 20 

Administrative Agency Hearing 
Scheduling Conference with Judge: Discovery Issue 

Resolution 
Attorney Meet and Confer: Electronic Discovery Issues 
Remote Video ConferenceNideo: Taking Fact Witness 

Deposition 
Real-Time Reporting Witness Testimony: Deposing a Minor 
Final Pretrial Conference: Resolving Evidentiary Issues 
Preparing witness For Trial 
Settlement Conference with Judge 
Jury Selection: Potential Juror Challenged for Cause 
A Corporate Officer Seeks Legal Advice 
Deposition in Aid of Execution: Transferring Corporate 

Assets to Avoid Paying a Judgment 

CASE 7: NEW YORK AIRPLANE CRASH 

The comprehensive case study is based on a real accident as reported in a 
National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) report. Though some con-
tent has been edited, the words of the report have been reproduced here to 
provide as much authenticity as possible. Figures are reproduced from the 
same report. Some liberty has been taken with the identity of the parties, 
and none of the names used represent or were actual parties involved. We 
base this case study on a real incident to give you practice in performing 
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real--world legal and factual research, a skill you will use on the job in the 
future. 

Aircraft Accident 
Clarence Center, New York 
February 12, 2009 

Abstract 

On February 12, 2009, about 2217 (10:17 p.m.) Eastern Standard Time, a 
Colgan Air, Inc., Bombardier DHC--8--400, N200WQ, operating as Continen-
tal Connection Flight 3407, was on an instrument approach to Buffalo--Niagara 
International Airport, Buffalo, New York, when it crashed into a residence 
in Clarence Center, New York, about five nautical miles northeast of the air-
port. The two pilots, two flight attendants, and 45 passengers aboard the air-
plane were killed, one person on the ground was killed, and the airplane was 
destroyed by impact forces and a post--crash fire. 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

On February 12, 2009, about 2217 Eastern Standard Time, a Colgan Air, Inc., Bom-
bardier DHG8--400, N200WQ, operating as Continental Connection Flight 3407, 
was on an instrument approach to Buffalo--Niagara International Airport, Buffalo, 
New York, when it crashed into a residence in Clarence Center, New York, about 
five nautical miles northeast of the airport. The 2 pilots, 2 flight attendants, and 
45 passengers aboard the airplane were killed, one person on the ground was killed, 
and the airplane was destroyed by impact forces and a post--crash fire. The flight was 
operating under the provisions of 14 Code of Federal Regulations Part 121. Night 
visual meteorological conditions prevailed at the time of the accident. 

The home base of operations for both the captain and the first officer was 
Liberty International Airport (EWR), Newark, New Jersey. On February 11, 
2009, the captain had completed a two--day trip sequence, with the final flight 
of the trip arriving at EWR at 1544. Also that day, the first officer began her 
commute from her home near Seattle, Washington, to EWR at 1951 Pacific 
Standard Time (PST), arriving at EWR (via Memphis International Airport 
[MEM], Memphis, Tennessee) at 0623 on the day of the accident. The captain 
and the first officer were both observed in Colgan's crew room on February 12 
before their scheduled report time of 1330. The flight crew's first two sched-
uled flights of the day, from EWR to Greater Rochester International Airport 
(ROC), Rochester, New York, and back, had been canceled because of high 
winds at EWR and the resulting ground delays at the airport. 

The company dispatch release for Flight 3407 was issued at 1800 and showed 
an estimated departure time of 1910 and an estimated en route time of 53 minutes. 
The airplane to be used for Flight 3407, N200WQ, arrived at EWR at 1854. A first 
officer whose flight arrived at EWR at 1853 saw, as he exited his airplane, the Flight 
3407 captain and first officer walking toward the accident airplane. The airplane's 
aircraft communications addressing and reporting system (ACARS) showed a de-
parture clearance request at 1930 and pushback from the gate at 1945. According to 
the cockpit voice recorder (CVR) recording, the EWR ground controller provided 
taxi instructions for the flight at 2030:28, which the first officer acknowledged. 

About 2041:35, the first officer stated, ''I'm ready to be in the hotel room," 
to which the captain replied, ''I feel bad for you.'' She continued, ''this is one 
of those times that if I felt like this when I was at home there's no way I would 
have come all the way out here.'' She then stated, ''if I call in sick now, I've got 
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to put myself in a hotel until I feel better ... we'll see how ... it feels flying. If 
the pressure's just too much ... I could always call in tomorrow. At least I'm in 
a hotel on the company's buck, but we'll see. I'm pretty tough." The captain 
responded by stating that the first officer could try an over--the--counter herbal 
supplement, drink orange juice, or take vitamin C. 

The CVR recorded the tower controller clearing the airplane for takeoff 
about 2118:23. The first officer acknowledged the clearance, and the captain stat-
ed, ''all right, cleared for takeoff, it's mine." According to the dispatch release, 
the intended cruise altitude for the flight was 16,000 feet mean sea level (msl) The 
flight data recorder (FDR) showed that, during the climb to altitude, the propel-
ler deice and airframe deice equipment were turned on ( the pi tot static deicing 
equipment had been turned on before takeoff) and the autopilot was engaged. 

The airplane reached its cruising altitude of 16,000 feet about 2134:44. 
The cruise portion of flight was routine and uneventful. The CVR recorded 
the captain and the first officer engaged in an almost continuous conversation 
throughout that portion of the flight, but these conversations did not con-
flict with the sterile cockpit rule, which prohibits nonessential conversations 
within the cockpit during critical phases of flight. About 2149:18, the CVR 
recorded the captain making a sound similar to a yawn. About one minute 
later, the captain interrupted his own conversation to point out, to the first 
officer, traffic that was crossing left to right. About 2150:42, the first officer 
reported the winds to be from 250° at 15 knots gusting to 23 knots; afterward, 
the captain stated that runway 23 would be used for the landing. 

About 2153:40, the first officer briefed the airspeeds for landing with 
the flaps at 15° (flaps 15) as 118 knots (reference landing speed [Vref]) and 
114 knots (go--around speed [V ga ]), and the captain acknowledged this infor-
mation. About 2156:26, the first officer stated, ''might be easier on my ears if 
we start going down sooner." About 2156:36, the captain instructed the first 
officer to ''get discretion to twelve [thousand feet]." Less than one minute lat-
er, a controller from Cleveland Center cleared the flight to descend to 11,000 
feet, and the first officer acknowledged the clearance. 

About 2203:38, the Cleveland Center controller instructed the flight crew 
to contact BUF approach control, and the first officer acknowledged this in-
struction. The first officer made initial contact with BUF approach control 
about 2203:53, stating that the flight was descending from 12,000 to 11,000 
feet with automatic terminal information service (ATIS) information ''romeo," 
and the approach controller provided the airport altimeter setting and told the 
crew to plan an instrument landing system (ILS) approach to runway 23. 

About 2204: 16, the captain began the approach briefing. About 2205:01, 
the approach controller cleared the flight crew to descend and maintain 6,000 
feet, and the first officer acknowledged the clearance. About 30 seconds later, 
the captain continued the approach briefing, during which he repeated the 
airspeeds for a flaps 15 landing. FDR data showed that the airplane descended 
through 10,000 feet about 2206:37. From that point on, the flight crew was 
required to observe the sterile cockpit rule. 

About 2207:14, the CVR recorded the first officer making a sound similar 
to a yawn. About 2208:41 and 2209: 12, the approach controller cleared the 
flight crew to descend and maintain 5,000 and 4,000 feet, respectively, and the 
first officer acknowledged the clearances. Afterward, the captain asked the first 
officer about her ears, and she indicated that they were stuffy and popping. 

About 2210:23, the first officer asked whether ice had been accumulating on 
the windshield, and the captain replied that ice was present on his side of the wind-
shield and asked whether ice was present on her windshield side. The first officer 
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responded, ''lots of ice." The captain then stated, ''that's the most I've seen most 
ice I've seen on the leading edges in a long time. In a while, anyway, I should say." 
About 10 seconds later, the captain and the first officer began a conversation that 
was unrelated to their flying duties. During that conversation, the first officer in-
dicated that she had accumulated more actual flight time in icing conditions on 
her first day of initial operating experience (IOE) with Colgan than she had before 
her employment with the company. She also stated that, when other company 
first officers were ''complaining'' about not yet having upgraded to captain, she 
was thinking that she ''wouldn't mind going through a winter in the northeast be-
fore [upgrading] to captain." The first officer explained that, before IOE, she had 
''never seen icing conditions ... never deiced ... never experienced any of that." 

About 2212: 18, the approach controller cleared the flight crew to descend and 
maintain 2,300 feet, and the first officer acknowledged the clearance. Afterward, 
the captain and the first officer performed flight--related duties but also continued 
the conversation that was unrelated to their flying duties. About 2212:44, the 
approach controller cleared the flight crew to turn left onto a heading of 330°. 
About 2213:25 and 2213:36, the captain called for the descent and approach 
checklists, respectively, which the first officer performed. About 2214:09, the 
approach controller cleared the flight crew to turn left onto a heading of 310°, 
and the autopilot's altitude hold mode became active about 1 second later as 
the airplane was approaching the preselected altitude of 2,300 feet. The airplane 
reached this altitl1de about 2214:30; the airspeed was about 180 knots at the time. 

About 2215:06, the captain called for the flaps to be moved to the 5° 
position, and the CVR recorded a sound similar to flap handle movement. 
Afterward, the approach controller cleared the flight crew to turn left onto a 
heading of 260° and maintain 2,300 feet until established on the localizer for 
the ILS approach to runway 23. The first officer acknowledged the clearance. 

The captain began to slow the airplane less than 3 miles from the outer marker 
to establish the appropriate airspeed before landing. According to FDR data, the 
engine power levers were reduced to about 42° (flight idle was 35°) about 2216:00, 
and both engines' torque values were at minimum thrust about 2216:02. The 
approach controller then instructed the flight crew to contact the BUF air traffic 
control tower (ATCT) controller. The first officer acknowledged this instruction, 
which was the last communication between the flight crew and air traffic control 
(ATC). Afterward, the CVR recorded sounds similar to landing gear handle de-
ployment and landing gear movement, and the FDR showed that the propeller 
condition levers had been moved forward to their maximum RPM position and 
that pitch trim in the airplane--nose--up direction had been applied by the autopilot. 

About 2216:21, the first officer told the captain that the gear was down; at 
that time, the airspeed was about 145 knots. Afterward, FDR data showed that 
additional pitch trim in the airplane--nose--up direction had been applied by the 
autopilot and that an ''ice detected'' message appeared on the engine display in the 
cockpit. About the same time, the captain called for the flaps to be set to 15° and 
for the before--landing checklist. The CVR then recorded a sound similar to flap 
handle movement, and FDR data showed that the flaps had been selected to 10°. 
FDR data also showed that the airspeed at the time was about 13 5 knots. 

At 2216:27.4, the CVR recorded a sound similar to the stick shaker. (The 
stick shaker warns a pilot of an impending wing aerodynamic stall through 
vibrations on the control column, providing tactile and aural cues.) The CVR 
also recorded a sound similar to the autopilot disconnect horn, which repeat-
ed until the end of the recording. FDR data showed that, when the autopilot 
disengaged, the airplane was at an airspeed of 131 knots. FDR data showed 
that the control columns moved aft at 2216:27 .8 and that the engine power 
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levers were advanced to about 70° (rating detent was 80°) one second later. 
The CVR then recorded a sound similar to increased engine power, and FDR 
data showed that engine power had increased to about 7 5 percent torque. 

FDR data also showed that, while engine power was increasing, the airplane 
pitched up; rolled to the left, reaching a roll angle of 45° left wing down; and then 
rolled to the right. As the airplane rolled to the right through wings level, the 
stick pusher activated (about 2216:34), and flaps O was selected. (The Q400 stick 
pusher applies an airplane--nose--down control column input to decrease the wing 
angle--of--attack [AOA] after an aerodynamic stall.) About 2216:37, the first officer 
told the captain that she had put the flaps up. FDR data confirmed that the flaps 
had begun to retract by 2216:38; at th at time, the airplane's airspeed was about 
100 knots. FDR data also showed that the roll angle reached 105° right wing down 
before the airplane began to roll back to the left and the stick pusher activated a 
second time (about 2216:40). At the time, the airplane's pitch angle was - 1 °. 

About 22 16:42, the CVR recorded the captain making a grunting sound. 
FDR data showed that the roll angle had reached about 35° left wing down be-
fore the airplane began to roll again to the right. Afterward, the first officer asked 
whether she should put the landing gear up, and the captain stated ''gear up'' and 
an expletive. The airplane's pitch and roll angles had reached about 25° airplane 
nose down and 100° right wing down, respectively, when the airplane entered a 
steep descent. The stick pusher activated a third time (about 2216:50). FDR data 
showed that the flaps were fully retracted about 2216:52. About the same time, 
the CVR recorded the captain stating, ''we're down," and a sound of a thump. 
The airplane impacted a single--family home (where the ground fatality occurred), 
and a post--crash fire ensued. The CVR recording ended about 2216:54. 

AC 
A CARS 
AFM 
agl 
AOA 
ATC 
ATCT 
ATIS 
ATOS 
BTV 
BUF 
CVR 
CWA 

• e1ce 
FDR 
IFR 
ILS 
msl 
nm 
PIC 
SIC 

ABBREVIATIONS 
advisory circular 
aircraft communications addressing and reporting system 
airplane flight manual 
above ground level 
angle-of-attack 
air traffic control 
air traffic control tower 
automatic terminal information service 
air transportation oversight system 
Burlington International Airport 
Buffalo-Niagara International Airport 
cockpit voice recorder 
Center Weather Advisory 
en route ice accumulation 
flight data recorder 
instrument flight rules 
instrument landing system 
mean sea level 
nautical mile 
pilot-in-command 
second-in-command 

The complete National Transportation Safety Board report is available 
and may be downloaded from www.pearsonhighered.com/goldman or the 
Technology Resources Website, together with selected exhibits and simula-
tion, or in PDF. 

SOURCE: http://www.ntsb.gov/publictn/2010/AARlOOl.pdf 



Admissible evidence Evidence that is relevant to the case and which the court 
will allow to be presented. 

Admission of a party opponent A form of non;hearsay; an admission of fact 

made by one of the parties to the law suit. 

Admit A possible response of the defendant to the complaint which accepts the 
facts of the averment are true. 

Affirm Ruling of appellate court that agrees with the outcome of trial and can find 
no error. 

Affirmative defense Those legal theories asserted by the defendant which bar the 
plaintiff's claim. 

Age of majority The age at which an individual is recognized as an adult, usually 18. 

Agent A person authorized to act on behalf of another. 

Alternate jurors Jurors selected to hear the case with the rest of the jury who 
participate in rendering a decision only when a juror is unable to complete service. 

Alternative dispute resolution The use of methods other than the judicial 
system to resolve legal disputes. 

American Arbitration Association (AAA) A private nonprofit organization 
providing lists of potential arbitrators for parties to select from and a set of rules 
for conducting the private arbitration. 

Analytical skills Ability to follow a step;by;step process to solve a problem. 

Annotation monitor Monitor which allows a witness to easily make on,screen 

annotations with the touch of a finger. 

Answer Document by which the defendant responds to the allegations contained 
in the plaintiff's complaint. 

Appealable error An error made at trial that causes harm or prejudice to a litigant. 

Appellant The party who asserts error occurred at trial by filing an appeal for 

review of the trial proceedings. 

Appellate courts Courts that review the record from the trial court to determine 
if the trial j1.1dge made an error in applying the procedural or substantive law. 

Appellee The party who must respond to an appeal for review, usually the verdict 

winner at trial. 

Arbitration The most well;known ADR method which submits a dispute to a 
third party for binding or non,binding resolution after a hearing in which each side 
presents evidence and argument of counsel. 

Associates Non,owner lawyers, usually salaried employees of the law firm. 

Assumption of risk An affirmative defense which states plaintiff knew the risks 
involved with a particular activity and voluntarily proceeded with that activity. 

Attached A restriction by the trial court that prohibits an attorney from accepting 
another trial for the same time. 

Attorney work product Material prepared for litigation by the attorney. 
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Attorney-client privilege Rule of evidence that protects the client from the 
attorney being required to reveal the confidential information. 

Authorization for distribution A written statement granting permission to accept 
a sum of money and distribute it in accordance with a schedule of distribution. 

Automatic stay In bankruptcy, a requirement that creditors cease all efforts to col-
lect the debts owed them once a bankruptcy petition has been filed. 

Bates production numbering A Bates production number is a tracking number 
assigned to each page of each document in the production set. 

Best evidence rule Court preference for original writings, recordings, or photographs. 

Bookmarks Netscape term for saved URL's. 

Briefs Documents submitted by the parties' attorneys to the court that contain 

legal support for their side of the case. 

Burden of proof The level of proof required to establish an entitlement to recovery. 

Calendar maintenance Adding critical deadlines, appointments, and reminders 
to the calendar for each member of the legal team. 

Candor Ethical obligation to not mislead the court or opposing counsel with false 
statements of law or of facts which the lawyer knows to be false. 

Caption Identity of the parties, the court, and the court--identifying information 
on the complaint. 

Case-in-chief The portion of the trial where one side presents all its evidence to 
the jury through direct and cross-examination. 

Case law Law created by written decisions issued by the judicial branch; decisions 
resolve the dispute before the court and serve as precedent or guidance for similar 
future disputes. 

Case management system Software for organizing the parts of a case in a central 
repository that can be shared by all members of the legal team. 

Cases Issues that a client has presented to a legal team to handle and resolve. 

Causation The link between the injury suffered by the plaintiff and the action or 
inaction of the defendant; includes causation in fact (actual cause) and proximate 
cause (legal cause). 

Cause of action A wrong that is legally recognized as a basis for compensating 
one for the harms suffered. 

Certificate of service Form required by the court certifying the manner and 
method in which service is made; used after personal service of the complaint for 
all other pleadings. 

Chain of custody A written record showing the identity of everyone accessing evi-
dence and showing that the evidence was not altered while in possession of the law firm. 

Challenge for cause A potential juror may be struck from the jury when his 
answers to voir dire questions indicate bias. 

Citation checking Process by which citation to the record and the law are checked 
for accuracy. 

Civil cover sheet A summary page of information about a case. 

Civil litigation Resolution of legal disputes between parties seeking a remedy for 

a civil wrong or to enforce a contract. 

Claim A right asserted against another for which a remedy is sought in a lawsuit. 

Claim of privilege The person claiming the privilege usually the client has the 

burden to establish its existence. 

Claw-back provision A provision contained in the report of counsel 's meet and 
confer and included in the court's scheduling order that describes what to do with 



privileged materials that are disclosed inadvertently through e;discovery. The pro; 

vision should address return of the materials and waiver of the privilege. 

Closing arguments The last opportunity for the attorneys to address the jury, 
summing up the client's case and persuading the jury to decide in their client's favor. 

Cloud computing The access over the Internet of a secure depository by autho; 

rized users. 

Commitment Finishing what one starts out to do. 

Common interest privilege To permit a client to share confidential information 
with the attorney for another who shares a common legal interest. 

Communication skills Ability to express ideas effectively in both spoken and 
written word. 

Comparative negligence An affirmative defense which reduces an award to the 
plaintiff by the percentage his own negligence contributed to his injuries. 

Compensatory damages Damages which calculate a monetary value for the 
actual loss suffered by the plaintiff. 

Competent Having the requisite knowledge and skill, thoroughness, and preparation 
necessary for representation. 

Complaint Initial pleading filed by the plaintiff designed to give notice to the defen; 

dant of the claims against them. 

Concurrent jurisdiction Cases where the federal and state court both have 
subject matter and personal jurisdiction. 

Confidentiality Ethical obligation to keep client information confidential (not 
disclose) founded on the belief that clients should be able to tell their attorneys 
everything about their case so the attorney can give proper legal advice to the 

client. 

Conflict of interest Situations where the interests or loyalties of the lawyer and 
client may be or may appear to be adverse or divided. 

Consent judgment Document filed with the court to terminate the lawsuit by 
entering a judgment against the defendant. 

Constitution A document that establishes the conception, character, and organiza; 

tion of a government, the fundamental and organic law. 

Consumer debt Debts incurred that are related to personal, family, or household 
purposes. 

Contingency fee agreement Fee agreement whereby the lawyer receives a 
percentage of the amount recovered for the plaintiff. 

Continuance Request made to the court to change the date scheduled for trial. 

Continuing objection An acknowledgment in the record of the trial that the 
attorney objects to particular testimony or evidence without having to object each 
time the witness answers a question. The purpose is to permit the testimony to be 
presented easily withol1t waiving the error of its admission. 

Contract An agreement entered by two parties for valid consideration. 

Contributory negligence An affirmative defense which states there is no recovery 
where the p laintiff's negligence contributed to his injuries. 

Cost-benefit analysis Process by which a litigant determines the costs of pursuing 
litigation and compares them to what is likely to be gained. 

Counterclaim Claims the defendant has against the plaintiff. 

Courts of record Courts in which the testimony and evidence presented are re; 
corded and preserved. 

Credibility Truthfulness and believability of the testimony given. 
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Creditor One to whom money is owed. 

Crimi11al litigatio11 Government enforcing of laws or prosecution for breach of 
a law. 

Cross appeal Where the appellee also asserts error occurred at trial and seeks 
appellate review of the trial proceedings. 

Cross appellant The appellee or respondent who files a cross appeal. 

Cross claim Claims that one defendant may have against another defendant. 

Cross-examination Opportunity of defense (opposing) counsel to question a 
witness after the direct examination of the witness. 

Cultural sensitivity Awareness of and sensitivity to the reasons for differences 
in the way people behave based on religious and ethnic backgroL1nd and belief 
system. 

Damages A calculation, usually financial, of harm suffered by the plaintiff. 

Database A collection of similar records. 

Date certai11 Date set by the judge for trial to begin; it cannot be changed. 

Debtor One who owes another a SLlm of money. 

De-duping The process of comparing electronic records based on their character~ 
istics and removing duplicate records from the data set. 

Default Failure to file a timely response, whether to a motion or an answer. 

Default jt1dgme11t Judgment obtained by the plaintiff against the defendant where 
the defendant has failed to respond in a timely fashion to the con1plaint. 

Defendant The party who is sued in a lawsuit. 

Defense medical evaluation (DME) Medical examination of the plaintiff per~ 

formed by physician selected by the defendant. 

Deficiency The shortfall between the proceeds received at execution and the judg~ 

ment amount. 

Demonstrative evidence Tangible item such as a photograph or map that depicts, 
displays, or den1onstrates a fact. 

Deny A possible response of the defendant to the complaint which asserts the facts 
of the averment are not true. 

Deposition A form of discovery available to ask questions and obtain oral an~ 
swers under oath from a witness or party to a lawsuit. QL1estions and answers are 
recorded stenographically. 

Deposition digest A sL1mn1ary of deposition testimony with reference to the loca~ 

tion in the transcript and/or the video foot location. 

Diagnosis A determination of the source of a medical complaint. 

Diminished capacity An in1paired mental condition caused by intoxication, trau~ 
ma, or disease that prevents one from L1nderstanding the nature and effect of their 
actions. 

Direct examination Questions addressed to a witness by the attorney who has 
called that witness to testify on behalf of his client. 

Discovery A phase of the litigation process in which the plaintiff and defendant 
share information relevant to the lawsuit. 

Diversity of citizenship A lawsL1it permitted in the federal court v\rhere the plain~ 

tiffs are from states different fron1 the defendants and the amount in controversy 
exceeds $ 7 5, 000. 

Docket A judge's personal list of pending cases. 

Docket entries Written record maintained in the clerk of court's office listing 
docun1ents and things filed with the court. 



Document camera A portable evidence presentation system equipped with a 
high,resolution camera. 

Documentary evidence Writings, recordings, and photographs, which include 
X,ray films, electronic recordings, or any other data compilation. 

Documents Word processing files, scanned images, pleadings, correspondence, or 
Web pages. 

Domestic public documents A type of self,authenticating document; these re, 

cords are on file with any domestic government office and are admissible evidence 
if they bear the seal of the office and the signature attesting to the authenticity. 

Dual-cassette player Equipment that plays back audio. 

Duty of care Duty of individuals to use reasonable care to avoid causing harm. 

Duty of confidentiality An ethical obligation to not reveal any information about 
a client's affairs regardless of the source of the information. 

Dying declaration A hearsay exception for a deathbed statement. 

E-discovery Discovery of documents created, disseminated, and stored via elec, 

tronic means. 

Electronic courtroom Courtroom equipped with electronic equipment for use 
in trial presentations. 

Electronic filing Filing court documents by electronic means, such as e,mail. 

Electronic repository A secure protected file server to which everyone autho, 

rized has access over the internet. 

Elements Components of a legal claim that must be established by the burden of proof. 

Elements of a cause of action The components of a legal claim that must be 
established by the burden of proof. 

En bane review Term used to describe the entire panel of judges sitting and hear, 
ing a case, usually on appeal. 

Encryption Technology that allows computer users to put a '' lock'' around infor, 
mation to prevent discovery by others. 

Entry of appearance An attorney for one of the litigants files papers officially 
identifying himself as representing the client before the court. 

Entry of judgment Taking the verdict announced by the jury and converting it to 
a legally enforceable judgment. 

Equitable remedy Used where no amount of monetary damages can make the 
injured party whole. 

E-repository ( online document repository) An electronic data storage facility 
accessed using the Internet. 

Error in instructions to jury An error made at trial by the judge with regard to 
the instructions given to the jury or the recitation of the instruction. 

Ethical obligation A minimum standard of conduct usually within one's profession. 

Ethical wall An environment in which an attorney or a paralegal is isolated from 
a particular case or client to avoid a conflict of interest or to protect a client's con, 

fidences and secrets. 

Ethics Minimally acceptable standards of conduct in a profession. 

Events Any appointments, tasks, reminders, or things to do that are scheduled for 
specific dates. 

Evidence Testimony, documents, and tangible things that tend to prove or dis, 

prove a fact. 

Error in evidentiary ruling An error made at trial by the judge with regard to the 
admission or exclusion of evidence. 
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Evidentia1·y phase Phase of the trial where testimony and evidence are presented 
to the jury or judge. 

Excited utterance A hearsay exception in which the statement by a declarant 
about a startling event is admissible. 

Exculpatory evidence Evidence which tends to prove the innocence of the 
accused or prove the facts of the defendant's case. 

Execution Process whereby the assets of the judgment debtor are collected by the 
sheriff, sold, and the proceeds used to pay the judgment. 

Executive branch One of the three co--equal branches of the government; repre-
sented by the president and administrative agencies. 

Exempt property Property of the judgment debtor that is set aside for his personal 
use and is not available for execution. 

Expert witness A person qualified by education, training, or experience to render 
an opinion based on a set of facts that are outside the scope of knowledge of the 
fact finder. 

Extension of time to respond Request by the defendant to enlarge the time to 
respond to the complaint beyond that which is permitted under the rules. 

Fact pleading Pleadings required to include all relevant facts in support of all 
claims asserted. 

Fact witness A witness who testified about facts based upon his observation or 
has personal knowledge about the matter before the court. 

Facts Actual or alleged events and occurrences. 

Factual research Investigating the facts of the clients case. 

Favorites Internet Explorer term for saved URLs. 

Federal Arbitration Act A federal statute that provides that arbitration agree-
ments in commercial contracts are valid, irrevocable, and enforceable unless some 
legal or equitable grounds (fraud, duress) exist to invalidate them. 

Federal Rules of Civil Procedure The rules and procedures which control all 
litigation filed in the federal court system. 

Federal Rules of Evidence Enacted 1975, rules which apply to proceedings in all 
federal courts to determine what evidence will be admissible in court. 

Fiduciary relationship A relationship where one is under a duty to act for the 
benefit of another under the scope of the relationship. 

Filing fees A fee charged by the court system that must be paid at the time of filing 
the complaint. 

Filtering The process used to scan or search the documents for relevant terms in 
an attempt to narrow the focus, such as a filter to eliminate docl1ments created 
before or after a certain date. 

Final judgment A judgment entered on the docket which ends the litigation, 
effectively putting the litigants out of court. 

Foreign judgment Any judgment entered in a court other than a particular state's 
courts. 

Freedom of Information Act A law that gives the public access to most docu-
ments in the possession of federal administrative agencies. 

Friendly witness A witness who cooperates with the party who has called him to 
testify. 

Full Faith and Credit clause A provision in the United States Constitution 
which requires the individual states to honor the judgments entered in other state 
and federal courts. 



Garnishment The process wherein a percentage of the jL1dgment debtor's wages 
are remitted to pay the judgment. 

General damages Damages related to the injury sustained that can not be calcu, 

lated with a.ny particular formula or accuracy. 

General denial In some jurisdictions, the word "Denied" alone is insufficient and 
the averment of the complaint is treated as if it were "Admitted." 

General jurisdiction Power of the court to hear all types of matters so long as 
the dispute does not fall within the lin1ited jurisdiction of a particular court; it is 
subject to the court's general jurisdiction. 

Harmless error An error made at trial that has no impact on the outcome of the case. 

Hearsay An oL1t,of,coL1rt statement made by someone (declarant) other than the 

witness testifying; that statement of the declarant is offered for the trL1th of its 
contents. 

Hearsay exceptions Hearsay statements that are admissible because they are 
made under circumstance where they are likely to be true. 

Hostile witness A witness who does not cooperate with the party who called him 
to testify. A reluctant witness who demonstrates some hostility to the case pre, 

sented or toward the party who called him to testify. 

Huma11 relations skills Soft skills; ability to work successfully \Vith others and 
handle oneself appropriately in the working environment. 

Impeach Questioning the witness on cross,examination to demonstrate to the 
jury that the witness is not reliable. 

Impeach the credibility Questioning the witness on cross,examination to dem, 
onstrate to the jL1ry that the witness is not reliable. 

Implied attorney-client relationship Relationship which may result when a 
prospective client divulges confidential information during a consultation with an 
attorney for the purpose of retaining the attorney, even if actual employment does 
not result. 

In personam Jurisdiction over the person. 

In rem Jurisdiction over the property. 

I11. rem jurisdiction Jurisdiction to hear a case because of jL1risdiction over the 
property of the lawsuit. 

Inadmissible evidence Evidence that either the rules or the coL1rt determines is 
not admissible at trial. 

Independe11t medical evaluation (IMEs) Term formerly used to describe a 
defense n1edical evaluation. 

Indispensable party A part whose interest would be affected by a court's ruling. 

Infrared headpho11es An assisted listening device for the hearing in1paired. 

Injunction A cot1rt order that prohibits a person from doing a certain act. 

Inside corporate counsel Lawyer en1ployed by a corporation to provide legal 
advice and counsel on corporate matters. 

Insufficiency of process Failure to properly service another party. 

Interlocutory appeal Appeal from an interlocutory order that reqt1ires certifica, 
tion of issue and permission. 

Interlocutory order Ruling, order, or judgn1ent of the court that affects the rights 

of the litigants bt1t does not end the litigation. 

Interpersonal skills Ability to work well with all types of people. 

Interpreter box Routes language translations from an interpreter to the witness/ 
defendant's headphones or the courtroom's public address system. 
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Interrogatories A form of discovery in which written questions are addressed to 
a party to a lawsuit requiring written answers made under oath. 

Interrogatories in aid of execution Interrogatories issued by the judgment 

creditor to locate assets of the judgment debtor. 

IT In larger law offices, corporate legal departments, and government offices, the 
technical support staff or information technology department. 

Joinder Inclusion in the lawsuit of a third party, not presently a party to the law; 
suit, who is or maybe responsible for the harm suffered. 

Judgment The official decision of the cou rt setting forth the rights and obligations 
of the parties. 

Judgment creditor The party who won at trial and is owed money for damages in 
the amount of the judgment. 

Judgment debtor The party who lost at trial; now has a judgment entered against 
him and owes another person money for damages. 

Judgment-proof debtor A judgment debtor without insurance, cash, assets, or 
other means of paying a judgment. 

Judicial branch One of the three co;equal branches of the government; repre; 
sented by the court system. 

Judicial notice A court's acceptance of a fact without requiring a party's proof. 

Jurisdiction The authority of the court to hear disputes and impose resolution of 
the dispute upon the litigants. 

Jurisdictional facts Allegations demonstrating the court's jurisdiction over the 
persons and subject matter required in a complaint. 

Ju1-y charge Instructions given by the judge at the beginning of trial to describe 
h ow the trial will be conducted or at the end of the trial to inform of the law to be 
applied in the case. 

Jury deliberations The process wherein the jury meets to discuss and reach a deci; 

sion on the case. 

Jury instructions (charge) Instructions given by the judge to the jury, informing 
them of the law to be applied in the case. 

Jury investigation The ability to investigate the jury pool. 

Jury pool A ll individuals called to serve for jury duty before trial begins. 

Jury selection Process by which a group of six or more people is chosen to serve 
on the jury. 

Ju1-y verdict The decision reached by the jury that concludes the case. 

Laptop port A connection into which a laptop may be plugged. 

Large-screen monitor A video monitor conveniently located in the courtroom 
and large enough for all to see the graphics displayed. 

Lawyers Law school graduates who have passed the bar examination, hold a 
license to practice law, and have met the minimum qualifications established by the 
individual jurisdictions or courts for obtaining a license to practice and represent 
clients. 

Lay witness A person who has personal knowledge about the matter before the court. 

Leading questions Questions which suggest the answer usually calling for a ''yes'' 
or ''no'' response. 

Legal issue Points of dispute on which law is applicable and/or how the law should 
be applied. 

Legal support staff Members of the law office who provide support functions to 
the legal team; these include law librarians, legal secretaries, receptionists, informa; 

tion technologists, bookkeepers and mailroom personnel. 



Legal team The collective group of people working on a case or matter under the 
supervision of an attorney. 

Legislative branch One of the three co,equal branches of the government; repre, 
sented by Congress, the House of Representatives, and Senate. 

Liability Defendant's legal responsibility for the plaintiff's damages. 

Limited jurisdictio11 Courts authorized to hear certain types of disputes such as 
divorce or bankruptcy. 

Litigation hold A process whereby a company or individual determines that an 
unresolved dispute may result in litigation and as a result, electronically created 
and stored documents should not be destroyed or altered. 

Long arm statutes A n1ethod of obtaining personal jurisdiction over a non, 
resident defendant based on a statute that extends a state's jurisdiction. 

Managing partner Partner responsible for n1anaging the business operations of 
a firm, such as taking care of the facilities, management, human resoL1rces supervi, 

sion, and public relations. 

Mandatory counterclaim Clain1s that arise from the san1e event which mL1st be in, 

eluded in the answer to the complaint or the defendant loses the right to bring them. 

Matters Any item, case, file, or project that needs to be tracked. 

Mediation A method of ADR process in which a neutral third party (mediator) 
helps the participants reach a negotiated settlement of their differences. 

Metadata Information about a particular data set which may describe, for exam, 
pie, how, when, and by whom it was received, created, accessed, and/or modified 
and how it is formatted. 

Minimum contacts 
resident defendant 
jurisdiction. 

A method of obtaining personal jurisdiction over a non, 
based on the defendant having contacts within a state's 

Mini .. trial A method of ADR where each side presents its case to a panel compris, 
ing the parties' decision,makers with settlement authority. 

Minors Those individL1als who have not reached the legal age, or age of majority, 
usually 18 years old. 

Mistrial Trial ended without a verdict being determined and reqL1iring a new trial 
be conducted. 

Mock jury trial Process that allows the legal team to create a mock jury with simi, 

lar socioeconomic factors as those in the jury pool; team presents its case, and the 
mock jury returns a verdict and critique. 

Model Rules of Professio11al Conduct The American Bar Association set of 
proposed ethical standards for the legal profession. 

Monetary remedies A form of damages that assigns a financial value to the harm 
suffered by the plaintiff. 

Moral obligation An obligation based on one's own conscience. 

Motion Formal request to the court seeking son1e type of relief during the course 
of the litigation. 

Motion for directed verdict Motion made at the conclusion of a party's case,in, 

chief which states that the other has failed to n1eet its burden of proof. 

Motion for a judgment as a matter of law A posttrial motion that asks the 
jL1dge to overturn the jury verdict because it is L1nsupported by the evidence or 
disregarded the law. (Formerly known as a judgment n.o.v. or judgment notwith, 
standing the verdict.) 

Motion for a judgment on tl1e pleadi11gs A request for judgment as a matter of 
lav., based only on the contents of the pleadings. 
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Motion for a new trial A posttrial motion that asks for a new trial because errors 
were made during the trial that make the verdict unreliable. 

Motion for protective order Motion which asks the court to determine whether 
certain information must be disclosed in discovery. 

Motion for sanctions Where an order compelling a party to cooperate is not 
complied with, the next step is to request that the court impose a penalty against 
the non;compliant party. 

Motion for summary judgment A motion by which a party seeks to terminate 
the lawsuit prior to trial alleging there are no disputed material facts and all that 

remains is in the application of the law to the facts. 

Motion to compel Motion seeking the opposing party's cooperation and compli; 

ance in responding to discovery requests. 

Motion to extend the time to respond A request for a court order allowing 
additional time to respond. 

Motion to mold the verdict Asks the court to take the jury verdict and calculate 
the amount that the defendant is obligated to pay the plaintiff. 

Movable items Documents, photographs, recordings, and similar tangible items. 

Movant The party who files a motion. 

Mutual release Document signed by both plaintiff and defendant agreeing to 
release each other from any and all claims arising from the transaction or occur; 
rence that gave rise to the dispute. 

Narrative opportunity Question that encourages an answer requiring a full 
explanation. 

Negligence A cause of action in which plaintiff claims that another person's fail; 
ure to act as a reasonable person would have acted under the same or similar cir; 
cumstances caused injury for which the plaintiff should be awarded damages. 

Neutral fact finding A method of ADR used in cases that involve areas requiring 
expertise; the neutral fact finder investigates and issues a report about the matter. 

Non-dischargeable debt A debt in bankruptcy that must be paid in full. 

Non-evidentiary phase Phase of trial that includes early proceedings, such as jl1ry 
selection, and concluding events, such as jury deliberation. Non;evidentiary phase 

includes everything else that is not considered presentation of evidence at trial. 

Non-hearsay Items are not hearsay because the declarant, while presently not tes; 
tifying, is available to be cross;examined about the statement. 

Non-movable items Real property or large goods that are not readily movable but 
remain at the heart of the lawsuit. 

Notice and waiver of set-vice Under the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, a proce; 
dure where formal service of process is waived and service by regular mail is acceptable. 

Notice of appeal Document filed with the court of appeals indicating that a decision 
of the trial court is being appealed. 

Notice of deposition Notice to all interested parties of the date, time, location, 
and identification of the individual to be deposed; has power over parties only. 

Notice of dismissal Document filed with the court to terminate the lawsuit when 
no answer to the complaint was filed , signed by the plaintiff only. 

Notice of motion Form required by the court that the movant sends with the 
motion to the responding party; it usually provides a summary of the motion and 
a hearing and response date. 

Notice pleading Pleading required to include sufficient facts to put the parties on 
notice of the claims asserted against them. 



Notice to Plead A document containing the same information as a summons but 
often issued in dual languages. 

Objectionable In discovery, items that are not discoverable because the informa, 
tion is protected by privilege, the work product doctrine, trade secrets, or similar 
rule; the question might be duplicative; materials answering the questions may 
have been shared through disclosure; or the questions may be vague, overly broad, 

or burdensome, or unlikely to lead to admissible evidence. 

Objections The method by which an attorney orally advises the court that evidence 
being presented is not admissible. 

Online collaboration Members of the team use the Internet to work collabora, 

tivel y using online software that allow each person to see the documents and in 
some cases each other, and make on screen notes and comments. 

Open ended questions Questions that usually do not have a ''yes'' or ''no'' 

answer but call for a short narrative response. 

Opening statements The first opportunity for the attorneys to address the jury 

and describe the nature of the lawsuit. 

Oral argument The opportunity for the attorneys to present an oral argument to 
the panel of appellate judges. 

Oral deposition Plaintiff, defendant, their lawyers, the witness, and a court ste-
nographer are together in a conference room. The witness, asked questions by one 
or both the attorneys, responds spontaneously, and the court stenographer records 
what is said. 

Overruled A judge's ruling on an objection that the evidence challenged is admissible. 

Paperless office Office where documents are created, stored, received, and sent 
electronically. 

Paralegal A person qualified by education, training, or work experience who is 
employed or retained by a lawyer, law office, corporation, governmental agency, or 
other entity that performs specifically delegated substantive legal work for which a 
lawyer is responsible; equivalent term is legal assistant. 

Partners Lawyers who have an ownership interest in a law firm and a stake in the 
firm's profits. 

PDF Portable Document Format. 

Perfect an appeal A term of art used to describe compliance with all the rules of 
procedure for filing an appeal to be valid. 

Perjury Deliberately making a false or misleading statement while under oath; is 

potentially subject to court sanction, including incarceration. 

Permissive appeal An appellant must obtain the permission of the court to file 
an appeal. 

Permissive counterclaim Claims against the plaintiff that don't arise from the 
same event but, in the interests of justice, make sense to include with the defen, 
dant's answer. 

Personal jurisdiction (in personam) Requires the court to have authority over 
the persons as well as the subject matter of the lawsuit. 

Petition for writ of certiorari The document associated with the United States 
Supreme Court requesting that the Court accept a particular matter for review. 

Petitioner The party who asserts error occurred at trial by filing an appeal for 
review of the trial proceedings. 

Physical and mental examination A form of discovery that permits the physi, 
cal or mental examination of a party by a qualified expert of the opposing party's 
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choosing when the physical or mental condition of the party is at issue in the 
lawsuit. 

Physical evidence Any tangible physical evidence, usually an item directly related 
to the litigation. 

Plaintiff The party who files a lawsuit seeking relief for a harm suffered. 

Pleadings Documents filed to commence and respond to a lawsuit. 

Post-judgment interest Interest calculated on unpaid judgments authorized by 
state statute and added to the amount due the judgment creditor. 

Posttrial motions Motions made orally asking the judge to overturn the verdict 
of the jury. 

Posttrial relief Action, such as an appeal to a higher court, taken by one of the 
litigants to correct errors made at trial. 

Practice management system Practice management systems are programs for 
managing the daily operations and functions of an office. 

Prayer for relief Also known as a wherefore clause, a paragraph which ends each 
count of the complaint asking the court for the specific relief the plaintiff seeks. 

Precedent Prior case law that is controlling and used to resolve the present dispute. 

Preemptory challenge A potential juror maybe struck from the jury without the 
attorney stating a reason. 

Prefiling depositions Depositions used to obtain information necessary to file an 
action. 

Prejudice In evidence, the probative value must outweigh prejudice which might 

mislead or confuse the jury, creating an emotional reaction. 

Preliminary value The total of special and general damages. 

Preponderance of the evidence The burden of proof in most civil litigation 
cases; the amount of proof that tips the scales of justice ever so slightly in one 

direction or another. 

Prerecorded testimony Testimony that is recorded in advance of trial that may 
be used at trial in the event the witness is then unavailable to testify. 

Present sense impression A hearsay exception where the statement made 
describes an event that the declarant was then perceiving. 

Presentation graphics Visual aids used to enhance an oral presentation. 

Preserving testimony When a witness is unavailable or unable to testify at trial, 
the deposition testimony can be presented at trial so long as both parties to the 
litigation had the opportunity to pose questions to the witness at the time of the 
deposition. 

Preserving the record T he obligation of the attorney to raise objection to mis; 
takes made at trial. The objection gives the trial judge notice of an error he may be 
about to make or may have already made and gives the judge the opportunity to 

correct that error at trial. 

Pretrial memorandum A summary of the case prepared as a guide for the trial 
judge on what the issues are, the areas of agreement of counsel, and how long the 

trial will take. 

Principal One who authorizes another to act on his or her behalf. 

Prior inconsistent statement Prior statement given by a witness that is inconsis; 
tent with the testimony given at trial. 

Private ADR The use of an ADR method without court involvement, such as an 
arbitration clause contained in a contract. 

Privilege A rule of evidence that prohibits certain types of communication 
from being disclosed at trial. The recognized privileged communications include 



attorney-client, physician-patient, priest-penitent, and spousal. The privilege may 

also apply to documents via th e work product or trade secrets doctrine. 

Privileged communication Communication to be kept confidential based on the 
relationship with the other party, such as attorney and client. 

Probative value Tendency of the evidence to demonstrate a fact important to the 
resolution of the case. 

Procedural issue Issue which arises from the presentation of the trial, such as 
those involving the application of the Federal Rules of Evidence. 

Procedural laws Laws that relate to how the trial is conducted and are usually 
based upon rules of court and rules of evidence. 

Production of documents or things A form of discovery in which written re-
quests for documents and things to be made available for inspection are sent to the 
opposing party. A written response made under oath is required. 

Professionalism Conduct in accordance with the expectations of a profession. 

Prognosis How the medical complaint will resolve: full recovery, persistent prob-
lems, or permanent disability. 

Punitive damages Damages designed to punish the defendant for behavior that 
shocks the conscience of the finder of fact. 

Purchase money mortgage Debt created to purchase a home. 

Quashed appeal Dismissal of an appeal for failure to comply with the rules of 
procedure. 

Range of motion Ability to move for example, the arm through a variety of 
motions. 

Real evidence Testimony which is based on real facts, not some imaginary or 
h ypothetical situation. 

Rebuttal Phase of the trial that gives the plaintiff the chance to address or respond 
to information contained in the defendant's case--in--chief. 

Record on appeal The documents forwarded by the clerk of the district court to 
the circuit court of appeals for review. The record on appeal includes the original 
documents filed with the court, the trial transcript with exhibits received into evi-
dence, and the docket entries. 

Recorded recollection A hearsay exception that allows a personal, contempora-
neously made statement in order to refresh their recollection about what happened 
on a particular day. 

Recross examination Permits opposing counsel to again challenge the credibility 
of the witness but only as to matters questioned on redirect examination. 

Redaction The removal of confidential information ( or at least that which is claimed 
to be confidential) or material prepared for trial under the work product doctrine. 

Redirect examination After cross--examination, counsel who originally called the 
witness on direct examination may ask the witness additional questions. 

Rehabilitate During redirect examination, the attorney will ask questions to allow 
the witness to explain her answers on cross--examination. 

Release Document signed by plaintiff which releases defendant from all possible 
claims arising out of a certain contract, accident, or other occurrence in exchange 
for the payment of a sum of money. 

Relevant In litigation, a fact that if changed would change the outcome of the case. 

Relevant evidence Evidence which tends to prove the existence of facts impor-
tant to the resolution of a case. 

Reliable evidence Evidence which is trustworthy; for example testimony from a 
witness who observed the accident is reliable. 
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Relief from the automatic stay A request of a creditor to proceed with his col-
lection efforts outside the ju risdiction of the bankruptcy court. 

Remand When the appellate court disagrees with the outcome of the trial court 
but sends th e matter back to the trial court for further proceeding in accordance 
with its opinion. 

Remote access Access to the law firm's computer and files from a remote location. 

Removal Right of the defendant, in cases of concurrent jurisdiction, to have juris-
diction moved from state to federal court. 

Reply Response of a plaintiff (or defendant) against whom a counterclaim (or cross) 
is asserted. 

Request for admission A form of discovery in which written requests are made 
to the opposing party asking him to admit the truth of certain facts or liability. 

Request for production of documents The shorthand name for production of 
documents and things. 

Reserve The amount an insurance carrier sets aside for the case; it must show as a 
contingent or potential liability on the corporate financial statements. 

Residual exception Allows hearsay where the hearsay statement being offered is 
a material fact of the case and there is no better evidence or testimony available to 
establish the fact. 

Resourcefulness Ability to meet and handle a situation and find solutions to 
problems. 

Respondent The party wh o must respond to an appeal for review, usually the ver--
dict winner at trial. 

Responsive pleading A pleading filed in response to a prior pleading. 

Rest The party has concluded the presentation of its case--in--chief. 

Restatement of The Law Third, Torts A legal treatise with Sl1ggested rules of 
laws relating to torts. 

Reverse Ruling of appellate court that disagrees with the outcome of a trial and 
finds that error was made. 

Right to appeal The right of a litigant to h ave the decision of the trial court re-
viewed by an appellate court. 

Rule 12 Motion to dismiss Certain defenses, namely those that can bring the liti-
gation to a swift conclusion, can be asserted by a motion to dismiss the complaint. 

Rules of Civil Procedure A set of rules and procedures in each court which 
must be followed in all litigation. 

Rules of Court Rules governing the practice or procedure in a specific col1rt. 

Sanctions Penalties imposed to punish wrongful behavior of litigants and their 
counsel; can include a monetary fine paid into court, dismissal of a claim, or pay-
ment of the reasonable attorney's fees. 

Satisfaction piece A document filed with the clerk of court to mark the judgment 
paid on the docket. 

Schedule of distribution A schedule of distribution lists the proceeds from the 
sale, the related expenses, and the distribution to the creditor and any excess col-
lected and returned to the debtor. Also, a written statement which lists a sum of 
money received and all the distributions that are permitted to be made from the 
amount received. 

Scheduling order A pretrial discovery order. 

Screening Interview Limited first contact with a prospective new client. 



Search engines Services for searching the world wide web using words or phrases. 

Search queries Specific words used in a computerized search. 

Seated Term used to describe a juror who has been selected to serve on the jury. 

Self-authenticating Because of the nature of the document or the circumstances 
under which it is created or stored an original is not required. 

Service of process Delivery of the complaint and summons to the defendant as 
required under the rules of civil procedure. 

Settlement brochure A formal statement of the plaintiff's case presented in bro-
chure form to Sllpport the plaintiff's position in settlement negotiations. 

Settlement demand Specific amount plaintiff may demand to settle the case, of-
ten the starting point of settlement negotiations. 

Settlement negotiations The process whereby the attorneys for the parties calcu--
late, communicate, posture, and settle the lawsuit through negotiations. 

Settlement off er Specific amount def end ant may off er to settle the case. 

Settlements Ending the lawsuit by agreement, usually with the exchange of money. 

Sidebar conference Conference between the attorneys and the judge at the 
judge's bench in hushed voices with the jury in the courtroom. 

Smoking gun A document on which the case hinges that may be introduced into 
evidence. 

Soft skills Ability to work successfully with others and handle oneself appropri-
ately in the working environment. 

Special damages Damages that can be calculated with some level of accuracy. 

Specialty application program Specialty programs combine many of the basic 
functions found in software suites, word processing, database management, spread-
sheets and graphic presentations to perform law office case, and litigation management. 

Specific performance A remedy that orders the breaching party to perform the 
acts promised in the contract; usually awarded in cases where the subject matter is 

unique, such as in contracts involving land, heirlooms, and paintings. 

Spoliation of evidence Destruction of records which may be relevant to ongoing 
or anticipated litigation, government investigation, or audit. Courts differ in their 
interpretation of the level of intent required before sanctions may be warranted. 

Standing The right to bring a lawsuit only where the plaintiff has a stake or interest 

in the outcome of the case. 

Stare decisis Legal principle that prior case law should apply unless there is a sub-
stantial change in society necessitating a change in the law. 

Statement against interest A hearsay exception that recognizes human nature 
dictates that persons do not make statements that are harmful to themselves or 
against their own best interests. 

Statute of frauds A state statute that requires certain types of contracts to be in 
writing. 

Statute of limitations The time frame within which an action must be com-
menced or the party will lose their right to use the courts to seek redress. 

Statutes Enactments by the legislative branch that include provisions to define and 
regulate the conduct of its citizens; may also regulate the operation of a b usiness 
or profession. 

Stayed Holding off for a particular period of time (as in ''the collection of a judgment 
is stayed'') until appeals are exhausted. 
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Stipulate to facts Facts presented by both sides to the trier of fact, jury, or judge 
acting as trier of fact as not contested. 

Stipulation Document filed with the court to terminate the lawsuit signed by all 
parties to the lawsuit. 

Strict liability A tort doctrine that makes manufacturers, distributors, wholesal; 

ers, retailers, and others in the chain of distribution of a product liable for the 
damages caused by a defect irrespective of fault. 

Subject matter jurisdiction The authority of a court to hear and decide a particular 
type of dispute. 

Subpoena A court order compelling a witness to attend and testify; must accom; 

pany a notice of deposition served on a nonparty witness. 

Subpoena duces tecum A court order compelling a witness to attend, testify, and 
bring with him documents; must accompany a notice of deposition served on a 
nonparty witness. 

Substantive issue Issue which arises from which law is applicable or how the law 
is applied to the dispute. 

Substantive law Law that relates to the law of the case, such as the law of negligence 
or contract. 

Summons A document which advises the defendant he has been sued and gives the 
time within which he must respond; and alerts him that a failure to respond may 
result in a loss of rights. 

Supervising attorney Member of the legal team to whom all others on the team 
report and who has the ultimate responsibility for the actions of the legal team. 

Sur rebuttal Phase of the trial that allows defense to respond to the evidence pre; 
sented by the plaintiff during rebuttal. 

Sustained A judge's ruling on an objection that the evidence challenged is not 
admissible. 

Tangible evidence Physical objects. 

Testimony evidence Evidence is given by witnesses who usually appear live in the 

courtroom to testify. 

Third-party complaint Follows the same format as the complaint that initiated 
the lawsuit. 

Third-party defendant Third party against whom a complaint is prepared, filed, 
and served along with a summons. 

Third-party documents Documents prepared by a third party in the ordinary 
course of business that would have been prepared in similar form if there was no 
litigation. 

Third-party plaintiff Defendant who intends to file a complaint against a third party. 

Third-party practice The process and procedure for including or joining a previ; 
ously undisclosed party to the lawsuit. 

TIFF Tagged Image File Format, one of the most widely used formats for storing 
images. TIFF graphics can be black and white, gray,scaled, or color. 

Time keeping Maintaining records of the time spent in performing tasks on a 
case or matter; may include the recording of costs or expenditure related to the 
performance of the tasks. 

Torts Civil wrongs, which are not breaches of contract, for which the court can 
fashion a remedy. 

Treatment A course of medical services designed to heal, correct, alleviate or 
resolve a medical complaint. 



Trial brief Document presented to the col1rt setting forth a legal argument to per, 

suade the court to rule in a particular way on a procedural or substantive legal issue. 

Trial graphics Visual aids used to enhance a trial presentation. 

Trial notebook A summary of the case, usually contained in a tabbed three,ring 

binder with sections such as pleadings, motions, law, pretrial memo, and witnesses. 

Trial presentation program Computer program which organizes and controls 
documents, depositions, photographs, and other data as exhibits for trial and dis, 
plays them as evidence when needed. 

Trial transcript The portion of the trial proceedings which are transcribed for the 
purposes of the appeal; not necessarily the entire trial. 

Trier of facts The trier of facts decides what facts are to be accepted and used in 
making the decision. It is usually a jury, but may be a judge who hears a case with, 
out a jury and decides that the facts and applies the law. 

Unauthorized practice of law (UPL) Giving legal advice, if legal rights may be 
affected, by anyone not licensed to practice law. 

Undisputed facts Failure to deny material facts in a pleading. 

Uniform Arbitration Act A proposed standardized procedure for arbitration, 
similar to the Federal Arbitration Act, for adoption by states. 

Uniform Enforcement of Foreign Judgments Act A statute that provides a 
uniform procedure for the enforcement and collection of judgments from other 
jurisdictions. 

Usual stipulations Agreements between the attorneys about how the deposition 
will be conducted; will vary by jurisdiction. 

VCR Equipment that plays back video and audio. 

Venue Process of determining in which court to file a lawsuit when more than one 
court has subject matter and personal jurisdiction. 

Verdict The decision reached by the jury or judge in a bench trial that concludes 

the case. 

Verdict slip A written document that asks the jury to answer specific questions 
about its decision. 

Verdict unsupported by evidence An error made at trial where the verdict of 
the jury is not supported by the evidence or the verdict disregards the law as pre, 
sented in the jury instructions. 

Verification Statement attached to the end of a pleading, signed by the client and 
stating the information contained therein is true. 

Videotape deposition A type of oral deposition where testimony is recorded 
stenographically and videotaped for presentation at trial. 

Visual presentation cart Media center located in the courtroom. 

Voir dire Process whereby prospective jurors are asked questions by the judge and 

attorneys to determine if they would be biased in their decision. 

Wherefore clause Also known as a prayer for relief, a paragraph which ends each 
count of the complaint asking the court for the specific relief the plaintiff seeks. 

Withdraw the claim Process by which a party to the lawsuit voluntarily with, 

draws or terminates one or more of his claims. 

Work product doctrine A limited protection for material prepared by the at, 

torney, or those working for the attorney, in anticipation of litigation or for trial. 
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preparation of, 47 5- 4 77 
trial, 406- 407 

Business and Professional Code 
(California), 31, 32 

Calendars, 70- 73 
California 

Business and Professional Code, 31, 3 2 

regulation of paralegals, 30 
Candor, ethical obligation of, 39-40, 407 
Capacity, 130 
Caption, 214 
Case files 

contents of, 63- 64 
keeping track of, 71 
organization and management of, 14, 

58- 60 
Case~in~chief 

defendant's, 430 
plaintiff's, 428-430 

Case law, 83- 84 
Case management 

manual, 62- 63 
requirements for, 65- 68 

Case management software 
AbacusLaw, 63, 67 
CaseMap, 60- 61, 68- 70 
explanation of, 60, 63 
manual approaches vs., 60- 63 
use of, 65- 70 

CaseMap (software), 59-61, 68--70 
Case notebook 

explanation of, 58, 62 
tabs for, 58, 62 

Cases, 61 
Causation, 85, 126, 382 
Causes of action 

in complaint, 213- 214, 271- 272 
contracts and, 129- 133 
explanation of, 84-86, 122, 124 
gathering information about, 184 (see 

also Investigation) 
location of, 188- 189 
multiple, 124 
procedural requirements and, 124- 125 
selection of, 122, 133 
torts and, 125, 129 

Causes of action and affected party 
checklist, 123 

Cells, 52 
Certificate of service, 238, 240 
Chain of custody, 151 
Challenge for cause, 4 2 7 
Chapter 7 bankruptcy, 494 
Chapter 11 bankruptcy, 494 
Chapter 13 bankruptcy, 495 
Character evidence, 155 
Character witnesses, 155 
Circuit courts of appeals, 92 
Citation checking, 4 76- 4 77 
Citizenship, diversity of, 82 
Civil Appeal Transcript, 471, 474 
Civil cover sheet, 212, 213 

543 
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Civil litigation 
causes of action in, 84-85, 122 
claim investigation and, 184, 186- 195 

(see also Investigation) 
expert witnesses and, 183, 185 
explanation of, 4 
interviews and, 168- 184 
natL1re of, 7 
role of paralegals in, 4- 6 
use of technology in, 48- 50 

(see also Technology) 
Claim of privilege, 285- 288 
Claims, 396- 397 
Claw,back provision, 323 
Client files, 61 
Client interview checklists, 172, 173 
Client interviews, 172, 173. See also 

Interviews 
Clients 

acceptability of settlements 
for, 94 

decision to represent, 169- 171 
deposition preparation for, 370- 372 
electronic discovery process and, 

353- 354 
guidelines to advise, 355 
initial contact with potential, 168- 169 
interviews of, 172, 173 
pretrial instruction checklist for, 409 
relations management with, 4- 5 
restrictions on representing, 34-35 
reviewing interrogatories with, 348- 349 
trial preparation for, 408- 409 

Closing arguments, 433 
Collaboration, in case management, 68 
Collection, statutory limitations on, 

493- 495 
Collection letters, 487 
Colorado Rules of Professional Conduct, 

40 
Com1nitment, 8 
Common interest privilege, 

285- 286 
Common law contracts, 129- 130 
Communication 

listening skills and, 180- 181 
methods of, 10 
privileged, 182 

Com1nunication skills 
cultL1ral sensitivity and, 177- 179 
explanation of, 10, 11 
gender issues and, 177 
for interviews, 176-179 

Comparative negligence, 127- 128, 257, 
270- 271 

Compensatory damages, 134 
Complaint checklist, 222- 223 
Complaints. See also Pleadings 

amendments to, 230 
answer to, 269- 275 
cause of action in, 213- 222, 271- 272 
deadlines and, 229, 230 
elements of, 213- 222 
explanation of, 213 

fact,pleading, 218- 221, 272- 274 
failure to respond to, 276 
filing of, 223- 226 
notice,pleading, 215- 217 
responses to, 266- 269 
Rule 12(b) grounds for dismissal of, 

246- 248, 268- 269, 270 
service of process for, 224, 227- 228 
third,party, 2 7 6 

Compliance, disclosure process and, 
294- 295 

Compromise, offers of, 148 
Computer format, 307 
Computer programs, database, 50- 58 
Computer use 

applications for, 48, 49 
productivity and, 14-15 

Conceptual search, 56 
Concurrent jurisdiction, 89 
Confidential information, inadvertent 

disclosure of, 324-325 
Confidentiality 

alternative dispute resolution and, 
106- 107 

candor and fairness in litigation and, 
39- 40 

duty of, 286 
duty to report unethical conduct and, 

41 
of electronic documents, 

323- 327 
explanation of, 39 
fairness to opposing party and counsel 

and,40-41 
related to settlements, 103 
technology issues and, 28- 29 

Conflicting accounts comparison timeline, 
189, 190 

Conflict of interest 
checking for, 13 
explanation of, 3 7 
guidelines to avoid, 37- 38 

Consent judgment, 105, 106 
Consequential damages, 134 
Consideration, 130 
Constitutions, 82- 83. See also U.S. 

Constitution 
Consumer debt, 493 
Consumer Product Safety Commission 

(CPSC), 192- 193 
Contacts, keeping records of, 71 
Contingency fee agreements, 408 
Contingent fee engagement letter, 169, 171 
Continuances, 413- 414 
Continuing objection, 464 
Contracts 

breach of, 129 
common law, 129- 130 
defense to, 130- 131 
explanation of, 85, 124 
statute of limitations a11d, 206 
Uniform Commercial Code 

and, 131- 133 
Contractual capacity, 130 

Contributory negligence, 12 7, 128, 2 71 
Controversy, case or, 86, 87 
Cost,benefit a11alysis, of lawsuits, 407- 408 
Counterclaims, 271- 272 
Court reporters, notification of, 367 
Court system. See also Law/legal system 

alternative dispute resolution 
and, 106 

authority and, 86- 87 
federal, 89, 91 
intermediate appellate courts, 91- 92 
jurisdiction and, 86- 89 
overview of, 82, 89 
state, 89 
trial courts, 91 
U. S. Supreme Court, 92 

Credibility, of witnesses, 154- 156, 409, 
429 

Criminal history, of witnesses, 155 
Cross appeal, 4 70 
Cross claims, 2 71 
Cross,examination 

client and witness preparation 
for, 409 

explanation of, 152, 429 
Cultural differences, in communication, 

177- 179 
Cultural sensitivity 

explanation of, 9, 177 
during interviews, 177- 179 

Damage analysis, 98 
Damages 

allegation of, 222 
calculation of, 135- 136 
eqL1itable remedies and, 134 
explanation of, 86, 126 
monetary, 134 
summary of plaintiff, 95- 98 

Databases, 50- 58. See also Electronic 
databases 

Date certain, 414 
Day,in,the,life videos, 97, 135 
D.C. Circuit, 92 
Debtor, 486 
Declarant unavailable, 159- 160 
Default judgment 

explanation of, 229, 267 
failure to respond and, 276 
motion for, 241, 242, 244, 245 

Defendants 
awareness of perspective of, 186 
explanation of, 85, 266 
settlements and, 94 

Defendant's case,in,chief, 430 
Defense medical evaluation (DME) 

explanation of, 384 
preparation for and attending, 385- 386 

Defenses 
affirmative, 269- 270 
explanation of, 12 7 
to product liability, 129 
to tort actions, 127- 128 

Deficiency, 490 



Demonstrative evidence, 150 
Deny, 269 
Deposition digest, 373 
Depositions 

checklist for, 3 71 
of expert witnesses, 183, 184 
explanation of, 288, 3 70 
before filing complaint, 362- 363 
method to schedule, 366- 370 
oral, 363- 365 
paralegal functions at, 3 72 
preparation for, 370- 372 
service of notice of, 367 
summary of, 3 7 3 
transcript review and digest preparation 

for, 372- 373 
uses of, 365- 366 
videotaped, 365, 451 
witnesses' version of events 

and,365 
on written questions, 363 

Destruction of evidence. See Spoliation of 
evidence 

Diagnosis, 382 
Digital cameras, 186 
Directed verdict, motion for, 430 
Direct examination 

client and witness preparation 
for, 409 

explanation of, 151, 428- 429 
Disclosure 

discovery process and requirements 
for, 293 

inadvertent, 324-325 
mandatory, 293 

Discovery. See also Electronic discovery 
( e,discovery) 

changes in traditional, 304 
claims and, 396- 397 
compliance and court intervention and, 

294-295 
depositions and, 288 
electronic, 56 (see also Electronic dis, 

covery) 
explanation of, 282 
interrogatories and, 288, 289 (see also 

Interrogatories) 
limitations on, 312 
physical and mental examinations and, 

291,382- 385 
planning for, 292 
privilege and, 284- 286 
production of documents/things and, 

291 
purpose of, 282- 283 
requests for admissions and, 291 
requests for production of documents 

and, 336 (see also Requests for pro, 
duction of documents) 

scope of, 284, 304 
sequence for, 292- 294 
third,party document exception and, 

287- 288 
timeframe for, 341- 343 

work product doctrine and, 286- 287 
Discovery motions, 250- 252 
Diversity jurisdiction, 91 
Diversity of citizenship, 82 
Docket entries, 226, 228 
Dockets, 91, 242 
Documentary evidence, 149 
Docu1nent cameras, 453, 454 
Documents. See also Electronic docu1nents 

case law and court rules related to, 
318-321 

confidentiality of, 324- 327 
converting paper documents to elec, 

tronic, 318 
cost of producing, 308, 310- 311 
domestic public, 149 
formats for, 306- 307, 313- 315 
obtaining copies of, 12 
preservation of, 305 
production of, 308 
scanning of, 315, 316 
screening process for, 354 
self,authenticating, 149 
spoliation of, 150, 189, 311, 318- 319 
trial preparation of, 412 

Dual,language notices, 207 
Duty of care, 85, 126 
Duty of confidentiality, 286. See also 

Confidentiality 
Dying declarations, 160 

Early neutral evaluations, in alternative 
dispute resolution, 108 

E,discovery. See Electronic discovery 
(e,discovery) 

Electronically stored information (ESI), 
304. See also Electronic discovery 
(e,discovery); Electronic documents 

Electronic courtroom. See also Trial 
presentations 

case presentation in, 448 
courthouse technology staff and, 

446- 448 
equipment in, 452-455 
explanation of, 444, 446 
graphics creation for, 448-451 
trial presentation pro grains for, 4 51-4 5 5 

Electronic databases 
as data repositories, 50- 52 
exa1nple of, 54-56 
explanation of, 50 
issues in use of, 56, 58 
litigation issues related to, 56 
method to navigate, 52- 54 
searches of, 56 
terminology related to, 54 

Electronic discovery (e,discovery). See also 
Discovery 

checklist for, 353 
concerns related to, 304 
confidentiality and, 324-32 7 
cost of, 352 
document review and, 317 
ethical issues related to, 305 
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explanation of, 304, 352 
Federal Rules of Civil Procedure and 

amendments and, 303- 304, 318, 323, 
324 

information technologists and, 313 
interrogatories for, 338- 339 
limitations of, 312 
litigation and, 56, 58, 305- 308, 316- 318 
overview of, 302- 303 
preservation of electronic materials and, 

305 
process of, 352- 355 
spoliation of evidence and, 311, 

318- 319 
traditional discovery and, 304 

Electronic discovery software, 50 
Electronic documents. See also Documents 

case law and court rules related to, 
318- 321 

confidentiality and, 324- 327 
conversion of paper documents to, 318 
cost of producing, 308, 310- 311 
destruction of, 311- 312 
format for, 313- 315 
predictive coding and technology as, 

sisted review for, 322- 323 
preservation of, 305 
prodttction of, 308, 355 
review of, 317 
scanning of, 315, 316 

Electronic files/filing 
of pleadings and documents, 223- 226 
use of, 48 

Elements, 122 
Elements of cause of action, 85, 428 
En bane review, 469 
Enforcement of judgments. See Judgment 

enforcement 
Engagement letters, 169- 1 71 
Entry of appearance, 292 
Entry of default judgment, 242, 244- 246 
Entr,, of judgment, 434, 462-463 
Equitable remedies, 86, 134-135 
e,repositories, 60 
Errors 

in evidentiary rulings, 464- 465 
harmless, 467 
in instructions to jury, 464, 465 
made at trial, 464- 467 

Ethical guidelines, 36- 3 7. See also 
Unat1thorized Practice of 
Law (UPL) 

Ethical issues. See also Unauthorized 
Practice of Law (UPL) 

confidentiality as, 39- 41 
conflict of interest as, 37- 38 
duty to report unethical 

conduct, 41 
electronic discovery and, 305 
ethical wall as, 38- 39 
freelance or independent paralegals 

as, 39 
in proof of supervision, 74 
related to settlements, 98- 99 
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Ethical obligations 
of candor, 39- 40, 407 
moral obligations vs., 182- 183 
for supervising attorney, 36, 41 

Ethical wall, 38- 39 
Ethics codes, 28 
European background, interviews with 

individuals of, 178 
Evidence 

admissible, 144-146 
demonstrative, 150 
documentary, 149 
explanation of, 144 
facts as, 144-14 5 
hearsay rule and, 156- 160 
inadmissible, 14 7- 148 
judicial notice and, 14 7 
physical, 146, 150- 151 
preponderance of, 85, 124, 428 
presentation of, 428-432 
probative value of, 146 
real, 146 
relevant, 124, 144- 146, 284 
reliable, 146 
rules of, 145 
spoliation of, 150, 189, 311, 318- 319 
tangible, 58, 149- 151, 189 
testimony, 151- 156 
trial briefs and admissibility of, 406 
verdict llnsupported by, 464-466 

Evidentiary phase 
defendant's case,in,chief and, 430 
explanation of, 422, 428 
paralegal's role in, 431- 432 
plaintiff's case,in,chief and, 428-430 
rebuttal and, 431 
sidebar conferences and, 431 

Evidentiary rulings, 464-465 
Excited utterances, 158 
Exculpatory evidence, failure to turn over, 

41 
Execution, 490 
Executive branch, 83 
Exempt property, 490 
Exhibits, preparation of, 412 
Expert witness checklist, 66, 185 
Expert witnesses 

discovery process and, 294 
explanation of, 153- 154 
interviews of, 183, 184 
prerecorded testimony from, 154 

Expressed warranties, 133 
Extension of time to respond, 268 
Eye contact, cultural diversity and, 

177- 178 

Fact,pleading complaints, 
21&-221 

Fact pleadings 
answer to, 272- 274 
example of, 209 
explanation of, 208, 218- 221 

Facts 
analysis of, 186- 187 

in evidence, 144- 145 
explanation of, 11- 12, 397 
stipulate to, 397 
timeline of, 398 

Fact witnesses 
explanation of, 152- 153 
interviews of, 172 

Fair Debt Collection Practices Act, 493, 
494 

Fairness, to opposing party and counsel, 
40- 41 

Family history records, 159 
Family history statements, 159- 160 
Fed. R. Evid. 403, 146 
Federal Arbitration A.ct, 110 
Federal Circuit, 91 
Federal court system. See also Court 

system 
courts of appeal in, 91, 469 
discovery and,.338- 339, 341 
entry of judgment in, 463 
explanation of, 82 
federal district courts in, 91 
inadvertent disclosure and, 325- 326 
jurisdiction of, 91 
motions in, 238, 241 
notice pleadings in, 208 
organization of, 89- 91 

Federal question jurisdiction, 91 
Federal regulation, paralegals and, 31 
Federal Rules of Appellate Procedure, 4 70, 

475 
Federal Rules of Civil Procedure 

deadlines and, 229 
discovery and, 283, 286, 288, 292, 294 
electronic discovery and, 303- 304, 318, 

323,324 
entry of judgment and, 463 
explanation of, 204 
grounds for dismissal, 246- 248, 

268- 269, 271 
judgment enforcement and, 487 
motions, 246- 248 
personal service on nonparty witness 

and,367 
requests for production and, 352 
rerecorded testimony and, 154 
responsive pleadings and, 266 
signing pleadings, motions, and other 

papers, 13 
state modifications to, 204, 206 

Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure, 286 
Federal Rules of Evidence. See also 

Evidence 
discovery and, 283, 284 
explanation of, 145 
hearsay rule and, 156, 157 
privilege and waiver and, 325- 327 

Fee engagement letters, 169- 171 
Fees, 100, 169, 170, 223 , 408 
Fiduciary relationship, of agents, 

36 
Fields, 52 
Filing fees, 223- 224 

Final judgment, 4 70 
Florida Registered Paralegal, 30 
FOIA. See Freedom of Information Act 

(FOIA) 
Foreign judgments, 488-492 
Forms, restrictions on assisting clients 

with, 33- 34 
Forl1m shopping, 89 
Fraud, contracts and, 131 
Freedom of Information Act (FOIA), 

190- 192 
Freelance paralegals, 39 
Full Faith and Credit clause, 487 

Garnishment, 490 
Gender differences, in communication, 

177 
General damages, 134- 135 
General denial, 269 
General jurisdiction, 87 
General jurisdiction courts, 91 
General Provisions Governing Discovery, 

284 
Google Earth, 189 
Government branches, 82- 83 
Graphic image format, 313 
Graphics presentation, 448 
Graphics presentation software, 448-451 
Grooming, for interviews, 17 6 

Harmless error, 467 
Hearings, 83 
Hearsay, 156 
Hearsay exceptions 

explanation of, 157 
types of, 157- 160 

Hostile witnesses, 151 
interviews with, 180 

Human relations skills, 7 

Identity theft, 12 
Impeachment of witnesses, 283, 366, 429 
Implied attorney, client relationship, 169 
Implied warranty of merchantability, 133 
Impressions, role of, 9- 10 
Inadmissible evidence, 14 7- 148 
Inadvertent disclosure, of confidential 

information, 324-325 
Independent medical examination (IME), 

384 
Independent paralegals, 39 
Information technology support staff, 313, 

446 
Infrared headphones, 454 
Injunctions, 135 
In personam jurisdiction, 487. See also 

Personal jurisdiction 
In rem jurisdiction, 88, 487 
Inside corporate counsel, 4 
Instructions to jury, 433, 465 
Insufficiency of process, dismissal and, 

246 
Insurance, liability, 148 
Intentional torts, 126- 12 7 



Interlocutory appeals, 470 
Interlocutory order, 4 70 
Intermediate appellate courts, 

91- 92 
Internal Revenue Service (IRS), 83 
Internet 

locating witnesses via, 193- 194 
uses of, 48-49 

Interpersonal skills, 9 
Interpreter box, 454 
Interrogatories. See also Discovery; 

Electronic discovery (e,discovery) 
in aid of execution, 491 
checklists to prepare, 345, 350 
discovery process and, 288, 289 
drafting questions for, 344 
example of, 338- 339 
explanation of, 288, 336 
initial disclosures for, 344 
meeting with clients to answer, 

348- 349 
method to serve, 34 5 

Interrogatories (Continued) 
motion for protective order for, 

347- 348 
objectionable, 34 7, 348 
preparing responses to, 345- 347 
reviewing answers to, 350 

Interview forms, 63, 65 
Interviews 

of clients, 172, 173 
communication skills for, 

176- 179 
dress and appearance for, 17 6 
of expert witnesses, 183, 184 
guidelines when conducting, 179- 183 
initial contacts and, 168- 172 
investigation checklists for, 172, 174 
listening skills for, 180- 181 
moral and ethical obligations 

and, 182- 183 
nature of, 168 
physical surrot1ndings for, 17 5- 176 
preparation for, 17 2- 179 
privileged communicatio11 in, 182 
questions for, 181- 182 
screening, 168- 169 
of witnesses, 172, 173, 175 

Investigation 
common sense analysis for, 194-195 
defense perspective for, 186 
directory use for, 193- 194 
fact analysis for, 186- 187 
FOIA and, 190- 194 
gathering information for, 184-186 
jury, 412- 413 
locating witnesses for, 192 
obtaining official reports for, 186 
spoliation of evidence and, 189 
tangible evidence for, 189 
timelines for, 189, 190 
verification of incident sites for, 

188- 189 
Investigation checklists, 172- 174, 195 

Judges 
pretrial conferences with, 422 
settlements and, 94 
sidebar conferences with, 431 
view of stipulations, 398 

Judgment creditor, 486 
Judgment debtor, 486, 487 
Judgment enforcement 

adversarial proceedings and, 487 
bankruptcy and, 493- 495 
collection of judgment process and, 

486- 493 
Fair Debt Collection Practices Act and, 

493,494 
judgment,proof debtors and, 492- 493 
legislative protections efforts 

and,487 
non,adversarial collection, 487, 488 
overview of, 486 
satisfaction and, 495, 497 
statutory limitations on collection ef, 

forts and, 493-496 
Uniforn1 Enforcement of Foreign Judg, 

n1ents Act and, 488- 492 
Judgment,proof debtor, 492- 493 
Judgments 

consent, 105, 106 
default, 229, 241, 24 2, 244- 246, 267, 

276 
entry of, 434, 462-463 
explanation of, 486 
final, 470 
foreign, 488- 492 
as matter of law, 256, 257, 467 
not withstanding the verdict, 467 
on pleadings, 248, 249, 462 
satisfaction of, 495, 497 
summar~ 238- 248, 253- 256,397, 462 

Judicial branch, 83 
Judicial notice, 14 7 
Jurisdiction 

authority of court and, 86- 88 
case or controversy and, 86 
concurrent, 89 
diversity, 91 
explanation of, 86, 125 
federal question, 91 
general, 87 
limited, 87 
personal, 87- 88 
removal and remand and, 89 
standing and, 86 
st1bject matter, 86 
venue and, 86- 87 

Jurisdictional facts, 214 
Jurors 

alternate, 423 
deliberations by, 434 
instrt1ctions to, 433, 465 
selection of, 4 23- 4 2 7 
verdict of, 434, 435 

Jury box, 453 
Jury charge, 427 
Jury deliberations, 434 
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Jury instructions, 433, 465 
Jury investigation, 412- 413 
Jury pool, 412 
Jury selection, 423- 427 
Jury trials 

explanation of, 91 
mock, 413 
number of witnesses in, 397 
summary, 109 

Jury verdict, 434, 435 
Jury verdict slip, 257, 258, 434, 435 

Kenney, Chad F. , 84 

Large,screen monitors, 453 
Latinos, interviews with, 178 
Law firms 

organizational chart for, 5- 6 
use of electronic files by, 48- 49 

Lawful objective, 130 
Law/legal system. See also Court system 

cause of action and remedies 
and,84-86 

jurisdiction and, 86- 89 
procedural, 89 
sources of, 82- 84 
substantive, 91 

Lawsuits 
cost,benefit analysis of, 407- 408 
documents for settling and terminating, 

99- 103 
termination of, 105- 107 

Lawyers. See Attorneys; Supervising 
attorneys 

Lay witnesses, 152- 153, 371 
Leading questions, 181, 266 
Legal advice, 33 
Legal assistants. See Paralegals 
Legal issues, for trials, 396- 397 
Legal profession 

ethical obligations of, 28- 29 
regulation of, 28- 35 

Legal support staff, 4, 6 
Legal system. See Law/legal system 
Legal team 

explanation of, 4 
information technologists on, 

313 
members of, 5- 6 

Legislative branch, 83 
Letters 

fee engagement, 169- 171 
non,engagement, 171- 172 
settlement, 95, 96 

Liability 
explanation of, 128 
product, 128- 129 
strict, 122, 128, 184- 186 

Liability insurance, 148 
Licensing, paralegals and, 2 9- 31 
Limited jurisdiction, 87 
Limited jurisdiction courts, 91 
Liquidated damages, 134 
Listening skills, 180-181 
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Listening skills checklist, 181 
Litigation. See also Civil litigation 

candor and fairness in, 39- 40 
case management and, 60- 70 
cost of, 67, 70 
database issues for, 56 
documents in, 305- 308 
electronic discovery in, 316- 31 7 
explanation of, 48 
nature of, 7 
use of technology in, 48- 50, 307 (see 

also Technology) 

Litigation hold, 305 
Litigation support managers, 6 
Litigation support software, 

444-445 
Long arm statutes, 88 

Malpractice, deadlines and, 169 
Managing partners, 6 
Mandatory counterclaims, 2 71 
Mandatory disclosure, 293- 294 
Mediation, 82, 108 
Mediators, 106- 107 
Medical expenses, 148 
Medical treatment, statements for purpose 

of, 158 
Mental examinations, discovery process 

and, 291,382- 385 
Merchants, 132- 133 
Metadata 

explanation of, 305- 307 
PDF format documents and, 315 

Microsoft Access, 52- 53 
Minimum contacts, jurisdiction and, 88 
M ini,trials, in alternative dispute 

resolution, 108-109 
Minors 

settlements involving, 100-103 
statute of limitations and, 206 

Misrepresentation, in contracts, 131 
Mock jury trials, 413 
Model Code of Ethics (National 

Federation of Paralegal 
Associations), 38 

Model Code of Professional 
Responsibility (American Bar 

Association), 38 
Model Rules of Professional Conduct 

(American Bar Association), 28, 37, 
39, 183 

Model Standards and Guidelines for 
the Utilization of Legal Assistants 
(National Association of Legal 
Assistants), 35 

Molded verdict, motion for, 257, 258, 
468-469 

Monetary damages, 134 
Monetary remedies, 86, 122 
Monitors 

annotation, 454 
large,screen, 453 
video, 453 

Moral obligations, 182- 183 

Motions 
to compel, 250- 252, 295 
for directed verdict, 430 
discovery, 250- 252 
to dismiss, 246- 248 
to enlarge time to respond, 239, 

241- 244 
to enter default judgment, 241, 242, 

244, 245 
explanation of, 238, 362 
forms of, 238- 241 
for judgment as matter of law, 256, 257, 

467 
for judgment on pleadings, 248, 249, 

462 
in limine, 255 
to mold verdict, 25 7, 258, 468 
for new trial, 467 
for physical examination, 382, 383 
in pleading phase, 238- 250 
posttrial, 256- 259, 434 
pretrial, 252- 256 
for protective order, 252- 254, 295, 

347- 348 
for sanctions, 250- 25 1, 295 
for summary judgment, 238- 240, 

253- 256,397,462 
Mutual release, 100, 103 

Narrative opportunity, open,ended 

questions providing, 181- 182 
National Association of Legal Assistants 

(NALA) 

ethical guidelines of, 28, 3 7 
Model Standards and Guidelines for the 

Utilization of Legal Assistants, 35 
National Federation of Paralegal 

Associations (NFPA), 28, 37 
National Transportation Safety Board 

(NTSB), 191, 192 
Native format, 306 
Negligence 

comparative, 127- 128, 257, 271 
contributory, 127- 128, 27 1 
elements of cause of action in, 126 
explanation of, 125 
strict liability and, 184-185 

Negotiations 
in alternative dispute resolution, 108 
for settlements, 9 5 

Neutral fact finding, 108 
Non,dischargeable debt, 495 
Non,engagement letters, 171- 172 
Non,evidentiary phases, 422 
Non,hearsay, 156 
Non,native speakers, 33 
Notice and waiver, 229 
Notice of appeal, 471, 472 
Notice of deposition, 367, 368 
Notice of dismissal, 105 
Notice of stipulation of dismissal, 105 
Notice,pleading complaint, 215- 217 
Notice pleadings, 208 
Notice to Plead, 207 

Objectionable interrogatories, 34 7, 348 
Objections 

explanation of, 430 
timely, 160 

Off,site cloud,based systems, 352 
Office management functions 

case n1anagement functions vs., 60 
categories of, 71- 72 
overview of, 70- 71 

Office management software 
calendar maintenance on, 72- 73 
explanation of, 70- 71 
program functions of, 71- 72 
time,keeping, 70, 74 

Ohio State Bar Association Certified 
Paralegal, 30- 31 

On,call witnesses, 412 
Online document repositories, 60 
Open,ended questions, 181- 182 
Opening statements, 42 7 
Optical character recognition (OCR) 

programs, 307, 3 16 
Oral argument, 92- 93, 477 
O ral depositions, 363- 365 
Oral testimony, preservation of, 282- 283 
OSBA Certified Paralegal, 30 
Out,of,court statements, 154 
Overruled, 430 

Paperless offices, 60 
PaperPort software, 315 
Paralegals 

administrative tasks of, 13- 14 
case file organization and management 

by, 14 
client and witness interviews by, 11 
client relationships and, 4- 5 
corporate, 6 
deposition role for, 372 
discovery process role of, 12 
drafts of pleadings by, 12- 13 
ethical rules and, 37 
explanation of, 4 
freelance or independent, 39 
hun1an relationships skills for, 7 
investigation of facts by, 11- 12 
licensing and, 29- 30 
as litigation support manager, 6 
as member of legal team, 5- 6 
preparation of briefs by, 4 7 5-4 7 7 
productivity and, 14-15 
professionalism of, 8, 11 
restrictions on, 29, 31- 35 
role in civil litigation, 4- 6 
role in development of closing 

arguments, 433 
role in presentation of evidence, 

431-432 
settlements and, 99- 100 
skills of, 7- 11 
tasks of civil litigation, 11- 15 
trial assistance by, 13 

Partners, 6 
PDF Converter, 315 



PDF format, 313- 315, 355 
Peremptory challenge, 427 
Permissive appeals, 478 
Permissive counterclaims, 271- 272 
Personal jurisdiction 

dismissal and, 246 
explanation of, 87- 88 
procedure to obtain, 88 

Petitioner, 4 70 
Petition for writ of certiorari, 4 7 8 
Petitions for Minor's Compromise, 

101- 102 
Photographs 

satellite, 189 
in settle1nent brochures, 9 5 

Physical attire, for interviews, 176 
Physical evidence, 146, 150- 151 
Physical examinations, discovery process 

and,291,382- 385 
Physical location, of cause of action, 

188- 189 
Physical surroundings, for interviews, 

175- 176 
Plaintiffs, 85 
Plaintiff's case,in,chief, 428- 430 
Pleadings. See also Complaints 

amendment or supplement to com, 
plaint and, 230 

civil cover sheet and, 212, 213 
complaint filings and, 223- 229 
deadlines and time constraints for, 

229- 230 
drafting complaints and, 213- 222 
explanation of, 204, 207, 208 
fact, 208,218-221, 272- 274 
forms for, 207- 209 
motion for judgment on, 248, 249, 462 
notice, 208, 215- 217 
responsive, 266- 269 
rules of court and, 204, 205 
service of process and, 224-229 
statute of limitations and, 205- 207 
summons preparation and, 210- 212 

Police accident report forms, 187- 188 
Post,judgment interest, 492 
Posttrial motions, 256- 259, 434 
Posttrial procedures 

appeals to appellate court as, 469- 4 70 
appeals to U.S. Court of Appeals as, 

470- 478 
entering judgment as, 462- 464 
errors made at trial and, 464-467 
motions for relief and, 467-469 

Posttrial relief, 464 
Practice management software, 60. See also 

Case management software 
Prayer for relief, 222, 270, 272 
Pre,filing depositions, 362 
Predictive coding programs, 322 
Prejudice, 147 
Preponderance of evidence, 85, 124, 428 
Prerecorded testimony, 154, 160 
Presentation graphics 

explanation of, 451 

limitations of, 451- 453 
Preserving record for appeal, 464-465 
Pretrial conferences, 422 
Pretrial memorandums 

examples of, 400- 406 
explanation of, 399, 406 

Pretrial motions, 252- 256 
Principal, 36 
Prior inconsistent statements, 154 
Private ADR, 107, 110 
Private judging, in alternative dispute 

resolution, 109 
Privilege 

claim of, 285- 288 
evidentiary, 288 
explanation of, 285 

Privileged materials 
American Bar Association on, 32 7 
electronic discovery and, 251 
explanation of, 182 
inadvertent disclosure of, 324- 327 

Procedural issues, 396 
Procedural law, 89 
Production of documents or things. See 

also Requests for production of 
documents 

explanation of, 291 
subpoena for, 337 

Product liability 
defenses to, 129 
explanation of, 128 

Professionalism, 8, 11 
Prognosis, 382 
Prohibitive value, of evidence, 157 
Proof of Claim, 495-497 
Property, intentional torts against, 12 7 
Protective order, motion for, 252, 295, 

347- 348 
Pl1blic records, 159 
Pltnitive damages, 134 
Purchase money mortgage, 493 

Ql1ashed appeal, 4 71 
Ql1estions 

interview, 181- 182 
leading, 181 , 371 
open,ended, 181- 182 
for witnesses, 152 

Quotations, 4 77 

Range of motion, 385, 386 
Real evidence, 146 
Reasonable person standard, 126 
Rebuttal 

explanation of, 431 
sur, 431 

Record on appeal, 4 71 
Recorded recollection, 158- 159 
Records 

ancient, 159 
explanation of, 54 
family, 159 
obtaining and reviewing, 12, 186 
public, 159 
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of regularly conducted activity, 159 
Recross examination, 429 
Redirect examination, 429 
Reference manuals, 12 
Regulations 

explanation of, 83 
federal, 31 
overview of, 29 
paralegals and, 29 
state, 30- 31 
unauthorized practice of law and, 31- 35 

Release 
checklist for drafting, 103 
explanation of, 100-101 
mutual, 100- 101 

Relevant evidence, 124, 144- 146, 284 
Relief from automatic stay, 495 
ReligioltS beliefs, of witnesses, 15 5 
Remand, 92, 4 78 
Remedies 

equitable, 134 
types of, 85- 86 

Removal, 89 
Reply, 275 
Reports 

obtaining official, 186 
in settlement brochures, 95 

Requests for adn1issions, 291, 
387- 389 

Requests for production of documents. 
See also Discovery; Electronic 
discovery (e,discovery) 

elements of, 338, 341 
example of, 340 
explanation of, 336- 33 7, 350 
preparation of, 350- 351 
responses to, 3 51- 35 2 

Reserve, 94 
Residual exception, 160 
Resourcefulness, 8 
Responsive pleadings. See also Pleadings 

allowed by Federal Rules of Civil Prac, 
tice, 266 

deadlines and, 267 
explanation of, 266 
responses to complaints and, 267- 269 

Restatement of the Law Third, Torts: 
Product Liability, 184 

Reverse, 92, 478 
Revised Uniform Enforcement of Foreign 

Judgments Act, 488, 489 
Right to appeal 

alternative dispute resolution and, 107 
explanation of, 469 

Risk, assumption of, 127, 270 
Rules, 83 
Rules of Civil Procedure. See Federal Rules 

of Civil Procedure 
Riiles of the Supreme Court of Arizona (Rule 

31), 29- 30 

Sanctions 
explanation of, 222 
motion for, 250- 251, 295 
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Sanction software, 451, 452 
Satellite photographs, 189 
Satisfaction of judgment, 495, 497 
Satisfaction piece, 487 
Schedule of distribution, 488, 490- 491 
Scheduling order, 475 
Screening interviews, 168- 169 
Second Circuit Rule 3.1, 471, 473 
Self,authenticating documents, 149 
Service of process, 224, 227- 229 
Settlement. See also Alternative dispute 

resolution (ADR) 
confidentiality and, 103 
demands or offers of, 99- 100 
discovery process and, 283 
ethical issues related to, 98 
evaluation of, 93- 94 
explanation of, 93- 94 
involving minors, 100- 103 
lawsuit termination and, 105 
negotiation of, 95 
offers of, 148 
time frame for, 95 

Settlement brochures 
cautions related to, 98 
components of, 95- 96 
explanation of, 95 

Settlement documents 
explanation of, 100 
review and approval of, 103 
for settlements involving minors, 

100- 103 
Settlement letters, 95- 97 
Sidebar conferences, 431 
Signatures, for pleadings, 222 
SmartDraw software, 451 
Sn1artphones, 186 
Social Security Administration, 31, 3 5, 83 
Soft skills, 7 
Software 

case and practice management, 60-68 
for deadline calculation, 267 
document management, 305- 306, 315, 

316 
electronic discovery, 50 
graphics presentation, 448-451 
litigation support, 444 
office management, 70- 7 4 
presentation graphics, 448- 451 
sanction, 451 
scanning, 315, 316 
TrialDirector, 451 

Special damages, 134 
Specific performance, 122, 134 
Spoliation of evidence 

electronic discovery and, 311, 318 
investigation of claims and, 189 
penalties for, 150 

Standing, 86 
Stare decisis, 83- 84 
State constitutions, 83 
State court system. See also Court system 

inadvertent disclosure and, 325 
intermediate appellate courts, 91- 92 

lawsuit termination and, 105 
organization of, 89 
trial courts, 91 

Statement against interest, 160 
State regulation, paralegals and, 29- 31 
Statute of frauds, 130- 131 
Statute of limitations 

for civil actions, 205- 207 
explanation of, 124, 125, 127 
motions and, 247 
for negligence actions, 12 7 

Statutes 
explanation of, 83 
long arm, 88 

Statutory damages, 134 
Stayed, 486 
Stipulate to facts, 397 
Stipulations 

explanation of, 103 
notice of, 105 
psychological advantages of, 398- 399 

Strict liability 
causes of action and, 122 
clain1 investigation and, 184- 185 
negligence and, 184 

Subject matter jurisdiction 
dismissal and, 246 
explanation of, 86 

Subpoena duces tecum, 367 
Subpoenas 

explanation of, 367 
for production of documents, 337 
trial preparation and, 409, 412 

Substantive issues, 396 
Substantive law, 89 
Summary judgment, motions for, 238- 241, 

253- 256,397,462 
Summary jury trials, 109 
Summons 

explanation of, 210 
preparation of, 210- 211 

Supervising attorneys 
explanation of, 6 
proof of supervision, 7 4 
responsibility of, 36- 37 

Supreme Court, U. S. 
appeals to, 4 7 8 
explanation of, 92- 93 

Supreme courts, state 
ethics guidelines and, 28 
explanation of, 92 

Sur rebuttal, 431 
Sustained, 430 

Tables, 52 
Tabs3 (software), 62, 74 
Tangible evidence 

demonstrative evidence as, 150 
documentary evidence as, 149 
explanation of, 58 
physical evidence as, 150- 151 

Technology. See also Electronic databases; 
Electronic discovery (e,discovery) 

in civil litigation, 48- 50 

confidentiality issues and, 28- 29 
in courtroom, 444-454 (see also Elec, 

tronic courtroom) 
information gathering and, 186 
online data storage and collaboration 

and,49- 50 
predictive coding and technology as, 

sisted review, 3 22 
Technology assisted review, 322 
Testimony 

challenging credibility of, 154-15 5 
expert witnesses and, 153- 154 
form of questioning for, 152 
lay witnesses and, 152- 153 
prerecorded, 154, 160 
preservation of, 282- 283, 366 
process of, 151- 152 

Testimony evidence, 151 
Third,party answer, 2 76 
Third,party complaints, 275- 276 
Third,party document exceptions, 287 
Third,party practice, 275- 276 
TIFF format, 313- 314, 355 
Time keeping, 14 
Time,keeping software, 7 4 
Tort evidence checklist, 124 
Torts 

defenses to, 127- 128 
explanation of, 85, 124- 126 
intentional, 126- 127 

Trespass to land, 127 
Trial briefs, 406- 407 
Trial court 

explanation of, 91 
motions seeking relief from, 467- 469 

TrialDirector software, 451 
Trial graphics, 448- 449 
Trial notebooks 

explanation of, 58, 61, 413 
tabs for, 58, 62 

Trial preparation 
client and witness preparation and, 408-412 
continuances and, 413- 414 
cost,benefit analysis and, 407-408 
discovery process and, 282 
exhibits and, 412 
facts and, 397- 398 
jury investigation and, 412- 413 
legal issues and, 396- 397 
overview of, 396 
pretrial memorandums and, 399- 406 
psychological advantages of stipulations 

and,398- 399 
trial briefs and, 406- 407 
trial notebooks and, 413 

Trial presentations 
courthouse technical support, 446 
in electronic courtroom, 444- 455 
electronic display systems for, 451- 455 
eqttipment failttre and, 448 
trial graphics and, 448 

Trials 
closing arguments for, 433 
defendant's case,in,chief in, 430 



element of surprise during, 93 
entry of judgment for, 434 
evidentiary phase of, 428-430 
identifying issues for, 396- 399 
jury charge for, 427 
jury deliberations for, 434 
jury instructions for, 433 
jury selection for, 423-42 7 
jury verdict for, 434, 435 
motion for new, 467 
opening statements for, 427 
paralegalsand,431- 433 
phases of, 4 22 
plaintiff's case,in,chief in, 428-430 
posttrial motions and, 434 
pretrial conferences and, 422 
rebuttal in, 431 
settlements vs. cost of, 9 3- 94 
sidebar conferences with, 431 

Trial transcript, 4 7 5 
Trier of facts, 39 

UCC. See Uniforn1. Com1nercial Code 
(UCC) 

Unauthorized Practice of Law (UPL). See 
also Ethical guidelines; Ethical issues 

client representation and, 34- 35 
explanation of, 29 
filling out client forms and, 33- 34 
giving advice and, 33 
guidelines to avoid, 35 
holding oneself out and, 32- 33 
penalties for, 31- 32 

Unethical condt1ct, duty to report, 41 
Uniform Arbitration Act, 110 
Uniform Commercial Code (UCC) 

cause of action and, 122, 124, 125 
contracts and, 129, 131- 133, 206- 207 
explanation of, 131- 132 

Uniform Enforcement of Foreign 
Judgments Act, 488-492 

UPL. See Unauthorized Practice of Law 
(UPL) 

U.S. Constitution, 82, 83, 487 
U.S. Court of Appeals, 469 
U.S. Tax Court, 444, 445 
Usual stipulations, 374 
Utah Supreme Cot1rt Task Force, 30 

Venue 
dismissal and, 246 
explanation of, 89 

Verdict 
explanation of, 463 
motion for directed, 430 
motion to mold, 268, 269, 468-469 
unsupported by evidence, 

464-466 
Verdict slip. See Jury verdict slip 
Verification, 222 
Videographers, 367- 368 
Video monitors, 453 
Videos, day,in,the,life, 97, 135 
Videotaped depositions, 365, 451 
Visual presentation cart, 453 
Voir dire, 423- 427 
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Waiver trials, 91 
Warranties, 133 
Warranty of fitness for a particular 

purpose, 133 
Washington State, 30 
West Keywords, 56 
Wherefore clause, 222 
Withdraw the claim, 397 
Witnesses. See also Expert witnesses 

areas of agreement and, 397 
challenging credibility of, 154- 15 5 
character of, 155 
credibility of, 154- 155, 409, 429 
criminal history of, 155 
deposition preparation for, 370- 372 
deposition rights of, 3 7 4 
directory use to locate, 19 3- 194 
expert, 153- 154, 183, 184 
hostile, 151, 180 
impeachment of, 283, 366 
interviews of, 172, 173 
lay, 152- 153, 371 
on,call, 412 
prerecorded testimony from, 154 
pretrial instruction checklist for, 409 
religious beliefs of, 155 
trial preparation for, 408-412 

Witness information forms, 173, 175 
Work product doctrine, 98, 286, 287 
Writ of certiorari, 93, 4 78 
Written questions, deposition on, 363 

Zippo Dot Com Inc., 88 
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